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Trying to explain the changing nature and scope of the shifting intersection between 
the media and American politics feels a bit like trying to carefully dissect and ex-
plain a jet plane in mid- flight. By its very nature, politics and the journalism that 
surrounds and informs that pro cess are in the midst of the most significant trans-
formation in the modern era, one that is still playing out during the 2016 cam-
paign, when this work was written. To try and capture a sense of the change, I felt 
it was impor tant to contextualize the issues and players shaping the modern po liti-
cal pro cess by offering a look at the new developments fueled by technology and 
where they fit into the more than 200- year history of the republic.

To do this, Covering American Politics in the 21st  Century: An Encyclopedia of News 
Media Titans, Trends, and Controversies offers more than 200 entries in two volumes. 
Each entry concludes with “See also” cross- references to other related entries and 
a bibliography of additional print and electronic information resources. Written for 
high school students, college undergraduates, and other interested nonspecialist 
readers, the entries in  these volumes are loosely or ga nized around the broad cate-
gories identified in the Guide to Related Topics, which  will help readers easily and 
quickly trace related themes and topics across the entries.

Some entries cover the major trends that affect politics and the media. Some of 
 these trends weigh more heavi ly on one sector than the other, but in some way 
they influence both. Whole works could be written about changes in the way we 
communicate and how they have separately affected journalism or the modern po-
liti cal campaign, but the goal of this work is to examine the trends that affect both 
in some way.  These entries can be found listed  under “Media Trends” and “Po liti cal 
Trends” in the Guide to Related Topics. An additional series of entries explores the 
ethical and  legal issues within journalism and specifically po liti cal reporting and 
can be found  under the “Journalism Ethics and Issues” category in the Guide to 
Related Topics.

Other ele ments of the book needed a deeper dive into specific types of organ-
izations, be they think tanks that inform policy, forms of media, or ele ments of how 
campaigns are run. The goal  here is to examine a specific kind of actor that influ-
ences politics and the media and explore how that type of or ga ni za tion functions 
and how it has changed over time.  These categories of entries in the Guide to Re-
lated Topics include, on the po liti cal side, “Interest Groups and Po liti cal Organ-
izations” and “Campaign Or ga ni za tion and Structure,” and, on the media side, 
“Media Types.”

Preface
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Fi nally, po liti cal reporting and the modern world of campaigns are deeply af-
fected by the major organ izations that cover politics and supply the information 
the public consumes on po liti cal news, as well as the individuals who have come 
to play such a major role in the public conversations. Some of  these organ izations 
are polling firms, some traditional news outlets, and still  others new forms of me-
dia and po liti cal persuasion. The groups can be found in the “Media Organ izations” 
category of the Guide to Related Topics. For individuals, I sought to capture the 
 people who helped create the modern form of po liti cal reporting and campaigning 
as well as the major voices in the public sphere.  These are listed in the “Biographies” 
category.

Covering American Politics in the 21st  Century also contains an Introduction that 
puts the topic into broad historical context, a Selected Bibliography of quickly ac-
cessed impor tant general works in both print and electronic formats, and a detailed 
subject index to further help access information in the entries. Fi nally, all entries, 
except for  those carry ing a contributing byline,  were written by me.

Lee Banville, February 25, 2016
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Any proj ect this large and this exhaustive (and exhausting) has a lot of  people  behind 
it who deserve the credit and to whom I owe much.

First, I need to start with the handful of contributors who helped write this work 
and who each brought a specialty and skill to their pieces. Michael Wright is a jour-
nalist with a fine sense of the narrative and a keen ability to craft a compelling 
story. I assume in the coming editions he is the kind of reporter for whom I  will 
end up having to write a biography, but was happy to have him help me tackle 
every thing from po liti cal cartooning to network news madness. Jule Banville brought 
her experience as a deputy managing editor of the Washington City Paper as well 
as her own background covering the alternative newsmedia for the Association of 
Alter native Newsweeklies to her exploration of the role of often- overlooked alt-
weeklies to the po liti cal reporting landscape. And Jason Begay used his work as a 
reporter and editor as well as his experience as president of the Native American 
Journalist Association to help illustrate how the news media has often failed ethnic 
and racial minorities.

Of course the editors at ABC- CLIO deserve endless praise for working with me 
to help shape the prose and improve the collection. A special thanks needs to be 
said to Kevin Hillstrom who approached me with this proj ect and helped me de-
velop the entries (and come up with new ones as late as the end of 2015), and 
John Wagner for working on the tone and approach of the  whole work.

 There  were also some critical institutions that helped with time and resources. 
On the time front, I owe a debt to the University of Montana School of Journalism. 
The school, especially Dennis Swibold and Larry Abramson, supported me through 
this proj ect and scaled my teaching back a bit so I could tackle the scope of this 
proj ect. As for resources, I had had wild visions of writing this work at the brewer-
ies and coffee shops of Missoula, Montana (of which  there are quite a few of both), 
and nothing even close to that ever occurred. Instead, this book was written in the 
bowels of the Mike and Maureen Mansfield Library on the campus of the Univer-
sity of Montana. It seems wholly appropriate that I would be down  here in a library 
named  after the longest serving Senate majority leader in U.S. history and the man 
fabled po liti cal reporter David Broder once declared the politician he admired the 
most. I cannot tell you how invaluable the resources of a library are as you try to tell 
the wide variety of stories contained in this volume, and when I came across 
something I needed and they did not have, the staff of the library was always ready 
to go to any length to find it. I cannot ignore the contribution of the good folks at 

Acknowl edgments
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the UC Market who never judged just how much caffeine and how many bagels I 
purchased and consumed through the writing of this work.

I also need to thank the place that made me a po liti cal reporter and helped me 
become a professor: The PBS NewsHour (or The NewsHour with Jim Lehrer when I 
was  there). They took a chance on a 22- year- old kid to help start their first digital 
news effort and for some 14 years I had the plea sure of getting up  every day and 
trying to come up with the most compelling and relevant news I could. They let me 
launch podcasts and make video players, create Twitter feeds, and cook up crazy 
Election Day video proj ects with YouTube.

Fi nally, I have to thank my  family who put up with my moodiness and cranki-
ness while writing. Jule bore the brunt and still speaks to me. And my girls, Kate 
and Maggie, may be too young to know it, but they helped me step away from the 
book  every day by insisting I play some elaborate pretend game with them.

To all of you and many more, thanks.
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It was a hell of a party.
That was what I remember of my first po liti cal convention. I was 23 and a newly 

minted member of the venerable PBS program that itself had just been re- minted— 
the NewsHour with Jim Lehrer. Upon joining the staff of the new digital version of 
the program, the Online NewsHour, I had set out to come up with some sort of 
proj ect that would justify my attending one or both of the po liti cal conventions in 
1996. I came up with one, a mix of website user- driven interviews with campaign 
officials in each location as well as a series of delegate- generated reports about the 
internal politics of the convention.

I had scored an invite to the biggest po liti cal story of the year and it was, liter-
ally, a party.

The sun was setting on another frighteningly perfect San Diego day as thousands 
of journalists strolled along the pedestrian paths of the Embarcadero.  There  were 
dozens of restaurants serving  free food and beer.  There was the Brian Setzer Or-
chestra playing as dusk settled in. This was just the media party. Sponsored by the 
still- thriving San Diego Union- Tribune, it was a testament to how a po liti cal conven-
tion was both a huge event and a source of civic and institutional pride. The major 
paper in the city of the convention always hosted such an event, and much of the 
real jockeying was to score invites to the best parties to be held that week.

But as  great as the party was, it was just about over—or at least on the cusp of 
major changes.

The changes  were everywhere. First of all, I was a reporter for the website of a 
tele vi sion program. A website. That alone was a new phenomenon that year. Digi-
tal news was just at its beginning with a few large news organ izations  running their 
own sites, but they  were still largely experimental. That year, the New York Times 
launched its first website. CNN was dominant and MSNBC was a month old. Fox 
News  didn’t exist, but it was coming. Still, the web was already rising in promi-
nence. New digital- only publications  were popping up— not Gawker or Buzzfeed, 
but sites like Suck and Salon and search engines like Web Crawler with its happy- 
looking spider that helped visitors find  things on the web. The prototype of Google 
was still two years off. Looking back two de cades  later, Slate described the Internet 
this way: “It’s 1996, and  you’re bored. What do you do? If  you’re one of the lucky 
 people with an AOL account, you prob ably do the same  thing you’d do in 2009: 
Go online. Crank up your modem, wait 20 seconds as you log in, and  there you 
are— ‘Welcome.’ You check your mail, then spend a few minutes chatting with your 

Introduction
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AOL buddies about which of you has the funniest screen name (you win, pimpo-
dayear94)” (Manjoo 2009).

The typical American with Internet access in 1996 averaged 30 minutes of web 
surfing a month. It truly was the dawn of the connected age, and most  people  were 
still living in the caves. But it was not just the Internet that was still in its infancy. 
Cell phones  were still a luxury, not the norm, and  those who had cell phones used 
them to  really just make phone calls.  There was no easy way to capture video or 
photos other than cameras, and broadcasters  were still lugging U.S. Postal Ser vice 
bins filled to overflowing with wide- mouth Betamax tapes. Still, that is not to say 
that  things  were not happening fast. While journalists lined the harbor to see Re-
publican nominee Senator Bob Dole arrive with his vice presidential nominee, 
Internet gossip columnist Matt Drudge had already told us it would be former 
congressman Jack Kemp. That leak was only the beginning of a profound change 
in the way  people communicate. Digital publishing and the explosion of mobile 
technology in the early 2000s would alter the news media and the world of po liti-
cal campaigns. Both fields are built on the idea of communicating with audiences— 
campaigns in hopes of inspiring voters and rallying support and journalists for 
attracting audiences and informing the public.

What would happen over the next 20 years is nothing short of a revolution. That 
year the three major campaigns— Ross Perot was  running again and received fed-
eral matching funds— totaled $239.9 million. That is every one  running in the pri-
mary and the general election campaign. The presidential race in 2012 topped $2.14 
billion, and that is not even counting the outside money. The average webpage took 
30 seconds to load in 1996 and only 14  percent of Americans had Internet access. 
Now, near- ubiquitous Internet access is in most  people’s pockets.

You get the point.  Things changed and they changed fast.
The po liti cal system is still in the  middle of transitioning from what it was that 

night in San Diego in August 1996 to what it  will be in a money- soaked, continu-
ously connected world. The American po liti cal system has been in constant evolu-
tion, but the fundamental changes to communication have affected both that system 
and the media through which most of us see and understand that system. The bulk 
of my po liti cal reporting  career has followed along with  those changes, as I strug-
gled to keep up and stay relevant in a digital media world adding new tools and 
possibilities all the time.

Covering American Politics in the 21st  Century is an effort to document the  things 
that appear to be shaping that transition of both journalism and politics and where 
the two meet. It is  really the culmination of 20 years of po liti cal reporting, guiding 
digital news operations, and now teaching media history and modern reporting. 
Although the pages that follow have a lot (and I mean a lot) of information about 
the state of the media and politics,  there is far more out  there than can be captured 
in one piece of research and writing. Even as I wrote, venerable journals like the 
New Republic strug gled to survive and apparently well- funded startups like Al 
Jazeera Amer i ca suddenly evaporated. As I worked, a campaign unlike any other 
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unfolded each day, with Donald Trump’s 2016 White House run defying many of 
the long- held assumptions about momentum and negative media coverage. Still, as 
much as has changed, the American system remains surprisingly resilient in many 
ways, and so the idea of laying out the key players, the big questions, and the ma-
jor controversies turned out to be more doable than it felt when I hunkered down 
to start writing.

You’ll notice a lot of suggested readings for this book and that is on purpose. Each 
of  these entries could be a book unto itself, so to the degree pos si ble I have tried to 
identify sources and starting points for your own exploration of  these topics.

As I said, a lot has changed in 20 years. I am no longer a giddy 23- year- old watch-
ing Brian Setzer on a balmy August eve ning as I got ready to head into my first con-
vention, but for all the changes, the excitement of how the system works remains 
and I hope you’ll find it on the pages that follow.

Further Reading
Manjoo, Farhad. 2009. “Jurassic Web.” Slate. February 24. Accessed January 14, 2016. 

http:// www . slate . com  / articles  / technology  / technology  / 2009  / 02  / jurassic _ web . html.

http://www.slate.com/articles/technology/technology/2009/02/jurassic_web.html
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ABC NEWS
For de cades ABC News was the also- ran of broadcast journalism. Lacking the size 
and history of NBC and the Edward R. Murrow mystique of CBS, the American 
Broadcast Com pany seldom played a major role in covering politics  until the late 
1970s.

This may be related to its very inception. ABC did not bloom from audience de-
mand or technological innovation. It was born from a government requirement. 
NBC had been operating two networks— the Blue and the Red. Fearing having only 
two broadcasters dominate the airwaves, the Federal Communications Commis-
sion ordered NBC to shed one. NBC deci ded to sell off Blue, “traditionally the weaker 
of the two in programming, audience, and income” (Young and Young 2010). The 
new broadcast com pany went on the air in 1943 with fewer affiliates and less big- 
name talent than its larger colleagues. It was an inferiority complex that would last 
for more than 30 years. Tom Rosenstiel noted in his book on the po liti cal reporting 
of ABC, “The third of Amer i ca’s two- and- a- half networks, went the line about ABC 
News. In 1963, when CBS and NBC boasted news bud gets of $30 million each, 
ABC’s was $3.5 million” (Rosenstiel 1994, p. 25).

Then came the era of Roone Arledge.
Arledge was tapped in 1977 to take the helm of ABC News. He had already built 

ABC into a sports power house  behind Monday Night Football and Wide World of 
Sports, two programs that both tested the technology of tele vi sion and had built 
huge audiences for the third broadcast network. Journalists saw the hiring of Arledge 
as a move to cheapen the editorial content in the quest for ratings. “Our reaction 
when Roone came in was hostility, suspicion,” ABC’s Ted Koppel  later said. “We saw 
Roone as something of an interloper” (Car ter 2002). But that feeling would melt 
away as Arledge turned the network’s news division around, convincing his bosses 
to invest more in their reporting and creating new programs that would raise the 
network to an equal among its peers.

Arledge saw talent as the way to attract the viewer. He wooed Diane Sawyer away 
from CBS, and scored a coup when he convinced former NBC anchor David Brin-
kley to jump to ABC to host a weekly po liti cal news program, This Week with David 
Brinkley.

Arledge saw opportunities where few  others did. He put sports in primetime 
when no one  else would, and it succeeded. While NBC and CBS  were focused on 
comedy and chat shows late in the eve ning, Arledge saw another opening. When 
Islamic radicals stormed the American embassy in Iran in 1979, Arledge jumped 
at the chance to implement the kind of news reporting he wanted by fighting for 

A
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something he needed— more airtime. As Ted Koppel, the man who would come to 
anchor the effort, wrote  later, “Roone Arledge wanted air.  There was no way he could 
begin to build a first- class news operation without more airtime. ABC wanted him 
to do for the news division what he’d done for sports, but it  wasn’t that  simple. All 
the imaginative sports programming for which Arledge was legend— shows like 
Wide Worlds of Sports and Monday Night Football— would still be ideas instead of 
institutions if the network  hadn’t provided more airtime” (Koppel and Gibson 
1996, p. 4). He found that airtime late in the weekday eve ning and built a program 
called Amer i ca Held Hostage, which  later morphed into Nightline. With Nightline, 
This Week, and ABC World News with Peter Jennings, the network grew to be the 
most popu lar broadcast outlet by the late 1980s.

The network would spar with NBC for highest nightly news viewership, ABC 
often taking strong stands in its po liti cal reporting. Ted Koppel and his Nightline 
crew left the 1996 Republican National Convention, saying that “they  were bored 
and had better  things to do.” Koppel himself remarked that the media had man-
aged  until that point not to notice what the conventions had become. “Somehow 
we have very  little trou ble the rest of the year seeing through this kind of  thing, 
when Hollywood tries to do it with a movie, or a factory with some new product” 
(Karabell 1998). Criticized by some as journalistically arrogant, Koppel was un-
apologetic, saying he would not use limited resources to cover an “infomercial.”

ABC News also took a leading role in the emerging DC- centric approach to 
new media reporting about politics. Before Politico or Twitter, ABC News launched 
“The Note,” a daily po liti cal briefing crafted by the po liti cal team for the network. “The 
Note” had a breezy and inside- baseball tone and soon became a must- read for po-
liti cal reporters in the U.S. Capitol.

It became so popu lar that it came to symbolize a Washington media corps that 
was growing out of touch with common Americans and was too interested in its 
own gossip and status. A piece in Washington Monthly blasted the ser vice: “Cutesy, 
creepy, and relentlessly effusive  towards the media elite, The Note confirms the old 
adage that life  really is like high school, with The Note filling the role of cheerleader- 
meets- yearbook editor, keeping tabs on where the cool kids are eating lunch, what 
 they’re wearing, and who’s having the big party this weekend” (Boehlert 2006). Nev-
ertheless, “The Note” helped ensure that ABC News would continue to play a sig-
nificant role in po liti cal coverage even as the viewership of the broadcast entities 
continued to dwindle.

See also: Broadcast Tele vi sion Networks; CBS News; NBC News
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ACCESS TO CANDIDATES
As professional campaign staffs sought to control more closely the messaging and 
coverage of their candidates and the number of media covering po liti cal campaigns 
swelled, reporters covering candidates saw the amount of times they could inter-
view and even interact with candidates slowly dwindle. This effort to control ac-
cess and limit potentially damaging unplanned questions or answers makes sense 
from a campaign perspective, where any slip by a candidate or unplanned outburst 
can cause real damage to their electoral chances. Critics argue that the current highly 
controlled access to candidates and campaign workers stunts the amount and qual-
ity of information voters receive about candidates and their positions. They also 
claim that reporters’ frustration over access contributes to the combativeness be-
tween the press and campaigns.

As po liti cal power in this country shifted from local and state party officials di-
rectly to voters, the importance of the media in how campaigns communicated to 
supporters became increasingly impor tant. No longer was it enough to get certain 
internal factions within party leadership to support your candidate; campaign of-
ficials now needed to mobilize and inspire large swaths of voters in diverse geo-
graphic areas to donate money, volunteer time and, most importantly, get out and 
vote in a primary or on election day. This newfound importance of the media to 
the candidate was coupled with journalists’ interest in covering the election and 
more specifically, the internal workings of the campaign. Campaigns and parties 
soon began working with the press to curry  favor and win more positive coverage. 
This included supplying reporters with press releases that summarized key devel-
opments in the campaign and granting reporters interviews with the candidate or 
se nior party official. This strategy amounted to the beginning of “news manage-
ment,” whereby press relations personnel would seek to control the message and 
tone of stories coming out of news organ izations. By crafting statements and prep-
ping candidates to stick to constructed messages, campaign staff strove to ensure 
that press coverage would reflect the story the agency or campaign wished to send 
out. This system is built on the idea that controlling the media message  will in turn 
control public opinion on a  matter— a contention that is hardly universally accepted. 
From its outset, it fostered tension between the public relations teams and the press 
that they sought to manage. The two sides are often portrayed in this arrangement 
as locked in  battle. One tome on po liti cal communications contends that in this 

http://shorensteincenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/d33_karabell.pdf
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setup, “Journalists argue that they do not fight po liti cal communicators, they sim-
ply fight to get at the truth on behalf of the public. Politicians often offer the rebut-
tal that, without the gatekeepers, agenda- setters and media biases, they would be 
able to pres ent their case to the public in the way the public would want. It is 
 because of this that some talk of a vicious circle existing, in which media, politics 
and the public are all unwittingly embroiled” (Lilleker 2006). This tension has ex-
isted in the American system dating back at least a  century. Consider Theodore 
Roo se velt’s efforts to foster relationships with reform- minded journalists like Lin-
coln Steffens and David Graham Phillips. Roo se velt sought  these reporters’ support 
for his efforts to spur Progressive reforms, but their reporting did not always ad-
here to his efforts. Phillips even wrote a scathing series called “The Treason of the 
Senate” that highlighted the corruption of senators including friends of TR. The 
president then lashed out at the same reporters, labeling them muckrakers who  were 
more interested in reporting on the filth than in improving the country. Although 
the term “muckraker” became a badge of honor for many journalists, its  actual use 
highlights how even by the dawn of the twentieth  century the efforts to court and 
influence the press could lead to deep divisions between politicians and the press.

This divide, between  those that seek to influence the public through the media 
and a media that chafes at attempts to be managed, would become more compli-
cated and nuanced as the interests of the press expanded from simply covering a 
campaign’s events and speeches to exploring the tactics and strategy of the cam-
paign itself. If pressed to decide on a moment at which the press developed this 
interest in tactics and strategy, a good one would be the publication of The Making 
of the President in 1961. Theodore White’s seminal work on presidential politics 
put readers inside the campaign, allowing them to watch po liti cal drama unfold 
between Senator John F. Kennedy and Vice President Richard Nixon. The book of-
fered compelling insights into how campaigns worked and allowed  people to be 
 there with Kennedy while he stumped for votes in hostile parts of Wisconsin ahead 
of the Demo cratic Party primary in the state. White recounted one day spent with 
Kennedy, writing:

At noon he stood at the head of the street in the one- street village of Phillips and 
looked down its length and saw no one; he entered its hardboard factory and spoke 
to the workers on the line, who grunted and let him pass; he visited the local news-
paper, which was totally indifferent to the fact that a Presidential candidate was paus-
ing with them; he circulated the cafes of Phillips’ main street, courteously saying, 
‘My name is John Kennedy, I’m  running for President in the primary’; and they went 
right on eating. He left town shortly  after noon and the town was as careless of his 
presence as of a cold wind passing through. (White 1961)

White’s work, a bestseller among the public, had an even more profound effect 
on po liti cal reporters, many of whose sense of storytelling was drawn to a more 
narrative and nuanced tale of personal drama and po liti cal strategy. White would 
turn his tales of campaigns into regular public fodder, and po liti cal reporters  were 
soon emulating the style and the focus on an insider’s view of the campaign. This 
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style of reporting required something new of po liti cal reporters. It was no longer 
enough simply to attend the day’s campaign events, and write an effective synopsis 
of what was said and how big the crowds  were and how much they reacted. Now, 
an effective campaign reporter needed to have access to the inner workings of the 
campaign. They should get leaked the latest poll numbers. They should have spent 
time with the candidate on the stump. They should know what ads are in the works 
before they appear on local tele vi sion. At a minimum, they should be able to take 
a day’s speech and be able to explain to readers or viewers what was said and how 
it is a part of the campaign’s strategy to reach out to this group, or address this claim 
by their opponent, or bolster this policy weak spot.

This form of reporting pressed journalists to gain access to more than just cam-
paign press releases. Over the next de cades, the relationship between the press and 
campaigns evolved. Campaigns would actively choose to bring certain reporters into 
the fold to know about critical developments.  These reporters would be trusted with 
embargoed information or background information that would only be quoted 
anonymously. The campaigns needed  these key press  people to get their message 
out, and they used the insider access they gave to the reporter as leverage. If the 
reporter went too far outside the information the campaign wanted out, he or she 
could lose that hallowed place. Rarely stated overtly, this threat hung in the air as 
a sort of Sword of Damocles that reporters knew could fall at any time.

In recent years, as the press became only one of many ways government officials 
and candidates could reach the public, the relationship began to change again. 
Social media allowed candidates suddenly to reach millions of likely supporters 
with 140 characters at any time. Media operations became more numerous and often 
more partisan as cable networks and blogs sought narrowly construed audiences 
that may inherently support or oppose a politician or policy.  These outlets  were 
more safely predictable and therefore preferable to investigative news outlets or jour-
nalists who sought to remain po liti cally neutral. This inability by the press to demand 
access to the halls of power is prob ably best illustrated by President Barack Obama 
and his relationship with the White House press corps. Obama came into office 
promising the most transparent administration in modern history, but  little of that 
transparency focuses on communicating with the press. A 2015 survey of the cre-
dentialed White House correspondents found that 80  percent of the reporters had 
never interviewed the president one- on- one or in a small group just from the jour-
nalist’s news or ga ni za tion. In the same survey, 58  percent of the correspondents 
said they had interviewed no one who did not work in the press office in the past 
week— even off the rec ord or on background (Politico 2015).

Many in the po liti cal establishment say this real ity is the result not of a shift in 
the power of the press, but in the be hav ior and interests of the journalists them-
selves. Politicians accuse the press of being more interested in scandal and fights 
than in facts and governing. They argue that the press  will seek to cast  every po liti cal 
story in a partisan light, highlighting negative comments over positive ones and fo-
cusing on divisive issues rather than  those that cross party lines. For  these politicians, 
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journalists’ demands for access is ridicu lous as giving them access  will not help 
get the message out, or even govern effectively. Former presidential candidate and 
Demo cratic Party Chairman Howard Dean told Politico, “The inside- the- Beltway 
press is just the worst.  There’s too much reliance on unnamed sources, which are 
unreliable and  can’t be evaluated by the reader. And the willingness to engage in 
pack journalism is just appalling. My advice to the press is to remember that  you’re 
an impor tant part of government and democracy, and act like it. You  can’t blame 
Hillary or Obama for  going into the foxhole or managing the press— which drives 
them crazy. The reason they have a bad relationship with the press is that the press 
asks for it” (Ralph and Slattery 2015). Many campaigns and po liti cal communica-
tions professionals have deprioritized granting access to candidates and surrogates, 
with the result being a press increasingly frustrated with their inability to get any-
one to talk about policy or po liti cal decisions.

A few candidates have sought to change this contentious and heavi ly controlled 
dynamic.  These candidates often are mounting insurgency campaigns, attempting 
to unsettle a party favorite who is dominating the campaign headlines. Consider the 
2000 campaign of Senator John McCain. McCain was seen as a maverick Repub-
lican. A solidly conservative candidate, he was known for bucking the po liti cal 
establishment when he felt they  were unwilling to address real prob lems or play-
ing partisan politics. McCain had built a name for himself by being aggressive in 
calls for campaign finance reform and working with Demo crats to craft moderate 
solutions to some prob lems. When he ran in 1999 and 2000 the Republican front-
runner was former Texas governor George W. Bush. McCain launched a low- key 
(and inexpensive) bus tour to try and build momentum for his candidacy. Central 
to his strategy was to bring the journalists onto his campaign bus and to answer 
what ever questions they may have about his campaign or certain issues. He paired 
this strategy with dozens of town hall meetings, especially in the critical early state 
of New Hampshire. But the bus— the “Straight Talk Express”— captured the imagi-
nation of the press. Friend and long- time Republican senator Warren Rudman said, 
“I’ve traveled on that bus. Several of the  people  here have traveled on that bus. It’s 
remarkable— unprecedented access— not mealy- mouthed campaign bite answers. 
Ask a question, get an answer. But most of all, the press has watched him at 114 
town meetings in New Hampshire answer  every question and  they’ve respected this 
guy and they like him . . .  This goes beyond politics. This goes back to the Ken-
nedy era of the American  people suddenly having their minds and hearts captured 
by an insurgent candidacy, almost like Ronald Reagan did to Gerry Ford in 1976. 
So that’s the reason, nothing to do with liberal- conservative. It has to do with ac-
cess. It has to do with openness, it has to do with the candidate himself” (Smith 
2000).

McCain would go on to win the New Hampshire primary and then lose the nom-
ination. However, the idea of the insurgent candidate willing to embrace access, 
when so many campaigns are closing the door, speaks to one of the key  things 
to remember about the relationship of the press and politicians: saying yes to an 
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interview or calling a reporter back quickly can have a profound impact on the fi-
nal piece. Consider the high- pressure world of the modern journalist who must 
not just craft the story, research the facts, and check for additional sources, but 
must also tweet out the latest discoveries or do a quick interview for cable news or 
their publication’s website. They must constantly feed the social media outlets while 
drafting their reporting  under tight deadlines. Into this real ity, the question of who 
 will grant reporter access by answering a question or responding to a development 
takes on increased importance. In a lengthy essay about the real biases of journal-
ists, culture writer and reporter Chuck Klosterman aimed to explain the power of 
access. Klosterman noted that many  people fear the po liti cal biases of the media and 
agreed that the corporations that run the media are largely conservative and the 
reporters that work for the media are largely liberal, but this does not  really mani-
fest itself in the reporting. Access, on the other hand, is a power ful component of 
what ends up on the air or in the newspaper. Klosterman notes, “Since journalism 
is founded on the premise that real ity can only be shown through other  people’s 
statements, reporters are constantly placing phone calls to multiple sources with 
the hope that all of them (or at least one of them)  will give the obligatory quotes 
the writer can turn into a narrative. That’s why the first person who happens to 
return a reporter’s phone message dictates what ever becomes the ‘final truth’ of 
any story . . .  even when every one  else does call back before deadline, the tem-
plate has already been set by whoever got  there first; from now on,  every question 
the reporter asks  will be colored by what ever was learned from the initial source. 
Is it bad? Yes . . .  But it’s not an agenda. It’s timing” (Klosterman 2003).

This ele ment of access is impor tant for both sources and the public to under-
stand. Journalists depend on sources to tell them what is  going on and to offer con-
text. Who  those sources are and how open  people are to being  those sources is a 
critical, if apparently mundane, aspect of how effective and accurate the reporting 
 will be. As access becomes more highly managed and information more scripted, 
the public is potentially the victim of po liti cal communicators more focused on con-
trolling the message than its accuracy and a press more bent on proving their free-
dom from that control than the usefulness of the information.

An impor tant, but somewhat dif fer ent, question of access has to do with  whether 
voters have access to the reporting that is generated by this contentious pro cess. 
Counterintuitively in a world of widespread WiFi, information, and ubiquitous so-
cial media, scholars and journalists worry that the continued decline of newspaper 
readership and the shaky quality of local tele vi sion news could be harming  people’s 
understanding of issues at both the national and local levels. One study out of 
Prince ton University noted that a person’s understanding of local po liti cal informa-
tion took a serious hit when they no longer subscribed to the local newspaper. The 
same study noted that Internet access helped improve a person’s score somewhat, but 
the under lying trou bles of local newspapers could make that improvement moot, 
writing, “As  these newspapers falter and perhaps even fail, it is realistic to won der 
where citizens  will get LPI [local po liti cal information]. Without such information, 
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they  will certainly strug gle to be knowledgeable about their communities . . .  the 
prob lem wrought by increasing media access is not limited to only citizens who 
opt for non- local content: their choices lead to a spiral that may result in a decline 
in local choices for all citizens” (Shaker 2009).

A desire and need for access to informed sources, mixed with a press’s interest 
in fostering an insider view of campaigns, means that more reporters covering a 
debate or a campaign may not lead to more or better information— especially con-
sidering the mixed picture regarding the public’s ability to access truth and infor-
mative information about po liti cal issues at all levels. Combat between source and 
reporter, both jockeying for more control over the story and its component parts, 
seems to be an innate part of the modern po liti cal reporting pro cess.

See also: Campaign Strategy Coverage; News Conferences; Photo Ops and Optics; 
Po liti cal Bias and the Media; Spin; Staging; White, Theodore
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ADVANCE TEAMS
Advance teams are campaign staff devoted to organ izing events and their coverage 
in the media.  These po liti cal professionals are charged with every thing from the 
logistics of venues and transportation to the prepping of media and planning for 
the photos and video the event  will generate. The work includes designing the look 
and feel of the event for  those who  will attend it, but more importantly, the ad-
vance team spends much of its time focusing on how the final speech or voter in-
teraction  will look on tele vi sion or in photos.

The idea of pre- organ ization and planning is not particularly new in campaigns. 
As long as candidates have gone out and made appearances on the campaign trail, 
candidates have sent staffers ahead to gauge the effectiveness of an appearance, and 
to ensure the critical local officials  were  there and the right talking points made it 
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back to the candidate. As early as the 1968 campaign, the “advance man” had be-
come a fixture of presidential campaigns. That year Time magazine profiled Kings-
ley Hopkins Murphy, who had spent that year working for beleaguered vice 
president Hubert Humphrey as the Demo crat waged his losing campaign against 
Richard Nixon. In starting the profile, the magazine wanted its readers to know, 
“ There is no such  thing as a spontaneous campaign appearance.  Every candidate 
has his advance men, the harried unsung experts who go from town to town to 
make as sure as humanly pos si ble that the crowds  will be out, the schedule smooth, 
the publicity favorable” (Danforth 1968). Murphy called it “ running the traps” so 
that the campaign and the candidate knew what lay ahead of a campaign trip. The 
goal of  these early advance teams was to ensure that nothing surprised the candi-
date when they appeared in the town.

The advance team would meet with local officials, or ga nize the location and de-
cide on the timing of an event, and then pitch it to the media. As the campaigns 
became more sophisticated and the audience of  these events shifted more to the 
media and away from the  actual local voters, the advance team’s responsibilities grew 
into framing the venue and shaping the talking points the campaign wanted on the 
news that night. As one scholar of the modern campaign put it, the advance team’s 
“responsibility is to ensure that the event happens without a hitch and that the can-
didate’s message is presented to an adequately prepared press corps, ready to in-
clude the day’s sound bite in their story or on the eve ning news” (Polsby 2012). 
This effort involves multiple ele ments, including staging the event at a location that 
helps contextualize the message visually (say, holding a jobs speech on a factory 
assembly line), finding and vetting local supporters who may be allowed to ask 
questions or provide a  human face to some ele ment of the candidate’s speech, and 
briefing the media about the campaign’s talking points ahead of time to hopefully 
influence the direction of the reporting. Each of  these ele ments reflects the way in 
which the media has infiltrated and changed the way candidates actually campaign. 
No longer is stumping for votes outside a diner simply about meeting an individ-
ual voter and convincing him or her to back the candidate. Instead  these meetings 
are intended to be captured and distributed by the media to a far larger audience. 
Even in early states like Iowa and New Hampshire where voters often expect to 
meet and talk personally with candidates, campaign events are staged to provide the 
tele vi sion cameras and photog raphers with the backdrop the campaign seeks to 
proj ect. Hay bales are trucked in and set up to convey a rural aesthetic. Factory work-
ers are dressed appropriately and positioned on the podium to be in the frame. Local 
officials are invited and prepped with how they  will introduce the candidate. Espe-
cially on well- funded presidential campaigns,  little to nothing is left to chance.

Advance teams are not limited to presidential races. Statewide campaigns and 
most congressional contests  will usually have or ga nized advance teams to work to 
create events. As they have become fixtures of campaigns of assorted sizes, advance 
man or  woman has become one of the first jobs new po liti cal professionals  will 
land on a campaign. The advance team members have to be highly or ga nized and 
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detail- oriented, and understand the goals of the campaign, but they  don’t deal with 
more sensitive jobs such as shaping the message, dealing with crises, or directing 
the campaign. As one guide to landing a first job on a campaign explained, “Ad-
vance work involves lots of travel; you could be on the road twenty days out of the 
month on a national or statewide campaign. This work is less sensitive and is more 
likely to go to campaign novices who exhibit in de pen dence, self- confidence, imag-
ination, and good judgment” (Kelly and Levitt 2007).  These hires are intended to 
execute the message and plan someone  else developed.

Despite this entry- level quality to the job, on larger campaigns the advance team 
approaches military- style precision and organ izing. Take, for example, the de-
scription of what the campaign of Republican candidate Mitt Romney did simply to 
choose the time for a rally to start. The New York Times, which spent a day and a 
half with the advance team as they planned an Ohio rally during the 2012 presi-
dential campaign, described how “nearly two dozen lights  were set, illuminating 
banners, flags and the square itself for the rally on Oct. 12. The day before, aides 
had taken photos of the site  every 15 minutes as day dwindled to night, ensuring 
that Mr. Romney would take the stage— and cameras would click—at the prover-
bial golden hour” (Parker 2012). This focus on the visual speaks to the power of 
the media to shape what a campaign does. The advance team still must “run the 
traps” that Murphy discussed in 1968 to avoid a logistical error or candidate mis- 
step, but the larger job now focuses on the way most  people  will ever see the event— 
through the lens of the eve ning news video camera or in a photo captured, ideally, 
during the golden hour.

Campaigns take this work seriously, and  those who advise campaigns on strat-
egy and tactics are quick to stress the importance of  these staffers. Finding the right 
group who can plan the event to the minute and still be able to respond to events on 
the ground or schedule prob lems is seen as a critical ele ment of a campaign of just 
about any size. The trade magazine of the po liti cal professional, Campaigns & Elections, 
stressed that campaign se nior staff should “think of your advance staff and volun-
teers as special forces sent to conduct reconnaissance before a military operation. 
They are on the scene early, and are able to convey key information about the event 
to the candidate and traveling staff, such as any unexpected VIP arrivals or other can-
didates in attendance, issues with the venue, or changes to the format” (Chassé 2011).

See also: Campaign Strategy Coverage; Photo Ops and Optics; Staging
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ADVOCACY JOURNALISM
Often mixed with the idea of bias and cast against the ideal of journalistic objectiv-
ity, advocacy journalism has usually received a bad rap as mixing partisan or pol-
icy goals with the journalistic form. Although historically used in a derogatory way 
to describe reporting and editorializing that argues for a specific policy or party, 
advocacy journalism has a long history in the United States. It has become more a 
part of the mainstream media as audience fragmentation has helped spur increas-
ingly partisan news outlets and greater diversity in news organ izations.

Advocacy journalism intersects with po liti cal reporting in innumerable ways, 
from injecting issues into the public sphere for debate by politicians and voters to 
serving as a de facto or ga nizer and promoter for po liti cal  causes. This pro cess has 
been part and parcel of the American media’s relationship with politics since before 
 there was a United States. Samuel Adams, who had become a vocal critic of the 
British presence in the American colonies, saw the newspaper as one of his most 
power ful weapons against the British. To use it he developed one of the first pieces 
of advocacy journalism in the New World, launching the Journal of Occurrences in 
the 1768 as British troop levels increased. The Journal was not so much a newspa-
per, but rather what one would call  today a syndicated column that ran in estab-
lished newspapers in New York and elsewhere. The column was one of the first 
editorial features to chronicle daily events, and it did so with salacious detail while 
dripping with anti- British venom. A historian of the time emphasized how Adams 
and  others used this new journalistic tool to subtly argue larger po liti cal points, 
noting, “Adams and the other ‘Journal’ authors used it to illustrate a theme 
Samuel emphasized in other essays: standing armies threatened a  people’s basic 
liberties . . .  Many soldiers lacked morals; many  were criminals. The theme of 
criminality, buttressed by examples from New York as well as Boston, highlighted 
the soldiers’ depravity. Accounts of rapes and attempted rapes appeared with regu-
larity” (Alexander 2004).  Later evidence indicated many of Adams’s most explo-
sive accusations  were  either exaggerated or completely fabricated, but the core 
message that the British military presence was evil caught fire in many  future revo-
lutionaries through  these writings.  Because of its effectiveness, the Journal of Occurrences 
highlights a per sis tent fear that has pervaded advocacy journalism: How can the 
writer be taken seriously if it is known at the end of the report their goal is not 
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simply to inform but to persuade? Adams highlights the danger that in the name 
of the larger cause the advocacy journalist may be tempted to exaggerate for effect, 
to make a stronger point.

Early American newspapers did not worry about questions of impartiality or ob-
jectivity, instead embracing their role of po liti cal advocacy. Most media in Amer i ca 
 were expressly connected to  either the Federalist or Anti- federalist parties and took 
to their pages to advocate for specific policies. None of the newspapers at this time 
employed reporters to go out and document the day’s events, cover the new Con-
gress, or convey the public a sense of the critical developments in the world. Instead, 
 these newspapers served as po liti cal newsletters, publishing op-ed columns about 
po liti cal debates of the day and generally reaching only  those active in the party or 
politics in a given community. In this construction of journalism, advocacy  wasn’t 
simply an extension of its mission, it was the  whole mission.

As the newspaper industry moved from being a tool of po liti cal parties and elites 
to an advertising platform that sought the widest pos si ble audience, its role shifted 
 toward a more objective form of journalism. Newspapers found that downplaying 
explicit po liti cal advocacy in  favor of a more basic “what happened  today” approach 
to the news could attract more readers by not alienating  those who had one parti-
san view or another. This development, mainly in the 1830s and 1840s, created 
the modern newspaper; most stories on the front page sought to attract the most 
readers, and expressed advocacy moved into a new section of editorials and opinion 
columns.  These newspapers and their publishers still conducted bouts of advocacy 
reporting— such as William Randolph Hearst’s anti- Spain reporting that helped 
spur the Spanish- American War— but by the emergence of the New York Times and 
other more balanced newspapers, that form of advocacy appeared to be waning. In 
its place grew a focus on objectivity and impartiality.

This newfound focus on objectivity became a sort of religion of modern journal-
ism, espoused by an increasingly professional class of reporters and editors who 
saw their role as serving the public good. Journalists and thinkers like Walter 
Lipp mann argued that objectivity would help supply the public with the facts that 
they need to make informed decisions about their world and their governments. 
To be sure, Lipp mann did not argue that journalists needed to forego having their 
own opinions, but argued that  those opinions should not shape the news. He pre-
ferred that the reporting pro cess itself should be objective, seeking information from 
all sides of a debate. Lipp mann described the pro cess as ensuring reporters would 
have “victories over superstitions of the mind” (Berry 2005).

But the goal of objectivity and impartiality became more about the reporters 
themselves and less about the reporting pro cess. Reporters increasingly sought to 
maintain a public position of neutrality on po liti cal issues. Some like broadcast’s 
Jim Lehrer pointedly did not vote, for fear that this act would compromise their 
ability to report objectively on  those elected officials  later on. But  others pushed 
back against this form of impartiality, claiming that it was unnecessary and could 
actually impair the news or ga ni za tion’s ability to document the truth. One of  those 
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was perhaps the most influential magazine publisher in American history— Time’s 
Henry Luce. Luce, who dubbed the twentieth  century “The American  Century,” was 
an active member of the Republican Party and at one time is said to have held am-
bitions to be U.S. Secretary of State. Luce rejected this concept of objectivity, once 
telling his magazine’s sales staff, “[Time] is attacked with equal or slightly varying 
bitterness for being pro and con the same  thing. What is most of all amazing about 
this reputation is that never, at least to my knowledge and consent, did Time ever 
claim impartiality. Time’s character is that Time  will tell— will tell the truth about 
what happened, the truth as it sees it. Impartiality is often an impediment to the 
truth. Time  will not allow the stuffed dummy of impartiality to stand in the way of 
telling the truth as it sees it” (Galison 2015).

Luce’s argument is repeated by many inside and outside of journalism as the main 
prob lem with the objective approach to reporting. If journalists are too interested 
in maintaining the label of “objective,” they may seek comments and sources from 
multiple sides of an argument even if  those sides do not possess equal merit. (For 
example, for years news organ izations made the source and legitimacy of global 
warming a po liti cal debate, offering each side— one maintaining mankind is con-
tributing to worldwide increases in temperature and one arguing they do not— equal 
access to the media.  Those scientists who have studied the  matter almost exclu-
sively line up on the side of  those who connect  human activity to the warming trend, 
and yet the insistence on objective reporting has allowed global warming deniers, 
politicians included, to continue to make their case.)

Environmental concerns, the Watergate scandal, and the Vietnam War brought 
a series of challenges to the country and to journalism in the 1960s and 1970s that 
helped spark a new wave of advocacy journalism. Widespread corruption that led 
to the resignation of President Nixon, and the disparity between official statements 
and the reported real ity in Vietnam, inspired some journalists to move away from 
the objective ideal to a more overt skepticism. Some, like famous investigative 
reporter I.F. Stone, started from a basic idea— “All governments lie.” This was some-
times reinterpreted to be all institutions— government, business, even the main-
stream media— and therefore pretending to be impartial about this and allowing 
them to lie was unacceptable. Advocacy journalism itself started to fracture. To 
some, advocacy journalism means arguing for a specific policy or candidate.  Others 
argue that investigative reporting that concludes the government is failing to ad-
dress an issue is an act of advocacy.

Perhaps the most recent and crystallizing incident involving advocacy journal-
ism erupted on the pages of the Guardian in 2013. That year, the British newspaper 
and international news site published a story detailing the massive high tech sur-
veillance operation run by the National Security Agency. The reporting was based on 
documents leaked by former NSA contractor Edward Snowden. Snowden chose to 
work with two advocacy journalists— writer Glenn Greenwald and filmmaker Laura 
Poitras— who both had a track rec ord of arguing against government surveillance 
and skepticism about the be hav ior of the government. Snowden approached 
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 these two  because he knew they  were sympathetic, as opposed to approaching a 
more “objective” journalist. Greenwald was not quiet in his thoughts about the im-
plications of the reporting he and  others would start  doing based on the Snowden 
documents, writing a week  after the first disclosures, “How can anyone think that 
it’s remotely healthy in a democracy to have the NSA building a massive spying ap-
paratus about which even members of Congress, including Senators on the Home-
land Security Committee, are totally ignorant and find ‘astounding’ when they 
learn of them? . . .  Put another way, how can anyone contest the value and justifi-
ability of the stories that we  were able to publish as a result of Edward Snowden’s 
whistleblowing: stories that informed the American public— including even the 
US Congress— about  these incredibly consequential programs? What kind of person 
would think that it would be preferable to remain in the dark— totally ignorant— 
about them?” (Greenwald 2013). The answer, it turned out, was some fellow jour-
nalists as well as many members of the public questioned the disclosure of the 
programs Greenwald documented and  others questioned the concept that  these 
programs  ought to be overseen by Congress. Some, like the New York Times’s Aaron 
Sorkin, went so far as to say Greenwald should be jailed for working with Snowden 
and being a clear opponent of the program. Sorkin apologized, saying he had 
strayed into hyperbole, but the under lying gulf between reporters who see them-
selves as documenting the world and  those who see themselves as agents of chang-
ing it remains deeply felt. Some, like journalist Matt Taibbi, reject the  whole idea 
of objectivity, using the Snowden story to make a larger point about the practice of 
journalism. Taibbi wrote simply that “all journalism is advocacy journalism. No 
 matter how it’s presented,  every report by  every reporter advances someone’s point 
of view. The advocacy can be hidden, as it is in the monotone narration of a news 
anchor for a big network like CBS or NBC (where the biases of advertisers and cor-
porate backers like GE are disguised in a thousand subtle ways), or it can be out in 
the open, as it proudly is with Greenwald” (Taibbi 2013).

Viewed through this lens, all reporters and all news organ izations have an agenda, 
and news organ izations that claim they approach stories with an open mind are 
simply fooling themselves or their readers. However, many journalists still claim 
they can approach a story objectively. They do not claim to hold no opinions on 
the story, but rather that they do not possess the clarity of knowing they are right. 
A per sis tent criticism heard about Greenwald is not that his reporting is flawed, 
but rather that he resisted considering evidence on the other side. One investiga-
tive reporter took to the British Telegraph to note that Greenwald is “an unabashed 
polemicist— absolutely open about the fact he’s  going to show you his side, and 
 will pour scorn on any reasonable explanations the other side offers. That’s fine if 
 you’re a trial  lawyer, or an opinion writer— you want them to put forward a chal-
lenging opinion, a slanted version of the facts. However, I often feel when reading 
a Greenwald article  there are valid explanations for some of the  things he’s report-
ing on, but that’s often hidden  behind his apparent loathing of the West in general, 
and the U.S. in par tic u lar” (Foxton 2013).
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This concern that some advocacy journalists are unwilling to consider alterna-
tive versions of their real ity can begin to weigh on their reporting. For example, 
before the Guardian would run his original reporting back in 2013 they dispatched 
a second, more seasoned editor to meet with Snowden and confirm the story Gre-
enwald had. Greenwald even  later said that the Guardian’s demands to confirm 
information and seek official comment  were slowing  things too much, telling The 
New Yorker, “I was getting  really frustrated . . .  I was putting a lot of pressure on 
them and insinuating that I was  going to go publish elsewhere” (Auletta 2013). Gre-
enwald, who was employed as a blogger, eventually left the Guardian at the end of 
that historic year and launched his own enterprise— The Intercept. The digital news 
source is built around investigative reporting on surveillance and government abuses 
and advocates on behalf of whistle blowers. In many ways, The Intercept is in the 
tradition of I.F. Stone’s newsletter of the 1950s and 1960s, aiming to investigate 
without the institutional constraints that major news organ izations place on tradi-
tional journalists.

Even as Greenwald’s new venture reports on NSA and other high tech privacy 
 matters, the debate rages within journalism about objectivity versus advocacy. Some 
have sought a new approach to reporting that tries to take advantage of the impar-
tiality of traditional reporting while cutting through the he said- she said of shallow 
objectivity. The Associated Press has sought to recast its reporting as “accountabil-
ity” journalism, aiming skepticism  toward official actions of governments and in-
stitutions but not proposing solutions or advocating specific policies. As opinionated 
journalists, columnists, and bloggers take to their own news outlets or websites, 
the AP and  others are trying to move away from reporting that involves debates 
about the basic premise of a story or the pos si ble implications of a news develop-
ment. Instead, the model seeks out experts who have facts to contribute to a story, 
treating them differently than just another source to be thrown into the mix and 
countered with another quote. In this still- emerging model of reporting, policies 
are for debating, but facts are for stating.

See also: Balance; Lipp mann, Walter; Objectivity; Po liti cal Bias and the Media; 
Stone, I.F.; Watchdog Journalism
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AGGREGATION
Aggregation is a general term for reporting and writing that combines excerpts, 
quotes, and sections of other writers’ works into a new piece that, ideally, adds con-
text, analy sis, or additional reporting. It is the concept that drives some of the larg-
est news sites— from the Washington Post to Huffington Post— and has a history in 
po liti cal news that pre- dates the Internet. Still, aggregation is a controversial prac-
tice. Many accuse aggregators of being essentially journalistic parasites who make 
content and money by harvesting other  peoples’ reporting. Aggregators  counter that 
their work helps connect the dots of individual pieces of journalism, linking sto-
ries, commenting on developments, and introducing the reporting to new audiences 
who other wise would not read the original article.

Aggregation can take on many dif fer ent forms but includes a few general ele-
ments: copying, attribution, and linking. A writer composing an aggregation piece 
takes verbatim some ele ment of another writer’s work. It may be only a headline 
that then links to the original story, which is what Matt Drudge does at his Drudge 
Report. It could be a list of articles that include headlines, the first paragraph, and a 
photo, which is how Google News assem bles its array of news material. It could be 
the use of a paragraph within a story that offers another take on a piece; this is 
common practice on blogs. Huffington Post, an aggressive aggregator, has harvested 
as many as nine complete paragraphs from another piece.

Attribution is a critical ele ment of aggregation and is what legally separates it 
from plagiarism. Attribution can be as subtle as a highlighted word that links to 
the original piece, or as explicit as naming the author, the source publication, and 
a date it was posted. Aggregation also usually includes a link to the original source. 
This fulfills several functions. It allows the reader to dive deeper into a story and 
explore the sources the aggregator collected to tell his or her story. It is usually the 
first argument aggregators  will put forward to defend their work, saying it actually 
may drive more  people to the original work than who would have seen it other wise. 
Fi nally, it offers the aggregator a level of transparency to the reader that allows them 
to see how the new piece was researched.

Many journalists feel  these three ele ments, in the wrong hands, do  little to pre-
vent the essential theft of original work. Some who endorse aggregation are careful 
to add other ele ments to the to-do list for aggregators that better justify the practice 
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of aggregating. Steve Buttry, a veteran journalist who has worked for a variety of 
digital news operations, encourages reporters who are aggregating to ensure that they 
are adding explicit value to the original reporting they are aggregating. Buttry’s core 
idea is to build additional reporting on top of the aggregation. He said this can in-
clude aggregators  doing their own interviews, analyzing data connected to the 
piece, or adding commentary about the core ideas in the original piece. Creating a new 
piece of reporting, rather than a series of highlights of  others’ work, is essential.

Despite  these cautions, many journalists and writers find the practice of aggre-
gating ethically bankrupt and financially dangerous to the fundamental work of 
journalists. They see aggregators as creating entire information sources that are built 
on a business model of vampirism and doing  little to benefit the original reporters and 
the news organ izations they work for. As one freelancer put it, “Aggregators are para-
sites, only slightly more benign than plagiarists— and sooner or  later, parasites kill 
the host. Someone has to actually create words for other  people to steal. It’s just 
that actually paying for  people to be creative is expensive” (Foxton 2013). Ironi-
cally, this criticism itself is an aggregation of his argument, as is much academic 
work that builds on previous research or publications and attributes its sources. In 
fact, many defend aggregation as a natu ral offshoot of journalism. Andy Carvin made 
a name for himself while at NPR as a social media natu ral.  There he began aggre-
gating social media information coming out of the Arab Spring movement in 2010 
and 2011. Carvin, from NPR’s headquarters in Washington, D.C., began collecting 
and monitoring the Twitter feeds of activists, journalists, and officials in the coun-
tries in the midst of popu lar uprising against long- standing governments. Carvin 
created a single feed of commentary, eyewitness reports, and journalism. He en-
gaged  these sources, asking questions, trying to confirm information and discuss 
the news. He called what he was  doing curation and when asked about it, he said, 
“I think curation has always been a part of journalism; we just  didn’t call it that. 
Think of the word ‘media.’ It’s about being in the  middle, between the story and 
the public. The job of a reporter is to capture the most impor tant ele ments to tell 
a story, and then go ahead and tell it. Watch any breaking news story on TV and 
you’ll see curation  going on.  They’ll quote sources, pull up clips from wherever, 
pass along info from pundits,  etc. So curation itself  isn’t new; it’s just the way that 
some of us are  doing it online that’s fairly new” (Connelly 2011).

Still,  these new tools raise questions about the legality of some forms of aggre-
gation. Surprisingly, for the amount of debate and online commentary about ag-
gregation, precious few  actual  legal cases have considered what limits aggregators 
may face in how they do their work. Of the substantive  legal  battles over aggrega-
tion, none have gone to trial, with the parties striking deals often on the eve of trial 
to avoid a costly lawsuit that could have unintended results based on the decisions. 
This leaves the laws connected to aggregation murky and forces  those considering 
where to draw lines to focus on existing, and largely dated,  legal concepts. Central 
to  these is so- called fair use. Fair use allows for the use of a section of original work 
for the purposes of informing the public about a  matter in the public interest. The 
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laws around fair use establish a very broad set of guidelines that reporters live 
 under whenever they use any copyrighted work.  These boil down to the following: 
(1) the purpose and character of the use, including  whether the use is of a com-
mercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes; (2) the nature of the copy-
righted work; (3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to 
the copyrighted work as a  whole; and (4) the effect of the use upon the potential 
market for or value of the copyrighted work.  Under  these ideas, much of the ag-
gregation that initially concerned media companies and reporters seems benign 
compared to the  later sites like Huffington Post.

The general concept of fair use cleared the work of the Drudge Report and, most 
media  lawyers agree, the work of Google News and other pure aggregators that 
gather and reproduce only relatively small portions of the news pieces to create a 
site that offers users a variety of sources, formats, and content. But ele ments of fair 
use continue to be debated when considering the actions of some aggregators. In 
par tic u lar the last two points— the amount of the original work used and the eco-
nomic impact of that use— are still hotly debated online, but thus far not in court. 
One case of aggregation that raised many of  these questions, but answered few, blew 
up in 2011. A columnist for the magazine Ad Age wrote a piece that analyzed the 
competing Twitter traffic on a day where Apple launched its iCloud storage ser vice 
and ethically embattled congressman Anthony Weiner resigned from Congress. 
Multiple aggregators picked up the Ad Age story. One, Techmeme, drove almost 750 
 people to the original story. Another, Huffington Post— a far larger news or ga ni za-
tion than Techmeme— drove only 57 page views to the piece. The author of the 
original Ad Age story said the reason was that Techmeme is “an aggregator that takes 
a minimalistic approach (usually just presenting a headline and a one-  or two- 
sentence snippet)” and Huffington Post “consisted of basically a short but thor-
ough paraphrasing/rewriting of the Ad Age post— using the same set-up (i.e., 
pointing out that Apple had the misfortune of presenting its latest round of big an-
nouncements on the same day Weiner resigned from Congress) and the bulk of the 
data presented in the original Ad Age piece” (Dumenco 2011).

The public spat, especially one with the data to back it up, triggered a wave of 
commentary about aggregation generally and Huffington Post in par tic u lar. Huff-
ington Post added to the furor when they in defi nitely suspended the young blog-
ger who had written the piece for violating its largely unstated rules around 
over- aggregating. One angry former employee told Gawker, “That is what we  were 
taught and told to do at HuffPost. Arianna and the higher ups made a decision to 
stop linking out directly as much and rewrite stories ‘the way the AP does.’ They 
even hired  people specifically to rewrite other  people’s work. Whenever they get 
caught they just blame an underling.  These poor kids right out of school who 
have no experience get told to do XY and Z and then get punished for  doing it” 
(Tate 2011). The Huffington Post writer returned to work a week  after the incident 
and Huffington Post did  little publicly to clarify its standards for aggregating.

The incident highlights the uneasy, largely rule- free world of aggregation that 
reporting— including po liti cal reporting— has faced for some time. Aggregation of 
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po liti cal reporting has been a business since before  there was a commercial World 
Wide Web. In 1987, a pair of po liti cal con sul tants launched an information ser vice 
out of suburban Washington, D.C. called The Presidential Campaign Hotline (even-
tually shortened to The Hotline). The Hotline collected, read, and literally clipped 
scores of newspapers daily to produce a succinctly written summary that mixed 
analy sis, news, and, importantly, humor to create the must- read of po liti cal report-
ing generated each morning around 11 a.m. Even before  there was a Web, its for-
mer editor said, “The Hotline was the first po liti cal Web site. It was the first place 
that aggregated po liti cal news from outside the Beltway” (Schudel 2013). Once the 
Web arrived, the idea of creating one- stop- shops for dif fer ent ele ments became a 
wildly popu lar way to build a news ser vice with a devoted following— The Hotline 
had shown  there already was an audience (and one that would pay $4,000 a year 
for that ser vice). Ser vices such as RealClearPolitics emerged to aggregate polling 
data and  later po liti cal news. Huffington Post launched as a way of aggregating all 
lefty po liti cal blogs, but then made aggregation a central rationale for its existence. 
Newser, Pulse News, Zite, and countless  others created politics sections that allowed 
users to or ga nize, curate, and personalize their po liti cal news.

But more than just adding an array of new news ser vices to the mix and making 
the po liti cal junkie’s bookmarks longer, aggregators had other effects on po liti cal 
reporting. One, which has been hard to mea sure specifically, could be called the 
echo- chamber effect. Aggregation allows for the swift adoption of a story or fact by 
having it be repeated across the Internet. One of the ele ments that is often unspo-
ken in the world of aggregation is that when  people copy and paste a quote from 
one news source, then attribute it and link back to the original story, they almost 
never actually check if it is true. This contributes to stories and rumors often  running 
like a wildfire across blogs, aggregators, and even into reported pieces. Tidbits of 
information can move from a blog to Twitter to reporting with stunning speed; cor-
recting this information or even contextualizing can trail far  behind (if it is even 
done at all). For example, in the wake of Eric Holder’s resignation as Attorney Gen-
eral, a story in the St. Paul Pioneer Press reported Minnesota U.S. senator Amy 
Klobuchar was being considered for the position. This prompted a reporter at Min-
nesota Public Radio to dig a bit into it, writing:

 Here we go, again: Sen. Amy Klobuchar’s name is being mentioned as a pos si ble 
attorney general now that Eric Holder is calling it quits.

Behold! The passive voice. In  today’s Pioneer Press story, it’s revealed who exactly 
is floating Klobuchar’s name. Twitter users  were circulating Klobuchar’s name.

Ah.
And who on Twitter is floating her name? Journalists. And a few Republicans who 

 wouldn’t mind getting her out of a Senate seat that’s about as safe as they come.
Twitter is also already planning the special election to fill her seat. Twitter can be 

insane. (Collins 2014)

The Pioneer Press story was picked up by some national outlets, including Huff-
ington Post and  others, citing the newspaper as the source, but as MPR reports 
the Pioneer Press itself was not the source, but rather the source was Twitter users, 
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including Republican activists who would love for the U.S. Senate seat to come 
open. In an aggregation world, one activist’s proposition on social media can lead to 
a newspaper story, which can be picked up by a po liti cal aggregator or national blog 
with stunning speed and  little fact checking. This is a clear modern real ity of po liti cal 
reporting. Many con sul tants and politicians, aware of this trend, can and do float 
ideas, rumors, and scenarios into the social media sphere to see how they play in a 
rush of aggregation. Even if aggregators follow Buttry’s admonition that they should 
supply context, the idea for the story itself could still be founded in loosely (or 
barely) sourced social media rumors that have been aggregated into news stories.

Of course, this is not fundamentally dif fer ent from the pre- Internet age. One 
reporter produces a story and  others may pick that story up as fact and then add 
their reporting on top of it without checking the original piece. Tele vi sion news for 
de cades has had a strong connection to newspaper reporting, basing many of their 
nightly stories on the morning newspaper, but few think of this as aggregating. In 
fact, one reporter made a splash when he made the argument in the Washington Post 
that almost all journalism is essentially aggregation, writing, “But now I’m wonder-
ing if what I consider ‘reporting’ is just a form of aggregating, of skimming, of lifting 
the best parts of a scientist’s work and repurposing it for my own interests.  These 
scientists have spent many, many years  doing research, much of it at the very edge of 
the knowable, where finding a new piece of solid data is a laborious pro cess that may 
require long nights at the computer or the laboratory bench, or mulling a bust of 
Galileo, and this work has to be slotted among other obligations, including grant 
applications, peer- reviewing papers, teaching, advising gradu ate students, holding 
office hours, serving on faculty committees and schmoozing at the faculty club. And 
 here I am calling up and saying: ‘Give me the fruit of your  mental  labors’ ” (Achen-
bach 2014). This real ity has some truth in it. Journalists’ jobs are to connect the ex-
pert views, historical insights, and background of the story of the day and then turn 
that quickly into a more easily consumed package. The question is, how effective 
is the practitioner at using the tool? Do they help the reader understand the context 
of the story— keep in mind that the Minnesota Public Radio story about Klobuchar 
was aggregation, as well—or are they simply repeating another person’s work or 
rumor? The burden lies on the reader to click the link and check the source.

See also: “The Hotline”; Huffington, Arianna; Huffington Post; Personalization and 
the Internet
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AILES, ROGER (1940–)
Roger Ailes told a reporter in 2011 that he already knew what the reporter was  going 
to write about the Fox News founder. “I can pretty much pick the words for you. 
Paranoid, right- wing, fat. I love that. I’m the only guy in Amer i ca who’s fat,” he told 
Esquire ( Junod 2011).

Ailes has advised presidents, filmed wildlife in Africa, and produced Broadway 
shows, but is best known and most often vilified for his role as chairman and CEO 
of Fox News, the conservative network that has become the most successful cable 
news channel on American tele vi sion. He has moved seamlessly between media and 
po liti cal consulting, and has, at times, used his power to crush his enemies or any-
one who went  after his friends. In that same Esquire profile, Tom Junod wrote, “For 
forty years, he has stood astride the intertwined worlds of media and politics like 
a veritable colossus, making sure the worlds of media and politics stay intertwined, 
to better control them. He has used his considerable powers of persuasion to per-
suade us to elect presidents, and, if  they’re not following the ‘Ailes Agenda,’ to turn 
against them” ( Junod 2011).

Though he stands at the helm of the prime time leader in cable news, he likes to 
think of himself as a  simple man from flyover country. Born in Warren, Ohio, he 
was the  middle child of Bob and Donna Ailes. He was diagnosed with hemophilia 
meaning that even minor injuries could set off uncontrollable bleeding. In Off Cam-
era, Zev Chafets writes about one instance when a young Ailes bit his tongue. 
Ailes’s  brother Rob told Chafets, “Blood was dripping out of his mouth like icicles.” 
(Chafets 2013). The  family rushed young Roger to a hospital in Cleveland, about 
60 miles away, and doctors  there stopped the bleeding. Episodes like that  weren’t 
terribly uncommon in his childhood. This was not Ailes’s only burden growing up, 
though. His  father was abusive and Ailes would  later recall being beaten often. His 
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 father also kicked him out of the  house when he was 18. He headed to Ohio Uni-
versity where he studied radio and tele vi sion and was station man ag er at the col-
lege radio station.

 After college, he took a job with The Mike Douglas Show, a nationally syndi-
cated variety show, where he came up with segment ideas for the show. No idea 
was too farfetched—at separate times, he had a regulation size bowling lane and a 
tank of piranhas brought on set (Chafets 2013). He was good at producing enter-
taining tele vi sion, and became executive producer of the show in 1967, not long 
before the show booked a guest that would change the trajectory of his  future.

Early in 1968, Richard Nixon was scheduled to appear on the show. Before he 
went on, he complained to Ailes that he  couldn’t win the election without using 
tele vi sion, something he considered a “gimmick.” According to Chafets, “Ailes as-
sured him that the medium was  here to stay. If Nixon  didn’t grasp that, and figure 
out how to turn it to his advantage, he would never get to the White House” (Chafets 
2013). That conversation got him a job offer. Ailes became a media con sul tant for 
the Nixon campaign and helped the former vice president win the 1968 presiden-
tial election. The work thrust him into the realm of Republican politics, though he 
never truly left tele vi sion  behind. He worked as a po liti cal con sul tant, advising Ron-
ald Reagan and George H. W. Bush, and spent time working for Joseph Coors on a 
short- lived conservative news outlet called Tele vi sion News, Inc.

In the early 1990s, he returned to tele vi sion as the head of CNBC. In 1996, he 
teamed up with Rupert Murdoch to create Fox News. They had a vision of a cable 
news network that could beat Ted Turner’s CNN— which it ultimately did.

The channel leans heavi ly on openly conservative commentators and talk shows 
and has been often dismissed as a GOP propaganda machine. Presidential candi-
dates have hosted shows and appear on the channel frequently. Its anchors have 
sparred with left- leaning late night hosts. But it has also built a loyal audience and 
is a major force in setting the tastes of the modern Republican Party.

Fox News illustrates Roger Ailes’s ability to manipulate the medium. As Tom 
Dickinson wrote for Rolling Stone, “During his days as an overt po liti cal con sul-
tant, Roger Ailes reshaped Republican politics for the era of network tele vi sion. 
Now, as chairman of Fox News, he has reshaped a tele vi sion network as a force 
for Republican politics” (Dickinson 2011). All of this changed suddenly in 2016 
when anchor Gretchen Carlson filed a sexual harassment lawsuit against Ailes and 
Fox News. Within two weeks, stories of inappropriate behavior and intimidation 
soon led Ailes to step down after some 20 years of running the network.

Michael Wright

See also: Fox News
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AIR AME RICA
“I am not a radio professional” may not be what you expect to hear from someone 
during their first high- profile radio program, but that is how comedian (and 
now U.S. senator) Al Franken kicked off his radio program. The cheekily named 
The O’Franken  Factor debuted on April 1, 2004, as one of the cornerstones of the 
new radio network Air Amer i ca.

Air Amer i ca was an effort by a few wealthy liberal investors and broadcasters to 
create a counterbalance to the far more significant conservative talk radio business. 
Following a flurry of fundraising and interest from established names like Fran-
ken, who had made a name for himself on Saturday Night Live and  later as the au-
thor of Rush Limbaugh Is a Big Fat Idiot, and comedian Janeane Garofolo, the 
network was ready to launch in early 2004.

Some observers  were deeply skeptical of the new ser vice, which launched in six 
cities where it purchased airtime on low performing AM stations. At this time, Lim-
baugh, the most popu lar figure on talk radio, was airing on 600 stations and garner-
ing some 15 million listeners a day. In one blistering reaction, dubbed “Err Amer i ca,” 
New York magazine’s Robert Kolker opined, “The new national talk- radio network, 
airing on stations in six cities so far, seems designed on the scale of the New Deal or 
the War on Poverty— a proudly massive response to a mammoth social prob lem. 
The banks have failed and the markets have crashed? Plug the leaks with inventive 
social programs.  People are hungry and homeless? Step up and feed and  house 
them. The airwaves are clogged with right- wing fire- breathers who set the tone of 
presidential campaigns? Create a new radio network to tip the balance of power” 
(Kolker 2004). Critics saw the new network as more of a knee- jerk response than a 
way to meet the needs of a liberal audience lacking an alternative on the radio.

But  those joining the network  were confident that the new network would soon 
attract an audience and a profit. Randi Rhodes, a well- established liberal talk show 
host from Florida, rejected the idea that the network would flounder, saying, “I got 
news for you, it  doesn’t fail. It’s a lie on top of all the other lies. I’ve been making a 
ton of money  doing this for a  really long time” ( Sullivan 2004). The network an-
nounced quickly it would expand into other markets, including San Francisco.

In addition to potential money, the network also offered liberal activists a plat-
form to reach listeners and build a following. Franken, who had always been a 
po liti cal comedian, developed a sharper po liti cal voice. For three hours a day, 
he was able to market his work, which helped prepare him for his Senate run. The 
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network also raised the profile of Rachel Maddow, whose program was simulcast 
on MSNBC. Over the next  couple of years, her tele vi sion presence would eclipse 
the radio program that brought her prominence.

Rhodes, who continued her radio  career  until 2014, would  later say that many 
of  these notable personalities from Air Amer i ca  were more interested in self- 
promotion than creating a compelling programming. In her farewell program, she 
remembered the tumultuous time, saying, “When Air Amer i ca came I said, oh my 
God, and the opportunity is amazing, to be the advocate of even more  people and 
to tell  people even more about, you know, how you get through this life and what’s 
impor tant . . .  But other  people  were not  there for that. Some  people saw, you know, 
a chance to be in a Cabinet and other  people saw it as a chance to go to the Senate 
and other  people saw it as a chance to national tele vi sion” (Lifson 2014).

In addition to internal disagreements about mission, and the network’s sporadic 
early growth, it faced internal strug gles over leadership and control. The day  after 
the network launched, its CEO left. Four weeks  later its director of programming 
followed. Still, the network began to develop an audience, albeit far smaller than 
its conservative competition. Within a year it was reportedly garnering more than 
two million weekly listeners, and coverage of the network began to offer hopes for 
its  future. Time magazine would announce in 2005 that progressive talk radio was 
“the fastest growing format in radio history” (Corliss 2005). Despite this optimism, 
the network continued to face a series of financial and management prob lems. Dur-
ing its first year, the network admitted it lost $9.1 million. It shed another $19.6 
million in 2005, and had lost $13 million in 2006 when it fi nally filed for bank-
ruptcy. It was eventually sold, and drifted off more and more affiliates.

By 2010 the network, having lost its major stars and struggling to attract and retain 
affiliates, announced it would close. On January 21, Air Amer i ca chairman Charles 
Kireker issued a memo that announced the immediate end of the network, although 
it broadcast reruns for another four days to help its 100 affiliates fill airtime. Kireker 
said the network had fallen victim to the same “perfect storm” that swamped the 
newspaper industry that year, writing in a memo to his staff, “ Those companies that 
remain are facing audience fragmentation as a result of new media technologies, are 
often saddled with crushing debt, and have generally found it difficult to obtain 
operating or investment capital from traditional sources of funding” (Ernest 2010).

Some advocates for the network blamed the ultimate demise on demographic 
 factors, coupled with competition from a far more established public radio alterna-
tive or, to put it in an equation: “Radio trends older. Liberals trend younger. X and 
Y plus NPR = The Death of Air Amer i ca” (Harden 2010).

See also: Limbaugh, Rush; Maddow, Rachel; Talk Radio
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AL JAZEERA AME RICA
In 2013 Al Jazeera, a tele vi sion network once decried as the “mouthpiece of Osama 
bin Laden,” would launch one of the newest and most in ter est ing cable news outlets 
in the United States. But brutal financial realities would see that network, funded by 
an oil- rich emirate, fail within three years. Al Jazeera Amer i ca was a primarily domes-
tic news outlet that focused on American news reported by an array of talented jour-
nalists poached from commercial and public tele vi sion. The network aired more news 
reports, thanks to overnight updates, than CNN, Fox News, and MSNBC. But despite 
its focus on hard news, the channel strug gled to attract and maintain viewers. It 
never reached more than about half of the American public and remained somewhat 
controversial due to its connection with the international Al Jazeera network.

Al Jazeera Amer i ca represented a major expansion of Al Jazeera’s English- language 
reporting, but far from its first foray. In 2003 the international network hired its 
first English- language correspondents and created an English- language website. By 
2006, the cable broadcasting  giant launched an International edition of Al Jazeera, 
broadcasting its coverage in En glish through satellite and Internet streaming.

The Al Jazeera Media Network launched in 1996 as a satellite news channel for 
the Arab- speaking world. Its founding was made pos si ble by a $137 million loan 
from the emir of Qatar. Although the network has made quite a bit of money from 
advertising over the years, the emir has also stepped in to make several bailout loans 
to the tune of tens of millions of American dollars. In his history of the network, 
Hugh Miles noted that “exactly how many of  these millions are government money 
and how many are his personal millions is not clear. At least two of his relatives are 
on the board of directors. This kind of money is small change to a man as rich as 
the Emir and for the impact it has had on Qatar’s stature in the region, the network 
is cheap at the price” (Miles 2005). The new network attracted swift attention 
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 because, even though it operated thanks to a grant from the Qatar royal  family, it 
was not an official organ of the state. Al Jazeera soon was reporting to Arab- speaking 
audiences about what the leaders of their nations and other countries  were  doing 
without the veil of censorship.

In the wake of the 9/11 attacks, American officials denounced the network for 
broadcasting statements from al- Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden. American officials 
also angrily rejected the network’s coverage of the Iraq invasion of 2003.  Later it 
would be leaders of Muslim nations who denounced the network, as its unfiltered 
reporting of the 2009–2010 Arab Spring uprisings helped spread protests through-
out the region. The network added a C- SPAN– style public affairs channel in 2005 
and in 2006 launched Al Jazeera En glish, an English- language channel that was 
soon carried in some 100 countries thanks to cable and satellite deals.

Al Jazeera Amer i ca burst audaciously onto the scene in August 2013. The inter-
national network had expressed its intent to launch an American channel that year 
and soon cut a deal to purchase the remnants of Current TV, an experimental cable 
channel that had hoped to capitalize on user- submitted news but never found the 
content or audience to sustain it. What Current TV did have was agreements with 
several major cable operators; when Al Jazeera purchased the station and absorbed 
most of its employees, it retained  those deals and the network was born.

Unlike the cash- strapped channels it would compete against, Al Jazeera came to 
the new network ready to spend money. Just before the network launched, it an-
nounced that Kate O’Brian, a veteran news executive from ABC, would take on 
the role of president and be wholly in charge of the editorial coverage decisions of the 
channel. Other se nior executives from CNN, CBS, and MSNBC soon joined the 
team, and O’Brian boldly declared by the end of 2013 that the new network would 
be the “envy of the industry.” The response by the media was something between 
awe and jealousy. Many wrote about the amount of money being spent,  others the 
resources being devoted to reporting. One article in Variety gushed, “AJA is invest-
ing time and money in deep- dive and investigative reporting about meaty and 
undeniably significant issues ranging from homelessness and urban ills to po liti cal 
corruption to health and environmental concerns. Think MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour 
in its glory days, except that AJA is round the clock. It’s also endowed with inter-
national resources through the rest of the Al Jazeera Media Network— which makes 
a difference in covering stories like the conflict in Syria, the typhoon in the Philip-
pines and the death of Nelson Mandela” (Littleton 2013).

Initially the new network planned to produce about 60  percent of its own pro-
gramming and then run the remaining content from the older, more internationally 
focused Al Jazeera En glish. But as the network gelled and the reception improved, 
O’Brian and her team expanded their domestic reporting. The network added re-
spected veterans like PBS’s Ray Suarez, and CBS’s Sheila MacVicar and Joie Chen. 
It also included an investigation team co- produced with Al Jazeera En glish.

Throughout its early years the network sought to differentiate itself from the 
trends that pushed other cable networks  toward more opinionated commentary 
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programs. In outlining its planned coverage of the 2016 presidential campaign, 
O’Brian stressed that her network would not lean too heavi ly on po liti cal pundits 
and  horse race analysts, instead turning to subject  matter experts for interviews. 
Amjad Atallah, the network’s Executive Vice President for Content, went even further, 
saying in a statement, “The nature of presidential politics is to polarize the issues so 
much that it’s difficult to get at the truth. But  we’ll break down the spin for our audi-
ences so they can form their own opinions on the issues and evaluate the candidates 
objectively. With reporters embedded inside the Beltway and across the country, we 
can bring the resources and expert perspectives that no other American network can 
match.” The plan also included partnering with respected nonprofit news outfit the 
Center for Public Integrity to focus on dark money organ izations working to affect 
the election, in a series entitled “The Buying of the President 2016.”

The network’s reporting was generally well received, garnering numerous nomi-
nations and awards, such as the prestigious Alfred I. duPont Award from Colum-
bia University for a six- part series on the working poor. In announcing the win for 
Al Jazeera Amer i ca, the judges noted, “The production’s gritty approach is coupled 
with its subjects’ steely determination to portray their lives honestly. They spring 
to full, three dimensional life, instead of cookie- cutter ste reo types. In the strong 
tradition of duPont Award–winning work, this series gives voice to the voiceless.” 
But  there was major trou ble on the business side, as audiences sometimes hovered 
around 10,000 and few advertisers signed up.

By the turn of 2016, as oil prices plunged and Al Jazeera looked to reduce its 
overall costs, the massive experiment in American cable tele vi sion came  under close 
scrutiny. The previous year had seen an ugly ousting of the first CEO and a series 
of lawsuits that alleged sexist and anti- Semitic be hav ior by some within the Al 
Jazeera networks. Still, staff felt the network was turning a corner and expressed 
optimism headed into their first presidential election year, hoping it would help 
fuel ratings. Then, the hammer dropped. The international network deci ded in Jan-
uary 2016 to shut the network down, catching many workers by surprise.

Although the failure of Al Jazeera Amer i ca can be connected to many 
 things— residual skepticism of American viewers  toward a network based indirectly 
in the  Middle East, the slumping oil economy, and the difficulty of building a cable 
news audience in  today’s fragmented media world—at least one long- time employee 
of the system saw it as a failure to think outside of the traditional news box. “We 
could have been Vice,” the anchor told CNN Money. “But we blended in instead of 
standing out” (Stelter and Kludt 2016).

See also: Audience Fragmentation; Cable News Networks
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ALTERNATIVE NEWSMEDIA
For as long as publishable po liti cal news has existed, so- called alternative news-
media has been its sidecar. Once seen as dissident, radical, “underground” press, 
published by muckrakers and provocateurs, the popu lar view of alternative news-
media changed during the  counter- culture movement of the 1960s and 1970s. The 
movement’s reaction against every thing mainstream, ironically, helped create the 
foundation for a fairly stable journalistic institution, one that even occasionally wins 
Pulitzer Prizes.

“Movement papers”— from radical pamphlets teaching how to make bombs to 
less- extreme calls for peaceful revolution— had “newsrooms” where writers  were 
activists first and journalists a distant second. During the 1960s the number of such 
publications exploded, from about six such papers registered with the Underground 
Press Syndicate in 1965 to more than 500 by 1969 (Menand 2009). The total au-
dience for  these papers was in the collective millions (McMillian 2012). Most died 
out  after the Vietnam draft ended, but many journalistically inclined writers— either 
directly involved in the movement or sympathetic to it— saw that the left hungered 
for its own, perhaps more established and mature, po liti cal voice.

Once the movement grew up some and perhaps smoked a  little less dope, the 
papers that sprouted out of the underground press  were more mainstream, at least 
if one considers mainstream as the liberal wing of the Demo cratic party, which most 
altweekly found ers in the 1970s and 1980s did. One of the earliest, and one that 
survived the turmoil of the 1960s, was the altweekly, the Village Voice. The Voice, 
founded in 1955 by Norman Mailer and a few other less- marquee names, started 
by covering local politics, as local as Greenwich Village in Manhattan. It followed 
bigger po liti cal news, too, involving mayors and corruption in the NYPD. The Voice 
also played a role as an early home to New Journalism, the style of feature- writing 
modeled  after novels with characters and plot, scenes and arcs and, often, the re-
porter in the  middle— think Hunter S. Thompson and Fear and Loathing on the Cam-
paign Trail ’72. Clay Felker, who’d written— with Mailer’s encouragement— the 
Esquire classic “Superman Comes to the Supermarket” about the 1960 Demo cratic 
Convention, took over at the Voice and ran it in the late ’70s with this kind of long- 
form feature at its core.

The Village Voice also helped establish three key aspects of the brand of altweek-
lies that emerged in the ’70s, ’80s, and ’90s and generally remain true for the genre, 
both as a traditional  free paper and online:  they’re liberal,  they’re local, and  they’ve 
wavered only a  little from their long- form bread- and- butter cover stories. But where 
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left- of- left politics gave them a foundation, a lot of alternative newsmedia have fo-
cused less on politics and more on “lifestyle”— where to find the best soup dump-
ling and bands only cool  people know.

That’s not to say alts  haven’t had major impacts on politics and po liti cal journal-
ism. The clearest example of that comes from the Willamette Week in Portland, Or-
egon, founded in 1974. Three de cades  later, it published a story exposing former 
governor Neil Goldschmidt’s sexual abuse of a 14- year- old girl in the 1970s, dur-
ing the time he served as mayor of Portland. The reporter, Nigel Jaquiss, won the 
Pulitzer Prize for investigative reporting in 2005, the first Pulitzer awarded for a 
story initially published online. The paper  hadn’t planned to go online with the 
story exactly when it did, but had given Goldschmidt and his  lawyer time to fully 
respond to what Jaquiss had uncovered. During the response time, the governor 
called the rival mainstream daily, the Oregonian, and the Willamette Week rushed to 
publish a portion of what it was planning to put in the paper so as to avoid getting 
scooped. The story resulted in Goldschmidt’s public confession—to the Oregonian— 
and led to an explanation on why the popu lar governor  hadn’t sought a second 
term in 1990. At the time of the story’s publication, he served on the Oregon Board 
of Higher Education and resigned.

Jaquiss stayed on at the Willamette Week and went on to become, as USA  Today’s 
media editor Rem Rieder pegged him, “the reporter who took down Oregon’s gov-
ernor,” although Rieder referred to a dif fer ent former governor this time: John 
Kitzhaber (Rieder 2015). Kitzhaber resigned just  after beginning his fourth term 
 after the Willamette Week and  others reported ethical lapses connected to his fian-
cée’s income and policy influence and the ways they directly benefited from her 
relationship with Kitzhaber.

In an altweekly po liti cal trifecta, Jaquiss also broke a story connecting a popu lar 
Portland mayor, Sam Adams (who has had a recurring role as a mayoral assistant 
on tele vi sion’s Portlandia), to a sexual relationship with a legislative intern. Adams 
was cleared of any criminal wrongdoing in that  matter, though he admitted lying 
about it, and  later declined to seek a second term.

The work of the Willamette Week is a good example of where altmedia have tra-
ditionally had the most influence in po liti cal journalism— the local and, sometimes, 
state levels. Most altmedia have po liti cal columnists who parse all  things local, typi-
cally from a pro- liberal stance. As one example, Washington City Paper, which cov-
ers D.C., the city (rather than D.C., the seat of the federal government, or D.C., 
the catch- all term for sprawling suburbs in neighboring states), produces one of the 
more storied po liti cal columns, “Loose Lips.” Vari ous writers have embodied LL 
since it began in 1983, and it remains a space where news on local government is 
dissected and where stories regularly break regarding the city’s politicians. It has 
evolved from a weekly column in the newspaper to a blog updated several times a 
day, but its mission remains the same.

Alts have also gained influence when it comes to elections. The Seattle blog 
“Crosscut” reported in 2015 that the city’s leading altweekly, The Stranger, had 
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comparable influence regarding its endorsements to the only daily in town, The 
Seattle Times, and that the influence of The Stranger was far more power ful when it 
came to backing long- shot or fringe candidates. Campaigns and po liti cal watchers 
in that city even have a proper name for it, the Stranger Effect, and watch it closely 
in select races.

Dailies and altmedia are not strictly competitors based on several  factors (size, 
resources, publication schedules, obvious po liti cal bents), but the differences are 
smaller than they used to be. Most alts picked up the pace of their content through 
lively websites and figured out blogging and how to convey an online voice sooner 
than the big dailies in their towns and cities.

Their relationship is further defined by what’s traditionally seen as the alts’ 
watchdog role when it comes to mainstream media. To return again to Portland, 
the Willamette Week is one of the more well- known and well- documented barkers. 
It’s broken many stories about changes to the content, finances, and staffing as the 
daily Oregonian strug gles to adjust to the “digital- first” approach of chain manage-
ment  under  owners Advance Publications (formerly Newhouse). And while alt-
weeklies have reported on the reporters in their towns and their strug gles to stay 
employed for the big dailies, alts have suffered, too, in both circulation and reve-
nue. According to the Pew Research Center’s “State of the News Media 2015,” “many 
alternative weekly newspapers faced outright closure in 2014. The storied San 
Francisco Bay Guardian closed in October 2014  after nearly 50 years in business. 
Knoxville’s Metro Pulse was shut down by E.W. Scripps in the same month, and Real 
Detroit Weekly merged with the Detroit Metro Times in May. Only three of the top 
20 newsweeklies saw an increase in circulation in the last year,” the report stated.

Altmedia’s funding model as a  free paper, which in 2015 was still largely bank-
rolled by ads in the print publications, continues to take hits. The size of a lot of the 
survivors— and their newsrooms— have become noticeably smaller. But solid jour-
nalism continues. In 2012, for the first time in 31 years, an altweekly won a prized 
Pulitzer for feature writing with The Stranger’s “Bravest  Woman in Seattle” by Eli 
Sanders.

Jule Banville

See also: Daily Newspapers; Muckraking
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AMERICAN COMMUNITIES PROJ ECT
Po liti cal reporters are always trying to better understand the American electorate 
and what drives them po liti cally; in  doing so, they often seek to categorize Ameri-
cans by place. The idea of “Red States” and “Blue States” is a well- known example— 
and in the opinion of American Communities Proj ect founder Dante Chinni, a 
lousy one.

Chinni, a veteran po liti cal reporter, has made coming up with a better way to 
understand the dif fer ent types of place a centerpiece of his reporting for the past 
de cade, seeking to use the growing sophistication of data journalism to create a more 
useful way to categorize communities and understand their be hav ior. Chinni also 
represents a growing trend— one that includes Nate Silver and Ezra Klein—of mov-
ing between working in de pen dently and creating partnerships with existing news 
organ izations.

The latest iteration of the American Communities Proj ect includes partner-
ships with the Wall Street Journal and NBC’s Meet the Press and has allowed Chinni to 
write regularly for both outlets and inform the commentaries of NBC host Chuck 
Todd. Chinni and his team did this by coming up with a way to analyze and cat-
egorize each county in the country. The proj ect “used a wide range of dif fer ent 
 factors— every thing from income to race and ethnicity to education to religious 
affiliation— and a clustering technique to identify 15 types of counties, every thing 
from Big Cities to Aging Farmlands. It has mapped  those types to show where the 
country’s po liti cal, socio- economic and cultural fissures are” (ACP). The proj ect 
uses this unique county breakdown to sift polling data and economic reports to 
understand what is happening in dif fer ent types of places in the United States.

Chinni first explored this revolutionary idea in a book called Our Patchwork Na-
tion in 2010. Chinni had developed the Patchwork Nation proj ect, which partnered 
with the Christian Science Monitor and the PBS NewsHour to report on dif fer ent types 
of place, hoping to move beyond the red state/blue state dichotomy. Chinni found 
the red and blue election map “in so many ways represents a lie,” writing, “It’s not 
that the red and blue map is itself misleading. It’s useful as a po liti cal scorecard, 
especially on that one all- impor tant eve ning  every four years. The prob lem is what 
it has become. We have invested it with a power it  doesn’t deserve, as a quick iden-
tifier for places and  people and what they think and do” (Chinni 2010).

By creating community types, he hoped to illustrate how two places that may 
appear both blue or both red are often very dif fer ent and motivated by dif fer ent 
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realities. Orange County, California, and rural Wallace County, Kansas, are both 
solidly Republican yet similar in almost no other way. Patchwork Nation, and  later 
the ACP, sought to understand that and have become impor tant tools for helping 
print and tele vi sion reporters discern what is happening in the country. So, when 
a county clerk in Kentucky refuses to grant marriage licenses to gay  couples de-
spite a Supreme Court ruling that she must, Chinni can explore why the fight is 
happening in this one place and what it says about communities like it around the 
country. As he wrote in the Wall Street Journal, “Rowan County is classified as a 
College Town in the American Communities Proj ect, a data analy sis proj ect based 
at American University. It was one of only eight counties in Kentucky that voted 
for Barack Obama in 2008 . . .  But the counties around it are mostly classified as 
Working Class Country counties, places that are marked by strong socially con-
servative attitudes and values. The mix of the two county types can produce 
tensions . . .  That makes Rowan County— and communities like it— prime places 
for the fight now unfolding  there. Both sides of the issue are represented  there: 
Gay  couples seeking marriage licenses and an official unwilling to grant them” 
(Chinni 2015).

For reporters like Chinni, data helps move po liti cal reporting away from the more 
anecdotal reporting or self- reported information. For example, when discussing the 
fallout from the 2012 election, Chinni stressed that he saw the Republican Party 
losing voters from more moderate areas of the country. He used his community type 
analy sis to explore how Romney had lost ground in moderate communities even 
though self- described “in de pen dents” had gone for the Republican. Chinni told 
NBC’s Chuck Todd, “The way I like to think of the  middle is not just ‘in de pen dents.’ 
In de pen dents are self- described. I like talking about places  because places are what 
they are. They  can’t describe themselves, the numbers describe them to you and 
 these places are moderate.” He went on to point out that Romney had lost votes in 
many of  these critical exurb counties (Finkler 2012).

The American Communities Proj ect represents an impor tant step in the contin-
ued evolution of how reporters consider data and place in po liti cal reporting. It 
aims to move beyond red and blue Amer i ca, and seeks to inject more of a sense of 
place into sterile demographic types like “soccer moms” and “NASCAR dads.” As 
Chinni explained at a TedX Talk in 2011, the idea of finding common beliefs and 
similar traits across places is increasingly impor tant, telling the audience, “I think 
that we  really misunderstand community in Amer i ca in a  couple ways that lead 
us off on some bad tracks when we make policy decisions and try to decide what 
to do as a country. And I think I have a better way of dealing with the issue of com-
munity, of understanding the idea of community that  really captures the nuances 
and subtleties of  really what makes an American place part of a cohesive  whole” 
(Chinni 2011). By merging the demographic understanding with a geographic 
grouping, the work of the American Communities Proj ect represents how po liti cal 
reporting seeks to move beyond  horse race journalism and poll- driven who’s-up 
and who’s- down to a more sophisticated understanding of how communities differ and 
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how they are similar, a marked difference from the us- and- them reporting that has 
become more of a hallmark of partisan outlets.

See also: Data Journalism; FiveThirtyEight (538)
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AMERICAN ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE (AEI)
One of the leading think tanks in Washington, D.C., the American Enterprise In-
stitute has built a reputation for fostering and promoting some of the most influ-
ential public policy experts in the last half- century. Although  these experts usually 
have conservative leanings and work for Republican administrations, the institute 
itself stresses it is an in de pen dent or ga ni za tion and not wedded to any one view or 
one party. AEI now boasts some 200  people working at its D.C. offices and an array 
of scholars and fellows at institutions around the country.

AEI grew out of an effort started in 1938 by asbestos manufacturer Lewis Brown. 
Brown launched the American Enterprise Association as a business or ga ni za tion that 
aimed to ensure the government controls that  were developed in the Depression 
and  later during World War II would not continue  after the war. The AEA’ s “spirit 
was libertarian and conservative rather than simply ‘probusiness.’ Its founding mis-
sion statement would still serve well: to promote ‘greater public knowledge and 
understanding of the social and economic advantages accruing to the American 
 people through the maintenance of the system of  free, competitive enterprise’ ” 
(American Enterprise Institute 2009). In 1943, the or ga ni za tion moved from New 
York to Washington, D.C. and re- established itself as AEI, with a major focus on 
implementing classically liberal ideas of limited government and economic free-
dom. The AEI board is still heavi ly tilted  toward key business leaders, with the heads 
of Molson Coors, International Paper, BNSF Railways, and State Farm Insurance 
serving on its board alongside notable conservatives like former vice president Dick 
Cheney and school choice advocate Betsy DeVos.
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Despite its clear intellectual bias  toward business, AEI aimed at establishing a 
high bar for its research work from its outset. It would not simply advocate for spe-
cific policies, but would seriously examine differing policy options across a spec-
trum of po liti cal perspectives and on a wide array of topics— from foreign policy 
to education proposals. A year  after being established in D.C., AEI created an eco-
nomic advisory board made up of highly respected economists and po liti cal scien-
tists that represented a mix of disciplines and views. This focus on ensuring their 
work be seen as in de pen dent remains a major staple of the institute. Even in its 
mission statement, its executives say they recognize that “AEI operates at the inter-
section of scholarship and politics, aiming to elevate po liti cal debate and improve 
the substance of government policy. Many of the subjects of AEI research and pub-
lications are controversial, and many are the focus of po liti cal contention and in-
tense interest- group advocacy. Many AEI scholars and fellows are or have been 
directly engaged in practical politics and policymaking as government officials, ad-
visers or members of official commissions” (American Enterprise Institute 2015). 
 Because of  these facts, AEI maintains clear par ameters on advocating for policies 
and express po liti cal work, and it  will not do work for hire.

Like most institutions in Washington, D.C., AEI has gone through cycles where 
it is highly respected and deeply influential and other periods where it was eclipsed 
by other groups, especially among conservatives. By the 1980s, some  were won-
dering if the era of the post- World War II think tanks was coming to an end, sup-
planted by the rise of the advocacy think tanks that worked as much to get policies 
passed through Congress as to inform the debate on public policies. A 1986 ex-
amination of the conservative think tank movement concluded, “A.E.I., once Wash-
ington’s most influential citadel of mainstream conservative policy research, has 
perhaps been the most seriously injured by the rise of the advocacy tanks. In 1980 
it looked as though A.E.I. would be the darling of the Reagan Administration. But as 
the advocacy tanks sprang up, it became clear that the thoughtful, stodgy institute 
was not at the cutting edge of influence” (Wilentz 1986). Instead, many Republi-
cans looked  toward the Heritage Foundation for policy advice and advocacy.

Still, the research and work done by AEI continued to hold sway and the schol-
ars the institute nurtured emerged as critical leaders of Republican policies. The 
institute helped shape and advocate for the Reagan era support for anti- Communist 
rebels in Nicaragua and Honduras. Some 20 AEI scholars or staff joined the admin-
istration of President George W. Bush  after the 2000 election. AEI folks also became 
closely associated with the neoconservative movement that advocated for an aggres-
sive post-9/11 foreign policy, which included the eventual invasion of Iraq.

 After flourishing during the early 2000s, support for the institute appeared to 
sag in the post- Bush years. The recession of 2008–9 taxed the or ga ni za tion even as 
new leadership took the helm. But in 2013, conservative rival the Heritage Foun-
dation brought on former U.S. senator and Tea Party favorite Jim DeMint to be its 
new president.  Under DeMint’s leadership Heritage has become more a po liti cal 
or ga ni za tion, allowing AEI to re- emerge as a major force among conservative- leaning 
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think tanks. As Newsweek reported in 2014, “AEI is on the rise. Its influence is grow-
ing on Capitol Hill, where [AEI president Arthur] Brooks, a former musician and 
college professor, is now a sought- after counsel to Republicans like House Bud get 
Committee chairman and presidential hopeful Paul Ryan, R- Wis., and House Ma-
jority Leader Eric Cantor, R- Va. Earlier this year, Brooks delivered the keynote ad-
dress at both House and Senate GOP retreats” (Levy 2014).  Under Brooks’s 
leadership, the institute weathered the financial trou bles of the recession and has 
attracted major new funding, including a $20 million donation from the chairman 
of the private equity group, the Carlyle Group.

AEI’s influence is not limited just to influencing Republican leaders or staffing 
GOP administrations. The or ga ni za tion is also a major source for journalists seek-
ing experts on  matters from tax policy to relations with China. The institute, with 
its mix of intellectual influence, policy development, social media followers, and 
media references ranked as the best at garnering public attention, and this public 
role “can indicate subtler influence  behind the scenes, as when reporters quote re-
searchers known to hold the most sway” (Clark and Roodman 2013).

See also: Conservative Think Tanks; Heritage Foundation
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ANONYMOUS SOURCES
The use of anonymous sources, a long- standing ele ment of investigative reporting, 
has increased in all forms of reporting, including coverage of politics. The use of 
 these sources raises ethical and  legal questions for reporters and, according to pub-
lic advocates and press critics, deepens reader skepticism about the trustworthi-
ness of what they read or see. Despite  these concerns, po liti cal reporting has come 
to rely heavi ly on loosely sourced stories that try to offer insider knowledge of what 
is happening on a campaign— despite the risks of manipulation by politicians or 
operatives seeking to make information public without their name being associated 
with it.
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Anonymity as a tool of po liti cal speech has a long and controversial history in 
the United States. One of the most impor tant early court decisions in what would 
become the United States stemmed from an anonymous source decrying public mis-
deeds. John Peter Zenger, a New York printer, was imprisoned by the colonial au-
thorities in 1734 and charged with seditious libel. His crime was publishing a 
newspaper— the New York Weekly Journal— filled with attacks on the colonial gov-
ernor and other corrupt authorities. The attacks  were penned by some of the gov-
ernor’s sharpest critics, but ran in the paper printed by Zenger  under pen names 
like Cato. The reason for the anonymity was to avoid economic or  legal retribution 
from the authorities. The  lawyer for Zenger argued that despite his apparent guilt 
 under the British laws of the time, the jurors should consider a larger question: “The 
question before the Court and you, Gentlemen of the jury, is not of small or private 
concern . . .  And I make no doubt but your upright conduct this day  will not only 
entitle you to the love and esteem of your fellow citizens, but  every man who pre-
fers freedom to a life of slavery  will bless and honor you as men who have baffled 
the attempt of tyranny, and by an impartial and uncorrupt verdict have laid a no-
ble foundation for securing to ourselves, our posterity, and our neighbors, that to 
which nature and the laws of our country have given us a right to liberty of both 
exposing and opposing arbitrary power (in  these parts of the world at least) by 
speaking and writing truth” (Linder 2001). The jury’s decision to  free Zenger es-
tablished a critical separation between the laws of  Eng land and the emerging laws 
of Amer i ca, but it also established that journalism could embrace anonymity and 
use it when confronting power and combating corruption.

Despite its long history, modern use of anonymous sources is more often traced 
back to the Watergate scandal of the 1970s. During the reporting of the break-in of 
the Demo cratic National Party headquarters in the Watergate building in down-
town Washington, D.C., Washington Post reporter Bob Woodward reached out to 
someone he simply referred to as “a friend of mine,” who worked in the Justice 
Department. Woodward’s friend was then Deputy Director of the Federal Bureau 
of Investigations, W. Mark Felt. Felt refused to be a source for Woodward’s report-
ing, but he did offer advice about where to focus the reporting and helped keep 
the paper on the trail of the story. Woodward’s work with colleague Carl Bern stein 
reporting connected the break-in to an entire campaign of so- called dirty tricks 
waged by a team of Republicans and aimed at discrediting and weakening the op-
ponents of President Richard Nixon. The group’s efforts  were funded by a slush 
fund controlled by the se nior members of the campaign. In the wake of this disclo-
sure, the Nixon administration sought to cover up the dirty tricks work. They used 
government agencies and intimidation to obstruct the investigation and make it 
nearly impossible for Woodward and Bern stein to find sources willing to go on the 
rec ord. Felt, who was given the nickname “Deep Throat”— a reference to a porn 
movie at the time— was one of the anonymous sources the pair used in their re-
porting. The stories the Post and  others reported about the cover-up, almost by 
their nature, required anonymity as  those who knew information faced real and 
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perceived threats from some of the most power ful intelligence agencies and po liti-
cal figures in the country. That, combined with the famous portrayal of Wood-
ward’s late- night meetings and cloak- and- dagger communications with Felt in the 
book and movie All the President’s Men, created a mystique around anonymous 
sources that fueled much of their use in the  later 1970s and early 1980s.

Anonymous sources emerged in the 1970s as not just a necessary evil in jour-
nalism, but a useful instrument. Even the head of the ethics program and the jour-
nalism think tank the Poynter Institute said, “I  don’t think we can function without 
it (anonymity) . . .  It’s an essential tool to use at the right time and in the right place” 
(Goodwin and Smith 1984). That ethical decision of how and when to use them led 
news organ izations, followed by many outlets, to develop an informal set of rules 
about when to allow the use of  these sources. First, a journalist should always weigh 
the importance of the story he or she is reporting: is it about a  matter of such pub-
lic interest that the information the source has is worth the protection of anonym-
ity the journalist can grant? Second, the journalist must consider the motivation of 
the source: do they benefit from the story getting out without their taking respon-
sibility for their part in releasing the information? Would they face some sort of 
retribution that makes protecting their identity clearly impor tant? Third, the jour-
nalist must determine how much direct knowledge the source has about the  matter: 
are they conveying first- hand information or passing on rumors?

Even with  these ethical check- ins, many news organ izations refused to use un-
named sources and their use was often a  matter of heated debate. For example, in 
1992 the Seattle Times was debating  whether to report a story about U.S. Senator 
Brock Adams. Eight  women  were accusing him of sexual harassment, assault, and in 
at least one case, rape. But despite repeated attempts to have them go on the rec-
ord with their accusations, they refused. The journalists continued reporting the 
story and the paper came up with a novel way of ensuring the sources  were at least 
partially responsible for the information the paper was about to report. Each of the 
eight  women signed a statement, never publicly released, that said if the paper  were 
sued for libel they would testify as to what they told the reporters. The executive 
editor at the time, Michael Fancher, said without  those statements the paper would 
have never run the story. When they did run it, the story included in the third para-
graph this explanation, “The  women, fearful of being thrust into the public spot-
light, all spoke to the Times on the condition their names not be published. Seven 
have signed statements attesting to the truth of their stories and another has said 
she  will. They all acknowledged they could be required to testify in court should 
Adams sue the Times, as his  lawyer has threatened” (Gilmore, Nalder, Pryne, and 
Boardman 1992). Senator Adams denied the incidents but never sued. He an-
nounced that same day he would not seek reelection.

Despite its history and critical role in major investigations like Watergate and 
the Adams affair, journalists have long debated the use and overuse of anonymous 
sources.  There are two major arguments against their use— one that sounds impor-
tant and the other that actually gets reporters’ hackles up. First the high- minded 
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argument: At a time when the public questions the techniques and honesty of re-
porters, using unnamed officials to report on  matters of relatively  little importance 
deepens the reader’s cynicism about the reporter. The Society of Professional Jour-
nalists, not surprisingly, leads with this criticism of anonymous sources, urging re-
porters, “Identify sources whenever feasible. The public is entitled to as much 
information as pos si ble on sources’ reliability.” The SPJ white paper on anonymous 
sources goes on to explain, “The most impor tant professional possession of jour-
nalists is credibility. If the news consumers  don’t have faith that the stories they are 
reading or watching are accurate and fair, if they suspect information attributed to 
an anonymous source has been made up, then the journalists are as useful as a parka 
at the equator” (Society of Professional Journalists).

The other criticism of the use of anonymous sources is the fact that it puts the 
reporter on the hook for conveying the information the source wants conveyed, 
while the source him-  or herself does not need to take any responsibility for the 
information. It, in a very real way, shifts the power in the relationship between source 
and reporter to the source. Many within Washington realize and have made use of 
this shift. One particularly illuminating article, from a former member of the U.S. 
Army and an official who has worked with NATO and other multinational groups, 
argued that many officials in Washington incorporate anonymous sources into 
media strategies. The way he explained it, “When you read a news account which 
cites ‘unnamed sources’ and ‘a se nior defense official’ and ‘a se nior military leader’ 
and other such anonymous sources, you are often (though not always) being fed a 
line. A polite lie on the journalist’s part, but the prob lem is, you have not been let 
in on the lie. It is a well- defined pirouette between journalists, po liti cal public af-
fairs officers in all of the federal agencies, and the professional civil servants and 
military officers who serve at the direction of our po liti cal leaders” (Bateman 2013). 
The idea is, po liti cal communication specialists  will plan on what information they 
 will put into the public arena with a name and title attached to it, and then they 
 will put out a second wave of information with no name attributed to it and only 
a general description of what kind of job the person holds.

By using this information and following the rules established by the officials, 
journalists agree to protect the source so as to access the information. It is a deal 
many reporters  don’t like making, but the idea of not having the briefing or the 
quote is also unappetizing. It is an ethical challenge reporters face on almost a daily 
basis, especially when covering politics. Their desire to know what is  going on and 
where  things stand in the campaign runs into the campaign’s efforts to control the 
message and set the agenda. To try and combat campaign- speak and empty photo 
ops of life on the campaign trail, reporters  will offer a source the option to “go on 
background,” being identified only as something like “a source familiar with the 
candidate’s thinking” or “a se nior campaign official.” To Bateman’s point, if the re-
porter knows the source and feels they are  going to get the real story of what is  going 
on, it can be a worthy investment of the reporter’s credibility. But if  there is no re-
lationship, the source may just be using the reporter to get out another version of 
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the campaign’s message.  There is almost no way for a reader to know, and increas-
ingly it is hard for the reporter to know as well. The result is stories like the one 
that frustrated the New York Times public editor in 2014. Margaret  Sullivan re-
ported that a March 14, 2014, article in the paper had carried the following sec-
tion, “One Demo cratic lawmaker, who asked not to be identified, said Mr. Obama 
was becoming ‘poisonous’ to the party’s candidates. At the same time, Demo crats 
are pressing se nior aides to Mr. Obama for help from the po liti cal network.” She 
went on to say the quote  wasn’t “a personal smear, it is harsh. I think it runs up 
against the Times’ own admonition: ‘The vivid language of direct quotation con-
fers an unfair advantage on a speaker or writer who hides  behind the newspaper’ ” 
( Sullivan 2014).  Sullivan’s worry, and that echoed across many editors’ critiques of 
anonymous sources, is that the granting of anonymity happens too quickly and too 
often— that stories that use anonymous sources are almost never of the seriousness 
of a Watergate.

The use of anonymous sources creates more than just an ethical tension within 
the newsroom. It also can have very real and difficult  legal ramifications for the 
reporter and the source. Although a patchwork of state laws and state judicial rul-
ings have created a so- called reporter’s privilege, by which a reporter may not be 
required to testify and reveal the identity of an anonymous source, at the federal 
level no such protection exists. This means if a reporter offers anonymity to a source 
and a federal court or  grand jury wants to know their name, a reporter must tell 
them or face a contempt of court ruling and pos si ble jail time. Reporters have been 
sentenced to months in jail for not divulging sources in federal leak investigations, 
so the offer of anonymity carries with it very  legal ramifications for the reporter. 
Additionally, the federal government has become much more aggressive about pur-
suing  those who cough up information to journalists, seeking indictments and jail 
time. A 2013 report from the Committee to Protect Journalists found that the gov-
ernment had pursued felony convictions  under the Espionage Act of 1917 against 
six government officials and two contractors during the Obama presidency. Before 
the Obama administration  there had been a total of three such prosecutions. The 
result, the report argues, is that “government officials are increasingly afraid to talk 
to the press.  Those suspected of discussing with reporters anything that the gov-
ernment has classified as secret are subject to investigation, including lie- detector 
tests and scrutiny of their telephone and e- mail rec ords” (Downie 2013).

This combination of more use of anonymous sources and a clamping down on 
leaks leads to an in ter est ing result— the information  these sources are leaking is 
less sensitive government secrets and whistleblowing, and more po liti cal position-
ing. Stories in local and national media now routinely carry statements that seem 
fairly benign, yet are anonymously sourced. A story from a July 2015 edition of 
Politico gets at this new real ity. In a story about a trip to Wisconsin by President 
Obama, Politico reported that the president would seek to bash state governor Scott 
Walker, a pos si ble Republican candidate in 2016. The site reported Walker “is the 
governor the president’s aides always hold up as an example of exactly what’s wrong 
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with politics— and he would be the Demo crats’ nightmare scenario, if he  were to 
win the presidency in 2016. ‘The contrast between our approach on economic is-
sues and the governor’s is emblematic of the contrast between the president and 
the Republican Party at large,’ a White House aide said Wednesday, looking ahead 
to the speech” (Dovere 2015). The White House aide  faces  little chance of being 
punished for such a comment and the story has other officials, like the U.S. Secre-
tary of  Labor named in the piece. Yet this kind of anonymous sourcing of officials, 
without a clear reason, has become a basic approach to po liti cal reporting. It is ex-
pected by officials, and usually offered by reporters.

See also: Trust in Journalism
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THE ATLANTIC
If you want to be taken seriously as a volume of American arts and culture it helps 
to have the pedigree of the Atlantic.

Started as the Atlantic Monthly in 1857, the magazine was built by New En-
glanders of high ideals and equally high reputation to combat the evils of slavery 
as well as develop a more distinctive American voice on culture, lit er a ture, and the 
arts. It has remained a voice of educated moderation, even  after moving to Wash-
ington, D.C. and reinventing itself as a digital- first publication with widely read 
blogs and long- form reporting.
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The Atlantic’s managing editor would  later say it was a desire to combat slavery, 
but also to develop a more distinctive and literate perspective, that “brought a hand-
ful of men together, at about three in the after noon on a bright April day, at Bos-
ton’s Parker House  Hotel. At a moment in our history when New  Eng land was 
Amer i ca’s literary Olympus, the men gathered that after noon could be said to oc-
cupy the summit. They included Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry Wadsworth Long-
fellow, James Russell Lowell, Oliver Wendell Holmes, and several other gentlemen 
with three names and impeccable Brahmin breeding . . .  By the time  these gentle-
men had supped their fill, plans for a new magazine  were well in hand” (Murphy 
1994). The magazine also had an editor, ardent abolitionist and Romantic poet 
James Russell Lowell (1819–1891).

Throughout its first 150 years the Atlantic Monthly sought to live up to its eru-
dite and literary founding, as Oliver Wendell Holmes once quipped, “The Atlantic 
is an ocean; The Atlantic a notion” (Goodman 2011, p. ix). That notion for de cades 
offered writers from Mark Twain and Henry James to Deliverance author James 
Dickey their first real publication and national attention.

But the magazine was always an active participant in the po liti cal fray. From its 
anti- slavery beginnings, it contributed serious essays on the state of race relations, 
politics, war, and peace. In 1963 as thousands prepared to head for Washington 
for a historic civil rights march, the magazine published Martin Luther King Jr.’s 
“Letter from a Birmingham Jail,”  under a dif fer ent headline— “The Negro is Your 
 Brother.” The magazine’s decision to print the civil rights leader’s non- violent man-
ifesto  under that title “was virtually a command that blurred the bound aries be-
tween King’s viewpoint and the rising consensus of enlightened opinion” (Rieder 
2014, p. 137). The magazine would for de cades continue to position itself as the 
conscience of the country, giving space to its po liti cal leaders and conducting in-
vestigations into controversies.

Its readership was never particularly large, remaining the influential elites of 
Washington, New York, and Boston, but the under lying magazine industry and the 
sweeping changes to the media landscape would test the Atlantic’s ability to sur-
vive. Always respected for its intellectual cache and noted contributors, the maga-
zine was nevertheless losing money by the turn of the twenty- first  century. As 
advertising revenue dropped, the red ink began to threaten its  future viability. In 
2001, the magazine stopped publishing  every month and dropped to 11 issues to 
save money. Two years  later, it went to 10 issues a year and then in 2004 it dropped 
“Monthly” from its name. Despite  these moves, by 2005 it was losing $7 million a 
year and more dramatic steps  were needed.

In that year the owner deci ded to move the magazine from its intellectual home 
in Boston to Washington, D.C. This was more than just a shift in locations. Most of 
the staff  didn’t leave Boston; instead, a 150- year- old media institution set about re-
inventing itself. The president of the Atlantic Media Group, who joined the team 
in 2007, said the  owners and editorial team “ imagined ourselves as a venture- capital- 
backed start-up in Silicon Valley whose mission was to attack and disrupt the 
Atlantic. In essence, we brainstormed the question, ‘What would we do if the goal 
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was to aggressively cannibalize ourselves?’ ” (Peters 2010). The new team became 
an assertive digital news com pany. It hired away Andrew  Sullivan from Time . com, 
whose blog The Daily Dish would soon attract more than a million unique visitors 
a month. Around this time it launch the AtlanticWire, an aggregation ser vice that 
culled together the best of broadcast and digital media. It also leveraged its respected 
brand to launch a series of popu lar and influential conferences that attracted 
thought- leaders from across the globe and brought in a healthy profit.

The magazine that had built its reputation by not just promoting new artists and 
thinkers but finding contributors at the peak of their influence now applied this 
same approach to the digital age. “From the beginnings, the Atlantic’s authority rested 
on its contributors: the poets, novelists, essayists, po liti cal figures, scientists, geolo-
gists, explorers, social scientists, and their fellow writers in multiple fields, new or 
old” (Goodman 2011, p. xi). In this new model of media, it relied on its strength. 
A visit to the site now is a mix of video, news, and blogs, along with a bold list of 
writers along the left column. The site continues to feature and promote specific 
contributors like long- time writer James Fallows and new contributors.

The magazine, which still boasts a readership of some 400,000 readers and 4.2 
million unique visitors a month, is owned by Atlantic Media, D.C.- native David 
Bradley’s publishing empire that also runs the National Journal publications and runs 
a strategic messaging group called Atlantic Media Strategies that has worked with 
clients like C-SPAN and General Electric.

See also: C- SPAN; National Journal
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AUDIENCE FRAGMENTATION
The key to mass media’s business model has always been its ability to attract and 
maintain large audiences, which can then be monetized through advertising. With 
the revolution in digital production and distribution triggered by the development 
of the Internet, media companies have had difficulty keeping hold of their audi-
ences. Websites, social media, and aggregators create new ways for  people to find 
and consume content. This fragmentation across an increasingly large number of 
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platforms and outlets has profoundly affected both the media and po liti cal com-
munications businesses and has raised concerns that consumers can now con-
sciously or unconsciously filter their news to align with their own po liti cal biases 
and to affirm their own preconceptions of po liti cal  matters. It has made it difficult 
for media companies to attract and maintain an audience they can sell to advertis-
ers, and it has shifted the gatekeeping function of deciding what is impor tant away 
from editors and into the hands of the viewing public and their social networks.

Mass media’s role in society and its entire business structure is built on the idea 
of appealing to a large audience. This audience has always been made up by  people 
who come to the given news outlet based on a personal preference or geographic 
real ity or some combination of the two. In early American media, media choices 
 were limited by the distribution of newspapers and the affordability of directly de-
livered content like magazines. In most communities multiple newspapers com-
peted for readers; by the nineteenth  century  there  were more than a dozen 
newspapers in New York City alone.  These papers fought one another for readers, 
a circulation war that literally came to blows and shots being fired during an ugly 
period known as the Newspaper Wars.  These  battles and the less bloody competi-
tion for readers  were just the first of an ongoing strug gle media outlets would face 
for the next 200 years, as media outlets sought to combat competition that would 
take away their market— essentially fragmenting it between competing local 
newspapers.

So, in essence, audience fragmentation is nothing new. Still, the changes wrought 
by the Internet represent a far more significant development given how media had 
evolved throughout the twentieth  century. After the development of radio, and  later 
tele vi sion, media outlets entered an era of uneasy peace with one another. The growth 
of tele vi sion put many papers out of business throughout the 1960s, ’70s, and into 
the ’80s, but in each of  these communities at least one paper survived, often inher-
iting a local mono poly of newspaper readers and reaping a whirlwind of profits. 
Tele vi sion seemed to be a limitless well of advertising revenue, so many communi-
ties could easily support multiple channels without eating into each other’s profits 
too much. Media business plans relied on one  thing: a knowable ceiling on the num-
ber of choices available to the viewer or the reader. The economics of the era made 
media companies a lot of money, but also did  little to prepare them from the com-
ing earthquake of cable and the  later tsunami of the Internet.

Cable came first, offering an increasing number of options to viewers as more 
and more Americans turned away from antennas. Cable channels offered more spe-
cific programming— entire networks devoted to kids programming or sports or 
news or public meetings. No longer  were viewers stuck waiting  until the morning 
cartoons to entertain the kids, or hoping CBS aired the right football game. Now 
viewers could spread out from a handful of channels to dozens, and soon even hun-
dreds. This first wave of fragmentation swept broadcasting throughout the 1980s 
and 1990s. But it was offset by two critical  things: first, many  people stayed with 
the channels they knew or never switched to cable; second, many of  those that did 
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add cable just watched more and more tele vi sion, meaning  there  were more hours 
of viewership to fight over. Still, the economics of fragmentation  were afoot and 
network viewership numbers began their inexorable slide. It is no accident that of 
the top 30 tele vi sion series finales in the history of American tele vi sion only three 
of them occurred  after 2000— and this is to say nothing of the  actual percentage of 
homes that tuned in, this is just raw viewership. However, all the changes that came 
from cable seem almost quaint compared to the fundamental shift brought by the 
rise of digital and mobile technologies in the 2000s.

Much has been made of the way that the Internet altered the media landscape, 
with good reason. Even more than cable, the Internet ended the role geography 
played in the creation and consumption of content. Now, a person with access to 
the Internet could instantly connect with information from anywhere on the globe, 
usually for only the cost of their Internet connection. Local newspapers, whose 
 whole business model was based on geography, saw themselves initially freed from 
the limits of circulation. But soon editors realized they  were competing not with 
one other newspaper, but  every newspaper in the world—as well as tele vi sion sta-
tions, radio outlets, and often even the sources they interviewed in their stories. 
Now the competition entered a period where consumers  were far less wedded to 
their own local newspaper’s take on a story and more driven by a desire to find 
“the story” or the  angle on a story. This disruption to the traditional media model 
would be significant enough on its own, but with it came the democ ratization of 
publishing. With blogs and  later social media,  every individual with an Internet 
connection now could easily create their own content. So in addition to competing 
with all the other established media companies in the world that may be covering 
a given story, now news organ izations had to compete with their own consumers 
to catch the attention of  people. Moreover, news aggregators and commenters soon 
also had their own competing “news” outlets that used the original stories of news-
papers and tele vi sion to craft their own takes on the news.

One thorough take on how significant a development this was concluded, “Over 
time . . .  three  great technology platforms for the dissemination of news have 
emerged. The first to come was printing, which made the mass distribution of news 
pos si ble. The second was broadcasting, which made news more readily available 
to large audiences more quickly and in a dramatically dif fer ent format. The third 
 great platform for the distribution of news is emerging now with the Internet and 
dif fer ent technologies for the production and consumption of information and con-
tent that the Internet supports” (King 2010). This development has fundamentally 
challenged newspapers and other news outlets at the same time it has given rise to 
new voices less constrained and often more overtly po liti cal than the mainstream 
media that sought the broadest pos si ble audience. Audience fragmentation has now 
become a real ity of media in a way it never had before, offering nearly unlimited 
access to potential viewers or readers while at the same time making it incredibly 
difficult to maintain that audience from one story to the next. This real ity marks 
the post- Internet media landscape and has altered every thing from the economics 
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of advertising to the ability of news organ izations to claim a regular and sustain-
able readership.

Although the development of countless news outlets for  people to receive their 
news from has had a clear and profound impact on the media business, the impact 
audience fragmentation has had on the po liti cal pro cess itself is a source more of 
endless debate than of clear cause and effect. Few social scientists have mapped 
out a clear vision of mass media’s former ability to influence elections, or how far 
that ability has fallen. Conventional wisdom into the 1990s went that, since most 
 people learned about campaigns and candidates through the media, the media 
therefore had the ability to move large swaths of public opinion through what and 
whom they covered and how they chose to contextualize issues. But the quest to 
prove a causal relationship pushed researchers to study smaller and smaller aspects 
of coverage and their effects and, some argue, ended up minimizing the potential to 
move large numbers of voters. In fact, by the mid-1990s the prevailing perception 
of po liti cal scientists was that the media’s power was largely an unsupported myth, 
perpetuated by the media itself.

Fi nally, a 1996 researcher pushed back and conducted research into the effects 
of media coverage on the in de pen dent presidential campaign of H. Ross Perot in 
1992 and the coverage of the unsuccessful campaign of former senator Gary Hart. 
In analyzing his conclusions UCLA professor John Zaller took dead aim at the cur-
rent “consensus [that] sees the media as relatively incapable of pushing citizens 
around, as if  people are  either too savvy, or too insulated from mass communica-
tion, to let that happen. I see the media as extremely capable of pushing citizens 
around, and I maintain that the effects of the pushing around are hard to see only 
 because the media often push in opposite directions” (Zaller 1996).

Even if social science strug gled to connect the media directly to views of the 
American voting public, the potential for media coverage to influence  those views 
seemed well established when the Internet revolution overwhelmed traditional 
media, gave rise to a new form of peer to peer communication, and changed the 
entire ecosystem of how  people access and pro cess news. When Zaller planted his 
research flag to defend the role of the media, most Americans received po liti cal cov-
erage from tele vi sion and a large percentage turned to their local newspapers. Cov-
erage was still heavi ly dependent on where you lived, and if you consumed any 
news you would receive a dose of po liti cal coverage  whether you wanted it or not. 
Tele vi sion, in par tic u lar, served as a po liti cal leveler, generating easy- to- understand 
(and some would say too shallow) po liti cal news and then delivering it to a nearly 
captive audience sandwiched between weather and sports.  Those who wanted more 
information could subscribe to higher- end publications or tune into higher- brow 
programming on public tele vi sion or a handful of cable programs, but most  people 
had access to a similar level of local po liti cal reporting.

Into this system came the Internet, empowering citizens to access resources for-
merly only received through pricey subscriptions or only indirectly through local 
coverage. Now, with a click of a mouse a person could access the highest quality 
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news from national and international outlets, almost always for  free. The idea that 
information would be ubiquitously available changed the ecosystem in which vot-
ers now operated. Audience fragmentation meant that no longer would a person be 
told what to read or what the most impor tant  thing was to know about what hap-
pened in Washington or their state capital. One analy sis of the shift sought to ex-
plain its significance: “In a media environment that is no longer constrained by a 
sophistication requirement or the lack of choice,  people’s individual choices become 
more impor tant. Po liti cal information in the current media environment comes 
mostly to  those who want it. In the starkest terms, broadcast tele vi sion reduced 
the importance of individual content preference, while cable and Internet raises 
them to a level of importance not seen before” (Prior 2007).

In this era of fragmentation the individual shifted from passive recipient of the 
morning newspaper or eve ning news to an active seeker of information. Now a per-
son could find news sources that spoke to their specific interests, skipping over 
 those news topics that held  little interest, even if  those topics  were the election or 
a war. Proponents of the new real ity explained that  those who  really wanted to un-
derstand the dynamics of a given issue could now explore it fully from many per-
spectives, seeking out news sources that offered dif fer ent perspectives and blogs 
and po liti cal information directly from leaders or activists. This notion of a fully 
formed opinion speaks to the demo cratic ideal of the empowered American voter. 
However, it neglects that only a relatively small percentage of  people want to seek 
that out. The weakening of local media establishments means that more voters have 
potentially much less information about  these same issues,  unless they choose to 
seek it out actively. This system puts much more onus on the individual to seek, 
judge, find, and consume good information from reputable sources.

Instead, individuals may be more likely to seek out sources that confirm their 
pre- existing views, or simply unplug from po liti cal issues altogether. Now with 
Facebook and Twitter, even when a person is not seeking po liti cal news, the infor-
mation that reaches them through their social media feeds is directly influenced 
by whom they have deci ded to follow and, especially in Facebook’s case, what they 
have clicked on in the past. When po liti cal debates erupt into the news,  people’s 
social media feeds become inundated with news and opinion from  people they have 
affiliated with in the past. This often means that the news being pushed to  people 
through social media is often heavi ly filtered by their own preferences.  After a school 
shooting,  those pre- disposed to support gun control  will be flooded by stories of 
the failure of policies and calls for new laws.  Those who are friends with gun rights 
advocates or have clicked on links from  those folks  will see a very dif fer ent line of 
stories and comments.

 Those who seek to inform the po liti cal pro cess worry that  these tools and the 
fragmenting of information could damage the demo cratic pro cess.  Those who seek 
to influence and win elections have hailed many of the same developments for giv-
ing them more tools and opportunities to communicate with and energize support-
ers. Fragmentation can also be directly connected to the idea of microtargeting 
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messages to specific voters for specific candidates or  causes. By getting a person to 
follow a Twitter feed or Google the right term, a campaign can directly communi-
cate with a voter. Through Facebook and other social media, supporters can pro-
mote a campaign’s ideas and issues directly to friends and colleagues. This is, of 
course, fraught with potential prob lems for candidates. It can empower the more 
extreme parts of the po liti cal parties to or ga nize and demand changes not wanted 
(or less fiercely wanted) by the rest of the party. For example, more ideological 
groups like the Tea Party on the right and celebrity politicians like Senator Eliza-
beth Warren on the left can become more power ful by activating social media- fueled 
activists to demand changes.

Despite widespread concern about its impact in fueling po liti cal polarization and 
weakening voters’ general pool of information, many observers say it is far too soon 
to decry the development of more media outlets and the rise of social media. One 
take on the entire situation stressed the need for “caution and even disinterest. 
 Democracies have proven to be resilient in the face of changes in the relationship 
between information and citizenship. The intermediaries between government and 
the governed may change, but many of the core institutions and social practices 
that underlie demo cratic systems appear resistant to change. As usual,  whether their 
resilience is good or bad depends on one’s perspectives. And time” (Tewksbury and 
Rittenberg 2012).

See also: Microtargeting; Po liti cal Polarization and the Media; Post- Truth Politics; 
Social Media and Politics; Trust in Journalism
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BALANCE
To cover a story fully, journalists often seek to ensure their reporting is balanced— 
that it accurately represents the multiple sides of an issue or debate. Balance has 
often been a goal of reporters who seek to objectively examine an issue, but as ques-
tions of trust and bias have increasingly plagued news organ izations balance has 
become a problematic concept. Critics point out ways in which adherence to “bal-
ance” keeps reporters from offering deep insight in their reporting, and in which 
journalists inaccurately equate two sides of a debate.

Balance as a concept makes sense for a reporter seeking to explain a given issue. 
The quest for balance comes from a twentieth  century focus on achieving objectiv-
ity in reporting. In the objective approach, the journalist should explore all sides 
of an issue and then offer up the most accurate portrayal of what they found for 
the reader. Although this pro cess can take on many forms, the most traditional is 
for the reporter to interview dif fer ent sides of a debate and then write or produce 
a story that reflects the debate. If a community is considering a tax plan that would 
benefit the major employer in a town, then the reporter  ought to seek out  those 
who support the idea and  those opposed. This is a basic premise of reporting. But 
once you outline such a “balanced” way of reporting a story, the questions  really 
start. What groups  really benefit from the proposal and who may be harmed? Does 
the benefit outweigh the harm? Who decides what is a fair trade- off? Do you inter-
view all the groups on both sides and do  those groups reflect all the constituencies 
affected? Do you interview the same number of supporters and opponents? Are  there 
only two sides in the debate or could  there be more? Do you reflect  those in the 
story, as well? A reporter out covering a story on deadline must grapple with all of 
 these and may be further challenged by not knowing the subject  matter intimately 
enough to answer many of  these questions.

In the pantheon of stories where balance failed to offer readers effective and in-
formed coverage, few stories can approach the global warming debate. As a scien-
tific  matter,  human be hav ior impacting the atmosphere had been a discussion for 
de cades. President Lyndon Johnson’s science advisers had briefed him on early work 
in 1965. By the 1980s, the vast majority of science research had concluded that 
the earth was warming and that oil and coal use was contributing the so- called 
green house effect. In 1988, the director of NASA’ s Goddard Institute for Space 
Studies told the U.S. Senate that  human activity was fueling the prob lem and pro-
jections indicated it would worsen. The drumbeat of warnings would continue 
and by 1998 some 27  percent of Americans felt the threat of global warming was 
generally underestimated, 34  percent thought it correctly estimated, and about 
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31  percent thought it was being hyped too much according to Gallup. Since then, 
stories, documentaries, and po liti cal debates about the subject have continued. But 
more information has not created consensus on the issue. That same Gallup sur-
vey found that by 2014 the number of  people who felt the global warming threat 
was being exaggerated had jumped 11 points to 42  percent. Not only that, but the 
partisan divide on the issue had deepened significantly, with 68  percent of Repub-
licans seeing the threat as over- hyped and only 18  percent of Demo crats. Global 
warming had, as of 2014, become a partisan issue. The under lying science had 
moved from being a neutral source of information to a partisan debate, subject to 
reporters balancing pro- global warming scientists against  others who rejected the 
science.

When reporters started covering the story in earnest in the late 1980s and early 
1990s, they turned to scientists to explain its  causes and likely effects. Bill McKib-
ben, who wrote a 1998 book on the environmental issue, watched as what had been 
a science story morphed into something new. He told the Columbia Journalism Re-
view, “Journalists talked to scientists and just reported it. It  hadn’t occurred to them 
that it should be treated as a po liti cal issue as opposed to a scientific one . . .  It  wasn’t 
long before the fossil fuel industry did a good job of turning it into a po liti cal is-
sue, a partisan  thing they could exploit, when they started rolling out all the tools 
that we now understand as an effort to overcome the science. And their main tar-
get was the media” (Eshelman 2014). McKibben and  others who have studied what 
happened to the global warming debate point out that energy companies and a 
handful of scientists who studied climate change differed from the bulk of the sci-
entists working in this field, arguing that climate change could be the result of other 
 factors, including natu ral cycles, or may not be happening at all.

What happened next has been widely seen as a failure of balanced reporting. As 
journalists reported on the scientific research that noted the growing impact on cli-
mate of  human activity, they sought out reaction from critics who argued  there is 
another side. Scientific stories rarely have 100  percent agreement on the science 
and few reporters possess the scientific knowledge to examine the research itself 
for its relative strength. So many journalists reverted to the “balanced” approach of 
interviewing one side and then a representative of the side that disagreed. Teya Ryan, 
one broadcast editor who has covered story a lot, noted that “journalists have felt 
compelled to seek out the contrary points of view, in some cases calling on experts 
with doubtful expertise and motive . . .  Who is right? . . .  With a balanced report 
the audience is left with more questions than answers” (Wildavsky 1997).

One of the most striking examples of how to represent the debate came not from 
a journalist but from comedian John Oliver who took to his HBO program in 2014 
to critique the issue and the media’s coverage of it. Oliver noted that a meta analy-
sis of climate research found that 97  percent of research papers about climate change 
took the position that  human activity was contributing significantly to global warm-
ing. He then added, “I think I know why some  people are still open to debate 
 because on TV it is, and it is always one person for and one person against . . .  more 
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often than not it is Bill Nye the Science Guy versus some dude and when you look 
at the screen it is 50/50, which is inherently misleading” (Oliver 2014). Oliver then 
had on Nye and a purported skeptic, then brought out 96 additional scientists and 
two supposed deniers to debate. While creating on- screen chaos, the skit was meant 
to highlight the prob lem with balance when the groups being represented are so 
imbalanced.

But the quest for balance— and the prob lems it creates—is not limited to sci-
ence. Po liti cal reporting has strained to address the increasingly partisan and shrill 
debates in Washington, especially as the Republican Party has moved further right. 
The generic idea of balance has strug gled as extreme factions on the right and, to a 
lesser degree, on the left have pushed their parties to reject po liti cal compromises. 
News organ izations have often simply allowed extreme partisan A to debate extreme 
partisan B, and the result has been called “balanced.” But two long- time po liti cal 
observers, think tank veterans Thomas Mann and Norman Ornstein, took to the 
Washington Post to plead with reporters not to treat the derailing of Amer i ca’s po-
liti cal institutions as a pro cess story that can rely on presenting two points of view. 
The authors argue, “We understand the values of mainstream journalists, includ-
ing the effort to report both sides of a story. But a balanced treatment of an unbal-
anced phenomenon distorts real ity. If the po liti cal dynamics of Washington are 
unlikely to change anytime soon, at least we should change the way that real ity is 
portrayed to the public. Our advice to the press:  Don’t seek professional safety 
through the even- handed, unfiltered pre sen ta tion of opposing views. Which poli-
tician is telling the truth? Who is taking hostages, at what risks and to what ends?” 
(Mann and Ornstein 2012).

Balance tends to become a prob lem when stories are driven by quoted sources. 
Report what source A says and then get a response from source B. Some have sought 
to respond to Mann and Ornstein’s challenge by, at times, relying on data to tell the 
story and moving away from quoted sources. For example, former blogger and 
Washingtonpost . com writer Christopher Ingraham used a po liti cal science data 
analy sis of voting rec ords to examine the ideological makeup of Congress and pro-
duced a potent analy sis that noted, “in the most recent Congress nearly 90  percent 
of Republican House members are not po liti cally moderate. By contrast, 90  percent of 
Demo cratic members are moderates. It’s quite difficult to square a chart like this 
with a claim that Demo crats are abandoning the center faster than Republicans. As 
the chart shows,  there are plenty of centrist Demo crats left in the House— but hardly 
any centrist Republicans” (Ingraham 2015). Ingraham’s report on the partisanship 
of the House Republicans involved no interview of the Republicans in question and 
relied solely on a statistical analy sis. While this story does not answer the ques-
tions of why it is happening, it deftly avoids dismissing the changing nature of Re-
publican politics by quoting one person who said the party is more extreme and 
another person who rejects that.

As has been highlighted in the global warming coverage, industries and politi-
cians often seek to exploit the quest for balance to influence coverage of a topic. 
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Lobbying groups, po liti cal parties, and bloggers have all taken advantage of the me-
dia’s need for balance by offering themselves up to comment on a specific topic. 
This real ity has caused frustration for many who see po liti cal reporting as an im-
pediment to accomplishing anything in the already fractured po liti cal system. For 
example, as the presidential campaign heated up in 2012, the New York Times 
reported on one politician who no longer saw the press as helpful to the po liti-
cal pro cess: President Barack Obama. The article noted, “Privately and publicly, 
Mr. Obama has articulated what he sees as two overarching prob lems: coverage that 
focuses on po liti cal winners and losers rather than substance; and a ‘false balance,’ 
in which two opposing sides are given equal weight regardless of the facts” (Chozick 
2012). But that very same article  later carried two quotes— one from the liberal blog 
Talking Points Memo and one from the conservative Power Line. Each offered  little 
additional insight on the issue and  were included to offer balance about the kind 
of media environment the president operates within, which highlights how diffi-
cult it is to escape the quest for balance.

Yet for all the criticism, balance remains a critical idea within journalism. Bal-
ance ensures that the media offers the reader or viewer multiple perspectives on 
critical issues. It can help create more informed policy discussions.  After all, Con-
gress holds hearings into subjects it is considering and invites multiple representa-
tives from dif fer ent groups to offer their opposing views of proposed legislation. 
No one thinks this is a bad idea and applying the concept to the media is some-
thing that few, at least in princi ple, are opposed to encouraging. In fact, much of 
the history of the government’s regulation of broadcasting has to do with ensuring 
multiple views  were heard. As historian of communication policy, Robert Horwitz 
notes, “The public interest in broadcasting was translated to mean the preservation 
of diverse viewpoints, some degree of local control and local program orientation, 
the provision of news and information, a general balance of programming . . .  
and equitable treatment of po liti cal candidates” (Horwitz 2005). This has mani-
fested itself in congressional legislation that mandates the Corporation for Public 
Broadcasting ensure that PBS and NPR adhere to “objectivity and balance” in their 
programming and reporting. It is also the idea that prompted the Federal Commu-
nication Commission to impose the Fairness Doctrine on broadcasters to ensure 
multiple perspectives are heard.

Despite this legislative interest in the idea of balance, the concept remains fuzzy 
at best. Some news organ izations, most notably Fox News, have sought to embrace 
balance as a marketing strategy, using it as a way to differentiate itself from com-
petitors. For journalists, on a daily basis it continues to manifest itself as a tech-
nique in reporting. But for journalism advocates it remains more a platitude or ideal 
to be aspired to rather than a model for reporting. In their book, The Ele ments of 
Journalism: What Newspeople Should Know and the Public Should Expect, journalists Bill 
Kovach and Tom Rosenstiel chose not to list balance as one of their nine princi ples of 
journalism’s compact with the public. The two note, “ after synthesizing what we have 
learned, it became clear that a number of familiar and even useful ideas— including 
fairness and balance— are too vague to rise to the level of essential ele ments of the 
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profession” (Kovach and Rosenstiel 2001). And that may be the most critical  thing 
about balance in news coverage. Individual stories and entire news organ izations 
seek to ensure that their stories reflect the multitude of opinions and positions on 
a given story, but often the way that diversity manifests itself is severely limiting. 
One cannot interview  every person with an opinion on a given topic. The journalist 
must select opinions to focus on, and balance can become a he said/she said equa-
tion that reduces complex and multifaceted issues to a  simple dichotomy that does 
not serve the reader well. As with almost any journalistic issue, the challenge is in 
how the ideal moves into real ity and when it comes to balance, often the real ity is 
too simplistic to help the reader or viewer understand the facts.

See also: Objectivity; Po liti cal Bias and the Media; Post- Truth Politics; Trust in 
Journalism
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BALLOT ACCESS
Supporters of third parties point to the patchwork of laws that govern whose name 
and what parties  will appear on a given state election ballot as one of the  most signifi-
cant structural impediments to greater diversity in the nation’s politics.  These same laws 
also play a significant role in shaping the coverage of campaigns  because many news 
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groups and debate organizers use access to the ballot, along with polling and cam-
paign finance per for mance, to decide what amount of coverage or participation a 
given candidate should receive.

Ballot access laws are passed by state legislatures and vary wildly from state to 
state. This lack of uniformity can result in dramatically dif fer ent slates of candi-
dates. For example, in 2008 Colorado listed 16 candidates for president while neigh-
boring Oklahoma only listed President Barack Obama and Republican challenger 
Senator John McCain. The reason? Colorado  will place a name on the ballot if 5,000 
signatures from registered voters are submitted or if the candidate pays $1,000. 
Oklahoma requires in de pen dents or third- party candidates to gather the signatures 
of the equivalent of 3  percent of voters in the previous presidential election— 
meaning a candidate would need to gather more than 40,000 signatures in a state 
with 1.5 million fewer  people than Colorado. And even this requirement is not the 
most stringent. Georgia and North Carolina appear to be the strictest states. Geor-
gia automatically places the name of Republican and Demo cratic candidates on the 
ballot, but any other candidate needs to get signatures from 5  percent of the regis-
tered voters in the district. North Carolina has the same setup, but only requires 
signatures from 4  percent of registered voters.  These rules make it difficult to im-
possible for an independent—or even many third- party candidates— with limited 
funds to gather enough signatures to qualify for the ballot.

Some po liti cal leaders have sought to ease this burden. U.S. Representative Ron 
Paul, the Texas Republican who once ran as the Libertarian Party presidential can-
didate, has pushed for national reforms, including proposing the Voter Freedom 
Act to set more reasonable national standards for presidential ballot access. Paul 
said of the current system, “supporters of the two- party mono poly regularly use 
ballot- access laws to keep third- party and in de pen dent candidates off ballots. Even 
candidates able to comply with onerous ballot- access rules must devote so many 
resources to simply getting on the ballot that their ability to communicate their ideas 
to the general public is severely limited.”

This stranglehold on ballot access stems from, in many cases, an effort to give 
the voter more anonymity in their election preferences and a post– World War II 
effort to  battle the Communist Party. In the early days of the United States, voting 
was not a private affair. Po liti cal parties printed their tickets, literally a list of the 
party’s candidates for dif fer ent offices that the voter would turn in. Many of  these 
tickets  were printed on colored paper or in specific shapes so that party officials 
could monitor which party vote was being dropped off. Party workers could pres-
sure voters to cast their ballot for the right party or face losing a po liti cal job or the 
support of the party.

By the mid- nineteenth  century concerns about intimidation and vote buying 
prompted governments around the world to seek solutions. The UK started using 
secret ballots in some elections, and Australia soon followed suit, prompting the 
United States also to adopt what it called, incorrectly, the “Australian ballot.” Sev-
eral  things marked this new form of voting, including a single ballot of all approved 
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candidates that could be marked, in private, at a polling place. 1888 marked the 
last time that some states allowed public voting. Kentucky that year allowed verbal 
voting where voters cast their votes out loud to the election official. Another part 
of the electoral reform that became more controversial over the years was the idea 
that the government  ought to or ga nize and print the ballot at public expense.  Those 
who advocate for the rights of third parties saw this aspect of the Australian ballot 
as a disaster, with one bemoaning, “With the arrival of the Australian ballot on  these 
shores, the provision of ballots— and the determination of who was and who was 
not to be included on  those ballots— would, if not in the blink of an eye then in 
the turn of an election cycle, become the province of the state governments. What 
had, theretofore, been a privately furnished good— ballots— was now monopolized 
by government. Mischief, to put it mildly, ensued. And democracy did not flour-
ish” (Bennett 2009).

The move to have the state regulate and print ballots handed the decision- making 
for determining qualified candidates to the state legislatures.  These legislatures 
passed a myriad of dif fer ent laws, for dif fer ent reasons. Many cited fear of the rise 
of Communism in a wave of ballot access laws passed in the 1930s and 1940s. Like 
many other government actions,  these prompted a slew of lawsuits by candidates 
denied access to run for office. An array of court decisions offered some guidance 
over the years, permitting regulation of ballot access to “prevent clogging” and “avoid 
frivolous and fraudulent candidacies.” Courts also said states had a valid interest 
in ensuring elections  were legitimate and in preventing “splintered parties and un-
restrained factionalism.”

On the flipside, the court limited the ways in which states could try and regu-
late the ballot. For example, a 1974 California Supreme Court decision ruled states 
could not require someone to be forced to pay filing fees to get listed, writing “a 
State may not, consistent with constitutional standards, require from an indigent 
candidate filing fees that he cannot pay; denying a person the right to file as a can-
didate solely  because of an inability to pay a fixed fee, without providing any alter-
native means, is not reasonably necessary to the accomplishment of the State’s 
legitimate interest of maintaining the integrity of elections.” Many states instead 
deci ded to set benchmarks of signatures as a constitutionally safe way for a candi-
date to demonstrate interest in and legitimacy of their candidacy. However, the sig-
nature question triggered its own wave of state regulations that sought some clarity 
on this issue. The result, according to experts who have studied parties, hit in de-
pen dent candidates and third parties hard, with one writing, “The diversity in laws 
among the 50 states and the District of Columbia is an expensive logistical night-
mare for any third party trying to obtain access to the ballot across the nation” (Shock 
2008). The effects of  these laws on third- party organ izing can be seen in the fact 
that only three minor parties are registered in more than 10 states— the liberal Green 
Party, the Libertarian Party, and the conservative Constitution Party.

Ballot access also has a power ful influence on media coverage of a campaign. 
Similar to states’ interest in weeding out “unserious” candidates, the media seeks 
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to focus its attention on candidates that  will inform the voters’ decisions in a way 
that helps them make a rational choice. This is, obviously, a fundamentally subjec-
tive decision, but a popu lar one. If, as happened in 2012, 412 declared candidates 
run for president, the media must have a way to decide which candidates to focus 
on. The basic test, used by almost all debate organizers and editors, is “Can the 
person win?” This may be subjective, or it may involve basic mathe matics— does 
the person appear on the ballot in enough districts to win the election? If the an-
swer is no, it is easier to discount the candidate. And  here is where ballot access 
laws can directly affect coverage. Obtaining signatures from 4  percent of the regis-
tered voters in a given state is an enormous challenge, one made more difficult by 
the fact that the media  will decide not to cover them  until they qualify, thus creat-
ing a chick- and- egg situation.

Some impartial observers believe ballot access laws may actually be a useful way 
to vet candidates and develop more electable third parties. One po liti cal scientist 
found that  these requirements force candidates to or ga nize and to develop a base 
of support, so that  those who did qualify had a better chance of  doing well in the 
election (Lee 2012).

The cautionary tale of ballot access and third parties may be told in the story of 
Americans Elect. Americans Elect was a 2012 effort that aimed to address the bal-
lot access issues that had dogged previous in de pen dent and third- party operations. 
They would do it differently, by raising money and  doing the legwork to ensure 
access to the ballot in states for a new centrist candidate that could compete face- 
to- face with Demo crat Barack Obama and Republican Mitt Romney. The group 
started out with some real momentum. Former Cabinet secretary and New Jersey 
Gov. Christine Todd Whitman and Manhattan private equity tycoon Peter Acker-
man signed on to the effort. Soon the effort could boast some $35 million in fund-
ing, and it launched a snazzy website that encouraged  people to sign up as a party 
delegate and “Pick a President Not a Party.” Americans Elect would leave the pro-
cess of selecting a candidate open to all who cared to participate and fill out an 
extensive questionnaire. The or ga ni za tion threw itself into getting ballot access and 
soon had 29 states lined up— putting it only  behind the Libertarian Party for total 
states with access by a third party. Then to some fanfare, the or ga ni za tion opened 
its nominating convention to the 360,000 registered delegates. Within hours users 
had nominated Michael Bloomberg, Jon Huntsman, Buddy Roemer, Warren Buf-
fett, Rahm Emanuel, and Condoleezza Rice. If any of the candidates could line up 
10,000 supporters— ideally, 1,000 supporters in 10 states— they would be offered 
the nomination, so long as they then chose a  running mate from the other major 
party to ensure balance.

Sadly the initial excitement soon faded, and by a self- appointed deadline of 
May 15 the group had no candidate meet the 10,000 vote mark. Former Louisiana 
governor Buddy Roemer came the closest gathering 6,000 votes.  After its failure, one 
columnist blasted the entire effort, writing “ These guys, like so many compassless 
folks in politics, seriously misread the American electorate and recent third party 
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history. Third parties do not work without a guiding ideology, be it left, right, lib-
ertarian, statist, what ever.  These guys stood for something a thousand times worse 
than the  bitter hyperpartisanship they whined about: a wish- washy just do some-
thing attitude  towards governance rooted in the pipe dreams of ‘radical centrists’ ” 
(Quinn 2012).

Americans Elect spotlights the twin difficulties ballot access creates for upstart 
politicians and parties. Although it cracked the ballot access challenge by pouring 
resources into getting  people to sign petitions in states across the country, its lack 
of a clear philosophy and po liti cal standing created no excitement or unity among 
its supporters. Other third parties may find exciting candidates, but  they’re usually 
candidates who only excite small groups that lack the numbers to generate the 
money and support needed to gain ballot access. Ballot access, for all its down-
sides, seems to be one of the more accurate bellwethers in judging  whether sup-
port for a po liti cal party or candidate is widespread, or just not that deep.

See also: Po liti cal Parties; Third- Party Marginalization
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BALLOT MEASURES
The idea of citizens casting a collective vote to make major decisions about what 
rules they live  under or how they are governed is the most demo cratic of concepts. 
It was from this desire that the citizen ballot mea sure movement sprang. As states 
have embraced the concept of voters deciding policy issues in elections, they have 
also had to deal with the difficulty of turning an idea into practice. Politicians in 
 those states have at times found that referenda and initiative elections can often 
make it po liti cally dangerous to make impor tant, but unpopular, decisions. Ballot 
mea sures have also been used by interest groups whose ability to mobilize voters 
may put within reach po liti cal goals unachievable in a legislature. Fi nally, some par-
tisan groups have worked to put initiatives that may be very popu lar for their 
party members on ballots in close elections, in hopes of driving up voter interest 
and turnout.
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 These acts of direct democracy come from a progressive history in the United 
States that sought to move power closer to the individual and away from interest 
groups and established po liti cal parties. The concept of direct democracy was pio-
neered by the Swiss, whose 1848 constitution sought to put certain government 
actions to a vote to ensure they reflected the  will of the  people. By the turn of the 
twentieth  century, the work of muckraking journalists, who exposed the corrup-
tion of the po liti cal system and the lack of fairness in the economy, and a growing 
or ga ni za tion among farmers and other laborers brought the referendum idea to the 
United States. South Dakota became the first state to allow statewide referenda on 
the ballot. The idea soon faltered, though, and for de cades was left to po liti cal re-
formers and phi los o phers to consider and debate.

 These advocates, in Amer i ca and beyond, saw referendum as almost a philosophi-
cal end to the demo cratic means. As one liberal Briton proudly stated in a mani-
festo on behalf of referenda, “ whether right or wrong, I am a demo crat, and not by 
necessity or on a point of con ve nience, but by conviction. I not only believe that 
the majority of the citizens in any civilized, educated, homogenous community must 
rule, and  will rule, but that they  ought to rule” (Strachey 1924). But even as demo-
crats thundered for more power to be handed to the average voter, other equally 
eloquent orators, concerned with the theory of direct democracy, cautioned against 
creating a government too subservient to the  will of the majority. One writer, seek-
ing to defend the representative system, in 1911 argued that statesmen needed some 
separation from the fickle public, writing that leaders like Lincoln and Washington 
“ were not the products of any po liti cal system in which bodies of mediocre men 
with hobbies robbed the legislature of its dignities and authority, and subjected ex-
ecutive, legislative and judicial officers to the fear of recall when they pursued a 
course distasteful to some fraction of the electorate. Only timid, shambling, in effec-
tive men came out of a system which strips public office of character and authority 
and makes it directly subservient to popu lar whim” (Oberholtzer 1911). In  these 
two brief but sweeping observations are contained the core arguments both for and 
against the referenda. On the one hand, how could we claim to be demo cratic in a 
system where po liti cal bosses ran the major cities and most elected officials  were 
insulated from real voters? On the other, would the tyranny of any electoral major-
ity recalling an elected representative turn our system of government into a slightly 
more acceptable version of mob rule?

Following South Dakota’s lead, throughout the early twentieth  century a hand-
ful of states enacted rules that allowed citizens to propose and adopt state consti-
tutional amendments. Nebraska used this power in 1934 to vote to combine the 
state legislature into one single, nonpartisan chamber— a move that was approved 
in over 90  percent of the state’s counties and won by a 60 to 40  percent margin. 
Still, direct action by the citizens remained a fairly rare occurrence.

As the system matured and legislatures, politicians, and voters came to consider 
how best to use this popu lar electoral power, three core types of ballot mea sures 
developed: initiative, referendum, and referred mea sures. Using an initiative, a new 
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law or state constitutional amendment can be placed on a ballot if it receives a cer-
tain number of signatures. The rules around  these signatures vary from state to 
state and can mandate a specific number and/or a distribution of signatures across 
counties or voting districts. Sixteen states allow voters to place proposed constitu-
tional amendments on the ballot and two allow voters to force the legislature to 
vote on an amendment, a so- called indirect imitative. Fewer states allow the same 
maneuver to propose new laws, with eleven allowing direct voting, seven indirect, 
and two states allowing both. Referendum, often called popu lar referendum, is tech-
nically used to repeal laws passed by the state legislature. Twenty- four states allow 
for  these popu lar vetoes, but in real ity far fewer of  these efforts take place and in 
many of the same states voters have the ability to propose initiatives and usually 
choose that route. Referred mea sures are placed on the ballot by the state legisla-
ture.  These mea sures can reflect a desire to circumvent a gubernatorial veto or dem-
onstrate popu lar support for a policy and are allowed in all states.

The po liti cal turmoil of the 1960s and 1970s inspired more direct action by the 
voters; state tax policies, which the public had come to see as unfair, became one 
of the most popu lar targets of  these efforts. If one moment crystalizes the birth of 
the modern direct referendum movement, it would most likely be the taxpayer re-
volt in California in 1978. A succession of liberal spending policies had forced the 
state to implement steep property taxes to pay for government programs. For nearly 
a de cade, voters had become increasingly frustrated at state and local government 
missteps in assessing the value of their homes and the moves to increase property 
taxes to pay for schools and other government efforts. The anger reached a break-
ing point in 1978 as groups or ga nized to put to a vote a constitutional amendment 
to rein in government’s freedom to set tax rates. The result was a petition move-
ment called the  People’s Initiative to Limit Property Taxation. The idea was that the 
annual real estate tax on a parcel of property would be limited to 1  percent of its 
assessed value and that that “assessed value” could only be increased by a maxi-
mum of 2  percent per year,  until and  unless the property has a change of own-
ership. Conservative groups quickly or ga nized signing petitions and pushed for 
adoption of what became known as Proposition 13. That year, some 70  percent of 
eligible voters cast ballots in the election, and 65  percent of them backed Prop 13. 
The victory helped spark a wave of anti- tax referenda around the country, where 
13 states soon  adopted similar laws.

 These ballot mea sures have triggered waves of lawsuits and deep debate over 
 whether they reflect an improvement or undermining of the representative govern-
ment system enshrined in the U.S. Constitution. Advocates see the ballot mea sure 
as the way for the citizens to assert themselves in a dysfunctional po liti cal pro cess. 
For  those states where the legislature has been unable or unwilling to tackle cer-
tain issues,  these initiatives and referenda reflect a sort of last resort step to ensure 
the voice of the  people is heard. But opponents worry that the ballot mea sure can 
turn  every legislative decision into another campaign, with po liti cal organ izations 
waging the same mudslinging and grassroots lobbying that elected the dysfunctional 
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legislature in the first place. Other critics contend the popu lar vote can repress 
groups that have been disadvantaged historically or are in the minority. And still 
more worry that the divisive issues and shrill and contentious language that sur-
round each ballot mea sure may actually serve to make compromise more difficult 
as the po liti cal pro cess seeks to address the issue.

Regardless of the debate, states often serve as the battleground for  these elec-
toral questions. A major question that has dogged the ballot mea sure movement is 
how well prepared the average voter is to address  these complex legislative ques-
tions. For example, in 2004 voters in the state of Montana placed the issue of medi-
cal marijuana on the ballot. The voters overwhelmingly endorsed the idea of 
allowing  those very ill patients to access the drug, but given that it was an initiative, 
many of the questions of how the  will of the voters would be implemented  were 
left unaddressed. Fi nally, another popu lar vote ordered the state department of 
health to implement a new policy. The result was a system in which suddenly cara-
vans of mobile marijuana registration systems  were signing up hundreds of  people 
in  hotel ballrooms and storefronts selling a variety of marijuana strains opened 
all over the state. Within a  couple years 30,000  people  were legally obtaining 
marijuana. Voters recoiled, and now pushed the legislature to rein in the industry. 
The pendulum swung, and the legislature ended up severely limiting  people’s access 
to the drug and causing most growers to leave the business. Many who advocated 
for the patients who could demonstrate medical need expressed frustration with a 
system that allowed such wild swings in policy. It turns out, drafting initiatives that 
actually spell out implementable laws that avoid unintended consequences is much 
harder than voicing general policy aspirations. And even if the laws are clear, many 
worry about how well equipped the voter is to understand what they are voting for 
in given initiative or referendum.

This public understanding of ballot mea sures is where the role of media comes 
in, and where the debate over  whether the media does a good job starts. First,  those 
who have studied the issue conclude that the media is critical to how the voting 
public comes to see the ballot mea sure in question. One exploration of direct democ-
racy found that “Initiative elections usually involve extensive media campaigns . . .  
to persuade voters to approve or reject a proposed policy change. The more costly 
an initiative campaign, the more information is provided to voters at a lower cost” 
(Smith and Tolbert 2009). This  battle to ensure the voter is informed is one where 
how the media cover certain issues can become fodder for the debate itself. Con-
servatives who support the referendum concept say the media can  either propel or 
inhibit the effort based on  whether the popu lar proposal aligns with journalists’ 
beliefs. One report from the conservative Hoover Institution alleges  there is a 
reason why the media often takes a critical view of initiatives: “The answer, it 
seems, is that the beauty of ballot initiatives is in the eye of the beholder. If the 
cause is deemed worthy by the media, then it receives easy treatment. But  those 
initiatives that offend liberal sensibilities are destined for rough treatment by a pre-
dominantly liberal fourth estate” (Whalen 2000). And how the media portrays 
the fight can vary wildly. For example, in 2008 California considered what became 
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known as Prop 8. That year, the state supreme court voted in May to allow same- 
sex  couples to marry, saying the state constitution protected this right. The deci-
sion spawned a movement by conservative groups to get a mea sure on that fall’s 
ballot to add a provision to the state constitution that read “only marriage between 
a man and a  woman is valid or recognized in California.” The fight over Prop 8 
was vicious, with both sides spending big money on the vote. In the end, with some 
79  percent of eligible voters casting ballots, Prop 8 narrowly passed, 52–48  percent. 
The initiative would  later be struck down by the federal court, but the pricey cam-
paign both before and  after the vote raised questions about the value and sense of 
putting complex  legal and  human rights issues in the form of an up or down vote 
by the general public.

Despite their controversial role, initiatives and referenda have emerged as a ma-
jor tool by interest groups, parties, and issue advocates to affect policy and to over-
ride legislative gridlock. In 2014 alone, more than 125 mea sures appeared on ballots 
in 41 states.  These mea sures addressed every thing from increasing the state’s mini-
mum wage to  whether to outlaw the use of dogs while bear hunting. Interestingly, 
initiatives and referenda only pass 40  percent of the time. So why spend all the 
time, money, and effort on them? Sometimes  those mea sures are used as a way to 
drive up interest in the election among critical demographics. The Washington Post’s 
Reid Wilson reported in 2014, “I’d point to initiatives like minimum wage mea-
sures in Arkansas and Alaska and a medical marijuana initiative in Florida. . . .  All 
three of  those are designed to bring specific voters, that is, in two cases, low- income 
residents, to the polls in Arkansas and Alaska, two states with impor tant Senate 
races” (Rehm 2014). The ability of  these initiatives actually to get  people to polls 
who would not other wise vote is somewhat unknown, but that has not stopped 
parties on both sides of the aisle from trying. For example, a 2004 initiative to ban 
gay marriage in Ohio is credited with helping ensure evangelical voters, who over-
whelmingly backed President Bush for re- election, got to the polls.

But often  these ballot mea sures are more an expression of frustration with the 
politics of a given state rather than a subtle get- out- the- vote tool. As state legisla-
tures continue to strug gle with controversial social and economic issues,  these bal-
lot mea sures  will almost certainly continue to appear.

See also: Ballot Access; Get Out the Vote (GOTV); Single- Issue Politics
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BECK, GLENN (1964–)
Glenn Beck has made a name for himself by mixing strongly conservative politics 
with a populist appeal to “the  little guy.” Add in a healthy dose of media entrepre-
neurship and a flair for the dramatic, and it is easy to see why Beck elicits pro-
foundly divisive reactions.

Beck is most widely known for his daily radio program, which reaches some 7 
million Amer i cas, but  whether he is speaking on the radio or tele vi sion his rhe toric 
has often drawn attention for its strident, even violent overtones. For example, in 
discussing government moves to stabilize the economy in the wake of the 2008–
2009 housing crash Beck took to his Fox News program to declare, “The govern-
ment is full of vampires, and they are trying to suck the lifeblood out of the economy.” 
He went on during his March 2009 show to specifically target certain members of 
the government, saying, “President Obama, Tim Geithner, Chris Dodd, Barney 
Frank, Nancy Pelosi, all the other lawmakers are  going  after the blood of our busi-
nesses, big and small. Who’s next? They have their fangs in the necks of every body, 
and nothing’s  going to quench their thirst . . .   There’s only two ways for this movie to 
end:  Either the economy becomes like the walking dead, or you drive a stake through 
the heart of the bloodsuckers” (Media  Matters 2009). But it is not just the sharpness 
of his rhe toric that makes Beck such an impor tant figure in po liti cal media. It’s also 
his ability to tap into intense feelings on issues and his business acumen to turn that 
audience into a series of news ser vices that make him a truly diverse businessman.

Beck was born in suburban Seattle and by 13 was working radio. When he grad-
uated high school he started hosting full time, becoming a Top 40 DJ and develop-
ing some self- confessed prob lems with addiction. Beck admits that by the time he 
was 30 he had become lost in drug and alcohol use,  later telling the New York Times, 
“ You’ve never met a more flawed guy than me” (Stelter and Car ter 2009). He stopped 
drinking and smoking marijuana in late 1994 and found guidance by converting 
to the Mormon faith. He also began studying the growing power of talk radio, es-
pecially the work of conservative Rush Limbaugh. His first talk producer would 
tell Salon, “Beck was a close student of talk radio for years. Before he thought he 
was ready [to do it himself], Beck paid close attention to successful prac ti tion ers of 
the craft” (Zaitchik 2009).

By 2000 he was ready and the Glenn Beck Program went on the air in Tampa that 
year. Within a year his mix of politics, humor, and vitriol took the show from eigh-
teenth to first in its time slot. The show went national in 2002 and soon Beck was 
reaching millions of listeners daily. Like many other national talk show hosts, Beck 
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soon found himself adding tele vi sion to his portfolio when CNN’s Headline News 
channel offered him a nightly 30- minute commentary show. The program was not 
advertised as particularly conservative, instead it focused on Beck’s “unique and of-
ten amusing perspective on top stories from world events and politics to pop cul-
ture and everyday hassles.” But once he was on the air, Beck made a name for himself 
with controversial commentary and incendiary rhe toric. His cross- media status 
helped grow the radio audience, and soon Fox News tapped him for an eve ning 
program. He went on the air in January 2009 as President Obama came into the 
White House. Soon Beck, with his often off- the- cuff comments about the new pres-
ident and his administration, was drawing ire from Demo crats and wild praise 
from some conservatives.

Up  until this point, Beck’s  career seemed to mirror other conservatives like Lim-
baugh and, in par tic u lar, Sean Hannity, who started in radio and segued into both 
talk radio and commentary cable programs. Except Beck is never ordinary. In 2002, 
he started a com pany called Mercury Radio Arts, a multimedia operation named 
 after Orson Welles’s theater com pany. The or ga ni za tion is Beck’s book, radio, tele-
vi sion, and content generating engine and allowed him, when his contract was up 
with Fox News in 2011, to walk away and into his own media empire. Mercury 
Radio Arts has more than 250 employees and produces Beck’s radio program. In 
2010 the group launched TheBlaze, a news and entertainment website. The site 
turned into Beck’s digital hub as he launched an on- demand tele vi sion ser vice called 
TheBlaze TV and a series of best- selling books. Beck stresses his com pany is about 
serving the needs of a massive audience of Americans not being helped by tradi-
tional media, and implicitly includes former cable news employers in that mix. He 
sees himself as part of a new regime within the media, saying, “ There’s a huge war 
 going on between  those who currently have power— whether  you’re talking about 
the Federal Reserve, the government, the media networks, magazines, booksellers, 
whatever— and then this new way of, ‘I can write and publish my own book’ or 
‘I  don’t need the network anymore.’  These two forces are fighting against each 
other, and the one that is holding on by their fingernails is the one that’s  going to 
lose, and that’s the old system” (Hunter 2015).

Beck, even though still ranking  behind Limbaugh and Hannity, stands out as one 
of the most in ter est ing businesspeople among the talk radio crowd. He has used his 
personal brand to become a business unto himself, leveraging that power into move-
ments like his 9/12 group, which seeks to re- energize the patriotic fervor in the days 
 after the 2001 terror attacks, and his “Restoring Honor” rally in Washington, D.C.

See also: TheBlaze; Limbaugh, Rush; Talk Radio
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BLOCK, HERBERT (1909–2001)
The first cartoon Herbert Block remembered drawing on the sidewalk hinted at his 
 future. “The first caricature I can recall  doing was not some modest attempt at draw-
ing a childhood schoolteacher (if I was even of school age at the time),” he wrote 
in his autobiography, Herblock: A Cartoonist’s Life. “No, it portrayed the man held 
to be the arch- villain of the time: Kaiser Wilhelm of Germany” (Block 1993).

From depicting the leader of World War I Germany in sidewalk chalk, Block went 
on to a successful  career drawing cartoons in newspaper editorial pages, lambast-
ing politicians and pioneering the importance of po liti cal cartoons in the modern 
age. Known to readers as Herblock, the power ful feared him and his peers adored 
him. He won three Pulitzer Prizes and shared in a fourth. In his 2001 obituary in 
the New York Times, Marilyn Berger wrote that his “critical eye and rapier pen made 
him one of the leading journalists of his day” (Berger 2001).

Herbert Lawrence Block was born in Chicago on October 13, 1909, to David 
and Tessie Block. He was the youn gest of three sons. He started drawing young and 
had such an aptitude for it that he landed a scholarship to the Chicago Art Insti-
tute when he was 12. By the time he arrived at Lake Forest College, he had already 
started drawing some cartoons for the Evanston News- Index. He liked the thrill of 
being published, so in 1929— after just two years of higher education—he took a 
job as a cartoonist for the Chicago Daily News and never went back (Block 1993).

 After a few years at the Daily News, he went to work for the Newspaper Enter-
prise Association, a syndicate. He won his first Pulitzer Prize while  there in 1942, 
shortly before beginning a brief stint in the U.S. Army from 1943 through the end 
of World War II. In 1946 he joined the Washington Post, where he would work  until 
his death in 2001.

Herblock arrived in the nation’s capital at a time when Americans began to worry 
about the rise of communism. U.S. Senator Joseph McCarthy would light a fire in 
the city when he said he had a list of 200 so- called card- carrying communists 
working in the United States government. Never one to fear the power ful, Block 
drew a cartoon depicting three Senators pushing the Republican elephant to a tower 
of barrels. “For want of a better term to summarize the issue, I labeled the top bar-
rel McCarthyism,” Block wrote. The caption read, “You mean I’m supposed to stand 
on that?” (Block 1993). The term on that top barrel, though, would be what was 
most memorable from that frame. McCarthyism became common vernacular and 
a common history book vocabulary term thanks to that cartoon.
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It  wasn’t just McCarthy that felt Herblock’s wrath. Nobody who occupied the 
Washington spotlight was safe— especially not President Richard Nixon. Nixon even 
canceled the delivery of the Post to his home at one point—he said he  didn’t want 
his young  daughters to be upset— and once admitted that he “ wouldn’t start the 
day by looking at Herblock” (Dudden 1987).

In his biography, Block recalled meeting Nixon for the first time at a cocktail 
party during Nixon’s time as Eisenhower’s vice president. Block remembered a brief 
conversation, with Nixon joking about his “ski- jump nose,” and then being whisked 
away to meet Mrs. Nixon. “When we  were introduced, she gave a small smile and 
said to the  others that this is the man who hates all Republicans,” Block wrote in 
his book. “Of course, this was untrue, but it followed the Nixon line—to make out 
that  there  wasn’t anything wrong with Nixon, it was the  people criticizing him who 
must be warped” (Block 1993).

Mrs. Nixon’s pleasantness aside, Block criticized the man for years, even before 
Nixon became president and on through the Watergate scandal. With his cartoons 
appearing in the same paper as the stories that exposed the president’s wrong-
doing, he earned a share of the Post’s Pulitzer Prize for their coverage of the scandal 
that forced the president to resign.

He kept drawing his outrage right to his death in 2001, his last cartoon appear-
ing a  little less than two months before he died that October, just six days shy of 
his 92nd birthday.

A foundation in his name gives grants and scholarships meant to support the 
 future of editorial cartooning. The foundation also donated Block’s archive to the 
Library of Congress, ensuring his wit and sharp pen are preserved for posterity.

Michael Wright

See also: Comedy, Satire, and Politics; Po liti cal Cartoons
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BOOK TOURS
Writing a book with an aspirational, very American title and then taking off on a 
whirlwind tour of major cities and early primary- voting states has become a set page 
from the American presidential campaign playbook.
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In the summer of 2014 news emerged of former secretary of state Hillary Clin-
ton’s planned tour to accompany the publication of her book Hard Choices. It 
sounded like a presidential campaign in full swing, complete with appearances in 
Washington, D.C., New York, Los Angeles. Po liti cal reporters  were carefully track-
ing locations for hints of an under lying po liti cal strategy (her stop in Ohio prompted 
several blog posts).  There was a shiny new bus paid for by the Ready for Hillary 
Super PAC.  There  were the wall- to- wall media appearances on public radio, ABC’s 
Primetime with Diane Sawyer, The Daily Show. She was even being tracked by a 
Republican National Committee intern in a squirrel costume wearing a shirt that 
read, “Another Clinton in the White House is Nuts.” This non- campaign campaign 
sold books, and drew crowds of media and supporters.

Books from prospective presidential candidates are nothing new. In the 1950s 
then– U.S. senator John F. Kennedy penned Profiles in Courage, biographies of eight 
senators who had fought for princi ple. The book helped raise his profile and went 
on to win a 1957 Pulitzer Prize for biography. As Kathleen Hall Jamieson observed, 
“While Nixon could and did recite the number of countries he had visited, the num-
ber of leaders he had met, the number of conferences he had attended, none of 
 these statistics demonstrated that he had learned history’s lessons. What Kennedy’s 
books provided was the evidence he had” ( Jamieson 1996). The book was a best 
seller and helped package his candidacy four years  later.

As time went on, writing a book became a critical step for a prospective candi-
date, taking part in the “invisible primary” by offering themselves and their phi-
losophies up to the media and potential financial backers. Next came the multi- city 
tour where the candidate gets a chance to meet voters and potential donors with-
out having any “official” campaign expenses or setup. “Critics charge that  these 
books are filled with vague platitudes that offer only a limited glimpse into the can-
didates’ real positions . . .  Still, no one expects  these campaign tomes to go away 
soon, if only  because they provide an excuse for candidates to embark on a book- 
signing tour that can serve to kick off a  future presidential campaign” (Dautrich 
and Yalof 2011). This can be seen in the campaign of then- first- term senator 
Barack Obama. In October 2006, Obama published his second book, The Audacity 
of Hope, and launched a two- week, thirteen- city tour, which included an appear-
ance on NBC’s Meet the Press, where he admitted he had considered a run in 2008. 
The publicity helped fuel increased media attention and speculation that culmi-
nated in January when he announced the formation of a formal exploratory com-
mittee and filed paperwork with the Federal Election Commission.

 These books and the accompanying tours help candidates in several ways as 
they develop and consider a formal campaign for president. First, they allow the 
candidate, often with the help of speechwriters and po liti cal strategists, to develop 
potential themes for the coming campaign— Obama would stick with the idea of 
Hope throughout the coming campaign. Second, it allows them to make the case 
to potential backers and po liti cal insiders in the party and the media. Third, the book 
tour usually includes dozens of interviews with local and national media, raising 
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the profile of the prospective candidate and offering them an early test of the skills 
they  will need in the coming years of campaigning. Lastly, it also allows the candi-
date to tour potential critical states and meet with impor tant donors before ever 
filing any official candidacy paperwork.

The benefits have grown to such a point that many candidates release books dur-
ing a campaign, allowing them to mix book tours with active campaigning.  Those 
tasked with regulating campaign spending and activities are increasingly pressed 
to try and draw a line between the activities of the candidate and the author. Dur-
ing the 2012 Republican primaries Michele Bachmann, Newt Gingrich, and  others 
pushed books along with the candidacy, a move that worried former Federal Elec-
tion Commissioner Ken Gross who said, “It does seem like each cycle the candidates 
try to push the envelope a  little more. In the good old days, you wrote your book 
before you ran. Now,  they’re so entwined with the campaign, it’s sometimes difficult 
to distinguish” (O’Connor 2011).
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BREITBART, ANDREW (1969–2012)
Andrew Breitbart was a conservative commentator and new media force that de-
veloped his po liti cal opinions and web savvy while working with conservative media 
and Hollywood gossip extraordinaire Matt Drudge. Breitbart translated  those skills 
into helping Arianna Huffington launch the first version of her Huffington Post and 
 later launched his own site, Breitbart . com, which became a source for po liti cal and 
scandal stories. Despite his sudden death from heart failure in 2012, Breitbart’s news 
ser vice remains a significant online source for po liti cal reporting and commentary 
from the right.

He was such a controversial figure that on the day his death was announced, 
Slate’s writer Matt Yglesias tweeted, “The world outlook is slightly improved with 
@AndrewBrietbart dead.” It was, said libertarian editor and journalist Nick Gillespie, 
the kind of  thing Breitbart would have loved, noting that “it meant that liberals with 
an uncomplicated mainstream media perspective  were taking notice of him and his 
point of view. That such a churlish and distasteful comment reflects poorly on its 
author, an establishment blogger with impeccable left of center bona fides, and his 
Washington Post- owned platform, would simply be icing on the cake” (Gillespie 
2012). But Gillespie and  others credit Breitbart for being more than just a gadfly of 
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the left, saying he also found new ways to use the digital platform of the Internet 
to foster conversation, even if it was often not the nicest conversation.

Breitbart had started down a very dif fer ent path, growing up as a liberal in Cali-
fornia. He graduated college in 1991 saying he had no sense of what to do with his 
life when he had a sudden po liti cal epiphany. It came as he watched the confirma-
tion hearings of Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas and helped sharpen his 
worldview into something more like a libertarian than his more Demo cratic up-
bringing. He became a voracious consumer of online commentary and fi nally 
emailed the upstart Drudge to compliment him on his gossipy web musings. Bre-
itbart was soon contributing the Drudge site, declaring himself “Matt Drudge’s 
bitch.” While  there, Drudge introduced him to Arianna Huffington and the two 
 were soon developing the ideas that would become Huffington Post.

He used all of  these experiences to launch the eclectic series of Breitbart- branded 
sites, Big Government, Big Journalism, Big Hollywood, and  others and was soon 
breaking stories that would have major implications. His site Big Government broke 
the story of U.S. Representative Anthony Weiner’s use of social media to approach 
and flirt with  women, including text ing pictures of his genitals. But Breitbart did 
more than that. When Weiner scheduled a press conference, Breitbart showed up 
and took questions on the story before Weiner could even address the  matter, tell-
ing reporters that the weekend- long public relations campaign to discredit the Bre-
itbart story was “a continual attempt to blame the messenger.”

It was pure Breitbart. It was part- publicity stunt, part- righteous indignation and 
helped propel his site in viewers and his own stock among conservatives. It was 
also not the first time Breitbart had helped drive the narrative of a news story. Two 
conservative activists had secretly recorded the work of a nonprofit or ga ni za tion 
Association of Community Organ izations for Reform Now (ACORN) in 2009 and 
had supplied the video to Breitbart. The video appeared to show ACORN repre-
sentatives helping advise how to hide income from prostitution. The same group 
had helped register thousands of voters in poor and urban areas, and so the Breit-
bart expose was seen as a way of silencing a group that helped expand the number 
of likely Demo cratic voters. In the end, the po liti cal firestorms led to the defund-
ing and collapse of ACORN and the resignation of Weiner. Through it all, Breitbart 
seemed to revel in his role as being the provocateur.

Breitbart and his array of sites also helped spread the early word of the Tea Party 
movement, seeking to influence the debate from outside the po liti cal parties. A Bre-
itbart editor explained his former boss’s position about how Breitbart wanted to 
influence the pro cess, writing, “To Andrew, po liti cal power lay beyond politics, in 
the realm of the media and popu lar culture. That is where the Tea Party, and the 
conservative movement in general, have been most successful— primarily in reshap-
ing po liti cal debates, especially but not solely around fiscal and constitutional is-
sues” (Pollak 2014). It was that influence that drove many crazy, but also has helped 
keep Breitbart a part of the po liti cal conversation even  after his death.

See also: Drudge Report; Huffington Post
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BROADCAST TELEVISION NEWS
In the de cades before cable TV arrived and grew to dominance, broadcast televised 
news (generated by a handful of networks) played a mixed and power ful role in 
the po liti cal pro cess. Tele vi sion quickly became the primary way  people accessed 
news, with both national and local programs serving as impor tant, if flawed, sources 
of information on the po liti cal pro cess. Often criticized for its lack of depth or focus 
on sound bites over context, broadcast news nevertheless played a critical role in 
engaging less po liti cally interested  people, offering the public a sort of baseline 
amount of po liti cal information.

Broadcast networks  were the backbone of tele vi sion from its onset in the post- 
World War II years through the 1980s. Four networks— the big three commercial 
outlets of NBC, CBS, and ABC joined by the non- commercial PBS— were major 
sources of information about the world as well as hugely profitable media compa-
nies. In the early days of tele vi sion, the federal government mandated that stations 
should operate in “the public interest, con ve nience, and necessity” of the viewing 
public. This idea, often shortened to PICON, was what stations needed to demon-
strate to justify the government’s granting of their Federal Communications Com-
mission license. ABC’s Ted Koppel would  later look back fondly at this time, saying, 
“In the old days, the FCC still had teeth and still used them  every once in a while. 
And  there was that  little paragraph, Section 315 of the FCC code, that said, ‘You 
 shall operate in the public interest, con ve nience and necessity.’ What that meant 
was, you had to have a news division that told  people what was impor tant out  there. 
And I just  don’t necessarily believe that showing me what my pets are  doing when 
I’m not at home to see them falls  under that category” (Frontline 2004).

Tele vi sion networks provided a nightly dose of international and national events, 
encapsulated into 22 minutes each night. The programs reaped large audiences. 
As late as 1980 more than 50 million Americans— some 22  percent of the popula-
tion of the country— watched one of the network news programs each night.  These 
programs  were often criticized for dumbing down complex po liti cal  matters and 
helping spur what became known as “sound- bite journalism” where nuanced po-
liti cal positions  were cut down to 8- second quotes from each side of the argument. 
But they provided, according to scholars, a sort of universal po liti cal education. Yale 
Professor Markus Prior would almost pine for this basic po liti cal information in 
his book Post- Broadcast Democracy, writing, “Broadcast tele vi sion brought Americans 
closer together in their po liti cal knowledge and their involvement in the electoral 
pro cess. It did so by striking a bargain with many of  those Americans who had 
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previously ignored politics  because it seemed too difficult to keep up with: ‘We  will 
bring moving pictures right into your living room that you  will find impossible to 
resist for many hours each day— but for an hour or two, the irresistible moving 
pictures  will show you news and politics’ ” (Prior 2007). This “agreement” helps 
explain why the United States government took such keen interest in how tele vi-
sion would be produced and what kind of content would make it into  people’s 
homes. Unlike the First Amendment- backed freedoms that had dominated the re-
lationship between the government and the print media, broadcast networks faced 
far more scrutiny and regulations. Along with the PICON requirements for the li-
cense, networks also had to abide by the Fairness Doctrine, a set of FCC rules that 
required the broadcasters cover issues of public interest and ensure that multiple 
perspectives  were included in that coverage. The government seemed to be aware 
that how politics would be covered on  these four networks posed a greater oppor-
tunity and danger to the system than the disjointed and geo graph i cally limited 
newspapers and magazines.

As Prior notes in his book, the system appeared to work. News programs gar-
nered large audiences. Correspondents like Edward R. Murrow and anchors like 
Walter Cronkite became some of the most influential and trusted men in the coun-
try. The era would take on an almost “golden age” patina as social scientists have 
bemoaned the rise of increasingly partisan cable news outlets. In considering this 
phase of tele vi sion news, one academic would describe it as the time of “more seri-
ous, objective journalism, where journalisms reported the facts without taking a 
side” (Levendusky 2013).

But the era was more nuanced than that description might imply. True, with in-
creased government scrutiny and the desire to appeal to literally  every American 
with a tele vi sion,  these networks had fewer economic and regulatory reasons to stray 
into partisan advocacy, but the era was marked by moments that do not fit cleanly 
into  those serious and objective descriptions. Sometimes networks strayed into 
areas that  were less objective. For example,  after visiting Vietnam in 1968 in the 
wake of a wide- ranging series of attacks by Viet Cong rebels on the Tet holiday, 
Cronkite took to the air upon his return to report on what he had seen. At the end 
of his documentary report that looked at the situation and cast a pall on the opti-
mistic reports from the American government about the pro gress of U.S. efforts, 
Cronkite closed his program with a three- minute editorial on camera where he 
declared:

To say that we are mired in stalemate seems the only realistic, if unsatisfactory con-
clusion. On the off chance that military and po liti cal analysts are right, in the next 
few months we must test the  enemy’s intentions, in case this is indeed his last big 
gasp before negotiations.

But it is increasingly clear to this reporter that the only rational way out then  will 
be to negotiate, not as victors, but as an honorable  people who lived up to their pledge 
to defend democracy, and did the best they could.

This is Walter Cronkite. Good night.
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The impact of that expression of opinion was substantial. Cronkite’s documen-
tary helped inspire anti- war candidates in the 1968 election and put more pres-
sure on President Johnson, who soon bowed out of the race.

Not all the ways in which the “golden era” failed to live up to modern my thol-
ogy involved taking positions on key policy issues. Tele vi sion networks  were also 
roundly criticized for their often- simplistic way of covering news and events. Po-
liti cal campaigns  were boiled down more and more to slogans that did  little to ex-
plain complex policy positions. And networks faced accusations of being more 
interested in the visual ele ment of the story than its content— pictures driving the 
news rather than the other way around.

But still, with only a handful of channels— this was the era when TVs had dials— 
the American public sometimes amounted to a captive audience for network news. 
Therefore, the way the networks chose to cover events like po liti cal conventions, 
debates, and po liti cal news generally  were impor tant points of conversation and 
argument. Regardless of the public’s thirst—or lack thereof— for po liti cal news, it 
was nearly impossible to avoid.  Those who have studied the period argue that this 
had the impor tant impact of providing the American public the same basic under-
standing of the candidates and campaigns.

As the twentieth  century drew to a close, a fundamental change to tele vi sion 
viewership was underway, and network news would never recover. The captive 
audience real ity of the “big three” networks began to falter as more and more 
Americans moved away from broadcast in  favor of cable. Cable tele vi sion allowed 
viewers to access dozens— and eventually hundreds—of channels. News channels 
that offered 24- hour coverage cropped up and networks  were no long able to force 
viewers to watch anything.  Those who wanted news all the time drifted to the 24- 
hour cable news offerings, and  those who had never  really wanted to see news now 
never had to. The audience for the eve ning news on the big three broadcast net-
works dropped from some 52 million in 1980 to about 24 million in 2014. In re-
cent years that number has remained fairly stable, but it still represents a far smaller 
percentage of the American viewing public. Interestingly, the audience is still far 
larger than the more partisan (and talked about) cable news programs on at the 
same time.

Networks have, to a certain degree, bottomed out as  those not interested in news 
drift to other offerings and  those who want more provocative and opinion- driven 
content turn to cable (and now web) news offerings. For now network news still 
draws decent- sized audiences and has continued to play its traditional role— 
although to far fewer  people. The next big test for broadcast news comes as younger 
viewers who have turned first to social media and the web for their news grow 
older. Can national tele vi sion networks find their new niche to serve  these custom-
ers? That remains an open question.

See also: ABC News; Audience Fragmentation; CBS News; Cable News Networks; 
Fairness Doctrine; NBC; Public Interest Obligation
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BROCK, DAVID (1962–)
Journalist and author David Brock has never been a man in the  middle. Brock ex-
ploded into the national media through a series of investigative books that took 
aim at the  woman who accused Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas of sexual 
harassment and that accused President Bill Clinton of having Arkansas State Troop-
ers arrange sexual liaisons with  women. Brock  later renounced his earlier work 
and, in an apparent 180- degree turn, wrote a book about the conservative network 
of media groups that conspired to attack the Clintons. He also founded the liberal 
media watchdog group Media  Matters for Amer i ca that often documents what it 
sees as Fox News’s conservative bias.

Brock has demonstrated an uncanny ability to draw and hold the po liti cal spot-
light,  whether he was attacking Bill Clinton or in a campaign- year book on why 
Hillary Clinton should be the next president. It is enough to have the Daily Beast’s 
Lloyd Grove describe him as “a modern- day Whittaker Chambers who dramati-
cally switched allegiances in the war between right and left, although Brock by his 
own admission is less motivated by ideology, a subject that barely interests him, 
than by po liti cal calculation and personalities” (Grove 2015). However you describe 
him, it is an odd  career trajectory for any journalist, but especially for one who 
seems to live and breathe partisan warfare.

Brock, who was raised in a fairly conservative  family in New Jersey, ended up 
 going to that bastion of liberalism, the University of California at Berkeley. He 
wrote and edited for the campus newspaper and interned at the Wall Street Journal, 
but  after his graduation he struck off in a dif fer ent direction, writing for the conser-
vative magazine Insight on the News and other strongly partisan conservative journals. 
But it was his 1992 article in the conservative American Spectator that put Brock in 
the national spotlight. In the piece he sought to discredit law professor Anita Hill, 
who had testified that she had been sexually harassed by then- Supreme Court nomi-
nee Clarence Thomas. Brock’s piece, “The Real Anita Hill,” instead cast her as a po liti-
cal opportunist with her own checkered past. The article drew sharp criticism from 
many, but also landed Brock a book contract. The resulting book, released in 1993, 
became a bestseller. The popularity of the Anita Hill work helped land Brock his 
second major book, this one that sought to expose Bill Clinton as a philanderer who 
used his official position to have police officers set up meetings with  women. The 
book was one of the first pieces of investigative work to raise the possibility of an 
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affair between Clinton and a  woman named Paula Jones. The case would  later be 
absorbed into a wide- ranging investigation into the president that also included 
their land dealings in Arkansas. But soon the fire- breathing conservative journalist 
seemed to be losing his heat. In 1996 he published a book on Hillary Clinton 
that seemed to lack the intensity of his previous works.

His next move caught almost every one by surprise.
In 1997, the man who during the early years of the Clinton administration had 

as part of his voicemail message, “I’m out trying to bring down the president,” took 
to the pages of Esquire in a stunning piece titled “Confessions of a Right- wing Hit-
man.” In the article he outlined a well- funded effort to find and publicize scandals 
about the Clintons, discussed his own homo sexuality, and said he was ready to leave 
his position as a hired gun of the right. He wrote, “Now I do want out. David Brock 
the Road Warrior of the Right is dead. I’m not comfortable in  either partisan camp, 
and both camps seem uncomfortable with me. My side turned out to be as dirty as 
theirs” (Brock 1997). Although he may not have been comfortable with the con-
servatives he had worked for, he was comfortable talking and writing about his ex-
perience. He turned the Esquire article into a full- blown book in 2002 and was 
soon  doing more than just denouncing his former employers, instead turning his 
criticism of the conservative media outlets into an industry unto itself.

In 2004 he added more fuel to his new- found campaign against the conserva-
tive movement, founding a major media watchdog or ga ni za tion that aims to dis-
credit the conservative media operations he said used to use him to attack liberals. 
Media  Matters for Amer i ca is a well- funded, rapid- response media machine. Staff-
ers at Media  Matters spend countless hours reviewing digitized broadcasts from Fox 
News and other outlets, looking for what they see as “conservative misinformation” 
and seeking to  counter it with their own take on the  matter and calling out par-
ticularly inaccurate information. Their videos have ended up on Comedy Central’s 
The Daily Show and other media reports. Campaign con sul tant James Carville said 
the or ga ni za tion has been essential to the left’s campaigns, telling the New York Times, 
“It was always kind of a dream, that we needed something like that. I  wouldn’t say 
 they’ve become as effective as the entire conservative media backlash  thing, but 
 they’re prob ably more effective than any single entity” (Steinberg 2008).

By the 2016 campaign, the former bane of the Clintons had fully transformed. 
Brock worked for some time for one of the Super PACs supporting Hillary Clin-
ton’s run, and he also published Killing the Messenger: The Right- Wing Plot to Derail 
Hillary Clinton and Hijack Your Government, which took aim at both conservative 
and mainstream media outlets for their coverage of Clinton. He wrote in the book, 
“Contrary to what my patrons expected, I found no silver bullet that would stop 
the Clintons. What I did find was a  woman with a steadfast commitment to public 
ser vice, a clear po liti cal vision, and a deep well of personal integrity. I  couldn’t write 
the book conservatives wanted, not without betraying the facts as I saw them— 
and betraying myself in the pro cess” (Brock 2015). But Brock did not stop at just de-
fending the character of Hillary Clinton, becoming one of the most ardent supporters 
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and quickest to attack  those perceived as unfair to the former First Lady and Sec-
retary of State. He declared that the New York Times deserved “a special place in hell” 
for its coverage of Clinton. Brock remains a controversial figure, reviled by the 
conservative activists who see him as a po liti cal opportunist and pretender and 
seen uneasily as an ally by many of the left. Journalists have written dozens of pieces 
questioning  whether anything that comes from the “hit man”– turned liberal evan-
gelist can be trusted, but Brock himself seems unlikely to quietly leave the po liti cal 
media stage anytime soon.

See also: Media  Matters for Amer i ca
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BRODER, DAVID (1929–2011)
With his trademark horned rim glasses and mea sured but insightful questions, 
David Broder stood as one of the  giants of po liti cal reporting for more than 40 years, 
from the administration of President Dwight Eisenhower  until his death in 2011. 
Broder was often called the dean of the Washington Press Corps and enjoyed near- 
universal re spect for his knowledge and reporting work.

A former Indiana senator would lionize Broder at his death, saying, “In his 
thoughtful and probing questions based on de cades of scholarship and on- the- scene 
observations, David Broder set the modern ‘gold standard’ for  those of us engaged 
in po liti cal life as we sought to persuade  others, to legislate and to administer the 
successful pro gress of our country” (Bern stein 2011). The New York Times would 
describe him as “as a reporter’s reporter, a shoe- leather guy who always got on one 
more airplane, knocked on one more door, made one more phone call. He would 
travel more than 100,000 miles a year to write more than a quarter- million words. 
In short, he composed first drafts of history for an awful lot of history” (Weber 
2011).

Broder was born and raised in Illinois and began working in journalism while 
pursuing a master’s degree in po liti cal science at the University of Chicago, serving 
as editor of the in de pen dent newspaper at the university. He came to Washington 
 after landing a job at Congressional Quarterly, but soon was back in daily journalism 
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working for the Washington Star and  later the New York Times. While at the Times, 
he was actively recruited by Washington Post editor Ben Bradlee, who was working 
to build the reputation of the Post. Bradlee would  later describe his efforts to land 
Broder in his memoir, writing that Broder was “the first top rank reporter ever to 
quit the Times for the Post. The traffic had all been the other way. I romanced him 
like he’s never been romanced—in coffee shops, not fancy French restaurants, 
 because Broder was a coffee- shop kind of man: straightforward, no frills, all busi-
ness” (Bradlee 1996). Broder joined the paper as one of the top po liti cal reporters 
and  later added a regular column to the mix. In 1973 his reporting on the Water-
gate scandal earned him a Pulitzer Prize.

He was always a student of politics as well as being fascinated by the pro cess. 
But he also saw po liti cal reporting’s shortcomings, with its focus on the internal 
workings of campaigns and losing sight of the importance of voters and governing. 
 Those who cast a more critical eye on Broder’s work accused him of investing too 
much authority in the system itself and in not  doing enough to question that au-
thority. Liberal critic Eric Altermann wrote that “Broder’s position inside Washing-
ton is absolutely unique. In the mind of the Washington insider establishment, he 
is virtue itself. He is a sacred cow in a business of beefeater . . .  He has occupied 
the position of ‘high priest’ of po liti cal journalism . . .   because, not in spite, of his 
opinions” (Altermann 2008). Despite that criticism, he was largely able to straddle 
the line between reporting and commentary unlike most. He was seen as a thorough 
and balanced reporter, but twice a week he published his views in a syndicated 
column that ran in more than 300 newspapers around the country. He also was a 
prolific pundit, appearing on NBC’s Meet the Press more than 400 times over the 
years, more than any other guest.

Broder’s love of the system could be seen whenever he discussed politics. When 
asked what politician he had covered he most admired, Broder did not turn to the 
presidents or celebrity/politicians that have become a staple of Washington. Instead 
he told the Big Think website the po liti cal figure he was drawn to was Mike Mans-
field, the Demo cratic Senate leader from Montana and long- time ambassador to 
Japan. Broder said, “He was a remarkable individual who well into his nineties was 
current on public affairs and invariably wise in his comments. I’d love to know what 
Mike Mansfield thinks we  ought to do about Iraq and other issues  today” (Big Think 
2007). Broder was also the first one to point out his own errors in punditry, com-
piling an annual list of his most inaccurate predictions and observations that he 
would publish in its own column. In looking back at 2005, Broder would say he 
had published a column so wrong that it should have earned him his own special 
prosecutor. That year he wrote his take President Bush’s response to Hurricane 
Katrina was “wildly off”:

Because the commander in chief is also the communicator in chief, when a crisis 
emerges the nation’s eyes turn to him as to no other official. We cannot yet calculate 
the po liti cal fallout from Hurricane Katrina and its devastating  human and economic 
consequences, but one  thing seems certain: It makes the previous signs of po liti cal 
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weakness for Bush, mea sured in rec ord- low job approval ratings, instantly irrelevant 
and opens new opportunities for him to regain his standing with the public.

He’s still paying a price for that episode. (Broder 2005)

Perhaps  because of this self- effacing tendency and his dedication to thorough 
reporting, even inaccurate predictions like that one did nothing to diminish the 
view most politicians and journalists had for Broder.

See also: Lippmann, Walter; Washington Post
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BROOKINGS INSTITUTION
If  there is a quin tes sen tial think tank in Washington, D.C., it may be the Brookings 
Institution.

The think tank is generally seen as a moderately liberal group; a 2011 survey of 
its scholars’ po liti cal donations found that more than 97  percent of the nearly 
$240,000 they had donated from 2003–2010 went to Demo crats (Kurtzelben 2011). 
But the or ga ni za tion has also built a rec ord that draws support from many Repub-
licans. Former New York City mayor Michael Bloomberg said at one of Brookings’s 
events that the institute “has achieved a special mea sure of re spect in Washington 
 because it has risen above partisanship, and that is not an easy  thing to do in this 
town which is sort of built on partisanship” (Brookings).

The numbers seem to back up Bloomberg’s praise. A 2007 survey of  those  people 
familiar with power ful D.C.- based groups found Brookings among the most re-
spected by both Demo crats and Republicans. The institution was labeled the most 
power ful by respondents, coming in just above the American Enterprise Institute 
and just  behind major po liti cal funding groups like the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, 
the AFL- CIO, and the National  Rifle Association (Taylor 2007).
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The think tank grew out of the work of its founder, Robert Somers Brookings. 
Brookings had made a fortune as a  wholesaler of  house hold goods, and by the turn 
of the twentieth  century he turned to more charitable and philanthropic work. He 
played impor tant roles in the  running and expansion of Washington University in 
St. Louis and was among the academic leaders tapped by fellow university leader 
 President Woodrow Wilson to assist in making sure the government efforts in 
World War I  were efficiently run. Brookings often expressed concern about the 
economic efficiency of the government and worried about the influence of Wall 
Street on government policies.

 Those who have assessed his work stress his enthusiasm as much as his knowl-
edge with one biographer writing, “Brookings, as his contemporaries knew, was nei-
ther a profound nor an original thinker, but his writings conveyed the sentiment of 
a man who saw the possibilities of building a better world.  Those who knew him 
described him as a somewhat eccentric, talkative entrepreneur” (Grimm 2002, 
p. 47). He also had connections and friends in critical places in the foundation and 
government spheres. With the support of a $200,000 grant from the Car ne gie 
 Family Foundation, in 1916 Brookings helped create and served as a founding 
trustee of the Institute for Government Research. The IGR merged with other efforts 
Brookings was helping guide into the Brookings Institution in 1927.

The institute was headed by Harold Mouton, a brilliant economist from the Uni-
versity of Chicago. Mouton and Brookings at times clashed, but  under Mouton’s 
leadership the institute built a rec ord of in de pen dent research about government 
policies. Throughout its history, the institution has tracked many dif fer ent topics 
and current policy debates, but at times it has been tapped in a more substantial 
way. In the wake of World War II, the Republican chairman of the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee asked the institution to help develop a plan for the rebuild-
ing of Eu rope, writing in a letter in 1947, “It would be helpful to have an objective 
study by an in de pen dent research agency of highest standard. The deep and uni-
versal re spect which the Brookings Institution richly deserves and enjoys would 
make your recommendations of tremendous value” (Brookings). The institution 
stopped all other work and in four weeks developed an eight- point plan for Amer-
ican aid to Eu rope. The 20- page report helped pave the way to what became known 
as the Marshall Plan. But historians point out that the institution did more than 
just write a research report, it “provided a dif fer ent sort of linkage— that between 
business leaders and their allies among professional specialists in public adminis-
tration, economics, law, international relations, and other fields” (Hogan 1989, 
p. 99).

Although  there are few times that Brookings policy reports had such a broad im-
pact as its role helping create the Marshall Plan, the or ga ni za tion has played key 
roles throughout modern policy debates. Its scholars helped shape ele ments of Pres-
ident Lyndon Johnson’s anti- poverty plans, helped develop tax policies for President 
Bill Clinton, and assisted in researching the needs of government reform in the wake 
of the September 11, 2001, attacks. Johnson, in marking the 50th anniversary of 
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the founding of the IGR, told  those scholars and D.C. leaders gathered at the event 
that he had turned to Brookings since the 1930s for intellectually honest research 
and told the Brookings team if it did not exist, “we would have to ask someone to 
create you” (Smith 1991, p. 2).

The or ga ni za tion has also served as a source for government agencies seeking 
in de pen dent research and reporters on a quest for topic experts. It’s a role that puts 
the or ga ni za tion  under its own press scrutiny to ensure it is actually providing the 
in de pen dent research it says is its hallmark. In 2014, a major investigation by the 
New York Times threw that in de pen dence into question when the paper reported 
Brookings was one of the major think tanks taking donations from foreign entities. 
The report documented millions of dollars in donations to the institution from the 
governments of Norway, Qatar, and the United Arab Emirates. Some scholars re-
ported they  were told to refrain from taking positions critical of Qatar, with one 
former visiting scholar saying, “If a member of Congress is using the Brookings re-
ports, they should be aware— they are not getting the full story. They may not be 
getting a false story, but they are not getting the full story” (Lipton, Williams, and 
Confessore 2014). The report went so far as to raise the possibility that think tanks 
like Brookings should disclose the money as essentially lobbying on behalf of for-
eign powers. The institute responded strongly to the charges, with president and 
former State Department official Strobe Talbott saying the paper had selected one 
man’s claims over a long history of in de pen dence. Talbott stated emphatically, “We 
do not sell influence to anyone, foreign or domestic. If we  were for hire to advance 
outside interests, we would be in violation of the academic freedom of our schol-
ars’ work and our institutional mission. We summarize our values as quality, in de-
pen dence, and impact— which means our own impact, not anyone  else’s” (Brookings 
Institution 2014). The controversy highlights the delicate nature of Brookings’s sit-
uation. It, like other think tanks in Washington, has enormous power to convene 
leaders, research policy, and produce influential recommendations, but that power 
relies on its perception of intellectual in de pen dence and po liti cal moderation.

See also: Center for American Pro gress; Conservative Think Tanks; Liberal Think 
Tanks
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CABLE NEWS NETWORKS
It’s hard to imagine a world where news is not a constant stream of sound bites and 
talking heads. But that is what largely existed  until the dawn of cable news in 1980 
fundamentally changed the industry’s landscape. Once major cable news networks 
became established, what  people turned to for their news, both po liti cal and break-
ing, changed—as did the time of day they looked for it. No longer did they have to 
wait for the eve ning broadcast or the morning paper. Now, at any time of day, cable 
subscribers could flip on their tele vi sion and turn to a channel run by a national or 
international news or ga ni za tion that fed them footage, commentary, and reporting 
on the biggest news events and blow- by- blow coverage of po liti cal campaigns.

Cable news in ven ted the 24- hour news cycle and thrived on it, with no other 
conventional outlets having the ability to compete with the continuous hum of ca-
ble news.

By 1980 enough  people had access to cable tele vi sion that cable- only networks 
seemed financially  viable. Ted Turner, already a cable tele vi sion mogul, launched 
the Cable News Network on June 1 of that year. At that time, tele vi sion news was 
dominated by the three major broadcasters and their regimented schedules of nightly 
news broadcasts. CNN changed the notion that the news had to be read at certain 
times of day. Charles Bierbauer, who joined the network in its first year, told the 
network in a 2000 interview marking his retirement that he  didn’t think anyone 
who went to work  there knew what it would become. “We  were all pretty much 
taking a chance on something new,” he said (CNN 2000).

The network had the resources and the staff to beam news into homes across 
the country at any time of day. With live coverage as its bread and butter, it brought 
the biggest stories to  people in real time, from the  little girl stuck in a well to the 
uprisings in Tian anmen Square. “ Every year had one or two turn- on- your- TV sto-
ries, and over time Turner’s network parlayed them into distribution and advertis-
ing gains,” Scott Collins wrote in his book Crazy Like a Fox (Collins 2004). Fueled 
by  these made- for- live- TV moments, the network grew quickly. Before it finished 
its second year, CNN launched a second network, CNN2, which eventually became 
Headline News, or HLN. By the end of its first de cade, CNN had more than 50 
million subscribers in the U.S. and was raking in profits. Competitors coveted CNN’s 
live coverage, and it  didn’t take long for copycats to pop up. Many of the early in-
terlopers, however,  weren’t successful. Specialized channels, like the sports network 
ESPN or the financial- news network CNBC, found success, but it took more than 
a de cade for any competitor to meaningfully encroach on CNN’s turf.

This was partially due to CNN’s partnership with large cable providers. Time 
Warner and Tele- Communications Inc. had helped the network survive some 
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financially lean years in the late 1980s and had a financial stake in making sure the 
network succeeded. That gave CNN a large advantage. Since cable providers wanted 
CNN to succeed, they had no reason to let competitors get into the game. “The 
cable companies thus blocked any attempts by competitors to create rival ser vices,” 
Collins wrote. But that changed when Time Warner merged with Turner Broadcast-
ing System. As a condition for approving the deal, the Federal Trade Commission 
forced the cable providers to make room for CNN rivals.

That opened the door just in time for the other two members of the cable news 
“Big Three.” MSNBC and Fox News both arrived on the scene in 1996. MSNBC 
grew out of a partnership between Microsoft and NBC and launched in July, while 
Rupert Murdoch and Roger Ailes brought viewers Fox News Channel that Octo-
ber. Soon enough, they had become serious contenders for the top spot in cable 
news. Fox News took over the top spot in the early 2000s and  hasn’t loosened its 
grip, topping the other two in monthly overall audience for years.

While  those networks are considered the “Big Three,” other channels have tried 
to forge their way into the game.  There are regionally focused cable news channels, 
like Northwest Cable News and New  Eng land Cable News. On the national stage, 
Al Jazeera Amer i ca and Fusion are two of the best- known recent arrivals. Both went 
on the air in 2013. Fusion, a joint venture between ABC and the Spanish- language 
tele vi sion com pany Univision, aims at providing news and information for a mostly 
Hispanic audience. Al Jazeera, the  Middle Eastern broadcaster, bought out Current 
TV to found its American counterpart. Hoping to reject “punditry and partisan-
ship on the one hand, and tabloid- style infotainment on the other, while focusing 
instead on hard- hitting national and international news that  matters to Americans” 
(Pompeo 2013), Al Jazeera Amer i ca strug gled to attract viewers. It was hampered 
by the fact it only had agreements with certain cable providers and then also strug-
gled to attract viewers. By the dawn of 2016 Al Jazeera Amer i ca announced it would 
close, marking both a failure of the network to understand the American cable au-
dience and the inability to add a fourth major cable news outlet to the mix.

The idea that Al Jazeera wanted to avoid partisanship underscores the common 
criticism of cable news— that it is biased  toward one po liti cal party or another. Fox 
News is accused by liberals of being conservative, while MSNBC and CNN are of-
ten criticized for being liberal. Part of that is driven by the networks’ needs to fill 
24 hours a day. All three fill daytime hours with commentary from all over the po-
liti cal spectrum. A 2013 Pew Study found that MSNBC filled 85  percent of its hours 
with commentary or opinion, which far exceeded that of Fox News and CNN, both 
of which  were closer to a half- and- half balance (Bercovici 2013).

While the 24- hour news cycle forces them to produce shows and content at all 
hours of the day, it also gives them a  great deal of power to set the agenda for news 
coverage. By feeding the public’s constant thirst for information and opinions on 
the latest developments, a cable network’s decision in what to cover helps decide 
what issues gain traction, especially during a po liti cal campaign. Paul Farhi wrote 
about the “cable news effect” for the American Journalism Review in 2008. If one 
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outlet reports something worth hours of tele vi sion, the cable networks  won’t hesi-
tate to provide  those hours of tele vi sion by keeping that story at the forefront of 
talk and commentary shows. In this way,  mistakes, gaffes, and insults are often 
amplified. Then, other journalists cover what ever comes next, like a prominent 
figure’s response. Farhi gives the example of the coverage of President Barack Obama’s 
pastor, Rev. Jeremiah Wright, who became a controversial figure in Obama’s cam-
paign for some of the  things Wright said during sermons or other speeches, like 
calling Amer i ca “the number one killer in the world.” Cable talk shows and news 
programs used Wright as fodder, and the constant coverage led to newspapers 
writing about the pastor. “That’s where cable exerts its biggest influence on the rest 
of the media—as an engine of reaction and response. Cable’s intense and often im-
mediate coverage of the day’s big controversy forces candidates to fire back, which 
then compels the rest of the media to cover the response,” Farhi wrote (Farhi 
2008).

That is as true now as ever, especially as the Internet allows other organ izations 
to do  battle in the round- the- clock news arena. As news consumers turn to social 
media and mobile devices, newspapers, digital- only news organ izations, and mag-
azines have the ability to compete with cable networks in live coverage of events. 
And subscription streaming ser vices like Netflix and Hulu are replacing traditional 
cable subscriptions in many homes. With so many other outlets for news to com-
pete against, cable news has suffered a decline in its viewership for years. The 2015 
Pew State of the News Media report said the core cable news audience has been 
shrinking. By one metric, the news audience for all three of the major cable news 
channels (MSNBC, CNN, and Fox) dipped to 1.8 million in 2014 (Pew 2015). 
Nearly every one has the ability to feed the appetite first created by CNN, and news 
consumers  won’t stop thirsting for unceasing coverage and analy sis of current events. 
As viewers turn elsewhere, they perhaps  don’t even realize that only a few de cades 
earlier, cable news changed the world.

Michael Wright

See also: Al Jazeera Amer i ca; Broadcast Tele vi sion News; CNN; Fox News; MSNBC; 
24- Hour News Cycle
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CAMPAIGN FINANCE REFORM
The 41- year- old state senator  rose to address his colleagues in a hushed chamber. 
As senators looked on, the clerk brought in a bag stuffed with $30,000 cash.

“Men of apparent respectability and good standing in this community are traf-
ficking in the honor of members of this body as they would buy and sell  cattle and 
sheep,” thundered Fred Whiteside. “What new code of morals or of ethics has been 
discovered which makes bribery a virtue, and condones the crime of a man  because 
he is rich?” (Malone et al. 1976).

The year was 1899 and Whiteside was giving testimony about how William 
Clark, the copper baron who ran much of the state of Montana, was now trying to 
purchase a seat in the U.S. Senate. At this point in U.S. history, state legislators se-
lected senators and Clark wanted to make sure  there would be no question who 
would represent the Trea sure State in Washington.

Clark’s supporters made their way around the state capital, delivering the bribes 
in the most brazen way, according to long- time po liti cal reporter Chuck Johnson. 
Johnson told PBS’s Frontline in 2012, “They knew where it (the money) was com-
ing from. The envelopes had his initials on it” (PBS Frontline 2012). But unlike the 
movies, Whiteside was not vindicated for his stand. He was stripped of his seat 
and thrown out of the Senate. And Clark was sent to the U.S. Capitol.

It’s stories like this that helped fuel some of the first reforms aimed at limiting the 
sway of money on the po liti cal system. But as Congress and  others tried to rein in the 
pos si ble corrupting influence of cash, they also had to balance two core and com-
peting rights— the right of one person, one vote and the right to  free expression.

 Those who have studied the troubled history of campaign finance reform cast it 
as a  battle between two core princi ples of democracy. “Proponents of reform sug-
gest that economic inequalities pose a serious threat to po liti cal equality, as mon-
ied interests and wealthy individuals are believed to exert a disproportionate share 
of influence in the po liti cal pro cess . . .  Opponents argue that the issue of campaign 
finance reform is, properly understood, a question of  free speech and First Amend-
ment rights” (Grant and Rudolph 2004). The success of  these monied interests— 
like the U.S. senator from Montana William Clark— helped spark a wave of reforms 
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aimed at limiting the corrupting influence of money and privilege on American 
politics.

It started even before the soiled Montana Senate election of 1899 with an effort 
to limit the perks elected officials could bestow on their supports. The 1883 Pend-
leton Civil Ser vice Reform Act could be seen as the first modern era campaign fi-
nance reform legislation. The bill basically ended the patronage system at the federal 
level where civil servants of all levels  were expected to support the president or 
party in power through election work and contributions.

A critical first step, but the civil ser vice reforms did nothing to prevent large, un-
regu la ted donations  going to candidates for federal office. As the government began 
to challenge large industries, many saw the reformation of campaign finance laws as 
essential to limit the po liti cal power of large corporations and their wealthy  owners. 
By 1904 trust- busting president Theodore Roo se velt was calling on Congress to act, 
saying, “ There is no  enemy of  free government more dangerous and none so insidi-
ous as the corruption of the electorate. No one defends or excuses corruption, and 
it would seem to follow that none would oppose vigorous mea sures to eradicate it” 
(Roo se velt 1904). Without  these regulations, it was argued, money would flood 
the system to prevent the government from moving to regulate big business.

Roo se velt, aided by stories from muckraking journalists highlighting corruption 
at the state and federal levels, eventually pressured Congress to act and in 1907 
the body voted to ban corporate donations to po liti cal campaigns. Missing was any 
group to enforce the new laws, so Congress created the first systems for reporting 
po liti cal donations in 1910 and again in 1925. The ideas  behind  these pieces of 
legislation  were  really two- fold. First, they sought to limit the explicit vote- buying 
of  people like William Clark, but second they aimed to bring more  people into the 
pro cess. “Under lying the po liti cal reform in this  century has been the assumption 
that if the ave nues of po liti cal participation are expanded, citizen involvement 
 will increase. Similarly, the arguments for campaign finance reform often call for ex-
panding the contributor base of campaigns. As electoral politics shifts from party 
dominated campaigns to include candidate- centered organ izations, PACs and pub-
lic campaign financing, the expectation has been that more citizens  will become 
involved in the funding of campaigns” ( Jones 1990, p. 29). Despite  these ideas,  there 
is  little evidence that the percentage of  people who give to po liti cal campaigns has 
changed much in the wake of reform efforts.

In fact, one of the key prob lems cited by many experts is the fact that most re-
forms are enacted in response to a specific scandal, rather than addressing the core 
issues that reformers seek to effect. Scholars have noted, “Much of the prob lem with 
reform efforts is that they tend to develop in response to specific activities or scan-
dals, with the resulting reforms focusing on specific activities such as vote buying, 
bribery, or the elimination of certain types of campaign contributions. As a result, 
efforts at comprehensive reform of the campaign finance system have been rare” 
(Goidel, Gross, and Shields 1999). This cycle of scandal and reform played out most 
notably in the 1970s.
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While most remember Watergate for the resignation of a president and a botched 
break-in to the Demo cratic National Committee headquarters in Washington, D.C., 
it was the way that bungled burglary was funded that prompted some of the most 
sweeping campaign finance reforms in American history. The investigations into 
Watergate found that the Committee to Reelect the President— the ironically 
named CREEP— had used undocumented corporate and personal donations to 
fund illegal and unethical activities without disclosing the source of the money or 
how it was spent. The result was a series of amendments to the Federal Election 
Campaign Act.

The amendments included the most rigid limits on raising and spending cam-
paign money ever enacted by Congress. The 1974 law included limits on contri-
butions to candidates for federal office as well as limits on in de pen dent expenditures 
and a cap on how much candidates could spend of their own money. The new law 
also created the Federal Election Commission, required the disclosure of po liti cal 
contributions, and provided for the public financing of presidential elections. Pres-
ident Gerald Ford vetoed the changes, but Congress voted to override.

The new law faced  legal challenges almost immediately. By early 1975 Senator 
James L. Buckley, a Republican from New York, and former presidential candidate 
and Demo cratic senator from Minnesota Eugene McCarthy filed suit against the Sec-
retary of the Senate, Francis R. Valeo, who was an ex officio member of the new 
FEC. The result was mixed for both sides. The court found that for the govern-
ment to place any restriction on po liti cal activity it needed to demonstrate a com-
pelling state interest. In the unsigned opinion, the court then found that “the First 
Amendment requires the invalidation of the Act’s in de pen dent expenditure ceiling, 
its limitation on a candidate’s expenditures from his own personal funds, and its 
ceilings on overall campaign expenditures, since  those provisions place substantial 
and direct restrictions on the ability of candidates, citizens, and associations to en-
gage in protected po liti cal expression, restrictions that the First Amendment can-
not tolerate.” It did allow the disclosure requirements to stay on the books, arguing 
that while compelling disclosure could harm po liti cal involvement by some indi-
viduals and groups, “ there are governmental interests sufficiently impor tant to out-
weigh the possibility of infringement.”

The case Buckley v. Valeo essentially set the par ameters for campaign finance laws 
for the next 30 years. It said the government could take steps to limit corruption 
or the appearance of corruption by requiring disclosure of po liti cal donations and 
expenditures and by limiting the amount any one person or group could contrib-
ute. But it also set sharp limits on how far the government could go to limit spend-
ing by campaigns and the use of personal money or in de pen dent spending on 
po liti cal issues. For many, they saw a court more interested in protecting the rights 
of the wealthy to speak than in creating a fair election pro cess. “Over the next thirty- 
five years, at  every critical turn, the court would reverse and undermine effective 
curbs on the influence of the rich on the government of the United States” (Nich-
ols and McChesney 2013, p. 68). A large part of the campaign reformers’ narrative 
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focuses on the inherent corrupting influence of money on politics. They see it as 
throwing the po liti cal system out of its delicate balance. If money equals speech, 
they argue, then  those with more money have more po liti cal power. And it is hard 
to argue that a small community group or individual voter has as much ability to 
participate in the po liti cal debate as a large  union or corporation.

But many see efforts to regulate speech as inherently flawed. For  these  people, 
campaign finance reforms are nothing more than a selective silencing of po liti cal 
voices for the con ve nience of certain other interests. From the civil libertarian per-
spective, John Samples of the Cato Institute argues that “most  people support cam-
paign finance ‘reform’  because they believe it  will apply to  people and ideas they 
do not like. In campaign finance  matters, the illiberal feelings and po liti cal inter-
ests of public officials and many citizens are expressed in the language of high ide-
als and noble public purposes . . .  but we should not be misled into thinking that 
restrictions on campaign finance primarily seek noble ideals and a pure politics” 
(Samples 2006). Samples and  others stress that since Congress must implement 
the reforms, they  will be created in such a way as to benefit  those in power, not the 
general public. It is true that Congress has often moved to reform other parts of 
government while con ve niently leaving themselves untouched. For example, the fed-
eral Freedom of Information Act covers the executive branch and exempts the 
legislative branch. Samples argues the same is true when it comes to campaign 
finances. When incumbents are protected and challengers impeded, Congress is far 
more likely to act.

 These debates played out  every time Congress considered new regulations of 
 po liti cal action committees, in de pen dent spending, and donations to candidates. 
By the late 1990s, as money continued to increase in campaigns and loopholes 
 were exploited by parties and po liti cal groups, Congress debated a new set of reg-
ulations. When Congress passed the so- called McCain- Feingold reform act, known 
officially at the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act (BCRA), in 2002 reformers hoped 
it would stem the growth of in de pen dent expenditures by groups seeking to influ-
ence elections and the explosive growth of so- called soft money. Soft money had 
grown out of a loophole in the federal election laws that allowed parties and groups 
to raise unlimited money to be spent on non- campaign expenditures. Envisioned 
as efforts to or ga nize and run the po liti cal parties, soft money had “undermined 
the efficacy of contribution limits by providing individuals with a way to make con-
tributions in excess of federal limits. It . . .  allowed party organ izations to raise 
money from sources that have long been prohibited from making contributions in 
connection with federal elections” (Corrado 2000). Congress had debated how to 
address  these two loopholes—as well as other issues, like making candidates explic-
itly endorse their ads— for some six years before it fi nally reached the desk of 
President George W. Bush. In signing the legislation, Bush said he had hoped the 
new law would “result in an election finance system that encourages greater indi-
vidual participation, and provides the public more accurate and timely informa-
tion, than does the pres ent system” but also expressed concerns that it also presented 
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“serious constitutional concerns” (Bush 2002).  Those concerns soon found their 
way into court in a series of cases that would ultimately shift the  legal system 
from supporting most congressional efforts to limit po liti cal spending to one that 
would strike down most limits that  were not explic itly connected to concerns of 
corruption.

The core  legal argument triggered by the BCRA focused on the work of so- called 
in de pen dent groups as well as the limits on individual donations to po liti cal organ-
izations (although not po liti cal candidates or parties). The act moved to limit 
campaign spending by some groups, including candidates and outside groups, in 
the period just before a primary and two full months ahead of a general election. It 
also increased some donation limits, creating more direct donations to candidates 
and parties.  These aspects of the law faced a swift  legal test. In the 2003 case Mitch 
McConnell v. Federal Election Commission, the Supreme Court upheld most of the 
law in a 5-4 decision, with Justices Sandra Day O’Connor and John Paul Stevens 
writing that “money, like  water,  will always find an outlet” and the government had 
a right to attempt to regulate it.

Two results  were unexpected: more po liti cal spending rather than less, and an 
 actual easing of public anxiety about the role of money in politics. When the 2008 
campaign exploded, with Barack Obama breaking all campaign fundraising rec ords 
and forgoing public funds to spend freely, the public seemed unconcerned. His cam-
paign’s reliance on donations from thousands of individuals was seen as a triumph, 
not a failure, of the system. In fact in his assessment of the mood of the public, 
noted campaign finance scholar Robert Boatright described the change as a “strik-
ing paradigm shift [that] occurred in the United States in the years between the 
passage of BCRA and the Supreme Court’s Citizens United decision. Americans 
have traditionally been skeptical of the equation between money and speech, but 
the unrestricted spending in the 2008 presidential election elicited few claims that 
the election was being ‘bought’ or that fund- raising raised the specter of corruption” 
(Boatright 2011).

But public opinion  wasn’t the only  thing that had changed. In 2006, Sandra Day 
O’Connor retired from the court and was replaced by Samuel Alito, a far more con-
servative justice. This new court began to strike down ele ments of the BCRA and 
even older campaign finance regulations in a series of critical rulings. In 2007, the 
court ruled 5-4 in Federal Election Commission v. Wisconsin Right to Life, Inc. that 
Congress could not regulate so- called issue ads in the months ahead of elections. 
The majority wrote that only ads that expressly called for the defeat or election of 
a specific candidate could face any form of regulation. The next year, in Jack Davis 
v. Federal Election Commission, the court struck down ele ments of the BCRA that 
required candidates to declare how much of their own money they would use in a 
campaign.

The nail in the coffin of the BCRA came in 2010 when the Supreme Court issued 
its decision in Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission. It both declared limits 
on donations from  unions and corporations to in de pen dent po liti cal campaigns 
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unconstitutional, and declared that any black- out of advertising ahead of primary 
or general elections was a violation of the First Amendment. Other court rulings 
have concluded, for now, that the court  will err on the side of more speech than 
less in po liti cal campaigns and regulations  will be struck down if they infringe on 
what the current majority of the court sees as a fundamental right of expression.

From a practical perspective, the rulings have created a system where it is not 
unusual for more money to be spent by groups seeking to influence the election 
than by  those candidates seeking office. Donations to candidates and parties are 
now the most regulated in the system, facing caps on individual donations and a 
required disclosure. Super PACs have emerged as places where individuals and 
organ izations may make unlimited donations, but such groups must not coordi-
nate its work with the candidate they support and the sources of Super PAC money 
must be disclosed. The last group born out of Citizens United is a series of non-
profits that do not need to disclose the sources of their money, but must not ex-
pressly call for the election or defeat of a given candidate and instead must focus 
on issues.

It has been a long and circuitous route from Senator Whiteside’s plea to his col-
leagues to get corruption out of the Montana State Senate, but that explicit aim—
to prevent corruption or the appearance of corruption— remains the core of the 
justification of campaign finance reforms. Any additional effort—to level the play-
ing field for candidates, to limit the spending of outside groups aiming to influ-
ence an election, to limit the flood of cash into elections— faces difficult  legal 
challenges for the foreseeable  future.

See also: Citizens United; Dark Money Groups; 527 Organ izations; Super PACs
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CAMPAIGN NARRATIVES AND DRAMATIZATION
The idea of a sweeping “campaign narrative” has come to dominate the way most 
reporters think about telling the story of American politics. And this drive has, in 
turn, changed the way the media and campaigns operate. On the media side, jour-
nalists now strive for illustrative moments on the campaign trail that can be used 
to make larger statements about the state of the election and contextualize day- to- 
day developments.  Those moments are woven into a narrative arc that runs from 
the first murmurings of a candidate’s interest in  running to  either their victory or 
defeat on Election Day. On the campaign side, con sul tants and communications 
officials look for ways to construct moments on the trail or carefully build up or 
lower expectations ahead of key moments, like fundraising reporting or debates, 
to try and cook the idea of a candidate surging ahead or overcoming obstacles.

The notion of a campaign narrative has deep roots— Abraham Lincoln used the 
idea of splitting his own fence rails to convey his everyman origins. But early ef-
forts by campaigns  were meant to be more like a symbol of one aspect of the can-
didate; although such symbols would often be echoed by the media, they  were not 
constructed by journalists as the “story” of the campaign. The modern campaign 
narrative  really began with the advent of modern po liti cal reporting in general 
in the 1960s. Theodore White, historian- turned- foreign correspondent- turned 
novelist, deci ded in 1959 to tackle the 1960 election for his next book. White’s 
combination of a novelist’s narrative sensibilities and a historian’s approach to 
contextualizing the election of the most power ful person in the  free world came 
together in a groundbreaking book, The Making of the President 1960. The book was 
unlike any piece of reporting about the campaign that came before it, and was built 
on what would now be considered unbelievable access to the candidates. Consid-
ering the book de cades  after its publication, then- Washington Bureau Chief for the 
New York Times Jill Abramson pointed out that White was also capturing a very 
specific moment in po liti cal history. She noted, “White was writing at a time when 
tele vi sion was just becoming the medium through which most Americans experi-
enced po liti cal campaigns, though in a limited way. Much of the action still took 
place off camera, which enabled a respected journalist like White to gain direct but 
unpublicized access to the candidates as well as to their families and members of 
their staffs, who spoke openly about their hopes and ambitions” (Abramson 2010).
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The result was a book that made presidential politics a dramatic story of  human 
characters— the politicians themselves and the  people around them— strategizing, 
plotting, and striving to capture the Oval Office. The candidates came alive in prose 
that allowed  people to see them not as statesmen, but men who got frustrated, who 
stood in the rain trying to engage voters. One scene in the climactic  battle between 
 future nominee John Kennedy and Minnesota Senator Hubert Humphrey dueling 
for votes in West  Virginia captured the sort of moments that built White’s book. 
Humphrey,  running on four hours of sleep, learns that Kennedy’s team has poured 
$34,000, some 36  percent more money than Humphrey, into tele vi sion ads in the 
state. An aide comes to Humphrey saying one station is set to cancel the candi-
date’s 30- minute pre sen ta tion that night  unless they pay cash ahead of time:

“Pay it!” snarled Humphrey. “Pay it! I  don’t care how,  don’t come to me with that 
kind of story!” Then, realizing that his crestfallen aide was, like himself, destitute, 
Hubert pulled out his checkbook at the breakfast  table and said, “All right, I’ll pay 
for it myself,” and scribbled a personal check of his own.

Mrs. Humphrey watched him do so, with dark, sad eyes, and one had the feeling 
that the check was money from the  family grocery fund—or the money earmarked 
to pay for the wedding of their  daughter who was to be married the week following 
the primary. (White 1961)

The scene, like so many in the book, made politics a personal drama that pitted 
very real  people against one another and even though the end result was known 
by all created a palpable sense of dramatic tension. The book won the 1962 Pulit-
zer Prize for Nonfiction and sold well. White would replicate the book again in 
1964, 1968, and 1972 and in other forms in 1980 and 1984, but the impact of the 
work extended far beyond one author’s approach and his resulting books.

White’s books helped create a deep desire within the journalists and editors who 
would cover campaigns to tell them not as stale debates of qualifications and posi-
tion white papers, but rather stories of intense drama. Born of this new form of 
po liti cal reporting was the idea of the campaign narrative— the sense that the en-
tire campaign was a story and that the candidates  were characters. This approach 
would have other power ful entries in the form of books— most notably Richard 
Ben Cramer’s epic tome, What It Takes: The Way to the White House, that told the 
story of the 1988 campaign. Cramer’s work took four years to write and came in at 
over 1,000 pages, divided into chapters about each of the Demo cratic and Repub-
lican candidates. Politico’s Jonathan Martin would wax on about the work in a 2013 
piece written at Cramer’s death. Martin, who described himself as a Cramer “groupie,” 
described that 1992 work, saying, “It’s insufficient to say that Cramer’s 1,047- page 
tour de force on the 1988 presidential race is the best book ever written about a 
campaign. It is that. But what makes it so valuable, so rewarding, just so much damn 
fun is that it illustrates why politics and journalism is so much damn fun” (Martin 
2013).  These works by Cramer and White formed a touchstone for how po liti cal 
reporters have come to think about campaigns and po liti cal reporting. It is now 
about the pro cess and the story— which, while driving so many po liti cal writers 
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and many who read their work, has also been seen as a misleading way to cover 
politics and a tool of influence campaigns can use to influence the reporting of the 
journalists sent to cover the campaign.

The focus on pro cess, and the tendency to seek out dramatic illustrative vignettes, 
have become deeply entrenched ele ments of modern po liti cal reporting. Reporters 
are sent not simply to rec ord the stump speech the candidate gives again and again, 
but to tell the story of the campaign through the attitude of the volunteers, the be-
hav ior of the con sul tants and, in  those rare moments of unplanned access, the off- 
the- cuff comments of the candidate.  Those rare sherds of dramatic insight fuel 
 whole columns and countless blogs. The narrative has come to represent such a 
strong force within po liti cal reporting that some observers have declared it, rather 
than partisan belief or corporate influence, as the real bias of po liti cal reporting. 
The  human narrative that White and Cramer tell, and the countless reporters in-
spired by this form of reporting, focuses on two key biases that po liti cal scientist W. 
Lance Bennett criticized in his contribution to the book, News: Politics of Illusion: 
personalization and dramatization. Bennett writes of the two, “If  there is a single 
most impor tant flaw in the American news style, it is the overwhelming tendency 
to downplay the big social, economic, or po liti cal picture in  favor of the  human 
 trials, tragedies, and triumphs that sit at the surface of events . . .  News dramas em-
phasize crisis over continuity, the pres ent over the past or  future, conflicts and re-
lationship prob lems between the personalities at their center, and the impact of 
scandals on personal po liti cal  careers. News dramas downplay complex policy in-
formation, the workings of government institutions, and the bases of power  behind 
the central characters” (Bennett 2011). Bennett argues that  these two biases of press 
coverage of politics both play out in the focus on campaign narratives. Reporters 
focus on the tactics and strategy of the campaign and, to the degree they can cap-
ture this information, the anecdotes of how the candidates and con sul tants are act-
ing and thinking about the state of the campaign. This focus has  little to do with 
their policy positions, the issues that could be affected by the election of one can-
didate versus another, or the views of voters and their desires.

Despite  these concerns, campaigns have come to see the narrative as a useful 
tool to exploit to shape of the coverage of a candidate and the campaign. Campaign 
con sul tants start with a core idea— a story they want the entire campaign to be 
about— and a clear role for their candidate in that story. The liberal magazine Amer-
ican Prospect summed up the core idea of campaign narratives in one  simple, three- 
part formula, writing, “Part one of the story describes the state of the country and 
its government, clearly defining what is wrong. Part two describes the place the 
candidate wants to take us, the better day being promised. Part three explains why 
the candidate is the one and only person who can deliver us from where we are to 
that better day” (Waldman 2007). This story structure serves as the outline of the 
campaign to come. Day to day, campaigns consider the trajectory of the campaign 
narrative, often using the language of momentum to try and capture the sense of 
the story. Reporters  will also use the narrative theme to build dramatic tension into 
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their stories. A series of negative stories— many of which build on themselves 
through a po liti cal echo chamber— can convey a campaign in trou ble; weeks of bad 
news followed by a single act of luck or better- than- expected debate conveys a dra-
matic reversal of fortune. Poll numbers may be used in conjunction to offer statis-
tical evidence for the under lying narrative.

Campaigns seek to use the narrative as a tool to change the reporting about their 
candidate. A campaign struggling to raise money  will work for weeks ahead of time 
to convey the campaign is  doing worse than they know they are, seeking to build an 
expectation that journalists should expect the fundraising total to be lower than they 
 will end up reporting. Why? So that when the campaign reports a total that is higher 
than the narrative has come to expect, the story may end up being played as the 
campaign beating the conventional wisdom. The same “expectations game” is played 
ahead of campaign debates as each campaign tries to raise the expectation of the 
other side while si mul ta neously lowering their own candidate’s likely per for mance.

This meta- narrative of the campaign is a murky concept, one without a clear 
source, but clear power. The overall narrative creates a framework for all of the sto-
ries that  will cover the campaign; even statistical efforts to thwart the narrative 
story of campaign use the narrative itself as a foil to gain traction. The British- based 
magazine The Economist sought to explain the source of the uber narrative to its 
readers, writing, “ ‘The narrative’ is the emergent product of an informal consensus 
among journalists and commentators. If each journalist is disposed to tell the story 
a dif fer ent way, no consensus  will emerge and  there  will be no one dominant nar-
rative. But if, having bantered with other members of the press at the  hotel bar (or 
on Twitter) the night before, it becomes clear how  others are  going to report the 
story, then  there is  really a fact of the  matter about ‘the narrative’ which exists more 
or less in de pen dently of one’s own opinion and reporting. Should the lone indi-
vidual report an event in an idiosyncratic way, it  won’t change the consensus nar-
rative, and one would actually be wrong to pres ent an idiosyncratic interpretation 
of events as the story” (The Economist 2012).

Their description raises the specter of “pack journalism,” creating artificial par-
ameters of what is and  isn’t an acceptable take on the campaign. For example, within 
30 minutes of the end of the first presidential debate of 2012 between former gov-
ernor Mitt Romney and President Barack Obama, stories began conveying a narra-
tive that Romney had changed the trajectory of his campaign, adding new life to a 
faltering campaign. In the following days and weeks, other stories flowed from this 
as Romney campaigned with more energy in front of larger crowds and financial 
supporters reportedly stepped up their backing. Even national polls indicated some 
movement  toward the Republicans, as the narrative fueled countless blog posts 
and hours of on- air commentary. Still, in the key states that Romney would need 
to win, Obama maintained a large lead. It would take more than a week for the 
narrative to reflect that even though Romney had done well, the core dynamics of the 
race had not changed. Nevertheless, based on this narrative some began predicting 
that a surging Romney would win the popu lar vote and possibly the election. It of 
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course  didn’t happen. Obama won the popu lar vote by nearly 5 million votes and 
scored a lopsided Electoral College win 332–206. Statistical reporters like Nate Sil-
ver had always rejected the idea of the narrative, instead relying on the core polling 
data to try and refute the Romney surging storyline, but he was only one voice and 
the narrative responded much slower than he did.

The final concern about the narrative focus on personalities and drama is that it 
relegates issues and voters to minor actors. Issues are  either tools for the campaigns 
to use to activate voter bases, or to avoid as divisive demobilizers.  Will this posi-
tion on abortion rights do enough to close the gender gap? Which candidate’s  middle 
class tax cut position  will resonate with suburban voters so impor tant to Pennsyl-
vania’s 20 Electoral College votes? The under lying policy, its costs, and even its fea-
sibility of passing Congress rarely play a major role in the campaign coverage. 
Even preeminent po liti cal reporters have expressed concern about how this report-
ing treats the  actual voter. David Broder, who was called the “high priest” of po liti-
cal reporting by Timothy Crouse in the 1970s, worried before his death about the 
form of po liti cal reporting that Theodore White had created. In Broder’s 2011 obit-
uary, the Washington Post made special note of his concerns, quoting him as saying, 
“My generation of reporters was deeply influenced by Teddy White, the greatest 
po liti cal journalist of our time. He showed us how far inside a campaign you could 
go. We naturally emulated him, at least as far as our skills would take us. Before long, 
we got so far inside that we forgot the outside— that the campaign belonged not 
to the candidates or their con sul tants or their pollsters, but to the public” (Bern stein 
2011). Broder’s concern can even be seen as the evolution of the tell- all book about 
the campaign. Although White paid attention to the telling details of his time with 
candidates, he also spent enormous energy observing voters and how they would 
interact with the candidates. His 1961 work is sprinkled with moments like John 
Kennedy spending a miserable morning in Wisconsin trying to get anyone to talk 
with him before leaving a  couple hours  later without a single meaningful interac-
tion with a primary voter. Cramer, for all his epic beauty and thorough reporting, 
spent more time off the campaign trail with the candidates than on. Voters make 
brief appearances on the sidelines of the book. By 2010, the campaign book Game 
Change, which featured 300 interviews and 200 on background, would imbue far 
more weight into the angry outbursts of candidates in private than with any inter-
action between the candidate and a voter.

It would seem as campaigns became more professionalized, with legions of close 
and not- so- close advisers to be interviewed  after the fact, that time on the trail with 
the candidate and the interactions between voter and candidate have drifted out of 
the campaign narratives. Although this has done nothing to weaken the pack- like 
power the narrative idea holds within po liti cal reporting, it has also done nothing 
to put the individual voter in the epic story of the modern po liti cal campaign.

See also: Broder, David; Campaign Strategy Coverage; Pack Journalism; Po liti cal 
Bias and the Media; White, Theodore
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CAMPAIGN STRATEGY COVERAGE
With its sports- like focus on the game within the game, po liti cal reporting spends 
an enormous amount of energy covering the tactics, personnel, and internal work-
ings of the modern campaign. Stories are filed, blogs posted, and broadcast reports 
aired that make the latest campaign fundraising report or ad buy the central lead 
of the story. Even issues are framed for the reader or viewer as an ele ment of a larger 
po liti cal campaign strategy that the reporter often appears more interested in un-
derstanding. Polling is added to the mix as a way of testing the effectiveness of the 
strategy in connecting with the voter. This approach to po liti cal reporting is based 
heavi ly on a core premise of po liti cal reporting: that organ izing and executing an 
effective and largely error- free campaign is one of the best ways to test the fitness of 
a politician to run their office, be it governor, senator, or president.

The way in which a campaign is run and the tactics  behind the policy positions 
and speeches of the candidate can become an overwhelming theme of most report-
ing about a campaign. For example, a 2007 survey of the so- called invisible pri-
mary period before any caucus- goers or primary voters had cast ballots in the 2008 
presidential campaign found that fully 63  percent of the stories about the campaign 
focused on tactics. This compared with 17  percent of stories that focused on the 
biography of the candidate, 15  percent on his or her positions on key issues, and 
only 1  percent on the candidates’ rec ords or past public per for mances.  Those are 
striking numbers to consider given how impor tant scholars and other observers 
say this period of candidate vetting is to the current po liti cal pro cess. The survey, 
conducted by the Proj ect for Excellence in Journalism and the Joan Shorenstein 
Center on the Press, Politics and Public Policy at Harvard University, found that 
strategy stories could be useful by connecting campaign tactics to the leadership 
style of the candidate, but only if reporters chose to or ga nize their story in a way 
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that focused on issues larger than the campaign itself. Worse, researchers discov-
ered that 86  percent of strategy stories focused solely on how the tactics affected 
the campaign, rather than on leadership style or other skills that might translate 
into how a given candidate would lead. The authors noted, “This focus on po liti cal 
 matters varied  little by media. The most citizen- oriented coverage came from news-
papers (about 18  percent compared to 79  percent oriented  toward politicians). 
The least citizen- oriented coverage was found in network TV (9  percent vs. 
89  percent). Online, cable, and radio  were all somewhere in the  middle” (PEJ/Sho-
renstein Center).

Central to the concern over this approach to reporting is that it casts politics as 
a pro cess that does not involve the public, but to which the public is the target 
audience. Po liti cal reporting too vested in this approach focuses on the professional 
class of po liti cal con sul tants and participants who seek to “motivate their base of 
supporters” or “soften support” for their opponent. It uses public opinion polling 
to test the effectiveness of the strategy, not to gauge public opinion on substance 
or even style. The public is reduced to a number, critics argue, to be moved but not 
listened to.

Before commentators like New York University professor Jay Rosen or Buzz Ma-
chine’s Jeff Jarvis railed against this form of reporting, 1960s New Left activist 
Todd Gitlin opined on how the news media focus on strategy was alienating the 
voters that po liti cal reporting was supposed to serve, writing:

Campaign coverage in 1988 reveled in this mode. Viewers  were invited to be co-
gnoscenti of their own bamboozlement . . .  This campaign metacoverage, coverage 
of the coverage, partakes of the postmodern fascination with surfaces and the ma-
chinery that cranks them out, a fascination indistinguishable from surrender—as if 
once we understand that all images are concocted we have attained the only satisfac-
tion the heart and mind are capable of. (Gitlin 2004)

Rosen, in par tic u lar, cites the critiques by Gitlin and  others to condemn po liti-
cal reporting for being single- minded in its interest in appealing to the smarter- 
than- the- average voter, tuned in to the subtle, manipulative efforts of campaign 
operatives and unwilling to report the claims or statements of a candidate without 
applying the “insider” lens to it. He blasted American reporters in a 2011 speech in 
Australia, saying, “In politics, our journalists believe, it is better to be savvy than it is 
to be honest or correct on the facts. It’s better to be savvy than it is to be just, good, 
fair, decent, strictly lawful, civilized, sincere, thoughtful or humane. Savviness is 
what journalists admire in  others. Savvy is what they themselves dearly wish to be” 
(Rosen 2011).

This shift from covering the campaign as a series of speeches and policy state-
ments to a  grand game of po liti cal “Risk” did not happen suddenly, but evolved 
through a series of elections. If  there is a starting point, it may be the simultaneous 
rise of public opinion polling along with the reporting focus on the “narrative” of 
the campaign and the personalities  behind that story. Theodore White’s seminal 
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book The Making of the President 1960 is one of the milestones in this transition. 
The book captured the  behind- the- scenes real ity of  running for president, portray-
ing the candidates as  human beings who are frustrated, defeated, determined, and 
fascinating. The book triggered a fundamental shift in po liti cal reporting that sent 
campaign reporters scurrying for the telling details of what made the candidate tick 
and a new focus on the logistics and strategy of the campaign. As reporters focused 
more and more on the campaign, they began to see how the campaigns operated, 
where they spent their money, how messages  were framed. In many ways the in-
terest in the tactics resulted in part from the increasingly controlled way in which 
con sul tants and  others wanted the campaign to run. Candidates gave the same 
stump speech, reiterating the same points again and again. Photo ops  were care-
fully or ga nized and supporters pre- screened to ensure reporters would have access 
only to the campaign’s preferred types of voters. Reporters  were herded onto cam-
paign buses and roped off at rallies. Few received access to the candidate; most 
 were relegated to the press spokesperson who would only supply the pre- approved 
talking points. For reporters stuck in this scenario and resenting it, it became more 
in ter est ing to expose the strategy  behind the speeches, the po liti cal maneuvering 
informing the latest bus tour, and the larger real ity of how the campaign reflected 
the candidate.

As reporters shifted their focus, campaigns sought to shape the strategy story. 
And so on. Soon the two sides of the equation— reporter and campaign operative— 
were engaged in an escalating effort to frame campaign coverage. The result for 
 those observing the coverage was profound, said po liti cal scientist Thomas Patter-
son, who wrote, “The change in election news from a governing schema to a game 
schema is so fundamental that it constitutes a quiet revolution in the campaign that 
Americans see through the lens of the press . . .  Whereas the game was once viewed 
as the means, it is now the end, while policy prob lems, issues, and the like are 
merely tokens in the strug gle for the presidency” (Patterson 2011).

But it is not just the competition between campaign official and reporter that 
has fueled this “quiet revolution.” The evolving news cycle, as well as the changing 
information ecosystem, have fundamentally altered the po liti cal reporting world. 
The growth of cable news and  later the Internet pressed reporters to supply report-
ing throughout the day, rather than synthesizing a day’s news into a single package. 
The strategy component of the story can be easily constructed on the fly, allowing a 
reporter to tease the reasons a candidate is making an appearance in a certain city 
in front of a certain group ahead of the event via social media, and then use the 
same framing ideas to inform their immediate post- appearance take on the story. 
That frame then often heavi ly influences any write- through of the story  later in the 
day. The game frame can be quickly deployed and is a power ful tool for reporters 
to rely on.

Added to this functional real ity is the ocean of polling data that has swamped 
the po liti cal world. One assessment found that between 1984 and 2000  there was 
a 900  percent increase in the number of polls being conducted— and that was more 
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than a de cade ago. The polling flood allows reporters to put statistical context around 
the campaigns’ moves, identifying swing states that may suddenly appear more of-
ten on the travel itinerary, highlighting issues that may be strengths or weaknesses 
of a candidate, and creating an in de pen dent source of information they can fold 
into stories about day- to- day campaign workings. But polls also play an impor tant 
role in allowing reporters to assess a campaign while maintaining objectivity. One 
po liti cal communications scholar has noted that polls “help insulate journalists from 
such claims since they provide the ‘objective’ organ izing device by which to com-
ment and analyze news that is being reported by other outlets. For example, if a 
new survey indicates that a candidate is slipping in public popularity, the report-
ing of the poll’s results provides the subsequent opening for journalists to then at-
tribute the opinion shift to a recent negative ad, allegation, or po liti cal slip up” 
(Nisbet 2007). This magnification is also spurred by a desire to be dif fer ent in an 
increasingly competitive digital news marketplace. Google News headlines on a 
given day of the campaign shows story  after story about the same speech or same 
polling number. How does a reporter stand out in such a crowd? The answer is 
often in the analytical approach of the story. Add to this the partisan nature of many 
writers and websites, and the propensity of reporters to insert their analytical take 
on the day’s photo op becomes even stronger.

The result is a form of reporting in which the default story about a given po liti-
cal event is to place it in the strategic context of what is happening in a campaign. 
This can be a useful way to view a given story. For example, as the Republican pri-
mary churned on  toward the first votes in 2016, a series of stories emerged about 
then- frontrunner Donald Trump. Trump, who had drawn headlines and occasional 
outrage for statements made about Mexican immigrants, Muslims, and blacks, an-
nounced soon  after Thanksgiving that some 100 black ministers would meet with 
the real estate mogul and endorse his candidacy. The news swept social media as a list 
of attendees was released. Many of the pastors denounced the statement, saying 
they had not agreed to support Trump; several said they had rejected the idea of 
even meeting with him. Soon the campaign was backtracking on its claims, calling 
the meeting a sit- down with religious leaders. In the end, only two of the less than 
50 who attended the meeting publicly endorsed Trump, one who or ga nized the 
meeting and a Republican activist from Georgia— who was not a minister. In sum-
ming up the debacle, the New York Times put the story in the context of the larger 
campaign themes, noting, “The awkward evolution of the event highlights the per-
ils of a haphazard- seeming campaign that revolves almost entirely around a  giant 
personality. But it also captures the degree to which Mr. Trump, both the man and 
the candidate, has polarized African- Americans, a group he is now courting as he 
tries to shake accusations of bigotry” (Barbaro and Corrales 2015). Such a story 
can legitimately be seen against the backdrop of a campaign that played fast and 
loose, at times, with facts and recklessly made promises or issued statements that 
needed to be corrected  later. Additionally, it was a chance to talk about the degree 
to which Trump’s campaign had become a lightning rod, pushing pastors to reject 
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a meeting for fear of the way their congregation would view such a sit- down. Sto-
ries like this are what this focus on strategy and tactics is about, and why it has 
become a dominant trope of po liti cal reporting.

The focus on strategy has also created a  whole industry for reporters to write for 
specialized publications, like Politico, that invest much in such reporting— and to 
write books that build on the tradition of White’s The Making of the President series. 
Mark Halperin has spent a  career deep in this mode of reporting, having docu-
mented the 2008 and 2012 presidential campaigns in tell- all style. He has also 
expressed deep concern about the very same style of reporting, noting in a 2007 
op-ed, “In the face of polls and horse- race maneuvering, we can try to keep from 
getting sucked in by it all. We should examine a candidate’s public rec ord and full 
life as opposed to his or her campaign per for mance . . .  [V]oters and journalists alike 
should be focused on a deeper question: Do the candidates have what it takes to 
fill the most difficult job in the world?” (Halperin 2007). An unexpected plea by a 
reporter who has made telling the insider stories (that Rosen and others deride as 
alienating and discouraging to the voters po liti cal reporting is said to serve) a cen-
tral part of his reporting.

Perhaps campaign strategy coverage is less the legacy of Theodore White and 
more that of Joe McGinniss’s book The Selling of the President. McGinniss told the 
story of the 1972 campaign of Richard Nixon and how it used tele vi sion and ad-
vertising to help elect the former vice president. Although McGinniss approached 
the subject with the enthusiasm of someone discovering something new and in ter-
est ing, it was the cynicism of that title that seemed to stick and help inspire a new 
generation of reporters who wanted  people to know the  behind- the- scenes manip-
ulation that was the real po liti cal campaign. That is what observers and media 
critics worry is the core goal of modern po liti cal reporting.  Whether it is the boogey-
man they make out, or a potentially effective way for voters to learn about the 
campaign and the person  running for office, is perhaps judged by the effectiveness 
of each story and less on the entire approach to reporting.

See also: Campaign Narratives and Dramatization; Invisible Primary; Spin; White, 
Theodore
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CATO INSTITUTE
The Cato Institute sits in a beautifully glass- lined building staring out on Washing-
ton, D.C., a city it has fought to rein in for nearly 40 years. The institute is a staunchly 
libertarian think tank that argues for limited government and a maximization of 
personal freedom.

Stating it adheres to the princi ples of the American Revolution, Cato describes 
itself as following a worldview that “combines an appreciation for entrepreneur-
ship, the market pro cess, and lower taxes with strict re spect for civil liberties and 
skepticism about the benefits of both the welfare state and foreign military adven-
turism” (Cato 2015). The institute was created in 1974 by David and Charles Koch 
with Murray Rothbard, a libertarian economist.

With nearly fifty full- time resident scholars and another seventy adjunct research-
ers, the institute publishes an array of journals and books and is one of the most 
prolific filers of briefs to the Supreme Court. The or ga ni za tion often promotes lim-
ited regulations and  free market solutions to social prob lems. It also argues against 
most foreign interventions. The group runs primarily through donations by individu-
als and several bank foundations, but businesses like Whole Foods, Google, and 
Facebook have also supported its work (Cato 2013). The institute does not endorse 
candidates and goes to  great lengths to remain nonpartisan. It does not directly 
lobby on behalf of candidates or specific legislation, but can be counted on to par-
ticipate in most debates about the role of government in the United States.

The institute is named  after Cato’s Letters, a series of eigh teenth- century essays 
on liberty that  were widely circulated among the Founding  Fathers ahead of the 
American Revolution. The institute’s scholars are often quoted in the media and 
testify before Congress. Cato’s  people have taken the lead in criticizing the Afford-
able Care Act, the government bailout of troubled banks and auto manufacturers, 
and U.S. involvement in overseas actions in Libya or against radical Islamic groups.

The institute has plenty of critics from both sides of the po liti cal spectrum. Some 
libertarians, including backers of founder Murray Rothbard, accuse the institute of 
being one of the arms of the “Kochtopus,” the multitude of po liti cal entities funded 
by the Koch  family.  These backers of Rothbard argue the economist “thought that 
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Cato’s primary mission should be scholarship rather than po liti cal campaigns and 
attempts to secure audiences with the high and mighty in Washington” (Gordon 
2014). Liberals have accused the institute of being libertarian when it was con ve-
nient and losing  those positions when they ran too far afoul of the Republican Party.

The institute was at the center of an intra- board fight in 2012 when two of the 
major board members, Charles and David Koch, filed suit to claim control of one 
of the “founder” seats vacated by the death of a founding member. The fight went 
public when Cato launched a social media campaign to “Save Cato.” “The Save Cato 
site pleaded with the public to join the Institute in persuading the Koch  brothers 
to drop what Cato labeled as a takeover attempt” (Craig 2014). The lawsuit was 
eventually dropped when the institute agreed to a change in leadership and the 
Koch  brothers accepted a portion of a reor ga nized board. The agreement meant the 
departure of the longtime chief of the institute Ed Crane, who had developed a 
personal feud with Charles Koch. Crane was circumspect about the outcome, tell-
ing the New York Times, “I think both sides got what they wanted. I’m happy. This 
was the tradeoff: Cato’s in de pen dence for new leadership” (Lichtblau 2012).

Despite this criticism, Cato continues to garner attention from American media 
and lawmakers. A 2013 quantitative assessment of think tanks found, “the Heri-
tage Foundation and Cato Institute dominate social media and web traffic. In ag-
gregate, Heritage has over 765,000 social media fans, more than twice that of Cato, 
the next highest with nearly 290,000. Cato, however, leads in social media (and 
overall) once the figures are adjusted for size” (Clark and Roodman 2013). And 
neither controversy nor the shareholder fight seems to have had any long- term ef-
fect on the or ga ni za tion’s role in Washington. It continues to publish guides to Con-
gress stressing the need for federal restraint and has actively participated in many 
of the critical Supreme Court cases around campaign finance reform and the fed-
eral health care law. The group continues the work that economist Milton Fried-
man hailed them for in 1993, the effort of “documenting in detail the harmful effects 
of government policies” and therefore creating “appropriate incentives for the  people 
who control the government purse strings and so large a part of our lives” (Fried-
man 2002).
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CBS NEWS
CBS News in many ways built the prestige, mystique, and profitability of broadcast 
tele vi sion news. The network, with its mix of nightly news programs and news-
magazine shows, built its reputation through the work of pioneering broadcast jour-
nalists like Edward R. Murrow, Fred Friendly, Dan Rather, and Don Hewitt. This 
investment made it the most influential of the radio and  later tele vi sion news outlets 
for much of the first 50 years of broadcast news. Its influence has waned in recent 
de cades as tele vi sion audiences spread out over an increasing number of cable news 
outlets and the Internet sapped the immediacy that had empowered early broadcast.

CBS became a leader in news mainly  because it was the second network. The 
National Broadcast Com pany, founded by the brilliant and supremely confident Da-
vid Sarnoff, was firmly established in the new medium of radio when a fledgling 
new network, the Columbia Phonographic Broadcasting System, deci ded it needed 
to reor ga nize. Columbia— makers of the popu lar phonograph of the same name— 
wanted out of the radio business and so the new  owners purchased the network 
and installed the son of a wealthy Philadelphia cigar magnate as the man in charge. 
Although only 26 at the time, William S. Paley soon purchased 51  percent of the 
com pany by investing $400,000 of his  father’s money. He also dumped “phono-
graphic” from the name and the Columbia Broadcast System was born. With a hand-
ful of stations in major cities around the country, Paley understood he needed to 
compete with NBC, which had already signed contracts with many of the top- tier 
entertainers. “Faced with that situation, Paley chose to concentrate on news and 
public affairs. More than anything  else at that point, Paley wanted to infuse CBS 
with an aura of class and respectability, and an emphasis on news and ‘serious’ pro-
grams was the quickest and surest way to accomplish that. He also reasoned, with 
customary shrewdness, that such prestige, once attained, could  later be parlayed 
into power and profits” (Gates 1978). This manifested itself by Paley spending 
money to woo established news professionals away from other outlets, like United 
Press International, and prompted him to create a CBS News division that was or-
gan i za tion ally equal to the entertainment programming unit.

One of the early journalists hired to work for the burgeoning news division was 
Edward R. Murrow, who had no formal training as a journalist but had been a speech 
major in college. Murrow went to Eu rope in 1937 to book newsmaker interviews for 
the network, but soon found himself on the air as the news unfolding in the lead 
up to World War II forced the network to improvise. His 30- minute, multi- point 
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news program, created the night Nazi Germany annexed Austria, became the model 
for the modern broadcast news program, mixing reporters from vari ous locations 
around Eu rope with Murrow anchoring. Murrow was empowered to build his team 
in Eu rope, with Paley and the CBS News division backing up the hiring of  those 
who could build CBS News into a radio and  later a tele vi sion news power house. 
Murrow’s reporting from Eu rope during the war made him a  house hold name. His 
signature reports that began “This is London” brought the fear of the Nazi attacks 
on Britain home to American listeners. He continued his work as Amer i ca entered 
the war, and by the end of World War II he became the head of CBS News.

As tele vi sion grew swiftly in popularity following the war, the radio broadcast-
ers moved their operations in that direction, launching tele vi sion networks with 
the same name and often the same staffs as the former audio- only outfits. Murrow 
went with them and helped start CBS’s tele vi sion news operations, including launch-
ing his own program, See It Now, in 1951. Just three years  later this CBS program 
would take on the “Red Scare” of Senator Joseph McCarthy and solidify the seri-
ousness with which tele vi sion news was seen on the po liti cal stage. Murrow and 
Friendly built a program that was made up almost exclusively of excerpts of Mc-
Carthy’s speeches and congressional testimony. The program carefully built the case 
that McCarthy was exploiting the fear of Communism for po liti cal gain rather than 
leading an honest effort to keep Amer i ca safe. It would signal the beginning of the 
end of the anti- Communist purges of the 1950s and highlighted the real power of 
televised news.

Despite this success, the CBS News division often battled with the business side 
as news  people fought for air time over entertainment programming that made far 
more money. Still, throughout the 1950s and 1960s CBS made a name for itself 
with its serious treatment of news. Murrow recruited a college dropout by the name 
of Walter Cronkite to join his team in 1950, and soon Cronkite was delivering the 
news on Sunday eve nings. Cronkite moved up the ranks and in 1962 became an-
chor of the CBS Eve ning News. The next year marked a historic period of broad-
casting, the unpre ce dented coverage of the assassination and burial of President 
John F. Kennedy. Cronkite delivered the news of the shooting in a voice- only broad-
cast that interrupted a CBS soap opera. He would be on camera by the time news 
had reached New York that Kennedy was dead. For the next three days, CBS, along 
with other broadcasters, suspended all programming to cover all the events in Dal-
las and the funeral back in Washington. The events again highlighted the power 
of tele vi sion in the American society and further cemented Cronkite’s and CBS’s 
importance.

Cronkite and CBS News had become such a force in the United States that by 
the late 1960s many within government had come to see his reports as a gauge of 
what the public thought. In the wake of a series of attacks against American forces 
in Vietnam, Cronkite went to the war- torn nation and produced a documentary 
that ended with his declaration that the war was essentially unwinnable. President 
Lyndon Johnson reportedly (though  there is some doubt) said, “If I’ve lost Walter 
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Cronkite, I’ve lost  middle Amer i ca.” The admission,  whether completely accurate, 
speaks to the influence CBS News and its anchor had over the public dialogue. CBS’s 
influence would grow as newsmagazine program 60 Minutes, launched in 1968, 
grew in popularity and profitability in the 1970s and 1980s.

But as networks generally and CBS specifically began to lose viewers to cable 
networks and Cronkite was replaced with CBS veteran Dan Rather, the network’s 
influence began to slip. Yet CBS remained an impor tant voice in the growing media 
chorus covering politics, offering up critical interviews and memorable moments. 
One such moment erupted on the nightly news in 1987 when Rather interviewed 
then- vice president George H.W. Bush. Bush believed he was sitting down for a 
general profile about his campaign for president, but when Rather pressed for an-
swers about the vice president’s role in the Iran- Contra affair the two squared off.

Vice President Bush: I’m not suggesting. I’m just saying I  don’t remember it.
Dan Rather: I  don’t want to be argumentative, Mr. Vice President.
Vice President Bush: You do, Dan.
Dan Rather: No . . .  no, sir, I  don’t.
Vice President Bush: This is not a  great night,  because I want to talk about why I want 

to be president, why  those 41  percent of the  people are supporting me. And I  don’t 
think it’s fair . . .  

Dan Rather: And Mr. Vice President, if  these questions are . . .  
Vice President Bush: . . .  to judge my  whole  career by a rehash on Iran. How would you 

like it if I judged your  career by  those seven minutes when you walked off the set 
in New York? (Rather earlier that year had stormed off the set when CBS shortened 
the news program to air a tennis match, forcing the network to go dark for some six 
minutes.)

Dan Rather: Well, Mister . . .  
Vice President Bush: . . .  Would you like that?
Dan Rather: Mr. Vice President . . .  
Vice President Bush: I have re spect for you, but I  don’t have re spect for what  you’re  doing 

 here to night.

Bush’s clash with Rather marked a memorable campaign moment, but it also 
highlighted the weakening of CBS News as a voice of the public. Bush went on to 
easily win election that fall, unlike Johnson’s fate  after Cronkite’s reporting 20 years 
earlier.

 Today, although CBS Eve ning News has been mired in third place among net-
work news programs since the late 1990s, CBS continues to be an impor tant voice 
in the coverage of politics. 60 Minutes remains the highest rated news program, 
and Face the Nation, its Sunday news talk show anchored by Texas native Bob 
Schieffer, is the top rated of the array of Sunday talk shows. Face the Nation, 
founded in 1954 by CBS News president Frank Stanton, launched with a historic 
program where controversial Senator Joseph McCarthy faced questions from jour-
nalists around the country about his impending censure by the Senate.

But even this good news is tempered by change. In 2015, Schieffer announced 
his retirement, telling USA  Today, “I always felt that I wanted to step down 
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when I felt like I could still do the job. I’ve watched a lot of  these politicians who 
 couldn’t bring themselves to leave. I just  didn’t want that. We felt like  we’re  really 
 doing good  these days” (Yu 2015). The effects of the change in anchor at CBS’s 
Sunday po liti cal talk show are still too early to know, but what is clear is the 
 father of broadcast news has grown older as audience fragmentation has taken 
its toll.

See also: Broadcast Tele vi sion News; Face the Nation; Murrow, Edward; 60 Minutes
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CENSORSHIP
See First Amendment and Censorship

CENTER FOR AMERICAN PRO GRESS (CAP)
John Podesta had kept the Bill Clinton White House working as its calm, but highly 
effective chief of staff. But by 2001, the Clinton presidency was over and George W. 
Bush was in the White House.

Podesta, though, was not done with Washington. In 2003, he created the Cen-
ter for American Pro gress (CAP) as a liberal think tank and policy institute. The 
center was soon drafting policies, convening progressive politicians, and proving 
highly effective. The New Yorker wrote in 2014 that CAP “has become an impor-
tant player in the Washington power game, providing detailed analy sis and policy 
recommendations, a forum for conversations and debates, and daily commentary 
on every thing from the job figures to Bill Cosby” (Cassidy 2015). The center was 
envisioned as part- philosophical hot house of the left and part hard- nosed po liti cal 
operative effort. The trick Podesta was trying to pull off was to build a “machine 
for finding new ideas and marketing them in hopes that all this effort  will some-
how coalesce into a new and compelling governing philosophy for Demo crats” (Bai 
2013). The or ga ni za tion that developed became both a research institute that gen-
erated policy briefs and draft legislation used by congressional Demo crats and a 
full- blown campaign operation working to get liberal positions out to supporters 
and through the mainstream press.

The resulting think tank offers research and policy ideas across a spectrum of 
issues and proudly proclaims its liberal leanings, writing, “As progressives, we believe 
Amer i ca is a land of boundless opportunity, where  people can better themselves, 
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their  children, their families, and their communities through education, hard work, 
and the freedom to climb the ladder of economic mobility. We believe an open and 
effective government can champion the common good over narrow self- interest, 
harness the strength of our diversity, and secure the rights and safety of its  people. 
And we believe our nation must always be a beacon of hope and strength to the 
rest of the world. Progressives are idealistic enough to believe change is pos si ble 
and practical enough to make it happen” (Center for American Pro gress 2015). The 
mix of idealism and practicality can be seen not just in their research proj ects, but 
also in their active and central role in shaping and directing the message of liberal 
Demo crats on critical issues in the public realm. When President Barack Obama 
was elected in 2008, Podesta chaired his transition team. And over the next few years 
about a third of CAP’s staff ended up moving to the White House to work with the 
Demo cratic president.

CAP maintains the site Think Pro gress, a liberal news blog that promotes the 
center’s work and liberal Demo crat policies, and also serves as a platform for criti-
cizing Republicans. It boasts an annual bud get of nearly $50 million, raised from 
the some of the largest corporations in the United States as well as wealthy liberal 
individuals. But as the or ga ni za tion grew in influence so did questions about its 
interest and supporters. Like most think tanks, CAP had not released information 
about its donors and by 2013 stories  were emerging that CAP’s donors  were influ-
encing its policy approaches. A particularly damning story in The Nation claimed 
that the center sharpened its focus on alternative energy  after receiving a large do-
nation from the com pany First Solar (Silverstein 2013). CAP vehemently denied 
its funders have any direct control over its research or policy recommendations. 
But questions persisted as, for more than a year, CAP refused to disclose its donors.

The or ga ni za tion’s and its found er’s continued role in Demo cratic politics changed 
that in 2015. Podesta, who maintains close ties with the Center he started, left a 
position as counselor to President Obama to assist in a potential run by former 
secretary of state Hillary Clinton in early 2015. Less than a week  later, the center 
changed its policy on publishing information on its donors, allowing the media to 
look into who was funding both the research wing and po liti cal advocacy efforts. 
The results surprised some. The center has received support from some of the larg-
est corporations in the United States, including retail  giant Wal- mart and mega 
bank Citigroup. CAP president Neera Tanden defended the donations and the fi-
nancing of the entire or ga ni za tion, saying, “ We’re very diversified. We have a very 
low percentage of corporate donors. We have a wide panoply of individual and 
foundation supporters. Given that transparency is a progressive value, we wanted 
to get our list out  there” (Sargent 2015).

The center has several methods for affecting policy, especially at the federal level. 
It produces lengthy reports on issues as varied as gender discrimination to U.S.– 
Egypt policy to revitalizing Appalachia. It often organizes events and stories aimed at 
localizing national policies stories.  These pieces receive coverage on the Think Pro-
gress blog as well as in local media often in critical states for Demo cratic campaigns. 
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They also influence media coverage by making a range of liberal researchers and 
policy experts available to reporters seeking sources for stories. This mix of an aggres-
sive social media and public information campaign along with their well- established 
role as a source for journalists has made the center one of the most effective organ-
izations pushing progressive policies in Washington, D.C.

See also: Liberal Think Tanks
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CENTER FOR PUBLIC INTEGRITY (CPI)
Although perhaps overshadowed by its more aggressively marketed non- profit  sister 
group ProPublica, the Center for Public Integrity has a far longer history of inves-
tigating and exposing corruption in both the public and private spheres.

Formed in 1989, CPI has grown to include 50 staffers, making it the largest non-
profit investigative news or ga ni za tion in the country. The proj ect boldly states its 
mission as, “To serve democracy by revealing abuses of power, corruption and be-
trayal of public trust by power ful public and private institutions, using the tools of 
investigative journalism” (CPI 2015). The center publishes its work through its 
website and hosts press conferences to outline details it has discovered through its 
investigations. Unlike ProPublica, which partners aggressively with other news 
organ izations, CPI partners less frequently and releases most of its work in de pen-
dently. Although, perhaps spurred by the more public attention ProPublica has re-
ceived, the center has lately begun working more and more with traditional media 
outlets.

The center has won more than 50 national and international journalism awards, 
including a 2014 Pulitzer Prize for investigative journalism. It has, at times, been 
labeled liberal in its view and the liberal Fairness and Accuracy in the Media has 
dubbed CPI “progressive,” but it still garners support from notable and mainstream 
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foundations to back its work. One source of funds for the center’s work has drawn 
most of the attention. Controversial liberal investor and philanthropist George So-
ros’s Open Society Foundation has supported the center’s work for years, backing 
CPI for sometimes hundreds of thousands of dollars a year. The Open Society sup-
port is specifically mentioned as supporting CPI’s investigation into the conserva-
tive Koch  brothers’ po liti cal efforts as well as proj ects on transportation lobbying 
and the tobacco industry.

CPI was born of frustration. Charles Lewis was working at CBS News, having 
become a producer for the flagship investigative news program 60 Minutes, when, 
days before he turned 35, he quit. He would  later write, “I had become frustrated 
that investigative reporting did not seem to be particularly valued at the national 
level, regardless of media form. That frustration had mounted over several years 
and two tele vi sion networks as national news organ izations only reactively reported 
the vari ous systemic abuses of power, trust and the law in Washington— from the 
Iran- Contra scandal to the HUD scandal to the Defense Department’s procurement 
prosecutions; from the savings and loan disaster to the ‘Keating Five’ influence scan-
dal to the first resignation of a House Speaker since 1800” (Lewis 2006, p. 8). Lewis 
set out to build what he hoped would be a journalistic “utopia” where no corporate 
bosses or press pack be hav ior would dictate what was investigated.

A profile of Lewis, published in the Johns Hopkins Magazine— Lewis graduated 
from its gradu ate school in international studies— later described him at this time as 
having become “so disenchanted that he left one of the best jobs in broadcast jour-
nalism and began working a series of 100- hour weeks as he learned how to create 
a non- profit or ga ni za tion that has gone on to produce some of the most provocative 
reporting on government of the last de cade” (Keiger 2000). Lewis soon built and 
launched CPI with an eye  toward challenging Washington institutions— press and 
po liti cal. Its first report targeted trade representatives and found that nearly half of 
the White House officials charged with negotiating trade agreements almost imme-
diately became registered lobbyists for foreign governments upon leaving office.

CPI soon made a bigger name for itself by reporting on the fact that donors who 
gave hundreds of thousands of dollars to the Demo cratic cause would be rewarded 
by being allowed to spend the night in the Lincoln bedroom of the White House 
during the Bill Clinton presidency. The story, reported by Margaret Ebrahim, gar-
nered a major award from the Society for Professional Journalists and helped cement 
CPI’s reputation for investigations.

CPI continued to produce major books— Lewis’s work The Buying of the Presi-
dent was one of the most comprehensive deep- dives into how presidential campaigns 
are truly funded— and hundreds of original reports. But the center has also had its 
rocky financial and leadership moments. Lewis departed the center in 2005 and, 
according to the  woman hired to replace him,  there was trou ble at CPI. Roberta 
Baskin was an experienced broadcast executive. When she joined the center, she 
said she found the financial situation dire and the center in disarray. She publicly 
admitted that CPI had asked reporter Robert Moore to quit due to plagiarizing 
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sections of a book he penned in 2002. Baskin also said she had to raise millions to 
right bud get overruns on several proj ects.

Her brief tenure at CPI ended in 2006, when she was replaced by former public 
radio executive Bill Buzenberg. Buzenberg set about shifting the center, focusing 
more on its website and de- emphasizing the lengthy books and paper reports. He also 
scaled the center back, reining in its bud get and letting the staff shrink as  people left. 
But it was his renewed focus on the web that would change the or ga ni za tion the most.

The center continued its shift  toward the digital in 2014 when it hired former 
CNN International digital chief Peter Bale to run CPI. In announcing the new di-
rector, CPI board chair Bruce Finzen stressed that Bale “has exactly the experience 
and passion for  great journalism that is necessary to lead the Center on a contin-
ued upward path, and assure that the vital multimedia investigative reporting that 
the Center is known for  will reach an ever expanding audience” (Center for Public 
Integrity 2014).

See also: Nonprofit Journalism; ProPublica
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CITIZEN JOURNALISM
As technologies allowing individuals to capture and publish information have be-
come nearly ubiquitous— especially through smart phones— the separation between 
professional journalist and amateur has narrowed. Nearly  every major news event 
is now captured in a tweet or cell phone video, and many of  these snippets of news 
are incorporated into traditional mass media coverage. Other citizens, driven by a 
desire to cover their community or a frustration with an often- depleted local media 
ignoring critical issues, have launched their own citizen journalism news outlets. 
Both situations— community activist and eyewitness to news— are lumped into the 
term “citizen journalism,” although their motivations and implications for the pro-
fessional media are quite dif fer ent.

The role of witnesses has always been critical to reporting about breaking news 
events or crises. Journalists rush to the scene of a shooting or accident to document 
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and share what they find out with the public. They often rely on public witnesses 
to offer their reaction to the news and any scrap of additional information they 
may have to add to the coverage. With the explosion in the number of cell phones 
and their capability to capture photos and video, the eyewitness is no longer sim-
ply a source for a muddied and confused quote telling a reporter that the tornado 
sounded like a train; they are now sources of documentary evidence. When gun-
men stormed the satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo in Paris, France, shaky cell 
phone footage first caught the sounds of gunfire as  people huddled  behind win-
dows. A  later piece of cell phone video filmed the gunman approaching a wounded 
police officer and ruthlessly executing him in the street as he begged for his life. 
Other witnesses captured the ghastly bombing attacks on the London subway sys-
tem in July of 2005. Not all the citizen journalism footage is about moments of 
horror. A foreign exchange student’s footage of a lost bear wandering the halls of a 
Montana high school quickly went viral, as have countless other funny, poignant, 
and shocking moments. The expectation has shifted from the witness providing 
descriptions to the media to them serving as the frontline photographer.

But it is not just the click of a cell phone camera that can create the first person 
reporting that has become a hallmark of the most- seen citizen journalism. The 
power of social media to document in real time news events that  will reverberate 
far beyond one person’s Facebook posting was never more evident than on the night 
of May 2, 2011. That night as computer information technology expert and café 
man ag er Sohaib Athar was at home trying to sleep, he was pestered by the sound 
of low- flying he li cop ters. It got to the point where Athar took to his Twitter ac-
count and told his 700- some followers: “He li cop ter hovering about Abbottabad at 
1AM is rare event.” Suddenly, he added another Tweet reporting, “A huge win dow 
shaking bang  here in Abbottabad Cantt. I hope its not the start of something nasty:-
 S.” Soon friends and connections  were relaying information that Athar sent out 
into the digital ether.  There was more than one he li cop ter. They did not seem to be 
Pakistani. One may have been shot down over a  house in the suburban town. Half 
a world away and five minutes before the White House would announce an im-
promptu statement by President Barack Obama, a former po liti cal aide to Secre-
tary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld took to his Twitter to send out, “So I’m told by a 
reputable person they have killed Osama Bin Laden. Hot damn.” More than an hour 
 later Obama confirmed what the aide had said and what Athar had been witness-
ing: An American assault team had found and killed the reclusive leader of al- Qaeda 
in Pakistan. The social media reporting by eyewitnesses and unofficial sources had 
captured the news as the event happened, and the officials in Washington discov-
ered the news. This near- real time reporting through Twitter further cemented the 
role of social media in conveying news and raised, once again, the role of individu-
als contributing to that coverage.

Soon  after the killing of Bin Laden, Athar’s followers had grown from 750 to 
86,000. Next came a debate as to  whether Athar was a journalist and  whether Twit-
ter had replaced the usefulness of the mainstream media. This is the typical cycle 
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spurred by moments like this— news happens, a non- reporter catches it, media and 
other  people turn to this person to use their information, and then the media de-
bates for a while  whether the person is a journalist. Dan Mitchell, writing for SF 
Weekly, was done with this entire debate, writing soon  after that Athar “wondered 
what the hell was  going on when the he li cop ters arrived in Abbottabad.  Because 
he wondered on Twitter, in real time, now he’s a ‘citizen journalist . . .’ Good for 
him. But does having 86,000 followers make him a journalist? For that  matter, did 
his real- time tweets of the events make him one? Maybe in a small way, and very 
briefly, but he  didn’t know what was  going on any more than anyone  else did  until 
he heard about it from news sources (via Twitter). Moreover, he was  really only 
tweeting to his friends. His feed  wasn’t widely known  until  after the fact. Now he’s 
posting pictures and videos of the compound. That is cool, but now the place is 
swarming with reporters with much better equipment and access to better infor-
mation” (Mitchell 2011).

Capturing newsworthy information and sharing it with even one’s own network 
has been declared an “act of journalism” by advocates who see public involvement 
in newsgathering as a way to hold the mainstream media accountable for what they 
report and supply impor tant information that would not other wise be seen. Blog-
ger and media critic Jeff Jarvis and  others have argued that “journalists  aren’t the 
only ones with a license to operate journalism. Anyone can perform an act of jour-
nalism. I think it’s a big  mistake to define journalism by the person who does it. 
Anyone can do journalism. When you witness news and you can now capture [it] 
on your phone, you can share that with the world over the Internet,  you’re per-
forming an act of journalism” (Frontline 2006). Jarvis’s argument that one should 
not define journalism by the person  doing it, but rather the intent and impact of 
the act, has triggered widespread debate within journalism.

But the real impact of this shift can be seen in the debate over Athar and the 
 legal conundrums triggered by shifting the definition from a person  doing a job to 
an act. Take, for example, the question of  legal protections for journalists and their 
notes and sources. Many states have shield laws aimed at protecting journalists from 
being compelled to testify in court cases except in the direst situations— sometimes 
not even then depending on the state. What happens when the individual captur-
ing that video of a key moment is not employed by a news or ga ni za tion? Are they 
protected in the same way a journalist is? The answer is unclear  because both news 
organ izations and the authorities have been slow to test the question; both appear 
worried by what may be the answer. A strict reading of most laws would say the 
citizen journalist is not protected, but that is based largely on untested assump-
tion. Most traditional journalists have begun to move beyond the question of la-
bels and instead have begun to see most  people who capture news as sources, like 
the police supplying dashboard camera footage or the interview subject describing 
what they saw. It is the source material that journalists then craft into stories that 
include more than just the blurry footage of gunshots. Lorraine Branham, dean of 
Syracuse University’s award- winning Newhouse School of Public Communications, 
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stresses that this is the difference between citizen journalism and “real” journalism, 
saying, “Usually when  people are out  there capturing something on video,  they’re 
capturing a moment in time of what happened and  they’re not attempting to put it 
into context.” She added that camera- wielding citizens may lack the ethical train-
ing about protecting the identities of innocent  people and choosing how to edit 
the footage (Nelson 2015).

Still, regular citizens often capture critical information, like the 2015 shooting 
of Walter Scott, an unarmed black man whose shooting was caught on tape. The 
film showed Scott unarmed and  running slowly away from the officer when the 
white police officer shot Scott. The man who filmed the shooting, Feidin Santana, 
has admitted to fearing repercussions from the authorities or  others for filming the 
incident that led directly to the officer being charged with murder. He told NBC, 
“At some point I thought about staying anonymous and not showing my face and 
not talk about it. If I want to show my face, every body over  there, including the 
police officers, the department, knows who I am . . .  I decide to show my face to 
the media  because my life [has] changed  after this.  People know where I live,  people 
know where I work, so my normal routine of just walking from my  house to work 
[has] changed” (Yuhas 2015). Unlike journalists, who are generally not targeted by 
critics or the public for the material they shoot or the news they report, citizens 
who choose to film incidents like police vio lence or capture controversial statements 
on the campaign trail find themselves often the target of scrutiny and sometimes 
intimidation. Their act is seen as more activist than a journalist  doing the same work 
and so they often have their own backgrounds scoured by  those who seek to dis-
credit their footage or them personally.

The implications of citizen journalism are not just  legal or about the scrutiny 
 those individuals may face. Some citizens have used  these newfound powers of pub-
lishing to launch their own news sites or begin using their social media feed as a 
way to aggregate and distribute news. Chi- Town Daily News in Chicago and iBrat-
tleboro in Brattleboro, Vermont, are examples of  these types of sites that  were started 
to inform their community in a way the sites felt traditional media was not. The 
sites are run by volunteers and sometimes a single part- time employee who helps 
maintain the website, but the idea is that citizens  will step up and supply the news 
content.  These sites and  others have been accused by some traditional journalists 
of distracting from the real work of journalists. Former Columbia University Gradu-
ate School of Journalism dean Nicholas Lemann famously took to the pages of the 
venerable and exceedingly non- citizen- produced New Yorker to critique this new 
form of journalism, comparing it derisively to a church newsletter and pointing out 
that the citizen journalism movement has led to an explosion of commentary about 
the news but not much original reporting, writing, “At the highest level of journal-
istic achievement, the reporting that revealed the civil- liberties encroachments of 
the war on terror, which has upset the Bush Administration, has come from old- 
fashioned big- city newspapers and tele vi sion networks, not Internet journalists; 
day by day, most in de pen dent accounts of world events have come from the same 
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traditional sources. Even at its best and most ambitious, citizen journalism reads like 
a decent Op- Ed page, and not one that offers daring, brilliant, forbidden opinions 
that would other wise be unavailable. Most citizen journalism reaches very small 
and specialized audiences and is proudly minor in its concerns” (Lemann 2006).

Lemann’s criticism is perhaps the key to understanding the anger that journal-
ists have directed  toward the term citizen journalist. Many within the profession 
see what they do as much more than turning the camera on and pointing it at some-
thing newsworthy. They argue professional journalism adds impor tant ele ments of 
research, corroboration, context, and history that help the viewer or reader make 
real sense of the event. Why is it impor tant? What are the implications of this mo-
ment? Is this an isolated incident or part of a larger prob lem that society must grap-
ple with? Journalism, at its best, must answer  those questions so  people can put 
that shocking moment of video or tweet in context. Journalists also have the bur-
den of checking their sources and confirming the information they receive. In the 
age of cameras and social media bearing witness to events, that burden has increased 
to helping  people understand an event. That is the true  thing that separates citizen 
journalism from professional journalism.

In the realm of po liti cal reporting, the role of citizen witness to newsworthy events 
has historically taken on a more partisan turn. The camera pointed at the candi-
date is often not being aimed by a disinterested member of the public, but rather a 
volunteer or paid employee of the opposing camp. The concept of citizen journal-
ism is turned on its head by po liti cal use of “trackers” who are deployed to film 
candidates at  every available moment seeking to capture a po liti cal blunder or in-
flammatory statement. Such footage is the result of a specific campaign tactic and 
not born of a citizen’s concern. Despite such efforts, po liti cal news, though fodder 
for many citizen blogs and social media statements, is still largely a reflection upon 
what journalists have reported on in established news or ga ni za tion. Rarely is it the 
product of citizens creating their own content.

Some academics and media critics have attempted to rebrand the idea as less 
about who gathers the news and more about what the stories are that the media as 
a  whole chooses to cover. To  these scholars, what’s impor tant  isn’t who captured 
the news or sent the tweet; what’s impor tant is combating fundamental biases within 
the media that turn politics into a sport or  battle. Critics like sociologist Herbert 
Gans want journalists— whether professional or amateur—to look beyond the 
vested interest groups to actually cover the concerns of average citizens, a feat they 
understand “ will not be easy to cover. Citizens and their organ izations rarely have 
spokespersons or other functionaries to generate news coverage or help reporters. 
Citizen news may thus require more legwork than other po liti cal news. But since 
citizens are not professional politicians, beginning journalists, supervised string-
ers, and even experienced amateurs— the so- called citizen journalists— can prob-
ably do a goodly share of the reporting” (Gans 2012).

For now, a handful of newspapers and tele vi sion news sites offer citizen reporting 
platforms, allowing viewers and readers to contribute story ideas as well as completely 
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produced reports. Few of  these efforts have led to the sort of demo cratic reporting 
that Gans aspires to, but he and  others hope that a wider base of po liti cal reporting 
can start guiding the po liti cal pro cess  toward solutions and away from partisan 
firefights.

See also: Advocacy Journalism; Social Media and Politics; Trackers
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CITIZENS UNITED
Citizens United has become po liti cal short- hand for a series of Supreme Court rul-
ings since 2006 that have limited the government’s ability to regulate spending on 
po liti cal campaigns, especially by groups not directly connected to a given candi-
date or po liti cal party. The name comes from the case Citizens United v. Federal 
Election Commission, a 2010 court case that tested and ultimately declared uncon-
stitutional major swaths of federal election law, especially critical parts of the Bipar-
tisan Campaign Reform Act (BCRA) of 2002. But when it’s used by politicians or 
many in the media, Citizens United often refers to other decisions as well that threw 
out state limits on in de pen dent spending and federal limits on how much individuals 
can donate in aggregate to po liti cal campaigns and how much can be given to in de-
pen dent groups.

Taken together,  these rulings essentially dismissed the core arguments that do-
nating money to in de pen dent groups or  those groups spending money on cam-
paign ads or lit er a ture have a threat of corrupting the po liti cal pro cess. On the other 
hand, the rulings left in place the limits on donations to po liti cal parties or candi-
dates to ensure  there is no direct corruption. The decisions also left intact many 
disclosure requirements, except in the cases of so- called social good organ izations 
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that are supposed to exist for some larger purpose but are allowed to participate in 
the election pro cess.

The fairly tangled  legal and monetary world in the wake of Citizens United is 
primarily  because rather than being a case about the BCRA, the decision became a 
major shift in the high court’s effort to balance a First Amendment right to speak on 
po liti cal  matters versus reformer efforts aimed at ensuring truly  free and competi-
tive elections (the idea of one man, one vote). The case developed when the conser-
vative group Citizens United produced a documentary highly critical of Demo cratic 
frontrunner Senator Hillary Clinton called Hillary: The Movie. The group planned to 
air the film on Direct TV and online and bought advertising to promote it. A federal 
court in Washington, D.C., ruled that the film and ads that promoted it amount to 
“electioneering communication”— that is it aimed to influence the way the voters 
felt about Clinton and perhaps affect their voting decisions— and therefore could be 
banned from being broadcast  under BCRA within 30 days of the primary election.

The case reached the Supreme Court in 2009 and initially seemed it would be 
deci ded narrowly on the question of  whether the documentary and its advertising 
should be considered “electioneering communication” or not. But then something 
happened at the court.

The case that the Citizens United  lawyer Theodore Olson had argued was nar-
rowly focused on the provisions of the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act that may 
or may not apply to this documentary and the ads supporting it. But when  career 
government attorney and then- Solicitor General Malcolm Stewart got up to answer 
Olson’s case, he suddenly faced Chief Justice John Roberts. Roberts started by press-
ing Stewart on what should fall  under the rules prescribed by BCRA— essentially 
what constitutes so- called electioneering communication. Stewart outlined a fairly 
broad definition, at which point Roberts interrupted to ask: “so if Wal- Mart airs an 
advertisement that says we have candidate action figures for sale, come buy them, 
that counts as an electioneering communication?”

Stewart agreed that would be electioneering communication. Justice Samuel Alito 
then asked, “What’s your answer to Mr. Olson’s point that  there  isn’t any constitu-
tional difference between the distribution of this movie on video demand and pro-
viding access on the Internet, providing DVDs,  either through a commercial ser vice 
or maybe in a public library, providing the same  thing in a book? Would the Con-
stitution permit the restriction of all of  those as well?”

Stewart, stumbling, answered yes again. What followed was essentially a  legal 
death spiral for Stewart and his cause.

Chief Justice Roberts: If it has one name, one use of the candidate’s name, it would be 
covered, correct?

Mr. Stewart: That’s correct.
Chief Justice Roberts: It’s a 500- page book, and at the end it says, and so vote for X, the 

government could ban that? . . .  
Mr. Stewart: Yes, our position would be that the corporation could be required to use 

PAC funds rather than general trea sury funds.
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Chief Justice Roberts: And if they  didn’t, you could ban it?
Mr. Stewart: If they  didn’t, we could prohibit the publication of the book using the 

corporate trea sury funds.

The conservative justices had gotten the attorney representing the government 
to state that in the name of fair elections, the government could ban the publica-
tion of a 500- page book with one overt po liti cal statement in it. The questions of 
BCRA definitions seemed far less significant than the potentially broad ramifica-
tions of the campaign finance law’s impact on speech.

The court headed off to draft a decision. Chief Justice Roberts initially crafted a 
decision narrowly in  favor of Citizens United as an isolated case. Justice Anthony 
Kennedy agreed but argued the court should have gone further in limiting any lim-
its on in de pen dent spending  because it ran  counter to the First Amendment.  After 
spirited debate the court, surprisingly and unusually, ordered another oral argu-
ment focused on the First Amendment questions that Stewart had appeared to 
open up. When the final decisions emerged, Kennedy’s broader interpretation be-
came law, striking down a Supreme Court decision from 1990 and parts of an earlier 
2003 decision that sanctioned the government’s ability to limit some forms of po-
liti cal spending.

The po liti cal reaction, especially from campaign finance reform advocates and 
many Demo crats, was furious. President Barack Obama stood before the nation and 
six of the members of the court a week  later and accused the high court of issuing 
a decision that “reversed a  century of law to open the floodgates for special interests— 
including foreign corporations—to spend without limit in our elections.” Justice 
Samuel Alito, who had voted with the majority, was shown on camera shaking his 
head repeatedly as the president attacked the decision and saying “simply not true.” 
But the decision was just the first in a series of critical Supreme Court and federal 
appeals court rulings that would reshape the po liti cal world.

Two months  later, a federal appeals court used the newly minted Citizens United 
decision in a second critical case—SpeechNow . org v. FEC. SpeechNow, a registered 
po liti cal action committee, sought to protect the identity of its donors and wanted 
to no longer register with the Federal Election Commission as a formal po liti cal 
action committee if it did not plan on donating money to candidates or parties. 
The ruling struck down donation limits to in de pen dent groups, meaning individ-
uals could now donate unlimited amounts of cash to  these groups, but they would 
need to register as a po liti cal action committee and would need to provide infor-
mation on the donors.

The next year, the Montana Supreme Court ruled that although the federal gov-
ernment may not be concerned by the corrupting influence of money in campaigns, 
Montana still was. The court argued that Montana should be allowed to maintain 
its standards even  under the Citizens United decision. The U.S. Supreme Court, 
despite the objection of the four justices who had dissented in the original decision, 
refused even to hear the case and threw out the Montana ruling, effectively ending 
state limits on in de pen dent spending.

http://SpeechNow.org
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The raft of decisions from the court fundamentally altered the government’s  legal 
position on the regulation of po liti cal spending, moving the focus on spending from 
candidates and parties to in de pen dent groups. But many po liti cal observers ac-
knowledged that the decision came  after  there had been a change of opinion 
among many voters, noting, “Americans have traditionally been skeptical of the 
equation between money and speech, but the unrestricted spending in the 2008 
presidential election elicited few claims that the election was being ‘bought’ or that 
fund- raising raised the specter of corruption” (Boatright 2011).

What ever comfort the public may have developed with campaign spending 
faced a series of tests as the money flowing into politics increased dramatically. 
By 2014 many competitive congressional campaigns saw far more spending on 
advertising and other key campaigning coming from so- called in de pen dent groups, 
which  were the big winners in Citizens United, than from the campaigns or po liti cal 
parties.

As this money flowed into politics, groups interested in good government and 
campaign reform reacted with horror. One book published in 2013 bemoaned the 
spending by former White House staffer Karl Rove’s American Crossroads, writing, 
“Of 53 competitive House districts where Rove and his compatriots backed Re-
publicans with ‘in de pen dent’ expenditures that exceeded  those made on behalf of 
Democrats— often by more than $1 million per district, according to Public 
Citizen— the Republicans won 51” (Nichols and McChesney 2013). But Demo cratic 
Super PACs like the American Bridge 21st  Century also dove into opposition re-
search, feeding their findings to the same kind of dark money groups as American 
Crossroads and flooding many markets with attack ads against Republicans.

Although Citizens United is often said to be the source of Super PAC funding, 
actually the SpeechNow . org decision created  these new entities.  These PACs  were 
now allowed to raise and spend unlimited amounts of money, and the prohibitions 
on working in any way with a candidate or a party, though clearly spelled out, are 
difficult to enforce.  These groups may raise money from  unions and corporations 
as well as individuals, and report their donations. Federal law allows them to report 
 either monthly or quarterly, meaning many of  these donations may not be reported 
to the public  until  after the election has occurred.

Despite the work of American Bridge and a few  others, experts said Citizens United 
and other decisions primarily benefited the Republican party in the first few years. 
One analy sis declared, “The Demo cratic response to the United States Supreme 
Court ruling in Citizens United was an example of a po liti cal party refusing to par-
ticipate in a major change of rules in the election pro cess” (Smith and Powell 2013). 
This seemed to change during the course of the 2012 elections, though, as Demo-
cratic Super PACs and in de pen dent spending flooded Senate races. By 2014, Demo-
crats  were outspending Republicans as they battled unsuccessfully to hold on to 
the Senate. By 2016 both parties had fully embraced the new world of in de pen-
dent campaign groups.

In the wake of  these decisions, reforms have focused on two dif fer ent fronts. Some 
have pushed for a constitutional amendment that would allow Congress to limit 

http://SpeechNow.org
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spending in new ways, but this has failed even to come to a vote in Congress and 
would need the states also to ratify. The other focus has been on disclosure. Three 
years before Citizens United, another Supreme Court decision in the case Wisconsin 
Right to Life v. Federal Election Commission found that nonprofit groups could par-
ticipate in the election pro cess without disclosing their donors so long as the group 
was constituted solely to influence elections. An array of groups cropped up that 
purported to be “social welfare” groups but appeared to spend most of their money 
and time on elections. Some states have gone  after  these groups, looking to force 
them to disclose their donors. Montana, the same state that saw its limits thrown 
out  because of Citizens United, became one of the first states to require disclosure 
by  these so- called dark money groups in 2015. Steve Bullock, who had been the 
state attorney general who lost before the Supreme Court, was elected governor in 
2012 and helped push the law through. In signing the bill, he said, “Montana elec-
tions are about to become the most transparent in the nation, requiring  those try-
ing to influence our elections to come out of the dark money shadows. Our elections 
should be deci ded by Montanans, not shadowy dark money groups.”

Such efforts by states and the federal government to require disclosure have 
thus far survived  legal challenges. Courts have noted that disclosure may have 
some chilling effect on speech, but that the state interest in making sure voters 
have information they need to make informed decisions outweighed any negative 
effects. Still, in the wake of Citizens United and its related decisions, disclosure 
 will likely remain a major battleground in both courts and legislatures around the 
country.

See also: Campaign Finance Reform; Dark Money Groups; Disclosure; Federal Elec-
tion Commission (FEC); Issue- Advocacy Advertising; Super PACs
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CNN
The Cable News Network, or CNN, launched in 1980 as the first 24- hour news 
channel, reporting on breaking news and devoting special attention to po liti cal re-
porting. For the first 15 years, it existed as the only live cable network devoted to 
covering news and helped give birth to the so- called 24- hour news cycle where 
stories are covered on a continuous basis and reporting occurs live and on the air. 
With the emergence of competitors Fox News and MSNBC, as well as the growth 
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of social media and the Internet, CNN has seen its influence and audience size wane, 
but it remains a major source for breaking news in the moment.

The channel was the brainchild of broadcasting pioneer Ted Turner, who saw 
the changing real ity of cable and how it could compete with the dominant tele vi-
sion broadcasters of the day. Turner had developed a small station in Georgia by 
aggressively purchasing shows that  were no longer run by the larger stations and 
built what would become WTBS. In 1976 Turner got the OK from the Federal Com-
munications Commission to use a satellite to broadcast programming to local ca-
ble operators around the country. This was the infrastructure he needed to create 
one of the first cable- only channels, the TBS SuperStation. Turned would  later say 
even before he had started building his SuperStation, the idea for CNN had been 
developed in his mind. He told one chronicler of the channel’s birth, “I pride my-
self on being able to look into the  future and say, What is the  future  going to look 
like? What can we do to be at the right spot at the right time? . . .  It was clear that 
 after the SuperStation the next impor tant ser vice to the cable industry would be a 
twenty- four hour news channel” (Whittemore 1990). But Turner also recognized 
that only 17  percent of American homes had cable and the network would need 
far more subscribers to support the cost of a 24- hour news operation.

By 1980, cable subscriber numbers had grown and Turner was ready. On June 1 
the network went on the air with a broadcast statement from Turner. Turner pointed 
to the three flags that hung in front of the podium where he introduced the net-
work, the flag of Georgia where the new com pany was based, the flag of the United 
States, and the flag of the United Nations. He pointed out the UN flag  because, 
“we hope that the Cable News Network, with its international coverage and  great 
in- depth coverage,  will bring, both in the country and in the world, a better under-
standing of how  people from dif fer ent nations live and work together . . .  so we can 
perhaps, hopefully, bring together in brotherhood and kindness and friendship 
and in peace the  people of this nation and this world.” The channel soon began 
broadcasting breaking news and as notable events occurred, the awareness and 
viewership of the channel increased. The network made a name for itself by re-
porting on breaking news dramas like the 1986 explosion of the Space Shut tle 
Challenger and the 1987 rescue of baby Jessica McClure who had become trapped 
in a well in Texas. But it was the coverage of the first Gulf War, which saw the United 
States expel Iraq from Kuwait, that turned the network into more of a force within 
journalism. During the brief 1991 military campaign, CNN established itself as the 
destination for coverage of breaking news while it was happening.

The channel, even at its debut, had a special interest in po liti cal coverage and 
applied much of what it learned in covering breaking news to its coverage of poli-
tics. First it created a regular series of programs that emulated many of the existing 
Sunday morning broadcast shows. The first year, it launched Evans and Novak, a 
po liti cal talk show anchored by journalists Rowland Evans and Bob Novak. Two 
years  later it added a program called Crossfire to the mix to offer up po liti cal de-
bate. By 1993, the network added Inside Politics, hiring Judy Woodruff away from 
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PBS to anchor the serious program that mixed pundits with reported pieces from 
Capitol Hill and around the country. The mix of regular po liti cal reporting and its 
ability capture live news events created CNN into a potent new force within poli-
cymaking and po liti cal circles. Even before the Internet and social media  were a 
force in news, former secretary of state and Republican campaign operative James 
Baker said in 1996, “CNN has destroyed the concept of a ‘news cycle.’ . . .  Now 
officials must respond almost instantly to developments.  Because miniaturized cam-
eras and satellite dishes can go virtually anywhere, policy makers no longer have 
the luxury of ignoring faraway crises” (Strobel 1996). Driven by increasingly cheap 
and portable broadcast technology, CNN did help shrink the world even as it also 
shrank the amount of time policy makers had to make decisions affecting the 
country.

The zenith of CNN’s influence may have been in 1996. That year saw two other 
competitors enter the 24- hour news realm. NBC partnered with Microsoft to 
launch MSNBC, a channel that aimed to merge the power of CNN with the 
emerging importance of the Internet, and Rupert Murdoch launched Fox News, 
promising a more conservative option for  those who felt CNN was too liberal. 
Even with the new competition, CNN continued to play a significant role in the 
coverage of campaigns and breaking news, but by the September 11 attacks in 
2001, Fox News had become a major competitor. And in addition to the competi-
tion, the network faced increasing scrutiny for its programming decisions. In 
2004, comedian Jon Stewart famously took the Crossfire program to task for in a 
confrontational meeting on the CNN program where he accused the hosts of be-
ing “po liti cal hacks” who played into the strategy of campaigns. Stewart went on 
to plead with the hosts to “stop hurting Amer i ca.” As time went on, the network 
has strug gled to come up with its niche in the increasingly crowded field that sees 
web- only news operations challenging CNN for viewers and startups like Vice 
News being picked up by HBO.

CNN is, as a com pany, more diversified than its Fox and NBC competition. CNN 
offers a far more influential international edition, and the com pany produces na-
tional programming for Turkey, India, the Philippines, and Chile. The network also 
has deals to air content at almost  every airport in the country. But as a po liti cal force, 
the “CNN Effect” that scientists studied is now seen more as a result of live infor-
mation and commentary rather than the power of a single channel. CNN, in many 
ways, is a victim of its early success. At the end of 2014, the network hailed the 
fact that it had beat MSNBC in daytime viewers. Missing from that press release 
was the fact that it also marked the thirteenth year Fox won the ratings war and 
that MSNBC drubbed CNN in primetime ratings.

Despite its ratings difficulties, the network continues to offer up po liti cal fare, 
often stretching its technology to come up with new and creative ways to cover 
po liti cal stories. In 2008, the network launched a highly sophisticated map that 
allowed correspondent John King to select results from individual counties or to 
pull up polling data from key states. The map became a hallmark of the network’s 
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po liti cal coverage and highlighted the growing importance of data in reporting. But 
for  every map that moved the technology of tele vi sion reporting on politics for-
ward, the network would also try stunts that did  little to help viewers understand 
the pro cess. In fact, the same year that CNN unveiled the “magic map,” it also con-
ducted a bizarre interview between host Anderson Cooper and singer  Will.i.am 
about the election of Barack Obama— using 35 high definition cameras to proj ect 
a hologram of the singer onto the CNN set. Still, with millions of international view-
ers and a cadre of reporters covering the campaign, CNN remains a force, if not 
quite so potent as it once was.

See also: Cable News Networks; Fox News; MSNBC; 24- Hour News Cycle
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COMEDY, SATIRE, AND POLITICS
Po liti cal comedy is old. How old is it? Well, in all seriousness, it is as old as democ-
racy itself. Satire, parody, and comically charged commentary has served as a weapon 
in the electoral wars since ancient Greece. In the context of modern American poli-
tics, comedy continues to serve as comment on the day’s news and, increasingly, 
has become an impor tant source for genuine information. Modern American poli-
tics has an uneasy relationship with the comedians who make their living mocking 
and satirizing  those in power. Programs like The Daily Show and Last Week To night 
have joined the more veteran late- night talk shows and Saturday Night Live in the 
nightly examination of the more ridicu lous ele ments of modern politics and the 
flawed media that attempts to report on it.  These video compatriots are joined 
by countless websites that construct often cruel, crude, and hilarious memes and 
satirical articles in the likes of The Onion.

Greek playwright Aristophanes lampooned not just policies and war but also 
specific Athenians in his plays. Dante put some of his con temporary po liti cal lead-
ers in his hell. William Shakespeare carefully commented on royal  houses in his 
historical plays, and William Hogarth in the eigh teenth  century used his drawings 
to blast En glish leaders and society of the day. This long history of art and comedy 
as tools of critique and commentary was baked in to the United States. Although it 
existed in the colonial era, and  those arguing for a United States famously used a 
po liti cal cartoon of a severed snake to push for more unity, the idea of humor for po-
liti cal impact  really caught fire in the nineteenth  century. Newspapers increasingly 
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sought to appeal to a wide variety of readers in order to make money, so po liti cal 
cartoons and humor grew in prominence. Thomas Nast, a po liti cal cartoonist with-
out parallel, took to the pages of major newspapers to comment on po liti cal cor-
ruption and the elites— his cartoons are what gave us the Republican elephant, but 
it was not meant as a compliment.

In print and early broadcast, voices like  Will Rogers would  gently, but firmly, 
poke fun at  those in power. Even into the twentieth  century the business of po liti-
cal humor remained a restrained art. Art Buchwald, whose columns served up clear 
yet subtle po liti cal humor, was viewed in as many as 500 papers over the years. He 
often threw punches, but he did so wearing thickly padded gloves, rarely appear-
ing too angry or partisan. By the 1960s, though, “Mr. Buchwald’s satire grew more 
biting in Washington. When President Lyndon B. Johnson sent troops to the Do-
minican Republic in 1965 with the stated purpose of protecting Americans  there 
during a rebellion, Mr. Buchwald wrote a column about the last remaining one, a 
tourist named Sidney, who was being detained by the Dominican authorities so that 
the American soldiers would not pull out” (Severo 2007). On tele vi sion, late- night 
hosts like Johnny Carson would offer one- liners on President Nixon and  others news 
of the day. But both Buchwald and Carson, to some degree, still aimed generally 
not to offend.

Historian Gerald Gardner, who documented the role of comedy and politics in 
this era, noted that  there was often an economic reason that early po liti cal comedy 
tended to be less sharp- edged, telling NPR, “Po liti cal humor was kind of a benign 
art form at that time, perhaps  because Buchwald knew he would lose newspapers, 
and Carson knew he would lose affiliates” (Keyes 2008). In the 1970s, though, a 
new breed of po liti cal comedy was on the rise, fueled more by an abrasiveness and 
anger over a po liti cal system seen as corrupt. Frustration over policies like the war 
in Vietnam and the po liti cal scandal of Watergate gave rise to new humor that had 
sting.  These comic tendencies gave rise to NBC’s Saturday Night Live. The program, 
in only its fourth episode, had Chevy Chase portray President Gerald Ford as a bum-
bling, stumbling fool. Unlike the more benign comedy of presidential imperson-
ators like Rich  Little who frequented Carson’s To night Show, Saturday Night Live did 
not worry about the impersonation; their point was more raw and angry. And it 
was wildly popu lar.

Throughouth the 1980s and ’90s the business of tele vi sion and comedy was in-
creasingly drawing audiences by being more provocative. Late- night comics like 
David Letterman and Jay Leno made increasingly caustic jokes about po liti cal events. 
A new strand of comic, represented by Bill Maher, was increasingly focusing all of 
their comedic work on current events. When Maher’s program Po liti cally Incorrect 
left cable’s Comedy Central for ABC in 1997, Comedy Central deci ded to launch a 
parody news program called The Daily Show. The new program was hosted by popu-
lar ESPN anchor Craig Kilborn and featured news reporters offering taped reports, 
much like the traditional nightly news. Co- creator Lizz Winstead would  later re-
call the early discussions about how much focus the program should have on 
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politics, saying, “When we first launched, we would always have constant philo-
sophical debates about how po liti cal the show should be. The network wanted it 
to be a  little more of a hybrid of entertainment and politics, and I always thought 
politics was the way to go,  because if  you’re  going to satirize, it’s nice to have big, 
power ful  people to satirize. Sometimes I think when  people veer into satirizing 
entertainment figures and stuff like that, it just gets kind of mean and cruel” (Rob-
erts 2008). By 1999, the program had a new host, Jon Stewart, and a clear po liti cal 
direction. Stewart and his program would spark a series of spin- offs, including the 
Colbert Report that sought to satirize Fox News’s O’Reilly  Factor and  later John Oli-
ver’s HBO program Last Week To night.  These programs made daily commentary 
about politics and media coverage of politics their primary focus.

Although Saturday Night Live  really created modern biting po liti cal comedy, the 
program also has included politicians that are willing to play along. Sarah Palin, 
who was mercilessly portrayed by Tina Fey, came on and in so  doing offered a pres-
ence that si mul ta neously said “I get the joke” and “I am not  really like that.” And 
she was not the first. Just two days before the 2000 election, NBC put on a special 
edition of Saturday Night Live dubbed “Presidential Bash 2000.” The program re-
counted 25 years of po liti cal comedy on the program, dating back to Chase and 
Aykroyd, up through their playful portrayals of Demo crat Al Gore as a boring 
technocrat/robot and George W. Bush as a squinting word- murderer. Both Gore 
and Bush taped segments for the program. Their rationales for the appearances are 
unclear, but one scholar who has studied the intersection of politics and comedy 
offered one assessment, writing, “Perhaps they thought helpful to show the candi-
dates’ humaneness or sense of humor. Or perhaps it was simply a more to get  free 
prime- time airtime two days before the election. Or perhaps they realized that by 
embracing the comedic routines of SNL, they  were in essence neutralizing the rou-
tines from their potential negative effect. What ever the reasons, SNL’s po liti cal hu-
mor did not seem dangerous enough for  either candidate to refuse to poke fun so 
close to an election” ( Jones 2009). Other programs would take their po liti cal satire 
further than SNL, pushing the envelope of acceptable comedy. Key & Peele would 
introduce a character named Luther to serve as mild- mannered Barack Obama’s 
“anger translator,” poking some fun at Obama but also conveying Obama as a fiery 
and passionate leader who only sounds mild- mannered.  Others  were much more 
biting, like Lil’ Bush, a cartoon that cast President George W. Bush as a destructive 
and dim- witted elementary school child. The program targeted all members of the 
president’s national security team and cast them as not just silly, but dangerous and 
misguided. The entire program was a brutal satire about the strug gles of the Bush 
administration during its final two years.

For politicians the question remains how to  handle satire and when to be funny. 
Many candidates view programs like SNL and the late- night comedy programs as a 
necessary part of their campaign strategy. Some candidates have actually officially 
announced their campaigns while sitting in the chair of The Daily Show or the To night 
Show and many have appeared on the programs during their race for the nomination 
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or the White House. But how and when to be a part of the joke remains a dicey 
proposition. Jimmy Car ter famously snapped at his staff, when they tried to insert 
a joke, “If the American  people wanted Bob Hope for their president, they should 
have elected him.” But most modern candidates try to use humor to defuse certain 
issues or appeal to voters, and they use many of the late night talk shows as a way 
to humanize themselves. Demo cratic adviser Jon Mack, who wrote for Jay Leno’s 
To night Show for more than two de cades, explained the appeal for candidates to 
go on  those shows, telling NBC, “If a candidate goes on and says, ‘Let me tell you 
about my three- point plan, Mr. Fallon,’ that’s a disaster. They want to hear personal 
stories about who  these  people are . . .  I believe the late- night camera lenses give 
 people a better sense of who  these candidates are than even Sunday show camera 
lenses can” (Rafferty 2015). So, in critical ways,  these programs offer candidates a 
platform to connect with voters outside of the policy debates and confrontational 
questions that they face on traditional news programs.

One of the outstanding issues about the role of satire and comedy in politics is 
to what extent viewers who might other wise not follow politics are engaged through 
 these programs to learn more about the politicians and central issues facing the 
country. Some observers have pointed to programs like The Daily Show and Satur-
day Night Live as serving as an entry way to politics for young  people and  those not 
willing or interested in sitting through a 30- minute hard news report. By watching 
 these entertainment programs, the argument goes, they receive a baseline level of 
information and may be driven to get online and seek more coverage of the issue 
to better get the jokes. This would explain  these programs’ ability to get leading 
po liti cal figures to appear on their shows and sit down for interviews often more 
quickly then the campaigns  will send  those same candidates to regular news pro-
grams.  Going even further, the relatively new HBO program Last Week To night hosted 
by The Daily Show alum John Oliver has moved from informing public opinion to 
explic itly calling for action. His 13- minute, obscenity- laden rant about net neutral-
ity ended with a call for the trolls of the Internet (and assumedly the less vile view-
ers at home and online) to take to the Federal Communications Commission website 
to comment on the proposed end of a federal policy of offering equal access to the 
Internet for all content and content providers. The FCC site crashed  under the pres-
sure of the commenters the next day, and over the ensuing weeks millions of com-
ments flooded the agency. Lobbyists who had been working to protect the net 
neutrality rules  later said that Oliver’s program had done more to mobilize the pub-
lic than any other action they had taken and helped push the FCC to dump the 
idea.

Despite, or perhaps  because of, this demonstration of po liti cal power, some see 
the idea of viewers receiving their po liti cal information from comedy programs as 
dangerous.  These experts view the goal of Comedy Central and other programs as 
entertainment and humor, and therefore  people investing the same kind of issue- 
focused attention to Jon Stewart that they do to CBS’s Scott Pelley threatens to skew 
their perspective of the real issues and perhaps increase their cynicism about the 
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po liti cal pro cess. The answer is unclear and according to much of the research in 
this area very much dependent on the viewer. One study of The Daily Show viewers 
explored how the program is able to engage its audience and  whether that audi-
ence views it as news or comedy. The results  were essentially “it depends.” If the 
viewer believes comedy programs are trivial and entertainment, they gathered very 
 little po liti cal information from them. But if they did see the comedy as rooted 
in news, they could ascertain impor tant understanding from the programs. This 
prompted the researcher, Laura Feldman, to argue, “Maximize learning from 
entertainment- oriented po liti cal information sources, that is, by changing  people’s 
perceptions of the task or activating an informational goal. For example, if—as the 
pres ent results suggest— audiences’ preconceptions regarding the amount of  mental 
effort required by news versus entertainment lead them to engage in differential 
information- processing strategies, educators or journalists could do more to em-
phasize the informational value of po liti cal comedy” (Feldman 2013).

Some traditional journalists have raised concerns about the impact of satire on 
the po liti cal system, worrying that the effect of the “age of irony” is a public more 
cynical, more isolated, and more critical of  those who do not align with their po-
liti cal views. For  these observers, the mix of The Daily Show’s criticizing of Repub-
licans and talk radio hosts like Rush Limbaugh’s caustic commentary about liberals 
only fuels the partisan polarization in the American public. In the days  after Sep-
tember 11, 2001, some went so far as to partially blame this form of commentary 
for blinding Americans to the threats they faced. Essayist Roger Rosenblatt took to 
Time magazine to argue that “the ironists, seeing through every thing, made it dif-
ficult for anyone to see anything. The consequence of thinking that nothing is real— 
apart from prancing around in an air of vain stupidity—is that one  will not know 
the difference between a joke and a menace” (Rosenblatt 2001). And in the imme-
diate aftermath of the terrorist attacks, satire did go quiet and only slowly returned, 
with The Onion publishing its famous article with the headline, “Hijackers Surprised 
To Find Selves In Hell” on September 26.

But even  those early steps included some careful pokes at  those in charge. The 
same edition of the paper had a lead story that declared, “U.S. Vows to Defeat Who-
ever It Is  We’re at War With.” SNL returned on the 29th in almost a defiant mood, 
declaring it would not be bowed by the attacks. Soon the comedy programs would 
regain their footing and reestablish their role as commentator on the news and the 
newsmakers. During this time, the influence of the programs and their hosts only 
grew. By 2009 one survey found some 33  percent of  those  under 40 reported they 
saw Stewart and Colbert replacing the role traditionally held by the nightly news. 
A 2012 survey found younger millenials not only get much of their po liti cal infor-
mation from comedy programs, they also trusted Stewart more than most journal-
ists (Gottfried, Matsa, and Barthel 2015). While some worried what that might mean 
for politics, many saw  these shows as impor tant tools to engage apo liti cal  people on 
impor tant issues. Penn State professor Sophia McClennen summed it up, “For the 
first time in U.S. history a range of satirical news sources are providing the 
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public with valuable information from which to make educated decisions. Our 
knowledge as voters may be coming from HBO and Comedy Central instead of Fox 
News, MSNBC, and CNN, but the satire news is helping us stay informed and stay 
productively critical. Contrary to some criticism, satire’s goal is not voter apathy; 
its goal is to encourage voters to turn their disgust into action and their frustra-
tions into votes” (McClennen 2014).

See also: Oliver, John; Po liti cal Cartoons; Po liti cal Polarization and the Media; Stew-
art, Jon
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COMMISSION ON PRESIDENTIAL DEBATES
The Commission on Presidential Debates exists for one reason: to or ga nize, plan, 
and execute the general election debates between the presidential and vice presi-
dential candidates. That said, the way the commission works, how it decides the 
format and who  will moderate, and the way it selects the candidates who  will take to 
the platform have provoked countless debates and online campaigns. Despite this 
pressure, it has emerged as the undisputed authority on all  these questions, even 
as opponents argue the group works to perpetuate the two-party system.
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The commission came about as both a pro cess of reform and a moment of po-
liti cal crisis. The reform came from the evolving nature that the debates  were play-
ing in the po liti cal pro cess. The first official presidential debates occurred between 
Vice President Richard Nixon and then- senator John F. Kennedy. The two campaigns 
negotiated the four debates with tele vi sion broadcasters. The result was a set of 
highly watched and much debated affairs, where Kennedy appeared calm and col-
lected and helped establish himself as a equal statesman to the far more experi-
enced Nixon.

Nixon’s defeat in November of 1960 signaled the risks to incumbents of such an 
event, and debates seemed destined to be a one- time only affair. None  were held 
again for the next several election cycles. But by 1976 President Gerald Ford, need-
ing to do something to boost his low popularity, agreed to bring them back. They 
would occur again in 1980, although President Jimmy Car ter refused to partici-
pate in one that featured In de pen dent John Anderson. By 1984, two prestigious 
institutions deci ded to investigate the debates and to consider what should change 
if they  were to remain a part of the pro cess. The Georgetown University Center for 
Strategic and International Studies and the Harvard University Institute of Politics 
both conducted in de pen dent studies of the debates and as the commission itself 
reported, “Both studies found that debates between or among the leading candi-
dates should become a regular part of the way Americans elect their presidents. A 
primary concern cited in the studies was that the leading candidates had often de-
clined to debate or resisted debates  until the last minute” (CPD). With the 1988 
campaign approaching, the heads of the Demo cratic and Republican National Com-
mittees agreed that one of the prob lems was a lack of central or ga ni za tion, so they 
jointly endorsed the creation of an in de pen dent entity to run the debates. And so 
in February 1987, the commission was incorporated as a nonprofit based in 
Washington, D.C.

Even though the commission was created to “or ga nize, manage, produce, pub-
licize and support debates for the candidates for President of the United States,” 
they  were not the entity the candidates in 1988 chose to run the clashes. The cam-
paigns of George H.W. Bush and Michael Dukakis went to the or ga ni za tion that 
had inherited the debates from the broadcasters in 1960 and run the ensuing meet-
ings, the League of  Women Voters. The league had or ga nized the 1976, 1980, and 
1984 contests and so they  were the default organizers of 1988, even with the CPD 
waiting in the wings. That year, debate negotiations between Vice President Bush’s 
team and Governor Dukakis’s group went badly. The format of the debate was se-
verely stunted as the Republicans pushed to limit the interaction between the can-
didates, and the  battle over the moderators led to the league proposing and the 
candidates rejecting dozens of options. Following the first debate, the Bush and 
Dukakis campaigns met and or ga nized a 16- page list of demands about how the 
debates should run, presenting it to the League of  Women Voters less than two weeks 
before the second debate. The league’s response was unequivocal. The group’s presi-
dent Nancy Neuman released a statement that declared, “The League of  Women 
Voters is withdrawing its sponsorship of the presidential debate scheduled for 
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mid- October  because the demands of the two campaign organ izations would per-
petrate a fraud on the American voter. It has become clear to us that the candi-
dates’ organ izations aim to add debates to their list of campaign- trail charades 
devoid of substance, spontaneity and honest answers to tough questions.” Into 
the void stepped the still- new Commission on Presidential Debates.

The league was an entity that also performed many other activities around voter 
education and engagement. The commission existed solely to run the debates, and 
its  running of the debates would alter their structure and evolution from almost 
the moment they took over. Their impact can be seen in many ele ments of the de-
bates themselves. No  matter what university hosts the contests, since 1992 the set 
appears almost exactly the same from debate to debate, the bald ea gle logo lording 
over center stage, the podiums the same from year to year. The commission also 
selected host locations, developed the format of the debates, and chose the dates 
for the meetings long before  there was a nominee from  either party. Executive Di-
rector Janet Brown, who has been with the commission since it was formed, said 
the commission’s role in the debate is often misunderstood. She argues, “ There is a 
misconception that the campaigns dictate significant aspects of the arrangements. I 
 don’t know how many more times we can explain how it works. All the impor tant 
components are put in place way ahead of time” (Banville 2013).

More than just uniformity of set, the CPD also wanted to improve the flow of 
information from the debates, livening the format and relaxing the rigidity. The 
commission implemented a town hall format in 1992. It soon reduced the number 
of questioners and moved to a single moderator to allow more time for questions, 
as well as including more time for candidates to respond and interact. In 2008 and 
again in 2012, the moderator’s role in playing timekeeper was reduced, as candi-
dates  were given more time to engage one another.

With this authority to structure the debates, choose their location, and set the 
criteria for ac cep tance into the debates comes a fair amount of criticism. One of 
the most controversial aspects of the commission’s work is in how they select can-
didates. The commission has developed a series of requirements for candidates to 
meet. Beyond simply being qualified and appearing on enough states to have a 
mathematical ability to win the presidency, they must be polling at at least 15  percent 
of the national electorate as determined by the average of five selected national pub-
lic opinion polling organ izations. This has meant that only once—in 1992— has a 
third party candidate appeared in a CPD debate. In fact, when the commission 
ruled in 1996 that Ross Perot— who had participated in 1992 and had run again 
as a Reform Party candidate in 1996— did not qualify to appear, at least one or ga-
ni za tion was formed to object. The Open Debates group, run by George Farah, 
wanted more outside candidates to be heard. He argued that the decision raised a 
lot of questions, saying, “In 1996 Ross Perot was  running for president. Three- 
quarters of the American  people wanted to see him and I thought it would be fas-
cinating to see him debating again. And when he was shut out, I was astonished 
and I thought, who is  doing this? What entity is making this happen?” (Desjardins 
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2012). Open Debates points out that the commission, which was headed for more 
than a de cade by the very heads of the RNC and DNC that endorsed the commis-
sion’s creation in 1987, is governed by former party officials who have an interest 
in maintaining the two- party system. The commission is still led by the Republi-
can official who approved the commission, Frank Farenkopf, and former Clinton 
spokesman Mike McCurry took over the Demo cratic spot following the retirement 
of the Paul Kirk.

The commission’s other controversial job is in selecting the moderator. Brown 
says the commission has specific criteria it looks for: someone who has been inti-
mately following the campaign and the issues; has extensive experience with live 
news broadcasting; and who  will act as a facilitator with, not competitor to, the 
candidates (Banville 2013). Still, some have criticized the commission and the mod-
erators for not being aggressive enough in their pressing of the candidates, allow-
ing the debates to be more like coordinated press conferences and less like an 
exchange of ideas or an opportunity to press candidates on specific policies. The 
commission has also faced criticism for lack of diversity, relying often on veteran 
white men to chair the meetings.

Despite its many criticisms and pressures, the Commission on Presidential De-
bates still sits as the de facto organizers of some of the most viewed moments of 
the presidential campaign. Their decisions and the events they or ga nize have sig-
nificant influence over the final weeks of the campaign.

See also: Lehrer, Jim; Presidential Debates
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CONGRESSIONAL AND SENATE 
CAMPAIGN COMMITTEES
Congressional and Senate campaign committees are po liti cal organ izations that raise 
money to aid in the election of one party’s candidates. Each chamber of Congress 
and each major party maintain a committee, so  there are currently the Demo cratic 
Congressional Campaign Committee (or D- triple C or just D- trip) and National Re-
publican Congressional Committee in the U.S. House, and a National Republican 
Senatorial Committee and Demo cratic National Senatorial Committee. All four op-
erate as traditional po liti cal action committees according to the IRS and are required 
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to report donations they receive and how they spend their money to the Federal 
Elections Commission. The groups raise much of their money from grassroots party 
members, often by focusing on the idea that donations  will help that party re- take 
or protect control of  either the House or Senate. In addition to being an official 
source of financial and po liti cal support for the individual candidate  running, all 
four organ izations also serve a critical role in raising the profile of senators and rep-
resentatives who run  these committees.

Despite the obvious priorities of serving the larger party interests,  these organ-
izations  were, in fact, founded as a way to stand up to the national party commit-
tees. The first committees or ga nized in the House in 1866 as the divisions between 
President Andrew Johnson and the radical Republicans deepened. The committee 
aimed to protect  those Republicans wishing to stand up to the Republican Party 
leaders who wanted them to work with the president. For the first 50 years,  these 
“committees” barely existed as entities unto themselves. They  were “hardly more 
than mutual aid socie ties for incumbent congressman who shared ideas, campaign 
strategies, and some money  every two years” (Cotter and Hennessy 2009). They 
also only existed only in the House, since it was not  until 1916 that passage of the 
Seventeenth Amendment created the popu lar election of U.S. senators. Afterward, 
a pair of campaign committees quickly developed and so through World War II, 
the four committees operated as fairly informal groups that worked to help candi-
dates win re- election.

As campaign fundraising limits and reforms began to flow from Congress,  these 
committees took on an increasingly impor tant function, raising more money and 
choosing to invest in campaigns where incumbents might be in trou ble or the party 
had hopes of picking up a seat. The rise of  these committees into something more 
po liti cally significant came at a time when, according to experts, power was slip-
ping away from the local parties. “Resources  were gathered increasingly at the cen-
ter, and decisions eventually followed. State and local parties had become, to a 
large degree, subordinate to each party’s national committees, just as many states 
increasingly played second fiddle to the federal government” (Parker 2014). Re-
cently an array of Supreme Court decisions has created other ave nues for money 
into politics, allowing donors to pour unlimited and often anonymous money into 
in de pen dent groups. In this new era, the committees have become less impor tant 
in funneling national money to federal candidates and more a platform for grass-
roots fundraising and centralized research opportunities.

The national congressional committees now focus fundraising  toward individ-
ual party members, maintaining extensive lists of individuals who have registered 
as party members or donated to individual candidates. The lists have become ef-
fective tools for candidates seeking to raise money from grassroots quickly. Demo-
crats, in par tic u lar, have aggressively pursued  these smaller donors, often barraging 
them with solicitations. Ahead of a 2014 quarterly deadline, DCCC emails carried 
menacing subject lines like, “Absolute meltdown”; “Kiss any hope goodbye”; and 
“ We’re done. Go home. Give up.” DCCC officials said  these emails merely reflected 
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frustration from average Demo crats, but experts had a dif fer ent explanation. The 
more desperate they got the more they worked. As Robert Epstein, former editor 
in chief of Psy chol ogy  Today, told the Washington Post, research has shown “ people 
are far more likely to take action to avoid negative events than to produce positive 
ones . . .  Loss is simply more impactful than gain.  People know this intuitively, and 
so do the campaign man ag ers and  others whose job it is to manipulate the masses” 
(O’Keefe 2014). Doom and gloom is an effective fundraising technique. The four 
committees raised and spent some $864 million during the 2014 cycle, according 
to the Center for Responsive Politics, much of it on attack ads against opponents 
of their candidate, direct mailings, and opposition research. The committees are 
capped, like all PACs, as to how much money they can give to a candidate, but the 
groups have more flexibility to conduct opposition research and air ads criticizing 
their candidate’s opponent.

The national committees tend to stay neutral during primary campaigns. “But if 
one candidate is believed to be visibly stronger for the general election, early inter-
vention can help that candidate with the primary and begin an earlier focus on the 
general election. With party control of Congress closely divided, especially in the 
House, such intervention has become much more common” (Congressional Quar-
terly 2012).  These committees have also intensified their efforts at recruiting the 
strongest pos si ble candidates, especially in contests where an incumbent is perceived 
to be in trou ble or has retired.

All four committees are run by an executive director and staff of party profes-
sionals, but are chaired by a current member of the chamber. This job has become 
a highly sought  after position for  those members seeking to build a base of support 
among fellow party members. It is seen as a way of helping members build a co ali-
tion for a pos si ble run at a leadership position in the House or Senate. The chair-
manship carries with it the burden of organ izing and fronting a strategy for  either 
building a larger majority or recapturing the majority. This means committee chairs 
meet with prospective candidates as well as incumbents and can offer them sup-
port in the form of advertising spending, logistical support, and even direct contri-
butions. This puts them in the position of building relationships and good  will with 
members from across the country and often leads to more impor tant roles within 
the national party.

See also: Campaign Finance Reform; Leadership PACs; Po liti cal Action Commit-
tees (PACs); Super PACs
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CONSERVATIVE BLOGOSPHERE
With the birth of modern blogging, conservative columnists and writers took to 
the Internet to share their views, rally supporters, and discuss their party’s posi-
tions and leaders. Many of  these conservatives, especially  those who  were outside 
the mainstream of the Republican Party, found the ability to connect with one an-
other a power ful orga nizational tool. Conservative sites and blogs have served as 
rallying points for Libertarians and Tea Party activists.  Others presented platforms 
for commentators to build reputations for themselves that segued into cable news 
appearances, and  others still have used  these publishing tools to serve as watch-
dogs of the traditional media.

With power ful voices on talk radio and some conservative tele vi sion programs 
on Fox News, conservatives  were somewhat slower to warm to the power of blogs 
and digital publishing. Early voices like Michelle Malkin and Glenn Reynolds used 
the new medium to build national reputations. Malkin actually turned the success 
of her aggressive conservative commentary into a major business by launching the 
site Hot Air as a “conservative Internet broadcast network” in 2006. Three  lawyers 
from Dartmouth started the site Power Line as a blog about their views on politics. 
This site exploded into the national conversation  after it helped raise serious ques-
tions about the accuracy of a 2004 report by CBS’s 60 Minutes that accused Presi-
dent George W. Bush of receiving preferential treatment to avoid ser vice in Vietnam. 
Power Line helped or ga nize a response to the report, gathering information, ana-
lyzing the documents in the CBS report, and calling into question their accuracy. In 
the end, CBS retracted the story, admitting the documents they had based the re-
porting on  were faked, and veteran anchor Dan Rather was even forced to resign 
over the affair. The  whole series of events earned Power Line the first ever “Blog of 
the Year” award from Time magazine and helped bolster the power of blogging across 
the po liti cal spectrum.

By 2008 many of  these activists and bloggers with limited- government and 
libertarian leanings found themselves gravitating  toward the campaign of Texas 
congressman Ron Paul. Paul, who himself was not tech savvy, suddenly found his 
campaign bolstered by thousands of volunteers and donors willing to back the 
small- government message. This wave of blog- fueled support resulted in $6 mil-
lion flooding into the small campaign’s coffers on December 16, 2007— the anni-
versary of the Boston Tea Party. The event was largely or ga nized by outside activists 
driven by the message of less government. Unaffiliated groups sprung up online, 
organ izing every thing from meet- ups to rallies for Paul to a 200- foot blimp that 
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toured the east coast. Charles Froman, one of  those volunteers who rallied at a blimp 
event outside Washington, D.C., explained to the Online NewsHour how Paul was 
in many ways the figurehead of something far larger, saying, “This is a grassroots 
campaign based on the Internet and Ron Paul’s campaign has very  little to do with 
it except for the policies. It’s  people, through surfing on the Web,  they’re learning 
that ‘Hey, we  really need to learn a  little bit more about all  these issues’ ” (Bowman 
2008). Paul supporters and  others would go on to help spark the rise of the tea 
party groups in 2009 and 2010.

One central truth of the Internet is that blogs give voice particularly to groups 
on the outer edges of a party’s spectrum. Moderate voices that argue for compro-
mise appear far less active and far less read than  those who argue more hardline 
positions. One survey of readers and writers of po liti cal blogs found that “partisans— 
conservatives as well as liberals— are more likely to read po liti cal blogs than their 
moderate counter parts are” (Eveland and Dylko 2012). This fact emphasizes the 
idea that blogs offer a po liti cal voice that the parties they generally vote for have 
often ignored or marginalized. This division between the views of leaders and  those 
of the rank- and- file has become more pronounced on the Republican side of the 
blogosphere, as fundamental disagreements have erupted between  those po liti cal 
figures who want to work within the system and  those voices who see such work 
as compromising impor tant po liti cal princi ples. The tea party patriots, cultural con-
servatives, and evangelical voters have found themselves at times battling Republi-
can leaders in Congress and elsewhere over the policies of the party. Many of  those 
voices find airing and support on the conservative blogs.

In recent years the worlds of blog and talk radio have moved closer together. In 
par tic u lar, Salem Media Group has become a sort of blending of the two. The com-
pany began in Christian radio broadcasting and has expanded to become one of 
the largest businesses in the conservative talk industry. It owns 106 stations across 
the country and has aggressively added digital sites, including Michelle Malkin’s 
Hot Air. Nearly one- third of its profits now come from blogs and book publishing 
that serves po liti cally conservative groups. Edward Atsinger, Salem’s chief execu-
tive officer, said that “Salem’s mission has always been to serve our two core 
audiences— Christian and conservative— with engaging and meaningful content. 
That mission brought us into radio, and it has guided our growth ever since. As 
more and more of our audience seeks new ways to get information and inspira-
tion, we have added new media platforms to our traditional radio offerings.” The 
com pany now owns some of the most popu lar conservative blogs in the country, 
including Crosswalk . com, TownHall . com, HotAir . com, RedState . com, and  Human 
Events . com.

 Whether merging with talk radio or offering a voice to ele ments of the Republi-
can Party once felt shunned, the conservative blogosphere has offered po liti cal ac-
tivists an interconnected network to work with to build audience, attention, and 
potential support. It has emerged as an impor tant tool for groups seeking to pres-
sure the Republican mainstream as well as a platform for provocative columnists 
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looking to develop a reputation and readership. The sites are as diverse as the con-
servative movement, so in a way the idea of arguing about a single conservative 
“blogosphere” may be misguided. However, what  these publishing platforms have 
in common is that they give  those  people who feel disenfranchised by the Repub-
lican Party, or seek to influence the conservative movement, a way to have their 
voices be heard in a party still heavi ly driven by se nior party leaders and celebrity 
radio talk show hosts.

See also: Breitbart, Andrew; Liberal Blogosphere; RedState; Talk Radio; Townhall 
. com
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CONSERVATIVE THINK TANKS
Conservative politicians who have sought to rein in the federal government or pro-
pose effective public policy have historically been intellectually outgunned by an 
academic world that leans decidedly to the left, supplying philosophical and tacti-
cal advice to  those on the other side of the aisle. Conservative think tanks emerged 
in the post–World War II era and again in the late 1970s as tools to compete with 
the academic world. Groups like the American Enterprise Institute and  later the 
Heritage Foundation offered conservatives expertise on every thing from the fed-
eral bud get to foreign policy.  These groups also helped train  future se nior- level 
government officials in Republican administrations and offered  those ousted by 
Demo cratic presidents a way to stay in the debate and Washington. In recent years, 
several of  these institutions have become more activist in their approach, with Her-
itage in par tic u lar becoming an out spoken critic of and active campaigner against 
Republicans who work with Demo crats.

The first wave of conservative think tanks grew up in response to the rapid growth 
and expansion of the federal government during the  Great Depression. The Ameri-
can Enterprise Institute, for example, was founded by an array of businessmen con-
cerned that President Franklin Roo se velt’s policies of controlling the cost of certain 
manufactured goods and war needs would continue into peacetime.  These early 
think tanks  adopted a model similar to the nonpartisan research organ izations like 
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the RAND Corporation, but added a philosophical ele ment to their research. With 
the government growing increasingly complex,  these early think tanks served as 
an impor tant repository of expertise. Partisan- leaning groups like AEI and the 
Hoover Institution helped draft critical, Republican- backed tax and bud get plans. 
Although they benefited from donations from wealthy donors and foundations with 
an explicit interest in policy, the think tanks stressed that their research was not 
simply partisan fodder, but was thoroughly balanced and grounded in fact. Often 
researchers from AEI would cross the think tank aisle and work with  people from 
liberal groups like the Brookings Institution to produce reports on congressional 
reforms and other  matters. Their influence on policy could also be more indirect, 
contributing to the po liti cal dialogue as experts during congressional testimony or 
sources for journalists covering a specific topic.

As public support for the New Deal politics waned and a growing number of 
Americans grew more conservative in the 1960s and 1970s, a new wave of more 
overtly partisan think tanks came to Washington. Most notably on the conserva-
tive side was the Heritage Foundation and the Manhattan Institute for Policy Re-
search.  These new organ izations wanted to more directly affect the policy debate 
and wanted to be far more active in the politics of the day. Heritage, for example, 
was created by two veteran Capitol Hill staffers, Paul Weyrich and Ed Feulner. Feul-
ner would  later recall the moment he deci ded that a new, more actively conserva-
tive or ga ni za tion was needed. It was 1971 and Congress was voting on  whether to 
fund supersonic transport. AEI distributed a major briefing paper to members of 
Congress the day  after they voted on the  matter. Feulner remembered, “It defined 
the debate, but it was one day late. We immediately called up the president of [AEI] 
to praise him for his thorough piece of research— and ask why we  didn’t receive it 
 until  after the debate and the vote. His answer: they  didn’t want to influence the 
vote. That was when the idea for the Heritage Foundation was born” (Rich 2005).

Heritage and other think tanks like it wanted to pressure government to form 
certain kinds of policies. One of Heritage’s first major successes was an exhaustive 
3,000- page study of the federal government that outlined nearly 2,000 specific ac-
tions a conservative government should take. The proposal, entitled the “Mandate 
for Leadership,” was distributed to Ronald Reagan’s Cabinet the first time they met 
in 1981. By the end of the first year of the Reagan administration some 60  percent 
of the recommendations had been implemented. Unlike think tanks in the past, 
Heritage was a vocal advocate for their changes. In this new system, 60  percent 
adoption of their recommendations was not enough. By late 1981 the Heritage 
Foundation was publicly expressing disappointment in Reagan’s first year in office. 
In November, the foundation published an assessment of the administration’s work 
and in it “criticized the Administration for decisions concerning personnel that it 
asserted had hindered efforts to carry out many of  those recommendations. In al-
most  every Federal agency, it said, ‘delayed appointments, unqualified or misqual-
ified appointments, or the appointment of individuals who are not committed to 
the President’s goals and policies’ had delayed or thwarted policy changes” (Gailey 
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1981).  These new conservative think tanks deployed a public campaign to advo-
cate for changes they proposed, using tactics like direct mail appeals, advertising, 
and public relations efforts.

Other nonprofits with an explicit conservative bent began to flood Washington 
with their agendas, mixing advocacy with research and proposing widespread 
changes. Groups like the U.S. Chamber of Commerce moved increasingly  toward 
po liti cal activism, arguing for pro- business spending on issues like infrastructure 
while also arguing for lower corporate and individual tax rates. The key difference 
between traditional think tanks and  these more po liti cal organ izations was as a non-
profit, Heritage and the Chamber of Commerce could not expressly advocate for the 
election of one candidate over another. Other groups like the Club for Growth, a 
smaller- government advocacy group,  were or ga nized as po liti cal nonprofits, disclosing 
their donors, but also vetting candidates and supporting their campaigns. By 2014, 
Politico had declared the club “the pre- eminent institution promoting Republican 
adherence to a  free- market,  free- trade, anti- regulation agenda. It has endorsed only 
seven candidates so far, including three who are challenging Republican incum-
bents, and  will back each of them to the hilt. The Club’s choices— and its screening 
process— are in essence a road map for the electoral agenda of economic conser-
vatives” (Palmer and Burns 2014).

Groups like the club and the Koch- funded Americans for Prosperity threatened 
to undercut the historical influence of the conservative think tanks and so Heri-
tage, for one, deci ded to re orient itself into a more explicit po liti cal or ga ni za tion. 
The foundation hired controversial tea party- backed Jim DeMint, the former U.S. 
senator from South Carolina, to oversee a much more aggressive strategy that pit-
ted Heritage and its po liti cal wing Heritage Action against fellow Republicans who 
did not adhere to the policy positions of the think tank.  Under DeMint, the foun-
dation pushed Republicans to shut down the government and go to the ends of 
the legislative earth to defund health insurance reform enacted  under President 
Obama. More than that, DeMint publically called for Republicans who did not vote 
for defunding to be ousted in the party primaries. Heritage has become a more ac-
tivist player in the po liti cal debates, and some who  were  there at the beginning 
worry that could cause long- term harm to the conservative cause. Mickey Edwards, 
a former Republican congressman from Oklahoma, told the Atlantic that Heritage’s 
decision to back certain Republicans during the primaries “makes it look like just 
another hack Tea Party kind of group,” adding, “ They’re destroying the reputation 
and credibility of the Heritage Foundation. I think the re spect for their [policy] work 
has been greatly diminished as a result” (Ball 2013).

The strug gle within the Heritage Foundation over how active it should be in Re-
publican Party politics has created an in ter est ing debate within Republican ranks 
about what role conservative think tanks  ought to play. Many Republicans have 
turned back to the traditional Republican- leaning scholars at the American Enter-
prise Institute, seeking the expertise and policy recommendations over the parti-
san positions other active think tanks have proposed. But other, more explic itly 
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po liti cal groups like Heritage and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce continue to loom 
large over Republican politics. The question of the proper role remains to be deter-
mined, but with their reliance on foundations and wealthy donors to support their 
work, think tanks are likely to align themselves in ways that seem to wield the most 
influence and therefore result in more donors and more money to invest in  future 
work.

See also: American Enterprise Institute (AEI); Heritage Foundation; Liberal Think 
Tanks
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CORPORATE MEDIA OWNER SHIP
Do  those who own media companies exert too much control over the diversity and 
quality of journalism and entertainment individuals are able to access in their local 
communities? Countless academic treatises and politician statements have asked 
this question. This concern has prompted calls to break up media companies and 
regulations that banned companies from owning local newspapers and broadcast-
ing firms. Still, despite  these rules and public statements, some 90  percent of 
media— especially broadcast and film— are controlled by six major corporations in 
the United States. Even at the local level deregulation has led to a sweeping con-
solidation in own ership.

The core concern about media own ership is often portrayed as a fundamental 
question of protecting individuals’ rights: if corporate interests control too much 
of what voters read and see, this may compromise the integrity of the American 
system of government. In his book Media Concentration and Democracy: Why Own-
ership  Matters, noted communications  legal scholar C. Edwin Baker cast the  argument 
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in grave terms, writing, “In any large society, the mass media constitute prob ably 
the most crucial institutional structure of the public sphere. To be self- governing, 
 people require the capacity to form public opinion and then to have that public 
opinion influence and ultimately control public ‘ will formation’— that is, govern-
ment laws and policies” (Baker 2006). For Baker and other scholars concerned 
with the  free flow of information, who owns the media and how much they control 
that marketplace of ideas is a  matter as central to the proper functioning of govern-
ment as ensuring elections are  free and fair and that access to the ballot box is not 
limited.

And this is not just the concern of university academics; conservatives and lib-
erals on the outer edges of their parties often express frustration with the main-
stream media, pointing fin gers at the huge corporations  behind the nightly news 
and daily newspapers for using their control to stifle public discussion. Vermont 
senator and 2016 presidential candidate Bernie Sanders has said, “The consequences 
of media consolidation go to the heart of the demo cratic pro cess. In my view, it 
 will be very dangerous for our country and communities around Amer i ca when 
one com pany is able to own a local newspaper, tele vi sion station and radio station. 
Opposing points of view  won’t be heard and our democracy  will suffer.”

 These fundamental questions of information and democracy have influenced 
much of government policies connected to media own ership. Throughout the early 
era of printed media— from books to newspapers and magazines— there was  little 
concern about the idea of  owners exerting too much control by owning more pub-
lications. This remained true even into the early twentieth  century. William Ran-
dolph Hearst started the first chain newspaper, owning publications in New York, 
San Francisco, Chicago, and elsewhere, seeking to turn his newspaper empire into 
an influence engine that would make him money and potentially fuel a po liti-
cal  career. The government took no action against Hearst’s efforts, in part  because 
it was seen that  there was no limit to the number of publications that could be 
produced.

But broadcasting, that would be dif fer ent.
As radio broadcasting began in the 1920s, the federal government established 

that  these new entities would face more regulations. Broadcasting would utilize a 
public asset— the public airwaves—to reach customers with content and advertis-
ing. The public spectrum that could convey a broadcast signal was fairly narrow 
and so, unlike its print cousin, broadcasting had a finite number of outlets. Even 
in the earliest discussions of federal licenses for broadcasting,  there was this idea of 
ensuring that the public interest would be part of the decision- making pro cess. 
When the Federal Communications Commission was established in the 1930s, it 
was charged with issuing the broadcast licenses. Some of the largest broadcast en-
tities at the time— including NBC and CBS— argued the government should charge 
high fees for the licenses as a way to dissuade new competitors from entering the 
industry. The FCC rejected that bid, instead issuing licenses  free of charge so long 
as the broadcaster could demonstrate it was operating in the “public interest, con-
ve nience and necessity.” The FCC interpreted its congressional mandate to mean 
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that  people would not be served by having a com pany receiving more than one 
broadcast license per market. This same concern about consolidation of media con-
trol in the local market fueled the most significant federal rule on media own-
ership, which came in 1975. “The purpose of the rule is to prevent any single 
corporate entity from becoming too power ful a single voice within a community, 
and thus the rule seeks to maximize diversity  under the conditions dictated by the 
marketplace. The cross- owner ship ban does not prevent a newspaper from own-
ing a broadcast station in another market, and indeed many large newspapers— 
such as the New York Times and the Washington Post— own and operate broadcast 
stations outside their flagship cities” (Gomery 2002). Despite the regulation, me-
dia companies could own dif fer ent types of outlets, just not in the same city.

 These rules did not go unchallenged. Broadcasters challenged the FCC licens-
ing system, claiming it was an infringement on their constitutionally guaranteed 
right to a  free press. They lost. Some court challenges also focused directly on the 
question of government regulations of the business of journalism. Federal regula-
tions of broadcasters  were challenged  under the First Amendment, and the Associ-
ated Press was sued by the government for allowing clients of the AP to block access 
to their ser vices to other local news operations. In both of  these cases the Supreme 
Court ruled that the U.S. government could impose regulations over  these busi-
nesses. Interestingly in the AP case in 1945, the court not only ruled that the AP 
had  violated the Sherman Anti- trust Act but Justice Hugo Black used the First 
Amendment to bolster his ruling, writing:

That Amendment rests on the assumption that the widest pos si ble dissemination 
of information from diverse and antagonistic sources is essential to the welfare of the 
public, that a  free press is a condition of a  free society. Surely a command that the 
government itself  shall not impede the  free flow of ideas does not afford nongov-
ernmental combinations a refuge if they impose restraints upon that constitutionally 
guaranteed freedom. Freedom to publish means freedom for all, and not for some. 
Freedom to publish is guaranteed by the Constitution, but freedom to combine to 
keep  others from publishing is not. Freedom of the press from governmental inter-
ference  under the First Amendment does not sanction repression of that freedom by 
private interests. (Associated Press v. United States)

Despite this established  legal idea that the government could regulate media com-
panies and own ership at the local level, that did not mean it had to. As the govern-
ment began a wide- ranging move to deregulate industries in the 1980s and 1990s, 
broadcasters and media companies fought to get in on the action. The 1996 Tele-
communications Act triggered one of the most substantive revisions to the way media 
companies  were regulated. The new law required that the FCC conduct a review of 
its media own ership rules  every other year “and  shall determine  whether any of 
such rules are necessary in the public interest as the result of competition.” On top 
of that, the FCC was ordered to “repeal or modify any regulation it determines to be 
no longer in the public interest.”

This  legal and regulatory fight was playing out at the local level;  there  were no 
rules around corporations owning more than one network at the national level. By 
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one estimate 50 companies controlled 90  percent of the tele vi sion, radio, newspaper, 
and film companies in the United States in 1983. By 2013 that same 90  percent was 
controlled by six massive multinational corporations. Companies like Disney own 
ABC, Pixar, and ESPN. Comcast the cable com pany owns NBC, Universal Studios, 
and a handful of cable channels. News Corp. runs Fox News, the Wall Street Jour-
nal, and the Fox network.  These companies also are not shy about donating to 
po liti cal campaigns, even as their subsidiary news wings seek to cover the cam-
paigns, often backing incumbents and Demo crats. One report in Huffington Post 
noted in 2012, “In the case of News Corp., Time Warner, Comcast, and the Walt 
Disney Co., donations made to Obama  were roughly ten times the amount than 
donations made to Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney. For example, 
Comcast donated a total of $206,056 to Obama, compared to $20,500 to Mitt 
Romney. CBS Corp.’s PAC differed in that the committee donated to more Republi-
cans than Demo crats” (Shapiro 2012).

Some advocates of reform argue the contagion of media consolidation extends 
far beyond po liti cal donations. They point to the financial benefit many media com-
panies see from uncontrolled campaign ad spending, which has come following a 
series of recent Supreme Court decisions limiting government’s ability to regulate 
such spending. The group  Free Press, which advocates for stricter limits on media 
consolidation, has noted that “the Supreme Court’s Citizens United decision launched 
a new era of big- money politics. The wealthiest 1  percent now has even more power 
to pick and choose our nation’s leaders. And  they’re spending the bulk of this money 
on televised po liti cal ads designed to mislead voters . . .  So where’s the broadcast 
media in all of this? Instead of exposing this runaway spending and separating fact 
from fiction in an election year,  they’re lining their pockets with the windfall from 
this massive ad buy . . .  to the tune of more than $3 billion in 2012” ( Free Press). 
For  these activists, major corporations that own local networks and cable systems 
are increasingly invested in the campaign ad spending system, which may funda-
mentally compromise their ability to cover  these issues objectively.

While much attention on media own ership focuses on the mega- corporate  owners 
of the national cable networks and broadcast networks, their consolidation may 
pale in comparison to the changes happening at local tele vi sion stations. With  little 
fanfare,  there has been a tectonic shift in the own ership of local tele vi sion, creating 
massive corporations that run more than 100 stations and reach huge swaths of 
the nation. In 2013 alone, the Pew Research Center reported that nearly 300 tele-
vi sion stations changed hands in deals that topped $8 billion. Many local stations 
appear to the viewer as dif fer ent stations, but are operated by the same com pany 
from the same production facilities. Companies can now operate more stations with 
fewer staff, but can also air the same stories on multiple stations. According to the 
“State of the Media 2014” report, some 25  percent of stations that air local news 
did not actually produce that news. They are simply rebroadcasting content that 
was produced by another station or group of stations.

The reason for this wave of consolidation and purchases is, not surprisingly, 
money, but not strictly a quest to save money. An obscure but escalating war is 
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being waged between cable and satellite operators and local broadcasters. Local 
stations charge a fee to cable operators to carry their content on the cable and sat-
ellite channels. That fee has been rapidly increasing in recent years, and networks 
like CBS have been at the forefront of pushing cable operators to fork over fees to 
run the network programming. It is a  battle between two massive corporate 
interests— companies like Charter and Comcast versus CBS and Walt Disney. With 
advertising dollars stalled and increasing pressure from streaming ser vices,  these 
fees have emerged as a critical source of revenue for content producers. But this 
corporate war has done  little to help viewers. Former officials with the Federal 
Communications Commission worry that the rush to buy up local stations to in-
crease the flow of fees and reduce production costs has hurt the viewer. Former 
Demo cratic appointee to the FCC Michael Copps was quoted in the Pew report as 
saying, “The original deal was [broadcasters] get  free use of the public airwaves, 
you get the opportunity to make a nice living off of that, but in return you must 
serve the public interest.  They’re public airwaves and  they’re supposed to be serv-
ing community interests and local markets, not one- shop news operations that 
span many outlets” (Potter and Matsa 2014).

Not all voices that have discussed media own ership see it as a black- and- white 
question of preserving local own ership and the diversity of perspectives on tele vi-
sion and in your local paper. Many see consolidation as perhaps a necessary evil, 
as media organ izations adjust to the post- Internet world. Remember, newsrooms 
at daily newspapers have shrunk by some 42  percent in the past 14 years as fun-
damental changes to the advertising world coupled with a continued slide in sub-
scriptions have hit newspapers hard. Steven Waldman, who once worked for the 
FCC, has argued that the never- ending debate about media own ership misses the 
point, writing in 2012, “Instead of having a theological debate about consolidation— 
‘good’ vs. ‘evil’?—is it pos si ble to create media policy that allows mergers that are 
likely to help the local media ecosystems and blocks  those that are not? One pos-
sibility is that the FCC allow more companies to merge— giving them ‘waivers’ from 
the ban—if they made a strong case that such a combination would have a demon-
strable positive impact on the provision of local content, including (but not lim-
ited to) journalism” (Waldman 2012). So far Waldman’s ideas have gained  little 
traction, as most attention continues to focus on mega- merger discussions involv-
ing major cable companies and other issues like net neutrality.

The discussion about media own ership comes as the overall business continues 
to evolve rapidly in the digital world. Cable companies have reported a slow but 
steady drop in  people signing up for ser vice as more  people shift to Internet stream-
ing ser vices like Netflix, HBO, and Hulu. Newspaper companies continue to plead 
for an end to cross- owner ship rules, hoping they, too, can benefit from the cable 
fees flooding the coffers of many local broadcasters. The business of media contin-
ues to change at a rapid pace, and the efforts to keep  these companies separate and 
protect the idea that drove government regulations— that  people needed informa-
tion from multiple and diverse sources for the government to work— remain more 
an aspiration than a real ity.
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See also: First Amendment and Censorship; Government- Subsidized Journalism; 
Newspaper Industry; Public Interest Obligation
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C- SPAN
Part nation’s cable access channel and part unfiltered access to the halls of Con-
gress and the executive branch, C- SPAN, its  sister channels C- SPAN 2 and 3, its 
satellite radio channel C- SPAN Radio, and its website housing thousands of hours of 
video has grown to not just a way for Americans to glimpse the workings of Washing-
ton, but also a tool for  those in Washington to reach out to supporters and build a 
name for themselves. The channels serve as a more direct connection between gov-
ernment and the  people, allowing many politicians to communicate with support-
ers and constituents without the intermediary of reporters and  producers.

C- SPAN stands for Cable- Satellite Public Affairs Network, and it has been more 
responsible than any other entity in pressing the government to open its proceedings 
to public scrutiny and cameras. The nonprofit or ga ni za tion that runs the networks 
now boasts some 300 employees. Its $60 million bud get comes from the largest 
cable companies in Amer i ca, allocating 6 cents of  every subscriber’s annual bill to 
the ser vice.

It was all the idea of one man who saw an opportunity as cable became the domi-
nant way most  people received tele vi sion. Brian Lamb developed the idea and  later 
served as chairman, but was known by most  people as one of the channel’s longest 
serving on- air hosts. “I wanted to start something that would add to the informa-
tion flow in the United States. I had no money. I  didn’t have a sophisticated plan,” 
Lamb told the National Press Club in 2004, adding that he eventually talked 15 
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cable companies into ponying up $1,000 apiece to purchase his first camera 
( C- SPAN 2004). But the channel took a huge step in 1979 when the U.S. House of 
Representatives agreed to allow cameras into the proceedings of the lower  house. 
Then- U.S. Representative Al Gore was the first member of Congress to address the 
chamber on tele vi sion, hailing the decision by the Demo cratic leadership for the 
move. “It is a solution for the lack of confidence in government” that plagued gov-
ernment in the wake of Watergate, he said, adding, “The marriage of this medium 
and of our open debate have the potential, Mr. Speaker, to revitalize representative 
democracy.” In 1986, the U.S. Senate agreed to allow cameras into the chamber, 
and C- SPAN 2 was born  because the channel could not broadcast both  houses if 
they  were in session at the same time.

The or ga ni za tion that grew up in the years that followed developed a clear set of 
princi ples that aimed to improve the information flow that Lamb mentioned years 
 later. C- SPAN has pledged to provide live coverage of both  houses of Congress and 
other venues, including agency meetings and think tank discussions that inform 
policy debates in Washington. But it also goes further, promising in its mission state-
ment “to provide elected and appointed officials and  others who would influence 
public policy a direct conduit to the audience without filtering or other wise distort-
ing their points of view” and “to provide the audience, through the call-in programs, 
direct access to elected officials, other decision makers and journalists on a frequent 
and open basis.” This mix of a direct look in on the pro cess of governing— particularly 
the legislative branch— and the airtime for both politicians and interested members 
of the public to comment on  matters is the hallmark of the networks.

Some members of Congress saw this role of C- SPAN to provide a direct connec-
tion to viewers without the filter of the news media as a po liti cal gold mine. Espe-
cially for members of the minority Republican Party, who had  little voice in legislation 
or the leadership at the time, the camera created an opportunity for them to speak 
out and be heard. The cameras in both chambers created a new platform for them 
to fight the powers that be (or build a campaign to be  those powers). One of the 
first to fully grasp the opportunity was Republican congressman Newt Gingrich. 
Gingrich was sworn in to Congress just a few months before C- SPAN went on the 
air. He and a group of fellow conservatives began to take to the floor of Congress 
 every eve ning during a period of so- called personal privilege when members  were 
allowed to address any topic. Gingrich would take to the floor and rail against the 
Demo cratic leadership, blasting their foreign policy and often launching thinly 
veiled personal attacks. Speaker Thomas “Tip” O’Neill, during one of Gingrich’s 
speeches, ordered the camera to pan the House chamber, showing that Gingrich 
was talking to an empty chamber. C- SPAN broadcast the ensuing clash on the floor 
between the two. A lengthy profile of Gingrich called it the Republican’s coming 
out party on the national stage, describing the drama as, “Back and forth they went, 
the brash young Republican from Georgia and the indignant white- maned Demo-
crat from Mas sa chu setts. ‘My personal opinion is this,’ O’Neill roared at last, shaking 
his fin ger at Gingrich. ‘You deliberately stood in that well before an empty House, 
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and challenged  these  people, and challenged their patriotism, and it is the lowest 
 thing that I’ve ever seen in my 32 years in Congress’ ” (Osbourne 1984). The House 
ruled O’Neill out of order for attacking Gingrich and the Republican continued his 
po liti cal ascent.

Other politicians learned from Gingrich, and now floor speeches have become 
part explanation to colleagues and part show for the tele vi sion audience— and it is 
not equal parts as many speeches are  really directed home to their district. For mem-
bers of the House of Representatives this has become a necessary tool to demon-
strating they are  really working for the folks back home, as ju nior members of the 
minority party have few other outlets to prove their effectiveness. And so now many 
members take to the floor with oversized posters to prove their point. Frederica 
Wilson, a Demo crat from Florida, explained to NPR, “When you are in the minor-
ity, you have to find ways to get your message across  because  there’s no other way. 
You  don’t have a bill that  they’re  going to hear.  There’s no committee that  will receive 
your suggestions” (Keith 2013).

Any discussion of C- SPAN must include a brief examination of its call-in pro-
grams. Since its first call-in show in early 1980, the network has hosted thousands 
of hours, allowing all stripes of Americans to rally or rail. Its primary call-in show, 
Washington Journal, can feature hours of calls from the public. Although C- SPAN 
producers vet the calls to try and ensure a variety of perspectives are making it on 
the air, once on the air they can and do say just about anything. The shows have 
prompted at least one ongoing comedy segment on HBO’s Last Week To night show 
called “The Most Patient Man on Tele vi sion Endures the American Public,” in which 
one of the Washington Journal hosts, Steve Scully, fields a variety of outlandish calls 
with seriousness. Such as:

Call from Oklahoma: I  don’t know what’s  going on in this world right now. Obama’s a 
Muslim and that’s all I’ve got to  say.

C- SPAN’s Steve Scully: Obama is not a Muslim, but thank you for making your comment.

 Whether it is broadcasting a procedural vote on the Senate floor, allowing mi-
nority members of the House a chance to speak to the public and their district, or 
Scully fielding more of  those calls, C- SPAN remains a documenter and influencer 
of the po liti cal pro cess. Its constant presence allows its some 47 million weekly 
viewers a chance to be a fly on the wall of the halls of Congress. Although it is only a 
version of what actually happens in the halls of power, its unvarnished and unfil-
tered view remains one of the most unique voices covering politics in any media.
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CULTURAL CONSERVATIVES
Cultural conservatives is an umbrella term for po liti cally active groups and indi-
viduals who support the role of religion in private and public life and who back 
government policies that limit abortion rights, support school choice, and oppose 
gay marriage and other generally progressive policies. Bolstered by a wave of po-
liti cal activism by evangelical and other Christian activists and solidified by a an 
array of think tanks and lobbying organ izations,  these conservatives have staked a 
major claim within the Republican Party, helping limit the once power ful moder-
ate wing of the party and causing cleavages with libertarian- leaning and pro- business 
sectors of the Republican electorate. The groups have also used the media as well 
as in- person networks through churches and grassroots groups to spread their po-
sitions and influence public debate.

Religion and conservatism both have long histories in U.S. po liti cal life, but the 
cultural conservative movement is most often associated with the rise of the so- 
called New Right in the 1970s.  After the po liti cal trauma of the Nixon administra-
tion, Republicans found themselves deeply divided on the road forward. The older 
wing of the party, led by President Gerald Ford and represented most starkly by 
moderate vice president Nelson Rocke fel ler, argued the party should govern from 
the  middle, advocating policies that sought to accommodate the post-1960s’ call 
for equal rights and an activist government. But a growing legion of young activists 
rejected  these movements and the general counterculture attitudes of the 1960s and 
sought to express the views of average Americans who felt besieged by a society in 
the midst of change. Americans troubled by the 1973 Supreme Court decision in 
Roe v. Wade that legalized abortion or who found prob lems with the push to pass 
an Equal Rights Amendment to the U.S. Constitution began to seek a po liti cal move-
ment that would give them voice in a government that seemed out of touch with 
“the common man.” The cultural conservative movement was born.

Conservative pop u lism had a strong history in the United States but was an idea 
the New Right leaders thought their own party had foregone.  These new groups 
used many of the tools at their disposal to or ga nize from the grassroots, raising funds 
and finding organizers through direct mail appeals and tapping into an increasingly 
active religious leadership. The movement found real appeal among the rank- and- 
file Republicans, tapping into distrust of the leadership in both parties and catch-
ing the established powerbrokers largely off guard. One of the most effective 
organizers of this new po liti cal movement was a po liti cal operative who had worked 
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as a journalist and D.C. staffer, Paul Weyrich. Weyrich would declare, “We are radi-
cals who want to change the existing power structure. We are not conservatives in 
the sense that conservative means accepting the status quo” (Critchlow 2007). Wey-
rich rejected modern liberalism and, backed by the financial support of brewing 
magnate Joseph Coors and  others, or ga nized new conservative groups into a po-
liti cal entity. Coors backed Weyrich’s new Heritage Foundation that was created in 
1973, and the next year the pair helped form the Committee for the Survival of a 
 Free Congress— what would  later simply be called the  Free Congress Foundation. 
 These groups served as the policy development outlet (Heritage) and a po liti cal 
training ground for conservatives looking to work on campaigns or run themselves 
( Free Congress). Other groups would spring up, like the  Family Research Council 
to help or ga nize religious groups, and the movement continued to pick up seats in 
Congress and take impor tant positions in state parties all over the country.

Ironically it was Demo cratic reforms to the presidential nomination pro cess that 
many said helped finish off the main competitor to this newfound po liti cal power 
of cultural conservatives. Throughout the 1960s and into the 1970s, liberal Repub-
licans such as Nelson Rocke fel ler had found some electoral success, especially in 
the Northeast and Midwest. Rocke fel ler and a few  others had strong and wealthy 
po liti cal organ izations, funded in large part by personal wealth and empowered by 
a party system that still relied on the leaders to select delegates to the national po-
liti cal convention and other leadership positions. Party leaders tended to respond 
well to such well- funded operations.

However, this was quickly changing. Following the disastrous Demo cratic nom-
ination fight of 1968, the party launched a reform effort to ensure that average 
party members would have more power in the nomination fight, shifting the se-
lection of most delegates from the hands of state and local party leaders into the 
hands of primary voters. The Republican Party followed suit, and by 1976 most 
Republican delegates  were elected by local voters. This reform, according to a scholar 
on the demise of the liberal Republican movement, “ended the influence of state 
and local party leaders over national politics, and gave a more influential role to 
the media, candidates’ organ izations, and the ideological activists of the right. By 
organ izing an effective network of think tanks, PACs, direct- mail specialists, and 
campaign organ izations, the right wing was far better equipped than the liberals to 
deliver the vote in low- turnout primary elections” (Rae 1989). This shift in power 
happened in areas beyond the presidential nomination pro cess, giving activists in 
both parties far broader influence on the direction of the parties and the issues  those 
parties would advocate for and or ga nize around.

While groups like the Heritage Foundation served as an intellectual hub for the 
cultural conservative movement and the  Free Congress Foundation helped train a 
new generation of activists, the cultural conservative movement still needed a ma-
jor orga nizational jolt to move from the grassroots to positions of more authority 
in the party. The changes in the presidential nomination pro cess in the 1970s helped 
that movement forward in the 1980s. Southern Baptist minister and tele vi sion 
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personality Pat Robertson had been helping build the conservative movement 
since 1980 when his Christian Broadcast Network staff gathered for a meeting and 
Robertson said they discussed the growing pressure to become involved in politics. 
The New York Times would  later report, “What would happen, he mused, if the 
Government was run by ‘Spirit- filled Christians,’ if ‘ every member of the Cabinet 
was Spirit- filled, the President was Spirit- filled, and the Senate and the House of 
Representatives  were Spirit- filled?’ ” (King 1988). Robertson’s CBN soon spawned a 
nonprofit educational group called the Freedom Council that aimed to expand the 
participation of conservative Christians in the po liti cal pro cess. The group bene-
fited from millions of dollars from Robertson’s CBN empire and quickly became a 
force in Republican politics. By 1987, Robertson deci ded to mount his own cam-
paign for the White House, taking on veteran Republicans Vice President George 
H.W. Bush and U.S. Senator Bob Dole for the GOP nomination.

Robertson rode the cultural conservative movement’s grassroots power to a stun-
ning second place finish in the first- in- the- nation Iowa caucuses, beating the sit-
ting vice president. He also did well in other caucus states, winning the majority of 
delegates from Washington state’s caucus. In states where volunteers and activists 
drove the pro cess, the televangelist performed well, demonstrating how much power 
 these activists had within the party. Robertson ended up struggling in more mod-
erate and larger- turnout contests, losing the New Hampshire primary badly and 
floundering in the large multi- state primary fights. Still, the Robertson campaign 
and his idea of a “spirit- filled” government caught the imagination of a new gen-
eration of cultural conservatives. The campaign did more than just inspire; it also 
spawned one of the most tangible groups of the conservative Christian movement. 
Following his failure to grab the Republican nomination, Robertson spoke at the 
Republican National Convention and called for a new po liti cal activism by churches 
and churchgoers. He then took the remainder of his campaign money and a list of 
millions of volunteers and supporters and in 1989 formed the Christian Co ali tion, 
an or ga ni za tion that sought to build on the success of his campaign and to more 
directly connect ministers and churches to the po liti cal pro cess. By the mid-1990s 
the cultural conservatives  were firmly entrenched in most parts of the Republican 
Party, increasingly holding leadership roles in Congress and mounting major cam-
paigns for president.

This rise of the New Right- inspired conservatives was not the only pressure within 
the Republican Party. As cultural and moral issues continued to fuel many of the 
grassroots activists within the party,  others with the Republican establishment sought 
to downplay the divisive issues of abortion and prayer in school, seeking instead to 
unify the party around a pro- business message that stressed tax cuts and limited 
government. This push to scale back the role of government in the lives of businesses 
and individuals sometimes ran  counter to the cultural conservative efforts to increase 
government regulation of abortion or propose government policies that interfered 
in state government policies around marriage rights or protecting prayer. When 
Newt Gingrich and his fellow Republican Revolutionaries successfully wrested 
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control of the U.S. House away from Demo crats for the first time in 40 years in 
1994,  these two wings of the Republican Party would come to play a far more sig-
nificant role in the debate over public and party policies, often with mixed results 
for the activists’ goals. One extensive study of the 1994 Republican Revolution found 
all the leaders of that electoral effort came from  either the pro- business “Enterpriser” 
side of the party of the pro- cultural conservative “Moralist” wing. Despite that real-
ity, the same study outlined how the Moralists strug gled to have their issues repre-
sented in the “Contract with Amer i ca” that served as the electoral strategy and 
policy framework for the new Republican House. The study concluded that “Mor-
alists had  little success pushing the small subset of directly religious issues, such as 
prayer in schools, abortion and homo sexuality, which are their characteristic con-
cerns. While a majority of Republicans may agree with  those positions, few put 
them at the top of a national agenda. The September 1994 House GOP ‘Contract 
with Amer i ca’ carefully avoided Moralist issues to appeal to the greatest number of 
voters” (Koopman 1996).

The tug of war between embracing policies that would fire up an evangelical 
and culturally conservative base, versus appealing to a broader set of moderate vot-
ers, would be a consistent theme in Republican politics for the next two de cades. 
Demo crats had faced similar fights between its moderate, pro- business wing and 
more ideological, often pro- union wing. Generally this would play out by candi-
dates’ appeal to their party’s extremes during the primary campaign only to dis-
tance themselves (or at least go quiet) on many of the issues the more ideological 
voters endorsed during the general election.

That po liti cal calculation would become substantially more difficult in the 2000s 
as the rise of the so- called tea party voters seemed to throw the role of cultural 
conservatives into sharp contrast. Like the early Christian conservative movement, 
the tea party effort grew out of frustration from the grassroots conservatives about 
the direction of their party. Many fiscal conservatives resented the  free- spending 
habits of “big government” conservatives who doled out tax dollars to support  causes 
like school choice or President George W. Bush’s “No Child Left  Behind” education 
reform. For  these conservatives the goal was to shrink the footprint of the federal 
government, both the bud get and the reach, which often put them in conflict with 
social or cultural conservatives who wanted an activist government dictating at the 
federal level  things like religious or marriage policies.

The Republican Party faced a difficult task navigating the demands of social con-
servatives and small- government proponents. The way media and po liti cal ana-
lysts deconstructed the role of the voting blocs in critical elections helped to 
illuminate, and perhaps magnify, the tension. For example, soon  after the 2004 re- 
election of President Bush the story was reported widely that Bush strategist Karl 
Rove had used the support of social conservatives, driven to the polls to vote on 
issues like gay marriage bans, to win re- election. One activist who wrote about the 
campaign said that “ ‘values voters,’ social conservatives, religious conservatives— 
whatever you wanted to call them— were now the real linchpin of the Republican 
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co ali tion.  These voters had often been ignored and treated shabbily by the Repub-
lican Party, the argument went, but now  they’d proven that when the GOP caters 
to them on issues such as gay marriage, stem- cell research, abortion, obscenity on 
TV, and judicial nominations, they can deliver the vote” (Sager 2006). This scholar 
argued that idea was overblown, but the narrative in the media remained that so-
cial conservatives had won the day.

As the libertarian- leaning Tea Party officially emerged with the election of Presi-
dent Barack Obama, a new ideological wing developed within the party and pressed 
for more  people to endorse their smaller- government goals, even if that meant fore-
going the cultural policies many conservatives supported. The media played up 
this internal conflict, stressing how the two wings could not  really meet  unless one 
or the other compromised. Countless analytical pieces pointed out the apparent 
inconsistency of thought between the two camps. Many came to portray it as a sort 
of GOP civil war, and some of the data seems to back it up. One Wall Street Journal 
report found, “In survey data from the Pew Research Center analyzed by the Amer-
ican Communities Proj ect at American University, some of the steepest drops in 
support for the tea party came in counties with large evangelical populations. In 
 those ‘evangelical hubs,’ the percentage of  people saying they agree with the tea 
party fell from 39% in 2010 to about 22% in 2014, the group said” (Reinhard 2014). 
Republican candidates, fearing that such a split could complicate their party’s ef-
fort to win general election campaigns for the White House and Congress, sought 
to minimize the differences between the two groups, stressing campaign themes 
like religious freedom rather than activist questions of involving government in state 
or personal  matters. Although this strategy has helped ease some of the tension 
within Republican ranks, other issues threaten to exacerbate the split.

Gay marriage, an issue that moved from only fringe support in the early 2000s 
to widespread ac cep tance by 2015, is one such wedge. Cultural conservatives have 
made and continue to make the protection of traditional marriage between a man 
and a  woman a centerpiece of their fundraising and campaigning, but many within 
the tea party ranks have been slow to embrace the evangelical position on the  matter. 
 These leaders have  either said it is something that should be left to the states or 
they have offered tepid support for the idea of gay marriage. But not all divisions 
within the GOP are based on issues. The 2016 presidential primary saw a rhetori-
cally bloody  battle for the nomination between social conservatives like Senators 
Ted Cruz and Marco Rubio and businessman Donald Trump. Many social conser-
vatives viewed Trump’s candidacy with deep suspicion given his past statements in 
support of abortion rights and financial donations to Demo crats.  These conserva-
tives helped fueled the failed “Never Trump” campaign that sought to block the 
nomination, but Trump still rode his popularity to clear victories in the primaries 
leaving the social conservative movement in an unclear position moving forward.

Social and cultural conservatives helped drive the Republican Party back into 
power in the 1990s and 2000s. But they now are having to face the real ity of a 
party that, to survive, must find a  middle ground that welcomes moderates and 
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small government proponents as well as assuaging their own traditional support-
ers among the religious conservative base.

See also: Direct Mail Campaigning;  Family Research Council; Grassroots Cam-
paigns; Heritage Foundation; Tea Party Movement
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THE DAILY BEAST
Tina Brown  wasn’t  going to let a few setbacks stop her. The editor had built a very 
public and at- times controversial name for herself as the editor who had overhauled 
Vanity Fair magazine. She then went on to guide the New Yorker before hitting a 
few bumps in the road— a failed magazine called Talk and a failed CNBC talk show.

But then she released the beast— The Daily Beast.
Backed by media mogul Barry Diller and his IAC media empire, the site was an-

nounced in 2008 as a new kind of news entity. It would do original reporting and 
mix in unique voices, but also help the savvy news consumer find what other  people 
 were reporting as well. As Brown put it, “What’s been lacking for the overwhelmed 
but smart reader is an intelligent guide. The time is right to do a site which cuts 
through the noise and cuts through the clutter” (Edgecliffe- Johnson 2008). The new 
site, named  after a fictional London paper in Evelyn Waugh’s Scoop, launched in 
October 2008. The initial site made a splash  because it of its focus on smart ag-
gregation that directed readers to content across the web, as well as for its stable of 
high- profile contributors like Christopher Buckley, Meghan McCain, and David 
Frum.

Core to its mission, though, was its feature “The Cheat Sheet,” a smartly written 
list of must- reads from other news outlets. The feature and the site’s effective de-
sign earned it accolades—it won the Webby for best news site in 2012 and 2013— 
and a growing following. But the site also lost money. It began adding advertising 
in 2009 and soon developed more specific sections— Book Beast in 2009 and  later 
Hungry Beast on food, and Sexy Beast on fashion and entertainment. The site con-
tinued to lose money, but the new sections and a round of staff cuts had somewhat 
stabilized it.

Throughout its run, the site has relied on a steady stream of po liti cal reporting 
to fuel interest. Just  after its launch, the site made a splash by featuring conserva-
tive Christopher Buckley, son of the famed William F. Buckley Jr., endorsing Barack 
Obama for president. It continues to contribute a series of pieces that have drawn 
attention and readership. But the site has also drawn fire, with one article in the 
Harvard Po liti cal Review blasting the site for tabloid tactics, pseudo- commentary, 
and “amateurish standards for its opinion pieces” (Harvard Po liti cal Review 2012).

The site spent money and created content without worrying about the under-
lying business. In fact, a Politico report on the site noted, “The Beast had launched 
without a formal business plan, which  wasn’t uncommon for a lot of tech startups. 
While it has been reported that Diller plunked down $18 million to finance the 
operation for its first two years, former employees say the billionaire never set such 
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a hard- and- fast bud get and seemed willing to spend freely” (O’Brien 2014). Yet, its 
revenue grew.

By 2010, the Daily Beast had built enough traffic and advertising base that pub-
lishers predicted it would break even within 18 months. Then something odd hap-
pened. The site, still  under the guidance of Brown, purchased Newsweek magazine. 
The magazine had been struggling for de cades as specialty publications stole away 
topic- driven audience and the Internet undercut the concept of a general news-
weekly. The last editor before the purchase had sought to create a more highbrow 
journal, and the circulation only nose- dived faster.

Brown had sought to merge the two entities and get the best of both worlds, a 
digital platform and print circulation to sell to advertisers and a mix of editorial 
voices that would be unique. It failed. The site eventually sold the floundering mag-
azine for an unreported sum and post- mortems of the effort  were harsh, with the 
New York Times reporting, “It was always a quixotic proj ect to blend a buzzy, grow-
ing Web site with the most outdated of print relics, a newsweekly. But interviews 
with more than two dozen former and current employees . . .  suggest that Ms. 
Brown’s intensely demanding and chaotic management style, which had thrived 
when contained within established companies, proved a combustible combination 
with Newsweek’s gutted and weakened editorial and sales divisions” (Kaufman and 
Haughney 2013). Diller would  later call the purchase of Newsweek “a  mistake” and 
by September of 2013 Tina Brown and the site she founded  were parting ways.

The departure of Brown left many to won der if the Daily Beast had a  future. Cov-
erage at the time had noted the troubled financial situation, dominated by the 
Newsweek merger and then divorce, but beneath was an even more troubling idea 
about the site’s ability to survive the departure of Brown. One review of Brown’s 
tenure concluded, “At best it bears the hallmarks of Brown’s celebrated editing style: 
it is elegant, savvy, urbane and writerly. Less happily, it failed to break any real ground 
at the frontier of digital innovation, falling back on an already familiar combina-
tion of aggregation of stories and original writing” (Pilkington 2013). Still, the site 
continued and  under new management began to develop a stronger social media 
presence and a stronger mix of original reporting and aggregation.

A year  after Brown’s departure, rather than closing shop the site reported sig-
nificant growth— a ballooning Facebook following of 1.7 million and a 30  percent 
increase in visits to the site. The new editor, John Avalon, credited “the creative 
combination of tech innovation and killer journalism that’s  really driving our suc-
cess. Millennials, Gen Xers— and frankly, anyone with a sense of perspective— can 
see through the predictable partisan spin and the content- farming that’s too often 
pedaled as news  today” (Byers 2014).
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DAILY CALLER
Daily Caller is a news and opinion website that has built a sizable audience by pro-
ducing original reporting, mixing it with aggregated news from other outlets, and 
throwing in a healthy dose of titillating sensationalism to cover the worlds of poli-
tics and celebrity. The site was created by conservative commentator Tucker Carl-
son and a former adviser for Republican vice president Dick Cheney. Although they 
stress that the site aims to balance the liberal bias of the mainstream media, Carl-
son also said soon  after its launch in 2010, “Our goal is not to get Republicans 
elected. Our goal is to explain what your government is  doing.  We’re not  going to 
suck up to  people in power, the way so many have.  There’s been an enormous 
amount of throne- sniffing . . .  It’s disgusting” (Kurtz 2010).

The result is a site that focuses on original reporting as a way of building traffic 
and winning revenue, rather than serving as another platform for conservative 
commentary about the news. Unlike many of the conservative blogs, Carlson, who 
himself built a name by serving as a po liti cal pundit, has sought to create a busi-
ness built on conservative- oriented reporting. It was a shift the New York Times noted 
in a 2012 profile of the com pany, writing, “While his currency used to be debate—
at CNN he co- hosted Crossfire, and at MSNBC he tangled with the liberal commen-
tator Rachel Maddow and helped make her a TV star— now it is clicks for his site. 
And to get  those, he  doesn’t need to talk to the other side” (Stelter 2012). The re-
sult is one of the largest and fastest growing of the new journalistic outlets to come 
along in recent years, boasting 16.5 million monthly visitors and nearly 60 million 
pageviews.

That is not to say that the publication  doesn’t have opinion. The site features fiery 
conservative Ann Coulter as a columnist as well as Matt Lewis and Matt Labash, but 
the bulk of the site is  either original reporting or aggregated news pieces from other 
news outlets. Also, the site is not solely focused on politics, reporting on celebri-
ties, sports, and the outdoors. The site relies on advertising to make a profit—it 
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became profitable within two years of launching— and it has aggressively marketed 
itself to  those interested in new forms of sponsorship like “sponsored” content and 
native advertising. The site has been often compared to Huffington Post, with its mix 
of serious reported news and aggregation alongside more click- bait sounding sen-
sational stories, like slideshows “Candice Swanepoel’s Sexiest Moments” and “ These 
Celebrities Have Piercings in Strange Places.”

But despite  these more salacious posts, the Daily Caller has carved out a niche 
for its investigative work that has a clear conservative bent. Soon  after it launched, 
the site reported on an email group run by Washington Post writer and  later Vox 
founder Ezra Klein in which journalists talked trash about politicians, many of them 
Republican. Daily Caller reporters scoured the archives of the listserv called Journ-
oList and found comments from reporters and academics that also sought to alle-
viate stories about liberal politicians the reporters liked. The site launched a series 
about it, reporting that “according to rec ords obtained by The Daily Caller, at sev-
eral points during the 2008 presidential campaign a group of liberal journalists took 
radical steps to protect their favored candidate. Employees of news organ izations 
including Time, Politico, Huffington Post, the Baltimore Sun, the Guardian, Salon 
and the New Republic participated in outpourings of anger over how Obama had 
been treated in the media, and in some cases plotted to fix the damage” (Strong 2010).

But the site has also had a series of stories blow up in its face as its quest for juicy 
po liti cal gossip outpaced its ability to confirm sources. This most famously hap-
pened in 2013 when the site ran an exclusive story that Demo cratic Senator Robert 
Menendez had paid to be with underage prostitutes in the Dominican Republic. 
ABC News had also interviewed the same  women who said they had been with the 
senator, but chose not to run the article  because the  women could not confirm their 
identities and the producer felt they had been coached to make the allegations. The 
Daily Caller spoke with two of the  women, then went ahead and published the 
story. When the story quickly began to fall apart, the Daily Caller doubled down on 
its coverage, disputing Washington Post and ABC News accounts of the same  matter 
and following up with stories that attempted to back up its claim. It launched what 
Slate’s David Weigel described as a “deductive, prove- this- wrong- why- don’t- you 
theory of the scoop. The Daily Caller noted that ‘one of the clues that [former U.S. 
Representative Anthony] Weiner  wasn’t telling the truth was that he was following 
a lot of young girls on Twitter,’ and— hey!— Menendez was following ‘a very young- 
looking Dominican girl on Twitter.’ It turned out that the girl lived in New Jersey 
and had appeared in a Menendez campaign ad” (Weigel 2013). The senator was 
eventually cleared of FBI and Dominican Republic police investigations, which 
found the  women had been paid to lie about the senator and the story had been 
marketed to media by a conservative po liti cal operative.

Rather than be humbled, Carlson welcomed the attention heaped on the news 
or ga ni za tion, and traffic continued to grow. The site took another hit when a testy 
exchange between Carlson and the spokeswoman for New York City mayor Bill de 
Blasio ended with an inadvertently cc’ed- to- all comment from Carlson’s  brother that 
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the  woman was “a self- righteous bitch” and made several crude sexual comments 
about her. When the emails went public, the story raised questions about Carlson 
and the publication being misogynistic in its coverage, which Carlson flatly rejects. 
Instead, he accused the Washington Post, whose media blogger Erik Wemple fol-
lowed the story throughout, of overhyping the story to get more web traffic.

Despite its occasional publicity prob lems, the site has continued to thrive, find-
ing financial success and some Washington legitimacy in its mix of gossip and poli-
tics. The site lists 27 editorial employees and participates in the White House pool 
reporting. It also has fulltime reporters covering Congress as well as bloggers con-
stantly aggregating news content on every thing from the investigation into the at-
tack on the American diplomatic compound in Benghazi, Libya, to the latest news 
about the Kardashian  family. The mix appears to be working and making money.

See also: Aggregation; Conservative Blogosphere; Huffington Post; Po liti cal Bias and 
the Media
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DAILY KOS
Markos Moulitsas Zúniga has strong opinions about what the country  ought to be 
 doing and what the Demo cratic Party should be  doing and how the Republican 
Party is wrong about just about every thing, but he has no plans on  running for 
Congress.

As he said, “I have a foreign last name. I exercise. I’ve eaten arugula. I drink or-
ange juice. I’m liberal. I’ve lived in lots of places. I’m educated. I  don’t go to church. 
I’m not Anglo. I’ve lived overseas. I  don’t wear a flag pin. I like Eu rope.  Those  things 
make me an ‘elitist’ and thus disqualify me from public office” (Barr 2008). So, in-
stead he pours  these opinions and  those of other progressive activists into his blog, 
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the Daily Kos. Named  after the nickname he earned while serving in the U.S. Army 
in the early 1990s, the Daily Kos claims to be the “largest progressive community 
blog in the United States” (Daily Kos 2015).

Over the years, the Daily Kos has maintained its focus on being a community 
organ izing tool and traditional blog where the power is more decentralized and the 
vast majority of content is contributed by users. The site boasts more than 300,000 
registered users and currently attracts 2 million unique visitors a month. The Al-
exa web analytics firm pegs the site as the 587th most popu lar site in the United 
States (Alexa 2015).

The influence of the Daily Kos is structured as a conversation among Demo crats 
and progressives about their party and their view of the country. The site does not 
aim to speak to every one and, although the community is open to anyone who may 
wish to join, Moulitsas stresses it is a community of the like- minded. In 2006, he 
told PBS’s Frontline, “Anybody can create . . .  an account, and it allows them to com-
ment on the site, to respond to what other  people are writing. It allows them to 
write diaries, which are essentially a blog within the blog . . .  but it’s also a Demo-
cratic site. So if Republicans want to come in and create trou ble,  they’re not  going 
to last very long. It’s basically our  little Demo cratic living room, and  we’re  going to 
have our discussion about what we think is impor tant to reform the Demo cratic 
Party and to fix the mess that the Republicans have made in this country” (Moulit-
sas 2006).

The Daily Kos represents many of the trends facing media coverage of politics in 
the twenty- first  century. It is driven by activism rather than an unbiased effort to 
deliver the news. At any time, the site is promoting several of its “Actions” where it 
calls on members of the community to act in some way. Often  these action are aimed 
at fellow Demo crats. On one day in early 2015, the site was calling on its commu-
nity to “Sign the petition denouncing the 13 Senate Demo crats that voted to roll 
back Wall Street reform” and put their name to another document declaring “Shame 
on the 28 oily House Demo crats who voted for Keystone XL” (Daily Kos 2015). 
This focus on encouraging ideological purity in the ranks of Demo crats has, some 
say, made it difficult for more moderate members of the party to thrive, but it is 
part of the Daily Kos’s mission.

The fact that the site sees itself less as a news or ga ni za tion and more as a Demo-
cratic Party organ izing tool came to the fore during the 2008 primaries. Moulitsas 
and his supporters had through much of the primary written largely favorable cov-
erage of upstart candidate Barack Obama and had been cooler to the initial front-
runner Hillary Clinton. In fact, commenters on the site had taken several arguably 
sexist shots at the New York senator, but by March of 2008 Moulitsas saw Clinton’s 
continued run for the nomination even with Obama’s lock of a majority of the elected 
convention delegates as an effort to “sunder the [Democratic Party] in civil war.” 
He took to the blog to deride the Clinton campaign, writing, “She is willing— nay, 
 eager—to split the party apart in her mad pursuit of power. . . .  It is Clinton, with 
no reasonable chance at victory, who is fomenting civil war in order to overturn 
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the  will of the Demo cratic electorate. As such, as far as I’m concerned, she  doesn’t 
deserve ‘fairness’ on this site” (Moulitsas 2008).

The site has also actively encouraged donations to candidates and expressed ex-
plicit support for often- upstart liberal candidates at the state and federal level. By 
2010 po liti cal scientists  were able to “demonstrate a ‘Kos bump’— a statistically and 
substantively significant association between mentions of candidates on the Daily 
Kos and donations to  these candidates” (Sides and Farrell 2010). Like the tea party 
groups on the conservative side, the Daily Kos and other activist liberal blog com-
munities have empowered more rank- and- file members of the party and  those 
loosely connected to the party to rally around proposals and candidates.  Whether 
it is financially benefitting candidates through campaign donations and activist en-
dorsements or by threatening and shaming candidates who violate their ideologi-
cal orthodoxy, the Daily Kos has emerged as a new type of po liti cal player on the 
party stage. Relying on a small but committed audience and by mixing news and 
opinion, the site has built a po liti cal following that gives it sway within Demo cratic 
Party politics and can help candidates battling against the moderation of Demo-
cratic positions on key issues.
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DAILY NEWSPAPERS
Battered by a fundamental change in how information flows in the world and a 
tectonic shift in the advertising world, daily newspapers have borne the brunt of 
many of the revolutionary changes wrought by the Internet and mobile technol-
ogy. Even as they strug gle to adapt to a world where they are no longer the sole 
source of information on the day’s events in their city,  these newspapers remain the 
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single largest source of po liti cal reporting in the nation, often providing critical in-
formation on statewide and local campaigns and ballot issues.

In many discussions of newspapers and politics much of the attention falls 
on the largest circulation national newspapers like the New York Times, the Wall 
Street Journal, and a handful of leading regional papers like the Washington Post 
and Boston Globe. But  there are some 1,300 daily newspapers across the country, 
representing the largest pool of journalists covering daily news.  These news organ-
izations have seen their readership diversify as the old geographic limitations of 
newspapers fell away in the digital age. But as advertising has moved into more 
specialized marketing made pos si ble by the Internet,  these newspapers have seen 
the revenue decline dramatically. The economic prob lems of the newspaper industry 
can be seen directly in the number of journalists working in  these newsrooms. In 
2015 the American Society of Newspaper Editors reported that 32,900 journalists 
work for daily papers, down from 56,400 just 14 years ago.

The  trials of the digital conversion of daily newspapers have been widely reported. 
Once- successful regional dailies like the Rocky Mountain News and Seattle Post- 
Intelligencer have closed and thousands of reporters have been laid off or accepted 
buy- outs from struggling papers. But the daily paper has gone through more than 
just an economic change, as the Internet’s ability to connect users to any content 
they desire at any given moment has changed the role the paper plays in its com-
munity. Many papers have sought to maintain their role in their given community 
by focusing more and more on local news. A 2008 report from the Pew Research 
Center found that most daily newspapers had fundamentally changed their con-
tent strategies. That year, 46  percent of editors reported that they had cut coverage 
of foreign issues and nearly as many (41  percent) said they had slashed national 
coverage. Sharon Rosenhause, managing editor of the Ft. Lauderdale Sun- Sentinel, 
told researchers, “Maybe  there was a spot on the front page that every one consid-
ered was the foreign or national story of the day, but that’s changed. That story is 
still in the paper, but it’s just inside. To make the front page, it has to be a signifi-
cant development or a story that we can see through Florida eyes or some kind of 
Florida prism” (Pew Research Center 2008).

This focus on local news reflects a realization that the role the daily papers play 
in its readers’ lives has changed. Newspapers established themselves— and sold 
themselves to readers and advertisers—as the daily report about the world made 
available to local residents. Newspapers fashioned a front page that mixed local 
events with national po liti cal reporting and international diplomatic maneuvers. 
The editors would weave  these diverse stories together into a single pre sen ta tion of 
the day’s events, delivered to the reader’s front door. They operated in an era of in-
formation scarcity, where the major competition was initially other local papers 
but would  later become local broadcasters. The Internet changed this fundamen-
tally. Now newspapers could offer the news to anyone online, but so could  every 
other news outlet in the world. Readers no longer needed a single, local editor to 
let them know of a terrorist attack in a distant land or the latest gaffe by a politician 
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on the campaign trail. Most daily papers reacted by doubling down on their own 
local coverage, seeking to differentiate themselves from other news sources.

Although the Internet has had a clearly negative impact on the economic model 
of the modern newspaper, the story about what it has done to their audience is far 
more complex. On the one hand, a given newspaper is still primarily consumed by 
 people in the community it serves and who subscribe to the print product. The 
Nielsen Scarborough’s 2014 Newspaper Penetration Report found that 56  percent 
of  those who consume a newspaper read it exclusively in print. Another 27  percent 
access it through a mix that includes the printed paper and some mobile or com-
puter use. Only 16  percent reported using exclusively digital devices to read the 
paper. This would create the impression that newspapers are still essentially dead- 
tree products, but when one examines their full audience the numbers seem dra-
matically dif fer ent. Most major newspaper websites report audiences that dwarf 
their print circulation. For example, the New York Times boasted a print circulation 
of 650,000, but had a digital user audience of some 54 million in January 2015. 
But it is impor tant to understand the difference, both in terms of content use and 
economic impact, between the online users and the print subscribers. Newspapers 
continue to supply much of the content that is talked about, commented upon, 
and shared across social media, but this use of their content does not carry the same 
economic benefit of a single subscriber. As the 2015 State of the Media report from 
the Pew Research Center noted, “One clue lies in the time spent. The average visit 
to the New York Times’ website and associated apps in January 2015 lasted only 4.6 
minutes— and this was the highest of the top 25. Thus, most online newspaper 
visitors are ‘flybys,’ arriving perhaps through a link on a social networking site or 
sent in an email, and so may not think of this experience as ‘reading a newspaper’ 
but simply browsing an article online” (Pew Research Center 2015). This has ob-
vious economic value, meaning despite the use of paywalls, online advertising and 
sponsored content, a reader who spends four minutes or less on a newspaper web-
site is worth less than a subscriber who receives the paper delivered daily to their 
door.

But the shift to digital is more than just economic. As has been noted, newspa-
pers are catering more and more to their local community and this can manifest 
itself through changes in its approach to reporting on politics and po liti cal cam-
paigns. Newspapers have often played the role of public gadfly on locally contro-
versial issues, and some worry that the increasing reliance on local support may 
quietly suppress that tendency. Already the idea of bias has emerged in some news-
papers as they increasingly embrace, rather than combat, local po liti cal bias, ac-
cording to some researchers of newspaper content. Often in history the po liti cal 
interests of the owner have helped shape the content of  these newspapers. William 
Randolph Hearst famously used his newspaper chain, the first in the country, to 
advocate for his policies and po liti cal position. His papers helped build a case for 
war with Spain, a war that Hearst himself participated in by sailing his yacht to 
Cuba and taking more than two- dozen Spanish soldiers prisoner. He also used his 
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paper’s influence in cities like New York, Chicago, San Francisco, and elsewhere to 
fuel his own po liti cal ambitions for the White House.

But  today’s daily newspapers carry  little of the agenda of their own ership. One 
study by the Bureau of Economic Research found, “contrary to conventional wis-
dom, that the ideology of the  owners  doesn’t correlate in any significant way with 
the po liti cal slant of their newspapers’ coverage. When a single owner owns mul-
tiple papers, the authors find that each paper’s language is tailored to its own mar-
ket, rather than toeing a single, corporate line. Their data also show no significant 
relationship between a newspaper’s slant and the po liti cal contributions made by 
its corporate owner. What instead has a big impact on newspaper bias is readers” 
(Belsie 2007). This means that often a newspaper  will echo the partisan leanings of 
its readers and this prob lem, especially as less and less reporting done about na-
tional and international issues makes it into the paper, may begin to alter the world-
view the newspaper pres ents to its readers.

The modern, digital daily newspaper is still a work in pro gress. Its content con-
tinues to evolve and its role in the media diet of consumers who turn to more and 
varied sources of information is far from set. Despite this, daily newspapers remain 
an integral part of most communities. As The Economist noted back in 2006, some 
of the hand- wringing over the death of the newspaper is somewhat overstated. It 
editorialized  under the somewhat sensational headline, “Who killed the news-
paper?”, “Nobody should relish the demise of once- great titles. But the decline of 
newspapers  will not be as harmful to society as some fear. Democracy, remember, 
has already survived the huge television- led decline in circulation since the 1950s. 
It has survived as readers have shunned papers and papers have shunned what was 
in stuffier times thought of as serious news. And it  will surely survive the decline 
to come” (The Economist 2006).

Nevertheless, the decline that came was more severe than many predicted. The 
2008 economic crisis pushed many newspapers to the edge and newsrooms around 
the country continued to shrink. But even as they contracted and bought out the 
contracts of veteran reporters, a new wave of journalists— many more equipped to 
deliver news across the web, social media, and mobile— took their places, provid-
ing more content on more platforms than newspapers ever did in the “golden age.” 
How good that content can be and how much can it help inform the public about 
public issues is still an open question. But the newspaper of tomorrow  will con-
tinue to modify itself to serve the evolving information habits of its community and 
be less a cata logue of the world.

See also: New York Times; Newspaper Industry; Washington Post
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DAMAGE CONTROL
Even the most seasoned and skilled campaigner  will end up botching a point. Then- 
presidential candidate Barack Obama mourned the destruction of an entire Kansas 
town and the death of 10,000  people killed by a tornado in a speech in 2008 when 
the town was in Illinois and only 11 had died. Or the time the candidate to be the 
next Speaker of the House stated that the Republican investigation into the attacks 
on Americans in Benghazi, Libya, was at least in part aimed at hurting the election 
chances of former secretary of state Hillary Clinton. Other times, it can be far more 
serious, like the time five U.S. senators  were accused of pressuring federal regula-
tors to leave a major po liti cal donor alone. In all of  these cases the potential po liti-
cal fallout has triggered a sometimes effective and sometimes bumbled attempt to 
control the damage. This craft of damage control has evolved over time to become 
a highly structured and carefully coordinated public relations campaign that aims 
to  either shift blame or change the conversation in the media.

In all of its many uses— political and other wise— the idea of damage control is 
the effort to limit the effects of a negative and potentially devastating development. 
This idea in po liti cal communications is often lumped into the larger concept of 
crisis management, and  there is no shortage of examples of both it being done well 
and it contributing to the prob lem. The way in which politicians respond to a cri-
sis is often  shaped by a close cohort of advisers and clearly affected by the man or 
 woman’s personality. For example, President Richard Nixon, who was famously se-
cretive and possessed a penchant for blaming the press for his prob lems, oversaw 
one of the most disastrous damage control efforts in American history. Faced with 
the story that his re- election campaign had funded a po liti cal dirty tricks operation 
that sought to sabotage his opponents, Nixon and his backers launched a massive 
campaign of deception, lying to the press and public and actively working to block 
internal government investigations. Nixon would  later admit in one of the Oval Of-
fice recordings released as part of the investigation that “it’s not the crime that gets 
you . . .  it’s the cover up.” That cover up by the Nixon administration would lead to 
his resignation ahead of likely impeachment.

Despite the danger, one of the most natu ral reactions when faced with an un-
pleasant development or potentially damaging revelation is to deny it. And much 
of the early days of crisis management  were aimed at finding a way to legally deny 
the facts, ideally without lying, and then hoping the story would blow over  after a 
news cycle or two. When news came out that the supermarket tabloid The Star was 
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to publish an account by a  woman claiming she had had an affair with Demo cratic 
candidate Bill Clinton, the initial reaction of Clinton and his campaign was to point 
out she had been paid and to deny some of the specific allegations made against 
him. They also sought to portray it as a sleazy story in a sleazy tabloid, but when 
the mainstream press picked up the story and reported it more widely, the cam-
paign was forced to respond.  Here we see the evolution of the damage control model. 
Unlike past campaigns that may have hunkered down and waited the story out, the 
Clinton campaign deci ded to address it head on and scheduled a single interview 
with the popu lar newsmagazine program 60 Minutes to discuss the allegations. In 
a joint interview with his wife, Clinton admitted he had caused “pain in his mar-
riage,” but still carefully rejected parts of the Star story. He would weather the 
scandal and win the nomination and the presidency, but his tendency to skate on the 
edge of the truth at times of crisis would dog him through much of his presidency 
and beyond.

 There are full ser vice campaign con sul tants and communications experts who 
focus on damage control. The Stanford Gradu ate School of Business offers an en-
tire course in damage control taught by former Clinton po liti cal con sul tant Chris 
Lehane and filmmaker Bill Guttentag. The pair promise, “If you  don’t fight back 
effectively in the modern spin cycle, you  will no longer have your brand, your im-
age, your reputation—or your hopes of becoming the President of the United States. 
Our goal is to illuminate  those practices that  will help you survive to fight another 
day” (Stanford 2012). The reason why large PR firms and veteran po liti cal con sul-
tants market themselves as experts in damage control is partly due to their experi-
ence, but most  because of the highly complex  legal aspects of many damage control 
situations. Depending on the event that has happened, especially if it involves a 
sitting politician, the possibility that the crisis may  later trigger federal investiga-
tions or local law enforcement action is very real. Perjury, the crime that got Bill 
Clinton  later impeached, and obstruction of justice are just two of the pos si ble 
crimes that can erupt from a scandal. So when Lanny Davis, another Clinton vet-
eran who  later opened his own po liti cal consulting shop, outlined his strategy for 
damage control he emphasized first and foremost that the first  thing to do would 
be to establish a  lawyer- client relationship between the adviser and the politician 
so that anything that is said between the two would be protected by the  legal con-
cept of  lawyer- client privilege. Once the privilege exists, Davis notes it is critical 
for that one person to be fully briefed on the real facts  behind the crisis, what is 
true, what evidence  there is, and what has yet to come out. Then, Davis writes in 
his book on crisis communications, “once the  legal crisis man ag er has all the facts— 
meaning documents, emails, and other verification that the facts are true— the 
next step must be to craft a  simple message. The best way to approach this task is 
to write the message or messages as brief headlines for the story you would like to 
see written. Ultimately reporters are no dif fer ent from members of Congress or even 
regulators: You have to simplify your facts into a concise, easy to- understand mes-
sage” (Davis 2013). And this point by Davis emphasizes the other critical ele ment 
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of damage control: while the  legal questions surrounding the be hav ior and response 
of the po liti cal figure weigh heavi ly on the team organ izing a response, at its core 
damage control is about the story that comes out of the scandal. Is it a politician 
abusing their public trust, a personal flaw that is frankly none of your business, or 
a po liti cal vendetta by a person or party? This narrative  will be constructed in the 
early hours of a crisis and  will be deployed through the media to try and defuse 
the scandal or at least shift its focus.

Although crisis management efforts often appear spontaneous and driven by the 
individual politician, almost always a team of advisers is crafting the story, then de-
ploying a series of techniques to get that story out, leaking information to favor-
able media outlets, using campaign surrogates and supporters to address specific 
points, and relying on in de pen dent organ izations to attack the source of the scan-
dal or to overtly politicize the issue. Advisers stress it is impor tant to coordinate all 
 these efforts, rather than allowing the story to play out through the media or other 
 factors, and impor tant that it not appear highly orchestrated. Dawn Laguens, a se-
nior vice president at Planned Parenthood and experienced po liti cal con sul tant on 
the Demo cratic side, stressed that “the one  thing that creates additional distrust 
among voters is a campaign publicizing the inner machinations, the strategy to con-
trol damage. Stories about damage control teams make the candidate look insin-
cere and fake. Keep the team small and keep the strategizing quiet” (Faucheux 
2003). The resulting PR campaign feels organic and honest, yet is carefully crafted, 
calculated, and cultivated. If it all works. Sometimes, it  doesn’t.

By looking at the so- called Keating Five scandal we can see how five dif fer ent 
politicians, all facing the same scandal, responded to the issue with varying degrees 
of success. The Keating scandal grew out of the banking prob lems that swept the 
savings and loan industry in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Savings and loans 
operated  under a dif fer ent set of rules than traditional banks; deregulations and 
rule changes had allowed them to make riskier investments. The result was a series 
of failures by  these firms and government takeovers to protect the savings of indi-
viduals. Charles Keating ran one of  these operations, Lincoln Savings and Loan As-
sociation. The federal government began investigating Lincoln for its  handling of 
deposits and its operations. Keating, who had become a major po liti cal donor to 
both parties, reached out to get the help of senators to limit the investigation. Demo-
crat Alan Cranston of California would end up being reprimanded for his role and 
two  others— Michigan Demo crat Donald Riegle and Arizona Demo crat Dennis 
DeConcini— would also be found to have acted improperly by the Senate Ethics 
Committee. Two  others— Republican John McCain of Arizona and Ohio Demo crat 
John Glenn— were cleared of wrongdoing, but criticized for poor judgment.

Riegle wrote an angry letter to the Detroit  Free Press saying what he had done 
was not that dif fer ent than responding to that paper’s request for help in establish-
ing a joint operating agreement with the Detroit News. But many pointed out that 
the newspaper had not been a major donor to the senator. Senator DeConcini im-
mediately began  running five- minute ads on local tele vi sion in Arizona, explaining 
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his side of the Keating Five story. The ads failed to sway many and he soon an-
nounced his retirement. In the end, three of the accused senators announced that 
they would not run for re- election, but Glenn and McCain fought to protect their 
seats and minimize the po liti cal damage. McCain publicly announced that he would 
turn $112,000 in contributions from Mr. Keating over to the federal government. 
But as he acknowledged, “I’m sure that my po liti cal obituary  will always have some-
thing about the Keating Five in it. I  don’t see how that could be avoided” (Berke 
1991). McCain’s decision to return the money that Keating had donated to his cam-
paign was just the first step of his PR offensive. He admitted his culpability, but 
supporters also leaked stories of how McCain had been hesitant to get involved 
and that Keating, at one point, had referred to the Republican as a “wimp” for not 
 doing more.

Both McCain and Glenn also tried to manage the crisis by inundating journal-
ists and the public with swaths of information. Eleanor Clift would refer to it in 
Newsweek as the “Flood Them with Facts” approach to damage control, writing, 
“Senator McCain and Ohio Sen. John Glenn have been the most successful at the 
data- bank approach. McCain produced a 96- page white paper supporting his con-
tention that what he did for financier Charles Keating was ‘not unlike helping the 
 little lady who  didn’t get her social security.’ Glenn quotes from the transcript of the 
senators’ meeting with bank regulators where he said, ‘Charge them or get off their 
backs.’ The comment helps voters understand that Glenn was trying to hurry the 
investigation of Keating’s Lincoln Savings & Loan, not to halt it” (Clift 1990).  These 
efforts helped the two senators respond to the scandal and for Glenn and McCain, the 
two to face the lightest punishment from the Senate Ethics Committee investigation, 
it was enough to help them win re- election. McCain, in par tic u lar, would become 
a champion of campaign finance reform, fighting to limit the influence of donors 
on the pro cess, perhaps a final act of damage control by the veteran lawmaker.

Not all scandals are so complex.  Today’s tend to erupt more quickly and  either 
catch fire in a news cycle moving at warp speed or flame out just as quickly. An 
example of the speed of the damage control cycle flared briefly in 2015. Having 
been battered by conservatives who said he was too quick to compromise with Pres-
ident Barack Obama, House Speaker John Boehner announced he would step 
down as Speaker and resign from Congress by the end of October 2015. It was a 
stunning development and thrust the House Republicans into a potential leader-
ship fight. Initially it appeared that the House Majority Leader, Kevin McCarthy 
from California, would step up to be the Speaker and the  battle would be for Mc-
Carthy’s old job. That is,  until he appeared on Sean Hannity’s program on Fox News 
on September 29 and said, “Every body thought Hillary Clinton was unbeatable, 
right? But we put together a Benghazi special committee, a select committee. What 
are her numbers  today? Her numbers are dropping. Why?  Because she’s untrust-
able. But no one would have known any of that had happened, had we not fought” 
(Holan 2015). Demo crats and many in the media jumped on  those words, especially 
supporters of Clinton, who was getting ready to appear before that committee in 
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October. McCarthy initially strug gled to respond. Soon a number of Republicans 
announced they would not support him for Speaker; less than 10 days  after mak-
ing that comment he announced he would not run for Speaker.

McCarthy’s mangled statement on Hannity’s program followed by nearly a week 
of backtracking mortally weakened the Republican, and actually helped Clinton. 
McCarthy’s comment allowed Demo crats to turn what could have been a difficult 
hearing into something they could largely, and effectively, portray and dismiss as a 
po liti cal witch- hunt. Benghazi, as a  whole, has reinforced the idea that trying to 
actively shape a story may not be the only way to deal with a crisis. Crisis manage-
ment con sul tant Eric Dezenhall writes that “privacy tends to work for the Clintons, 
as it does for many public and private figures. So they make their enemies earn 
their carcass, hoping that the media and public get bored or distracted in the pro-
cess. And they often do: A number of Clinton scandals have collapsed, receded or 
eroded“ (Dezenhall 2015). Dezenhall and  others note that in the super- heated po-
liti cal world of social media and polarization, the less fodder critics have to use 
against a politician, the better for that politician. Attackers are left to create con-
spiracies and force sustained interest in the crisis, rather than use reams of infor-
mation released in an episode of “coming clean.”

This may be the most significant ele ment of the modern damage control opera-
tion. In the era where a tweet can be turned into news in a moment, some politi-
cians have found it is better to try and limit the information out  there about a scandal 
and hope that the news cycle bores of the story and moves on rather than turn it 
into a full- blown scandal. The drip, drip, drip of the Clinton story about her email 
 running off a personal server at her home when she was secretary of state falls 
clearly into this category. For months  after the story broke, the State Department 
would release batches of emails from the collection Clinton had turned over when 
news of the server broke. Reporters would pore over each release and generate new 
articles. Analysts would offer another grim assessment of their potential impact on 
the Demo cratic nomination fight, and Clinton would issue another sort-of apol-
ogy. The drumbeat of this story has been very dif fer ent than the Watergate story. 
Perhaps the most insightful critique of the damage control efforts around the email 
story came not from Clinton but from her primary opponent Senator Bernie Sand-
ers. At one primary debate, he told a cheering crowd, “the American  people are 
sick and tired of hearing about your damn emails.”

“Thank you,” Clinton responded, nodding and smiling. “Me too. Me too.”

See also: Feeding Frenzy; Opposition Research; Spin; 24- Hour News Cycle
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DARK MONEY GROUPS
If  there is a po liti cal Voldemort in the minds of many government transparency ad-
vocates it would be the so- called dark money groups that have begun pouring 
hundreds of millions of dollars into American po liti cal campaigns. Even the name 
evokes something sinister and hidden.

The government watchdog group the Sunlight Foundation first used the term 
“dark money” to describe a new wave of nonprofit organ izations that sprang up in 
the wake of the controversial Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission decision 
by the U.S. Supreme Court in 2010.

Unlike other groups, like po liti cal action committees and Super PACs, dark 
money organ izations register with the Internal Revenue Ser vice and do not need to 
disclose who has donated to them or how much has been given. The IRS created 
 these groups, labeled 501(c)(4)’s for the section of the tax code that covers them, 
more than a  century ago, to promote “social welfare.” They include many trade 
 unions and associations as well as groups like the Sierra Club, the AARP, and the 
National  Rifle Association.

No nonprofits need to disclose the source of their funds, but over the years  these 
social welfare groups have evolved to be more po liti cal than their nonprofit breth-
ren. Other nonprofits have to clear a series of hurdles to campaign or lobby on be-
half of po liti cal positions. For example, a 501(c)(3) must alert the IRS whenever it 
lobbies on behalf of a po liti cal issue but 501(c)(4)’s can perform unlimited amounts 
of lobbying so long as their “primary” focus is a social benefit. “It can therefore be 
argued that the ‘primary’ test, as employed in section 501(c)(4), may permit an 
or ga ni za tion lawfully to participate or intervene in po liti cal campaigns on behalf of or 
in opposition to campaigns for public office so long as its primary activities remain 
the promotion of social welfare” (IRS 1981).

So the NRA or Sierra Club can enter the po liti cal fray so long as they  were ad-
vocating for their issues and addressing the under lying concerns their group was 
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founded to support. In 2010, Citizens United meant corporations and  unions 
could now begin spending on po liti cal speech, and the po liti cal 501(c)(4) quickly 
emerged as a popu lar vehicle for that money.

“In the 2010 midterms, when this practice was just getting started, $161 mil-
lion was spent by groups that did not disclose donations. In [the 2014] cycle it 
was up to at least $216 million, and 69  percent of it was spent on behalf of Repub-
licans, according to the Center for Responsive Politics” (New York Times 2014). Many 
groups also made large donations to Super PACs, but the nonprofits had one major 
advantage— donations to a 501(c)(4) would be secret. “The anonymity of the do-
nations appeared to have contributed to their success. However, the ability to hide 
 these donations appeared to be partly due to unclear regulations on the part of the 
Internal Revenue Ser vice” (Smith and Powell 2013, p. 60). As experts note, the IRS 
has strug gled to deal with  these new groups. But the agency, already facing criti-
cism for unfairly targeting tea party organ izations, chose not to stem the growth of 
 these new largely po liti cal nonprofits. A report from the Center for Public Integrity 
quoted an anonymous staffer in the nonprofit division as saying, “Nobody wanted 
to say ‘no,  you’re not exempt’ . . .  We stalled so we  wouldn’t have to say no” (Patel 
2014). The result was an explosion in groups and spending by both Democratic-  
and Republican- leaning groups.

The core argument over “dark money” focuses on  whether it is encouraging more 
po liti cal speech or simply placing elections on the auction block to go to the high-
est bidder. Many in states that have seen a lot of dark money spending worry it is 
actually shifting the focus away from the candidates  running and onto faceless 
groups. During a particularly nasty governor’s race in Arizona, the largest paper in 
the state editorialized the core argument against dark money groups, writing, “The 
net consequence of Citizens United has been to enable organ izations whose sources 
of funding often are veiled to spend heavi ly on many of our most impor tant elec-
tions” (Arizona Republic 2014).

But even as editorial writers and government accountability advocates have wrung 
their hands over dark money, some, often libertarian- leaning thinkers and activ-
ists, have welcomed the rise of  these new po liti cal players. The multistate news 
group Watchdog . org that draws most of its financial support from conservative ac-
tivists like the Koch  brothers published a six- part series in late 2014 making the 
case for 501(c)4’s, arguing efforts to regulate dark money would have a major chill-
ing effect on the po liti cal speech of Americans. The series culminated in the clear-
est argument yet for why dark money is not a subversion of the system, but a freedom 
to be cherished. Editor Jon Cassidy argued, “May we get together and call ourselves 
the NAACP or the Klan or the Communist Party or the King Street Patriots and act 
in that name, not our own, for  causes popu lar or despised? May we contribute to 
a cause in private? Do we allow for po liti cal advocacy by group, even though some 
of  those groups are the creation of one or two wealthy  people? Or should you for-
feit the right to the privacy of your po liti cal conscience when you choose to act on 
it?” (Cassidy 2014).

http://Watchdog.org
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States and the IRS continue to discuss new regulations aimed at limiting the abil-
ity to anonymously fund po liti cal speech, but  these groups  will most likely remain 
a major player in federal and state campaigns in the coming years.
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DATA JOURNALISM
Data journalism is reporting that finds its core story in numerical data. This data 
can be the crux of the piece, illuminate a development missed in the typical re-
porting of a story, or simply spark a reported narrative that feels like a “traditional” 
piece of journalism but can trace its origin to a given data set or data point. The 
use of data journalism has given birth to new forms of po liti cal reporting that seek 
to ground the reporting in hard data versus mushy anecdote. Data reporting has 
spawned the creation of new po liti cal sites like FiveThirtyEight . com and has also 
been empowered by the flood of raw information that the Internet has helped facili-
tate. Data journalism can be broken down into dif fer ent forms of reporting, in-
cluding the development of data visualizations that create graphics from the raw 
information to more data- informed models of reporting that use the numerical in-
formation as the source of the story.

The idea of collecting data to inform public decision is an ancient one, and even 
the concept of visualizing that data to explain a concept is far from new. The first 
statistical census that gathered data on a civilization dates back to the Babylonians 
in 3,800 b.c.e. and early data visualizations go back to efforts to explain geometry 
in 200 b.c.e. Efforts to connect the collection of data and the need to visualize for 
the public began in more recent eras. Maps, mathematical diagrams, and statistical 
charts developed along with printing as a way to convey information. One histori-
cal analy sis finds that “most of the innovations in data visualization arose from con-
crete, often practical goals: the need or desire to see phenomena and relationships 
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in new or dif fer ent ways. It is also clear that the development of graphic methods 
depended fundamentally on parallel advances in technology, data collection and 
statistical theory” (Friendly 2006). The role of data and data visualization very much 
mirrors this assessment of its global history. The desire to contextualize stories in 
new ways and the technological evolution of the field have empowered more jour-
nalists to tackle data proj ects.

In many ways, this form of journalism is not new  either, having grown out of 
the more recent computer- assisted reporting efforts of groups like the Investigative 
Reporters and Editors, and dates back to the 1960s. The fact that IRE was perhaps 
the first real or ga ni za tion to dive into computer- assisted reporting, which was of-
ten referred to as CAR, speaks to how most journalists viewed that type of data- 
driven reporting. It was the purview of  those reporters with the time and the skills 
to cull through box  after box of government report, to read thousands of pages of 
testimony or use the primitive computers of the day to pro cess bulky and complex 
spreadsheets. Even a 1999 book from the journalistic think tank the Poynter Insti-
tute encouraging reporters to embrace what they called Computer- Assisted Jour-
nalism (CAJ) acknowledged that, “This term can be daunting  because so many 
dif fer ent aspects of the journalist’s job are lumped  under it. Often,  people hearing 
the term think immediately of expensive equipment, complicated programs and 
sophisticated analyses, used only in long- term, long- winded proj ect” (Paul 1999). 
From its earliest development up  until the last de cade, data reporting was seen as 
a deeply specialized skill only a handful of reporters at the largest daily news-
papers could  handle. The idea that an average reporter could load a spreadsheet on 
their computer, clean the data to ensure its accuracy, and then analyze the content 
to find a hidden fact or seed of a story was seen as far- fetched.

But as digital technologies and Internet tools made it easier for the public and 
reporters to use  these tools, the power of data to inform and sometimes tell the 
story continued to grow. Alongside the technology  rose new forms of telling data 
stories, most notably the data graphic. Once seen as an eye- catching tidbit for news-
paper designs or b- roll wall paper on tele vi sion broadcasts, graphics have become 
power ful visual storytelling tools and most power ful graphics are created by the 
under lying data reporting that generate them. Much of the initial push around data 
visualization came out of the academic and nonprofit spheres before it  really af-
fected journalism. Statisticians like Hans Rosling, whose proj ect Gapminder allowed 
visitors to see 100 years of development data mapped out in an animated timeline, 
helped show students and journalists alike the way data could help offer new per-
spectives on stories and more easily notice outliers or in ter est ing developments.

But it was the development of newsrooms with the capacity to take the computer- 
assisted reporting of the 1980s and 1990s and turn it into a beat that truly fueled 
the data journalism movement. That innovation is most often associated with the 
launch of the Guardian’s Datablog in 2009. The British newspaper has been an ar-
dent champion of the use of data and its journalists are some of the most recog-
nized leaders and advocates for the use of open information to inform journalism. 
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Simon Rogers is often the face of the Guardian’s data work and his take on the role 
of data journalism is that it is almost subversive, creating a new form of journalist 
that can challenge established brands. In a piece where he called data journalism 
the “New Punk” he argued, “Data journalism is a  great leveler. Many media groups 
are starting with as much prior knowledge and expertise as someone hacking away 
from their bedroom. Many have,  until very recently, no idea where to start and  great 
groups of journalists are still ner vous of the spreadsheets they increasingly are con-
fronted with. It’s rare for the news site reader to find themselves as power ful as the 
news site editor, but that’s where we are right now— and that power is only increas-
ing as journalists come to rely more and more on their communities for engage-
ment and stories” (Rogers 2014).

New data journalism outlets have sprung up to challenge existing new outlets, 
especially in the po liti cal reporting realm. Nate Silver, whose predictive modeling 
has accurately predicted the winner in presidential campaigns with impressive reg-
ularity, created the FiveThirtyEight news site that imbues po liti cal and sports cov-
erage with a healthy dose of data. Similarly, Ezra Klein has aimed to do the same at 
Vox . com, building an explanatory journalism website that relies heavi ly on data to 
tell its stories. The American Communities Proj ect has sought to use data to get 
beyond a red- blue dichotomy in American po liti cal reporting. Interestingly, all of 
 these journalism proj ects have connections to traditional outlets. Silver worked for 
three years with the New York Times and his site is now owned by ESPN. Klein built 
his reputation blogging for the Washington Post, and ACP works with both the Wall 
Street Journal and NBC News. This may be the one limit that continues to dog data 
journalism. Despite the array of web tools to assist reporters in finding, sorting, 
and even visualizing data and even as more and more data is uploaded and made 
public, it remains a relatively small portion of the overall journalism output. It is 
still a skill set possessed by fairly few journalists. One academic assessment of the 
spread of data journalism called the situation at smaller newsrooms “precarious,” 
adding, “Data proj ects  there came as the result of a lucky hire, or at the initiative of 
journalists who took it upon themselves to learn data skills in their  free time. Mean-
while, data journalism at the larger newspapers and online- only organ izations ap-
peared to be thriving. If the gap between data journalism resources is as wide as 
our preliminary research suggests, this would add to an already considerable list of 
concerns about the  future of newspapers in all but the largest metropolitan areas 
in the United States” (Fink and Anderson 2014). This indicates that only on spe-
cialized websites like Vox or FiveThirtyEight, or in large newsrooms like the Guard-
ian and the New York Times, has data journalism  really taken hold. But as more 
journalists learn the craft of collecting, cleaning, and analyzing data, that real ity 
may start to shift. Just in 2015, a small paper in southern California scored a Pulit-
zer Prize for a data- reporting proj ect that uncovered outrageous compensation for 
the head of a small school district. But for  every paper like the Daily Breeze  there 
are scores of papers that  don’t possess the skills or the time to develop data proj-
ects in their community.

http://Vox.com
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And that may be unfortunate as data journalism does offer reporters one of the 
key  things they have strug gled with according to public opinion surveys— credibility. 
Inherent in the growth of data journalism is a recognition of the need for journal-
ists to have evidence to support their work. In an era when anyone with a mobile 
phone can blog or tweet and reach potentially millions, data reporting offers pro-
fessional journalists a unique opportunity to apply journalistic standards and analy-
sis to that data to uncover the  actual story hidden in a spreadsheet.

Data journalism also differentiates itself from other online commentary  because 
it contributes something tangible to the conversation, namely specific facts. In a 
2013 video on the Guardian about their data journalism efforts one designer said, 
“ Because numbers are so strong it is not just about opinion. It’s about what is  really 
 there, so I think it is a modern way of  doing journalism” (Guardian 2013). Many 
digital pioneers hail this form of journalism as a truly unique and power ful role. 
Tim Berners- Lee developed the World Wide Web as a way to connect to comput-
ers and networks to facilitate academic study, but he has also worked to open more 
data up to the public. Even though the web and Berners- Lee’s Open Data Institute 
have created access to countless reams of data, he also knows  there is a translation 
and explanation layer that needs to be added to truly unlock the power of data. 
His hope is that journalists  will help create that. He has said, “Data- driven journal-
ism is the  future. Journalists need to be data- savvy. It used to be that you would 
get stories by chatting to  people in bars, and it still might be that you’ll do it that 
way some times. But now it’s also  going to be about poring over data and equip-
ping yourself with the tools to analyze it and picking out what’s in ter est ing. And 
keeping it in perspective, helping  people out by  really seeing where it all fits to-
gether, and what’s  going on in the country” (Gray, Chambers, and Bounegru 2012).

Even with its promise of editorial credibility and new storytelling techniques, 
data journalism remains a somewhat vague concept, but a series of regular types of 
reporting have begun to emerge, each with its own unique features and history. The 
first type can be considered data- driven reporting. This form of data journalism 
 really amounts to a workflow more than a specific output at the end. This report-
ing begins with the data and includes the reporter cleaning the data— that is the 
pro cess of checking it for gaps, ensuring it is complete and lacking in errors— and 
then analyzing it to find patterns or inconsistencies. This pro cess helps the reporter 
develop a series of questions or potentially a theory of what is happening and per-
haps directs the reporter to a specific area particularly affected or to ask questions 
of specific individuals. The idea is to start with the facts found in the data and then 
move to the more illustrative or anecdotal story that brings the data to life, rather 
than allowing the anecdote to drive the story. This helps ensure the characters a 
journalist may find in a story can be placed in a more data- driven context to clarify 
what aspect of the story they actually represent.

Data journalism has also come to be associated with a specific form of reporting 
that data- driven reporting can produce— visualizations. Data visualizations are es-
sentially dif fer ent types of data graphics that help the reader understand the story 
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the journalists are trying to tell.  These also have a long history in journalism, but 
the work of Edward Tufte whose 1983 book The Visual Display of Quantitative In-
formation is widely credited with greatly expanding the field. USA  Today, the daily 
newspaper launched by Gannett at about the same time introduced an infographic 
into the bottom corner of the front page of  every section. This data graphic became 
a mainstay of the paper. As it grew in popularity and  people like Tufte helped im-
prove the artistry and accuracy of graphics, they became increasingly impor tant 
tools. As the technology developed to create interactive graphics, the tools avail-
able to designers to tell stories with data also increased. One of  those storytellers is 
David McCandless, a designer and journalist, who has given TED Talks and writ-
ten books on the idea of data visualization. To hear McCandless describe his ex-
citement over the use of data is to hear an artist describing his or her muse. He 
told listeners in 2010, “I would say that data is the new soil.  Because for me, it feels 
like a fertile, creative medium. Over the years, online,  we’ve laid down a huge amount 
of information and data, and we irrigate it with networks and connectivity . . .  
visualizations, infographics, data visualizations, they feel like flowers blooming from 
this medium. But if you look at it directly, it’s just a lot of numbers and discon-
nected facts. But if you start working with it and playing with it in a certain way, 
in ter est ing  things can appear and dif fer ent patterns can be revealed” (McCandless 
2010). But in McCandless’s description is the one  thing that may complicate the re-
lationship between data and the trust Rogers and  others hopes it can bring to jour-
nalism. He mentioned when you start “playing” with the data you can find patterns 
and uncover new information. Data, in the end, is more like an expert interview 
than a truly dif fer ent form of reporting. Data manipulated in a graphic, through its 
design, size, color, can be misleading.

Data journalism still has weak spots that journalists and consumers must watch 
out for. Data driven journalism is only as effective as the data it uses is correct. It is 
only as power ful as the reporters who can interpret and correctly reflect it are. Data 
visualizations  will only tell the story as well as the designer and information ana-
lysts can do it. Still,  these tools  will clearly be a major part of po liti cal reporting as 
outlets— especially larger newsrooms and specialized data operations— mine the 
data rich environments of campaigns. From voter information to campaign finances, 
campaigns generate lots of data and fuel enormous volumes of data reporting. That 
 will only increase as the years go by and the tools and journalists’ comfort with 
data increases.

See also: American Communities Proj ect; FiveThirtyEight (538); Vox
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DEMOCRATIC LEADERSHIP COUNCIL (DLC)
The Demo cratic Leadership Council represented an or ga nized effort by moderates 
in the Demo cratic Party to combat what they saw as the increasingly liberal poli-
cies of the national party that threatened to keep the party in the minority and out 
of the White House. Unlike grassroots efforts like the tea party movement on the 
Republican side, the DLC was or ga nized by po liti cal insiders and elected officials 
who saw their own influence in the party on the wane during the 1970s and 1980s. 
The DLC claimed President Bill Clinton, with his pledge to end the era of big gov-
ernment and his financial policies that balanced the federal bud get, as their most 
successful po liti cal result.

The DLC formed in the wake of the most crushing Electoral College defeat in 
American history. The 1984 re- election of President Ronald Reagan saw former vice 
president Walter Mondale win only his home state of Minnesota and the District of 
Columbia. The scale of the defeat pushed many within the party to argue that the 
economic pop u lism that had marked Mondale’s campaign had become po liti cally 
unacceptable to a majority of Americans. The DLC was formed to combat it. In 
announcing the council’s formation in late February 1985, then- U.S. senator Sam 
Nunn stressed the need to re orient the national party. A New York Times piece about 
the new council reported, “ ‘The moderate and conservative Demo crats  didn’t make 
it past the first round of primaries in 1984 and we want to change that,’ said 
Mr. Nunn, who supported Senator John Glenn of Ohio for the party’s presidential 
nomination last year. ‘ There is a perception our party has moved away from main-
stream Amer i ca in the 1970s. Asked to be more specific, the senator declined, saying, 
‘The election results speak for themselves’ ” (Gailey 1985). The council was or ga nized 
by southern governors, including Clinton, and moderate members of Congress and 
operated  under the leadership of Al From, a po liti cal strategist who had worked 
with former president Jimmy Carter and in both chambers of Congress.

From and the DLC argued that the Demo cratic Party should develop a so- called 
Third Way of leadership that was not the traditional liberalism of the Demo crats 
and not the laissez- faire deregulation of the Republican Party. This third option 
would focus on progressive policies that also  were structured in a way to benefit 
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business. The DLC raised significant cash from corporate donors to back its po liti-
cal work and policy proposals. The council promoted the type of politicians they 
argued could win national elections and proposed effective government reforms. 
The poster child of this group emerged from the small southern state of Arkansas. 
Bill Clinton had been one of the founding members of the DLC. His association 
with the group helped land him the coveted spot of keynote speaker at the 1988 
Demo cratic National Convention. Four years  later he would make a successful run 
for the presidency espousing po liti cally progressive and eco nom ically moderate po-
sitions. His election in 1992 was seen as triumph of the DLC- branch of the Demo-
cratic Party as well as a rebuke of the more liberal wings of the party. Less than a 
year into his first term Clinton addressed a DLC meeting and outlined the moder-
ate Demo crat worldview, saying, “ Because we are Demo crats we believe in our party’s 
historic values of opportunity, social justice, and an unshakable commitment to the 
interests of working men and  women and their  children.  Because we are new Demo-
crats we promote  those old values in new ways. We believe in expanding opportu-
nity, not Government. We believe in empowerment, not entitlement. We believe in 
leading the world, not retreating from it” (Clinton 1993).

The policies espoused by the DLC  were and remain contentious among many 
Demo cratic activists.  These included efforts like the controversial 1996 welfare re-
form, the tax policies that benefited business, and ending deficit spending. Clinton 
also promoted policies like national ser vice and community policing that drew some 
applause from harder core Demo crats, but the core argument of the DLC was that 
the policies that promoted a re distribution of wealth would simply lead to further 
electoral losses. They argued that their goal was to achieve liberal ends through mar-
ket means. Their critics accused them of being pure po liti cal animals that would 
sell out core voting blocs of the historic Demo crat Party for a win at the ballot box.

Although the DLC was in its heyday during the Clinton years, other forces  were 
building in opposition to it, partly as a result of some of its own choices. For ex-
ample, the DLC’s attempt and failure to keep an active and vibrant party in the South 
weakened its standing. Also, electoral successes of Demo crats in other parts of the 
country empowered activists to reassess the direction of the party. As often hap-
pens, once the DLC had successfully re oriented the party’s directions, it strug gled 
to find its new mission. By the rise of the next Demo cratic president  after Clinton, 
the group had become more of a lightning rod. Barack Obama “largely avoided the 
Demo cratic Leadership Council— the centrist group that Bill Clinton once led— 
and, with an eye on his national po liti cal standing, has always shied away from the 
liberal label, too” (Martin and Lee 2009). Rising activist ele ments of the party— 
from the digital liberals that grew out of the Netroots movement to the veterans of 
the Clinton administration who ran the Center for American Pro gress— were ad-
vocating a more progressive view. In 2011, the DLC suspended its operations. Some 
of the more liberal ele ments saw this as a victory over the so- called corporatist 
wing of the Demo cratic Party. One, Progressive Congress president Darcy Burner, 
told Politico on the day the DLC announced its closure, “One of the  things that’s 
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happening right now in Demo cratic politics is that progressives are winning the 
 battle for the party. The corporate- focused DLC type of politics  isn’t working in-
side the Demo cratic party” (Smith 2011).

The DLC, and its descendants like the still- thriving Progressive Policy Institute, 
represent an ongoing tension in both po liti cal parties between the desire to appeal to 
enough voters to ensure an active role in government and the argument that a party 
must stand on princi ple. DLC advocates would argue that they are not just an elec-
toral strategy but are a realignment of the national Demo cratic Party to a more 
moderate, less anti- business entity, just as its opponents argued the DLC was a threat 
to the real Demo cratic Party. The truth lies somewhere in between, but even with its 
closure in 2011, the efforts of moderates within the Demo cratic Party continue.

See also: Center for American Pro gress (CCAP); Liberal Think Tanks
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DIRECT MAIL CAMPAIGNING
Begun in the late 1950s, direct mail marketing is the sending of letters, postcards, 
and flyers to specific voters for the purpose of raising funds, building name recog-
nition, or attacking opponents. In many ways, it was the first technology that al-
lowed candidates and campaigns to target specific voters with specific messages. 
And despite the onslaught of digital technology, email, and social networking, cam-
paign professionals argue that direct mail remains— for state and local contests at 
least— a surprisingly potent tool in the campaign man ag er’s arsenal and often oper-
ates  under the radar of the traditional mainstream media.

Early efforts at using the mail to build support for po liti cal  causes dates back as far 
as the early twentieth  century when Woodrow Wilson sent letters out to encourage 
the public to support his proposed League of Nations. President Dwight Eisenhower 
was the first to use it for personal po liti cal gain, compiling a list of critical Republi-
can backers he would need to mount a campaign for the nomination.

But from the outset, direct mail has  really been the weapon of the insurgent. The 
critical players in the development of po liti cal mailings  were outsiders seeking to 
influence the pro cess or the party. A conservative who had become involved in  politics 
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in the 1950s as a member of the Young Americans for Freedom saw direct mail as 
a way to build support for more ideologically conservative Republicans struggling 
to succeed. Richard Viguerie was a quiet man from Texas, but held strong and pas-
sionate po liti cal views. Still, he was not one for oratory. Instead, he wrote letters— a 
lot of letters. His skill as a wordsmith allowed him to slowly build a list of like- 
minded conservatives. By 1964, Viguerie had a network of fellow conservatives he 
could use to help an insurgent Republican. That year, he helped the campaign of 
conservative Senator Barry Goldwater run against more mainstream moderate 
Republicans like Gov. Nelson Rocke fel ler. A Goldwater aide  later recalled direct 
mail was  really a result of a crass po liti cal real ity that the Arizona senator’s cam-
paign had to face, saying, “We  couldn’t go to the fat cats,  because they  were all 
with  either Rocke fel ler or [President Lyndon] Johnson, so we had to develop our 
own financial base . . .  We had a need that had to be met, and we had some ex-
perts who knew how to do direct mail. Every body does it now, but that was a revo-
lution in fundraising back in ’64” (Nowicki 2014). Viguerie was the brains  behind 
that operation. He helped Goldwater win the nomination, although not the presi-
dency. The next year he opened his own po liti cal consultancy and direct market-
ing com pany.

Viguerie would  later use direct mail not just to advocate for conservatives like 
Goldwater and  later Ronald Reagan, but also as weapon to attack his opponents. 
He worked tirelessly to  battle President Gerald Ford, and sent thousands of letters 
to conservatives to undercut the policies of President Jimmy Car ter. Even recently 
he has used direct mail to foment opposition to former Speaker John Boehner for 
not adhering enough to conservative princi ples.

But direct mail  wasn’t just a tool of the right. Morris Dees, while preparing to 
start the Southern Poverty Law Center in 1971, also backed anti- war candidate U.S. 
Senator George McGovern and his long- shot campaign for the Demo cratic nomi-
nation. Dees had already built a name for himself as a commercial direct marketer 
and had used many of the same techniques to raise funds for his center. He re-
called how in January 1971 the McGovern campaign asked for his help in drafting 
a letter to go out to announce the liberal senator’s campaign, saying, “They showed 
me a draft, one page letter that announced his candidacy and said he was opposed 
to the war. And it was just a nice well- written letter. And I said, well, hey fellas, 
how you all  going to fund this campaign? And they said, well, we got, you know, 
some wealthy donors who are  going to kick in some money throughout the coun-
try. I said, well, why  don’t we take this letter  you’re fixing to send out announcing 
your campaign, and let me draft a fundraising pitch in it? And they said OK” (NPR 
2012). Dees came up with a seven- page, impassioned plea to rise up against the 
Vietnam War and support the South Dakota senator— both po liti cally and finan-
cially. The team rejected the length of the letter, cut it back to one page and left the 
fundraising ask. Dees sent his original longer letter anyway, paying for it out of his 
own pocket. The results took every one (except Dees) by surprise, raising hundreds 
of thousands for the campaign. McGovern’s campaign would send some 15 million 
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pieces of mail that year and raise almost as much money in donations from  these 
letters.

For opposition candidates on both sides of the aisle, direct mail emerged as a 
critical fundraising tool and a mode of attack. Though Viguerie pioneered both, he 
is famous for his direct mail attacks more than his pleas for support. In a book not- 
so- subtly titled Amer i ca’s Right Turn: How Conservatives Used New and Alternative Me-
dia to Take Power, he described how he saw the tool, writing, “The in ter est ing  thing 
about direct mail is that when it’s professionally done, it has a devastating impact. 
It’s like using a  water moccasin for a watchdog— very quiet and very effective” 
(Viguerie and Franke 2004, p. 136). And both of  those ele ments are impor tant to 
understand, in terms of why direct mail campaigns have remained a critical part of 
the campaign landscape in the United States. Unlike tele vi sion ads, which are costly 
and fairly easy to track, direct mail is much more  under the radar of most media 
coverage. Few of the mailers are ever fact- checked and  little national media atten-
tion is ever paid to mailings  unless their claims reach the most incendiary or of-
fensive levels.

Many mailers are used simply raise to awareness of a candidate or issue in the 
minds of the voters. Direct mail offers candidates and advocacy groups one of the 
most inexpensive ways to get material in front of voters and to do so in a fairly 
targeted way. And this targeting of messages is impor tant to note as experts argue, 
“Each recipient can be targeted, not only by name and address, but also by the mes-
sages to which he or she is most likely to respond. This creates a sense of personal 
contact” (Sherman 1999, p. 373). This targeting takes two forms, one geographic 
and one demographic. The geographic one can seem pretty obvious— mail  every 
home in a given legislative district or zip code— but it actually has become far more 
sophisticated as  those hoping to cash in on campaigns offer new tools and ser vices. 
The first provider  isn’t a consulting firm or direct mail operation, but the U.S. Postal 
Ser vice, which rakes in millions of dollars  every campaign cycle. USPS has even 
gone so far as to produce a 10- page brochure and suite of tools campaigns can use 
to target mailings. One ser vice the postal ser vice offers is called  Every Door Direct 
Mail, which easily allows any marketer, including campaigns, to target specific mail 
routes or key demographic groups based on income or age. The brochure claims, 
“It’s like  going door- to- door via the Post Office.” But figuring out what routes or 
specific parts of a district to target can be difficult, so on top of EDDM itself, an 
array of companies have developed methods and lists that help campaigns use 
EDDM to hit the right voters at the right time.

In fact, building and perfecting  these lists is what created the companies like 
Viguerie’s and made them so power ful. The list of voters to hit with direct mail or 
door- to- door visits was a skill set all campaigns sought and approached an art form. 
Especially in the pre- Internet, social media marketing days,  these firms  were seen 
as real powerbrokers in the campaign pro cess. Their lists of voters  were actually 
fairly advanced databases of not just voter names but party registration, issues the 
voter supported or opposed, marital status, income, likelihood of voting,  whether 
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they owned or rented their home,  unions or associations they belonged to, and his-
tory of po liti cal activities.  These lists informed major swaths of campaign activity 
and have led to campaigns developing mailers that targeted dif fer ent types of 
supporter— parents,  those who support gay and lesbian rights, churchgoers,  etc. 
The importance of this information, according to professional direct mail advisers, 
cannot be overstated. As long- time Richard Schlackman and Michael Hoffman 
wrote, “Your award- winning brochure is worthless if it  isn’t delivering the right mes-
sage to the right  people . . .  persuasion direct mail is only as good as the names 
you choose to mail it to” (Schlackman and Hoffman 2003, p. 340).

But many po liti cal observers watched first in 2004 with the Howard Dean cam-
paign and then in 2008 with the rise of Barack Obama as the Internet and social 
media became power ful organ izing and fundraising tools, overshadowing the mail 
brochure. Campaigns invested heavi ly in building and maintaining their own voter 
databases and using  those tools to direct specific information to them via email, 
text, or Facebook post. The era of direct mail seemed dated, a campaign dinosaur. 
Even early in the advent of the Internet, pollsters and po liti cal con sul tants  were 
warning that the best days of direct mail  were past. In 1995 Demo cratic pollster 
Mark Mellman found Baby Boomers and other younger generations  were far less 
likely to respond to direct mail solicitations. The expectation was that direct mail 
would quietly transform into newer Internet- based marketing efforts, leaving “snail” 
mail  behind.

But something funny happened— direct mail is still thriving. One analy sis from 
Politico found that with three months left to go in the 2014 election cycle, cam-
paigns had already spent $150 million on direct mail. One direct mail con sul tant 
for Republican candidates summed it up by saying, “In terms of moving the needle, 
it’s very effective  because  people still read their mail and some even keep it around. 
It’s got a shelf life. It’s cheaper, and you can reach a more targeted audience” (Parti 
2014). Analysts have pointed to a variety of reasons for this dogged role played by 
the physical mail— the ease with which email can be cast aside without ever opening, 
let alone reading it; the tangible real ity of a piece of mail; and the fact that  people 
still only have one physical mailbox.

Although direct mail continues to exist,  there have been some clear changes over 
the years. It is hard to imagine a seven- page campaign announcement with a dona-
tion solicitation showing up at your door  today. Instead most modern direct mail-
ers are brightly colored, oversized postcards featuring smiling candidates offering 
very general versions of the key talking points, or the other branch of direct mail, 
dark attack ads featuring creepy, often black- and- white photos of the targeted 
candidate(s).

Direct mail is also still being used by outsiders seeking to change a party or pun-
ish  those who  don’t adhere to certain positions. In 2008 in Montana an outside 
group— Western Tradition Partnership— flooded a few Republican primary cam-
paigns with mailers in the closing days of the primary. One Republican targeted 
was state senator John Ward who told his story to Frontline in 2012. Mailers read 
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“John Ward voted with criminal- coddling liberal activists” and accused him of being 
soft on child predators and supporting policies that raised energy prices. “Are high 
energy prices killing you?” Ward said the mailers showed up in “within the last 
four days (before the primary). You have no time to respond that way . . .  The im-
pact of receiving  these graphic  things right before you went to the polls—it was 
very, very effective” (Frontline 2012). The conservative Republican lost by 24 votes.

The story of John Ward demonstrates not only the role of outside groups but 
also the reason why direct mail continues to affect the po liti cal pro cess. By creating 
cheap and effective ways to communicate to a certain district or a certain type of 
voter, direct mail remains a power ful weapon for candidates and advocacy organ-
izations. It is one that lands, literally, in the hands of voters and can be timed to 
appear just before a ballot is cast. By flying  under journalists’ radar, it can also land 
stronger punches that are harder to fact- check and leave more of a mark.

See also: Microtargeting
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DISCLOSURE
In the wake of critical Supreme Court decisions that struck down or severely cur-
tailed government abilities to regulate or limit the amount of money flowing into 
elections, the idea of disclosure has become a major focus of the debate. Initially 
seen as the most basic defense against the pos si ble corrupting influence of money 
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on the po liti cal pro cess, the idea of publicly releasing the names and professions of 
po liti cal donors is increasingly being challenged by  those who seek to further scale 
back government regulations of elections and argue disclosure inhibits  people’s will-
ingness to participate in the po liti cal pro cess due to public pressure.

From the very beginning of formal campaign finance reform laws, many have 
advocated disclosure as one of the core concepts that government should under-
take both to  battle corruption and to encourage voter education. The first major 
bill to address this idea was the Publicity Act of 1910— later amended in 1911 to 
become the Federal Corrupt Practices Act. The act targeted groups that sought to 
influence elections in more than one state and required the group submit all spend-
ing above $10 to the clerk of the House of Representatives. The report was to be 
filed 10–15 days before the election. Spurred by a series of scandals connected to 
corporate spending aimed at affecting elections, congressional reformers argued 
the goal of the 1910 act was to protect the sanctity of the ballot. Demo cratic Rep-
resentative William Rucker argued, “Each ballot should represent the untrammeled 
 will and best judgment of a  free American citizen” (Hohenstein 2007). The act was 
passed and became the part of the earliest efforts at po liti cal reform. It was similar 
to the core sentiment that most often is associated with the idea of disclosure in 
politics from Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis, who in 1914 wrote, “Publicity 
is justly commended as a remedy for social and industrial diseases. Sunlight is said 
to be the best of disinfectants; electric light the most efficient policeman.”

But for all its significance, the law held a series of fatal flaws within it. First, the 
clerk of the House of Representatives was poorly equipped to deal with the paper-
work and tracking of spending. Additionally, the office received  little support or 
guidance on enforcement. The act included provisions for large fines or even jail 
on violating the law, but the clerk had no real enforcement mechanisms. Lastly, the 
law did nothing to promote the publication of this information, so what paper-
work was turned in sat at the clerk’s office in the Capitol. Only the most intrepid 
reporters would make their way into the office to check on filings; reporters in states 
across the country essentially had no way to access the information.

Despite  these prob lems, this was essentially the law  until 1971 when Congress 
overhauled campaign laws with the Federal Election Campaign Act (FECA). Dur-
ing a series of reforms in the 1970s, the federal government moved the disclosure 
requirements to a new agency, the Federal Election Commission, and included new 
goals of collecting and publicizing campaign donations and expenditures. The new 
agency also had more enforcement authority and as opposed to the clerk’s office, 
which oversaw the entire functioning of the House of Representatives, the FEC had 
only one job, monitoring campaigns for federal office. In studying how FECA and 
FEC changed campaign finance, most analysts agree that “while  there is substan-
tial criticism of the commission’s enforcement activities,  there is also a recognition 
that much more is known about campaign finance practices as a result of the 
FECA’ s disclosure provisions . . .  The commission has gone beyond the statutory 
requirements to make contribution and expenditure data available to the public in 
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a useful format” (Magleby and Nelson 1990). The FEC worked to create a regular 
flow of information through scheduled deadlines that reporters and campaign of-
ficials knew. Even prior to the Internet, the FEC would make available reports on 
campaign spending and lobbying and other reports filed with their office within 
days of receiving the filings. This fed into the coverage of campaigns and served as 
a source for reporting  after the election as well, as reporters monitored how candi-
dates who had received money from certain groups behaved once in office.

The Internet and digital technologies made disclosed contributions and spend-
ing available with a mouse click, and fundamentally changed the world of cam-
paign financing. Now, reports no longer need to be formally filed and mailed to 
the FEC; information can move from campaign to the government and the govern-
ment to the public practically instantaneously. Outside groups like the Center for 
Responsive Politics have developed OpenSecrets . org to facilitate understanding by 
the public and reporters about what can be found in the thousands of FEC docu-
ments. This new digital structure has also allowed  people to connect donors and 
their contributions to several dif fer ent candidates or over multiple years. Disclo-
sure moved from being something you could track to one campaign or for one cycle, 
to being able to see at the click of a mouse a decades- long history of campaign 
donations by an individual.

Also notable about the idea of disclosure is the apparent consistency with which 
the courts have agreed to its importance. Even as the Supreme Court has struck 
down portions of campaign finance reforms— beginning as early as 1970s and con-
tinuing to the pres ent day— the concept of publication of this information has 
passed the  legal tests it has faced. One of the latest endorsements of disclosure came 
in 2014, when the Supreme Court struck down so- called aggregate limits on the 
amount of money individuals could contribute to candidates and party commit-
tees in a given two- year election cycle. The decision in McCutcheon v. Federal Elec-
tion Commission was seen by most campaign finance reform advocates as yet another 
blow to the government’s efforts to produce a fair election system, but within it was 
the latest endorsement in the importance of public reporting of campaign spend-
ing and fundraising. Chief Justice John Roberts, writing for the five justices of the 
majority, contended that “disclosure requirements . . .  may deter corruption ‘by ex-
posing large contributions and expenditures to the light of publicity.’ (Buckley) 
Disclosure requirements may burden speech, but they often represent a less restric-
tive alternative to flat bans on certain types or quantities of speech. Particularly 
with modern technology, disclosure now offers more robust protections against cor-
ruption than it did when Buckley was deci ded.”

As much solace as campaign reformers may take in the McCutcheon comments, 
some constitutional scholars have warned that the  legal rationale for disclosure is 
not as solid as it may seem. In one recent article, constitutional expert and cam-
paign finance veteran Anthony Johnstone contends that most of the  legal protec-
tion of the importance of disclosure “remains theoretically underdeveloped.” He 
adds, “Without a clear constitutional justification, the informational interest does 

http://OpenSecrets.org
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less than it might to define the means and ends of disclosure policy, and to defend 
that policy against constitutional challenge” ( Johnstone 2011).

Even though the high court has protected the idea of disclosure, it has faced re-
peated attacks from actors in the po liti cal arena. The attacks on disclosure come 
from both sides. Reformers see a focus on disclosure as not aggressive enough to 
solve the real prob lems in our po liti cal system. One critique argued the entire idea 
of transparency had been “vastly oversold”  because the average voter  can’t readily 
“learn about the ins and outs of the numerous programs the government carries 
out; evaluate their effectiveness and costs; and determine which they  favor or are 
keen to change or discontinue” (Etzioni 2014).  These reformers argue that publi-
cation of information is not enough to hold back abuse of the system, and that gov-
ernment should rightfully have an active role in regulating campaigns.

Conservative groups, on the other hand, have launched a more serious  legal and 
po liti cal assault on disclosure, wishing to roll it back. Many of  these cases have been 
championed by James Bopp, a  lawyer from Terra Haute, Indiana. Bopp takes a pur-
ist approach to the First Amendment rights of  people to participate in politics, ar-
guing anything that impedes participation in the po liti cal discussion should be 
unconstitutional. In a 2012 report on the PBS documentary series Frontline, Bopp 
said that the case for disclosure has been radically overstated  because, “Truth  doesn’t 
change  because of who’s funding it,” adding that most public disclosures contain 
“completely irrelevant information that only some left- wing nut jobs care about.” 
He also made the case, often repeated in conservative circles, that any disclosure 
law has a chilling effect on speech, saying, “Secrecy in government is not good, and 
secrecy about what politicians are  doing is not good, but anonymity for citizens is 
[a] very impor tant concept,  because other wise  people  won’t associate with them” 
(Frontline 2012). Advocates of this position point to the case of Brendan Eich to 
demonstrate the perils of disclosure. Eich made a $1,000 donation to promote the 
controversial Proposition 8 in California, a ballot initiative seeking to ban same- 
sex marriage in the state. The donation was made public in 2012, but few made 
any note of it,  until he was selected to head Mozilla, the nonprofit or ga ni za tion that 
makes the popu lar Firefox browser. News of the donation spread, and employees 
and  others  were outraged. They launched a full public relations campaign against 
him, including a call by dating site OkCupid to boycott using Firefox so long as 
Eich ran the com pany.  Under pressure, he stepped down. Conservative columnist 
Charles Krauthammer said this caused him to reevaluate his position on transpar-
ency. Two weeks  after Eich was ousted, Krauthammer wrote, “I had not foreseen 
how donor lists would be used not to ferret out corruption but to pursue and perse-
cute citizens with contrary views. Which corrupts the very idea of full disclosure.” 
He went on to argue that the core idea of disclosure is to prevent corruption— you 
cannot buy someone’s vote or a politician— but in the case of Eich it was a referen-
dum or what he called “a pure expression of one’s beliefs. Full disclosure in that 
context becomes a cudgel, an invitation to harassment . . .  The ultimate victim 
 here is full disclosure itself. If revealing your views opens you to the politics of 
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personal destruction, then transparency, however valuable, must give way to the 
ultimate core po liti cal good,  free expression” (Krauthammer 2014).

Johnstone and other backers of the idea of disclosure may well worry about 
 running into this idea in the near  future. Even as the Supreme Court has backed 
the idea of transparency, it also has clear pre ce dent on the issue of groups disclos-
ing its members. In 1956, the attorney general of Alabama went  after the National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored  People (NAACP) for violating its state 
laws about foreign corporations. The law required the group register and when 
taken to court, the Alabama court demanded documentation from the NAACP 
headquarters in New York that included its members. The NAACP produced all 
the required documents except the list, and the Alabama courts held the or ga ni za-
tion in contempt. The case went all the way to the Supreme Court and in 1958 in 
NAACP v. Patterson, a unan i mous court ruled that “immunity from state scrutiny 
of petitioner’s membership lists is  here so related to the right of petitioner’s mem-
bers to pursue their lawful private interests privately and to associate freely with 
 others in  doing so as to come within the protection of the  Fourteenth Amend-
ment.” Bopp and  others are quick to point to the NAACP case as pre ce dent that 
disclosure in po liti cal activities may violate this decision. So far, the court has not 
agreed.

The other argument put forward by conservative critics of disclosure has to do 
with  whether the public cares. This line of reasoning finds that the public is so 
inundated with information that they choose to largely ignore campaign finance 
data. They argue, “Public opinion polls have found that respondents are largely ig-
norant of campaign finance laws and care  little about finance reform. Given their 
rational ignorance about the laws and apathy about the issue, it seems unlikely that 
voters use the data. If they do, their concerns about a donation may be outweighed 
by other considerations in voting for or against a candidate” (Samples 2008). There-
fore the under lying public interest should not outweigh the potential effect on 
po liti cal participation. One social science experiment conducted by the conserva-
tive Institute for Justice found that when readers consumed an array of articles and 
information brochures, they rated the information about campaign finance the least 
useful, which led the researcher to conclude that “viewing disclosure information 
had virtually no impact on participants’ knowledge” (Primo 2011).

As the court  settles into the new pre ce dent around campaign finance laws 
established primarily by Citizens United, the next real battleground appears to be 
shaping up around this idea of transparency and disclosure. On the one hand, a 
majority of the Supreme Court as well as good government groups and nearly a 
 century of laws appear on the side of encouraging the release of information about 
campaign donations. But with some pre ce dent on their side and a growing army of 
po liti cal dark money groups raising money from undisclosed donors, critics of trans-
parency  will continue to make the argument that if spending money on politics is 
afforded  free speech protections, the government interest in transparency may not 
be enough to inhibit the  free flow of speech.
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DIVERSITY IN THE NEWS MEDIA
According to voter opinion polls, the 1982 California governor race was a lock. 
Demo cratic candidate Tom Bradley, then- mayor of Los Angeles, was  running well 
ahead of his rival, Republican attorney general George Deukmejian, by hefty mar-
gins. The San Francisco Chronicle went so far as to proj ect Bradley would be the state’s 
first black governor on the morning of November 3, 1982, based in large part on exit 
polls. However, in the early morning hours, with 98  percent of precincts counted, 
Deukmejian had edged out Bradley with a lead less than one percentage point in 
what the Associated Press called “the closest race for the post in state history.”

The race results  were puzzling, considering the decidedly overwhelming voter 
support for Bradley in opinion polls leading up to Election Day. Pundits  were ana-
lyzing what went wrong for days. Warren Mitofsky, a CBS Network News election 
director, told reporters from the Santa Ana Orange County Register that polls are com-
monly reliable. “You can do  these  things (projections) with a fair amount of accu-
racy.  There’s a lot of professional  people who do this for a living . . .  Why they had 
prob lems with it, I  don’t know” (Churml and Taugher 1982). But some who ana-
lyzed the results saw something beneath the discrepancy between polling and elec-
tion results. Another network pollster, Mervin Field, concluded that race was the 
leading  factor in Bradley’s loss, citing his exit poll findings that three  percent of vot-
ers who supported Deukmejian said “that they could not vote for a black man.”

The election created the oft- used and controversial term “The Bradley Effect,” 
an observation that voters express support for candidates of color in opinion polls 
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but cast votes for other candidates in voting booths. According to the theory, vot-
ers tend to discount race as a  factor in their decision- making when questioned 
face- to- face about candidates of color. Statisticians and pundits have since argued 
against the presence of the Bradley Effect. Still,  there are similar stories from other 
parts of the country with nearly identical  factors. “The Wilder Effect,” for example, 
is cited  after a black  Virginia gubernatorial candidate, Douglas Wilder, won his 
race by two percentage points. Before that, polls had him winning by nearly 20 
points. Similar “effect” anecdotes can be found regarding the presidential election 
of Barack Obama and other black candidates throughout the country. The argu-
ment over racial effects as a  factor in voting is just one example of the complex 
ways in which the media and campaign worlds are affected by the politics of race 
and  ethnicity.

Race- based journalism has always been a sensitive area for newsrooms, in par-
tic u lar for election coverage. Without a keen understanding of multi- ethnic com-
munities and  people, unforeseen miscalculations and error- prone analyses are likely 
to occur. It is impor tant to note that diversity in the news media— both in news-
rooms and in the news product—is not a  matter of being po liti cally correct.  There 
is a utility in gathering and disseminating voices from all pockets of society, a util-
ity that most journalists hold in the highest regard. Diversity is a  matter of accu-
racy, and without that, journalists run the risk of creating an unrealistic image with 
 little to no grasp of the au then tic American experience.

Despite this benefit, news companies have been struggling to address diversity 
in their newsrooms for de cades with mixed results. According to the American So-
ciety of Newspaper Editors, which has conducted an annual national newsroom 
audit since 1978, the percentage of journalists of color working in American news-
rooms has actually dropped since 2010. In 2015, newspaper man ag ers reported 
that 12.8  percent of newsroom staff consisted of  people of color. In 2010, the 
percentage of minorities in newsrooms was reported at 13.3— both are signifi-
cantly higher than the approximately 4  percent reported in 1978 (ASNE 2015). 
This person- of- color ratio has remained fairly steady throughout the recent waves 
of job decreases in the industry.

In their book Race, Multiculturalism, and the Media, Wilson and Gutierrez describe 
the traditional newspaper business cycle, which began with publications feeding 
readers to advertisers, who in turn became the main revenue source for newspa-
pers. As a result, media coverage evolved its content to attract the highest number 
of readers, content that informed but also reinforced the ideals and perceptions of 
the largest reading demographic in the country: Caucasian males. Other groups fell 
by the wayside as media began to appeal to a skewed definition of the mass society. 
“Mass society in the United States did not necessarily mean a society of the masses, 
but a society in which the  people  were amassed into an audience for the messages 
of the mass media of communication” (Wilson and Gutierrez 1995). And that mes-
sage soon adapted the ideals of its readership, covering ethnic issues through the 
lens of a dominant society ignoring or stereotyping minorities. For de cades, the media 
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and the mass society functioned together, feeding each other the same images of 
minority groups in an endless cycle.

A concerted effort to both improve the coverage of minority issues and increase 
the presence of minorities as news producers  didn’t begin in earnest  until the Civil 
Rights era. The media played an integral role, mostly (but not always) as advocates, 
in the Civil Rights demonstrations throughout the American South and eventually 
throughout the country. And beginning in the 1980s, the Gannett Com pany be-
came a leader in diversity initiatives in the media. The com pany not only recruited 
heavi ly from pools of journalists of color, it also created nationally recognized pro-
grams designed specifically to train young journalists of color and place them in 
newsrooms. Gannett also implemented stringent goals in its newsrooms designed 
to increase the presence of ethnically diverse  people on the news pages. Nieman 
Reports, a Harvard- based journal, reported in 2003 that 17.1  percent of Gannett’s 
collective staff  were journalists of color, almost five percentage points higher than 
the national average as reported by the ASNE census that year.

Gannett, also implemented the controversial “mainstreaming” policy in its news-
rooms. Defined as “the appropriate use of minority experts in the reporting of 
stories” (Witosky 2003), the policy was designed to encourage reporters to find the 
best methods in which to include minority experts and sources into all but break-
ing stories. This meant expanding some stories to include minority schools or in-
stitutions, or expanding reporting to include perspectives from  people of color in 
larger stories. As part of the policy, newsrooms maintained a list of sources consist-
ing of  people of color. Of course, the mainstreaming policy was met with contro-
versy and some setbacks. The lists, for instance, meant that some newspapers ended 
up calling the same sources for multiple stories. And in 2002, following the New 
York Times scandal in which a young black reporter, Jayson Blair, was discovered to 
have plagiarized or outright faked a number of stories, efforts to heavi ly recruit 
 people of color then fell  under scrutiny. Some journalists and critics argued the poli-
cies had pushed newsrooms to promote young journalists of color before they 
 were ready, creating unfair pressure on the employee and less qualified journalists 
in the field.

Gannett executives are quick to note that diversity efforts are designed as a util-
ity, an effort to maintain credibility with the communities they cover. In other words, 
this is one method in which newsrooms are trying to expand and reconfigure the 
mass society established by the news outlets of old. But it also should be noted, 
many of  these questions of diversity focused only on differences between whites 
and blacks. And while news outlets worked to improve coverage of black commu-
nities, it was still common for smaller groups to be misrepresented with ste reo typical 
imagery. In his “Reporting in Indigenous Communities” proj ect, Duncan McCue, a 
reporter with the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation in Vancouver, British Columbia, 
argued that North American news organ izations pres ent five common ste reo types 
when producing pieces on Native Americans and First Nations  People.  These ste reo-
types are summed up simply: Warrior, Drumming, Dancing, Drunk, and Dead.
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Warrior: McCue harkens to Wilson and Gutierrez’s assertion that minority groups 
 were at one point only covered when threatening the greater mass society. “Why 
does direct action by Aboriginal groups (such as marches, blockades, or occupa-
tions) receive disproportionate attention from news media?” McCue asks. On the 
other end of the spectrum, McCue also notes the “Good Indian” ste reo type, the fea-
ture profile about a student attending college and  doing well “despite” being Native 
American.

Drumming: Drumming has become synonymous with Native American and First 
Nations  People. Modern day media still commonly use stock sound tracks (often 
completely unrelated to a par tic u lar tribe’s musical culture) to fill in the background 
of Native American stories.

Dancing: Much like drumming, the image of the dancing Native American is 
ubiquitous in mass media, often in stories taken from powwows. However, McCue 
asks us to look at the equivalent, using country and western dancing at bars to por-
tray how small town Amer i ca holds on to its culture. Powwows— and the dances, 
art, and outfits used within— represent only a sliver of modern day Native American 
culture.

Drunk: McCue focuses bluntly on the most common ste reo type of the drunken 
Indian. He points out that abstinence is twice as common in the tribal community 
than it is in the non- tribal. Yet, alcohol and its abuse is a common thread in stories 
from Indian Country.

Dead: Once again,  there is truth to the news content that focuses on poverty, 
health issues, and high mortality rates. However, it also ignores a greater story of 
survival, happiness, and familial strength in the face of modern American luxuries. 
McCue finds that the images and stories presented by mass media about Native 
Americans paint a consistently bleak picture, one often at odds with the larger real-
ity of modern Native American life.

A ste reo type may have roots in truth, but gross oversimplification feeds a mass 
media image of ethnic groups that often bears  little resemblance to real ity. And such 
a media approach pertains to all communities of color. Most times, news outlets 
report modern ste reo types without realizing they are making sweeping generaliza-
tions. Obviously, if a rash of alcohol- related deaths  were to strike on a tribal reser-
vation, that news should be reported. But news outlets should consciously recognize 
when its reporting feeds ste reo types, and when it challenges them.

American media is often viewed as a bastion of liberal ideology. Therefore, it is 
easy to dismiss the plight for diversity in the media as a means to be more po liti cally 
correct. However, by both staffing newsrooms and supplying news content with 
diverse voices, news media can curtail the use of lazy ste reo types that working 
journalists might not even realize exist.  There is also a basic truth to the benefits of 
diversifying the news. If a news outlet sets out to cover its community, what does 
that coverage look like? How often do journalists look at the census demographics 
of a community and use that to better reflect the population in news content? For 
instance, if a community has a 10  percent black population, can the average reader 
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see that 10  percent in the news product? And if so, how are the sources and sub-
ject used? Qualitative use of sources of color is just as impor tant as quantitative. 
It’s not enough to meet a quota of diverse voices, but to use them in a way that 
accurately reflects the greater society. A major recent study found that white Ameri-
cans tend to overestimate the amount of crime committed by  people of color, and 
that media outlets reinforce this perspective by their coverage of African Ameri-
cans and Latinos. “Tele vi sion news programs and newspapers over- represent racial 
minorities as crime suspects and whites as crime victims. Black and Latino suspects 
are also more likely than whites to be presented in a non- individualized and threat-
ening way— unnamed and in police custody” (Ghandnoosh 2014). Beyond such 
obvious and extreme examples, journalists should also be keenly aware of more 
subtle instances. If 90  percent of black sources are used in the sports section, then 
what is the media telling readers about the community’s black population?

This goal of better representing the diverse communities that media report on is 
becoming a necessity. Amer i ca is changing rapidly. The demographics are shifting. 
The U.S. census indicates that  people who identify as an ethnicity other than white 
 will become the majority by 2020. Journalists  will have to take greater focus on 
how to cover not only communities of color but also politicians of color. Richard 
Prince, who publishes a daily column about diversity in journalism, pointed out a 
comment President Obama made in 2009 during a speech on race relations in Amer-
i ca. “I’ve noticed that when I talk about personal responsibility in the African 
American community, that gets highlighted. But then the  whole other half of the 
speech, where I talked about government’s responsibility . . .  that somehow  doesn’t 
make news” (Prince 2009). A New York Times headline, as Prince pointed out, was 
blunt in its mischaracterization: “Obama Tells Fellow Blacks: ‘No Excuses’ for Fail-
ure.” Obama offered no excuses in his speech, he did describe the real ity, which is 
that  people of color have disadvantages, singling out the challenge of getting a 
“world- class education” in par tic u lar. The headline was accurate, but it also lacked 
context. Much like a racial ste reo type is based, on some level, in truth. Without 
the proper context, the meaning is misinterpreted and the message tainted.

Faced with an ethnically changing population and stories like terrorism, polic-
ing policies, and equal rights that are inherently controversial and racially charged, 
the media has strug gled to convey the diversity of experiences dif fer ent groups in 
the nation face. This reporting carries over into po liti cal reporting, where reporters 
and candidates often focus on issues that are a concern to white  middle class vot-
ers. Other issues, like a rash of police shootings of black men in 2015, have driven 
some coverage but  these issues seldom become major topics on the campaign trail 
and are often contextualized as a campaign strategy to attract minority voters. This 
gap in reporting is just another example that the relative lack of diversity in many 
newsrooms continues to plague its coverage of modern American politics.

Jason Begay

See also:  Women and the News Media
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DOCUMENTARY FILMS
Documentaries, especially  those about public affairs issues or overtly po liti cal top-
ics, have remained one of the most potent forms of media aimed at raising aware-
ness or urgency of a topic, finding increased audiences through the growth of digital 
streaming ser vices and compelling storytelling.  These filmmakers often carry an 
overt agenda into their work, turning their filmmaking tools to making a case for 
why the issue at hand should be addressed by the powers that be. The films have 
found sizable audiences on the web and some tele vi sion networks, creating a plat-
form for advocacy and investigation that pushes against the rushed nature of the 
modern news cycle, spending months and years exploring a topic.

Films have often had an overt po liti cal message. The  silent epic entertainment 
The Birth of a Nation chronicled, in a troublingly sympathetic light, the rise of the Ku 
Klux Klan. But that film was fiction; soon filmmakers  were using the tools and power 
of the moving picture to tell factual stories. In par tic u lar, the Communist- backed 
Workers Film and Photo League that developed in the 1930s aimed to inspire fel-
low workers and industrial groups with their documentaries about an anti- hunger 
march that police shut down in Detroit and the communal inspired film Hands in 
1934 produced for the Depression- era Works Pro gress Administration.  These works 
all carried an overt po liti cal message and their distribution was limited. Still, the 
potential of motion pictures to convey power ful po liti cal messages was clear. In the 
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years  after World War II, po liti cal documentaries appeared to split, with some pur-
suing a more journalistic course and  others diving deeper into po liti cal movements. 
On the journalistic side, the team at CBS News  under the guidance of Fred Friendly 
and Edward R. Murrow offered what could be seen as perhaps the first long- form 
tele vi sion news documentary in 1960 with its Harvest of Shame. Murrow, who was 
perhaps the most recognizable and respected journalist in the wake of his feud with 
anti- communist crusader Joseph McCarthy, took to the CBS airwaves on the day 
 after Thanksgiving to report on the plight of mi grant farm workers. “We pres ent this 
report on Thanksgiving  because,  were it not for the  labor of the  people you are  going 
to meet, you might not starve, but your  table would not be laden with the luxuries 
that we have all come to regard as essentials,” he said during the open of the hour- 
long documentary (CBS 2010). The film mixed power ful scenes of poverty and 
desperation among  those who harvest the food for the wealthiest nation in the 
world with interviews with farmers, policymakers, and social activists. In tone and 
structure it was the clear pre de ces sor of PBS’s Frontline series and the best of what 
would become 60 Minutes on CBS. But even this form of reporting carried with it a 
strong sense of agenda. Murrow did not just pres ent the difficult lives of  those who 
traveled the country with the harvest, seeking to make a living that would support 
them through the winter; he also mixed in overt calls for action, noting at the close 
of the documentary, “The  people you have seen have the strength to harvest your 
fruit and vegetables. They do not have the strength to influence legislation. Maybe 
we do.” And  people did react, according to Greg Schell, an attorney with the Mi-
grant Farmworker Justice Proj ect, who credited Murrow with being a “crusader,” 
telling NPR, “He came and said, ‘We can change this,  people, if you get aroused and 
demand that the government and Congress react.’ And Congress did react” (Blair 
2014). The documentary is credited with helping spur congressional action like 
funding for health ser vices to mi grant workers and education for mi grants’  children.

Many filmmakers wanted to push even further to impact po liti cal movements 
overtly, aligning their work directly with the groups advocating change and being 
less concerned with constructs of traditional journalism.  These documentarians 
aimed to provoke reaction and to alter the current po liti cal environment. “For Julia 
Reichert, a filmmaker who has made a  career out of films like Growing Up Female 
(1974) and Union Maids (1976)— docs about  women’s liberation— and Seeing Red 
(1983)— a portrait of the American Communist Party— political docs ‘are not about 
the ego of the filmmakers or aesthetic ideals.’ Po liti cal docs are instead about rais-
ing the consciousness of audiences” (Baldwin and Bahar 2004).  These films some-
times strug gled to find an audience, as many traditional film distributors saw only 
limited appeal to the genre. Still, filmmakers expanded on the effort. Harlan County 
USA, a 1976 film about a coal mining strike in Kentucky, resonated with many au-
diences and certainly put the coal mining debate on the national agenda in a way 
it had not been.

Beginning in 1942, the Acad emy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences has pre-
sented an Oscar to the film selected the best documentary of the previous year, and 
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 these awards helped spur further interest from some. But perhaps one of the most 
impor tant developments in history of the po liti cal documentary was the strength-
ening of the Public Broadcasting Ser vice (PBS). This publicly funded network be-
gan a series of programs— Frontline, POV, and In de pen dent Lens— that offered 
 these films nationwide exposure. PBS was the first and remains the only broadcast 
network to devote significant airtime to documentaries, many of which focus on 
current events.

 These films, as well as the more partisan digital documentaries that have cropped 
up on YouTube and cable on- demand systems, are all built around the core idea 
that “the news media have failed,” to quote author James McEnteer. He continues, 
“In the twenty- four- hour news cycle, staged and scripted pseudo- events, concocted 
by government press offices and public relations firms, bombard the airwaves and 
print media. Journalists rewrite and repeat press handouts without corroborating 
their ‘facts’ . . .  Americans who truly wish to be informed about current events have 
begun to turn elsewhere for their information, including to nonfiction films” (McEn-
teer 2006). McEnteer’s liberal criticism is echoed by  those on the right. In all of 
 these documentaries is an inherent frustration with traditional mainstream media, 
although the frustration can be born out of dif fer ent  things. Some filmmakers ex-
press disappointment with the lack of advocacy in journalistic coverage of an issue 
or politician.  Others see the their film as giving voice to  those marginalized by so-
ciety, and still  others see the coverage of an issue or incident as lacking the neces-
sary depth and context for  people to truly understand what is happening.

All of this relates to documentaries about issues of public interest and policy con-
siderations, but  there is another type of po liti cal documentary that needs to be 
understood— campaign documentaries. As Theodore White first captured in his 
1961 book The Making of the President 1960, the campaign itself is a  human drama 
of impressive scale, with winners and losers, the  human beings  running for presi-
dent. That same year, Robert Drew, a filmmaker who would  later be called the  father 
of cinéma vérité, was following the same candidates and would produce a four- 
part series of films that gave the feel of being on the trail with President John Ken-
nedy. Drew, a correspondent for Life magazine, took a new type of camera that 
allowed his team to rec ord events and sound as they  were happening. The small 
team shot five days of the Kennedy campaign stumping for votes in Wisconsin and 
the resulting widely acclaimed film Primary, with its shaky camera work, provided 
a never- before- experienced sense of being on the trail.

The appeal of politics as a subject of  these films made sense. As one documen-
tarian who has produced a series of campaign films noted, “For filmmakers trying 
to wrangle a narrative structure out of the messiness of real life, campaigns are made 
to order. Usually, two candidates face off in a race that has a beginning, a  middle 
and a dramatic end. Someone wins and someone loses on election night . . .  That 
said, films are also subject to the rules of successful cinema. Are the characters com-
pelling on film? Do you have real access to them?” (Steckler 2008). And this may 
be the real irony of the modern po liti cal documentary.  Because  these filmmakers 
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almost never produce a scrap of information before the election is over—it is hard 
to complete your film before you know who wins— these filmmakers are often 
granted one of the most cherished of gifts a campaign can bestow on a journalist: 
access. The 2008 campaign of Senator Barack Obama allowed a team from HBO to 
follow the candidate from time to time, to lurk in  hotel rooms with staff and to 
interview speechwriters and se nior advisers. It is the sort of access almost no re-
porter from the New York Times or Politico would ever receive. Mitt Romney did 
the same  thing in 2012 for a Netflix documentary Mitt. Another, the 2013 film Caucus, 
tracked the plight of long- shot Republican candidate Rick Santorum. David Weigel 
would write in Slate that  these documentaries gain access to campaigns  because 
they also almost always lionize the candidate, especially the loser,  because they are 
not about policy but about the  people  running for office. He noted, “The story of 
Caucus is that the pro cess of  running for president is completely degrading, but 
Rick Santorum survived it. It’s Rocky recast and set at a series of suburban Pizza 
Ranches. Are  there 30 seconds of Santorum talking about the wrongness of  legal 
gay marriage and abortion? Then  they’re  going to be matched by 60 seconds of 
him driving an audience to tears with the story of his stillborn son Gabriel and his 
disabled  daughter Bella” (Weigel 2014).  These films end up humanizing the candi-
date, offering a glimpse of the  woman or man  behind the image that the campaign 
does so much work to control and showing a pro cess that makes the audience al-
most always empathize with  those  going through it.

And perhaps that is the central theme of the documentary in the modern po liti-
cal reporting world— humanizing. Be it the candidate out shaking hands in the snow 
in New Hampshire, the miner fighting for their economic rights in the hills of Ken-
tucky, or the whistle blower leaking national security files on American government 
agencies spying on Americans,  these po liti cal documentaries focus on the indi-
viduals involved in  these larger policy stories. The result is often compelling and 
can affect the way in which the viewing public sees the  people involved in the story. 
In a media environment driven by drama it is power ful, but unlike the bulk of the 
modern media, it is also a form of storytelling that is inherently told  after much of 
the drama has played out.

See also: Access to Candidates; Campaign Narratives and Dramatization; Frontline
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DRUDGE REPORT
Part gossip column, part news aggregator, the Drudge Report was one of the first and 
remains one of the largest sources for po liti cal news on the Internet, especially for 
the leaked story or the unsourced rumor. The site reports with the feel of a 1950s 
pulp tabloid and its editor, Matt Drudge, is almost always photographed wearing a 
pork pie hat befitting that era. But the Drudge Report is not a throwback to an earlier 
era of Walter Winchell columns; it is rather a creature of new media and has made a 
name for itself by breaking news quickly, even while  later having to correct stories it 
got wrong.

Drudge has built a reputation not with a national audience, but rather for being 
a go-to for the journalists, politicians, and celebrities. The site Matt Drudge founded 
has become a source for both the sleaziest of rumor and the most newsworthy of 
leaks. And as his influence over D.C. and po liti cal reporters has grown, so has the 
volume of his detractors. Glenn Greenwald, the left- of- center reporter who broke 
the National Security Agency wiretapping story, describes Drudge as “the center of 
personality- obsessed, attack- based politics. That is the content Drudge looks for. 
He’s a right- wing hack.” Former NBC anchor Brian Williams called his site “Amer-
i ca’s bulletin board, and much more than that” and former Republican presidential 
candidate and conservative commentator Pat Buchanan has said, “Matt Drudge is 
just about the most power ful journalist in Amer i ca” (Weiss 2007).

The Drudge Report grew out of its found er’s interest in two  things that would 
turn into big business— technology and gossip. At the age of 18 he got his first com-
puter as a gift from his dad who hoped it would help combat the aimlessness of his 
son’s life. Drudge started writing an email newsletter filled with gossip he gleaned 
from friends in Washington and Hollywood. He got good enough stuff and built a 
loyal enough readership that he soon started charging $10 a year to get his insider 
tips. The ser vice caught on in two towns desperate to know what was  going on 
and terrified of being caught out of the know. Drudge attracted some 85,000 sub-
scribers. Soon he was more focused on the website, ditching the newsletter and 
posting a stripped down homepage that amounted to a pile of links and a few  simple 
pictures. His talent was in tirelessly culling through articles and tele vi sion reports 
to cobble together an in ter est ing array of links, and then augmenting it with stories 
insiders wanted to leak. This platform for anonymous leaking soon started scor-
ing exclusive stories. In 1996, the Drudge Report was the first outlet to report that 
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Republican presidential candidate Bob Dole was picking former New York con-
gressman Jack Kemp to be his  running mate.

From the earliest iteration, the Drudge Report drew the attention of journalists 
who sought the latest gossip, and they too emerged as some of Matt Drudge’s most 
regular sources. Reporters and editors would often let Drudge know about stories 
that  were not  going to make it to print, and Drudge would happily post an exclu-
sive story about it. It was this real ity that moved Drudge from the fringe of gossip 
blogging to a force within journalism, late one January night in 1998. Drudge hit 
the web with this blazing headline: “NEWSWEEK KILLS STORY ON WHITE 
HOUSE INTERN X X X X X BLOCKBUSTER REPORT: 23- YEAR OLD, FORMER 
WHITE HOUSE INTERN, SEX RELATIONSHIP WITH PRESIDENT.” The story 
would break into the public and create the po liti cal story of the decade— that in-
tern Monica Lewinsky and President Bill Clinton had had an affair while she was 
working in the West Wing. But Drudge  didn’t get wind of the affair, he heard about 
the media’s  handling of it. “The DRUDGE REPORT has learned that reporter Mi-
chael Isikoff developed the story of his  career, only to have it spiked by top NEWS-
WEEK suits hours before publication,” Drudge wrote. He then outlined the story 
of “a young  woman, 23, sexually involved with the love of her life, the President of 
the United States, since she was a 21- year- old intern at the White House” (Drudge 
1998). The story did not name the young  woman, but did indicate that “tapes of 
intimate phone conversations exist.” The news was soon confirmed, and Drudge 
would often get credit for breaking it despite the year Isikoff spent reporting it.

But for  every story like the Lewinsky scandal that Drudge broke, his site also 
got many wrong. Few of his exclusives have anything remotely approximating an 
identifiable source, and therefore the site has often pushed stories that turn out to 
be untrue. In 2012 the site reported that Mitt Romney would tap former national 
security adviser Condoleezza Rice to be his vice presidential candidate— which was 
not true. He has repeated several unsubstantiated claims of the so- called birther 
community that claims President Barack Obama was not born in the United States. 
But the site, with its bare- bones design, continues to amplify the reporting of  others, 
and the audience it can drive is impressive. One columnist at Forbes . com noted 
that his story about an unusually large ammunition purchase by the Department 
of Homeland Security had attracted  little attention on the established media site. 
Then “the Drudge Report picked up that column. Subsequently over 900,000 
 people viewed it. Readers provided almost 1,000 comments, mostly astute (even 
when ungenerous to this writer). Meanwhile, DHS was excruciatingly slow to clar-
ify” (Benko 2013). As the DHS story indicates, the site draws millions of readers 
who cruise the headlines for the latest po liti cally oriented news and bit of media 
gossip. The site traditionally appeals more to conservatives than average liberal 
readers, in part reflecting Drudge’s own politics.

In addition to promoting Matt Drudge as a leading voice in some journalism 
circles, the site was a launchpad for Andrew Breitbart, the mind  behind the Breit-
bart News Network— the conservative counterpoint to Huffington Post. Both 
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Breitbart and Drudge are self- professed conservatives. Drudge told the Miami New 
Times alternative newsweekly in 2001, “I know your  angle. I can see where  you’re 
 going with this. ‘Drudge the conservative rebel’; ‘the conservative who’s not  really 
that conservative.’ That’s not true. I am a conservative. I’m very much pro- life. If 
you go down the list of what makes up a conservative, I’m  there almost all the 
way” (Sokol 2001).

Despite its right- leaning politics, the site remains one of the most dominant ref-
erers to traditional news on the web. Outside of Facebook, Twitter, and Google 
searches, Drudge is often the top source for  people finding news on the web. A 
2015 report from Politico summed up the real ity of Drudge’s influence, reporting, 
“The bare bones conservative aggregator and agitator  hasn’t changed much in more 
than two de cades and has enormous influence in conservative circles. In 2014, 
DrudgeReport . com was the No. 1 site of referral traffic to the Daily Mail, CNN, Fox 
News, Roll Call, Breitbart, the New York Times, National Journal, USA  Today, Asso-
ciated Press,  Reuters, the Wall Street Journal, and Politico, Intermarkets found” (Gold 
2015).

See also: Breitbart, Andrew; Conservative Blogosphere; Echo- Chamber Effect
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EARLY VOTING
Through a series of reforms enacted over the past 20 years, it has become easier to 
vote absentee without a reason or to cast a ballot at a designated polling place ahead 
of Election Day. A few states have enacted mea sures to do away with polling places 
and conduct all elections by mail. The result is that by the time the first polling 
place has opened on Election Day during presidential campaign years, more than 
a third of the  people who  will vote in an election have already cast their ballots. 
Campaigns and journalists have had to adapt their strategies to deal with this new 
real ity of campaigns and voting in Amer i ca.

The idea of casting a ballot before Election Day is not a new one in the United 
States. Traditional absentee ballots have existed since the mid- nineteenth  century. 
Early absentee voting laws focused on ensuring members of military would not be 
deprived of the right to vote. In 1813, Pennsylvania became the first state to do 
this, making it pos si ble for members of the military stationed more than two miles 
from home to cast an absentee ballot. During the U.S. Civil War, the number of 
states expanded quickly as 19 out of the 25 Union states and 7 of the 11 Confeder-
ate states passed similar laws. Most states dumped  these laws  after the war, but 
slowly new bills  were passed and by 1924 all but three states had some form of 
absentee law. The federal government added the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens 
Absentee Voting Act in 1986, which ensured that members of the military, their 
 family members, and other citizens of the United States could register and vote in 
federal elections without appearing at a polling place.

From its outset and well into the 1990s the number of  people who took advan-
tage of absentee voting remained fairly small. According to a survey conducted by 
the U.S. Census Bureau the number hovered around 7  percent as late as 1992. But 
in the 1990s a series of moves by states changed the way many more  people voted. 
A 1994 report on early voting for the Federal Election Commission acknowledged 
that many of the questions connected to  people voting before Election Day  were 
only half understood due to the small number of voters using such a system, but 
the report also found that, “while it has long been agreed that some voters must be 
allowed to vote early by absentee ballot if they are  going to be able to vote at all, 
 there is a roaring debate about  whether it is advisable to encourage large numbers 
of  people to vote as much as a week or month before election day” (Rosenfield 
1994). Despite the “roaring debate,” a series of reforms began at the state level to move 
beyond enabling  those unable to physically vote in person to cast a ballot before 
Election Day.  These reforms have taken three basic forms— voting by mail, casting 
an absentee ballot without needing to justify it, and voting early at established 
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polling places. When enacting each of  these reforms, state legislators generally ar-
gued that making it easier to vote would encourage more  people to participate in the 
pro cess, although  there is mixed evidence as to how effective this effort is. In 1991, 
Texas became the first state to establish formal early voting. Texas early voting be-
gins, on average, 17 days before the election. Residents are given a location to vote 
at and can cast a ballot between 7 a.m. and 7 p.m. for  those two weeks. Now 33 
states and the District of Columbia allow voters to  either cast a ballot during a des-
ignated period or, at a minimum, cast an in- person absentee ballot.

Quite a bit of research has been done on  these voters to understand who votes 
early and why, but one review of that social science concluded, “The voters who 
take advantage of early voting procedures are essentially the same voters who show 
up on Election Day. However,  there are attitudinal differences between early voters 
and Election Day voters. Early voters are more likely to believe the outcome of the 
election is impor tant and to take an interest in the campaign than Election Day 
voters and (are) more likely to be strong partisans” (Hill 2006). And this may be no 
accident. Campaigns see early voting as an opportunity to lock in the guaranteed 
supporter. If a given voter is a solid backer, getting them to cast an absentee ballot 
or to go to the clerk’s office to vote early leaves nothing to chance on Election Day. 
But each form of early voting creates unique opportunities and challenges for cam-
paigns (and the for the journalists covering  those  campaigns).

All- mail elections have cropped up in a handful of states as an effort to address 
the same goals of encouraging more voter participation while also reducing the cost 
of administering elections. Oregon pioneered this form of voting. As far back as 
1981, the state allowed counties to decide  whether to run regular polling stations 
for local elections or to conduct elections via mailed ballots. By 1996, the state ex-
panded the experiment to a statewide special election to select a replacement for 
Republican Bob Packwood, who was forced to resign from the U.S. Senate  under a 
cloud of sexual harassment and abuse allegations. The special election was held in 
January 1996 and was run completely through the mail. The Oregon Secretary of 
State hailed the 66  percent voter turnout in the first statewide mail-in vote, and 
by 1998 a citizen initiative made mail-in voting the law of the land in Oregon. For 
years, Oregon remained the only state to run an all- mail election system. Other 
states had provisions for local elections or smaller state contests to run mail voting, 
but statewide campaigns and federal elections still had polling places. Fi nally in 
2011, Washington state joined its neighbor and in 2013 Colorado became the third 
state to go to all mailed ballots. Colorado House Majority Leader Dickey Lee Hull-
inghorst  later told the National Council of State Legislators that when she first heard 
of Oregon’s decision she thought it was a  mistake, saying, “It was a traditional  thing 
for me— I liked to go to my polling place on Election Day,” but as she studied the 
issue and considered what Colorado should do she deci ded that vote- by- mail “is 
the wave of the  future  because it is easy and  because it is so much more eco nom-
ical for the voting pro cess” (Hernandez 2014). One study found that Colorado coun-
ties would likely save $4 million per election scrapping the polling places. But the 
mail-in election remains the exception in the United States.
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The most far- reaching reform that led more and more Americans to vote early 
was the development of absentee voting without having to provide an excuse. For 
most of its 200- year history, a voter needed to supply the election clerk with a rea-
son why they would not be able to vote in person on Election Day. The thinking 
was by ensuring that voters turned up at the polls on Election Day they would have 
had access to the same potential information about the candidates,  there would be 
reduced dangers of voter fraud by voting in person, and the county offices  running 
the election could bud get for a specific day and a specific way of counting ballots. 
But as other reforms aimed at boosting voter turnout moved through legislatures, 
many states embraced the idea of using the existing absentee ballot system to en-
courage more voting. Some 27 states and the District of Columbia allow voters to 
cast an absentee ballot without supplying a reason, and seven of  those states (along 
with D.C.) also allow voters to sign up to be listed as permanent absentee voters, 
essentially meaning they are mail-in voters. Nine more states allow certain types 
of voters— usually  those who are physically disabled—to be permanent absentee 
voters.

This mix of early voting options— all- mail elections, no- excuse absentee ballot-
ing, and in- person early voting— allows voters to cast ballots as much as a month 
before Election Day. Most studies have found the impact of  these moves do  little to 
change the electorate, contributing perhaps a few percentage points more to the 
average voter turnouts in most elections. Rather, early voting seems to ensure  those 
who would likely show up at the polls do, indeed, cast their ballots. That said, early 
voting has had a profound effect on the way campaigns think about organ izing their 
so- called get-out-the-vote or GOTV operations. As Mike DuHaim, po liti cal director 
for John McCain in 2008, explained it, “Election Day can spread out over weeks. 
That means your get- out- the- vote costs are more than ever” ( Johnson 2011). Cam-
paigns now begin encouraging their most ardent supporters to sign up for absentee 
ballots— where pos si ble— and to cast their ballots long before Election Day.

Campaigns describe a new plan where often the candidate’s most ardent backers 
are pressed earlier in the campaign to sign up for, receive, and return their mail-in 
ballots. And  there is a clear logic to it, says  those who have studied campaign strat-
egy. “Campaigns prefer to have their supporters cast mail-in ballots. First, when 
supporters vote by mail well in advance of Election Day, the campaign no longer 
needs to expend resources communicating with them. Second, campaigns like to 
be seen as offering a ser vice to  people who receive their mailings; this builds rap-
port and may be useful in subsequent fund- raising and recruitment efforts. Third, . . .  
it is thought that encouraging voters to vote by mail raises their probability of vot-
ing” (Green and Gerber 2008). Therefore, candidates can target their messages to 
voters who are more on the fence and invest less time in keeping a given voter in-
terested and motivated to get out to the polls on Election Day.

But building a clear strategy to address the changing nature of how Amer i ca votes 
is a more difficult task. First the speed at which voting has moved away from a 
one- day affair to a multi- week marathon is striking. Only about 7  percent cast early 
ballots in 1992, but by 2004 that number had jumped to 20  percent. By 2012 it was 
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north of 30  percent— and that is still with some of the most populous states like 
New York, Pennsylvania, Michigan, and Missouri offering no real early voting and 
another big one, Texas, only offering the less popu lar in- person early voting. In 
some states, well over half of the ballots are cast early now, which has fundamen-
tally altered the campaign cycle. Still, po liti cal con sul tants have watched as cam-
paigns sometimes pour thousands of dollars into last- minute ad buys just before 
Election Day. In California, longtime po liti cal operative Paul Mitchell told the As-
sociated Press about one campaign where they spent most of the ad dollars at the 
end, saying, “They  were advertising basically to ghosts, voters who had already 
voted” (Blood 2014). But more and more campaigns are using their voter databases 
to track which supporters have already cast ballots and micro- target  those yet to 
vote. A word to a canvasser in a state that you have sent your absentee ballot in and 
all visits and calls suddenly stop. And campaigns are becoming more aggressive 
about targeting voters via social media to reach  those supporters who have not cast 
a ballot.

And it is not just the campaigns that have been affected by the shifting voting 
patterns of the American electorate. Reporters and journalists who hope to inform 
voter decisions now must grapple with when to do it to ensure voters have the in-
formation they may need before voting. Journalists in states where absentee ballot-
ing can make up 50  percent or more of how  people  will vote have to take into 
account this real ity when planning their coverage of campaigns. The date the state 
head of elections sends out ballots has become almost as significant as Election Day 
for planning purposes, and events like candidate debates have been pushed earlier 
in the calendar as journalists work to get information into the hands of voters be-
fore they cast a ballot. Researchers who have studied how campaigns are covered 
in states with and without early voting have also uncovered demonstrable differ-
ences between the two kinds of contests. A 2013 study concluded that “in states 
with in- person early voting and where a larger proportion of the vote is cast before 
election day, we observe a significantly greater volume of campaign news stories 
per day than in states without in- person early voting (one additional news story 
per day) and where a lower proportion of the vote is cast before election day (about 
half an additional news story per day)” (Dunaway and Stein 2013).

Another major area of coverage affected by the growth of early voting is polling. 
Both polls in the days before the election, and the exit polls conducted  after  people 
have voted, have become more complicated. Journalists must balance between what 
early vote totals tell them and compare it to polls of likely voters. It forces report-
ers to weigh what offers more insight:  actual votes or scientific polls. In 2014, jour-
nalists strug gled with how to respond to a wave of reports that showed Demo crats 
in states like Colorado, Georgia, and Iowa faring better than expected in early voting. 
Poll watcher Harry Enten took to FiveThirtyEight to combat the notion, writing, 
“ There’s two prob lems with this line of thinking [that we should trust early votes 
over polls]. First, early voters and Election Day voters  aren’t each drawn randomly 
from the electorate. Research shows certain groups are more likely to vote early. 
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Second, early voting  isn’t a secret; pollsters account for it” (Enten 2014). This ac-
counting for early voting means now pollsters focus on the big picture and are 
largely unaffected by when  people vote. This  won’t stop campaigns from spinning 
a story or two if numbers from early voting indicate their candidate is  doing well. 
But as pollsters and campaigns become more used to the 30- day Election Day that 
dif fer ent forms of early voting has created in many states, it  will become less an 
unpredictable aberration and more a regular part of the election cycle.

See also: Campaign Strategy Coverage; Get Out the Vote (GOTV)
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ECHO CHAMBER EFFECT
Media and po liti cal observers have for de cades worried that as audiences fragment, 
drawn apart by news and social media organ izations that only pres ent information 
and perspectives they agree with,  people  will find themselves in media environ-
ments where views other than their own are discounted or completely ignored. In 
such a world, experts worry, facts can become malleable and po liti cal polarization 
deepens. In such media environments, certain po liti cal views or even terms that 
are repeated over and over again take on an aura of fact, even when fiction— President 
Obama is a Muslim or was not born in the United States, or the September 11 at-
tacks  were faked.

Boiled down to its most basic concept, the echo chamber argues that if an inac-
curate or po liti cally motivated claim is repeated enough times and affirmed by 
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like- minded  people and blogs, it  will become a fact for at least a portion of the 
population. So, for example, some seven years  after the claims  were first made a 
plurality of Republican voters maintain that President Barack Obama was ineligible 
to serve as president  because he was born overseas. For this group, no proof other-
wise  will change their mind, and  every well- researched refutation is labeled fraud-
ulent. The evolution of the “birther” movement— the term for that portion of the 
public that contends Obama is foreign— can serve as an impor tant case study in 
how  these echo chambers develop and can keep alive conspiracy theories for de-
cades. The claim was born out of the  bitter Demo cratic primary campaign of 2008 
when then- senator Obama faced off with Senator Hillary Clinton.  Those fighting 
for Clinton began circulating a series of personal attacks against Obama, including 
one email chain that claimed Obama’s  mother was living in  Kenya late in her preg-
nancy and would not have been allowed to fly back to Hawaii for the birth of her 
son so he must have been born  there and then his  mother waited to register his 
birth. That claim was then compounded by a more ornate, and potentially prob-
lematic reading of immigration law that contended since Obama’s  father was  Kenyan 
and his  mother was only 18 at the time of his birth, Obama would not qualify for 
automatic citizenship at the time of his birth. This was not true  either, but by then 
the rumor was circulating that Obama was a foreigner.

Ironically, the echo chamber of the birther movement erupted only  after the 
Obama campaign moved to disprove the rumor. A 9/11 conspiracy theorist and 
former Pennsylvania deputy attorney general filed a lawsuit in 2008 saying Obama 
was not allowed to be president, and the official world of the birthers was put on 
the rec ord. A writer for the online version of the conservative magazine the Na-
tional Review asked the campaign to supply a copy of the birth certificate. They 
posted one and sent a copy to the liberal site the Daily Kos. For the National Review 
writer, it was good enough, writing, “Obama himself prob ably has a dog- eared yel-
lowing copy in a desk drawer somewhere; this document is what he or someone 
authorized by him was given by the state out of its rec ords. Barring some vast con-
spiracy within the Hawaii State Department of Health,  there is no reason to think 
his birth certificate would have any dif fer ent data” (Geraghty 2008).

However, the release of the scanned copy actually triggered a wave of amateur 
sleuths who parsed the image, with several declaring it had been photoshopped to 
copy the official seal. Still, official outlets continued to come out reporting the 
document was real. The state of Hawaii confirmed they had an official rec ord of 
Obama’s birth and the fact- checking website FactCheck . org delved into the issue. 
An extensive examination of the rec ords connected to the birth certificate was also 
expanded to a birth announcement that ran in the Honolulu Advertiser newspaper 
that was posted by Obama’s grandparents. FactCheck . org said Hawaii would need 
to be fraudulently signing off on birth certificates and that “it’s distantly pos si ble 
that Obama’s grandparents may have planted the announcement just in case their 
grand son needed to prove his U.S. citizenship to run for president someday. We 
suggest that  those who choose to go down that path should first equip themselves 

http://FactCheck.org
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with a high- quality tinfoil hat. The evidence is clear: Barack Obama was born in 
the U.S.A.” (Hennig 2008). FactCheck . org is a nonpartisan site that reports on claims 
made in campaigns and has no vested interest in supporting the president’s claims, 
but their reporting on the  matter, the claims of Republican- appointed officials in 
Hawaii, and even the satisfaction of most Republican lawmakers has not ended the 
online discussions and claims that Obama is a foreigner.

The per sis tence of conspiracy theories is not, in itself, a new phenomenon. For 
years, questions have plagued the investigation into the assassination of President 
John F. Kennedy. Other groups have questioned the 1969 moon landing.  These the-
ories spawned books and minor industries of fellow theorists who spoke to one 
another, developing alternative theories of what happened through “groupthink” 
and coalescing into an ever- stronger belief system. Nicholas DiFonzo, a professor 
of psy chol ogy, has explained this group echo chamber idea by writing, “Among like- 
minded  people, it’s hard to come up with arguments that challenge the group 
consensus, which means group members keep hearing arguments only in one di-
rection. When we hear a rumor denigrating someone in the opposing po liti cal party, 
we are far more likely to send it to friends— typically members of our own party— 
whom we think would enjoy hearing that rumor. Yet most  people are far less likely 
to challenge false rumors about the opposing party,  because that might be consid-
ered a social faux pas among their friends” (DiFonzo 2011).

As DiFonzo notes, partisanship is one of the key lenses through which  people 
see and repeat claims that support their views. Remember, partisanship— this time 
internal partisanship within the Demo cratic Party— helped drive the early discus-
sion of Obama’s citizenship; it was only once he was the Demo cratic nominee that 
 these claims took off among Republicans.  Those who have studied politics have 
for de cades concluded that po liti cal beliefs are the cornerstone of the echo cham-
ber, creating the key  factor necessary to perpetuate (mis)information among like- 
minded  people. And it’s not just the masses reacting this way. It would surprise few 
that shared po liti cal beliefs can lead to a simplification of politics; claims of the presi-
dent become echoed within Congress by  those members of the same party who 
share the same beliefs. One study of this relationship concluded, “In general, par-
tisanship appears to act as a microphone through which presidential rhe toric is re-
peated and amplified. The result of this amplification varies, however.  Under many, 
perhaps most, circumstances, partisanship is likely to exaggerate the tendency for 
simplistic rhe toric to drive public policy, reducing deliberation and increasing the 
implementation of ill-considered policies” (Mellow 2007).

The evolution of the media in the past two de cades has enhanced and enabled 
this propensity to find communities of like- minded individuals around politics 
and other controversial issues, and has become a core organ izing princi ple of mod-
ern media. As first journalistic media fragmented, and then social media  rose to 
allow members of  these fragmented groups to find one another and coalesce, the 
development and hardening of echo chambers was taken to another level. As ele-
ments of the media became more hyper- partisan and specialized, their ability to 
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shape discussion and create ideological enclaves intensified. Po liti cal communica-
tions experts Kathleen Hall Jamieson and Joseph Cappella found, for example, that 
talk radio host Rush Limbaugh, Fox News, and the opinion pages of the Wall Street 
Journal became a sort of de facto Republican media establishment that helped vet 
conservatives and served as an echo chamber of po liti cal thought. The two argued, 
“ These conservative media create a self- protective enclave hospitable to conserva-
tive beliefs. This safe haven reinforces the views of  these outlets’ like- minded audience 
members, helps them maintain ideological coherence, protects them from counter-
persuasion, reinforces conservative values and dispositions, holds Republican can-
didates and leaders accountable to conservative ideals, tightens their audience’s ties 
to the Republican Party, and distances listeners, readers, and viewers from ‘liber-
als,’ in general, and Demo crats, in par tic u lar” ( Jamieson and Cappella 2010).

What  these two described in more than 300 pages was the construction of the 
right- wing echo chamber in the age of mass media. What they argued had hap-
pened through cable networks and talk radio took even stronger hold as the Inter-
net and social media allowed for far more granular audience fragmentation. The 
growth of the Internet and blogging has been seen as central to allowing echo cham-
bers to develop around smaller and smaller groups. Now ideas no longer needed 
to attract enough  people to merit the publication of a book or newsletter, and  people 
who may not other wise know  others shared their ideas could more easily find one 
another through Google, Facebook, and Twitter. Many news and information ser-
vices online work to personalize the information they supply to  people, relying on 
what  people have clicked on before and information  these ser vices have gathered 
on  people to deliver information it believes to be most relevant to the individual. 
The danger, some worry, is that this form of Internet personalization could lead to 
 people not being exposed to new ideas or  things that challenge their assumptions 
about a topic. Therefore if Google knows a person has spent a lot of time exploring 
the authenticity of Barack Obama’s birth certificate, the ser vice is more likely to 
supply that person with sources that other  people who have done the same  thing 
find useful and visit often.  These sites are more likely to be fellow conspiracy theo-
rists’ blogs than newspaper reporting on the debunking.

This is the modern echo chamber that worries many, including progressive web 
developer Eli Pariser who developed  these concerns more fully in a book The Filter 
 Bubble. Pariser said that the quest to personalize the Internet has created “what I 
call a filter  bubble. And your filter  bubble is your own personal, unique universe 
of information that you live in online. And what’s in your filter  bubble depends on 
who you are, and it depends on what you do. But the  thing is that you  don’t decide 
what gets in. And more importantly, you  don’t actually see what gets edited out” 
(Pariser 2011). But  others have found this editing is actually something many  people 
choose to do. A 2013 survey of members of Congress and their Twitter accounts 
found few members follow  those of the other party.  Whether this is an effort to 
appear ideologically pure, or simply they are not interested in what the other side 
of the aisle is saying, the result is that when  these members access a ser vice like 
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Twitter they  will only see the statements and links put out by  those with whom 
they already caucus and po liti cally align. The fear is that Pariser’s invisible filtering, 
along with conscious decisions to seek out only  those who agree with them, fuel 
very dif fer ent world views separated by fundamentally dif fer ent views of issues in 
the public sphere.

Such concerns about the self- reflective nature of a hyper- personalized web and 
social media world have prompted social scientists— and some of the ser vices them-
selves—to take a closer look at  whether they are perpetuating a damaging echo 
chamber that fosters a “post- truth” politics where facts like a birth certificate can 
be subjected to endless debate. One of the first major analyses of Twitter to exam-
ine the question answered it thus: it depends. “It depends on how we analyze Twit-
ter. If we look at Twitter as a social medium we see higher levels of homophily 
[a tendency to connect with like- minded individuals] and a more echo chamber- like 
structure of communication. But if we instead focus on Twitter as a news medium, 
looking at information diffusion regardless of social ties, we see lower levels of 
homophily and a more public sphere- like scenario” (Colleoni, Rozza, and Arvids-
son 2014). This survey found that though we may follow  people who think like us, 
we also end up seeing more information than we would if we  were not on Twitter.

Facebook undertook a similar examination of itself. It analyzed the data from 
more than 10 million users, and the results, like the Twitter analy sis, offered a more 
complex assessment of how social media fuels or breaks down the echo chamber. 
The team concluded in research that ran in the respected journal Science that the 
Facebook “News Feed surfaces content that is slightly more aligned with an indi-
vidual’s own ideology, however the friends you choose and the content you click 
on are more impor tant  factors than News Feed ranking in terms of how much con-
tent you encounter that cuts across ideological lines.” The research went on to of-
fer some in ter est ing statistics to back up their conclusion, including that of  those 
who claim to be liberal or conservative:

• On average 23% of  people’s friends claim an opposing po liti cal ideology

• Of the hard news content that  people’s friends share, 29.5% of it cuts across ideologi-
cal lines

• When it comes to what  people see in News Feed, 28.9% of the hard news encoun-
tered cuts across ideological lines, on average

• 24.9% of the hard news content that  people actually clicked on cuts across ideological 
lines (Facebook 2015)

Observers noted that the research confirmed a bias in the Facebook feed, but 
that it was based more on what individuals do than in how Facebook programmed 
the ser vice. This bias was also smaller than many expected. All this means that the 
echo chamber does exist on Facebook, like it does in the lists of who follows whom 
on Twitter, but that it does not prevent  people from finding or being exposed to 
new information. What does happen is often  people  won’t seek out the informa-
tion that challenges their own views. The belief is, though evidence is still slight, 
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that in the old days  people who picked up the newspaper could not help but see 
information that challenged their viewpoints and now they can easily avoid it. It is 
true that the echo chambers are helped by the advent of technology and the frac-
turing of mass media audiences, but  whether this propels  people into them or simply 
allows them to choose to insulate themselves remains perhaps the most impor tant 
and least understood answer.

See also: Personalization and the Internet; Po liti cal Polarization and the Media; 
Post- Truth Politics; Social Media and Politics
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EMILY’S LIST
Since 1985, Emily’s List has raised millions of dollars and or ga nized countless fun-
draisers to promote the involvement of  women in the po liti cal pro cess, primarily 
through the Demo cratic Party.

Its founder, Ellen Malcolm, began organ izing meetings in her home in the mid-
1980s as a “pseudo Tupperware party, but instead of apo liti cal  house wives discuss-
ing the merits of resealable containers and trading meatloaf  recipes, the or ga ni za tion 
brought together groups of po liti cally savvy  women to discuss poll numbers, cam-
paign platforms, and voter outreach efforts” (Pimlott 2010).  Women voters had 
always been sought  after by candidates, but the group found  little support for 
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 actual  women candidates and so the idea of po liti cally active  women supporting 
the candidacy of other  women took shape. Malcolm or ga nized  these groups to help 
spark  women candidates early in their campaigns. In fact the name of the group is 
an acronym for Early Money Is Like Yeast (EMILY). The idea was they would seed 
candidates and then that early money would help the real dough rise.

That first election cycle Emily’s List boosted the profile of two Demo cratic 
U.S. Senate candidates— Missouri’s Harriett Woods and Mary land’s Barbara Mikulski. 
Both  women won their primary campaigns and Mikulski won the general election. 
In Mikulski’s case, some 20  percent of the early money donated to her campaign 
came through Emily’s List support (McLean 1995). The group expanded its focus 
the next cycle to include U.S. House campaigns and Emily’s List was soon one of 
the most critical voices on  women’s issues in the Demo cratic Party.

A registered po liti cal action committee, the group does no lobbying on issues, 
but is purely a po liti cal or ga ni za tion aimed at affecting electoral politics. Even so, 
it was soon  doing more than just donating to female candidates, becoming a major 
voice in pointing out the lack of  women members of Congress and advocating for 
better repre sen ta tion. When the group or ga nized  there  were twenty- three  women 
in the House and two in the Senate. Then Clarence Thomas happened.

George H. W. Bush had proposed Judge Thomas fill the seat being vacated by re-
nowned liberal justice Thurgood Marshall. Thomas, an avowed conservative judge, 
faced a challenging confirmation pro cess, made only more difficult by accusations 
from  lawyer Anita Hill that Thomas had harassed her. Several female members of 
Congress attempted to attend the hearing of the all- male Judiciary Committee, but 
 were barred from entering. The confrontation angered many  women— activists 
and not— and prompted more calls to elect  women to Congress. The group grew 
from 3,000 to 6,000 during that episode. Senator Joe Biden, who chaired the com-
mittee hearing on Thomas, said  later that the controversy “ wasn’t about her or him. 
It was about a fundamental issue of power: the way  women are treated. As many 
 women as men  didn’t believe Professor Hill, but even  those who  didn’t  were out-
raged by the attitudes of some men on the committee” (Lewis 1992).

That same presidential year, 1992, the CBS program 60 Minutes did a profile of 
Malcolm and her group and their membership grew to more than 15,000. The group 
hosted a fundraiser for seven  women  running for the U.S. Senate and raised 
$750,000. It quickly became one of the largest PACs in Washington and its influ-
ence on Demo cratic Party politics ever since then has been significant.

For example, Emily’s List only endorses pro- choice female candidates. This fact 
helps explain the sometimes- contentious role of abortion politics in the Demo cratic 
Party. Pro- life Demo crats are sometimes shunned by national party leaders, in part 
as a sign of re spect to the importance of pro- choice groups like Emily’s List. The 
group has also expanded beyond simply giving money to candidates, launching 
state- level training programs to encourage female participation in the po liti cal pro-
cess. The impact can clearly be seen in its own reporting on its success. As of 2014, 
the or ga ni za tion “has helped elect 19 pro- choice Demo cratic  women U.S. senators, 
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102 U.S. representatives, and ten governors. Throughout its 29- year history, the or-
ga ni za tion has recruited and trained over 9,000  women to run for office. One of the 
largest and most successful po liti cal action committees in the country, Emily’s List 
has over three million members and has raised over $400 million to support Demo-
cratic  women candidates” (Emily’s List 2015). The group is notable, in part,  because 
it is one of the few PACs to funnel much of its money to challengers and non- 
incumbents in an effort to bolster campaigns of first- time female candidates. In fact, 
a review of their donations found that since 1991, the group has given more money 
to non- incumbents  every election cycle except during the 2011–2012 campaigns.

Still, Emily’s List’s impact reaches beyond donations to candidates and advertis-
ing.  Those connected to the group have played critical roles in the Demo cratic Party 
for years. Malcolm has served on the Demo cratic National Committee’s Executive 
Committee and the former executive director, Mary Beth Cahill, left the group to 
run former U.S. senator John Kerry’s 2004 presidential campaign.

The group has sometimes made the news not for its positions or the female can-
didates it supports, but for its aggressive fundraising efforts. Emily’s List maintains 
a federal fund to support congressional candidates and a non- federal fund to aid 
state- wide campaigns. In 2010 it accepted $250,000 from a single donor. It then 
shifted that money to a so- called in de pen dent expenditure group, EMILY’s List 
 Women Vote PAC, that was  running ads in the Mas sa chu setts U.S. Senate race be-
tween Martha Coakley and Republican Scott Brown. That transfer of money came 
less than a week  after the Supreme Court had struck down the $5,000 limit on 
donations to federal PACs in the case SpeechNow . org v. Federal Elections Commission. 
At the forefront of campaign finance law,  women’s advocacy, and politics, Emily’s 
List remains one of the more aggressive and effective fundraising and campaigning 
PACs in the American po liti cal system.

See also: Po liti cal Action Committees (PACs);  Women and the News Media
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ENDORSEMENTS
For more than a  century many newspaper editorial boards have gathered each cam-
paign season to weigh the pros and cons of candidates and issue the consensus pick 
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of the editors of the paper.  These endorsements have, at times, been the product of a 
natu ral po liti cal affinity between the partisan tilt of the publication and the party of 
the same persuasion and at other times reflected the gulf between the views of a 
paper’s publisher and  those of the staff. For some papers the decision to publicly 
choose a side in a campaign has itself become controversial; several major publica-
tions have ended the practice in an effort to maintain the appearance of impartiality.

Despite the widespread belief in a liberal bias in the media, newspapers have his-
torically endorsed Republicans for president more often than Demo crats. In 1972, 
the most extreme example, 90  percent of newspaper endorsements went to Presi-
dent Richard Nixon. In recent years the numbers have shifted  toward Demo crats. 
Among the 100 largest circulation newspapers the 2012 elections broke, only nar-
rowly,  toward President Barack Obama, with 41 papers backing the Demo crat, 35 
supporting his Republican opponent Mitt Romney, and 23 issuing no endorsement.

Often early endorsements aligned with the interests of the publisher of the pa-
per. For example, in 1860, the New York Times backed the candidacy of Abraham 
Lincoln and his recently minted Republican Party. The paper editorialized, “We have 
confidence in his pacific and conciliatory disposition. He seems to us much more 
tolerant  towards his opponents, than not enough so.” It also happens that the news-
paper’s founder, Henry Raymond, was one of the leaders in the formation of the 
new party and had served as a delegate to the 1860 Republican National Conven-
tion. Endorsements also often reflected the views of more conservative  owners and 
publishers as opposed to the liberal- leaning reporters in the newsroom.

Perhaps due to the age of the medium, newspapers  were the only platform to 
embrace endorsing candidates in a significant way. Magazines  will enter the fray, 
from time to time, but in 2012, for example, only five magazines published official 
endorsements out of the thousands published in the United States. Broadcast and 
radio stations are actually inhibited from entering the po liti cal debate by the very 
laws that grant them access to the public airwaves. Somewhat fearing the potential 
power of broadcasters to influence the mass opinions, the federal government used 
the fact that broadcasters  were being granted a license to use a public asset— the 
broadcast spectrum—to impose limits on the po liti cal speech station man ag ers and 
staff can make. The Federal Communications Commission imposed  these controls 
not so much by banning the speech outright, which may have triggered larger con-
stitutional questions, but by adding a requirement that most stations found unpal-
atable.  Under the FCC rules, if a station editorially expresses support for a candidate 
for public office, then all other legally qualified candidates for the same office must 
be provided air time to respond. Even more far- reaching, if a broadcaster expresses 
opposition to the election of a candidate, the station is responsible for both notify-
ing the candidate and offering them time. Although not an explicit prohibition on 
po liti cal endorsements, the  legal concerns and potential implications of the FCC 
laws kept broadcasters largely  silent on po liti cal campaigns, a norm that has spread 
to cable outlets that would not face the same limits.

Recently, papers have begun bowing out of the endorsement game, citing a de-
sire to appear more neutral as one of the primary reasons for the shift. For example, 
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in 2012 the Milwaukee Journal- Sentinel announced it would no longer publicly 
back any candidate for public office. In explaining the decision of the paper to end 
its more than a  century of po liti cal participation David Haynes, editorial page edi-
tor for the Journal- Sentinel, told NPR that “we work hard to be open- minded and 
approach issues that  we’re  going to editorialize on in de pen dently. We pull good 
ideas from both major schools of po liti cal thought, and  we’re pragmatic . . .  So then, 
we do all that for 364 days of the year and turn around and choose sides in a  bitter 
partisan election? I think that tends to undermine this  whole idea of in de pen dence, 
and it  really undermines this idea of being an honest broker of opinion” (“Talk of 
the Nation” 2012). Still, hundreds of papers continue to back individual candidates 
and a handful, like the Los Angeles Times, have returned to endorsing candidates, 
seeing the move as a civic ser vice of participating in the public life the paper’s re-
porters document.

Perhaps  because they offer such tangible data for study, po liti cal scientists have 
invested reams of research into newspaper endorsements and their potential im-
pact. Scholars have sought to connect endorsements to voter be hav ior as well as 
bias in the coverage of candidates by the paper itself and have offered some insights 
into the potential power of the press to influence voter choice. One 2011 study 
found that “endorsements are influential in the sense that voters are more likely to 
support the recommended candidate  after publication of the endorsement. The de-
gree of this influence, however, depends of the credibility of the endorsement. In 
this way, endorsements for the Demo cratic candidate from left- leaning newspapers 
are less influential than are endorsements from neutral or right- leaning newspa-
pers” (Chiang and Knight 2011). This sort of impact was seen in 1988 when the 
Washington Post, which had endorsed Demo cratic candidates back to 1972, declined 
to back  either candidate, accusing Vice President George H. W. Bush of using rhe-
toric that was “divisive, unworthy and unfair” but also slamming Demo cratic can-
didate Michael Dukakis for lacking a firm grasp of American foreign policy issues. 
The editorial criticized both candidates, but given its history of Demo cratic endorse-
ments, the paper’s move was seen as a harsher rebuke of Dukakis.

Other research has focused on how endorsements can affect the vote in elec-
tions where voters know less about candidates, like primaries and more local cam-
paigns, and the result at this level can be even more profound. Especially in municipal 
or local elections, newspapers may be one of the few sources of information about 
the candidates and therefore any coverage, including endorsements, can have a more 
significant effect on voters by increasing the name recognition of candidates and 
creating a more favorable impression of  little known or nonpartisan office- seekers. 
The endorsements, other researchers found, can help lead to other  things that may 
help candidates and even if the “endorsement effect is a more a result of increased 
media attention, campaign contributions, or other  factors resulting from increased 
attention, the fact remains that endorsements and electoral outcomes, at least in 
this context, are irrevocably tied” (Summary 2010).

Endorsements remain one of the most tangible ways in which newspapers ac-
tively participate in the po liti cal pro cess, representing a rare, overtly partisan voice 
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from an institution often chastened for appearing too po liti cal. Although their im-
portance or ability to sway voters may have been diminished as individuals find 
new sources of information online, the endorsement still remains a stamp of criti-
cal approval for candidates for statewide or federal office. For  those candidates 
 running in local elections, the approval of a newspaper can improve name recogni-
tion, increase awareness of the candidate’s core strengths, and help crystalize the 
argument for  those voters undecided late in the campaign.

See also: Corporate Media Own ership; Daily Newspapers; Fairness Doctrine
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FACE THE NATION
It’s started in pretty dramatic fashion. Senator Joseph McCarthy of Wisconsin sat 
in a smoke- filled studio to discuss the special session of the Senate that planned to 
consider a censure of the Republican legislator and anti- Communist crusader.

“I’ve been so busy being investigated and preparing for this lynch bee starting 
tomorrow— ,” McCarthy told a panel of reporters from across the country.

“You call a meeting of the United States Senate a lynch bee?” William H. Law-
rence of the New York Times interrupted, adding, “I’m interested in this. The Senate 
is an institution of government. It’s part of the Congress. You call a meeting of the 
Senate a lynching?” (CBS News 1954).

McCarthy would go on to claim his impending censure was a partisan affair fu-
eled by Demo crats angered at being the “party of Communists,” but the new CBS 
News program Face the Nation was already helping shape the po liti cal debate in 
Washington within 30 minutes of its inaugural broadcast.

The weekly Sunday news discussion program was started as part technological 
won der and part panel discussion program. The idea, implied in the name, was to 
bring in voices and questions from across the country to pose to po liti cal leaders 
in Washington and New York. That first broadcast in November 1954 with Sena-
tor McCarthy started with a question from Indianapolis, and with it the 30- minute 
program’s uniqueness was established.

The program was the brainchild of CBS president Frank Stanton, who wanted to 
demonstrate the ability of tele vi sion to reach hundreds of miles from location to 
location instantly, and also to give NBC’s Meet the Press some competition. The deci-
sion, like most of  those made by Stanton, was meticulously studied. As one historian 
of CBS put it, “Frank Stanton . . .  had a clear idea of what viewers like to watch . . .  
The research methods he developed back in the 1930s  were established to determine, 
in advance, how big an audience a specific program was likely to attract, and that 
information was used as a selling point to potential sponsors” (Gates 1978).

In the 60 years that followed, Face the Nation has become one of the handful of 
Sunday morning talk shows that serve as a platform for aspiring national po liti cal 
figures as well as international leaders. To watch the archives of the program is to 
witness an amazing array of newsmaker interviews. In January 1959, the program 
originated from Havana, where Fidel Castro answered questions about his support 
of demo cratic rights and the reports of executions of former Cuban officials only 
three days  after arriving in the Cuban capital. Or in May 1964 to watch Rev. Martin 
Luther King, Jr. discuss his plans for a “full- scale assault on the system of segrega-
tion in Alabama” and plans for a march on Washington.

F
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The idea of the program seems  simple enough: invite newsmakers on live to face 
questions from the host and other reporters about the major news of the week. Since 
1991, veteran po liti cal reporter Bob Schieffer has hosted the program. Schieffer him-
self wrote about how the program has faced near- constant concerns about its ap-
proach and structure, writing, “Keeping the format intact has not always been easy. 
From the first broadcast, some worried that the program was too much ‘inside 
baseball’— Washington insiders talking to Washington insiders about topics that 
would be of  little interest to  those outside Washington. It is a concern that has con-
tinued through the years” (Schieffer 2013). CBS executives considered moving the 
program to Los Angeles and making it more entertainment focused, and have oc-
casionally tinkered with the format and the guests, but in large part the program is 
not all that dif fer ent than the one Ted Koop anchored in November 1954.

Well, that’s not completely true. The program is twice as long. From its incep-
tion  until 2012 Face the Nation clocked in at 30 minutes—or  really about 22 min-
utes with commercials. The other Sunday programs all  were an hour, but CBS was 
slow to make the change and only did it in 2012 as an experiment. But even in 
announcing they would continue the hour- long format that July, Schieffer stressed 
the idea of continuity, writing to his readers, “We  don’t intend to change much. No 
bells and whistles  here.  We’ll just turn on the lights, sit the key news makers down 
and ask them the questions we think you would ask. And if they  don’t answer,  we’ll 
try to point that out” (Schieffer 2012).

And Schieffer has changed  little, occasionally a panelist comes or goes, but the 
program feels much like it did a de cade ago, a mix of po liti cal score- keeping and 
questions aimed at keeping politicians on their toes. Schieffer, already Washington 
Bureau Chief when he took the chair of Face the Nation in 1991, became some-
thing of an elder statesmen of the Washington po liti cal corps. He has moderated 
three presidential debates and often substitutes as the anchor of CBS Eve ning News. 
He has also taken to the “Commentary” section of Face the Nation to criticize lead-
ers of both parties, often for not being frank with the public. For example in 2013 
he took to the airwaves to blast the Obama White House for its communications 
policy, telling viewers, “It’s reached the point that if I want to interview anyone in 
the administration on camera, from the lowest- level worker to a top White House 
official, I have to go through the White House press office. If their chosen spokes-
man turns out to have no direct connection to the story of the moment, as was the 
case when U.N. Ambassador Susan Rice was sent out to explain the Benghazi epi-
sode, then that’s what we (and you, the taxpayer) get. And it usually  isn’t much” 
(Shapiro 2013). In 2015, he stepped down  after nearly 25 years as the program’s 
host. John Dickerson, a contributor to Slate and longtime Time reporter, took the 
helm and has maintained many of the trademark ele ments of Face the Nation.

But  whether the program is assessing the state of the presidential campaign or 
considering the latest maneuverings in Congress, the key players  will often be  there 
Sunday morning, making their case and trying to influence events and the cover-
age to come.
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See also: Meet the Press; This Week
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FACT CHECKING
As po liti cal campaigns and outside groups have intensified their use of paid adver-
tising and reporters have sought ways to move beyond simply repeating the same 
stump speeches and claims made by candidates on the trail, fact- checking state-
ments made by candidates and surrogates has become a core component of most 
news organ izations’ campaign coverage.

Fact checking is the editorial vetting of claims and speeches through reporting 
and researching public documents. As of 2015  there  were at least two- dozen news-
rooms producing ongoing fact- checking reports about campaigns. Even more 
journalists produce fact- check pieces during the course of the election that explore 
the claims made by campaigns and candidates. The idea of fact checking has be-
come ingrained in the modern campaign, with candidates often producing fact 
checks about their opponent’s claims and increasingly supplying supporting mate-
rial to back up their own assertions. Po liti cal reporting veteran Mark Stencel has 
concluded, “ People who work on campaigns and in government say fact- checking 
is changing po liti cal dialogue and practices. Some have taken editorial fact checks 
to heart— modifying and even dropping lines of attack that journalists found un-
fair or untruthful. As a  matter of routine, po liti cal players try to preempt editorial 
scoldings with a combination of caution and supporting documentation that can 
keep campaigns on the truthier side of the fact- checkers’ rating systems” (Stencel 
2015). Having felt the power of solid fact- checking, campaigns now often wield 
fact checks produced by the media in their own ads, seeking to add the “legitimacy” 
of the news or ga ni za tion’s assessment of an opponent to their  counter- attack. Still 
other campaigns have or ga nized their own fact- checking or ga ni za tion, such as the 
Hillary Clinton– supporting Super PAC Correct the Rec ord, which uses the same 
fact- checking approach to  counter claims made against the former secretary of state.
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Editorially vetting advertisements is seen as a critical ele ment of the reporting 
pro cess  because the rules governing  these ads actually make them potential plat-
forms for patently false information. A com pany selling a product may stretch the 
truth or obscure some negative facts, but they cannot lie; po liti cal candidates are 
not required to live up to the same standard. Po liti cal ads, as a form of po liti cal 
speech, are given the highest First Amendment protection, meaning they are not 
subject to government oversight for accuracy. In addition, stations are not legally 
allowed to reject ads even if they know the information is false. This stems from a 
1972 Georgia campaign by National States Rights Party Senate candidate J.B. 
Stoner. Stoner wanted to run an ad that stated, the “main reason why niggers want 
integration is  because niggers want our white  women.” The NAACP and several 
Atlanta- area stations objected to  running the ad, but the Federal Communications 
Commission ruled the station could not reject the ad  because of freedom of speech 
protections. Since ads with blatant lies must be allowed to run, examining and hold-
ing campaigns accountable for their content has emerged as an impor tant check on 
po liti cal speech.

Still, fact checking is a brutal and unending job. A 30- second commercial may 
have a dozen or more factual assertions. A 90- minute debate is likely to have hun-
dreds of claims or  counter- claims. So organ izations and reporters setting out to fact 
check a campaign have to come up with a rationale for what they choose to check 
and what they  will let slide. The two primary fact- checking websites, FactCheck 
. org and Politifact,  will publish dozens of reports a week during a campaign season. 
Each site has similar interests and approaches in selecting what kinds of claims to 
examine. Politifact has published an official rundown of its pro cess and  there it 
outlines the kinds of claims they choose to research, noting:

In deciding which statements to check, we ask ourselves  these questions:

• Is the statement rooted in a fact that is verifiable? We  don’t check opinions, and we 
recognize that in the world of speechmaking and po liti cal rhe toric,  there is license for 
hyperbole.

• Is the statement leaving a par tic u lar impression that may be misleading?

• Is the statement significant? We avoid minor “gotchas” on claims that obviously rep-
resent a slip of the tongue.

• Is the statement likely to be passed on and repeated by  others?

• Would a typical person hear or read the statement and won der: Is that true? (Politifact 
2015)

Despite Politifact and other journalists tackling  these ads and seeking to combat 
fabrication, good fact checking has several challenges to overcome in the modern 
media environment. First, usually more  people see or read the original claim then 
the fact check. As Time magazine noted in considering the prob lem of po liti cal ads 
specifically, “The  free market of ideas  doesn’t always work so well. As candidates 
know, a far greater percentage of voters hear the original lie in a campaign ad than 
ever read about the fact- checked version in a local paper or website like Factcheck 
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. org or Politifact . com. And even if voters do hear the refutation of an ad’s claims, 
studies show that may not alter their perceptions created by the original ad” ( Sullivan 
2008). Ironically, some of this challenge is often overcome by the candidate originally 
targeted in the claim.  These campaigns often pick up and reiterate the fact- check in 
their advertising as well as their own statements about the ad, amplifying the work 
done by the reporters, but also recasting it into their own po liti cal message.

The more significant prob lem facing fact- checkers is the general distrust that 
 people have  toward news reporting generally. This idea of a “post- truth politics” 
where even basic facts can be debated forever online has complicated the work of 
journalists who are striving to base their work on specific facts. Take, for example, 
the 2015 claim by GOP candidate Donald Trump about thousands of Muslims cel-
ebrating the attacks of September 11, 2001, across the river in New Jersey. Politi-
fact examined the allegations and published their findings, noting, “Trump said he 
‘watched in Jersey City, N.J., where thousands and thousands of  people  were cheer-
ing’ as the World Trade Center collapsed. This defies basic logic. If thousands and 
thousands of  people  were celebrating the 9/11 attacks on American soil, many 
 people beyond Trump would remember it. And in the twenty- first  century,  there 
would be video or visual evidence. Instead, all we found  were a  couple of news 
articles that described rumors of cele brations that  were  either debunked or un-
proven” (Carroll 2015). Politifact gave the claim their harshest ranking of a “Pants 
on fire.” But it had to compete with Breitbart . com’s “9 Pieces of Documentation that 
Vindicate Trump’s Claim of 9/11 Muslim Cele brations,” a post that fueled pieces on 
TruthRevolt and a dozen other sites seeking to support the claims of Donald Trump.

Even as the pro cess of convincing  people of the facts in a fact check has grown 
more difficult, the proliferation of Internet- fueled rumors have exploded. Early in 
the World Wide Web a site was started called Snopes . com. Its goal was to confirm 
or debunk the urban legends of the day. The site tackled  things like does it take 
seven years for gum to pass through the  human digestive system or had KISS cho-
sen its name to be an acronym for Knights in Satan’s Ser vice? The answer to both 
is no, but soon the Snopes folks found themselves getting po liti cal claims. Around 
the 2000 elections,  people began sending the site  things they wanted checked, and 
during the Obama administration  those requests exploded. At the end of his sev-
enth year in office President Barack Obama could claim 169 Snopes investigations. 
Unlike the other fact- checkers who are based in journalistic outfits or are trained 
journalists, David Mikkelson simply ran a message group that debunked rumors. 
When he examines the fact- checking landscape he sounds decidedly sanguine about 
the pressure to influence the public conversation, telling the Washington Post in late 
2015, “The po liti cal conversation is messy overall . . .  you often get a sense of de-
spair like nobody’s paying any attention to what  you’re actually writing.  They’re just 
determined to believe what they want to believe. Or, you write this long expository 
article and they focus on some minor aspect of it, completely outside of the thrust 
of what  you’ve written, to claim it’s wrong or it should be disregarded. So, I have 
to say, I  don’t have much faith that it does any good” (Kessler and Ye He Lee 2015).
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See also: Echo Chamber Effect; FactCheck . org; Negative Advertising; Post- Truth 
Politics
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FACTCHECK . ORG
Fact- checking the claims of candidates had already emerged as a major focus of 
modern campaign coverage by the late 1990s, in both network news and news-
papers. But widespread misinformation was still a regular prob lem of campaigns. 
FactCheck . org turned that trend into a news ser vice that aims to unpack the claims 
made in po liti cal debate, checking the sources and offering critiques of claims that 
lack substance.

Kathleen Hall Jamieson, an expert in po liti cal rhe toric, deci ded her or ga ni za tion, 
the Annenberg Public Policy Center at the University of Pennsylvania, should do 
something to ensure that fact checking continues to police the claims made by can-
didates and their surrogates. In 2003 Jamieson reached out to a veteran po liti cal 
reporter, CNN’s Brooks Jackson, who had covered politics since the 1970s and had 
launched a fact- check segment on CNN that had become a staple of its po liti cal 
coverage to head the new effort.

By the end of the year, and with the 2004 presidential campaign looming, they 
launched FatcCheck . org. The mission was as  simple to understand, as it was dif-
ficult to do. In their own words, FactCheck . org aims to “monitor the factual ac-
curacy of what is said by major U.S. po liti cal players in the form of TV ads, debates, 
speeches, interviews and news releases. Our goal is to apply the best practices of 
both journalism and scholarship, and to increase public knowledge and understand-
ing” (FactCheck . org 2015). Jackson agreed to head the new proj ect and it was up 
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and  running in time to start checking the claims of candidates during the 2004 
campaign.

The small staff of researchers and writers work out of the Annenberg Public Pol-
icy Center in Philadelphia and produce detailed reports that dissect the claims of 
politicians during campaigns and debates. The site states it is nonpartisan and non-
profit. It stresses it does not accept donations from corporations or  unions and 
publishes information on all its donors on its website.

Almost immediately the site emerged as a source for candidates seeking to re-
fute attacks from the other side. FactCheck . org’s servers nearly melted down dur-
ing the 2004 debates when then- vice president Dick Cheney cited the site (well, 
he said factcheck . com, but meant FactCheck . org) to dismiss criticism from rival 
John Edwards over his involvement with the corporate conglomerate Halliburton.

Four years  later the campaign of Arizona senator John McCain used FactCheck 
. org in one of its ads, claiming the site had dismissed as “completely false” and “mis-
leading” attacks on the vice presidential nominee, Alaska governor Sarah Palin. 
Jackson took to the site to write, “We  don’t object to  people reprinting our articles. 
In fact, our copyright policy encourages it. But  we’ve also asked that ‘the editorial 
integrity of the article be preserved’ . . .  With its latest ad, released Sept. 10, the 
McCain- Palin campaign has altered our message in a fashion we consider less than 
honest” ( Jackson 2008).

By 2012, the group’s efforts had become a mainstay of the po liti cal season, but for 
all its work, it still faced what the Washington Post’s Eli Saslow described as a nearly 
impossible task—to combat wave  after wave of misleading po liti cal claim. He wrote 
that for FactCheck . org, “The presidential election has become a predictable cycle 
of ambiguity and distortion: Candidates speak in half- truths and exaggerations, 
which are then amplified by the media and sensationalized in attack ads. Misinfor-
mation burns a trail across the Internet. The public trust erodes” (Saslow 2012).

That same year the difficulties of being a fact- checker became even more obvi-
ous when the campaign of Senator Barack Obama took FactCheck . org to task over 
its take on one of Demo cratic senator’s claims. Obama’s campaign was  running an 
ad that claimed former Mas sa chu setts governor Mitt Romney had overseen the out-
sourcing of jobs while at an investment firm, Bain Capital. FactCheck . org rejected 
that, saying the decision to move the jobs had come  after Romney had left the firm 
to take the helm of the troubled Salt Lake City Olympics. The Obama campaign 
fired back, sending a six- page letter to FactCheck . org defending its claims and de-
manding that the site correct its assessment. Jackson, along with two of his reporters, 
responded that the letter “cobble[d] together selective news snippets and irrele-
vant securities documents in an attempt to show that Romney was still  running Bain 
Capital on a part- time basis while he was also  running the Olympics committee . . .  
In a nutshell, the Obama campaign is all wet on this point” (Dwyer 2012).

That exchange highlights the difficulty FactCheck . org and other in de pen dent 
fact- checking efforts face. They are challenged to respond to claims that are often 
complex and nuanced and are pushed to  either clearly discredit or support  those 
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claims, a task made deliberately difficult through obtuse wording or misleading 
citation.

The site has sought to combat  these trends and even expand its mission in 
recent years. It has added features that aim to address specific types of claims 
made by po liti cal figures or that affect public policy.  These include one area, 
dubbed the “Viral Spiral,” that seeks to debunk misleading or completely fabricated 
information that is moving through the Internet or cropping up on social media. 
The site produced a three- minute video that aims to help visitors identify what 
they dubbed, “Key Characteristics of Bogusness.”  Those red flags include the ano-
nymity of the author, spelling errors, excessive use of exclamation points, and any 
use of math (FactCheck.org 2015). Another section of the site, launched in early 
2015, seeks to  battle “false and misleading scientific claims that are made by parti-
sans to influence public policy” (FactCheck . org 2015).

Although some critics, most often on the right, point to the potential biases con-
nected to the Annenberg Foundation, FactCheck . org created a model of holding 
candidates and campaigns accountable for their claims in a way that was  later emu-
lated by websites like Politifact and the Washington Post’s Fact Checker.

See also: Fact Checking; Post- Truth Politics
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the most potent po liti cal medium in the nation— would not become a platform for 
partisan attacks. The doctrine lasted for some four de cades as a testament to the 
concern the government had over the power of tele vi sion to inform or misinform 
the public about  matters of public concern.

The doctrine, which emerged from an FCC memo to licensees about how to cover 
controversial issues, included two core components: first, that stations would, in-
deed, cover issues that  were po liti cally controversial and, second, that  those sta-
tions would offer differing viewpoints on  those  matters. It did not mandate each 
individual story had to have equal time devoted to each side of a po liti cal debate, 
but rather that the coverage itself would be broad and generally balanced. In a 
1974 report, the FCC outlined the core ideas the fairness doctrine aimed to ensure, 
“(1) the broadcaster must devote a reasonable percentage of time to coverage of 
public issues; and (2) his coverage of  these issues must be fair in the sense that it 
provides an opportunity for the pre sen ta tion of contrasting points of view” (Car ter, 
Franklin, and Wright 1989). Much of the discussion, and angst, over the Fairness 
Doctrine focused on the mandate to cover multiple  angles of a story, but the part of 
the rule that required coverage of  these controversial issues is one of the ele ments of 
the FCC policy that helped create many of the broadcast news divisions in the earli-
est days of commercial tele vi sion.

The doctrine was a clear exertion of control over content by the federal govern-
ment, a power it is specifically denied  under the First Amendment, but broadcast 
entities  were seen as a legally dif fer ent beast.  Because radio and tele vi sion broad-
casters  were licensed by the federal government— essentially given a regional mono-
poly to use and make money off of a specific frequency of the public’s airwaves— the 
government could exert this control. Still, broadcasters chafed  under what many 
saw as a double standard, and it was not long before one fought the government’s 
intrusion into their business. The Fairness Doctrine was tested in court and found 
constitutional, but by the 1980s the deregulation efforts of the Ronald Reagan ad-
ministration reached the FCC as well. Dennis Patrick, then- chairman of the FCC, 
said his agency would no longer enforce the doctrine, declaring, “We seek to ex-
tend to the electronic press the same First Amendment guarantees that the print 
media have enjoyed since our country’s inception.” In 2011, the FCC fi nally voted 
to formally remove the doctrine from its rules.

To understand the source and thinking  behind the Fairness Doctrine, it is impor-
tant to consider the thinking of  those early legislators and administrators who saw 
the doctrine as a necessary tool to protect the common good. The rise of terrestrial 
broadcasting came to be seen by politicians as a power ful tool for communicating 
and, it was feared, manipulating public opinion. Former FCC commissioner New-
ton Minow would late explain that, “freedom of speech could no longer be pre-
served by simply preventing government restriction. The right to be heard— and 
the right to hear— sought protection through other guarantees during the electronic 
era” (Simmons 1978).  These officials came to argue that simply allowing broad-
casters to decide  these issues on their own left the freedoms enshrined in the 
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Constitution  under the control of the broadcaster. The government’s concerns 
 were centered both on the power of the broadcast media, but also its relative scar-
city.  There  were only so many channels and broadcast frequencies and only a 
handful of networks, so ensuring that voters who  were listening and watching  were 
exposed to po liti cally controversial issues and made aware of differing viewpoints 
emerged as a critical rationale for the government actions.

In this way, the Fairness Doctrine was  really an extension of the thinking that 
pervaded even the earliest efforts to regulate broadcasters. When Congress stepped 
into the chaos of broadcasting in 1927 with the Radio Act, its sponsor knew he 
was attempting to draw a fine line between government protection of the public 
and government censorship of the media. He chose Greek my thol ogy to try and 
make his point, telling colleagues, “We must steer the legislative ship between the 
Scylla of too much regulation and the Charybdis of the grasping selfishness of pri-
vate mono poly” (Simmons 1978). The result of this balancing act was a largely ad 
hoc set of rules, like the initial Fairness Doctrine rules that grew out of a 1949 re-
port that focused on how licensees should  handle controversial public issues. The 
doctrine  later came to include other rules covering so- called personal attacks and 
po liti cal editorials.

Po liti cal editorial rules ensured that if the station endorsed a candidate or broad-
cast an endorsement from someone  else calling for the election or defeat of a can-
didate, the station was responsible for notifying the candidate not receiving the 
endorsement that the broadcast had occurred. The station also had to take reason-
able steps to offer the other candidate a chance to respond. The personal attack 
rules stated that when a single person or a small, identifiable group of  people  were 
attacked on air, the station had to notify them within a week of the broadcast and 
supply them with a transcript. It also had to grant the person or group a chance to 
respond on- air. It was this rule that would create the most significant  legal chal-
lenge to the Fairness Doctrine and eventually cement the government’s rights.

In late November 1964 a radio station in rural southern Pennsylvania broadcast 
a talk by Reverend Billy James Hargis. The 15- minute speech was part of a larger 
series of Christian addresses made by the Red Lion Broadcasting Com pany; in this 
episode Hargis took issue with a book by Fred Cook about conservative U.S. sena-
tor and recent Republican presidential candidate Barry Goldwater. During his 
speech, Hargis accused Cook of being fired from a newspaper job for making false 
charges against city officials, defending communist Alger Hiss, and being too criti-
cal of FBI director J. Edgar Hoover and the Central Intelligence Agency. The sta-
tion made no attempt to contact Cook in the wake of the broadcast and when the 
author learned of the speech, he demanded time to respond.

Red Lion Broadcasting refused. The FCC then ruled that the broadcast amounted 
to a personal attack and that Cook should be granted time to speak. The com pany 
sued, claiming the First Amendment should protect them. Four- and- a- half years 
 later, in 1969 the Supreme Court ruled in  favor of the FCC. In his writing for the 
majority, Justice White relied heavi ly on the technological differences between 
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broadcast and print media, writing, “ Because of the scarcity of radio frequencies, 
the Government is permitted to put restraints on licensees in  favor of  others whose 
views should be expressed on this unique medium. But the  people as a  whole re-
tain their interest in  free speech by radio and their collective right to have the me-
dium function consistently with the ends and purposes of the First Amendment. It 
is the right of the viewers and listeners, not the right of the broadcasters, which is 
paramount.” White continued, “Freedom of the press from governmental interfer-
ence  under the First Amendment does not sanction repression of that freedom by 
private interests.”

Following the decision, the government settled into a policy of enforcing the Fair-
ness Doctrine, but usually in only the most egregious cases. It would not police the 
stations too tightly, but should a viewer complain and not have their legitimate con-
cern addressed, the FCC might step in as they did in the Cook case. Also, the agency 
pressed the stations to live up to their requirements by carefully monitoring their 
applications to renew their government licenses. Each station would submit lengthy 
reports, including documentation of its coverage of controversial issues and its re-
ports on complaints to the station.

This new balance would occasionally come  under fire from critics. Some argued 
that what emerged in the wake of Red Lion was a deal between two “power elites,” 
according to former NBC News correspondent Ford Rowan. Rowan argued that 
“while broadcasters have been successful in utilizing the system to protect their eco-
nomic interests and maximize profits, the politicians have been triumphant in as-
suring that the power of radio and tele vi sion is not turned against them, that they 
have access to the airwaves, that stations must be neutral in selling or giving time 
to candidates” (Rowan 1984). The result, Rowan said, was a sort of detente between 
broadcasters and politicians. It should be noted that the Supreme Court took up 
the issue of access to print media five years  later in the critical case Miami Herald 
Publishing Co. v. Tornillo. In this case, the Florida Supreme Court had upheld a state 
law the required the paper provide access to its editorial pages for politicians who 
had not been endorsed by the paper— essentially equivalent to the “po liti cal edito-
rials” corollary of the fairness doctrine. But unlike the Red Lion case, the Court ruled 
that the Florida law was a breach of the First Amendment, citing the role of editors 
guaranteed by the Constitution. It is striking the difference between  these two cases 
and speaks to the fundamentally dif fer ent view of broadcasters versus newspaper 
publishers according to the federal government up  until the early 1980s.

In 1974, the FCC clarified its intentions by putting the onus of fairness on the 
broadcast journalists. It wrote in a 1974 report, “We believe . . .  that the public’s 
interest in  free expression through broadcasting  will best be served and promoted 
through the continued reliance on the Fairness Doctrine which leaves questions of 
access and the specific  handling of public issues to the licensee’s journalistic dis-
cretion. This system is far from perfect. However, in our judgment, it does repre-
sent the most appropriate accommodation of the vari ous First Amendment interests 
involved, and provides for maximum public enlightenment on issues of significance 
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with a minimum of governmental intrusion into the journalistic pro cess” (Schmidt 
1976).

This meant that the Fairness Doctrine loomed more as a threat over the heads of 
the broadcasters and journalists than as an active government intrusion. Should 
the broadcaster air a negative attack on a public figure without seeking comment 
from the accused or endorse a candidate for office or a specific policy, the FCC may 
become involved and require the channel to offer time to the other side. Should a 
station broadcast nothing but po liti cally slanted discussion over a broadcast (not 
cable) channel, then they could face FCC fines. The more impor tant effect of the 
doctrine was to limit the overtly partisan broadcasts that would continually test 
the personal attack and fairness questions.

Debate over the po liti cal necessity of the doctrine continued throughout the 
1970s and into the 1980s. Much of the criticism of the doctrine came from the right, 
who saw the way the FCC chose to enforce the rule as infringing on their right to 
speak. Publications like the conservative National Review quoted former FCC of-
ficials as having their staff take out stopwatches to clock the coverage of controver-
sial issues and the po liti cal balance of the stories (Anderson 2008). This criticism 
increased during the 1980s as the administration of Ronald Reagan moved to de-
regulate many industries and broadcasters hoped they would be among  those who 
could cut down the government requirements they faced.

When the FCC fi nally scuttled the Fairness Doctrine, arguing viewers could dis-
cern for themselves differing views on public  matters, the result was hard to see on 
the broadcast channels on tele vi sion. ABC, CBS, and NBC did not suddenly change 
the way they reported on stories or add major opinion content. Instead the real 
impact of the end of the Fairness Doctrine appeared on radio. With the end of re-
quired balance, radio stations could air liberal or conservative talk shows without 
seeking a po liti cal balance on the other side. Conservatives, fed up with their per-
ceived bias among the mainstream press, flocked to a new era of provocative radio 
hosts like Rush Limbaugh. Liberal talk radio largely floundered, but conservatives 
found their voice in a post- Fairness Doctrine broadcast world.

This emergence of po liti cal talk fueled some rumblings of restoring a version of 
the Fairness Doctrine, as politicians worried that po liti cally oriented broadcasts  were 
fostering a widening partisan gulf. Demo crats in Congress introduced bills in 2005 
that would have reestablished the doctrine, but they went nowhere. Still, the threat 
that the government may attempt to create a new version of the rule remained an 
occasional boogeyman for conservative talk show hosts. A fairly feeble attempt by 
some in the Demo cratic Congress to propose a new version of the doctrine in 
2008—it never gained more than 25 supporters and quickly melted away without 
ever coming to a vote— prompted Laura Ingraham to warn, “Make no  mistake, im-
posing ‘fairness’ on Amer i ca’s radio waves is an end- run around competing in the 
 battle of ideas. Their new motto is this: If you  can’t beat them, silence them . . .  We 
could soon see a Demo cratic Congress and a Demo cratic President push through 
a new Fairness Doctrine and that could mean that you  won’t hear The Laura 
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Ingraham Show and many of your other favorite radio shows on stations across the 
country” (Ingraham 2008).

From its inception in the 1920s, po liti cal forces understood the power of broad-
casts and worried that this new media could be used to sway or misinform mil-
lions. The government implemented policies like the Fairness Doctrine in hopes 
that any egregious abuses of the public airwaves would be dealt with and broad-
casters who chose to use  these tools for partisan ends could be taken off the air. 
The result was an uneasy decades- long truce between government and broadcast-
ers where so long as the licensees behaved “reasonably” the government would leave 
them be. But the threat remained in a way unfelt by journalists in other media. In the 
wake of its repeal, the fears of some did come to pass as far more partisan media 
took to the airwaves. But in a world of hundreds of cable channels and millions of 
websites, the theory of scarcity that drove government policy no longer justifies 
the government’s role in broadcasting it once had.

See also: Broadcast Tele vi sion News; First Amendment and Censorship; Public In-
terest Obligation; Talk Radio
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 FAMILY RESEARCH COUNCIL
The  Family Research Council is a nonprofit po liti cal or ga ni za tion that aims to pro-
mote evangelical beliefs in po liti cal debates at both the national and statewide 
levels. The group, based in Washington, D.C., is a leading voice of Christian con-
servatives, arguing for the widest pos si ble religious protections while calling on 
government policies to protect the unborn and oppose rights for homosexuals. The 
group has been an active part of the so- called culture war between liberals and 
conservatives that have created heated debates over many social issues, from  women’s 
rights to violent  music. The group boasts a $13 million annual bud get and employ-
ees nearly 100  people. It also has an affiliated lobbying group that supports candi-
dates that agree with its positions.

James Dobson, a controversial and influential conservative author, developed 
the idea for the council  after attending a meeting on the  family or ga nized by the 
administration of Demo cratic president Jimmy Car ter. The way the council de-
scribes it in their own history, Dobson, who had founded an influential evangelical 
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nonprofit group Focus on the  Family in 1977, met with a group of eight other re-
ligious leaders to pray and reflect on the colliding world of politics and religion. 
The idea was that cultural conservatives needed to be more active in the po liti cal 
arena and this new or ga ni za tion could serve as a sort-of evangelical think tank and 
policy advocacy operation. Dobson worked with one of the other pastors pres ent, 
Gerald Regier, to create the new  Family Research Council. Built in the likeness of 
other research outfits in Washington, D.C., the new council aimed to be a po liti cal 
force, commenting on and helping shape coverage of issues of importance to social 
conservatives. The group officially or ga nized in 1981 and incorporated itself in 
1983. A video on the council’s website helps explain some of the thinking  behind 
the group and their new- found po liti cal  causes, saying, “As our culture is rapidly 
changed and molded by secular elites, as our government grows and reaches deeper 
into our lives, as biblical faith and values are defined as hate,  these are troubling 
times for our nation . . .  When the days are dark we are not called to wring our 
hands in defeat, but to clasp them in prayer, join them with  others and put them 
to work” ( Family Research Council). That work would include focusing on limit-
ing abortion, opposing same- sex marriage, and working to ease limits on prayer in 
school and other public venues. By 1988 internal reorganizations brought the coun-
cil back  under the Focus on the  Family umbrella, although the council has focused 
more on its role in Washington, D.C., and influencing the national po liti cal debate 
on cultural questions.

Dobson, although central to the creation and direction of the council, rarely 
played a public role in the many po liti cal fights it would become embroiled in over 
the next 30 years. A 2004 profile of the pastor noted that “ after he created the  Family 
Research Council, he let  others act as its spokesmen. He almost never endorsed 
po liti cal candidates, even when Gary L. Bauer, his protégé and the former presi-
dent of the council, ran in the Republican presidential primaries four years ago” 
(Kirkpatrick 2004). He instead allowed the council to evolve through the work of 
former se nior Republican officials who helped guide the council throughout its his-
tory. Regier, the first president of the council, had worked to create a network of 
organ izations interested in the intersection of religion and politics and sought to 
keep the FRC as one of the primary conveners of cultural conservatives. The coun-
cil expanded much of its work  after the 1988 merger with Focus on the  Family 
during which Gary Bauer took the helm. Bauer, a former deputy secretary of edu-
cation, had chaired President Ronald Reagan’s “Special Working Group on the 
 Family.” Bauer ran the council  until 1999 when he left to mount his own unsuc-
cessful run at the White House. In 2003, former Louisiana congressman Tony Per-
kins took over and has run the group since then. But the connection between the 
council and the Republican Party is more than just who runs the FRC. The council 
is often at the  table when the party is discussing electoral strategy, warning Repub-
licans against becoming too moderate on issues Christian evangelicals care 
about. The council often warns that the Republican Party needs social conserva-
tives to come to the polls and that  those voters make up one of the most consistent 
blocs of support for the party.
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Although the group often works  behind the scenes to shape Republican posi-
tions on social and cultural  matters, much of the FRC’s influence is connected to 
their work with the media. The  Family Research Council is a go-to source for me-
dia organ izations seeking the views of religious conservatives, appearing as regular 
guests on cable programs and news reports. The group has been at the front of pub-
lic debates around abortion, taking a lead in arguing for a ban on a controversial 
late- term abortion technique and claiming credit for helping pass by the summer 
of 2015 “more than 200 pro- life bills enacted in the states since 2011.” The coun-
cil also works within the Republican Party to shore up and protect their values, 
working to combat Republicans who would support abortion rights and, in the 
wake of the Supreme Court ruling to legalize same- sex marriage, pushing protec-
tion of what they call “natu ral marriage” through legislative action and the Repub-
lican Party platform.

Their strident arguments in  favor of basing public policy on firmly held religious 
convictions has made the FRC a lightning rod for criticism. By 2010 the council’s 
out spoken efforts to maintain the ban on homosexuals in the military, to allow same- 
sex marriages, and to limit any  legal protections for homosexuals landed it on the 
Southern Poverty Law Center’s list of domestic hate groups in the United States. In 
their “file” on the council, the SPLC said, “To make the case that the LGBT com-
munity is a threat to American society, the FRC employs a number of ‘policy ex-
perts’ whose ‘research’ has allowed the FRC to be extremely active po liti cally in 
shaping public debate. Its research fellows and leaders often testify before Congress 
and appear in the mainstream media” (Southern Poverty Law Center 2010). Two 
years  after the SPLC came out with its accusation that the  Family Research Council 
had become a hate group for spreading malicious and untrue information about 
homo sexuality, a shooting outside the council’s headquarters sparked a debate over 
 whether the so- called culture war between socially conservative and socially lib-
eral groups had become too close to a shooting war. One conservative law profes-
sor said the SPLC’s label “gave cover to  those who use the ‘hate speech’ and ‘hate 
group’ labels to shut down po liti cal and religious speech, and now it has spiraled 
out of control” (Sessions 2012).

The  Family Research Council operates purely on tax deductible donations from 
social conservatives around the country and has often used their public campaigns 
in the media to help drive donations to their or ga ni za tion.

See also: Cultural Conservatives
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION (FEC)
The Federal Election Commission, or FEC, is the agency tasked with implement-
ing and enforcing the nation’s campaign finance and electioneering laws for presi-
dential and congressional campaigns. The agency also compiles and publishes 
donor and expenditure reports submitted by candidates, po liti cal parties, and cer-
tain po liti cal action committees.

The agency is the point of origin for all documents related to federal campaign 
financing and provides reams of information that are used by reporters as well as 
good government organ izations like the Center for Responsive Politics to allow jour-
nalists and citizens to monitor the campaign spending and fundraising. As con-
structed, the agency was tasked with compiling  these finance reports, helping 
candidates and parties understand the current regulations they must adhere to, and 
investigating and adjudicating any violations of federal campaign laws. The FEC 
has faced criticism from both sides of the debate for being co- opted by the po liti cal 
parties and candidates they are tasked with regulating on the one hand, and on the 
other for being too aggressive in limiting the First Amendment freedoms of  those 
seeking to influence the po liti cal pro cess.

The FEC was born out of the congressional reforms to campaign finance laws 
enacted in the wake of the Watergate scandal. During that time, news reports 
emerged of the Nixon re- election campaign using secret funds of campaign dona-
tions to fund so- called dirty tricks groups that worked to sabotage opponents and 
spy on the Demo crats. Congress sought to crack down on  these abuses as well as 
slow the growing costs of elections by enacting the Federal Election Campaign Act 
of 1975. The initial law focused on presidential campaigns more than congressio-
nal and the new agency’s mission read, in part, as “to disclose campaign finance 
information, to enforce the provisions of the law such as the limits and prohibi-
tions on contributions, and to oversee the public funding of Presidential elections.” 
But central to the FEC’s approach to the po liti cal pro cess was creating a system of 
“voluntary compliance” with the election laws. In its first annual report, the FEC 
noted that “voluntary compliance suggested a presumption on the part of the Com-
mission that the participants in the po liti cal pro cess wanted to comply with the 
law and would comply if properly advised of their obligations. The Commission 
for its part would devote its primary effort and energy to making certain that the 
necessary advice was given and only thereafter would it concentrate on enforce-
ment actions.” This idea that the FEC would not  really be the police, but would 
rather serve as a  legal adviser to federal campaigns frustrated reformers who wanted 
to see a much stronger agency built around enforcement. But this philosophy of 
voluntary compliance remains an under lying approach of the FEC despite count-
less changes to the pro cess and the under lying laws.
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Congress knew this function would be highly controversial, and that it risked sup-
pressing the minority party, so the FEC would be overseen by a panel of six members 
with no one party controlling more than three seats. Also, to make any formal rul-
ing the commission needed at least four votes. The result, especially in the last few 
de cades, has been gridlock with the three Demo crats lining up on one side and the 
three Republicans on the other. The setup has become so untenable that its chair-
woman admitted to the New York Times, “The likelihood of the laws being enforced 
is slim. I never want to give up, but I’m not  under any illusions.  People think the 
FEC is dysfunctional. It’s worse than dysfunctional” (Lichtblau 2015). The inability 
of the commission to respond to the new organ izations known as “dark money” 
groups that can raise unlimited donations anonymously and then spend  those funds 
on in de pen dent issue- advocacy ads, many of which are clearly aimed at defeating 
one of the candidates in that election, has frustrated Demo cratic members of the 
panel. Two of the commissioners have even petitioned their own agency to start a 
rulemaking pro cess, writing, “While the Supreme Court ruled that corporations and 
 labor organ izations have a First Amendment right to engage in in de pen dent spend-
ing, the Court also resoundingly affirmed disclosure laws requiring po liti cal adver-
tisers to provide information to the public about their spending and their funding 
sources . . .  Anonymous campaign spending  will continue to diminish public faith 
in the po liti cal pro cess,  unless the Commission acts” (Ravel and Weintraub 2015).

Despite the gridlock of the agency and its po liti cal inability to address the chang-
ing landscape of the po liti cal world, the FEC does get credit for pressing the idea 
of disclosure of campaign fundraising sources. One analy sis of the campaign finance 
system concluded, “While  there is substantial criticism of the commission’s enforce-
ment activities,  there is also a recognition that much more is known about cam-
paign finance practices as a result of the FECA’ s disclosure provisions . . .  The 
commission has gone beyond the statutory requirements to make contribution and 
expenditure data available to the public in a useful format” (Magleby and Nelson 
1990). This pro cess has had a tremendous impact on the coverage of campaigns 
by creating a source of information that can indicate how a campaign is resonating 
with supporters and  whether a candidate is mounting a serious run for office. By 
creating periodic reports and then making  those reports quickly public, the FEC 
has influenced the way campaigns approach fundraising. Pitches to supporters  will 
plead for money ahead of reporting deadlines, knowing stories  will soon run out-
lining the amount of money raised, the current war chest of a campaign, and the 
number of donors the candidate or campaign has attracted. Similarly, the FEC has 
worked to make that information public as soon as it is received and has worked 
to feed its own site as well as in de pen dent campaign finance tracking organ izations 
like opensecrets . org. This public component of the FEC’s work has been repeat-
edly cited by Supreme Court and other  legal outlets as a critical ele ment of the 
under lying campaign finance laws, ensuring that any overt efforts to influence a 
candidate or campaign are open to public and journalistic scrutiny.

Still, even this role of the FEC has weakened in recent years as Supreme Court 
decisions created new po liti cal entities that have fewer or no requirements to 
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voluntarily submit reports to the agency. For example, the 2010 federal appeals 
court ruling in SpeechNow . org v. Federal Election Commission created so- called Super 
PACs.  These organ izations can raise unlimited donations from corporations,  unions, 
associations, and individuals and spend that money to expressly call for the elec-
tion or defeat of a given candidate.  These groups cannot coordinate with a given 
campaign they seek to help and must disclose their donors and spending to the 
FEC. But in line with its philosophy of voluntary compliance the FEC allows Super 
PACs to report their activities  either monthly or quarterly, meaning that spending 
in the days ahead of an election may not be disclosed  until months  later.

The strug gles of the agency have weighed not just on the po liti cal appointees 
 running the commission, but also on the professional staff tasked with implement-
ing the law and working to improve the functionality of the data they produce. 
One 2014 study by the Partnership for Public Ser vice concluded, “Out of 30 small 
federal agencies ranked for employee satisfaction and commitment, the FEC placed 
29th, its score particularly affected by low marks in effective leadership, innovation, 
strategic management and support for diversity . . .  Perhaps even more troubling 
for the FEC: The agency’s overall score has steadily slipped each year since 2009, 
bottoming out this year at 40.4 out of a pos si ble 100 points” (Levinthal 2014).

See also: Campaign Finance Reform; Citizens United; Dark Money Groups; Disclo-
sure; Po liti cal Action Committees (PACs); Super PACs
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FEEDING FRENZY
In terms of po liti cal coverage, a feeding frenzy refers to when a significant number 
of members of the press jump on a scandal story, often zealously pursuing personal 
information about a candidate or public official. Its hallmark is the chaotic scene 
of videographers, photojournalists, and reporters besieging a source, treating the 
subject of the scandal to the kind of badgering usually reserved for Hollywood 
celebrities leaving a court house. The term refers to moments in nature when a 
large group of predators simultaneous attack a wounded prey and was coined by 
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po liti cal scientist and commentator Larry Sabato for a book about what he called 
“attack journalism” (Sabato 2000).

The idea is related to the concept of pack journalism— both in substance and in 
animal reference— but in this instance deals with the intense media scrutiny con-
nected to a po liti cal scandal. Sabato wrote the book in the wake of the 1988 cam-
paign, which featured the meteoric rise and Shakespearean fall of Colorado senator 
Gary Hart. Hart, a moderate Demo crat who was initially seen as the strong front-
runner for his party’s nomination, had pledged to be a leader of the highest ethical 
standards, seeking to distance himself from the Reagan administration and its Iran- 
Contra scandal. In introducing his candidacy in Denver, Colorado, that year Hart 
chided, “We’ve seen high standards for public officials and public ethics be eroded.” 
Even more notably, Hart had dismissed rumors that he had anything in his back-
ground that would be a prob lem. He went so far as to tell reporters in one inter-
view, “Follow me around . . . .  I’m serious. If anybody wants to put a tail on me, go 
ahead.  They’d be very bored.” But then reporters at the Miami Herald got a call from 
an anonymous  woman who said she had proof Hart had been acting inappropri-
ately at a party in Miami. The call triggered an unlikely trip to Washington by re-
porters tailing a young blonde  woman, Donna Rice, the caller said was headed to 
meet Hart for a weekend alone. Three reporters— Jim McGee, Tom Fiedler, and 
James Savage— staked out Hart’s Capitol Hill town house.  After the senator became 
increasingly suspicious they deci ded to confront Hart. McGee approached Hart, and 
said he wished to ask about  woman staying at his  house. “We’ve had your  house 
 under surveillance since early last eve ning. I was standing near the front of your 
 house last night at 9:30 p.m. I saw you come out of your  house with a blond  woman” 
(McGee, Fiedler, and Savage 1987).

The story of course exploded. Eventually, unable to move beyond the endless 
questions, Hart dropped out of the race. In his parting shot to the press, he ad-
monished, “ We’re all  going to have to seriously question the system for selecting 
our national leaders, that reduces the press of this nation to hunters and the presi-
dential candidates to being hunted, that has reporters in bushes, false and inaccu-
rate stories printed, photog raphers peeking in our win dows, swarms of he li cop ters 
hovering over our roof, and my very strong wife close to tears  because she  can’t 
even get in her own  house at night without being harassed. And then  after all that, 
ponderous pundits won der in mock seriousness why some of our best  people in 
this country choose not to run for high office” (Associated Press 1987).

The Hart episode opened a new era in the media’s decisions about pursuing sto-
ries about the private lives of candidates. Hart and  others in the public eye argued 
that private lives only mattered if they directly affected the professional life they 
 were being considered for, while reporters argued that questions of personal char-
acter mattered to the voting public. This back- and- forth would be debated  every 
time over the coming de cades when a politician’s private life made news or affected 
a campaign. One journalist would declare the week from the disclosure of the Donna 
Rice affair to the collapse of the Hart campaign as seven days that fundamentally 
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changed po liti cal journalism. Matt Bai, who wrote a book on that change, told PBS 
that “ after Hart, the guiding ethos of po liti cal journalism  really begins to shift in-
exorably away from the elimination of ideas and world views and agendas and more 
 toward exposing the lie. We know  there’s a lie. We know  there’s hy poc risy. And hy-
poc risy is now very broadly defined. Our job is to find out what it is” (PBS News-
Hour 2014).

Sabato, looking back  later, would say that the similar explosion of coverage of 
then vice presidential candidate Dan Quayle would be his prime example of the 
feeding frenzy. Quayle had been a largely unknown second- term senator from In-
diana when then vice president George H. W. Bush named him as his  running mate. 
The story exploded onto the national stage. The press had dived into Quayle’s past, 
building a story that the 41- year- old was a lightweight. A profile in Time magazine 
years  later naming him one of the nation’s worst vice presidents gives a sense of the 
way the press constructed the image. The magazine argued that Quayle “had plenty 
to be modest about: he had failed an undergraduate comprehensive exam at De-
Pauw University; one of his former professors referred to him as ‘vapid’; and he 
was admitted to law school at the University of Indiana  under an ‘equal opportu-
nity’ program for poor and minority students” (Pickert 2008). Quayle’s coverage 
was deeply personal as reporters delved into his military rec ord, his sexiness, his 
pos si ble relationship with a former Playboy bunny.

This intensely personal examination of candidates’ lives and pos si ble relation-
ships was being hotly debated not only in public but also the newsroom. Some jour-
nalists worried that their coverage was being driven by tabloids.  Others who had 
covered politics for de cades noted that they had never reported on the widely known 
or at least rumored affairs of past presidents and candidates. But  after 1988, the 
debate shifted. By the time Bill Clinton, governor of Arkansas and candidate in the 
1992 presidential election, was facing questions about an affair with former state 
employee Gennifer Flowers, journalists  were used to the argument. But that year 
the story came up when Flowers sold her story— and audio tapes—to a supermar-
ket tabloid. ABC confronted the candidate in New Hampshire and he denied tell-
ing anyone to lie about the nature of his relationship with her. Inside ABC News 
the debate reignited. Correspondent Jeff Greenfield made the argument that had 
come to fuel the media’s decision to tackle  these stories, saying, “If  there are mil-
lions of Americans for whom adultery is a disqualifying flaw, what is the press’s 
responsibility? If he  were a deeply religious person, he said, someone who is both-
ered by adultery, he would want to know if this man cheats on his wife. ‘This is a 
mortal sin. For Catholics it’s the sixth commandment’ ” (Rosenstiel 1993). But each 
time the character issue was raised and the feelings of  people who may oppose a 
candidate based on be hav ior was used to justify diving into private lives, many 
 people  were angered by the media’s approach.

Despite this argument, a  counter argument has developed that journalists’ deci-
sions to withhold information from the public amounted to a paternalistic and elit-
ist view of the population. Michael Kinsley struck this chord when he argued that 
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“journalists thought that marital infidelity  shouldn’t affect your assessment of a poli-
tician, but their motivation for not writing about it was concern that the voters 
might not be as enlightened. Voters could not be trusted with the information that 
their elected representative was sleeping around— they might wrongly hold it against 
him—so journalists kept it from them for their own good” (Kinsley 2012).

Although the feeding frenzy idea is most associated with personal moral failings, 
it can and does erupt whenever the media latches onto a story or person and feels 
the need to explore  every aspect of their life. One recent example of this was the 
nomination of Sarah Palin for the vice presidency in 2008. Palin, a first- term gov-
ernor of Alaska, was a po liti cal unknown when U.S. senator John McCain chose 
her as his  running mate. Palin delivered some early, rousing speeches, stressing her 
outsider status and Alaskan in de pen dence. But the media also knew precious  little 
about Palin, and many networks and news organ izations poured money into ef-
forts to find out every thing they could. Quickly, they discovered her unwed  daughter 
was pregnant, a fact that led some commentators to question how well she had been 
parented. Her husband’s po liti cal affiliations with the libertarian Alaska In de pen-
dence Party became a story. Her moose hunting from a he li cop ter was a story. The 
amount the campaign spent on her clothes was a story. NPR dubbed the coverage 
a full- fledged feeding frenzy and pressed CNN for a reason why the network had 
chosen to dig into all aspects of her life. CNN’s Jon Klein told NPR, “We  will try to 
be respectful of the governor and her entire life— but in this case the governor was 
put forward as a candidate precisely  because her entire life was said to exemplify a 
certain in de pen dent spirit and an attitude that’s exactly what the country needs. 
Well, we need to know more about her attitudes, how she lives her life, and how 
that influences public policy” (Folkenflik 2008). This is much the same rationale 
used for any feeding frenzy into a personal life. In a nutshell: character counts. 
 Whether it is their overcoming personal loss of professional setbacks or it’s their 
marital affairs or drug use, the expectation is that this information can and  will come 
out and the public who  will decide by voting for or against the person has the right 
to pass judgment on it.

But  there are two other ele ments of the feeding frenzy to consider as well: the 
 legal system that allows such wild media coverage and the impact this coverage 
has on the candidates for higher office in Amer i ca. On the  legal side it is impor tant 
to note that relaxed libel laws in this country  toward public officials feeds this in-
tense feeding frenzy. The critical Supreme Court libel decision New York Times v. 
 Sullivan in 1965 created two standards for plaintiffs to prove in libel cases— one 
for public officials and one for private individuals. In  Sullivan, the court said any 
investigation into public figures— especially  those with po liti cal power— needed to 
have an even higher degree of protection from libel suits. The thinking of the court 
was this reporting should not be punishable by local juries and courts who dis-
agree with the reporting, but the real ity of the decision was that public figures must 
now show that the media outlet knowingly published false information with the 
intent of hurting the public figure, a tall order for most cases. So journalists can 
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conduct  these investigations into public figures’ private lives with  little to no fear 
of facing  legal jeopardy.

As for how all of this has affected the po liti cal system, debate rages. The assump-
tion, stated in most analyses even back to Sabato’s book, is that good  people often 
 won’t run out of fear of what the press  will put them through. One po liti cal scien-
tist actually put this concept to the test and found statistical evidence that “media 
screening of po liti cal candidates is costly. The proliferation of frenzies and expan-
sion of the range of personal issues subject to scrutiny raises the expected cost to 
good  people of  running for public office” (Sutter 2006). And this is the fear, that 
media coverage of candidates, their lives, their families, and their business deal-
ings force out too many qualified, civic- minded officials.

But the anger at the feeding frenzy often overlooks the public in the equation. 
When the public rejects the importance of a specific personal  matter in deciding 
who should win, the press has ratcheted down its coverage of that story. For example, 
in 1992 a feeding frenzy— one of many he triggered— erupted over then- governor 
Bill Clinton’s use of marijuana. Clinton famously said he had tried the drug, but had 
not inhaled it. The frenzy that followed raised questions about the appropriateness 
of a public figure having tried drugs. Some 16 years  later, Senator Barack Obama 
admitted to marijuana use in his youth and even in his autobiography to trying 
cocaine, and the public and press appeared unconcerned. The press attention on 
personal  matters and the intensity of the scrutiny into personal  matters  will likely 
continue for the foreseeable  future, but what prompts  these frenzies and what cre-
ates strong public reaction appears to be much more in flux as attitudes and po liti-
cal issues change.

See also: Damage Control; Pack Journalism; Spin
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FIRST AMENDMENT AND CENSORSHIP
Perhaps more than any other system in the world, the American government has 
few methods for stopping the press from publishing material deemed in the public 
interest. Although  there are penalties in state and federal laws for misuse of the 
press— libel and sedition being two of the most significant— these steps can only 
be taken  after the presses have rolled or the story posted. Although the govern-
ment has at times exerted more control over material broadcast by radio and tele-
vi sion stations, the core real ity is that the American system defaults to protecting 
the media from so- called prior restraint, or censorship. This freedom from govern-
ment control has been used to expand press protections from retaliatory libel pros-
ecutions and to establish judicial and state legislative protection of reporters’ notes, 
outtakes, and sources.  There are limits to the freedom of the press, but compared 
to most other demo cratic systems they are few. That said, many have worried that 
the government, through prosecution of leakers and the classification of material, 
have sought to stifle the flow of information to the press, but once a journalist has 
the story it is usually up to his or her news or ga ni za tion when and if to publish.

This is not to say  there are no limits on freedom or that the flow of information 
is never inhibited or blocked. It is more that the American system tends to put more 
weight on the freedom of expression than on other rights. Still, it is true that through-
out American history, especially at times of national crisis or war, the public and 
governmental forces may seek to rein in the press,  either through  actual govern-
mental sanction or through less overt, but still very real, social and economic pres-
sure. In this way, censorship in the United States should be  really subdivided into 
dif fer ent forms.  There have been limits on po liti cal and national security- related 
reporting, limits on press freedoms that damage the rights of  others, efforts to pro-
tect local order and standards, and moral efforts to combat obscenity and pornog-
raphy. Each of  these forms of censorship has a dif fer ent set of triggers and impor tant 
po liti cal and  legal history to understand.

The most overt form of censorship stems from governmental efforts to control the 
information published about the government, its decisions, and its national security 
work. This was perhaps the most direct concept captured in the First Amendment 
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protections that declared Congress could not pass laws that denied  people the 
freedom of the press, but it was also one of the first concepts to be tested by the 
still- new American po liti cal system. As the po liti cal divisions between President 
John Adams’s Federalists and Vice President Thomas Jefferson’s Democratic- 
Republicans deepened, Federalists began enacting laws that came to be known as 
the Alien and Sedition Acts.  These proposals criminalized public opposition to the 
president, the military, and the diplomatic positions of the administrations. The laws 
allowed the government to jail newspaper publishers for up to two years and fine 
them up to $2,000 for any incident where “any person  shall write, print, utter or 
publish, or  shall cause or procure to be written, printed, uttered or published, or 
 shall knowingly and willingly assist or aid in writing, printing, uttering or publish-
ing any false, scandalous and malicious writing or writings against the government 
of the United States, or  either  house of the Congress of the United States, or the 
President of the United States . . .” Dozens of Jefferson- friendly politicians and news-
paper editors  were jailed and at least 10  were convicted  under the acts. The laws 
 were particularly chilling as they  were passed in 1798 with the aim of clamping 
down on discontent in the lead-up to the election in 1800. The laws became a ma-
jor source of debate in that election and when Jefferson was elected he moved to 
 free the imprisoned editors, returned fines that had been levied, and moved to 
 ensure that his party would not implement similar laws to punish the Federalists.

The laws themselves expired in 1800 and never faced Supreme Court scrutiny. 
The concept of judicial review would not be established  until 1803 and given the 
laws  were set to expire anyway, they passed from the books with no official verdict 
on their constitutionality. While publishing criticism of the president and govern-
ment was largely protected in the wake of the 1800 election, one major issue re-
mained a periodic thorn in the sides of freedom of the press advocates— namely 
national security  matters. The question remained: Could the government stop a 
newspaper from publishing material it declared to be damaging to the national se-
curity?  Under laws enacted on the eve of World War I, the government maintained 
it could punish anti- government speech that undercut the national war effort or 
other legitimate interests. This Sedition Act remains on the books and serves as one 
of the main ways the government can punish leakers of information. But up  until 
the 1970s it remained unclear if the government could stop a news or ga ni za tion 
from publishing national security information  under the Sedition Act. The case of 
The New York Times v. United States, or what is widely known as the Pentagon Pa-
pers case, would serve as the determining moment in this form of censorship.

The New York Times received a massive, 7,000- page history of the American in-
volvement in Vietnam and,  after weeks of reporting the story, started publishing a 
series of articles about the report, marked “Top Secret.” The Nixon administration, 
stung by the revelations that American involvement had gone on longer and offi-
cials had been deeply skeptical of increasing Amer i ca’s role, sought a court injunc-
tion to stop the publication, saying the information was in the national security. 
They won and the courts stopped the New York Times. Other papers soon received 
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copies of the report and began publishing and the government sought to stop them 
as well, but then the Supreme Court came down with its decision, ruling the gov-
ernment does not have the ability to stop a newspaper from publishing, although 
several justices noted that the paper could face lawsuits  under the Sedition or Es-
pionage Acts. Still, as Hugo Black noted in his decision, “Paramount among the 
responsibilities of a  free press is the duty to prevent any part of the government 
from deceiving the  people and sending them off to distant lands to die of foreign 
fevers and foreign shot and shell.” The 6-3 decision established as clear law that 
the government does not possess the power to stop the presses. Since the Penta-
gon Papers decision, the operating presumption is that news organ izations make 
the decision of what to print. They may weigh the government’s argument as to 
why they should not print, but that power is the publisher’s, not the government’s.

Not all censorship cases deal with  matters as massive as war and national secu-
rity. Another form of po liti cal censorship stemmed from the idea of communities 
seeking to maintain law and order by suppressing voices of dissent. Unlike the 
overtly po liti cal tone of the Alien and Sedition Acts,  these efforts at censorship  were 
based on the community good overriding the  free press rights of a publisher. The 
argument of this form of government censorship is expressed in a dissent by Jus-
tice Robert Jackson who worried that the Supreme Court in protecting the rights 
of individual speakers and publishers may be damaging the stability of the nation. He 
wrote famously, “This Court has gone far  toward accepting the doctrine that civil 
liberty means the removal of all restraints from  these crowds and that all local at-
tempts to maintain order are impairments of the liberty of the citizen . . .   There is 
danger that, if the Court does not temper its doctrinaire logic with a  little practical 
wisdom, it  will convert the constitutional Bill of Rights into a suicide pact.” Jack-
son’s worry stems from a series of decisions, many of them narrowly deci ded, that 
backed the speaker over the community. Perhaps most importantly in terms of cen-
sorship of the media was the 1931 case Near v. Minnesota. The case involved Jay 
Near, a racist who published a scandal sheet in Minneapolis called The Saturday 
Press. The paper accused public officials in the city of being controlled by the ma-
fia and Jews. The paper was highly controversial, one of its editors was shot down 
on the streets of Minneapolis, and the city soon sought a permanent injunction 
against further copies of the paper, declaring it a “public nuisance.” The Supreme 
Court, in a 5-4 decision, ruled that the law was unconstitutional. Interestingly, the 
case relied on the  Fourteenth Amendment  because this case was the first time the 
First Amendment limits on government actions  were applied on a state.  Until this 
time, the First Amendment only limited Congress’s ability to inhibit freedom of the 
press. Near extended that prohibition to state and local governments for the first 
time, making it a critical decision in limiting the ability of all levels of government 
to censor the press.

A third set of censorship fights centered around balancing the First Amendment 
right to a  free press with other rights, such as a fair trial or the more amorphous 
claim to privacy. But the fourth set of censorship laws, focused on issues of  morality 
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and community standards for decency, has been the most per sis tent in modern 
times, attracting scores of cases and months of congressional debate.  These moral-
ity debates have centered less on the press as an institution and more on entertain-
ment and broadcast media.  These cases have often stemmed from pornography 
prosecutions as well as decency fights over movies,  music, and video games. Such 
censorship has sparked some of the most heated rhe toric around government lim-
its on speech and the press  because the censor seeks not to protect the public or-
der or defend the nation’s national security interests or even balance First Amendment 
rights with other  legal protections. Instead, it stems from the individual’s religious 
or ethical view of the content. As one historian of censorship notes, “ Because this 
area of censorship deals with morality and sin, such  people cannot be content to 
avoid the material themselves; the very knowledge that some other person, some-
where, may have access to such information or is contact with such speech or press 
is as harmful to their psyches as if they themselves  were immersed in the lit er a-
ture” (Hurwitz 1985).  These fights about the scandalous or offensive have involved 
famous prosecutions of pornographers like Larry Flynt, congressional fights over 
the legality of offensive rap  music from 2 Live Crew, and Federal Communications 
Commission penalties over “wardrobe malfunctions” during Super Bowl half time 
shows. Ironically, for having the least impact on the po liti cal forms of censorship 
that dot American history,  these forms of moral and sin- based limits of speech have 
drawn the lion’s share of po liti cal attention in recent de cades. No one debates 
 whether the press has the right to publish leaked documents about the National 
Security Agency’s surveillance of millions of Americans, but  whether ABC can run 
a profanity- laden movie about World War II  will spark op- eds and debates at the 
FCC.

In his exploration of the American internal conflict over limiting speech and the 
 free press, law professor Patrick Garry notes this may be the most prevalent aspect 
of censorship’s impact on the po liti cal process— it’s a time- suck. Garry notes that 
most po liti cal debates about government and its limits on  free speech or press tend 
to drag on, eating up time in the po liti cal pro cess to debate subjective ideas of what 
is or is not acceptable. As he puts it, “The attention- absorbing power of censorship 
and its consequent distractive role derive from the public’s tendency to take an im-
mediate interest in censorship  matters and to become quickly opinionated on  those 
 matters. Unlike complicated bud get and foreign policy issues, questions on cen-
sorship can be easily understood and lend themselves to rather quick and defini-
tive judgments” (Garry 1993). And the po liti cal pro cess itself has done  little to help 
close  these arguments. The endless cycle of moral censorship can be, perhaps, best 
captured in the 1964 Supreme Court decision in Jacobellis v. Ohio. In concurring 
with the majority in a decision, Associate Justice Potter Stewart sought to explain 
why he did not believe the film in question  rose to the standard of “hard- core” por-
nography, writing, “I  shall not  today attempt further to define the kinds of material 
I understand to be embraced within that shorthand description; and perhaps I could 
never succeed in intelligibly  doing so. But I know it when I see it, and the motion 
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picture involved in this case is not that.” That oft- cited “I know it when I see it” 
highlights the personal and painfully subjective idea of what is or is not permissible. 
This endless and shifting debate over the community standards that must be  violated 
to merit government intervention makes this one of the most per sis tent conversa-
tions about censorship.

But that is not to say that the government’s ability to affect or impede the flow 
of information is a closed debate in the American system. Far from it, as questions 
have shifted away from policies that stop a news or ga ni za tion from publishing or 
broadcasting information to efforts to stifle journalists’ ability to access informa-
tion and government officials. The First Amendment guarantees a freedom to print 
but nowhere does it protect an ability to report. Despite this omission, the federal 
government and most states passed a series of laws in the 1960s and 1970s that 
started to offer a baseline of access to government information. The Freedom of 
Information Act and the Government in the Sunshine Act created an assumption 
that government documents and meetings should be public and available to the 
press and citizens  unless  there are certain legitimate government interests in keep-
ing the information secret.

Additional moves by state legislatures and courts have offered journalists in many 
states some level of protection of being subpoenaed to testify in court or serve as a 
witness for the state. The argument  here is that if reporters are forced to give evi-
dence based on what they have discovered in their reporting, they  will slowly come 
to be seen as agents of the state— the equivalent of talking to a police officer— and 
that  will compromise their role in the pro cess. Therefore, reporters’ notes, outtakes, 
and sources are generally shielded by states, although  there is no uniform standard. 
Some states offer total protection for journalists, creating a so- called absolute shield 
from being forced to testify. Most states offer qualified privilege that puts the deci-
sion in the hands of a judge, meaning it depends on how much the state needs the 
information the journalist has.

At the federal level,  there is no protection for reporters, meaning if the FBI asks 
for information a reporter must comply or face pos si ble jail time. In addition to 
this lack of protection, many have expressed concern that the government has 
sought to quash the flow of information by actively pursuing criminal charges in 
cases where impor tant information has been leaked to the press. While Supreme 
Court pre ce dent protects journalists from prosecution in most cases, no such pro-
tection exists for the source of the leak. The Obama administration has actually used 
the World War I– era Espionage Act to pursue prosecutions of more leakers than all 
other presidents in history combined and this, many worry, may serve as a form of 
censorship by raising the stakes on  those who may want to alert the press to the 
actions of the government. When NSA leaker Edward Snowden deci ded to give 
documents to the media he fled the country before  doing so and now lives in a  legal 
exile in Rus sia.

And this may be the real ity of the modern fear of censorship. Outside of the ongo-
ing debate over obscenity and pornography, government censorship at the official 
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level is extremely limited and usually only balances First Amendment rights with 
other governmental interests. The default is the government cannot punish a news 
or ga ni za tion for publishing accurate information nor can they stop them from 
 doing it. Still government can intimidate sources of information with pos si ble pros-
ecution. It can stifle access to government by using  legal loopholes to block access 
to meetings and documents, and it can help stoke public opinion against certain 
organ izations and individuals. This is part of the reason why  those who study and 
advocate on issues of censorship have sought to expand the definition of what that 
concept entails.

Since the 1970s, Proj ect Censor has sought to publicize the information not be-
ing made public, but when the founder of the proj ect explained how they define 
censorship he noted, “For the purposes of this proj ect, censorship is defined as the 
suppression of information,  whether purposeful or not, by any method— including 
bias, omission,  under- reporting, or self- censorship— which prevents the public from 
fully knowing what is happening in the world. In the final analy sis, the greatest sin 
of censorship may well be the act of self- censorship. For while other forms of cen-
sorship may be seen, felt, and eventually exposed that which is censored at the 
source is never known” ( Jensen 1996). This real ity that journalists themselves may 
be the biggest prob lem of modern censorship,  either deliberately or inadvertently 
leaving the public uninformed or  under- informed, is a per sis tent criticism of watch-
dogs and many within the profession. Fabled broadcaster Walter Cronkite went 
even further, worrying that many journalists strug gle to publish information that 
would frustrate their colleagues and other  middle and upper class professionals with 
whom they congregate. Cronkite noted that “ there is a weakness in the fabric of 
freedom that is part of the make-up of journalists themselves, and their editors and 
publishers. It takes courage in this business— raw physical courage at times, but 
more often the courage to face social ostracism for reporting the unpleasant and 
disagreeable, for reporting the world as it is, rather than the way one’s peer group 
might believe it to be. Freedom of press and speech is meaningless  unless it is 
exercised, even when bravery is required to do so” (Cronkite 1996). This concern, 
one that has been echoed through the years and may be the most real, if intan-
gible, censor on the information produced by reporters remains one that concerns 
many, partially  because of its almost unconscious roots and also  because of its near 
invisibility to the average viewer or reader.

See also: Access to Candidates; Advocacy Journalism; Po liti cal Bias and the Media; 
Watchdog Journalism
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FIVETHIRTYEIGHT (538)
The development of sophisticated computer models and database- driven politics 
has fundamentally altered both the modern campaign and the way in which jour-
nalists cover it. If  there is one or ga ni za tion that truly represents this love affair with 
data and models it is FiveThirtyEight.

FiveThirtyEight is the brainchild of statistician Nate Silver, whose work in both 
sports and po liti cal reporting focuses on using data to create likely models of out-
comes. It treats politics as a probability equation and that has made him a must- read 
for many but, some  counter, has reduced raw politics to impersonal math. Still, it 
is math that often cuts through the factless punditry that can make up much of 
modern po liti cal reporting.

Silver first started in the area of sports, developing predictive systems that as-
sess the likely successes of pitchers and hitters, but the son of a Michigan State 
University po liti cal scientist always seemed to have a soft spot of the sport of 
politics.

By 2007 he had taken to the liberal blog Daily Kos to post about campaigns and 
to begin applying his model of probability assessment to politics. He was still fo-
cused professionally on baseball and so he used the pseudonym “Poblano”— a mild 
green chili pepper. The posts at Daily Kos drew more and more attention to the 
point where in March 2008 Silver launched FiveThirtyEight . com, naming the site 
 after the number of electors in the U.S. Electoral College. A few months  later he 
explained his thinking in an op-ed, writing, “In polling and politics,  there is nearly 
as much data as  there is for first basemen. In this year’s Demo cratic primaries,  there 
 were statistics for  every gender, race, age, occupation and geography— reasons why 
Clinton won older  women, or Obama took college students,” Silver wrote, adding 
he had started FiveThirtyEight . com “to try and apply the same scientific spirit that 
 we’ve used in baseball to the po liti cal world” (Silver 2008).

FiveThirtyEight’s work that first presidential year drew enormous attention as it 
helped explain the growing tidal wave of data that was pointing to a likely win by 
first- term U.S. senator Barack Obama. In the end, Silver’s site predicted the out-
come accurately in 49 of 50 states— only erring in Indiana where Obama scored a 
1- point victory.  Later he would downplay the significance of his 2008 work, tell-
ing the Chicago Humanities Festival in 2012, “You basically have to be a total 
f****** moron to not know that Barack Obama was  going to win the 2008 elec-
tion” (YouTube 2012). But as easy as he said Obama’s victory was to call, he still 
marveled at the number of po liti cal analysts who thought the race would be close 
or even that Republican John McCain might win.

http://FiveThirtyEight.com
http://FiveThirtyEight.com
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“ People who are living in a  bubble, and I  don’t want to be too anti- elitist  here or 
anti- elite, but the idea that Michael Barone or Dick Morris or someone who is  going 
to  these Georgetown cocktail parties, that they have their fin ger on the pulse of 
Amer i ca more than the polls do where the polls go and randomly call  actual Amer-
icans?  Those  can’t be trusted but their gut instincts from the cocktail parties can 
be? That’s just totally delusional,” he said, adding, “It’s time to stop paying atten-
tion to  these  people and start getting real,” to widespread applause.

It was this sometimes hostile view of po liti cal commentary and reporting that 
has at times led to friction between Silver’s “The Numbers Never Lie” approach that 
informs so much of 538’s work and po liti cal reporters that see intangible  factors 
like a candidate and their campaign as being part of the story of politics. Despite 
this tension, the attention heaped on Silver for predicting the election in 49 of 50 
states soon landed him among the po liti cal powers that be. By 2010, Silver had 
signed on to work for the New York Times. It was a bit of bumpy marriage between 
the data guy and a larger po liti cal reporting team that wanted to cover the cam-
paign and saw politics as as much art as it is science.

According to Margaret  Sullivan, the New York Times’ public editor, “His entire 
probability- based way of looking at politics ran against the kind of po liti cal jour-
nalism that The Times specializes in: polling, the  horse race, campaign coverage, 
analy sis based on campaign- trail observation, and opinion writing, or ‘punditry,’ 
as he put it, famously describing it as ‘fundamentally useless . . .’ His approach was 
to work against the narrative of politics— the ‘story’— and that made him always 
in ter est ing to read” ( Sullivan 2013).

He seemed to be talking to  those po liti cal reporters who delved into the “narra-
tive” of politics early in his book on predictions, writing, “We need to stop, and 
admit it: we have a prediction prob lem. We love to predict  things— and we  aren’t 
very good at it” (Silver 2012, p. 13). But that focus on predictions is one of the 
chief criticisms of Silver’s and FiveThirtyEight’s approach. First, some say, the idea 
of reducing politics to a model is to oversimplify it. Conservative columnist David 
Brooks argued this, writing, “Politics  isn’t a game, like poker, with an artificially 
limited number of pos si ble developments” (Brooks 2012). And the other prob lem 
with their focus on prediction is  there is very  little it explains to the reader. It an-
swers the question of what  will likely happen or who  will likely win, but, some 
argue, it does not do much to explain why the public feels that way.

Still it’s an approach that draws millions of readers and helps fuel the very nar-
rative of the campaign Silver often disparages. It’s also an approach that has attracted 
major support from existing media companies. At the end of the three- year gig at 
the New York Times, sports- giant ESPN moved to incorporate FiveThirtyEight into 
its digital and broadcast efforts in 2013. The idea, said ESPN chief John Skipper, is 
FiveThirtyEight  will be an in de pen dent editorial division within the sports network 
and  will offer “a fresh take on the intersection of sports, culture, technology, eco-
nomics and politics that  will be provocative and completely dif fer ent than anything 
 else in the marketplace  today.”
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See also: Data Journalism; New York Times; Public Opinion
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527 ORGAN IZATIONS
In the often less- than- exact world of po liti cal reporting 527 groups are often dis-
cussed in a way that is only partially correct. A 527 group is named  after the section 
of the U.S. tax code that governs explic itly po liti cal nonprofits. So a 527 group is 
any po liti cal party, po liti cal action committee, or Super PAC and covers most po liti-
cal organ izations with the exception of so- called dark money groups that operate 
as 501(c)(4) “social welfare” groups according to the Internal Revenue Ser vice.

That said, when  people generally discuss or write about 527 groups, they are 
usually referring to types of organ izations that raise and spend money in de pen dent 
of po liti cal candidates and campaigns. Many of  these groups would be considered 
Super PACs, although not necessarily all of them.

 These organ izations largely sprang from a critical 1976 Supreme Court decision 
that sought to balance the desire to regulate campaign spending with the First 
Amendment protections of freedom of speech. Buckley v. Valeo struck down ele ments 
of the first major campaign finance reform legislation in some 50 years, ruling that 
government could not limit the spending of campaigns and candidates. It did rule 
that the government could limit donations to candidates and po liti cal parties, but 
it specifically threw out any restrictions on spending that is in de pen dent of the 
candidate.

The court was seeking to protect speech that advocated for or against issues, 
saying this type of speech was protected by the Constitution and in its footnote 
sought to explain what kind of speech would differentiate campaign ads from issue 
ads. The court said that the use of words such as “vote for,” “vote against,” “elect,” 
or “defeat” indicated explicit electioneering speech. Avoid  those words, many 527 
groups argue, and you have issue advocacy. “In this context, the Buckley v. Valeo 
express- versus- issue advocacy distinction has been used to circumvent contribu-
tion limits in what is clearly election advertising. This development, when combined 
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with the soft- money loophole for parties, means that in competitive House and 
Senate races, noncandidate campaign spending does, can and  will exceed candidate 
spending” (Magleby 2000, p. 225).

But it is not limited to just Congress. In fact, 527 groups  really  rose to public 
awareness more for their tactics in presidential politics than for any campaign in 
Congress. One of the most famous of 527s or ga nized in 2004 to take on then- 
Democratic presidential nominee John Kerry. The Demo cratic Senator had high-
lighted his Vietnam War rec ord as part of his campaign against President George W. 
Bush, who had joined the Air National Guard. A group of veterans, with the help 
of Republican operatives, launched a 527 group Swift Boat Veterans for Truth. The 
group quickly issued an angry letter to the Demo crat, saying, “It is our collective 
judgment that, upon your return from Vietnam, you grossly and knowingly dis-
torted the conduct of the American soldiers, marines, sailors and airmen of that 
war (including a betrayal of many of us, without regard for the danger your actions 
caused us). Further, we believe that you have withheld and/or distorted material 
facts as to your own conduct in this war” (National Review 2004). Kerry won three 
Purple Hearts, a Bronze Star, and a Silver Star for Vietnam War combat.

The group began accepting donations— raising nearly $10 million from just three 
prominent Republican donors (Opensecrets . org)—and  running campaign ads 
roundly criticizing Kerry for his war stories. Kerry responded, calling the 527 group 
“a front for the Bush campaign and the fact that the president  won’t denounce what 
 they’re up to tells you every thing you need to know. He wants them to do his dirty 
work” (Fournier 2004). The term “swiftboating” soon entered the po liti cal lexicon 
as a po liti cal hatchet job where a candidate’s patriotism or experience is disparaged 
with  little factual basis, but the effort did distract from much of Kerry’s  actual 
ser vice.

Still, Swift Boat Veterans for Truth is just one type of 527 group. Groups like the 
liberal MoveOn . org formed on the other side of the po liti cal aisle. Still, “ There  were 
few defenders of 527 groups in 2004 or 2006.  These groups  were often presented 
as a deliberate exploitation of vagaries in the new campaign finance laws” (Boatright 
2007).

As other groups, especially dark money organ izations, have grown in the wake 
of the Supreme Court ruling in Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission, the 
power and influence of 527 committees appears somewhat on the wane. According 
to the Center for Responsive Politics, spending by 527 groups at the federal and 
state and local levels has plummeted from $590 million in the 2010 elections to 
$327 million in 2014, nearly a 46  percent drop (Opensecrets . org).
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FOX NEWS
Fox News has carved out a distinct place in the world of journalism and politics. 
The news source of choice for conservatives, it has had Republican presidential can-
didates on its payroll and has filled many of its slots in the 24- hour news cycle 
with conservative commentators. For that, it has been attacked by other outlets and 
 those on the left as nothing more than a right- wing propaganda machine, churn-
ing out anti- Democratic commentary during both its talk shows and its straight 
news reporting. The Obama administration told the New York Times in 2009 that it 
considered the channel “part of the  enemy,” and its motto, “Fair and Balanced,” 
earns it derision from  those who believe its news coverage is obviously slanted. 
Many within the network and among its supporters  counter that Fox News simply 
balances the fact that every one  else is slanted too far to the left.

That debate aside, it’s also the most watched prime time cable news channel and 
has been for some time now and has developed a fiercely loyal viewership. The 
Pew Research Center reports the core cable news audience is continuing to shrink, 
but that most of the  people who watch cable news are watching Fox. Pew’s 2015 
State of the News Media finds that 1.7 million  people  were tuning into Fox each 
night, which was a 1  percent decrease from 2014 but still exceeded that of their 
top cable competitors, CNN and MSNBC, which is what its found ers always 
wanted.

In 1996, billionaire media tycoon Rupert Murdoch and Republican- political- 
operative- turned- cable- television- executive Roger Ailes founded the channel with 
a single goal in mind, overtaking Ted Turner’s CNN. They certainly had the capital. 
Murdoch is the executive chairman at News Corp. On its website, the com pany 
touts itself as “the largest news and information provider in the En glish speaking 
world.” The com pany owns media outlets in the United States, Australia, and the 
United Kingdom. Its other holdings include the Wall Street Journal, New York Post, 
Harper Collins Publishers, 21st  Century Fox Film Corporation, and the Fox Broad-
casting Com pany.

Jumping into the cable news game was something Murdoch’s com pany had been 
considering for some time, but they  hadn’t succeeded. As Gabriel Sherman wrote 
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in his book, The Loudest Voice in the Room, Murdoch was optimistic, especially at the 
press conference when he introduced the CEO for his new channel. “ ‘The appetite 
for news— particularly news that explains to  people how it affects them—is ex-
panding enormously,’ he told reporters at the press conference introducing Ailes. 
‘We are moving very fast for our news channel to become a worldwide platform.’ ” 
Sherman wrote further that Ailes and Murdoch sought to “lay waste to smug jour-
nalistic standards,” and that Murdoch said they planned to be “the insurgents in a 
business of very strong incumbents” (Sherman 2014).

Before it even went on the air,  people  were already raising what would become 
the main criticism of the channel. In the New York Times on the day the channel 
opened up shop, Lawrie Mifflin posed the question  people had been considering 
for months, since Murdoch had announced he planned to open a cable channel: 
“ Will FNC be a vehicle for expressing Mr. Murdoch’s conservative po liti cal opin-
ions?” (Mifflin 1996). Many journalists thought so at the time, but Murdoch would 
rebuff their claims, saying he wanted the network to distinguish between news and 
opinion programming and that their news reporting would be, as the motto sug-
gests, fair and balanced.

The goal for this new channel, primarily, was to become the leader in 24- hour 
cable news. NBC had CNBC for financial news, and in 1995 the com pany an-
nounced a partnership with Microsoft to create MSNBC. That channel launched 
just three months before Fox News did. ABC had been rumored to want in on the 
game, too. But  there was an elephant in the room of cable newsmen: Ted Turner 
and CNN. The com pany had a mono poly on the medium for more than a de cade, 
and  were set to be Fox’s biggest rival. Murdoch made an attempt to buy CNN from 
Turner, but was rebuffed. When Murdoch announced his intention to start a 24- 
hour news channel, Ted Turner said he looked forward to “ ‘squishing Rupert like 
a bug’ ” (Sherman 2014).

But Rupert would prove to be a formidable bug. Fox News Channel did well. It 
overtook CNN in the ratings  battle in 2002 and has never let up its grip on the top 
spot. Its coverage of the Iraq war helped it keep that spot. The BBC reported in 
2003 that Fox News’s profits doubled during the conflict, as its “diet of conserva-
tive commentators and unashamedly patriotic frontline reports from Iraq” attracted 
viewers. Some reports said the channel was averaging as many as 3.3 million view-
ers a day. News Corp. profits soared at the same time. In 2014, the channel marked 
its 150th consecutive month of beating CNN and MSNBC in terms of overall audi-
ence.  Later that year, it topped all channels for prime time cable viewership— the 
first time it had done so since the Iraq War in 2003.

Part of the reason it did so well in ratings picture was certainly its provoca-
tive commentary shows. One of the original shows was Hannity and Colmes, a 
debate show starring Sean Hannity— a conservative— and Alan Colmes— a lib-
eral. The show lasted 13 years, and both commentators now host radio shows for 
Fox News. Other anchors achieved a more lightning- rod type celebrity status, 
like Glenn Beck and Bill O’Reilly. But the provocation  doesn’t come without 
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controversy. The network that sought to take over the realm of 24- hour cable 
news has consistently made news itself, with its commentators and anchors often 
at the center of it.

O’Reilly, whose program consistently comes in as one of the top-rated shows on 
cable news, took to attacking George Tiller, a doctor who performed abortions, as 
“Tiller the baby killer” and denounced the man. Tiller was shot and killed in 2009, 
and some journalists and bloggers accused O’Reilly of inspiring the killing with his 
repeated berating of the man, which happened more than 25 times on his show. 
O’Reilly dismissed the criticisms, saying the  people who  were attacking him  were 
exploiting the doctor’s death as a chance to go  after him (Stelter 2009). For his part, 
Beck called President Barack Obama a racist (a comment he  later said he regretted) 
and called progressivism a cancer, among other claims.  Those two in par tic u lar led 
the then- Washington Post media writer Howard Kurtz to write that Beck had 
“achieved a lightning- rod status” that was unique, even for Fox News (Kurtz 2010).

Another anchor at the channel built much of her fame by sparring with the GOP’s 
2015 presidential frontrunner. Megyn Kelly went back and forth with presidential 
candidate Donald Trump during the first GOP debate. She pressed him with ques-
tions about comments the real estate tycoon had made about  women, like calling 
them “pigs” and “slobs” at vari ous times. In a CNN interview the day  after the de-
bate, Trump said Kelly had “blood coming out of her eyes, blood coming out of her 
wherever,” a comment that many perceived as a reference to her menstrual cycle 
(Martin and Haberman 2015). Trump denied the claim but Kelly  didn’t back down, 
saying on her show that she  wouldn’t apologize for  doing her job. The network 
stood by her, but  didn’t entirely condemn Trump. Roger Ailes called on Trump to 
apologize in a statement, saying no one would scare the network out of  doing their 
job. But other Fox anchors stopped short of calling for an apology. Sean Hannity 
tweeted that Trump should leave Kelly alone, but that he should do so by sticking to 
the issues, a line that other anchors echoed on their own shows (Gold 2015).

Eventually Trump would fall back into Fox News’s good graces. Gabriel Sher-
man wrote for New York magazine in fall 2015 that Trump boycotted the network 
for a short time, but,  after some urging from Ailes himself, he agreed to appear on 
Fox News shows again. Sherman writes that Ailes’s decision to urge Trump to come 
back to the network was driven by angry comments from the network’s viewers 
and the fact that Trump’s presidential candidacy has been a ratings boon for many 
of the networks. “Having backed down to the GOP front- runner and all but sacri-
ficed one of his biggest stars to appease the conservative base— a.k.a. Fox viewers— 
Ailes has set a dangerous pre ce dent. The message is clear: Fox reports, but the 
audience decides,” Sherman wrote (2015). The network entered a period of transi-
tion in 2016 after Ailes was forced out of the network following a series of sexual 
harassment allegations from current and former female staffers.

Michael Wright
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FOX NEWS SUNDAY
Fox News Sunday, though now 20 years old, is still the newest of the Sunday morn-
ing talk shows that air on the four broadcast networks and represents the only 
news programming carried by the Fox network. The program, like NBC’s Meet the 
Press, CBS’s Face the Nation, and ABC’s This Week, features newsmaker interviews 
with influential po liti cal leaders as well as panel discussions with veteran journal-
ists and columnists. The program comes in last among the four Sunday talk shows, 
averaging about 1.5 million viewers, but is rebroadcast on the Fox News cable chan-
nel, giving the show a full viewership of just  under 2.9 million.

The program is structured in a slightly dif fer ent way than its broadcast competi-
tors. On the other channels, programs offer only a cursory hard news look at the 
major stories that have occurred overnight; since Fox News Sunday is the only na-
tional news program on Fox, host Chris Wallace starts each program with a brief 
synopsis of the news before turning to a single or series of one- on- one interviews. 
 Those interviews tend to focus on the po liti cal and diplomatic news of the week. 
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The program then brings on a panel of journalists and partisan commentators to 
consider the week and what the major points made in the earlier interviews  were. 
The program launched as a regular discussion program in 1996, a  little less than 
six months before Rupert Murdoch would begin the Fox News Channel, and was 
initially hosted by Tony Snow. Snow, who had worked as a newspaper writer be-
fore joining Republican president George H. W. Bush as a speechwriter, had devel-
oped a name for himself as a conservative columnist and occasional guest host of 
Rush Limbaugh’s radio program. When Fox launched the Sunday morning pro-
gram, they tapped the journalist in hopes of building a new, more conservative 
counterpart to the other morning shows. At the time Snow was cautious to say that 
his conservative bent would not make the program simply a mouthpiece for the 
Republican Party, telling the Washington Post, “If I come off as a right- wing hack, 
the show  will die. With my background  there’s  going to be a natu ral suspicion that 
I might have a viewpoint, so I’m  going to take special care, as the host, to give both 
sides of the issue.  After all, I get to pres ent my views three times a week in my col-
umn” (Carmody 1996). Snow did pres ent an evenhanded host and the program 
was soon drawing in a million viewers a week, bolstered by the network’s large au-
dience that tuned in around that time to watch football pregame coverage.

Snow would leave the anchor chair in 2003, when the network brought in vet-
eran tele vi sion journalist Chris Wallace to serve as host. Wallace, the son of CBS 60 
Minutes correspondent Mike Wallace, had worked at ABC News as a host of the 
network’s newsmagazine program and covered the Gulf War and other international 
hotspots for his 14 years at the network. He has said that he sees the mainstream 
media as biased and has said his program aims to “cover the other side.” He once 
got in an extended debate with The Daily Show host Jon Stewart about bias when 
Stewart appeared on the program, during this exchange:

Stewart: So you believe that Fox News is exactly the ideological equivalent of NBC 
News?

Wallace: I think  we’re the counterweight.
Stewart: You believe that— 
Wallace: I believe they have a liberal agenda and I think we tell the other side of the 

story. (Fox News Sunday 2011)

With the stated goal of balancing the perceived liberal bias in other broadcast 
media, the program has developed a track rec ord of serving as a popu lar destina-
tion for Republicans seeking to communicate to party faithful and potential sup-
porters. All the candidates  running for the Republican nomination in 2012 made 
the trek to appear on the show and face questioning from Wallace. That is not to 
say Wallace does not press candidates hard on the issues. On his official Fox News 
bio Wallace makes sure to note he has “been described as an ‘equal opportunity 
inquisitor’ by the Boston Globe, ‘an aggressive journalist,’ ‘sharp edged’ and ‘solid’ by 
the Washington Post and ‘an equal- opportunity ravager’ by the Miami Herald” (Fox 
News). And that hard- nosed questioning is often on display on Sunday morning, 
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where Wallace presses politicos to address specific issues, not shying away from 
cutting them off and demanding an answer when he feels he has not received one. 
For example, the program made headlines in 2015 when Wallace pushed Repub-
lican candidate Senator Marco Rubio about  whether he thought the 2003 invasion 
of Iraq was a  mistake. Wallace ran two clips where Rubio appeared to support the 
invasion, saying the world was a better place without former dictator Saddam 
Hussein, and one where he said he doubted President Bush would order the inva-
sion if we knew what we know now about the lack of weapons of mass destruction 
and the instability it would trigger. Wallace then pushed Rubio on the apparent dis-
crepancy. Rubio tried to defend the statements saying they  were two dif fer ent ques-
tions, but when Wallace repeatedly asked “But was it a  mistake?” Rubio strug gled for 
a clear answer. The result, wrote the New York Times, was “a three- minute video clip 
that Republican opponents could use against Mr. Rubio in the  future, given that he 
came across as a politician used to debating fine points and nuances in the United 
States Senate— a prob lem that then- senator John Kerry faced in his presidential run 
in 2004— rather than as a seasoned leader used to giving clear statements” (Healy 
2015). Despite the tough questioning, the program continues to draw key news-
maker interviews, including President Barack Obama discussing the potential use 
of poison gas by Syria, and 2016 Republican candidates like Donald Trump.

The program has an outsized influence that extends beyond the million and a 
half viewers it attracts in a given week. The program, rebroadcast each Sunday after-
noon and eve ning on the Fox News cable channel, is also used heavi ly in Monday 
morning’s po liti cal coverage, helping shape much of the early week’s tone and mes-
sage, by supplying the cable network with a regular flow of interviews it can use to 
fuel the more talk- oriented programming of the cable channel. Wallace himself of-
ten appears on the cable channel, discussing what he thought  were the impor tant 
ele ments of the interviews and offering his take on the fallout. But more than just 
amplifying the content created on Sunday morning, Wallace’s connection to the ca-
ble channel helps the smallest of the weekend talk shows land big guests. Wallace 
has admitted that the connection and proximity of his program to Fox News and 
the Fox News studios just north of the Capitol has helped the program thrive. He 
told the New York Times, “My office  isn’t the biggest in the building, but it’s the best 
situated since it’s directly across from the makeup room. That means that any sena-
tor, congressman, government official or other guest who’s appearing on a Fox News 
show  here has to walk past my door. I’ve often booked guests for Fox News Sunday 
 because of that” (Olsen 2015).

See also: Face the Nation; Fox News; Meet the Press; This Week
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FRONTLINE
Frontline is the premier news documentary program on American broadcast tele vi-
sion. The Public Broadcasting System program, launched dramatically with an in-
vestigation into or ga nized crime, gambling, and professional football, has become 
a critical ele ment of public affairs reporting on tele vi sion.

The series airs, on average, 21 broadcasts a year and has accumulated more than 
600 episodes over its more than 30 seasons. It also was one of the first broadcast 
programs to launch in- depth, single issue websites to accompany its programs, cre-
ating in 1995 a model for digital reporting that took years for most other long- form 
broadcasters to even attempt to emulate.

When the program debuted in 1983, it was already seen as  counter- programming 
to what was happening on the commercial networks. Put simply, “It was created, 
in part, to fill the void left when commercial network news divisions gradually elim-
inated their own documentary series in the 1970s and 1980s” (Sterling 2009). 
Gone  were the days of CBS’s news documentaries like “Harvest of Shame” and other 
single- issue, long- form broadcast documentaries; into that void PBS moved with 
the help of executive producer David Fanning.

Fanning had grown up in Port Elizabeth, South Africa, in a country that had tight 
controls on information and had banned tele vi sion  until 1976 for fear of it spread-
ing ideas in opposition to the white minority government. As a student, Fanning 
travelled to California, and he said he remembered being asked to participate in a 
discussion of South Africa’s apartheid policies, but given the restrictions on the press 
and history, Fanning had to go and do the research in Amer i ca. “I learned my own 
history in another country  because I had not been allowed to hear it before . . .  In 
that moment I became a journalist,” Fanning  later told an audience when accept-
ing the Fred Friendly First Amendment Award in 2011 (Quinnipiac 2011). It was 
that desire to understand what had driven his countrymen to build the apartheid 
system and to understand its effects on the black South Africans that drove his in-
terest in filmmaking.

He started working with the British Broadcasting Com pany creating documen-
taries about South Africa before leaving his homeland and eventually finding his 
way to Amer i ca. He soon landed at public tele vi sion’s Boston station, WGBH, where 
he produced a string of 50 documentaries in just five years before developing the 
idea in 1982 for Frontline. In January 1983, the program debuted with hard- hitting 
documentaries that would become its hallmark.
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Always focused on public affairs, the series took perhaps its most significant 
step in its relationship with covering campaigns in 1988 when it debuted what 
would become an election- year staple, “The Choice.” That year the program, in 
partnership with Time magazine, produced a documentary that sought to explain 
the long road that had led Vice President George H. W. Bush and former Mas sa-
chu setts governor Michael Dukakis to the presidential nominations. An ad that 
ran in the New York Times the day it aired promised to “pierce the façade of cam-
paign rhe toric” and how “the road to leadership begins long before the conven-
tions or the primaries. It lies in the paths taken from the classroom to playing 
field, from scout camp to boot camp” (New York Times 1988, C16). Since that 
campaign, “The Choice” has offered viewers the most complete biographies about 
the presidential candidates produced by any broadcast outlet. A 2008 review of 
the take on Senators Barack Obama and John McCain speaks to the style that has 
marked Frontline’s approach, commenting, “It certainly provides a startling con-
trast to the rest of the news cycle. Given the minute- by- minute media frenzy over 
this campaign, the air of calm that presides over ‘The Choice’ . . .  is excruciatingly 
poignant” (Mc Namara 2008).

But Frontline does not limit itself to exploring the biographies of candidates. 
Over the course of more than 30 years of documentaries, the program has tackled 
complex po liti cal issues, offering impor tant insights into campaign finance laws, the 
overhaul of health care, and the politics of government shutdowns. At times it has 
drawn fire for being too liberal for advocating government regulation of the financial 
industry or raising questions about the work of dark money groups. One effort by 
the libertarian Cato Institute singled out the documentary series in its argument 
for defunding PBS, writing, “It seems safe to say that  there has never been a ‘Front-
line’ documentary on the burden of taxes, or the number of  people who have died 
 because federal regulations keep drugs off the market, or the way that state govern-
ments have abused the law in their pursuit of tobacco companies, or the number of 
 people who use guns to prevent crime.  Those ‘hard questions’ just  don’t occur to 
liberal journalists” (Boaz 2005). Despite its critics, the program has continued to 
deliver some of the most thoughtful public affairs reporting on tele vi sion, raising 
difficult questions for both Demo crats and Republicans to answer.

Frontline’s run has always been a bit  counter- intuitive. It launched when broad-
casters  were moving away from documentaries. It embraced in- depth, thoroughly 
researched websites when most media argued the Internet only wanted short and 
pithy content, and it has continued to argue it is a voice of moderation in an in-
creasingly shrill and partisan media. “ There has to be someplace for the honest bro-
ker. That’s our real birthright as public interest broadcasters and journalists. It’s 
becoming an old- fashioned idea and I deeply believe it  will become increasingly 
valuable. And it’s the  people who value fairness and honesty who  will support it 
financially and po liti cally” (YouTube 2011).

See also: Documentaries
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GALLUP
The Gallup or ga ni za tion is, to many, the gold standard of public opinion research, 
housing more than 2,000 researchers, pollsters, and experts who help assess the 
views of the public.

The premier national public opinion research or ga ni za tion in the country, 
the firm boasts 30 offices around the world. The employee- owned or ga ni za tion 
runs divisions that conduct public polls, gauge leadership and other training 
skills, consult with businesses and other organ izations, and recruit and train 
executives. Although in the world of politics they are known as public opinion 
surveyors, Gallup actually makes most of its money by focusing on helping busi-
nesses engage with their employees and customers as well as recruit and retain 
talent.

But for po liti cal scientists and reporters the group is most known for the Gallup 
Poll, a traditional public opinion survey that for some 80 years has served as a 
benchmark of public thought on world  matters. Gallup itself claims, “No other 
or ga ni za tion captures the  human need to share opinions and the breadth of the 
 human spirit like The Gallup Poll. Since 1935, The Gallup Poll has chronicled 
reactions to the events that have changed our world— and in turn,  those reactions 
have  shaped who and what we are  today” (Gallup 2015). And the poll has been a 
critical way in which social and po liti cal scientists study the electorate and pub-
lic views of world events. Po liti cal scientists have used the surveys to study swing 
voters, voting blocs, and demographic changes over time.

For de cades it was seen as the most accurate barometer of public opinion on 
 matters ranging from the per for mance of the president and Congress to the role of 
religion in their lives and their views of civil rights. Still, the poll at times showed 
its age. In 2012, the firm had perhaps its most significant public failure, showing 
on the eve of the election that likely voters leaned  toward Republican Mitt Romney 
over President Barack Obama 49–48. Obama won 51–47. Gallup launched a full 
investigation and over the course of six months identified four areas that had gone 
wrong—identifying likely voters, predicting black turnout in the election, weigh-
ing regions of the country incorrectly, and not accounting for unlisted landlines in 
their model. By 2014, the firm had implemented major changes to its techniques 
and, like most surveys, predicted major losses by Demo crats.

Despite its rough 2012, the or ga ni za tion is still largely seen as the best funded, 
most scientific polling firm. It’s the group that “does polling the right way” wrote 
the National Journal, adding, “Gallup remains among the world’s most prominent 
and respected public- opinion organ izations, and its more than 75 years of polling 
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data comprise a large portion of the information we have about Americans’ atti-
tudes about their government and society over that time” (Shepard 2012).

The Gallup Poll and its global  sister the Gallup World Poll are the products of 
Gallup’s founder, George Gallup. Gallup started in the advertising field, working 
to develop ways to gauge the effectiveness of radio ads, but his interest soon was 
focused more on gauging public opinion and reactions to issues more generally. 
Gallup’s  family remembers the pollster constantly trying out dif fer ent question con-
struction and ideas. “We  were like guinea pigs for his ideas about polling,” said his 
son, George Gallup III. “He’d poll us. Do you like dogs or cats better? What kind 
of cereal?” (Blackwell 1998). By 1935 he had launched his or ga ni za tion, called the 
American Institute of Public Opinion, and he was soon to make his mark in po liti-
cal history.

He exploded onto the po liti cal stage a year  later when he took on the most es-
tablished poll in the nation— the Literary Digest’s presidential poll. The magazine 
included a card in one edition that asked  people to express their preference in the 
election between President Franklin Roo se velt and Republican Al Landon. When 
the Digest received the responses it was overwhelming. Landon would win 56-44. 
Gallup disagreed. He predicted that Roo se velt would win re- election— a  thing he 
did handily by winning all but two states. It  didn’t  matter that his prediction was 
off by 7 points (Blumenthal 2010), the win by FDR threw Gallup into the national 
spotlight and proved his under lying idea that you could study public be hav ior and 
attitudes about politics like you could about consumer products.

When George Gallup developed his early polls during the 1930s, he saw his work 
as documenting and legitimizing the demo cratic ideal. He sought to develop a meth-
odology that would provide an ongoing way to understand and document the opinion 
of the “average mankind,” and in writing about it he cast it as a critical develop-
ment in the formation of representative government. “Throughout the historical 
debate, the case against the common man has frequently proceeded on the basis of 
the flimsiest circumstantial evidence . . .  He has not been granted a fair chance to 
call his key witnesses and make his own defense.  Whether the final sentence has 
been that the  People is a  Great Beast, or that the Masses are Unfit to Rule, the crit-
ics of democracy frequently issue their verdict on the basis of fear rather than fact” 
(Gallup and Rae 1940).
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GAWKER
If  there is proof that po liti cal news  will attract criticism but  will also attract read-
ers, the decision of the tabloid- style Gawker website to embrace po liti cal reporting 
as a core mission may be no better evidence. The site built a reputation and a siz-
able audience by giving  people what they wanted and mea sur ing success through 
readers to each piece of content. And  after having publicly questioned the value of 
meaty, policy- oriented work, Gawker in 2015 announced it would dive head- first 
into the po liti cal reporting game.

The site made a controversial name for itself in journalism circles by placing a 
large electronic scoreboard in the  middle of its newsroom. The board tracked to 
the second the stories that  were getting attention and being shared on social net-
works. To Gawker the board represented what stories on its site  were working, and 
the idea was to create as many of  those as they could. In describing how the board 
worked in 2009, Gawker founder Nick Denton told the documentary Page One, 
“It’s our equivalent of the front page. It’s the most vis i ble manifestation of a writer’s 
success. We’ve always been very much focused on stories that our readers want. 
 We’re not trying to force- feed them.  We’re trying to give them what they want. I 
have a friend who’s at the Albany bureau of the Times. I told him about the big 
board, sent him a picture of it and ‘How do you like our new innovation?’ He was 
terrified. Albany corruption stories— they may be impor tant to cover, but no one 
 really wants to read them” (Rossi 2010). But with its focus on tabloid news— the 
entire site’s tag line is “ Today’s gossip is tomorrow’s news”— the site slowly drifted 
further and further into the po liti cal reporting world. Gawker was the site that broke 
the story of Toronto mayor Rob Ford using cocaine and has often approached po-
liti cal news with a biting humor and leftist sensibility similar to Comedy Central’s 
The Daily Show and website Wonkette.

By 2015, the site deci ded to stop dipping its editorial toe in the  water and an-
nounced it would reor ga nize itself into a pure po liti cal website. Denton, in a note 
to staff, explained that Gawker Media Group would “ ride the circus of the 2016 
campaign cycle, seizing the opportunity to re- orient its editorial scope on po liti cal 
news, commentary and satire . . .  Is  there any doubt that the 2016 US presidential 
election campaign, a contest between real ity- defying fabulists and the last repre-
sentatives of two exhausted po liti cal dynasties,  will provide rich new opportuni-
ties for sensation and satire?” (Bloomgarden- Smoke 2015). Gawker garners some 
50 million monthly visitors and with the November 2015 memo, the site pledged 
to unleash a new po liti cally focused entity. Within weeks, its new po liti cal voice 
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was on display in an article about one of the leading Republican candidates for presi-
dent  under the less- than- subtle headline, “Dirtbag Ted Cruz Describes Alleged 
Planned Parenthood Shooter as ‘Transgendered Leftist Activist’ ” declaring the Texas 
senator a “a gnarly gourd slowly depressing a fully inflated whoopee cushion” and 
accusing him of being one of the politicians “politicizing a tragedy, all the while 
delivering to their lunatic constituents a wholly manufactured persona of the per-
petrator, for the sole purpose of insulating their deranged politics from their very 
real consequences” (Thompson 2015).

The shift to politics comes  after a time of editorial turbulence inside Gawker. 
The summer of 2015 had Gawker in the headlines for many of the wrong reasons. 
A controversial story had prompted the resignation of the top two editors, who ac-
cused Denton and  others from the corporate side of the operation of interfering in 
the editorial work of the publication. In the piece the site reported on a married 
male publishing executive contacting a male escort for homosexual sex. Although 
the executive was related to a former Cabinet member, neither he nor anyone  else 
in the story was a  house hold name.  After several advertisers threatened to pull their 
business, Denton ordered the piece removed. Tommy Craggs, the executive editor 
of Gawker Media, and Max Read, the editor of Gawker . com, resigned in protest, 
accusing Gawker Media Group of ignoring the firewall between business and edi-
torial. The result was that Denton declared he wanted the site to be “20  percent 
nicer.” Denton told Wired magazine that the departures from the scandal allowed 
them to revisit what the site should be, saying, “The remaking of Gawker  will be 
careful and deliberate . . .  A cultural change is needed” (Greenberg 2015). All of 
this soul- searching came as the or ga ni za tion has faced a devastating lawsuit based 
on its publication of a sex tape of professional wrestler Hulk Hogan. Hogan filed a 
$100 million lawsuit against the com pany  because they published a portion of the 
tape in 2012 and refused to remove it. Hogan won that suit in a Florida court and 
the publication now  faces bankruptcy or sale or perhaps both.

This  legal and editorial turmoil served as a backdrop to the site’s November reor-
ga ni za tion and may have helped inform some of  those decisions to focus on poli-
tics. Gawker stressed that its decision should not be seen as a move to become like 
Politico or the New York Times. Instead, new editor Alex Pareene told the Times, 
“ There is  going to be a lot of campaign coverage,  because this campaign is  great 
and a dream for any writer. But  we’re not  going to become Real Clear Politics . . .  
 There  will be a sort of satirical tone and satirical approach to reporting real news,” 
adding he would model the new site  after Last Week To night, the HBO show featur-
ing comedian John Oliver that mixes humor with original and aggregated news (So-
maiya 2015).

The reor ga ni za tion also bet more of the  future of the com pany on the  family of 
seven content sites run by Gawker Media Group. How much the po liti cal wing of 
Gawker  will be the one delivering profits is yet to be seen. The com pany still runs 
wildly popu lar niche news sites on other topics including the sports site Deadspin, 
the tech site Gizmodo, and the culture and celebrity site Jezebel. The site has also 
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expanded its work in the site Lifehacker, which offers both tips to solving everyday 
prob lems and potentially revenue- rich product endorsements. The timing allows 
Gawker to try and capitalize on the digital campaign spending that swamps web-
sites  every four years, but  whether Gawker can carve out a niche in the crowded 
po liti cal reporting world is yet to be seen.

See also: Comedy, Satire, and Politics; Vox; Wonkette
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GET OUT THE VOTE (GOTV)
Get out the vote, or GOTV in campaign parlance, is the wide- ranging operation 
campaigns undertake to identify likely supporters or  those who can be convinced 
to support their candidate, connect with  those voters, and ensure on Election Day—
or during early voting— those voters cast their ballots. Always a cornerstone of a 
po liti cal campaign, GOTV operations have become increasingly sophisticated, tak-
ing on all of the logistical ele ments of a military campaign and moving from an art 
of persuasion to a science of micro- targeting. As it has become more of a well- funded 
science, GOTV efforts have also become a favorite subject for strategy- focused po-
liti cal reporters in the closing days of campaigns.

As long as  there have been campaigns  there has been some variation of the get- 
out- the- vote effort. Many of  today’s handbooks for field organizers in a campaign 
quote an 1840 presidential campaign plan from then- Whig party or ga nizer Abra-
ham Lincoln, who wrote, “Or ga nize the  whole state so that  every Whig can be 
brought to the polls . . .  Divide their county into small districts and appoint in each 
a sub- committee, make a perfect list of all the voters and ascertain with certainty 
for whom they  will vote, keep a constant watch on the doubtful voters and . . .  have 
them talked to by  those in whom they have the most confidence, and on Election 
Day see that  every Whig is brought to the polls” (Lincoln 2001). The advice  didn’t 
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help Whig William Henry Harrison carry Illinois—he lost it to Martin Van Buren— 
but it is the kind of campaign blueprint that still works 170 years  later. But for as 
clear as Lincoln’s advice may seem, how does a campaign or ga nize the “perfect list” 
and what is the best way to keep them from becoming doubtful or losing faith in a 
candidate? That is where social science and databases have come to the fore.

Much of politics comes from past stories handed down from previous campaigns 
or educated hunches of what may or may not work. Few campaigns have the in-
terest or the time or money to conduct scientific studies of what works when it 
comes to the fabled “ground game.” The ground game— a campaign narrative that 
reporters focus on in the closing weeks of the campaign—is the catchphrase for 
the array of tactics a campaign deploys to get its supporters out to vote for a can-
didate. This is partly a story of database management where campaigns identify vot-
ers, communicate with them  either face to face or through flyers and mailers, and 
then get them to polls, which can mean every thing from an Election Day reminder 
phone call to get out and vote to actually arranging transportation for supporters 
to get to the polling place. Although campaigns  don’t have the time to conduct a 
randomized test of what mobilizes a voter to cast a ballot, some po liti cal scientists 
have tackled the issue and their work has been surprisingly potent in informing 
the modern campaign.

One such work is Get Out the Vote: How to Increase Voter Turnout, a piece of so-
cial science research that seeks to translate po liti cal science work directly into rec-
ommendations for campaigns. The authors, Donald Green and Alan Gerber, broke 
down the dif fer ent components of identifying voters, inspiring them to support a 
candidate and getting them out to cast a ballot, and then tested how effective dif-
fer ent techniques  were. Surprisingly, the work found one of the most power ful tools 
for campaigns of vari ous sizes was the canvass. Canvassing, when volunteers, sur-
rogates, and the candidate get out and knock on doors in a targeted neighborhood, 
is one of the most basic concepts of a campaign—at least as old as Lincoln’s Whig 
campaign of 1840. Yet  after conducting a series of tests, Green and Gerber came 
back and said it worked. It worked  really well. “Face- to- face interaction makes poli-
tics come to life and helps voters establish a personal connection with the electoral 
pro cess. The canvasser’s willingness to devote time and energy signals the impor-
tance of participation in the electoral pro cess. Many nonvoters need just a nudge 
to motivate them to vote. A personal invitation sometimes makes all the difference” 
(Green and Gerber 2008).

But this is not to argue that the best way to win an election (and therefore the 
ele ments of a successful GOTV operation) is to randomly knock on doors and make 
the case person by person. The strategy comes from knowing what doors to knock 
on, how often the campaign has knocked on  those doors, and how often the  people 
 behind the door have  really supported the candidate or party. One of the early micro- 
targeting experts who worked for 2004 Demo cratic candidate John Kerry and 
other campaigns explained the targeting like this, “To target for GOTV, a campaign 
could combine two micro- targeting models, one giving the likelihood that an 
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individual was a supporter and the second giving the likelihood that that individ-
ual was  going to vote, to find likely supporters who are unlikely to vote if not 
reached. If  there are sufficient IDs where voters are asked their issue priorities, 
models can be built giving the  percent likelihood that an individual voter cares 
about any given issue so that the campaign can select dif fer ent messages to target 
to dif fer ent audiences” (Strasma n.d.). This is a critical step in organ izing the can-
vassing prospects a campaign can hit.

Once a likely voter is identified and contacted, an effective GOTV effort  will re-
peatedly communicate with the voter, ideally about issues that are particularly 
impor tant to him or her over the coming weeks. This period could include ensur-
ing the voter’s registration is up to date and, if pos si ble, that they have filled out an 
absentee ballot or voted early. It can also include building a strategy in the closing 
days of a campaign to ensure that the voter actually gets to the polls and casts the 
ballot. In the early work of GOTV, the Republican Party was seen as having a clearly 
superior or ga ni za tion. Reporting as late as the mid-2000s spoke of an almost mag-
ical program of voter contact and development known as the “72- Hour Program.” 
Similar to what Green and Gerber did in testing dif fer ent approaches, the 72- Hour 
Program was a proj ect or ga nized by the Republican National Committee to test dif-
fer ent ways of connecting with voters and seeing what methods  were the most ef-
fective in generating votes. The strategy was built around the final three days of the 
campaign, organ izing a series of personal interaction with voters as well as targeted 
communications to encourage the voter to turn out. Partly devised by Republican 
strategist Karl Rove and credited in 2004 with helping re- elect President George W. 
Bush, by 2006 all campaign strategies  were held up in comparison to this fabled 
system (VandeHei 2006). But the changing nature of technology and campaigns 
was sowing the seeds of the 72- Hour Program’s destruction. Early and absentee vot-
ing meant  there was no longer a final 72 hours of the campaign since voters may 
be casting ballots weeks ahead of Election Day. And even though the GOP effort 
included database work, Demo cratic campaigns like Howard Dean’s in 2004 and 
Barack Obama’s in 2008  were constructing far more sophisticated methods of track-
ing and communicating with voters.

By 2008, the ground game had become something reporters spent enormous 
amounts of time researching and reporting on, trying to become aware of and un-
derstand the new communication techniques of social media, and the changing 
landscape caused by increased early voting. GOTV efforts  were now broken into 
two segments, the early days of early voting when you want your hard- core sup-
porters out casting their ballots, and the last days when you work to close the deal. 
According to Campaigns & Elections magazine, “By the midway point of any given 
race, campaigns should be targeting new voters and have a good idea of who is on 
the fence. With that information in hand, the last 72 hours should focus on getting 
low propensity voters to the polls” (D’Aprile and Nyczepir 2012).The role of GOTV 
efforts is hard to overstate. The media’s fascination with GOTV efforts is equally 
hard to overstate. One analy sis found, “Of the 222 mentions of ‘ground game’ in 
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newspaper articles about the 2012 presidential campaign, more than two- thirds 
 were published  after October 22, the date of the last presidential debate and the 
start of the final phase of the campaign” (Prevost 2014). The ground game is a hy-
brid of the  horse race reporting that seeks to understand who is ahead in the cam-
paign and the strategy story that aims to explain how they got ahead or why they 
fell  behind. Campaigns have sought to use this media interest to fuel late stories 
that help inspire the base and give campaigns a (sometimes bogus) sense of mo-
mentum headed into the final days of a contest. An example of this comes from 
Arkansas where, in the final days of Demo cratic senator Mark Pryor’s failed bid for 
re- election, the campaign got a newspaper to bite on the GOTV story. The Associ-
ated Press ran a story on October 15 that read, “Demo crats claimed a big success 
 after former president Bill Clinton campaigned across several college campuses in 
Arkansas recently, saying they signed up enough partisans to fill more than 4,000 
volunteer shifts in their drive to re- elect Senator Mark Pryor. Now the concern 
is the ‘flake rate’— the  people who fail to show up” (Espo 2014). Pryor lost by 17 
points.

Why does the media heap as much attention on the ground game as it does? In 
large part  because understanding who is  going to show up at the polls on Election 
Day is as illustrative as any po liti cal opinion poll. In fact, pollsters try and estimate 
likely voter turnout when constructing their models during election year polls. 
When voter turnout collapses for one party or explodes for another, polls can be 
caught off guard. For example, polling guru Nate Silver’s FiveThirtyEight had trou ble 
with some races in 2014 for overestimating Demo cratic turnout. In Mary land, 
Silver gave lieutenant governor Anthony Brown a 93  percent chance of being 
elected. He lost by almost four points. The main reason? A complete failure by 
Demo crats to get their voters to go to the polls. A Demo cratic activist trying to make 
sense of the loss  later said, “The Republican candidates had virtually identical to-
tals in 2010 and 2014; the difference was in the Demo cratic turnout. Overall, the 
Republican ticket picked up 71,000 more votes, but the Demo cratic falloff was 
274,000 . . .  Sorry, but that drop- off of 274,000 votes is real, and it was fatal.  Those 
Demo crats  didn’t vote for the Republican; they stayed home” (Beyer 2014). Most 
reporting in the days leading up to the election  were driven by “ground game” sto-
ries; most overlooked the bleak real ity of how discouraged Demo crats had become 
in the months leading up to Election Day. This is the danger of the “ground game” 
or GOTV story in media coverage. Journalists’ focus on the strategy driving the me-
dia purchases and informing the canvassing are more aspirational than they are 
informational. Campaigns are unlikely to convey how depressed voter turnout may 
be, and the real ity may be very dif fer ent than the impression.

Getting Out the Vote, since even before the days of the Harrison/Van Buren race, 
is a critical component to understanding elections. It is an essential part of any cam-
paign and its effective execution can expand the electorate, bring new voters into 
the system, or even elect a long- shot candidate. It is also one of the areas where 
po liti cal scientists have clearly contributed to the development and testing of tech-
niques to communicate with voters and encourage them to participate in the 
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po liti cal pro cess. The media’s focus on it is understandable given the increasing 
size and expense of GOTV within the campaign and how, when one or the other 
party is unable to inspire its voters to turn out, it can drastically affect the election. 
Where the media sometime falters in this coverage is by covering the tactics of the 
ground game at the expense of the larger issues that may be driving voter apathy 
or anger. An effective ground game in 2008 was not  going to elect John McCain 
president given the frustration with former president Bush and popularity of sena-
tor Barack Obama. Similarly, breathlessly reporting on what one party hopes to 
achieve in voter targeting and turnout needs to be weighed against the major issues 
that  were depressing that party’s voters and inspiring the other’s.

See also: Campaign Strategy Coverage; Early Voting; Horse- Race Journalism
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 behind shielding media sources from state agencies. What’s in ter est ing to note, 
though, is that  there always has been a system of tax breaks and government poli-
cies that meant billions of dollars for publishers, creating a far more quiet, but no 
less real economic connection between state and the press.

The fierceness of the demand for a separation of press and the government has 
its roots in colonial Amer i ca. As British subjects settled in what would become North 
Amer i ca they brought with them books and  later printing presses.  These early print-
ing facilities operated with deep connections to the Crown. Printers had to be li-
censed and most relied heavi ly on government contracts to make ends meet. Printers, 
who in addition to printing operated as the forerunners of the American news-
paper, also printed government money, official papers, and religious material from 
the Church of  Eng land. The idea of the printers working in de pen dently of the state 
was something the government did not allow and many with positions of power 
deeply feared. When Governor William Berkeley filed a report with his overseers 
back in  Eng land in 1671 he gave voice to the British fears of  these new tools, writ-
ing, “But, I thank God, we have not  free schools nor printing; and I hope we  shall 
not have  these hundred years. For learning has brought disobedience and heresy 
and sects into the world, and printing has divulged them and libels against the gov-
ernment. God keep us from both.” Berkeley’s  great fears soon began to materialize 
as the British government soon began to lose control of that press. A critical court 
case 60 years  later found that the press could not be punished for printing the truth 
about the government. Soon the newspapers  were operating  under permit, but with 
far fewer official tools to sanction them. Printers like Samuel Adams would use  those 
papers to spread incendiary, and often inaccurate, information about British troops 
in the colonies and helped foment revolt that would become the American Revolu-
tion. As the new country established itself, many in leadership saw  there was an 
inherent value in the press that imbued the new government’s work and helped 
lead to the First Amendment protection of the freedom of the press.

All of this is true, but it also helps create a skewed my thol ogy about the relation-
ship between the government and the press. The myth is that the press was  free 
from any interference by the government and operated completely in de pen dent of 
any assistance from the government. But it was just not true. As two experienced 
media executives- turned- academics noted in a major report on the relationship 
between the two, “Throughout American history, the federal government has worn 
many hats in its relationship with the press and the news industry: watchdog of 
power among news business  owners; consumer advocate championing the news 
and information needs of underserved or neglected communities; affirmative action 
catalyst for extending employment and own ership opportunities to minorities and 
 women; regulator of the public airwaves; and provider of both direct and indirect 
subsidies that have been impor tant pieces of the news industry’s economic health” 
(Cowan and Westphal 2010).

Some of the very first acts of the new United States included sizable subsidies 
for news organ izations. On February 20, 1792, President George Washington signed 
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the Postal Act. The law created the U.S. Postal Ser vice and granted Congress and 
the government the ability to set and regulate regular postal routes. It also included 
a critical subsidy for the press, allowing newspapers to be sent through the mail at 
a discounted rate. The difference between the real cost of the mailing and the amount 
paid by the press was covered by the new federal government, a major decision 
regarding spending at a time when the government had few resources available. 
This subsidy by the new government was conceived of as a way of keeping the 
sprawling territory of the new country informed about what was happening in the 
state capitals and in  matters of national and international interest. While traveling 
the still- new country in 1831 Frenchman Alexis de Tocqueville would note the im-
portance of this government- backed system, writing to a friend, “ There is an as-
tonishing circulation of letters and newspapers among  these savage woods . . .  I do 
not think that in the most enlightened rural districts of France  there is intellectual 
movement  either so rapid or on such a scale as in this wilderness” ( John 2009). 
While  there was a clear societal benefit to keep the remote outposts of Detroit in-
formed about what was happening in Philadelphia and New York,  there was also a 
clear economic benefit to the newspapers. They could charge less for a subscrip-
tion to the ser vice without threatening their bottom line. Interestingly, as  these news 
organ izations moved more and more to rely on advertising as well as subscriptions 
to cover the cost of producing the news, the government subsidy remained in place. 
As late as 1970, some 75  percent of the cost of mailing a newspaper or magazine 
was subsidized by the government. One analy sis found that amounted to $2 bil-
lion in savings for news organ izations. In recent years, the government has scaled 
back the savings, although the Postal Ser vice still subsidizes 11  percent of the cost, 
saving media companies $288 million a year. The government has also offered as-
sistance to print media by allowing companies to claim tax breaks associated with 
printing and distribution costs.  These tax breaks mean hundreds of millions of dol-
lars in savings for firms at the state and federal level. Also, rules at the federal and 
state levels require government agencies to post public notices of rule changes, 
meetings, and lawsuits. One estimate found that the costs by all levels of govern-
ment to purchase ad space in newspapers at the community and national level may 
amount to $1 billion.

But government action has not just benefited the printed press. The Federal Com-
munications Commission has  adopted rules over the years that ensure that local 
broadcasters have access to cable subscribers in their area and that cable news chan-
nels benefit from the flood of  people subscribing to cable. As cable moved from a 
way to receive broadcast signals in remote and mountainous areas to a primary way 
of receiving tele vi sion content, the FCC implemented carriage requirements that 
meant cable operators had to offer local channels, ensuring that broadcasters would 
benefit and be able to sell advertising to support their local programming, much of 
which is local news. On the cable side, the FCC also issued rules that  every cable 
subscriber had to pay a fee to receive CNN, MSNBC, and Fox News,  whether they 
wanted  those channels or not.
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Although  these tax breaks, government regulations, and direct financial subsi-
dies amount to a major investment in news and information by all levels of the 
American government, one form of journalism tends to come to mind first when 
considering government- backed media— public broadcasting. Public broadcasting 
includes hundreds of local broadcasters working in  every state in the country as 
well as national networks of radio and tele vi sion producers creating content for  these 
local stations. The structure of public broadcasting was, in many ways, a result of 
the desire for this entity to be a product of local communities and not be seen as 
government- run media. Unlike many state- owned media operations in other coun-
tries, American public media was built in such a way that the government subsi-
dies are deliberately several steps away from funding any par tic u lar content. NPR 
or PBS NewsHour is not an official broadcast of the American government, like state 
tele vi sion in China. And unlike the BBC in Britain where the ser vice is supported 
by a direct tax, public broadcasting in the United States is supported through an 
appropriation authorized by Congress. The federal government spends about $300 
million a year on public media.  These funds go to an or ga ni za tion called the Cor-
poration for Public Broadcasting, which is a nonprofit or ga ni za tion and not an 
agency of the government. CPB was created by Congress in 1967 to support edu-
cational tele vi sion and radio stations in local communities. In signing the Public 
Broadcasting Act of 1967 into law, President Lyndon Johnson stressed that the idea 
 behind the government’s action was to encourage the use of media to enrich the 
spirit and not to create a new arm of the government. He declared, “The Corpora-
tion  will assist stations and producers who aim for the best in broadcasting good 
 music, in broadcasting exciting plays, and in broadcasting reports on the  whole fas-
cinating range of  human activity. It  will try to prove that what educates can also be 
exciting. It  will get part of its support from our Government. But it  will be care-
fully guarded from Government or from party control. It  will be  free, and it  will be 
independent— and it  will belong to all of our  people.”

 Under the convoluted system built by Congress and implemented by CPB, the 
federal government appropriates money to CPB and CPB then directs a large per-
centage of that money directly to the 1,400 public radio and tele vi sion stations scat-
tered across the United States. So, for example, of the $298 million CPB requested 
for fiscal years 2016–2018, $223 million would go directly to stations. As CPB 
chair Patricia Harrison explained, this money only accounts for a small chunk of 
the overall money needed to operate the stations, telling a Senate Appropriations 
subcommittee in March 2015, “The federal appropriation is the essential invest-
ment that ensures your constituents  will have access to public media for  free and 
commercial  free. President Ronald Reagan said, ‘government should provide the 
spark and the private sector should do the rest.’ Amer i ca’s local public media sta-
tions utilize the ‘spark’ of the federal investment— approximately 10 to 15  percent 
of a station’s budget— and raise the rest from their viewers, listeners, donors, and 
contributors. The result is a uniquely entrepreneurial system with a track rec ord of 
value delivered to all citizens.”
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Most stations in urban areas or with strong local support can operate with only 
a small subsidy from CPB, but for  those stations in remote locations, the costs of 
 running a station to reach all parts of Alaska or rural Wyoming require more sup-
port from the government. Local stations use the mix of government and donated 
money to produce local programs as well as purchase programming from a mix of 
national networks, including tele vi sion’s Public Broadcasting Ser vice (PBS) and Na-
tional Public Radio (NPR).  These networks receive some money from CPB but 
make most of the money from member stations, meaning that  these networks are 
actually owned by the local stations. PBS then hires producers to produce program-
ming like PBS NewsHour and Frontline, and NPR produces much of the content 
itself. CPB, which was also tasked with ensuring that public tele vi sion and radio 
featured diversity, contributes a small portion of the federal appropriation to in de-
pen dent and minority media producers. All of this goes into producing public tele-
vi sion and radio content. The complex structure does two  things that supporters of 
public broadcasting endorse— first, it ensures that the government is at least two steps 
removed from the content decisions of networks or journalists. Second, it requires 
that the stations and individual programs raise additional money from corporate 
sponsors, foundations, and viewers to augment the federal money.

Despite the fairly small appropriation and the complex structure of public me-
dia to ensure local value and protect against government influence, the federal fund-
ing of public media has often been a point of heated public debate. First  there is 
the philosophical reason for opposing public funding— that it is not the govern-
ment’s job to create media, especially in an environment where cable offerings usu-
ally top more than 125 channels and the Internet offers near- endless content options. 
Why should the American public fund one or two specific channels? Second,  there 
has been a wide perception that public media is too liberal. As Christopher Ster-
ling, a professor of media and public affairs and public policy at George Washing-
ton University, told ABC during one of the recent funding debates, “Republicans 
have never been fond of public broadcasting. Republicans have always thought that 
public broadcasting across the board is liberal, is not particularly supportive of Re-
publican and conservative points of view. Demo crats tend not to think that,  unless 
 they’re from very conservative districts” (Khan 2011). And a 2014 report on polar-
ization in the media seems to back up Sterling’s point. The Pew Research Center 
found that NPR was one of the most trusted news sources among liberal Americans, 
while among strongly conservative voters 39  percent of  people distrusted NPR and 
only 3  percent trusted it. This division has dogged the perception of public broad-
casting, fueling the general feeling on the right that the networks’ po liti cal leanings 
make them pro- Democratic.

The focus of the frequent defense of public broadcasting tends not to be the ar-
ray of news and information programming, but rather Big Bird, the iconic charac-
ter from the program Sesame Street. While news programs like NPR’s All  Things 
Considered and Morning Edition and PBS’s Frontline and PBS NewsHour are often seen 
as among the best broadcast news programs available in Amer i ca, the debate about 
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public funding is often won by supporters by focusing on the  children’s program-
ming produced by PBS. Defenders are also quick to point out that the amount 
of public support is a tiny fraction of the federal budget— roughly .012  percent 
of the $3.8 trillion federal budget—or about $1.35 per person per year. Elsewhere 
in the world, Canada spends $22.48 per citizen, Japan $58.86 per citizen, the 
United Kingdom $80.36 per citizen, and Denmark $101 per citizen. But in mak-
ing his argument against PBS in 2005, conservative columnist George  Will argued 
Big Bird could go find a for- profit entity to distribute it and that “public tele vi sion 
is akin to the body politic’s appendix: It is vestigial, purposeless, and occasionally 
troublesome. Of the two arguments for it, one is impervious to refutation and the 
other refutes itself” ( Will 2005). And now Sesame Workshop, makers of Big Bird, 
have done that, cutting a deal that allows cable  giant HBO to air new programs 
exclusively for a few months before PBS begins re- airing them. How this may affect 
the public debate next time is too early to know.

What is clear is that while the U.S. Postal Ser vice has slowly weaned newspa-
pers and magazines from subsidized deliveries and state and federal governments 
debate ending the public notice ads that deliver hundreds of millions of dollars to 
newspapers, the role of the government subsidization of the public media  will re-
main the most controversial and easily identifiable form of public support of the 
media in Amer i ca. To what degree that support  will continue  will cook up from time 
to time, but so far it has demonstrated surprisingly resilient public support for 
 children’s programming and news and public affairs through PBS and NPR.

See also: Frontline; NPR; PBS NewsHour; Po liti cal Polarization and the Media
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to party activists and  later the party hierarchy could offer their own  career oppor-
tunities. But as po liti cal parties became less top- down and centralized, campaigns 
came to rely more heavi ly on  those activists driven to be involved by their support 
of a single candidate or issue.  Those issues and the ground-up array of volunteers 
and donors who support them fueled the grassroots movements in both major par-
ties. Grassroots politics has always had an ele ment of insurgency in its practice. It 
is usually driven by activists who feel the party establishment is not adequately ad-
dressing their concerns or issues or who want to ensure the party maintains its 
position on the issue that drives them.  These groups exist across the po liti cal spec-
trum and often create an unpredictable ele ment of politics. Party candidates and 
organizers want to engage and inspire the grassroots but also must balance  these 
issue advocates with efforts to attract more moderate or multi- issue voters.

The origins of the term grassroots are unclear, but it is most often associated with 
the rise of the po liti cal progressives early in the twentieth  century. One of the pri-
mary reforms of this era involved handing more po liti cal authority to individual 
voters, from the direct election of U.S. senators to the growth of direct po liti cal pri-
maries. One 1903 article about the efforts of Theodore Roo se velt describe the or-
ga ni za tion as beginning at the most local level, saying, “We  will begin at the grass 
roots” (Salt Lake Herald 1903). This speaks to the American ideal of all residents 
being po liti cally engaged citizens, and that  these citizens are the source of po liti cal 
authority. Po liti cal organ izations should, it is often felt, begin with the individual 
voter and grow into a movement, a party, or a campaign.

Critically, it is impor tant to understand that grassroots tend to be fundamentally 
dif fer ent than the established leadership of the major po liti cal parties. Parties can 
be thought of as the professional wing of politics, centered around  people who 
choose politics as a  career, who want to win elections, govern, and win re- election. 
Grassroots usually come from a very dif fer ent place.  These groups or ga nize out of 
frustration with the status quo or a desire to change society or politics. One expert 
in organ izing grassroots described why  people get involved by writing, “We 
complained to our friends. We got mad. We wrote letters to the editor. We called 
up radio stations. We complained to our boss. We threatened. Nothing seems to 
work . . .  We find out  we’re not the only ones who are mad and think something 
should be done.  There are  people on the block, in the neighborhood, in the plant, 
in the schoolroom, who feel the same way we do . . .  That’s the start of organ izing: 
recognizing that individual solutions are not working and that therefore the an-
swer has to be working together” (Kahn 1991). This most basic explanation of where 
grassroots organ izing begins helps inform the turbulent, yet critical role  these organ-
izations play in modern politics. Grassroots activism grows out of anger and frus-
tration with a perceived or real in e qual ity or prob lem. It does not begin from a place 
of compromise or understanding, but is usually a last resort for when all other tech-
niques have failed. Still,  these groups are highly motivated and active, and when a 
po liti cal campaign can harness them for their electoral goals, they can have power-
ful impacts on the electoral pro cess.
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Grassroots efforts have a long and sometimes rocky history in American poli-
tics. The progressive movement at the dawn of the twentieth  century benefited from 
grassroots activism, much of it inspired by crusading muckrakers who exposed cor-
porate greed and government graft. The Civil Rights movement of the 1950s 
and 1960s grew out of frustration with the inequalities and brutalities of the Jim 
Crow South. The antiwar movement during the 1960s, the environmental move-
ment and the anti- tax efforts of the 1970s, and the conservative Christian organ-
izations of the 1980s all stemmed from the same tradition, and each would help to 
reshape the nation and its politics. All of  these efforts  were driven by prob lems that 
needed addressing, and in  every case the resulting po liti cal movements would be 
absorbed into the existing po liti cal parties, but even as that happened  these move-
ment changed the policies and politics of  those parties.

Still the access  these movements had to the positions of po liti cal authority came 
much  later. In each case the movement began, and attracted general media atten-
tion due to a crisis or debate. The group, cast into the public eye, would then ex-
pand with members and funding, and then po liti cal organ izations would seek to 
attract  those active members of the or ga ni za tion to support one party or the other. 
Central to most of  these cycles has been the role of the media in covering the issues 
of the group, pressing their demands on po liti cal authorities, and exposing  those not 
familiar with the work of the or ga ni za tion to the issues they are trying to address. 
Grassroots campaigns have relied on the media to be their megaphone.

Like most other areas of modern campaigning, grassroots organ izing has gone 
through a series of seismic shifts as a result of the changes to campaign finance laws 
in the 2000s. Following the adoption of the Bipartisan Campaign Finance Reform 
Act, the so- called McCain- Feingold Act, new organ izations sprang up that  were not 
directly run by po liti cal parties or candidates.  These new organ izations, known as 
527 organ izations due to the section of Internal Revenue Ser vice code they fell 
 under, could take large donations, but needed to disclose the donors and spend-
ing.  These types of 527s would morph into Super PACs in the wake of the Citizens 
United decision by the Supreme Court. The impor tant  thing for  these groups was 
that they  were not officially affiliated with any po liti cal party and often stressed their 
nonpartisan nature.

Still, the goal of the groups like America Coming Together was to register more 
 people to vote, and that effort had a clear partisan advantage for Demo crats. One 
2004 story about ACT noted how the group had hired a phalanx of canvassers to 
register new voters with the help of millions of dollars from a handful of Demo-
cratic donors. The goal was nonpartisan, but Demo crats also know that many of 
their traditional supporters— poorer voters and minorities— are also less likely to 
be registered. And so ACT deployed its volunteers and at the time, “The canvassers 
use their handhelds to enter a wealth of information about voters’ po liti cal lean-
ings and concerns. Using this data, ACT then plans repeat visits (it hopes to see 
each person several times before the election) and targeted e- mails. In Ohio, the 
handhelds have ‘video capacity,’ so voters can be shown a neighbor discussing some 
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issue” (The Economist 2004). Liberal- leaning organ izations launched countless ef-
forts on college campuses and in inner cities seeking to register more voters who 
 were likely to support the Demo cratic Party. Many of  these groups also encourage 
voters to cast ballots early or, in states where this is pos si ble,  will even help voters 
register and mail their absentee ballots.

Despite  these efforts in 2004, President George W. Bush largely cruised to re- 
election and many credited the Republicans’ efforts to get their voters motivated 
and out to the polls. Many of  those liberals who study politics or considered the 
efforts of groups like ACT now began to question  whether  these new groups, with 
more resources but no official connection to the candidates or parties, could actu-
ally be hurting the efforts to build a grassroots or ga ni za tion within the Demo cratic 
Party. One post- mortem of the 2004 election declared Demo crats needed to re- 
embrace real community engagement, with the author lamenting, “Only through 
meaningful membership that involves conversations and lasting connections can 
social capital and social networks be harnessed to bring about po liti cal change. . . .  
[C]reating a po liti cal infrastructure that links local groups to national po liti cal in-
stitutions takes time and commitment: it  will require  people at the national and 
grassroots levels working together to establish grassroots connections that are deep 
enough to bear fruit” (Fisher 2006). This idea of efforts to build po liti cal activism 
from the top down had already established itself firmly in po liti cal organ izing. The 
idea of creating a false perception of a groundswell of public support has come to 
be known as astroturfing (named  after the artificial field first used in Houston As-
trodome). One of the first uses of the term came in 1985 when then- senator Lloyd 
Bentsen said, “A fellow from Texas can tell the difference between grass roots and 
AstroTurf . . .  This is generated mail” (Ostler 2011). This idea of manufacturing pub-
lic outrage has also evolved with technology. Now an or ga ni za tion can mount a 
public campaign to send letters to Congress at the click of a button, making it pos-
si ble for  people to automatically draft a letter in support or opposition in a mo-
ment. Although this  isn’t truly faked support, technology has made it so  simple to 
participate in a “grassroots” campaign that  little of the passion that motivated orga-
nizers in the past needs to be pres ent. “Liking” a photo or statement on Facebook 
is now expressed as popu lar support for an idea.

Still, it would be a  mistake to dismiss all modern digital grassroots as “likes” on 
Facebook or retweets on Twitter. Digital technologies have given spontaneous po-
liti cal organ izations critical tools to or ga nize real  people and to demand real change. 
One lengthy examination of the similarities between the spread of the Reformation 
in Eu rope and the Arab Spring throughout the  Middle East highlights how the tech-
nologies of Facebook and social media had created new social dynamics that could 
propel grassroots movements. “The dictatorships in Egypt and Tunisia, [sociologist 
Zeynep Tufekci] argues, survived for as long as they did  because although many 
 people deeply disliked  those regimes, they could not be sure  others felt the same 
way. Amid the outbreaks of unrest in early 2011, however, social- media websites 
enabled lots of  people to signal their preferences en masse to their peers very quickly, 
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in an ‘informational cascade’ that created momentum for further action” (The Econ-
omist 2011).

This power is not just limited to the most explosive po liti cal movements, as 
American groups have used the same ideas to promote every thing from marijuana 
legalization to a more strict interpretation of the commerce clause of the U.S. Con-
stitution. The digital efforts, often nicknamed “netroots,” have been particularly 
active on the Demo cratic side of the spectrum, fueled by the typically younger and 
more liberal users of social media.  These activists built websites like MoveOn . org 
to raise money and recruit volunteers for progressive candidates and  causes and 
rallied around the 2004 outsider campaign of Howard Dean, who once told a rally 
he would represent the “Demo cratic wing of the Demo cratic Party.” They launched 
wildly popu lar online communities like the Daily Kos and pressured Demo crats to 
stand up for the more liberal issues of the party.

A similar movement has grown up within the field of journalism, as activists frus-
trated with the editorial choices or perceived biases of the mainstream media have 
taken to the digital world to create their own reporting. Loosely described as “citi-
zen journalism,”  these blogs, Twitter feeds, and Tumblr accounts have allowed in-
dividuals to research, report, and comment on the day’s news, be it international 
or local. Technologies have made put publishing work within anyone’s grasp, and 
this has empowered  people in par tic u lar who distrust or are angry with the media. 
The argument is that  these voices  will become more professional as they mature 
and attract audiences. As digital advocate Dan Gillmor wrote in his book We the 
Media, “ We’re on the verge of a time when  people can bring serious [journalistic] 
alternatives to the public and get paid for what they do. Ultimately, the audience 
 will make the decisions. Success  will come to  those operations that make them-
selves required reading, listening, or viewing. This is how it’s always worked and 
how it always  will” (Gillmor 2004).

The parallels between the professional journalists and the citizen journalist in 
many ways mirror the tensions between the grassroots voters and the po liti cal 
establishment. Both citizen journalism and grassroots activism are born of a frus-
tration with the current powers that be, and both have been transformed and em-
powered by the digital revolution that allowed  these groups to find one another and 
share their desire to change  things. Media organ izations, parties, and candidates 
see themselves buffeted by the demands of  these groups, wanting to attract them 
to be readers or voters, but not wanting to alienate  those who do not agree with the 
activists.

See also: Cultural Conservatives; Single- Issue Politics; Social Media and Politics
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HANNITY, SEAN (1961–)
Radio talk show host and Fox News Channel personality Sean Hannity has carved 
out a position as one of the most influential conservative commentators in the coun-
try. He has drawn millions of listeners to his nationally syndicated radio program, 
and has cranked out three books as well as daily diatribes against Demo cratic poli-
cies. In par tic u lar, Hannity has attracted viewers and listeners who align with the 
tea party movement and other conservative insurgents who have accused the old 
guard of the party of being too willing to negotiate with Democrats.

His influence among key contingents of the Republican Party could be seen 
throughout 2015 as libertarian and tea party- aligned candidates first went to Hannity 
to be interviewed. Politico’s Dylan Byers noted that both Kentucky senator Rand 
Paul and Texas conservative Ted Cruz embargoed all their interviews with report-
ers about their announcement to run for the GOP nomination to 10 p.m. “Why? 
 Because 10 p.m. is when Sean Hannity’s Fox News program airs, and both Cruz 
and Paul had promised Hannity the rights to the first interview. The decisions by 
both candidates to give their first interviews to Hannity demonstrate just how much 
influence the conservative pundit still holds over the insurgent wing of the Repub-
lican Party” (Byers 2015). Hannity boasts more than 13 million weekly radio 
listeners— only conservative icon Rush Limbaugh has more— and draws some 
400,000 nightly viewers to his Fox News Channel show.

It’s an impressive resume for a kid from New York City who dropped out of New 
York University and Adelphi University before landing his first radio program at a 
college radio station in southern California. He has admitted his early programs 
 were not that good and he soon bounced to stations in Huntsville, Alabama, and 
 later Atlanta. He caught his stride and made his way back to New York where WABC 
gave him a drive- time show and  later moved him to an after noon slot in 1998, 
where he has been ever since. In fact, in 2008 he landed a five- year, $100 million 
contract for his radio show, making him the second highest paid radio celebrity 
(again,  behind Limbaugh). He built his listenership with a tough, no- holds- barred 
style of conservative talk— carrying the same sharp- edged message of Limbaugh, 
but often lacking some of the more comedic ele ments.

His tough approach and widespread fan base helped score him his book deals 
and he used  those to strengthen and extend his argument against Demo crats. He 
pulls no punches, accusing lapses by the administration of Demo cratic president 
Bill Clinton of weakening the country in the years leading up to the terrorist at-
tacks of September 2001. He wrote in his book Let Freedom Ring: Winning the War 
of Liberty over Liberalism that “liberals told us that global warming and gays in the 
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military  were top priorities, well above securing our nation. September 11 and sub-
sequent revelations have proven them wrong” (Hannity 2004). Hannity is one of 
the most well- known of the branch of conservative talkers who stridently call for 
ideological clarity and forcefully calls a hard- line approach to po liti cal debates, blast-
ing Republicans who do not fight for their princi ples. Some within the Republican 
Party have worried that Hannity and other strict conservatives offer the party only 
something to unify against and are actually making it harder to govern, pointing to 
the 2015 strug gle to select a new Speaker of the House  after the resignation of be-
sieged representative John Boehner who was forced out by conservative activists in 
his own party. One party official who was unwilling to say so on the rec ord told a 
researcher in February 2015, “ There’s not a platform in the . . .  Sean Hannity wing 
of conservatism.  There’s nothing that you can take to the country and hope to win 
the presidency on that they believe in. I mean, anti- immigration,  don’t hesitate to 
shut down the government, repeal Obamacare, no new taxes— that’s not a govern-
ing platform. That  will rally 40  percent of the population” (Calmes 2015).

Despite the influence Hannity has exerted over some aspects of the Republican 
Party, his commentary- focused program was moved in 2013, shifting from the 9 p.m. 
slot back to 10 p.m., replaced by Megyn Kelly as the network moved to beef up its 
ratings lead over CNN and MSNBC. The network said it was an effort to tweak the 
lineup to attract younger viewers, but many saw it as a demotion. Nevertheless, with 
the nation’s po liti cal temperature and partisanship up, uncompromising voices like 
Hannity’s  will likely remain popu lar.

See also: Fox News; Fox News Sunday; Limbaugh, Rush; O’Reilly, Bill; Talk Radio; 
Tea Party Movement
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HERITAGE FOUNDATION
The Heritage Foundation is an influential conservative think tank that has, since 
its founding in the 1970s, sought to actively influence the po liti cal debate over both 
domestic and international policy, mixing research with intense lobbying of Repub-
licans to implement its recommendations. Unlike older think tanks, Heritage 
has publicly pushed for its policies, deploying campaign tactics like direct mail and 
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tele vi sion advertising to draw support and punish  those who oppose their efforts. 
In recent years, some within the Republican establishment have balked at the foun-
dation’s increasingly aggressive approach, arguing that it is more a pressure group 
than a research institute.

The Heritage Foundation was founded at a time when the gap between the depth 
of policy expertise between conservatives and liberals appeared at its widest. De-
spite the flagging public support for the liberal New Deal- era policies of Demo crats 
and the raging anti- tax movements in California and elsewhere,  there  were only a 
handful of Republican- leaning think tanks in Washington, D.C. The domestic 
policy– focused American Enterprise Institute and the foreign policy– focused Cen-
ter for Strategic and International Studies at Georgetown University offered reams 
of reports and stacks of books, but their influence seemed frustratingly limited. 
Looking back a quarter- century  later, research fellow Lee Edwards would describe 
the situation conservatives found themselves in as follows, “Envious conservatives 
watched the power ful liberal co ali tion of academics, think tank analysts, members 
of Congress, White House aides, interest group officials, and journalists run much of 
the business of the nation’s capital and wondered: ‘Why  can’t we put together an 
operation like that?’ And wondered some more. Yet the answer was clear:  there was 
no conservative alternative to the Brookings Institution, the catalyst for many of 
the legislative successes of the liberals during the 1960s and early 1970s” (Edwards 
1998). Edwards’s take on the situation puts the inherent frustration that the found-
ers of Heritage felt  toward the small conservative establishment in D.C.

The found ers of Heritage did want a similar apparatus to what the liberal side of 
the debate had, but they also saw in the right- leaning organ izations in Washington 
a lack of public advocacy. Po liti cal veterans and former Capitol Hill staffers Paul 
Weyrich and Ed Feulner, with the help of $200,000 from brewing magnate Joseph 
Coors, formed the Analy sis and Research Association in 1970. Billionaire conser-
vative activist Richard Mellon Scaife joined the board and by 1973 the or ga ni za-
tion split into a public interest law firm and a public policy or ga ni za tion that became 
the Heritage Foundation. The goal of the new foundation was to supply conservative 
policy makers with the information they needed during the policy debates. Feulner 
would  later say it was this timeliness and willingness to be a part of the debate that 
helped spur the development of the foundation, recalling a research report from 
the AEI about a supersonic transport debate. The report reached congressional of-
fices the day  after the key vote and Feulner said, “It defined the debate, but it was 
one day late. We immediately called up the president of [AEI] to praise him for his 
thorough piece of research— and ask why we  didn’t receive it  until  after the debate 
and the vote. His answer: they  didn’t want to influence the vote. That was when the 
idea for the Heritage Foundation was born” (Rich 2005).

The new or ga ni za tion aimed to answer the structural challenges Edwards saw 
in the congressional debate and the active participation in the po liti cal debate that 
Feulner said was missing. To fund their work, the foundation struck out in a 
new direction compared to AEI. Where AEI relied on a fairly small group of donors, 
Heritage Foundation launched a direct mail effort to appeal to the conservative 
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rank- and- file, growing its donor base to include  middle- income conservatives and 
 others. By the late 1970s the or ga ni za tion had more than $1 million annual bud get 
and a growing number of conservative scholars. The research team began an aggres-
sive pro cess of considering the entirety of the U.S. federal bud get, thoroughly con-
sidering thousands of programs and hundreds of dif fer ent departments. The timing 
was ideal as 1980 also ushered into office conservative Republican Ronald Reagan. 
As Reagan and his team prepared to enter the White House, the team at the Heritage 
Foundation was ready with a massive, 20- volume assessment of what to do with 
the government. As Heritage Foundation writer Andrew Blasko noted, “Heritage 
provided the president- elect’s transition team with detailed policy prescriptions on 
every thing from taxes and regulation to trade and national defense . . .  The new 
president used the ‘Mandate’ to help realize his vision of a world  free of communism, 
an economy that  didn’t crush  people’s dreams with high taxes and regulations, and 
an Amer i ca the world could admire once again” (Blasko 2004). By the end of the first 
year, the Reagan administration had implemented or tried some 60  percent of the 
2,000 ideas the foundation noted in their proposal. But their “Mandate” was only 
the first of a series of influential proposals that would mark the connection between 
the two groups. Heritage scholars helped propose the space- based Strategic Defense 
Initiative and other foreign policy positions for the Republican White House.

Although the two worked together, the foundation was also critical of the times 
when the Reagan administration failed to adopt their ideas. And that tension be-
tween the or ga ni za tion and the politicians they sought to help would continue to 
play out throughout Heritage’s history. Partly driven by its campaign- like communi-
cation with a wide array of conservative activists and partly due to its very po liti cal 
nature, Heritage existed as both a research institute and a lobbying or ga ni za tion. For 
the scholars and funders of the foundation it was not enough simply to propose 
certain policies. Once proposed, the or ga ni za tion became a full- blown po liti cal pres-
sure group, publicly encouraging Republicans to adopt their policies and debating 
Demo crats who opposed them. It was a fundamental issue that liberal writers like 
Jonathan Cohn saw as a flaw in the structure of Heritage. Cohn saw Heritage’s goals 
as a prob lem from the start, noting, “The brains and money  behind Heritage saw the 
think- tank as an antidote to the prevailing liberal consensus in Washington, as put 
forth by places like the Brookings Institution (and academia generally) and rein-
forced by the New York Times (and rest of the media establishment). But  there was a 
certain irony in this mandate: What ever the ideological sympathies of  these suppos-
edly liberal institutions, or the  people within them, they  were not avowedly po liti cal 
organ izations. On the contrary, they strove to maintain— and, I would argue, suc-
ceeded in maintaining— a strict posture of non- partisanship and even non- ideology” 
(Cohn 2013). For liberals like Cohn, the po liti cal nature of Heritage made it intel-
lectually suspect in all its work and that limited the potential impact of the founda-
tion’s work. Still, the foundation was seeing much of its influence carved into by 
other, even more overtly po liti cal organ izations, like the Club for Growth and Amer-
icans for Prosperity.  These groups  were even less like the traditional think tanks and 
aggressively campaigned for po liti cal platforms put forward by the or ga ni za tion.
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To  counter the growing influence of the po liti cal organ izations and dark money 
groups that  were holding more and more sway within the Republican ranks, Heritage 
took on a more aggressive po liti cal posture in 2013 by hiring former South Carolina 
senator Jim DeMint to run the or ga ni za tion. DeMint made active po liti cal campaign-
ing a central part of Heritage’s mission,  running ads against Republicans who voted 
against government shutdowns through its accompanied po liti cal action committee, 
Heritage Action. Many Republicans balked. “ These tactics have raised Heritage’s pro-
file as a leader among ultraconservatives, but their aggressive stance has stung Repub-
lican lawmakers. ‘We went into  battle thinking they  were on our side, and we find 
out  they’re shooting at us,’ an exasperated Representative Mick Mulvaney, a conser-
vative Republican from South Carolina, said” (Levy 2014). Heritage was seen more 
and more like a tea party- type or ga ni za tion that fought for a par tic u lar vision of the 
Republican Party even if that vision could damage the party’s po liti cal viability at the 
polls. Still the foundation boasts hundreds of thousands of paying members and has 
become one of the most influential bulwarks of the more hard- line conservatives in 
Congress. The foundation actively worked to shut down the government in 2013 
and has helped fuel the conservative revolts within congressional leadership.

See also: American Enterprise Institute (AEI); Conservative Think Tanks; Liberal 
Think Tanks
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THE HILL
Demonstrate a market and media companies  will attempt to fill the need. Last long 
enough in one and you are likely to attract some competition. That is the story 
of Roll Call, which started in the 1950s, and The Hill, a competitor launched in the 
mid-1990s.

The Hill is the upstart new newspaper serving Capitol Hill since 1994 and it 
has, from its outset, sought to be even more community- oriented than its older 
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competition. The paper was started by a corporation that ran a series of news-
papers in suburban New York, and this experience covering a community within a 
large metropolitan area served the new paper well. From the outset, the paper’s first 
editor, former New York Times correspondent Martin Tolchin, credited the success 
of Roll Call with inspiring The Hill and setting the standard he hoped to best, saying 
before the first paper hit the streets, “We think  we’ll be more substantive, wittier 
and more stylish” (Glaberson 1994).

The paper that emerged appeared quite similar to Roll Call, covering a mix of 
“inside baseball” stories about negotiations and policy debates, but aimed for the 
younger staffers on the Hill. In a town where members of Congress hold a 96  percent 
re- election rate,  there is not a lot of turnover, but inside  those offices a constant 
stream of young staffers and interns move through positions, often lasting a year 
or less in a given job before moving to another spot. The Hill recognized that and 
developed features like the “35  Under 35” annual listing of up- and- coming staff 
members who had made a name for themselves to appeal to  those readers. The 
paper also aimed at developing a good want ads section to encourage members seek-
ing new staff to advertise in The Hill.

Tolchin stayed with the paper for a de cade before retiring (and three years  later, 
emerging from retirement to help launch Politico), but the paper continued to pros-
per, in large part thanks to its ability to clearly deliver the kind of content its read-
ers seek. This ranges from the high brow coverage of policy and politics to a “50 
Most Beautiful” Capitol Hill staffer list. The paper also recognizes its audience’s 
needs, publishing four days a week when Congress is in session and backing down 
to weekly publication when the legislature is in recess.

The access the paper has to officials and its constant presence in Capitol Hill life 
does allow its reporters to uncover inside information and even more often get staff-
ers to open up in moments of frustration or excitement. One example of this flared 
up briefly in 2010 when White House spokesman Robert Gibbs angrily lashed out 
at what he called the “professional left”— commentators and columnists who  were 
criticizing the president. Gibbs was quoted in The Hill as saying, “ ”I hear  these 
 people saying he’s like George Bush.  Those  people  ought to be drug tested,” adding 
that liberal critics “ will be satisfied when we have Canadian health care and  we’ve 
eliminated the Pentagon. That’s not a real ity” (De Nies and Hopper 2010). Gibbs 
spent a  couple days trying to extricate the White House and himself from the com-
ments  after sparking another flurry of negative blogs and cable news comments.

The paper has also sought to embrace the Internet, launching a series of blogs 
covering topical areas, like lobbying and defense issues as well as more gossipy col-
umns like the “In the Know” blog that seeks to aggregate reporting from around 
the web as well as overheard and leaked tidbits of news. The paper now claims it 
attracts 7 million monthly visitors to its website and due to its  free circulation guar-
antees delivery to 100  percent of congressional offices. At 21,000 printed copies, it 
is the largest of the Capitol Hill publications. The paper is also quick to cite a 2014 
Erdos & Morgan readership survey that reported The Hill “has the most relevant & 
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valuable congressional coverage, the most reliable reporting and is preferred over-
all for congressional news coverage” (The Hill 2014).

Much of the financial success of the paper is tied to that readership and reach. 
The paper benefits from the countless industries that seek to influence and inform 
Congress. Writer Richard Reeves at one point wrote of looking for an article in The 
Hill and “flipping through full- page advertisements— billboards for interests that 
want an enriching word or comma in legislation— for Microsoft, Merrill Lynch, Lexis-
Nexis, the American Hospital Association, the Co ali tion to Protect Amer i ca’s 
Health Care, the Cellular Telecommunications and Internet Association and such” 
(Reeves 2003). This advertising base largely shielded the small staff of The Hill from 
the financial straits that many publications have faced during the digital revolution 
and has helped the paper enjoy slow but steady growth. When the paper announced 
the hiring of its latest editor in 2014, it also unveiled a new strategy of partnering 
with other organ izations to potentially expand the reach and impact of its report-
ing while keeping its “small town” feel.

But for the most part the paper sees itself as a community newspaper for the 
thousands of staffers, lobbyists, and journalists who make Capitol Hill their pro-
fessional homes. The paper regularly churns out “Top [fill in the blank]” lists, and 
promotes and breathlessly  will report on the move of a spokesperson from the 
State Department to the White House. The community, covering only a handful of 
blocks in downtown Washington, D.C., eats it up.

See also: National Journal; Roll Call
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HORSE- RACE JOURNALISM
Horse- race journalism comes down to the press’s desire to answer the most basic 
question in an election: who’s  going to win? But this angle, approaching of who is 
up or who is down to inform what campaigns to cover and how to frame issues, 
has become increasingly controversial. Journalists are now accused of caring more 
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about how an issue or gaffe may affect a candidate’s standing in the polls, and there-
fore the trajectory of the race, rather than the substance of what is said or the con-
text of the fumble.

In horse- race journalism, reporters and editors focus on the standing of the can-
didates with voters or potential voters throughout the campaign. Stories are inter-
preted through the context of how it may affect or has affected where they rank in 
the competition for the nomination or the general election,  whether a development 
may damage their chances of winning, and  whether an internal campaign reor ga-
ni za tion  will address the po liti cal difficulty plaguing a candidate. Even coverage of 
issues or so- called substantive  matters is framed as how a certain topic may impact 
the electoral chances of a candidate. Much of this reporting is informed by public 
opinion polls that gauge voter preferences on almost a daily basis. Put another way, 
horse- race reporting places emphasis on the campaign’s inner workings and strat-
egy as well as a candidate’s public personality and ability to respond to attacks rather 
than stressing candidate qualifications, policy ideas, or any issue positions.

If journalists are fascinated with who is ahead or struggling on a given day, so is 
the reading and viewing public. The contest for the highest office in the land has 
intrigued the public, and anything that the public wants to know about  will drive 
at least some of the media coverage of that  matter. Campaigns, especially for presi-
dent, have been a public spectacle for more than a  century. One British ambassa-
dor from the 1880s described Americans’ interest in presidential politics as a quest 
for “excitement” that was rare in their ordinary lives, writing, “The passion which 
in  Eng land expresses itself in the popu lar eagerness over a boat race or a  horse race 
extends itself in Amer i ca to  every kind of rivalry and strug gle. The presidential 
election . . .  stirs them like any other trial of strength and speed; sets them betting on 
the issue, disposes them to make efforts for a cause in which their deeper feelings 
may be  little engaged.  These tendencies are intensified by the vast area over which 
the contest extends, and the enormous multitude that bears a part in it” (Bryce 
1995). Campaigns are like any other personal sport— a  battle between  people where 
the winner is champion and the loser cast aside. And as primary elections took on 
more and more importance a  century  later, they became a multi- part drama where 
some candidates faltered and collapsed and  others battled through adversity and 
persevered. They are compelling narratives of competitive  people. It is hard to not 
see them as competition  because, at the end, that is what they are.

If Americans are intrinsically intrigued by a race, especially one where the win-
ner captures the national prize, it may not be surprising that journalists seek to 
report the winner of an election as quickly as pos si ble. From the days of the penny 
press in the early nineteenth  century, editors jockeyed to be first in reporting the 
winner of an electoral contest. Newspapers developed complicated techniques of 
identifying the key precincts that could help inform a prediction of who had won 
on Election Day. As technology evolved, from the telegraph to the telephone to the 
news wire, the drive to be first to declare a winner was a regular point of pride, 
and meant new potential readers and ad revenues. In order to be first, journalists 
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would push their idea of key precincts and methods of predicting the winner to 
before Election Day. As po liti cal reporting evolved in the twentieth  century, report-
ers worked to better understand the state of the race so that on Election Day they 
knew what to look for and what issues may be the critical ones on which voting 
blocs hinged. Po liti cal reporters also came to view themselves as experts in the field, 
so their interest in the tactics and personalities driving the race increased as well. 
A good po liti cal reporter can tell you what counties  will decide an election months 
before the first vote is cast.

But as coverage evolved, from reporting a winner first on Election Day to under-
standing who was winning at any given moment of the campaign, criticism grew 
that this type of coverage left voters uninformed on the real issues at stake in a given 
election. Many angrily see the focus on the  horse race coming at the cost of sub-
stantive issue coverage that would help the public contextualize the significance of 
a campaign and inform voters of a full slate of issues they should be aware of. A 
common assessment came from long- time Gawker writer Hamilton Nolan, “Most 
po liti cal journalists cover po liti cal campaigns in the same way that sports reporters 
cover sports. Team A has a new strategy! Team B made a  mistake! Team C has a 
new man ag er! . . .  So why do reporters do this?  Because it is easy. It is easier to cover 
campaigns like this, and it requires less thought, and it leaves journalists less prone 
to being attacked by one side or another, and it is, in general, purely speculative 
rubbish which cannot be truly refuted. So it is what we get” (Nolan 2015). But de-
spite Nolan’s claims, the answer of why horse- race reporting remains such a major 
aspect of po liti cal reporting is a bit more complicated.

First,  there the focus on campaign strategy has evolved somewhat as a way to 
combat the increasingly orchestrated efforts of campaign staff to manage the flow 
of information about the candidate. As campaigns have fought to stay on message 
and avoid any gaffe or position statement that may alienate a voter group, the press 
has ramped up efforts to pierce that strategy and explain to voters the rationale 
 behind the campaign’s positions and be hav ior. It has led to a sort of arms race— 
the campaign aims to control the message, the press seeks to expose the po liti cal 
reasoning  behind the message, and the campaign intensifies its effort to control the 
message. The focus on strategy and the state of the race is, in some ways, a way to 
cover the messaging of the campaign in a more detached way by analyzing its com-
ponents and the rationale for it, rather than simply being a tool for repeating the 
campaign’s talking points. This had several appealing aspects to a po liti cal reporter, 
allowing them a way to test the claims of campaigns about how they  were  doing 
and what the public was demanding.

Some po liti cal scientists agree that this coverage amounts to a rejection of cam-
paign messaging techniques by the press. One analy sis of the state of play argued, 
“As strategic po liti cal communication has become more professionalized, news jour-
nalists see it as their job to uncover the strategies. This is also a defense mechanism 
against continually being ‘spun’ by parties or candidates, impor tant since most jour-
nalists want to protect their autonomy and avoid being accused of taking sides 
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po liti cally. By focusing on strategic aspects of the po liti cal game, po liti cal reporters 
maintain an apparent stance of both in de pen dence and objectivity” (Aalberg, Ström-
bäck, and de Vreese 2012). New public opinion polling techniques also allowed 
reporters to inject a less biased assessment of the campaign into the coverage of 
the election and allowed the reporters to better dissect the claims and efforts of a 
campaign. They could then use this information to help all voters better under-
stand what a candidate or his or her surrogates  were saying, adding context from 
 those not associated with  either side of the po liti cal debate.

Another key component of that formula has emerged since the 1940s— the pub-
lic opinion poll. The  horse race began as an effort to know who had won an elec-
tion—no easy task in the days of the hand- counted ballots and sprawling electoral 
districts. But as the technology and scientific nature of public opinion polls im-
proved, it became pos si ble for journalists to answer  these questions long before 
Election Day, by assessing the standing of candidates throughout the campaign and 
not simply in the final vote. Po liti cal scientists have acknowledged that their devel-
oping of po liti cal polls has been a major contributor to the growth of the dreaded 
 horse race, one admitting, “Clearly the con temporary reportorial approach stresses 
the contest over substance, and positioning in the  horse race is a prime ingredient 
in the game story  angle. This frame of reference for campaign coverage would likely 
be less prevalent without the credible and objective markers of each contender’s 
pro gress provided by frequent poll soundings” (Atkin and Gaudino 1984).

But  there is an ele ment of po liti cal polling and the  horse race that many of  these 
analyses fail to consider: Polls have created a sort of external real ity check on the 
campaign. First, the use of polls allows journalists to better understand and reflect 
how the public is responding to a candidate or message. It is a way to bring voice— 
ideally the voice of the voting public— into the po liti cal campaign. Second, the 
polling of the public allows editors and reporters to better invest limited resources 
on the candidates and issues the public is most concerned with. Although this in-
hibits addressing issues that may affect small groups or voters or marginalizes the 
issues and positions of third party or long- shot candidates, it does help inform the 
editorial conversation about how to cover the campaign and where to send reporters. 
Editors must make difficult decisions about what campaigns to have their journal-
ists follow and what issues to press candidates on. Without the polling information 
that captures the state of the race  those decisions would be more open to biases, 
agendas, or the attempts of the campaigns to set the agenda.

 There is one more, very practical, component of the growth of horse- race cover-
age: namely, the kind of reporters who go into po liti cal reporting. For de cades, many 
of the nation’s top po liti cal reporters—be it the New York Times’ James “Scotty” 
Reston in the 1940s or ’50s or the Washington Post’s Eli Saslow in the early 2000s— 
started their  careers as sports writers. In exploring the history of horse- race reporting, 
Thomas Littlewood found it impor tant to note that “the movement between the toy 
department (a dismissive nickname for the sports desk in many newsrooms) and the 
po liti cal beat helped to establish shared attitudes about competition and journalistic 
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standards.” He adds that this cross- over affected every thing from a mutual love of “the 
zestful, audacious writing style of Mark Twain” to “the considerable rhetorical over-
lap of sports jargon and the vocabulary of po liti cal journalism” (Littlewood 1998). 
To grow as a professional sports reporter is to grow up with a love for the strategy 
and the game itself. For  those reporters who move into po liti cal reporting, the con-
nections between sports and politics are obvious. The sources are the same— a coach 
versus a campaign man ag er— the questions of strategy and the opponent abound, 
and so to the degree that the  career path Littlewood outlines exists, the group re-
porting on the  horse race  will hold a predisposition for the contest of politics.

Despite the animosity that horse- race reporting tends to evoke, many still de-
fend the focus on who is up and who is down.  These defenders often point out the 
unrealistic expectations of critics, with one pointing out, “A po liti cal campaign is 
more than a traveling debate society. Beyond the issues, voters need to know why 
a candidate is (or  isn’t) performing well in the polls, is (or  isn’t) raising money, is 
(or  isn’t) drawing crowds of supporters, or is (or  isn’t) keeping his cool. Candidates 
win or lose for a reason, reasons that have to do with issue papers but also with 
how they carry themselves and pres ent their positions” (Shafer 2008).  These de-
fenders of the  horse race note that treating the campaign as a mystery  until the West 
Coast polls close is no more accurate or helpful a portrayal of the campaign than 
focusing too much on tactics and the latest polls.

 There is also the defense, not appreciated by some, that  people like  these stories 
and read  these stories long before the long, thoroughly researched opus on health 
care policy or a new program aimed at reducing poverty. In the course of a cam-
paign, stories  will be written about both policy positions and poll positions. Voters 
can choose the stories to consume and  those to reject. And this may be where the 
observations of a British ambassador made more than 120 years ago may play more 
a role in the discussion than a conscious decision by the media. If Viscount James 
Bryce is right that part of the reason Americans love the presidential campaign is 
the competition and the sport of it, then in a media environment increasingly driven 
by what the consumer wants and what they have read before, the  horse race is likely 
to be a major component of election reporting for years to come.

See also: Campaign Strategy Coverage; Po liti cal Con sul tants; Public Opinion
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“THE HOTLINE”
“The Hotline” was the first aggregation of po liti cal news ever produced in the United 
States, demonstrating the power to cull multiple news sources for news and insight 
and combine that material into an effective news summary that  people found in-
valuable. Begun in 1987, the newsletter was initially faxed to subscribers through-
out Washington and  later became a daily email that politicians and po liti cal reporters 
relied on to get a sense of how campaigns  were playing out across the country. 
Countless interns in congressional offices, public relations firms, and campaigns 
spent thousands of hours printing the newsletter out or copying it for higher ups 
who wanted to know the latest po liti cal news.

“The Hotline,” initially called “The Presidential Campaign Hotline,” allowed 
po liti cal professionals to read campaign coverage from all the national news 
outlets— including broadcast news transcripts—as well as regional and state news-
papers. Reid Wilson, who edited the publication, said in 2013, “ ‘The Hotline’ 
was the first po liti cal Web site. It was the first place that aggregated po liti cal news 
from outside the Beltway” (Schudel 2013). Except  there was no World Wide Web 
in 1987 and so what seems natu ral in an era of cable news channels, publications, 
and countless websites that gather and distribute po liti cal news, “The Hotline” 
did it first.

In an analog era it was the only way to see across multiple outlets at one time 
and, according to Howard Mortman, who worked for “The Hotline” in 1992, it was 
no small feat to produce. Mortman described how “ every morning at 3 or 4 in the 
morning we would go collect  these newspapers and bring them in to ‘The Hotline.’ 
And then, get ready for this, we clipped the newspapers— scissors, highlighters, 
anything we could get our hands on to go chop, chop, chop, chop to  these news-
papers and we’d create  little piles of newspapers. We’d put them on a sorting  table 
and then pile them up: presidential race, Senate race, House race . . .  We’d assem-
ble our coverage of the coverage based on  these piles of newspapers” (National Jour-
nal 2009). Editors would sort through the stories, finding themes in coverage, 
highlighting dif fer ent facts and details dif fer ent papers had produced around a story. 
The editors would then write up a single narrative of the coverage of the dif fer ent 
campaigns with citations (and  later links) to the original stories. The result was a 
newsletter that any po liti cal junkie in Washington or elsewhere could not live with-
out. The fax would go out to subscribers— only about 500 of them who paid a 
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hefty $4,000 a year to get the publication— around 11 in the morning and was soon 
distributed around Washington.

“The Hotline” was the brainchild of a moderate Republican who was a pioneer 
in the po liti cal consulting business, Doug Bailey. Bailey, along with John Deardourff, 
created one of the first po liti cal consulting businesses in the country. They worked 
for moderate Republicans like New York governor Nelson Rocke fel ler and Presi-
dent Gerald Ford, helping develop strategy, manage campaign finances, and plan 
advertising buys. As the 1970s and 1980s wore on, Bailey became increasingly 
alarmed at the shrill tone of politics and left the business, but still was an avid fol-
lower of all  things po liti cal. In an effort to build a bipartisan interest in politics, he 
partnered with Demo crat Roger Craver to start the new enterprise. They hired 
young, politics- crazy reporters to work  those early morning shifts and many of them 
went on to become some of the most influential po liti cal reporters of the last gen-
eration, including Chuck Todd, Amy Walter, and Stephen Hayes. The publication 
also injected something that most po liti cal reporters love about politics— humor— 
collecting some of the funniest quotes, moments, and ads from campaigns across 
the country.

Despite its influence and the stated re spect many had for Bailey,  others worried 
that the publication helped foster the idea of pack journalism within the po liti cal 
reporting corps. It did this by making the pack aware of itself and, to some, it 
“helped reporters— especially younger ones— find a context, a larger meaning, in 
the daily rush of campaign events” (Shaw 1988). By creating a one- stop shop for po-
liti cal reporting, it may have inadvertently created a self- censoring mechanism by 
allowing the reporters to peer over the shoulders of their colleagues and allowed edi-
tors to quickly assess  whether their reporter’s work was aligned with what  others 
 were finding out and reporting. Despite this concern, the publication was a must- 
have among reporters covering politics and  those who wanted to know  every detail 
of the campaign.

The success allowed Bailey and Craver to publish “The Hotline” in de pen dently 
 until 1996 when it was purchased by the National Journal. It remains a daily pub-
lication that offers a collection of the morning’s po liti cal headlines with “Wake- Up 
Call” and compiles a digest of election and campaign news across the country with 
“Latest Edition.” But unlike 1987, it is no longer the only game in town. It contin-
ues to market itself to po liti cal con sul tants and the media and is a subscriber- only 
product  behind a paywall at National Journal. No longer as influential as it was in 
the 1980s and 1990s, the publication still proves  there was not only interest in po-
liti cal news, but an audience for a ser vice that could bring together  these sources. 
Chuck Todd, who joined the publication in 1992 at the age of 20, would rise through 
the ranks of “The Hotline” and from 2001–2007 served as editor- in- chief of the 
publication. In 2012  after having left National Journal to work for MSNBC, Todd 
credited the publication with helping spur an entire industry of po liti cal coverage, 
saying, “ There would be no Politico without ‘Hotline.’  There would be no place for 
politics on tele vi sion without ‘Hotline.’ I’d argue  there would not necessarily be three 
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cable channels that devote itself often on politics without sort of the idea that ‘Ho-
tline’ created an hourly and daily obsession with American politics that had always 
been  there, but had never been tapped in to” (National Journal 2009).

See also: Aggregation; The Atlantic; National Journal; Politico
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HUFFINGTON, ARIANNA (1950–)
Dubbed the Queen of Aggregation, Arianna Huffington has built a digital news em-
pire that she sold to AOL for $315 million in 2011 while maintaining her position 
as one of the leading voices for a new social- friendly news business model.

Her remarkable rise on the public stage began in the 1980s, writing for the con-
servative National Review, and continued as a vocal supporter of Newt Gingrich’s 
Republican Revolution in 1994. Her very public role as the wife of then- husband 
Michael Huffington during his unsuccessful campaign for the U.S. Senate in 1994, 
and her own  later candidacy for governor of California, are all part of her evolu-
tion from a  humble Greek upbringing to a national po liti cal force. As a 2011 profile 
in Vogue read, “The myth begins with young Greek Arianna encouraging her  mother 
to leave her journalist  father, seeing a photo graph of idyllic Cambridge University, 
and deciding that brains are her escape. With astonishing speed she goes from 
Cambridge Union debating star to best- selling author at 22 . . .  to conservative- 
commentator wife of a billionaire Texas oilman to in de pen dent gubernatorial can-
didate to committed liberal and bloghost and now the sudden It girl of the branding, 
marketing, digital- media world” (Rubin 2011). It’s a story that seems too big to be 
captured in one of her site’s many aggregated news stories.

Her transformation to media mogul began when Huffington segued from po liti-
cal wife to more public commentator, teaming up with former Saturday Night Live 
writer and liberal Demo crat Al Franken to cover the 1996 election for Comedy Cen-
tral. By 1998, the New Yorker’s Margaret Talbot described Huffington as a sort of 
ever- changing publicity seeker who reinvented herself for dif fer ent roles, choosing, 
as of late, to “cast herself as a kind of Republican Spice Girl—an endearingly ditzy 
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right- wing gal- about- town who is a guilty plea sure for  people who know better” 
(Talbot 1998). She remained an out spoken Republican through 2000, but suddenly 
began reinventing herself as a po liti cal progressive. During the chaotic 2003 Cali-
fornia gubernatorial recall election Huffington ran as an in de pen dent,  running to 
the left of Republican and eventual winner Arnold Schwarzenegger. By 2004, she 
was endorsing Demo crat John Kerry for president and hatching with former AOL 
executive Kenneth Lerer the idea for a celebrity- fueled megablog called Huff-
ington Post.

Huffington, who is not known as a techie, would soon gather 250 thought 
leaders— from CBS’s Walter Cronkite to Microsoft’s Bill Gates to entertainment 
business magnate David Geffen—to contribute to the new site. She also soon had 
some of the most forward- thinking editors working for her like the conservative 
Andrew Breitbart and  future Buzzfeed CEO Jonah Peretti. A 2012 profile of 
Huffington Post would report on how Peretti was struck by Huffington’s ability to 
connect seemingly disparate worlds, describing how he “would watch with won-
derment as Arianna Huffington eased herself from setting to setting, all the while 
making the person she was talking with feel like the most in ter est ing and impor tant 
person in the world, hanging on  every word, never shifting her attention to check 
one of three BlackBerries . . .  Peretti saw this talent through a dif fer ent prism. ‘Ari-
anna,’ he says, ‘can make weak ties into strong ties’ ” (Shapiro 2012). Huffington’s 
ability to garner the interests and abilities of so many made her an effective publisher 
of the new platform and turned her into an unlikely evangelist of blogging and so-
cial media.

She also brought an unforgiving work ethic to the new publication, demanding 
long hours and absolute dedication from her employees. She too would pour en-
ergy into it, creating a publication of almost limitless ambition. According to a 2015 
report, Huffington Post publishes a stunning 1,900 pieces of content across its 
numerous platforms  every single day. It is driven by her focus to serve  people the 
news they want when they want it, all through Huffington Post. Even as ru-
mors circulated her tenure as editor- in- chief could be threatened by a pos si ble 
merger of AOL, owner of HuffPo, and mobile power house Verizon, the New York 
Times was reporting about how her situation was not too endangered  because of 
relentless focus on the audience, noting, “This singular focus on audience develop-
ment expresses itself in dif fer ent ways at dif fer ent publications. At Huffington Post, 
it takes the shape of an editorial mandate that, much like the universe itself, is 
unfathomably broad and constantly expanding . . .  They cover, in most cases 
through aggregation, every thing from Federal Reserve policy to celebrity antics, from 
Islamic State atrocities to parenting tips, supplemented with a steady stream of un-
categorizable click bait (‘Can Cannibalism Fight Brain Disease? Only Sort Of’)” 
(Segal 2015). The versatility and tireless nature of Huffington Post is in many ways 
directly connected to the personality and history of its publisher and co- founder. 
As long as one continues to attract the millions of monthly readers who flock to 
the site, the other  will remain a force within both politics and publishing.
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See also: Huffington Post; Social Media and Politics
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HUFFINGTON POST
If  there is one entity that represents how the media and politics have changed in 
the past de cade it would prob ably be Huffington Port—or HuffPost or HuffPo to 
its friends and frenemies. With its partisan, left- of- center voice, its heavy use of 
aggregation, and its occasional dash of celebrity, the site has become a force to be 
reckoned with in po liti cal and national reporting. By one 2015 assessment some 
1,900 stories are published across Huffington Post and its array of international 
and local sites  every day. The site, which began as a liberal alternative to the ag-
gregator and gossip site Drudge Report, peaked at 128 million visitors in Novem-
ber of 2014. Since then, it has drifted downward, reporting approximately 86 million 
visitors to its collection of blogs and local and international editions in November 
2015— making it about the same size as social media- fueled Buzzfeed.

Even now off its highs, the site remains one of the most popu lar destinations for 
po liti cal news on the Internet and has developed a complex web of content that 
mixes nearly all forms of digital reporting. When it started back in 2005, though, 
it was banking on blogging by big names to justify itself. Arianna Huffington, who 
had left the Republican Party and was a one- time candidate for California gover-
nor, or ga nized the Post as a site powered by celebrity bloggers. In announcing the 
launch of the site, she stressed she had signed up 250 “thought leaders” to contrib-
ute entries to a single blog site— including famed CBS journalist Walter Cronkite, 
author Nora Ephron, and movie stars Warren Beatty and Diane Keaton. In her so-
licitation offer to  these contributors Huffington promised the new site would allow 
them to reach a wider audience and promised a site experience far beyond the array 
of personal blogs that had taken off at the same time. She let contributors know, 
“ You’re actually already  doing the hardest work of a blogger: having in ter est ing opin-
ions and fresh takes on the hot stories of the day.  We’ll just provide the mega-
phone” (Glaister 2005). Within a year and a half the site could boast 2.3 million 
monthly visitors, but by then the idea of the celebrity- driven blog was beginning 
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to lose steam. In its place, Huffington announced in 2006 the Post would begin 
hiring reporters, telling the New York Times, “Now is the time to generate our own 
original content. It was always our intention, once we had the money, to hire  people 
to do reporting” (Seelye 2006). With the hiring of reporters, the site’s mix of un-
paid blogs, aggregated breaking news, and originally reported pieces was in place.

Still, response from many was lukewarm to downright hostile. As Michael Sha-
piro would write  later in the Columbia Journalism Review, “ There remained some-
thing unseemly about the  whole enterprise, especially to journalists, a sense that 
in making its own rules Huffington Post had  violated a few too many. Its news-
gathering was done by  others, even if the commentary was original. The bloggers 
 were not paid . . .  [but]  these unpaid contributors had joined the phenomenon 
Huffington talked of and celebrated above all  others: the Conversation” (Shapiro 
2012). For all its success, many like Shapiro criticized its techniques. When it came 
to reporting, the site was accused of stealing the bulk of its news from other sites. 
The technique, dubbed aggregation, allowed Huffington Post to take a quote or 
even a handful of paragraphs from another news ser vice, giving them credit for the 
reporting and linking out to the original piece. Huffington Post editors said this 
would allow millions of  people who would never have seen the piece to be ex-
posed to the information and benefit with  people clicking through to the original 
report. Many of  those featured took  little comfort in this, arguing the larger Huffing-
ton Post could monetize the same information without paying for the original 
reporting.

Although its aggregation policies frustrated other publishers, Huffington Post edi-
tors  were from the outset especially  adept at the burgeoning world of social media. 
The site showed a stunning ability to mix seemingly disconnected ideas and both 
high and low content on the same site and attract millions of visitors. One of its 
original editors, Jonah Peretti, demonstrated a keen knack for understanding what 
kind of content  people wanted to share on Facebook and the emerging power house 
Twitter. Peretti, who also defended the aggregation policies for Huffington Post in 
 those early days, would soon launch his own proj ect, an “internet popularity con-
test” he called Buzzfeed. But Peretti helped develop the strange mix of content that 
has somehow worked for HuffPo. So a story on the Islamic extremist group the 
Islamic State might sit next to a story headlined “Donkey who Nearly Died in Flood 
Breaks into Grin When Rescued” and “The Best Places For  Women To Find Porn 
Online” (all  these from an  actual page from the site one day in December 2015). 
It’s a model that drives many crazy. Former New York Times editor Bill Keller wrote 
in 2011 that the site represented many of the core prob lems with the modern me-
dia business, in par tic u lar attacking the site’s aggregation policies, writing, “In So-
malia this would be called piracy. In the mediasphere, it is a respected business 
model. The queen of aggregation is, of course, Arianna Huffington, who has dis-
covered that if you take celebrity gossip, adorable kitten videos, posts from unpaid 
bloggers and news reports from other publications, array them on your Web site 
and add a left- wing soundtrack, millions of  people  will come” (Keller 2011).
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Despite Keller’s criticism that same year AOL, the once- mighty online com pany, 
purchased Huffington Post from Arianna and the other private investors for $315 
million. Huffington remained the top editor and the site continue to invest in orig-
inal reporting, including an ambitious 10- part series that ran in late 2011 and fo-
cused on what happens to soldiers wounded on the battlefield. The series, reported 
by David Wood, would go on to win the 2012 Pulitzer Prize for national reporting. 
It marked the first time in history that a digital- only publication had garnered the 
top journalism prize in the nation. Wood, who had worked for 40 years in jour-
nalism, spent some eight months reporting the series and Huffington hailed the 
award, saying, “From the beginning, one of the core pillars of HuffPost’s editorial 
philosophy has been to use narrative and storytelling to put flesh and blood on 
data and statistics, and to help bear witness to the strug gles faced by millions of 
Americans. We are very grateful to have won for this series, the culmination of Da-
vid Wood’s long  career as a military correspondent, and an affirmation that  great 
journalism is thriving on the Web” (Calderone 2012).

The site continues to lean to the left in its po liti cal reporting, and through its 
impressive traffic remains one of the most influential news sources among Demo-
crats. A 2012 ranking of po liti cal sites based on their website ranking from the in-
de pen dent tracking site Alexa declared Huffington Post the most popu lar po liti cal 
site on the Internet, boasting four times the traffic of the second site, TheBlaze. Its 
continued popularity, even as it has strug gled to maintain its high- flying monthly 
visitor numbers, keeps the site at the front of many conversations on the  future of 
news. Huffington herself has been aggressive in trying to remake its original re-
porting efforts. In 2015, she announced the launch of a new effort, dubbed “What’s 
Working.” The effort sought to shift the entire approach of reporting to stop focus-
ing so much on the negative stories of dysfunction and strife and instead mix in 
tales of effective governance and the successes of some programs. Huffington said 
the move represented a rejection of the kind of reporting that is captured by the 
old adage, “If it bleeds, it leads.” She stressed, “I’m not talking about  simple heart-
warming stories, or aw- shucks moments, or adorable animals (although  don’t worry, 
 we’ll still give you plenty of  those as well). What I’m talking about is consistently 
telling the stories of  people and communities  doing amazing  things, overcoming 
 great odds and coming up with solutions to the very real challenges they face. And 
by shining a light on  these stories, we hope that we can scale up  these solutions 
and create a positive contagion that can expand and broaden their reach and ap-
plication” (Huffington 2015). In addition to this focus on broadening its reporting 
interests, Huffington Post has also expanded its international scope, adding more 
foreign editions and growing its overseas audience, even as its American reader-
ship contracts. The moves mean that HuffPo is likely to continue to garner atten-
tion for  those interested in the evolving of online news and to have some influence 
over po liti cal reporting, especially among more liberal readers.

See also: Aggregation; Huffington, Arianna; Social Media and Politics
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IFILL, GWEN (1955–)
Gwen Ifill has spent de cades studying politics in Washington, D.C., be it the latest 
presidential campaign or the sometimes- stormy internal and racial politics of the 
news media, and she has handled both like a pro.

A moderator of two vice presidential debates, Ifill is a fixture of po liti cal report-
ing on public tele vi sion. She has served as managing editor of Washington Week on 
PBS since 1999 and served as a se nior correspondent and  later co- anchor of PBS 
NewsHour. Although in Washington for de cades, she credits her upbringing for 
helping her resist becoming an “inside the Beltway”– style correspondent. She told 
Washingtonian Magazine, who named her Washingtonian of the year in 2016, that 
“The real bias is the news we  don’t cover, the stories we  don’t see if  people deciding 
what is news all come from the same place . . .  We lived for a time in public hous-
ing. My  father was a minister, and we lived in parsonages” (Washingtonian 2016).

Ifill was born in New York City, the  daughter of a pastor who had immigrated 
from Panama and a  mother who had been born in Barbados. As she grew up her 
 family moved to several communities in the Mid- Atlantic and east coast, living in 
church housing and, as she said, public housing in New York and Buffalo. She at-
tended Simmons College in Boston and began working as a reporter. Although she 
credits her background with helping her see stories that are missed by  others, it 
was not always a welcome change for news organ izations in the 1970s and 1980s. 
When she interned for the Boston Herald- American while still in college she came 
across a message left for her in the photo lab that read, “N— — r go home.” Her 
employers  were so troubled by the incident they offered her a job upon graduation.

Ifill built her early  career in newspapers, reporting for the Herald- American and 
in 1984 joining the Washington Post. She became the White House correspondent 
for the New York Times in 1991, often serving as a guest on talk shows, in par tic u lar 
NBC’s Meet the Press and PBS’s Washington Week in Review. Within a few years NBC 
had hired her, making Ifill their chief congressional and po liti cal correspondent.

She moved to PBS in 1999 taking the helm of Washington Week and becoming a 
se nior correspondent at PBS NewsHour. In her official bio she described the deci-
sion to come to public broadcasting as a return to what inspired her to be a reporter 
in the first place, saying, “I always knew I wanted to be a journalist, and my first 
love was newspapers. But public broadcasting provides the best of both worlds— 
combining the depth of newspapering with the immediate impact of broadcast 
tele vi sion” (PBS NewsHour).  There she established herself as a leading moderator 
on po liti cal debates, questioning reporters and newsmakers with equal enthusi-
asm and inquisitiveness. Her work earned her two gigs moderating vice presidential 
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debates— a stormy meeting of Vice President Dick Cheney and former senator 
John Edwards in 2004 and the only national debate featuring Governor Sarah 
Palin and Senator Joe Biden in 2008.

Ifill briefly became the story herself in 2008 with news that her book on African 
American politicians, The Breakthrough, was set to come out around the pos si ble 
inauguration of Barack Obama— assuming he won. Some Republicans ahead of her 
debate moderation accused her of a conflict of interest. In the end, reaction was 
overwhelmingly positive. One reviewer in the Los Angeles Times wrote, “What the 
critics who set out to pillory Ifill failed to acknowledge— because it did not suit 
their po liti cal aims— was that real journalists, who doubtless have biases, can and 
 will put them aside to do their jobs” (Rainey 2008).

When Tim Russert died suddenly in 2008, NBC reportedly came back to Ifill to 
see if she would consider returning to the network to host Meet the Press but ulti-
mately hired David Gregory. But Ifill’s star has continued rising, and she became 
co- anchor of the first all- women nightly news team at the PBS NewsHour in 2013.

In that controversial best- selling work on generation of African American politi-
cians, which included Obama and New Jersey senator Corey Booker and  others, Ifill 
reflected on how covering race and politics had changed over time. She wrote, “A 
 career spent watching politicians of  every gender, color, and creed trying to sort their 
way through the abrasions of po liti cal change has taught me much. I’ve witnessed 
the uneasy transition from the civil rights strug gle to direct engagement in electoral 
politics. As black politicians have broken through, I’ve documented the friction that 
has resulted when new realities, demographic as well as po liti cal, confront estab-
lished customs and institutions” (Ifill 2009).

See also: Meet the Press; PBS NewsHour; Presidential Debates
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INFOTAINMENT
As tele vi sion news ratings have slumped in the face of competing pressure from 
the Internet and other news outlets and pressure to deliver a profit to media  owners 
has only increased, many outlets have sought to blend the worlds of entertainment 
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and hard news reporting. The resulting style of reporting and storytelling has come 
to be known as infotainment. At its best, infotainment can serve as a way to engage 
audiences disenchanted or disinterested in the substance of the story. At its worst, 
it can increase the voters’ sense of cynicism about the po liti cal pro cess and the media 
that reports on it. Both forms of infotainment exist in the media ecosystem, but the 
term has come carry a negative connotation of trivializing and dumbing- down 
impor tant news.

Media organ izations have felt the need to attract readers and viewers since their 
inception. Yellow journalism of the late nineteenth  century mixed sensationalized 
reporting on divorce, murder, and scandal with polemical editorials about social 
justice for workers. The British newspaper the Daily Mail marked its one hundredth 
anniversary by publishing a book about its own history, which included an anony-
mous poem that captured the tension inherent in journalism’s mixed goal of in-
forming the electorate and attracting enough readers to make money. The stanza 
went as follows:

Tickle the public, make ‘em grin,
The more you tickle the more you’ll win;
Teach the public, you’ll never get rich,
You’ll live like a beggar and die in a ditch. (Engel 1996)

From its earliest days, the popu lar press faced an inherently conflicted real ity: 
To survive and to have impact on society the press must be read by the most pos-
si ble  people, but to attract the most readers they often must mix the broccoli of 
public policy with the choco late of scandal and  human interest. Although  these 
mixed pressures existed within media for centuries, the speed with which enter-
tainment and journalism have merged was greatly influenced by the growth of tele-
vi sion and the increasing variety of programs that claimed a journalistic mantle.

In the early years of tele vi sion reporting the idea of public ser vice was strongly 
ingrained in the news divisions of major broadcasters, in part  because it had to be. 
To justify their license from the government, broadcasters had to demonstrate that 
they operated in the “public interest, con ve nience, and necessity.” From this opaque 
statutory requirement came the decision that each broadcaster would report on the 
major events of the day to their viewers. News justified the license that broadcast-
ers used to make money showing situation comedies and movies. It was not, itself, 
a major profit center. In this era of tele vi sion reporting the  battle was often for air-
time and financial backing. A network could make more money airing purely en-
tertaining content, so news producers had to fight for support. Often it came with 
early attempts at what would now be called infotainment. Edward R. Murrow, the 
famous CBS journalist, was given resources and airtime to produce newsmagazine 
shows like See It Now and hard news documentaries like Harvest of Shame but that 
freedom came with a cost. Murrow, who was widely respected and seen by many 
as one of tele vi sion’s first celebrities, would also host an entertainment chat show 
called Person to Person where Murrow would interview celebrities about their lives.
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Person to Person was a ratings hit and helped Murrow garner the support from 
CBS executives to do the other reporting that interested him, but even Murrow, 
working in the 1950s, saw that news was losing out on tele vi sion to entertainment. 
He famously challenged tele vi sion executives to staunch this drive  toward pure 
entertainment on their networks in a speech to the Radio and Tele vi sion News Di-
rectors Association in 1958, asking the handful of major companies that operated 
the broadcasting networks to consider setting aside time usually occupied by Ed 
 Sullivan and The To night Show to be devoted to serious issue reporting about edu-
cation or the  Middle East. He ended his plea with a call to action, declaring:

To  those who say  people  wouldn’t look; they  wouldn’t be interested;  they’re too com-
placent, indifferent and insulated, I can only reply:  There is, in one reporter’s opin-
ion, considerable evidence against that contention. But even if they are right, what 
have they got to lose?  Because if they are right, and this instrument is good for noth-
ing but to entertain, amuse and insulate, then the tube is flickering now and we  will 
soon see that the  whole strug gle is lost. This instrument can teach, it can illuminate; 
yes, and even it can inspire. But it can do so only to the extent that  humans are de-
termined to use it to  those ends. Other wise, it’s nothing but wires and lights in a box. 
(Murrow 1958)

Murrow’s proposal went nowhere, and all that remains is the “wires and lights” 
line. Still, it would be Murrow’s CBS that would begin to answer the challenge of 
finding a way to entertain and inform— and, perhaps even more importantly, make 
money. The newsmagazine 60 Minutes moved the storytelling form of tele vi sion 
news forward in impor tant ways. With its mix of investigative, in- your- face report-
ing, celebrity profiles and humorous commentary, the program was a ratings and 
financial success. News began to make money and with that came more airtime 
across the networks. ABC and NBC sought to emulate the 60 Minutes model with 
their own news programs, and as  these newsmagazines proliferated a wave of new 
after noon and morning talk shows like Donahue and  later Oprah drew in millions 
of viewers.  These programs further blurred the line between hard news and so- 
called soft news that focused on the individual and their story rather than the 
under lying policies or public institutions at play.

By the 1980s, the portmanteau of entertainment and information was growing 
in use and taking on an increasingly negative connotation. Authors and critics wor-
ried, even as cable news and its 24- hour news cycle was still in its infancy, that 
Americans’ expectation that they would be entertained by tele vi sion and media 
would overwhelm culture. Neil Postman captured this modern media concern in his 
work Amusing Ourselves to Death, writing, “When a population becomes distracted 
by trivia, when cultural life is redefined as a perpetual round of entertainments, 
when serious public conversation becomes a form of baby- talk, when, in short, a 
 people become an audience and their public business a vaudev ille act, then a nation 
finds itself as risk; culture- death is a clear possibility” (Postman 1985). Postman’s 
concerns would only be heightened as cable news and other programming began 
to cut into broadcaster audience and profits. Audience fragmentation across an 
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increasing number of cable channels and  later Internet sites pushed broadcasters to 
find ways to attract audiences to their news programs. Morning news shows be-
came less and less news and more and more lifestyle programs. Even newspapers, 
the buttoned-up cousins of tele vi sion, added new sections, color, and graphics to 
try and maintain audience that continued to slip away. Infotainment became one 
way to pursue that audience, allowing producers to incorporate the slick produc-
tion values of advertising and youth- oriented networks to staid content about po-
liti cal campaigns and the environment. New outlets also added more celebrities to 
the mix. Often they would report on celebrity scandal and news and other times 
they would use celebrities in the “role” of reporter. Leonardo DiCaprio interviewed 
President Clinton about Earth Day for ABC. PBS uses celebrity voices in their his-
torical documentaries.

While news programs  were drifting further into the realm of entertainment pro-
gramming in style and content, many talk shows and comedy programs  were mixing 
in an increasing amount of current events content. Many in the po liti cal world took 
note of this trend early and have sought to capitalize on it for years. Late night shows 
like Saturday Night Live and The To night Show had made fun of politicians for de cades, 
mocking gaffes and blunders and milking scandals for laughs. Programs like Com-
edy Central’s The Daily Show expanded  those monologue jokes from broadcast pro-
grams into a nightly commentary on politics and its coverage in the media. Politicians 
often sought to ignore the criticism when reporters pressed them to respond, but in 
the 1990s many of them began to change tactics. Bill Clinton, seeking to appeal to 
younger voters, famously went on the Arsenio Hall Show during the 1992 campaign 
and played the saxophone. He also took questions from young  people during an 
MTV forum in 1994 and answered one young man’s question: “Mr. President, the 
world’s  dying to know, is it boxers or briefs?” by telling Amer i ca he wore briefs.

 After Clinton’s embrace, it soon became an expectation that candidates would 
appear on late- night shows and after noon talk shows. Oprah Winfrey became a ma-
jor part of then- candidate Barack Obama’s appeal to  women and former senator 
John Edwards announced his candidacy on The Daily Show. The late- night shows, 
in par tic u lar, have taken on par tic u lar importance. One group of po liti cal scientists 
who have studied the relationship between comedy programs and politics noted, 
“Ironically, the source of negative material about candidates can become a source 
of positive material. It’s an opportunity for politicians to pres ent themselves as or-
dinary  people to a broad audience that is not just po liti cal junkies.  These shows 
are another stop that you have to make on the campaign trail. That means  they’re 
institutionalized as po liti cally relevant” (Morella 2014).

 These appearances themselves generate media coverage across the Internet, 
quickly become viral videos and fueling tweets and social media response. What’s 
in ter est ing to note is the degree to which  these appearances have become so mutu-
ally beneficial. For the programs, booking a high- profile presidential candidate can 
be a ratings win. When Stephen Colbert became the host of CBS’s The Late Show in 
September of 2015 his first weeks’ guest lists looked like a C- SPAN dream team: 
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Jeb Bush on Sept. 8, Vice President Joe Biden on Sept. 10, Justice Stephen Breyer 
on Sept. 14, Bernie Sanders on Sept. 18. Biden, in par tic u lar, made headlines with 
a deeply personal and candid conversation about the death of his son and his own 
conflict about  whether to enter the 2016 campaign, which he ultimately did not. 
 These guests helped fuel far more attention to the programs from the mainstream 
media and quickly established Colbert as a late- night host who is not afraid to tackle 
serious topics. Saturday Night Live also offers testimony to the power of the mixing 
of politicians and comedy. The show has seen a revival since an inspired 2008 de-
cision to ask back former cast member Tina Fey to impersonate GOP vice presi-
dential nominee Sarah Palin. Fey’s Palin impersonation became a central point of 
the campaign and Palin eventually came on the show as well, to show she got the 
joke. Still the program has been criticized for cozying up too much to po liti cal guest 
stars. In 2015 the program came  under fire for having controversial GOP candidate 
Donald Trump not only appear but host the entire program. The show and the co-
medians appeared deferential to Trump and the program was blasted in the media, 
even if it did draw some 9 million viewers.

For politicians, though, the mixing of entertainment and politics can have very 
real impacts on their campaigns and their post- politics lives. Campaigns have his-
torically found the idea of putting their candidate in a chair next to a comedian or 
talk show host less of a threat than agreeing to long interviews with journalists. 
Talk shows often want to explore the personal background of the candidate and 
rarely take a hard line of questioning, and comedy programs want the candidate 
simply to be  there and  will often allow the candidate to come out looking like a 
good sport and in on the gag. And, although Clinton faced some criticism for his 
embracing the infotainment world, no politician has faced serious po liti cal reper-
cussions for agreeing to appear on one of  these programs. In fact,  these usually soft- 
ball interviews can serve as a way to officially comment on controversial issues that 
would be more difficult to address in a more journalistic setting. As the Denver Post’s 
tele vi sion critic noted in 2015, “At this point in our technological evolution the 
public seems to give equal weight to a comment made on Meet the Press and a throw-
away line on Bill Maher, a quote in a newspaper or a 140- character tweet” (Ostrow 
2015). And so  these infotainment programs offer candidates a less fraught way to 
get their comments out into the public while exposing them to potential voters who 
may not be tuned in to the traditional po liti cal media.

More than that, some candidates have found they can turn  these appearances 
and their ability to thrive on tele vi sion and connect with viewers into lucrative 
 careers. Mike Huckabee, for example, was a largely unknown governor from Ar-
kansas most notable for losing 100 pounds while in office when he announced on 
Meet the Press he would run for president in 2008. Huckabee’s self- effacing charm 
and strong religious character helped him win the Iowa caucuses that year and his 
ability to mix humor with provocative policy made him a hit with evangelical vot-
ers. Huckabee lost the nomination to senator John McCain but soon found him-
self hosting a program on Fox News and landed a prime book contract. For de cades 
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public figures had often turned celebrity into po liti cal sway. Former actor Ronald 
Reagan partially rode his fame to the governorship of California and  later the pres-
idency of the United States. Jesse Ventura moved from professional wrestling to the 
governorship of Minnesota and Saturday Night Live writer and cast member Al Fran-
ken won a seat in the U.S. Senate in part with his name recognition. But Huckabee 
represented something new where “the door between politics and entertainment 
has begun to sway in the opposite direction over the past two elections cycles. Now, 
instead of converting celebrity into votes, politicians are converting votes into 
 celebrity . . .  Consider Sarah Palin, who, before Senator John McCain plucked 
her from relative obscurity as governor of Alaska, was worth about $1 million. 
She has turned her newfound po liti cal celebrity into even bigger book deals, 
$100,000 speaker fees, a lucrative Fox contract, and her own real ity TV show” 
(Carroll 2012).

Add to all of this the fact that many Americans rely on comedy programs and 
other pure forms of infotainment to gather at least part of their news about what is 
happening in the world. The merger of celebrity and politics serves both the media 
and the politician well. It allows the media to attract larger audiences and often 
expose  people to issues they had not considered before. HBO’s John Oliver, for ex-
ample, may be a comedian, but his 13- minute takedown of the government’s plan 
to end a complicated policy regulating content on the Internet known as “Net Neu-
trality” was credited for prompting millions of comments to the Federal Commu-
nications Commission’s website and for helping push the FCC to abandon its plan. 
Even among formal journalism,  there has always been an accepted policy of mix-
ing in ter est ing news about  people or celebrities with policy and “harder” news. On 
the campaign side, this infotainment bias allows candidates to appear and be quoted 
from interviews that are structurally less confrontational than traditional journal-
ism. Candidates are allowed to be more personal and more engaging, and the 
personality of a candidate can come out in a way that carefully controlled stump 
speeches and 30- second ads  don’t allow. It can help the candidate connect with 
potential voters less interested in the wonky side of politics and, for some, can spur 
post- politics  careers as talk show hosts or commentators. What’s clear is the trend 
that worried Murrow in the 1950s and Postman in the 1980s has only strength-
ened in the twenty- first  century. Its implications on the function of government and 
effectiveness of campaigns remains, though, still unwritten.

See also: Comedy, Satire, and Politics; Public Interest Obligation
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INTERNET ADVERTISING
Like many industries, advertising has been fundamentally altered by the emergence 
of the World Wide Web and smartphones. The shift has moved advertising away 
from a generalized effort to deliver a business’s message to a vague and possibly 
interested audience in a geographic region to a data- driven science that targets in-
dividual consumers with messages aimed at convincing them to make a purchase 
or choose a candidate. This technological revolution has placed much more power 
in the hands of the advertiser to create their own audience and their own brand 
without the help of traditional media like newspapers and tele vi sion.

The impact on modern po liti cal campaigns and the coverage of politics is diffi-
cult to quantify and even more difficult to overstate. The advertising changes have 
turned campaigns into database- empowered machines where voters are targeted 
in their homes with specific issues of interest to them, followed around online with 
ads that reinforce one campaign’s message, and sometimes turned into contribu-
tors to the campaign’s outreach efforts by posting material to their own social me-
dia feeds. As profound as that shift has been, the effect of Internet advertising on 
news organ izations has been even more fundamental. Most news organ izations fu-
eled their spectacular business returns with advertising dollars, offering businesses 
the ability to deliver an ad to the front door or the living room of a city full of po-
tential customers. But who that customer was and  whether they actually wanted 
something the advertiser was offering was a mystery to both the media and the ad-
vertiser. An often- cited quote that captured the real ity of advertising in the age of 
mass media came from John Wanamaker, a department store mogul, who is said to 
have declared, “I know I waste half my advertising bud get; the only prob lem is I 
do not know which half” (Ad Age 1999). Advertising in the pre- digital age amounted 
to educated guessing. If you owned a car dealership in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, you 
would turn to one of the newspapers in the town to let  people know what cars you 
had to sell. You knew that ad went out to many of the families in your town who 
could easily reach your business, but not  whether they wanted a new car. You could 
place a radio ad or tele vi sion spot in the same hopes of reaching  people, but all 
the media com pany could offer was a geographic sense of where the ad reached, a 
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general demographic snapshot of the types of  people likely to be watching or lis-
tening at that time and, afterwards, a sense of how many  people may have seen it.

As Leverholme notes, it was an imprecise and wasteful business, with few alter-
natives. But the emergence of the Internet in the early 1990s seemed to offer a dif-
fer ent vision of the  future, one not bound by the geography of a business location, or 
the media’s location- based advertising business. As the World Wide Web ex-
panded, the U.S. government saw the potential for this more consumer- friendly 
technology to empower businesses. Bill Clinton, who was president at the time and 
a self- confessed “technophobe,” tasked Vice President Al Gore to develop a plan 
for how to structure the commercial side of the Internet.  After more than 14 revi-
sions, the “Framework for Global Electronic Commerce” was introduced in the sum-
mer of 1997 with the idea of creating a new platform for business, above all  else. 
Clinton said at the time, “If we establish an environment in which electronic com-
merce can grow and flourish, then  every computer  will be a win dow open to  every 
business, large and small, everywhere in the world. Not only  will industry leaders 
such as IBM be able to tap in to new markets, but the smallest start-up com pany 
 will have an unlimited network of sales and distribution at its fingertips. It  will lit-
erally be pos si ble to start a com pany tomorrow, and next week do business in Japan 
and Germany and Chile, all without leaving your home, something that used to 
take years and years and years to do. In this way, the Internet can be, and should 
be, a truly empowering force for large and small business  people alike.”

The framework was revolutionary and radically accelerated the development of 
the Internet as a commercial advertising venue.  Under the proposal and in the years 
to come the Internet would not be controlled by the tax policies of a local com-
munity or state. It would deliver what ever content was published upon it at the 
same speed, ensuring major businesses and a new startup would be treated equally. 
It would reward the aggressive, small firms who moved quickly to seize an oppor-
tunity and would punish slow- moving organ izations opposed to change.

The effect of this new platform on advertising evolved quickly. First, it presented 
the opportunity to place fairly traditional advertising strategies on a new media plat-
form. A computer com pany rolling out a new product could purchase advertising 
in a computer magazine, a geo graph i cally based newspaper or on a national tele vi-
sion program. Now it could also add banner ads to the list of advertising purchases, 
allowing  people to see their message on a ser vice like Amer i ca Online or a website 
like Cnet. But this was only a first step. As web ser vices matured, some outlets be-
gan to understand how much more power ful and sophisticated the Internet could 
be than just a billboard. One of the first businesses to identify this was Google, a search 
engine developed by two Stanford University students named Larry Page and Ser-
gey Brin. Andrew McLaughlin, former director of Global Public Policy at Google 
from 2004–2009, said the com pany came to understand that “ every search is in 
some sense an expression of intention. It’s an expression of what you want to do, 
where you want to go, what  you’re looking for. And that maps very nicely with the 
desire of advertisers to target their messages  towards  people at the moment when 
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they are intending to go buy something” (Frontline 2014).  Here was the shift. No 
longer would an advertiser place an ad based on an educated guess. If someone 
searched for the price of a flight from Seattle to Chicago, a com pany could do more 
than guess that they might be interested in a cheaper flight, a pos si ble rental care 
in Chicago, a  hotel to stay in, or a restaurant to visit. Now companies  were devel-
oping a profile of  people in real time that advertisers could access and potentially 
use to be far more strategic in their messages. As a Mas sa chu setts Institute of Tech-
nology review of advertising concluded, “At last, marketers delighted; the right ads 
could be delivered to the ‘right’  people, anywhere they appeared online. To do this, 
marketers would analyze the data to determine patterns of consumer be hav ior and 
pinpoint what products or ser vices the user was most likely to respond to in order 
to influence sales” (MIT 2013).

This new world of advertising took some time to alter both the world of media 
and the ways campaigns run, but the shift was inevitable. On the media side, it 
 wasn’t at first certain  whether this change would improve business or hurt it. Ini-
tially, newspapers looked at the Internet as a way to break out of their geographic 
limitations. Now they could deliver advertising to anyone in the world, a vast im-
provement to their logistically limited world of print. Newspapers had embraced a 
business concept in the nineteenth  century known as the “penny press” where news-
papers would make themselves as affordable as pos si ble, then leverage their large 
readership into money by selling advertising to businesses seeking to reach  those 
 people. The Internet, in the views of many early newspaper website man ag ers, could 
allow them to simply reach more  people. The one deal they made to do it, though, 
was to make their content cheaper than a penny. As late as 2007, studies offered 
media companies “optimistic support” about the evolution of advertising. One wrote 
of the “double- edged sword” the Internet created for newspapers. The papers would 
no longer be trapped in a specific geographic location, but users expected the con-
tent to be  free. He added, “The minority portion of a newspaper’s revenues that 
traditionally comes from subscriptions and newsstand sales is absent in the online 
model— and may in fact be damaged by the presence of an online edition. That 
leaves the  future of the online newspaper squarely in the court of the advertising 
profession” (Bentley 2007).

But the business that newspapers and other media companies banked on was a 
very dif fer ent business than the one they had relied on for generations. Now, for an 
advertiser, reaching a consumer in a given community would not suffice. Also, the 
com pany could create its own website and social media presence and could reach 
out to customers directly through online ser vices like Google and,  later, Facebook. 
Traditional media still held some value for the advertising profession, but far less 
than it had before.

Many media companies began to reconsider their businesses, seeking to make 
Internet advertising only part of their overall model. The New York Times, for ex-
ample, introduced a paywall in 2011, asking readers who view more than 10 arti-
cles a month to pay for access. Within two years, half of the com pany’s revenues 
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came from subscribers to their print and digital products. By 2015, the com pany 
could boast more than a million digital subscribers, far more than its 640,000 print 
counter parts. Compare this to its aggressive advertising push online— the paper has 
sponsors for content and ser vices as well as traditional display ads— that now only 
generates 30  percent of its advertising revenue. Even though the digital revolution 
has led to the paper drawing far more money in from subscribers than it did before 
the change, the advertising money that once went to the paper is far, far less than 
the digital money that replaced it and, as CNN Money noted in early 2015, “It has 
to earn  every penny against brutal competition, including that of ad tech  giants, 
Google and Facebook. At the same time, the bottom is fast dropping out of print 
advertising, down another 9  percent in the fourth quarter [of 2014]” (Doctor 2015). 
The economics of Internet advertising have yet to serve as anything other than a 
challenge to the news media, at times appearing to threaten the stability of the business 
and helping fuel a 40  percent reduction in newsroom staffs in the past de cade.

For the po liti cal campaign, the explosive growth and personalization of Internet 
advertising has been a very dif fer ent story: one not of struggling to survive, but striv-
ing to keep up. As early as the mid- twentieth  century po liti cal campaigns had be-
gun to use technology to try and appeal to voters in a more targeted way, but 
campaigns have often trailed  behind the marketing technology used by corporate 
Amer i ca.  Whether direct mail or the opportunities presented by the Internet, it took 
time for campaigns to respond and in most cases they responded first to the money. 
Early digital advertising and outreach operations, like the 2000 campaign for the 
presidency, focused on campaigns using  these technologies to appeal to supporters 
for cash. But campaigns would catch on. By 2004, the Howard Dean campaign ef-
fectively used online organ izing to help spur scores of meetups around the country. 
Four years  later, Senator Barack Obama would up the ante even more. The Obama 
campaign built a social network with the help of one of the found ers of Facebook. 
“My Barack Obama” boasted more than 1.5 million users and helped spur what 
became, experts argue, the first viral po liti cal campaign. “As with all  things viral, 
connecting to  others outside the initial cluster of supporters depends on the qual-
ity of referrals. Friends,  family, and colleagues are far more credible than any adver-
tisement a marketer could dream up. This was what drove the campaign’s online 
strategy” (Penenberg 2009).

But the Internet did more than just fuel the way volunteers would join the cam-
paign or even the way the campaign would communicate to potential donors. It 
also affected the way campaigns considered their broader advertising and commu-
nications strategies. “The Internet allows us to rethink the mass nature of persua-
sive po liti cal communications as campaigning becomes faster, more intimate, more 
personal, and more individualized. The power of the online campaign is not pri-
marily to change minds, but in arming them with the tools and knowledge they 
need to take [an] active part [in] the po liti cal pro cess” (Thorson and Watson 2007). 
And this communication soon involved tailored and specific advertising that tried to 
use the same targeting ideas businesses had been using for nearly a de cade.  Campaigns 
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soon  were deploying thousands of carefully tailored ads that aimed to appeal to 
voters based on issue interests, location, age, income, and more. And not just presi-
dential campaigns. By 2014 digital advertising had emerged as a major component 
of congressional and statewide campaigns. One estimate projected that some $270 
million was spent on midterm contests on just digital advertising. While still a frac-
tion of the $4.6 billion spent on tele vi sion that cycle, stories are emerging of candi-
dates riding digital ads to electoral success— like the “castrating senator.”

Joni Ernst was an Iowa state senator and lieutenant col o nel in the state’s Air Na-
tional Guard. She was also  running third in the Republican primary when she 
launched an online ad where she said, “I grew up castrating hogs on an Iowa farm, 
so when I get to Washington, I’ll know how to cut pork” over the audio track of a 
squealing pig. The ad went viral, attracting hundreds of thousands of views. It also 
sparked a wave of donations that helped get the ad on tele vi sion and catapulted 
Ernst from third to first, and eventually to the U.S. Senate. GOP con sul tant Wesley 
Donehue, who was working for the frontrunner in Iowa when the Ernst ad went 
viral, would  later tell Politico, “Talk about a  really,  really good case study of how 
digital and traditional media can work together. Pig castration is where it’s at. That’s 
the key to success” (Samuelsohn 2014).

The Ernst ad demonstrates how low- budget campaigns can use digital ads to 
cheaply get their message out. By using humor or by sharpening an attack, digital 
ads can draw support, increase traditional media attention, and use social media 
to spread core messages of the campaign. That said, even the Ernst example shows 
that the advertising’s impact is amplified when broadcast by traditional media. For 
campaigns, the use of digital advertising can play multiple roles— firing up the base 
with intensely partisan targeted messages, sparking viral success by striking the right 
mix of message and tone, and ensuring their traditional supporters continue to re-
ceive their message across multiple platforms.

Digital advertising continues to evolve as the platform itself changes. In just the 
last de cade mobile use of the Internet has gone from almost nil to now the way in 
which most  people access the web. Advertising is sprinting to keep up with  those 
changes. The news media and campaigns  will strug gle to keep up, but if history is 
an indication, candidates  will find a way to use  these new developments to encour-
age donations, increase name recognition, and drive support. And the news media 
 will seek ways to deliver content to  these platforms even as they seek a business 
model that works as well as the traditional advertising model did.

See also: Native Advertising; Negative Advertising; Newspaper Industry; Social 
Media and Politics; Tele vi sion Advertising
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INVISIBLE PRIMARY
The invisible primary is an imprecise term for an imprecise part of the pro cess of 
electing a president. In the months before any caucus- goer or primary voter casts 
an  actual ballot, po liti cal commentators, donors, and campaign professionals weigh 
the viability of the dif fer ent candidates, creating front- runners and sometimes scut-
tling campaigns. The invisible primary serves as an unofficial first vetting of candi-
dates to gauge their ability to mount a serious campaign for the nomination of  either 
the Republican or Demo cratic Party.

This period is sometimes referred to as the money primary as candidates jockey 
for the support of critical po liti cal action committees and, in the post-Citizens 
United decision world, Super PACs and dark money groups. But usually this period 
includes more than just financial standing, growing to include assessments of cam-
paign positions, staff, and early appearances by the candidate.

The term “invisible primary” comes from a 1976 book of the same name by jour-
nalist Arthur T. Hadley. Hadley argued that power had shifted from party elites to 
po liti cal donors and commentators in establishing a clear frontrunner before any 
delegates to the convention  were selected and that that frontrunner would go on to 
win the nomination. Unfortunately for Hadley, he made this case in a year where 
this did not happen. During the period of the invisible primary, nationally known 
politicians like Mo Udall and Henry Scoop Jackson seemed far more likely to score 
the Demo cratic nomination, but former Georgia governor Jimmy Car ter’s victory 
in the Iowa Caucuses and his surging win in New Hampshire’s first- in- the- nation 
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primary showed this  little- known candidate could do well outside of his home state 
of Georgia. Car ter effectively used the increasing importance of presidential prima-
ries to select delegates as a way to upset the invisible primary leaders from within 
the Demo cratic ranks.

Despite the fact that Car ter won the 1976 nomination, the idea of the invisible 
primary stuck. Even as more and more states allowed party members— and often 
any voter—to cast ballots for presidential nominees, the period before the voting 
began took on more and more importance. To understand the complexity of this 
mushy period between the last presidential election and the first caucuses and pri-
maries of the next campaign, it is impor tant to understand the degree to which 
campaigns for the nomination have changed. Primaries became a critical way to 
win the nomination only  after the controversial nomination fight in 1968 among 
Demo crats. That year, Vice President Hubert Humphrey secured the nomination 
even though he did not  really campaign that much in the primaries. Most dele-
gates to the national convention  were selected by the party leaders in dif fer ent states 
and so when many rank- and- file Demo crats backed anti- Vietnam War candidates 
like Robert Kennedy and Eugene McCarthy  there was intense frustration with their 
inability to affect the nomination.

The Demo crats deci ded to overhaul their system  after losing the election that 
fall, seeking to empower the party regulars. State parties could no longer choose 
the delegates through a party caucus or a delegate primary. Instead, each state would 
hold a participatory convention open to all party members or a candidate primary. 
State parties could still select up to 10  percent of the delegates— primarily for se-
nior party members or elected officials— but no longer would the party elders con-
trol the pro cess. Throughout this change candidates  were careful only to participate 
in primaries if that was their only path to the nomination. In fact, “The rule of thumb 
among party tacticians was that the earlier a candidate put himself in the field, the 
weaker the candidacy” (Polsby 1983). But that was changing and the importance 
of primaries grew. That tumultuous year of 1968 only 38  percent of the delegates 
to convention  were selected by primaries. By 1976 the number soared to 72  percent. 
But still the party sought to have some control of the list of potential candidates 
primary voters could select from, and the invisible primary became the unofficial 
tool to affect the pro cess.

The invisible primary is, itself, a changing  thing. Initially, the primary served as 
a period of time during which potential candidates could float their name among 
po liti cal commentators and donors to see how much support they might have in a 
run. Po liti cal scientists who study the nominating pro cess would point out that po-
tential candidates would develop and test their messages during this period, evolv-
ing key themes, central issues, and even slogans. It’s also a time when candidates 
seek to portray themselves as legitimate candidates for the nomination,  either as a 
dominant frontrunner or as a surging competitor. One set of scholars argues, “Even 
 those candidates without a prayer portray themselves as generating momentum. 
Obviously candidates anticipate media norms and patterns of coverage and  either 
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do their best to conform to them so that they  will gain some exposure in the media 
or design their message to manipulate the media’s coverage in a manner more fa-
vorable to their own campaign. Candidates certainly benefit when their framing of 
the campaign takes hold in the news media and is thus conveyed to the public with 
a mark of credibility” (Haynes, Flowers, and Gurian 2002). More than just a race for 
coverage, the pro cess is also an effort to or ga nize a national campaign with an effec-
tive team in place in critical early states, a strong donor base, as well as support 
through in de pen dent groups that can purchase ads and canvass potential voters.

This pro cess begins unbelievably early. As one pollster told public radio’s “Mar-
ketplace” program in 2015, “I recalled the first conversation I had with someone 
from one of the campaigns— and it is one of the major campaigns now— concerning 
the 2016 election happened two days  after Mitt Romney was defeated (in Novem-
ber 2012) and it was not a trivial conversation. It was an  actual game- planning 
 thing” (O’Leary 2015). An early start is no longer a sign of weakness, but a neces-
sary real ity to build the financial, po liti cal, and media support to create a real run.

The public manifestation of the invisible primary is press coverage, but journal-
ists often strug gle with how to couch and contextualize  these early developments. 
To be fair, the audience interested in the “inside baseball” of campaign organ izing 
and fundraising is very small. And  because the invisible primary is spread out over 
years and has few definitive benchmarks to assess candidate viability, some note 
that “journalists make  little attempt to report on it in detail, and when they do, they 
focus more on the vis i ble indicators of support, such as fund- raising and polls, 
than on the players who may give or withhold that support” (Cohen, Karol, Noel, 
and Zaller 2009). However,  these experts argue that the press, who could be sur-
rogates for the public to ensure that party elites are not pre- selecting candidates, 
instead allow themselves to be manipulated by campaigns and party officials into 
weeding out candidates by focusing on a handful of indicators of public support— 
like fundraising. And examining coverage of primaries does highlight the sometimes- 
strange indicators of success that the media may choose to focus on.

Take, as example number one, the Iowa Straw Poll. Po liti cal analysts have found 
that, indeed, “National levels of candidate viability and exposure are responsive to 
the dynamics of  these state contests . . .  [so] the happenings of the Iowa and New 
Hampshire campaign have an impor tant say within the national invisible primary 
before the votes in  these states are actually tallied” (Christenson and Smidt 2012). 
States like  these two and South Carolina receive out- sized coverage during the in-
visible primary as reporters gauge their support for candidates. Polls from  these 
first states receive national coverage and often powerfully unrepresentative gauges 
of support can find their way into the national campaign narrative. Which brings 
us to the small town of Ames, Iowa, where  every four years the state Republican 
Party hosts a rally and fundraiser. The event comes six months before the sched-
uled caucuses. Between 1979 and 2011 the party met six times to rally in support of 
dif fer ent candidates. Campaigns would encourage supporters to travel to Ames to 
participate in the fundraiser and then cast their ballot in a non- binding referendum 
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to support their candidate. During the early Straw Polls voters did not even need to 
be from Iowa, let alone Republicans, to vote in the contest and so campaigns would 
bus in supporters from other states to participate. Other campaigns would pay the 
entrance fee— usually between $25 and $35—so their backers could participate. In 
1999, the state party limited it to residents of Iowa or students at Iowa universities.

Coverage of the Straw Poll often included caveats that it was not scientific, but 
also highlighted the poll’s ability to assess the or ga ni za tion of dif fer ent campaigns 
in the critical early state of Iowa. And despite  these caveats and its historically poor 
ability to predict the winner of the Iowa Caucuses—to say nothing of predicting 
the winner of the nomination— the Straw Poll still played into campaign strategies 
as a way to draw attention to a candidate. In 2011’s crowded GOP field former Min-
nesota governor Tim Pawlenty hoped to use the poll as a way to reinvigorate his 
presidential campaign that was  running low on funds. Pawlenty  later said, “Our 
theory was we needed to make a mark early if we  were  going to be able to get some 
attention and be able to stay in his wake as the credible alternative to [Mitt Rom-
ney]. And it was the wrong theory” (Roller 2015). Pawlenty finished third in the 
poll that summer and dropped out the next day.

By 2012, the state party and Republican officials in Iowa had deci ded to scrap 
the poll as major candidates chose to not participate, leaving journalists to seek 
out new ways to assess the viability and strength of early campaigns.  Those critical 
of the current primary system often empathize with the media as they strug gle to 
cover a field of 10 or more presidential hopefuls. De cades ago Senator Adlai Ste-
venson III, the son of the two- time Demo cratic presidential nominee, blasted the 
pro cess, arguing it forces candidates through a crazed maze of regulation and fun-
draising. It also cripples the press’s ability to truly cover the issues and size up the 
candidates. He has said, “Commentators gauge viability by the most superficial de-
vices: the size of campaign bankrolls or volume of applause at a joint appearance . . .  
and tele vi sion, the dominating medium, offers episodes and spectacles, and the 
citizen is hard put to fathom their significance” (Davis 1980).

The invisible primary is  really a product of multiple  factors. By shifting the se-
lection of delegates from the party elites to voting by average party members and 
in some states the general public, the party nomination pro cess changed from a 
closed effort to another popu lar campaign. This created a new need for media cov-
erage so primary voters and caucus participants could make better choices. It also 
created new interest from the general public about the candidates  running. Cam-
paign operatives, seeking to boost their man’s or  woman’s chances of securing the 
nomination, often sought to portray their candidate as having critical momentum 
through stories about public appearances, financial backing, and early successes. 
Journalists seeking to report on the nomination fight sought ways to contextualize 
and prioritize candidate coverage. If  there are only so many stories a report can do 
about the dif fer ent candidates, how does one choose where to focus limited re-
sources? The answer from reporters is usually “the candidates who have the most 
legitimate chance of winning.” And so the invisible primary emerged as a way for 
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reporters to select how to cover the campaign and financial backers to choose where 
to invest their money.

The prob lem, according to many reporters and commentators, is this is not  really 
what the pro cess triggered in 1968 aimed to do. The idea was a progressive one—
to move the nomination out of the hands of the party big wigs where they sat in 
mythical smoke- filled rooms and chose the candidates and to give more power to 
the public and average party members; to make the nomination as demo cratic as 
pos si ble. The result has fallen short of  those goals, though. David Broder, one of 
the deans of the po liti cal reporting corps for de cades, expressed real frustration with 
the way the invisible primary had warped the pro cess, writing, “When the candi-
dates are forced to do most of their campaigning for the nomination in the pre- 
presidential year, they quickly find that the only attentive audience members are 
activists, donors, pollsters and the po liti cal reporters.  Those four groups— none of 
them remotely representative of the grass roots— have acquired the power to say 
who is ‘expected’ to win— and who usually does win . . .  This rush to judgment 
devalues the role of the party leaders and elected officials and still fails to achieve 
the reformers’ populist goals. It comes close to being the worst way pos si ble to pick 
a president” (Broder 2003).

But this pro cess is also not always completely determinative. For example, the 
unlikely run of real estate mogul and real ity tele vi sion star Donald Trump tested 
the concept of the invisible primary in 2015. Trump, who had flirted with a White 
House run before, launched an unorthodox campaign that included incendiary claims 
about Mexican immigrants, offensive tweets about female reporters, and carnival- 
like news conferences. The liberal Huffington Post declared they would not cover 
Trump’s campaign  because it was a publicity stunt and many commentators dis-
missed his candidacy out of hand, but more than three months into his run, he 
continued to lead the field of Republican candidates. Trump had lost the invisible 
primary but it seemed to do  little to his chances.

Still in the modern po liti cal campaign, the invisible primary remains a power ful 
idea and shapes much of the po liti cal reporting in the more than a year of coverage 
leading up to the first caucus in Iowa. It shapes the campaigns as they seek to de-
velop messages that resonate with donors, the media, and voters and it creates real 
impediments for outsider or long- shot candidates to break into the campaign. The 
public that Broder saw as disadvantaged by the nomination pro cess has begun to 
shape the invisible primary somewhat as the growth of social media have created 
ways for candidates to bypass the traditional media. But it is still difficult road for 
outside candidates to build enough financial and orga nizational support to survive 
the brutal calendar of primaries and caucuses that select the delegates. For now, 
the invisible primary  will continue to force some candidates out of the race before 
a single vote is cast.  Whether that is a good  thing or a bad  thing  will continue to be 
debated by politicians and journalists.

See also: Primary Coverage
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ISSUE- ADVOCACY ADVERTISING
Driven by  legal rulings that have sought to protect po liti cal speech while curbing 
direct influence on elections, issue- advocacy advertising has emerged as a power ful, 
ubiquitous, and almost completely un regu la ted form of campaigning. Though they 
cannot explic itly call for the election or defeat of a given candidate, such ads can 
still attack or implicitly support a candidate, and in de pen dent organ izations can— 
and do— raise and spend unlimited amounts of money on this form of persuasion.

 These ads are also the direct result of regulating campaign spending while protect-
ing core First Amendment freedoms. On the one hand the Supreme Court has 
drawn a clear line around ads that are not “express advocacy,” saying organ izations 
like the Sierra Club  ought to be able to spend money on ads urging  people to sup-
port environmental regulations or the League of  Women Voters should be permit-
ted to publish a pamphlet urging easier voter registration rules without the 
interference of the government. The other idea is that having  these groups run ads 
calling for the election of one candidate over another could unduly affect the elec-
tion itself and so that form of advertising can and should be limited. Both of  these 
ideas have a long  legal history and have come to be seen as acceptable limits on 
campaign speech and permissible speech by in de pen dent groups. The  legal con-
cept of this express-  versus issue- advocacy can be traced to one key 1970s  legal 
decision that struck down many of the post- Watergate efforts to regulate campaign 
financing.
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Ironically, what would come to be seen as a major loophole in the campaign fi-
nance rules was constructed by a court seeking to save a section of the Federal 
Election Campaign Act. The court in the critical 1976 case Buckley v. Valeo would 
strike down many of the more vague and potentially overreaching aspects of the 
law, but also sought to allow many of the provisions to stand. One provision dealt 
with the disclosure of money donated to groups seeking to influence federal elec-
tions. The justices worried that the law as written could require any group that 
sought to inform the electorate of key issues and candidate stances to disclose its 
donors and file with the newly established Federal Election Commission. This was 
too much of an infringement on speech in the court’s view, so they aimed to more 
narrowly define the kind of speech that should prompt such disclosure. The result 
was a footnote— number 52 in the majority decision— that would give birth to the 
idea of express-  and issue- advocacy. The court sought to clarify what types of ad-
vertising should require disclosure and wrote, “This construction would restrict the 
application of (FECA) to communications containing express words of advocacy 
of election or defeat, such as ‘vote for,’ ‘elect,’ ‘support,’ ‘cast your ballot for,’ ‘Smith 
for Congress,’ ‘vote against,’ ‘defeat,’ ‘reject.’ ” Thus  were born the “magic words” of 
campaign ads.

Magic words quickly came to be the only way to differentiate the express advo-
cacy that the court ruled could be regulated and required disclosure and the in de-
pen dent issue advocacy speech that could take place without the same reporting 
to the FEC. To save disclosure rules, the court created a huge swath of advertising 
that could take place without disclosure. So, for example, in the intense primary 
 battle between U.S. senator John McCain and former governor George W. Bush in 
2000, an ad went on the air in Ohio that went as follows:

Last year, John McCain voted against solar and renewable energy. That means more 
use of coal- burning plants that pollute our air. Ohio Republicans care about clean air. 
So does Governor Bush. He led one of the first states in Amer i ca to clamp down on 
old coal- burning electric power plants. Bush’s clean air laws  will reduce air pollution 
more than a quarter million tons a year. That’s like taking 5 million cars off the road. 
Governor Bush, leading, for each day dawns brighter. (Perez-Pena 2000)

The ad was run by a group called “Republicans for Clean Air” and ran ahead of 
the Ohio primary. It is clearly pro- Bush and anti- McCain, but also it did not use 
any of the “magic words” established by the Buckley v. Valeo decision and therefore 
was exempt from all reporting and disclosure requirements. It was seen by the FEC 
as an issue- advocacy ad and not expressly advocating the election of George. W. 
Bush. Reporters  were  later able to track down the source of the funds as a billion-
aire pair of  brothers— Charles and Sam Wyly— who wanted to support the elec-
tion of their long- time friend. None of this was officially disclosed  because this 
speech, while clearly aimed at influencing primary voters in Ohio, did not run afoul 
of the “magic words.” But this is a real ity that the court in Buckley seemed to see 
coming. In their decision they noted, “[T]he distinction between discussion of issues 
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and candidates and advocacy of election or defeat of candidates may often dissolve 
in practical application. Candidates, especially incumbents, are intimately tied to 
public issues involving legislative proposals and governmental actions. Not only 
do candidates campaign on the basis of their positions on vari ous public issues, 
but campaigns themselves generate issues of public interest . . .” and yet the Court 
said this was not reason enough to allow the limits to be imposed.

In addition to helping existing groups who hoped to influence voter views of 
certain issues and government policies, the Buckley decision gave rise to many new 
groups or ga nized specifically around campaigns who could solicit donations and 
run ads like Republicans for Clean Air did in 2000.  These new organ izations, so- 
called in de pen dent expenditure groups, often provided thinly veiled ads support-
ing the good work of a candidate that would encourage voters not to cast their ballot 
for politician A or B, but rather to call and thank them for their work. Or if the ad 
aimed to undercut support, would urge viewers to call and demand the targeted 
politician address the issue in the ad more directly. At least one study that exam-
ined how effective  these ads might be in influencing voters’ views of the candidates 
found that  those who  were committed to one candidate or another changed  little 
when exposed to issue- advocacy ads in  favor or opposition to their candidate. But 
the same study found, “Issue- advocacy ads enhanced overall attitudes  toward  those 
candidates implicitly supported in the advertisements, and they elicited more pos-
itive perceptions of  these candidates’ competence and character . . .  If the purpose 
of soft- money- sponsored issue- advocacy ads is to affect the candidate preferences 
of potential voters, the results of this study confirm that they are successful with 
precisely  those prospective voters who are in position to tip the balance in close 
elections, that is, the unaffiliated” (Pfau, Holbert, Szabo, and Kaminski 2006). Put 
more simply,  those groups that use issue- advocacy ads to attack or support a can-
didate can rest assured that voters— especially  those on the fence in the election— 
get the message.

 These in de pen dent groups took on more importance as a series of federal court 
decisions came down in the early 2000s. Taken together,  these rulings, which in-
cluded the controversial Citizens United decision, created two new forms of po liti-
cal organ izations that could operate in de pen dently of the campaigns. One group, 
usually called Super PACs, could raise and spend unlimited amounts of cash to ex-
pressly advocate for the election of a candidate.  These groups could pour money 
into campaign ads that used the so- called magic words of Buckley and could raise 
and spend as much money as they wanted. The two rules  were, though, they would 
have to disclose that money and spending on a quarterly or monthly basis, and 
they could not coordinate in any official way with the campaign they sought to help. 
This increased the flow of money to  these groups, but still required public disclo-
sure of where they got their money. The other group to develop more fully in the 
wake of Citizens United and other related rulings  were so- called dark money 
groups.  These organ izations  were supposed to operate as “social welfare” groups 
that would help society, but could also participate in the po liti cal pro cess through 
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issue- advocacy advertising.  These groups, like the Super PACs, could raise unlim-
ited amounts of money from corporate,  union, and individual donors, but had a 
 couple of key benefits that Super PACs lacked. First, the donations  were anony-
mous, and second  these groups  were not required to file paperwork with the Fed-
eral Election Commission.

“Dark money” groups quickly began testing the limits of how overtly po liti cal 
they can be. For example in early October 2015, the Associated Press reported that 
one of  these issue- advocacy groups had spent millions of dollars in support of Re-
publican presidential candidate Marco Rubio. The reporter found that “ every pro- 
Rubio tele vi sion commercial so far in the early primary states of Iowa, New 
Hampshire and South Carolina has been paid for not by his campaign or even by 
a super PAC that identifies its donors, but instead by a nonprofit called Conserva-
tive Solutions Proj ect. It’s also sending Rubio- boosting mail to voters in  those same 
states. Rubio is legally prohibited from directing the group’s spending, and he has 
said he has nothing to do with it. But  there’s  little doubt that Conservative Solu-
tions Proj ect is picking up the tab for critical expenses that the campaign itself might 
strug gle to afford” (Bykowicz 2015).

Still, many groups argue that to try and regulate issue- advocacy ads  will inher-
ently violate cherished constitutional princi ples and core ideas around the First 
Amendment protection of freedom of speech. The libertarian Cato Institute had law 
professor Bradley Smith testify at one hearing in the 1990s that “what the regula-
tors seem to have lost sight of is the fact that politics is about the discussion of is-
sues, and candidates’ positions on issues. It is the heart of the First Amendment for 
individuals and groups to discuss issues and criticize officials. It is all but impos-
sible to talk politics for long in this country without mentioning the individuals 
holding or seeking office” (Smith 1997). This is part of the core debate still being 
had in terms of issue- advocacy advertising. Can a group effectively communicate 
about po liti cal issues without bringing up the elected officials that have implemented 
or are blocking a given policy? And if that kind of communication deserves the 
highest level of  legal protection, how can the government ensure that  these groups 
are not unduly influencing the candidate and his or her policies? This is core con-
cern of many good government advocates, who see unlimited donations pouring 
into groups airing issue- advocacy ads as potentially “buying” the loyalty of an elected 
official, the key corrupting influence almost all forms of campaign regulations have 
sought to combat.

In this post- Buckley and post- Citizens United era, the  legal answer to this ques-
tion hinges on the in de pen dence of the issue- advocacy groups. Former FEC com-
missioner Trevor Potter explained in 2012, “If it’s totally in de pen dent spending, then 
[the court says] it cannot corrupt . . .  [T]he court’s theory was that  there is no guar-
antee for the candidate that the in de pen dent spending  will be helpful. Instead, it 
may be badly done, sloppily done, emphasize issues the candidate  doesn’t want to 
emphasize, and so the candidate may not be grateful for the spending” (Frontline 
2012). So long as the candidate could not control the ad spending, the theory goes, 
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he or she may actually be harmed by in de pen dent money aimed at supporting their 
candidacy.

The concern of Potter and  others is that  these groups may not be nearly as in de-
pen dent as they would seem. For example, during the 2016 Republican primaries, 
the New York Times documented how campaigns like  those of former Hewlett- 
Packard CEO Carly Fiorina communicated with technically in de pen dent Super 
PACs to coordinate the Super PACs’ help in  running events and even building ads. 
How can they do that? The answer in the 2016 campaign is they do it by simply 
 doing it in public. Fiorina’s campaign would make her schedule publicly available 
to every one and if the Super PAC happened to see an event coming up in Iowa, 
they— along with anyone else— could show up. As campaign finance  lawyer Ken-
neth Gross told the Times, “Essentially, it inoculates a case of coordination by mak-
ing it public. As long as it’s not hidden in a ‘Where’s Waldo’ game and meets a 
reasonable definition of being public, it is a way to avoid  running afoul of the co-
ordination rules” (Corasaniti 2015). Although the Fiorina- affiliated Super PAC was 
required to disclose its spending and donations  because of their express advocacy 
work in support of the candidate, similar unofficial coordination can take place be-
tween the campaign and in de pen dent groups seeking to support them by  doing it 
publicly as well. This means groups seeking to do issue- advocacy work in support 
of a candidate can access information about their schedule and even ad purchases 
so long as that information is open to every one, and then use it to plan in de pen-
dent ad buys and events.

At the epicenter of this debate over  whether  these issue- advocacy groups should 
be made more accountable for their po liti cal activities is the Federal Election Com-
mission. The FEC has published guides for groups on how not to run afoul of the 
express advocacy rules that would trigger disclosure and reporting to the FEC. But 
the larger question is  whether an or ga ni za tion established to spend the overwhelm-
ing majority of its time and resources on issue- advocacy aimed at influencing the 
voting public’s perception of candidates is working on a “social good.” Two Demo-
cratic members of the six- person commission have pushed for changes, saying that 
recent court decisions actually should encourage the FEC to take a harder look at 
the rules they have. Two of the commissioners petitioned their own agency to start 
a rulemaking pro cess, writing, “The Commission has not yet fulfilled its obligation 
to address the fact that Citizens United was premised on adequate disclosure of  these 
new sources of outside spending. Anonymous campaign spending  will continue to 
diminish public faith in the po liti cal pro cess,  unless the Commission acts” (Ravel 
and Weintraub 2015). But the commission, deadlocked between three Demo crats 
and three Republicans, has taken no action on the issue since the wave of decisions 
that began in 2010.

The Internal Revenue Ser vice, tasked with monitoring the actions of nonprofits 
that air  these ads, also says it is unequipped to establish and enforce policies that 
would police in de pen dent issue- advocacy advertising by po liti cal nonprofits. An 
investigation by the nonprofit ProPublica reported that dozens of the groups airing 
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po liti cal ads do  little or no other work and “also found that social welfare groups 
used a range of tactics to underreport their po liti cal activities to the IRS. . .  . Some 
classified expenditures that clearly praised or criticized candidates for office as ‘lob-
bying,’ ‘education’ or ‘issue advocacy’ on their tax returns” (Barker 2012). With the 
court speaking clearly that limits on issue- advocacy advertising  will have to stand 
up to the strictest  legal scrutiny, with Congress taking no real action on the issue, 
and with federal enforcement agencies in disarray over how to  handle such groups, 
issue- advocacy advertising is expected to expand as individuals and groups aiming 
to influence elections take advantage of the opportunity the law has afforded them.

See also: Citizens United; Dark Money Groups; Disclosure; Federal Election Com-
mission (FEC); Negative Advertising; Super PACs
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JAMIESON, KATHLEEN HALL (1946–)
Cover po liti cal speeches or advertising long enough and  there is no avoiding Kath-
leen Hall Jamieson. Jamieson, director of the Annenberg Public Policy Center at 
the University of Pennsylvania, has spent her  career studying the way politicians 
use words and how audiences respond. Although the bulk of her professional work 
focuses on communications strategies and techniques, she has also been a regular 
tele vi sion and radio guest, particularly on public broadcasting, and has often ar-
gued for a more civil approach to politics.

Jamieson came out of the Midwest, having been born in Minneapolis and earn-
ing her BA in Rhe toric and Public Address from Marquette University in 1967. She 
then went on to the University of Wisconsin where she earned an MA and PhD in 
Communication Arts. Her work has always focused on the interplay between pol-
icy and rhe toric, although her topics have stretched from criminal justice to  women 
and leadership to her vast scholarship in politics and campaigns. She has published 
some 16 books on the topic of communications and politics generally, but she chose 
to step beyond academic publications locked away in dusty professional journals. 
If she was  going to examine the way in which politics is talked about and commu-
nicated, she herself had to enter the arena. Through her work at the Annenberg 
Center, that effort has taken on two major forms. First, she helped spur the creation 
of FactCheck . org and the larger fact- checking movement among journalists and sec-
ond, she is often a source for journalists looking for an unbiased expert to explore 
how campaigns are operating and what a specific ad is saying and not saying.

Jamieson was essential in creating the concepts and even vocabulary of the idea 
of fact- checking campaigns. As ad spending exploded and campaigns became in-
creasingly sophisticated in how they used tools to communicate with potential sup-
porters, Jamieson helped apply an academically thorough way of thinking about 
how to hold  those communications up to some consistent form of scrutiny. Jamie-
son worked with CNN in 1988 to design what ad watches would look like and 
how they  ought to be structured. That work resulted in a series of ad watches re-
ported by CNN reporter Brooks Jackson that examined the claims in the presiden-
tial campaign ads. This form of ad watch was soon replicated on national and local 
tele vi sion, serving as the model of the modern fact check. Jamieson would team 
up with Jackson to create FactCheck . org ahead of the 2004 campaign. A fellow 
scholar would observe that the effort to fact check ads and campaign claims has 
been fundamentally improved through Jamieson’s work, writing, “If democracy is 
to function effectively given the cacophony of campaign messages to which we are 
all exposed, the role of  those who seek to separate truth from falsehood is more 
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impor tant than ever . . .  Hopefully, the work of Kathleen Hall Jamieson  will reso-
nate for years to come as voters, journalists, and fact checkers use the tools she 
helped create to better inform the electorate and improve our democracy” (Brydon 
2012).

Although the growth of fact checking is one the hallmarks of Jamieson’s work, 
her most lasting impact may be her ability to swiftly and clearly explain theoretical 
and academic concepts to a non- academic audience. Often academics are criticized 
for dealing in minutia and only being interested in the feedback of fellow aca-
demics, but that could never be said of Jamieson. A quick Google News search and 
hundreds of articles  will typically appear during a campaign cycle. Jamieson is a 
much- sought source for po liti cal reporters examining communications strategies; 
PBS’s Bill Moyers and the PBS NewsHour have interviewed Jamieson scores of times. 
In considering her  career a fellow scholar of rhe toric marveled at the way Jamieson 
can speak to a general audience without dumbing the concepts down or making 
them too opaque to understand. Said Penn State’s Jane Sutton, “She talks about rhe-
toric without using the word rhe toric . . .  [Her] appearances on PBS coupled with 
her blogs offer to the public as well as to the student some good insight into the 
role rhe toric plays in understanding po liti cal debates and deciphering po liti cal ad-
vertisements and campaigns. Through  these lessons, Jamieson, in effect, continues 
to keep rhe toric right in the  middle of democracy” (Sutton 2012).

Part of her work has come to include some advocacy. Jamieson is part of the Re-
search Network for the National Institute for Civil Discourse that argues for politi-
cians and the media to foster “an open exchange of ideas and expression of values 
that  will lead to better prob lem- solving and more effective government” (National 
Institute for Civil Discourse n.d.). In this work, as in her ser vice as a source and an 
adviser to FactCheck . org, Jamieson is one of the few academics who study politics 
who actively seek to inform the national conversation and ideally improve the com-
munications about politics.

See also: Fact Checking; FactCheck . org; Tele vi sion Advertising
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KOCH  BROTHERS: KOCH, CHARLES (1935–) 
AND KOCH, DAVID (1940–)
As the money and thinking  behind some of the most influential and secretive po-
liti cal organ izations on the modern po liti cal right, Charles Koch and his  brother 
David have become almost mythic figures. The Kochs are members of the  family 
that runs Koch Industries, one of the world’s largest and most influential privately 
held corporations. In par tic u lar, Charles has used his charitable foundations to sup-
port libertarian  causes and has played an active role in fomenting the tea party 
movement and several other conservative  causes. But their array of ambiguously 
named foundations and nonprofits have turned the reclusive  brothers into the twin 
brains of an impressively funded po liti cal web of companies that have been dubbed 
a “Kochtopus.”

It is almost impossible to overstate the influence the two  brothers hold over the 
modern American po liti cal world. With this authority and sway has come a less- 
than- glamorous reputation. As one academic who has studied the tea party move-
ment put it, “The two have been portrayed as a cross between a summer blockbuster 
supervillain and  Uncle Pennybags, the mustachioed antihero of the Mono poly board 
game . . .  The complexity of the  brothers’ relationship to the Tea Party derives from 
many of the same ambiguities that define American politics in the 21st  century. 
Paths of influence are obscured  behind organ izations with ambiguous names and 
few obligations to explain who funds operations” (Brown 2015).

Charles and David are two of the four sons that came into the world in Wichita, 
Kansas, as the  children of Fred and Mary Koch. Fred Koch’s empire started out in 
1940 as the Wood River Oil and Refining Com pany and  later grew into Koch In-
dustries. The com pany owns major oil refining and distribution firms, fertilizer 
companies, and paper mills and  cattle ranches. Still based in Kansas, the com pany 
employs some 100,000  people in its dif fer ent divisions and earns $115 billion a 
year, as of 2013 numbers. In addition to making all four  brothers rich, the com-
pany also served as the battleground that would permanently push them apart. In 
1980, David’s twin  brother Bill and the eldest son Frederick led an attempted coup 
against Charles and David. The result tore the  family apart and left David deeply 
affected according to a lengthy New Yorker profile published in 2010. That story 
recounted, “As David told me about his de cades of estrangement with his  brother 
William, he began to cry. By 1980, the tension that had been brewing between 
Charles and William since childhood became strained to the point that William, 
Frederick, and a group of like- minded shareholders attempted to wrest control of 
Koch Industries from Charles” (Goldman 2010).  Legal  battles would drag on  until 
a final settlement in 2001.
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Most profiles and reporting indicate that it was Charles more than David who 
began using his financial powers to push for po liti cal change in the country. Charles 
went more public in 2015 in part to promote a book he had written, but also to 
 counter a book in the works by New Yorker writer Jane Mayer. He said he remained 
out of politics for more than 40 years although interested in the state of public 
affairs. According to his account it was in 2003 that he became alarmed by the 
expansion of government  under Republican president George W. Bush. Koch has 
publicly blamed government policies  under Bush for artificially inflating the val-
ues of homes and triggering the 2008 and 2009 housing crisis and accompanying 
economic slowdown. He said it was his opposition to  those policies that pushed 
him from being an observer of politics to an active participant. That said, the Kochs 
had helped start the Citizens for a Sound Economy in the 1980s, a group that op-
erated like a traditional think tank. Charles had also supported the work of tradi-
tional conservative think tanks like the Cato Institute and the Heritage Foundation. 
Around the time he describes, CSE split into two groups— Americans for Prosper-
ity and FreedomWorks. FreedomWorks helped or ga nize and sponsor the early pro-
tests of the tea party movement, and the nonprofit Americans for Prosperity has 
become the Koch  brothers’ primary po liti cal advocacy arm.

The Koch  brothers have sought to distance themselves from their po liti cal work. 
For example, they state they have never gone to nor supported the tea party, and 
yet FreedomWorks has. But in her book about Charles Koch, Mayer makes the 
argument that he has spent some four de cades working to influence the po liti cal 
pro cess, usually  doing so through third party organ izations with  little transparency 
about where they receive their funds. Mayer bases her argument on a 300- page un-
published history of the Koch  brothers commissioned by their estranged  brother, 
Bill, as well as an enormous amount of original research to claim that, “For his new 
movement, which aimed to empower ultraconservatives like himself and radically 
change the way the U.S. government worked, he analyzed and then copied what 
he saw as the strengths of the John Birch Society, the extreme, right- wing anti- 
communist group to which he, his  brother David and their  father, Fred Koch, had 
belonged. Charles Koch might claim that his entry into politics is new, but from its 
secrecy to its methods of courting donors and recruiting students, the blueprint 
for the vast and power ful Koch donor network that we see  today was drafted four 
de cades ago” (Mayer 2016).

According to Mayer and  others, Charles Koch has a par tic u lar vision of politics 
that adheres to the libertarian view that government be strictly limited. This in-
cludes sacrificing many of the issues that are dear to ele ments of the Republican 
Party, including less interference in issues like gay marriage and abortion. Also, their 
organ izations have pushed hard for the leaders of the Republican Party to be less 
willing to compromise on critical issues and debates. Programs like the Farm Bill and 
the federal highway bill that represent po liti cally impor tant funding for Republicans 
from rural and sparsely populated regions became sources of internal Republican 
 battles as tea party and other politicians backed by Americans for Prosperity battled 
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their own leadership. One analy sis of the be hav ior of Koch- aligned politicians found 
that “much evidence shows that the Koch network is now sufficiently ramified and 
power ful to sustain  battles even with other power ful co ali tions backed by corpo-
rate and wealthy interests. Intra- GOP elite civil wars . . .  are clear indicators of the 
in de pen dent clout of the Koch network on the ultra right— and thus give credence 
to our overall argument in this paper, that the Koch network is an in de pen dent 
and impor tant driver of the rightward march of  today’s Republicans” (Skocpol and 
Hertel- Fernandez 2016).

Although they rarely acknowledge their role in politics, the Koch  brothers have 
used the array of campaign finance rules to build a potent po liti cal or ga ni za tion 
that can affect Republican Party politics, influence the public debate, and affect 
modern campaigning while  doing so usually outside of public view. This nearly 
guarantees that the two  brothers  will remain controversial and impor tant figures in 
the current American po liti cal landscape.

See also: Campaign Finance Reform; Tea Party Movement
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KRAUTHAMMER, CHARLES (1950–)
It may be unexpected that a medically trained psychiatrist and former speechwriter 
for liberal vice president Walter Mondale would emerge as one of the most thought-
ful and respected conservative commentators in Amer i ca, but  little about Charles 
Krauthammer could be predicted.

Krauthammer grew up in an Orthodox Jewish  house hold in Montreal and he 
said his “vigorous Jewish education” helped shape his worldview, telling the Jewish 
Press that “anybody growing up in a Jewish environment dominated by Jewish cul-
ture, religion, and history as I did is immediately endowed with a tragic sense of 
history. You tend to veer away from utopianism. You tend to be more suspicious of 
 people who come around promising all kinds of wonderful  things.  You’re closer to 
the found ers’ vision of  human nature as flawed and fallen” (Lehmann 2014). But 
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despite this focus on history and his clear interest in public affairs, he never planned 
on pursuing a  career in politics, instead entering medical school in Harvard fol-
lowing his graduation from Montreal’s McGill University. During his first year of 
medical school he was para lyzed in a diving board accident, but Krauthammer con-
tinued his studies and graduated with the rest of his class.

By 1978, he was headed to D.C. but not for politics, rather to direct planning in 
psychiatric research. But soon he started contributing columns to the liberal maga-
zine New Republic. His style impressed many and by 1980 he was a speechwriter 
for Mondale. Soon he was writing for Time magazine and as he worked he wrote 
with increasing strength about the new policies of the Reagan administration, em-
bracing the anti- Communist policies of the former California governor and coin-
ing the term “the Reagan Doctrine” to describe the policy. By 1984, Krauthammer 
was writing his column for the Washington Post and three years  later earned a Pu-
litzer Prize for “his witty and insightful columns on national issues.” Krauthammer 
focused on foreign policy, advocating for an active and even aggressive American 
approach to the world. He described the post– Cold War world as “unipolar” where 
the United States was the only superpower, and  later outlined his vision for a post-
9/11 Amer i ca in a highly influential speech at the American Enterprise Institute. In 
that address, called “Demo cratic Realism,” Krauthammer argued for a worldwide 
fight against radical Islamists, saying, “In October 1962, during the Cuban Missile 
Crisis, we came to the edge of the abyss. Then, accompanied by our equally shaken 
adversary, we both deliberately drew back. On September 11, 2001, we saw the 
face of Armageddon again, but this time with an  enemy that does not draw back. 
This time the  enemy knows no reason.  Were that the only difference between now 
and then, our situation would be hopeless. But  there is a second difference between 
now and then: the uniqueness of our power, unrivaled, not just  today but ever. That 
evens the odds” (Krauthammer 2004). His consistent support for intervention in 
the  Middle East has at times been deeply unpopular with the American public and 
even with some within the Republican ranks, but the strength of his intellect has 
helped him weather  those periods.

Although he has built a reputation around his thorough and often neoconserva-
tive assessment of the diplomatic world, Krauthammer does not shy away from tak-
ing on domestic American politics. He has been one of the sharpest critics of 
President Barack Obama, accusing his 2008 campaign of being “cult- like” and his 
policy proposals as “radical health care, energy and education reforms,” central to 
a “social demo cratic agenda.” But he has also expressed admiration at the po liti cal 
successes of Obama and the failure of Republicans to respond. Politico’s Ben Smith 
would say that “Krauthammer has emerged in the Age of Obama as a central con-
servative voice, the kind of leader of the opposition that economist and New York 
Times columnist Paul Krugman represented for the left during the Bush years: a 
coherent, sophisticated and implacable critic of the new president” (Smith 2009).

Krauthammer claims to have  little trou ble finding fuel for his commentaries, 
saying, “Someone, somewhere  will do something very stupid or very outrageous or 
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very noteworthy. When you first start writing a column,  you’re afraid you  won’t 
have anything to write about, but the world turns out to be too in ter est ing. The 
Lord does provide” (Bard 1996).  Those columns have become must- reads for con-
servatives in D.C., as has his work as a contributing editor to the conservative Weekly 
Standard. But his influence does not end at the page. For de cades Krauthammer 
has been a regular guest on many po liti cal talk shows, from PBS to the cable net-
works. He is a nightly panelist on Fox News’s Special Report with Bret Baier.

See also: Washington Post; The Weekly Standard
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LEADERSHIP PACs
Leadership PACs emerged in the 1980s as a way for congressional leaders (or  those 
hoping to be leaders) to support candidates and party efforts while also building 
their own network of po liti cal allies. The funds themselves are considered “non-
connected” po liti cal action committees by the Federal Election Commission. This 
means they can solicit money from the general public as well as businesses and 
other organ izations.  These PACs can also make donations to other PACs and to spe-
cific campaigns. Individuals can donate to  these funds at the rate of $5,000 a 
year— compared with $2,000 per election to a specific candidate.

 These funds emerged out of reforms that aimed to limit potential corruption 
through campaign finance reform, and a separate set of internal reforms that aimed 
to create a more demo cratic structure to party leadership in Congress by limiting 
the power of leaders to appoint members to certain committees and encouraging 
rank- and- file members to have more of a say in the party leadership. This internal 
reform meant that seniority no longer would equal prime positions, and soon mem-
bers  were jockeying for position and building alliances with other members. PACs 
emerged in this environment  because “one way for leaders to strengthen cohesion 
was to assist members with their reelection efforts. By helping their colleagues raise 
campaign money, leaders expected that, in return, members would toe the party 
line. To the extent that leaders could effectively demonstrate their ability to provide 
assistance, they could exercise a certain amount of influence over  those members 
who needed help” (Currinder 2003).

 These PACs could funnel up to $10,000 per election cycle to other candidates 
and emerged as effective tools for party leaders to help embattled incumbents or 
 those  running in open seats. The numbers grew quickly to be impressive. The New 
York Times reported in 1997 about then- Senate majority leader Trent Lott’s leader-
ship PAC that in 1996 took in $1.7 million from corporate lobbyists and handed 
out $1.3 million to fellow Republicans. It’s a fair amount of cash to receive when 
Lott himself was not up for reelection  until 2000. One candidate who received the 
maximum amount was an unsuccessful Republican in New Jersey named Dick Zim-
mer. Zimmer’s campaign chairman explained the potential impact of Lott’s dona-
tion, saying, “ ’It serves the purpose of building support in the Senate for the majority 
leader. It’s a pretty effective tool. Mr. Zimmer appreciated it and, if elected, he would 
have remembered it” (Wayne 1997).

For  those politicians with an eye  toward the ultimate prize— the White House— 
leadership PACs also emerged as an effective way to jump- start the pro cess, allow-
ing them to hire some staff, conduct polling, and curry  favor with other politicians 
in states critical for the upcoming campaign. They also give “a candidate a head 
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start on building a direct mail program and a donor network.  After a few years of 
fundraising a leadership PAC  will have developed a list of proven contributors” 
(Baumgartner 2000, p. 92).

Despite their obvious po liti cal purposes, leadership PACs have drawn  little at-
tention from the media, but did suddenly pop onto the public’s radar in 2013 when 
news emerged that leadership PACs had become a source for more than just po liti-
cal power. Since their inception,  these PACs have evolved into what critics and for-
mer Federal Election Commissioners see as pots of money members of Congress 
can use for every thing from personal travel to jobs for spouses and friends. “Since 
they  weren’t around when the ban on personal use was put into place,  they’re not 
covered by it and they can be used for literally anything,” Trevor Potter told 60 Minutes 
in 2013. “It’s a po liti cal slush fund. Over time,  we’ve had them.  They’ve been out-
lawed. They spring back in new guises, and this is the latest guise” (Kroft 2013).

The 60 Minutes report relied heavi ly on the work of a conservative activist who 
had spent years researching how members used to enrich themselves and enjoy lu-
crative perks that earlier reforms had sought to ban, like lavish trips to play golf 
and dinners that ran into the tens of thousands of dollars. Peter Schweizer, a fellow 
at the Hoover Institution and an editor- at- large at Breitbart, documented excessive 
spending from  these committees that included Senator Saxby Chambliss, Republi-
can of Georgia, spending $107,752 at the Breakers resort in Palm Beach, Florida, 
or U.S. Representative Charles Rangel using $64,500 of his PAC money to purchase 
a painting of himself (Schweizer 2013).

A more social science approach (and description) of this phenomenon showed up 
in an analy sis of the donation patterns of leadership PACs. “The data . . .  show that 
core leaders tend to adhere to party driven contribution strategies, whereas ex-
tended leaders tend to emphasize their own individual goals over party goals” 
(Currinder 2003). Some, including Republican senator Rob Portman, have called for 
new reforms of leadership PACs. Portman, in the wake of the book and 60 Minutes 
report, said, “Clearly they  ought be used for one purpose, and one purpose only, 
and that’s to help elect  people who you believe are the right folks . . .  You  can’t use 
campaign funds for personal purposes. The same should apply to the leadership 
PACs” (Heath 2013).

Despite  these concerns, Congress has made no move to modify the rules surround-
ing leadership PACs, and during the 2014 cycle alone leadership PACs raked in a 
rec ord $55 million, according to the Center for Responsible Politics (Open Secrets 
2015).

See also: Campaign Finance Reform; Political Action Committees (PACs) 
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LEHRER, JIM (1934–)
Known for his even- keel demeanor and seriousness, Jim Lehrer  will prob ably al-
ways be synonymous with the presidential debates. The former host of the nightly 
news program PBS NewsHour, Lehrer has participated in more debates than any 
other journalist, moderating 12 of the meetings over the last 30 years.

So it is perhaps not surprising that the man who CNN’s Bernard Shaw called the 
“Dean of Moderators,” has some very clear ideas about what the job of a good mod-
erator is:

A moderator is  there to help the  people understand what the candidates believe 
and why they believe it. It  isn’t  there to show how cute and clever a moderator can 
be and embarrass somebody. That is not the job of a moderator. Anybody who thinks 
it is his or her job should stand aside or be pushed aside.

When a debate is over and the  people are talking about the moderator, even if it 
is good  things they are saying about the moderator, the moderator has failed. (Banville 
2012)

Being the center of the American po liti cal universe some dozen times is a long 
way from Lehrer’s  humble beginnings in Kansas and Texas. The son of a bank clerk 
and a bus station man ag er, Lehrer’s first job was calling the bus line destinations so 
 people knew which bus to get on— a feat he would do from memory  later in many 
interviews and public appearances.  After graduating high school in Texas, he earned 
an Associate’s degree from Victoria College in southeast Texas and then a B.J. from the 
University of Missouri School of Journalism. Lehrer entered the U.S. Marines  after 
Missouri,  later saying that he had come “from a  family of Marines into the  family 
of Marines.” Lehrer would speak de cades  later at the dedication of Marine Corps mu-
seum in Quantico,  Virginia. Lehrer told the assembled audience, “My Marine expe-
rience helped shape who I am now personally and professionally, and I am grateful 
for that on an almost daily basis. And I often find myself wishing every one had a 
similar opportunity, to learn about shared dependence, loyalty, responsibility to 
and for  others, about mutual re spect and honor, and about the power of appealing 
to the best that’s in us as  human beings, not the worst” (Lehrer 2006).
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 After leaving the Marines, Lehrer returned to Texas, taking a job as a reporter at 
the Dallas Morning News and  later the Dallas Times- Herald. Its during that time that 
Lehrer reported on President John F. Kennedy’s fateful trip to Texas, producing a 
report on the president’s security detail that included a map of the route the presi-
dent would travel. The story would  later be found in the possessions of Kennedy 
assassin Lee Harvey Oswald. Lehrer covered the assassination and the ensuing chaos, 
remembering years  later how the police brought Oswald out “so  people could see 
they  weren’t beating him up. He had some scars from when they arrested him. They 
wanted to show  there  were no new scars . . .  I stood next to Jack Ruby. I  didn’t even 
know who he was” (Clift 2013).

Lehrer would go on to work as a po liti cal columnist and city editor before that 
job landed him at the Dallas PBS station as executive director of public affairs, on- 
air host, and editor of a nightly news program. Public broadcasting was just grow-
ing at this point and so Lehrer was soon headed to D.C. to help create the news 
efforts at the network, working as a correspondent for the new National Public Af-
fairs Center for Tele vi sion (NPACT). NPACT produced live coverage of the Water-
gate hearings in 1973, and that was when Lehrer was partnered with Robert MacNeil 
to anchor the hearings. When PBS launched a 30- minute nightly news program 
with MacNeil, it was not long before Lehrer joined as the Washington, D.C., co- 
anchor and the MacNeil/Lehrer Report was born.

The program would become an hour in 1983, becoming the MacNeil/Lehrer 
NewsHour. The program was a staple of Washington reporting, offering in- depth 
interviews and lengthy discussions on policy at a time when broadcast news re-
porting was becoming more driven by short sound bites. Lehrer became a strong 
advocate for reporting that kept the reporter out of the spotlight and allowed the 
guests to answer the questions and engage with one another. The program was 
decidedly civil and, it was said, “dared to be boring.” The MacNeil/Lehrer brand of 
reporting carried several edicts, which included, “Do nothing I cannot defend” 
and “Cover, write, and pres ent  every story with the care I would want if the story 
 were about me.” It is perhaps not surprising then, that the Commission on Presi-
dential Debates would see the veteran tele vi sion journalist as an ideal candidate to 
moderate one of the 1988 debates between George H. W. Bush and Michael Duka-
kis. In 1992, he moderated two presidential debates; in 1996, he was selected to 
be the sole moderator of all three debates. In 2000, in an unpre ce dented show of 
re spect and confidence, he was again selected as the sole moderator of the three 
presidential debates, which  were conducted in dif fer ent formats— podium, round- 
table, and town hall. In 2004, he was selected to be moderator of the first presi-
dential debate in Coral Gables, Florida. In 2008, he was selected to be moderator 
of the first presidential debate in Oxford, Mississippi. At the end of that contest 
he announced he was done moderating the high- stress, high- stakes contests. Still, 
in 2012,  after the commission was able to get the campaigns to agree to a less rigid 
event where the candidates would have more back- and- forth, he came back for 
one more.
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That contest, the first presidential debate of 2012, turned out to be a controver-
sial affair. With its more lax rules, Lehrer was less the timekeeper and more the 
middleman between two candidates. President Barack Obama came out slow in that 
first debate, appearing more professorial and detached than the more aggressive 
Mitt Romney. Some, especially Demo crats, groused that Lehrer did not do more to 
rein in Romney. In the wake of the debate, Brian Stelter reported in the New York 
Times, “The liberal media monitoring group Media  Matters said Mr. Lehrer had ‘lost 
the debate’ by missing ‘repeated opportunities to press Mitt Romney into offering 
specifics on his policy proposals.’ Richard Kim, a writer for The Nation, concluded 
that Mr. Lehrer’s version of moderation ‘is fundamentally unequipped to deal with 
the era of post- truth, asymmetric polarization politics— and it should be retired’ ” 
(Stelter 2012). Still, the idea that debates  ought to have a more open format re-
mained the goal Lehrer sought to enforce, saying in a statement  after that first de-
bate, “Part of my moderator mission was to stay out of the way of the flow, and I 
had no prob lems with  doing so. My only real personal frustration was discovering 
that 90 minutes was not enough time in that more open format to cover  every is-
sue that deserved attention.”

Lehrer retired from the anchor desk in June 2011 and has focused on his writ-
ing, having already penned some 20 books and novels, including Tension City, a 
compelling account of the modern po liti cal debate told by the moderators and 
politicians.

See also: Government- Subsidized Journalism; PBS NewsHour; Presidential Debates
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LIBERAL BLOGOSPHERE
The liberal blogosphere is hardly a united entity but is populated by hundreds of 
bloggers who to some degree endorse the politics of the Demo cratic Party or espouse 
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support for progressive ideas.  These blogs are not uniform in their politics or their 
goals. Some work expressly to motivate Demo cratic voters and push for adherence 
to liberal positions by elected officials.  Others focus on a single issue like abortion 
rights or environmental protection, communicating specific po liti cal debates that 
affect only their area of interest.

This loose confederation of progressive voices first found their freedom to ex-
press themselves and speak to one another in the digital revolution that swept pub-
lishing at the dawn of the twenty- first  century. Blogging, a shortened term for web 
logs, developed as a simplified way to publish web content and quickly became 
 simple way for  people to write about any number of  things— from raising kids to 
cooking to politics. That last topic drew freelance writers and reporters as well as 
Demo cratic activists. Some of  those writers soon attracted an audience, and as blogs 
linked to one another a sort of network of po liti cally active writers developed.  These 
activists and advocacy journalists often discussed and critiqued mainstream media 
coverage of politics, commenting on but seldom making po liti cal news.

Then came Trent Lott.
Lott, the Senate majority leader and se nior senator from Mississippi, had agreed 

to come and speak at the 100th birthday of Senator Strom Thurmond. Thurmond 
had a long and turbulent history in American politics, having mounted a segrega-
tionist candidacy for president in 1948 and having fought civil rights legislation 
in the 1960s. As Lott spoke at the birthday cele bration he offered  these words, 
“When Strom Thurmond ran for president, we voted for him.  We’re proud of it. 
And if the rest of the country had followed our lead, we  wouldn’t have had all  these 
prob lems over all  these years  either.” The comments appeared to endorse racial seg-
regation and opposition to civil rights. Perhaps  because of the setting, the story 
failed to draw the attention of Washington media, but the liberal blogs did not miss 
it. Sites like Talking Points Memo, a blog run by Washington writer and columnist 
Joshua Micah Marshall, picked up the comments and pushed the story out across 
their networks. The news soon drew the attention of some reporters in D.C. who 
had missed the initial story and days  after it happened, the comments sparked a 
firestorm of criticism. Lott would be forced to resign and progressive blogs  were 
suddenly wielding power. In examining the relationship between the liberal blogs 
and the press in the aftermath of the Lott incident, Alex Jones and Esther Scott 
would explain that the relationship between bloggers and the media had begun to 
“take root,” writing, “Blogs, it was argued, served a number of purposes for the press. 
They acted as an early warning system for traditional journalists, wrote one ob-
server; or, as another put it, they  were the trenches where the mainstream media 
sees the incoming artillery. They also offered reporters a forum of sorts for sifting 
through news stories and evaluating their importance” ( Jones and Scott 2004).

This relationship with the media was only one of the multiple roles blogs would 
come to play in connection with politics.  These sites pushed journalists to up their 
game and respond to liberal criticism, but they also pressed on their own Demo-
cratic Party, arguing that the party needed to take stronger positions in opposition 
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to the Republican Party and pressuring their own party’s candidates to adhere to 
the positions put forward by the national party and activists. Sites like the Daily 
Kos and MyDD carved out roles as a voice of the Demo cratic Party grassroots.  These 
sites became platforms for more liberal candidates to garner support, volunteers, 
and momentum. One examination of the role of blogs in politics found that “through 
channeling support to par tic u lar candidates and prodding Demo cratic leaders, blog-
gers can help the party elect candidates and create an energetic, vocal party or ga-
ni za tion. For them, blogging is a means to influence candidates’ campaign strategies 
and help establish the direction of the party and its campaign messages” (Davis 
2009).

By 2008, Demo cratic candidates in par tic u lar had come to realize that they, too, 
must participate in the hurly burly of liberal talk happening on the Internet. In an-
nouncing her campaign for president in 2007, Senator Hillary Clinton did not 
take to a podium in front of thousands of adoring supporters in her hometown as 
so many had before her, she blogged— and she did it to address a specific prob lem 
she faced that year. As one scholar who studies the use of digital communication 
in campaigns noted, “The senator from New York, wife of a former president, and 
frontrunner for the Demo cratic nomination for the presidency in 2008 was often 
critiqued for being too mea sured, distant, and cautious. In evident response, she 
offered a countertype: Hillary as friendly, open, and even chatty: ‘I’m not just start-
ing a campaign, though. I’m beginning a conversation with you, with Amer i ca . . .  
Let’s talk about how to bring the right end to the war in Iraq, and to restore the 
re spect of Amer i ca around the world.’ The Clinton campaign posted the announce-
ment on the Web before the Senator spoke to reporters, and surely it read like a 
blog- post rather than a presidential address” (Perlmutter 2008).

Perhaps bolstered by the lack of other outlets like talk radio, liberal activists have 
found numerous blog sites— from the almost- establishment Huffington Post to the 
tabloid- esque Wonkette—to discuss politics, rally support, and denounce po liti cal 
compromises that they feel run afoul of the beliefs of the rank- and- file members. 
 These sites offer progressives a voice less staid and controlled than the traditional 
media. Yet, perhaps  because  these sites appeal essentially to fellow progressives, 
they often are less hyperbolic and incendiary than their cable news show and talk 
radio cousins. A statistical analy sis of the po liti cal content of all of po liti cal talk 
across dif fer ent media and the po liti cal divide found that “blogs do contain outrage 
less often than cable news analy sis and talk radio, but prob ably not radically less. 
Taking stock of this information, it is in ter est ing to note that it is tele vi sion, the most 
widely used medium, that is the most likely to contain outrage talk and be hav ior” 
(Sobieraj and Berry 2011).

Blogs have been described as simply  people talking, and many of  those digital 
conversations involve politics. By providing a platform for  those interested in lib-
eral and Demo cratic Party politics the liberal blogosphere has helped the grassroots 
push back against the mainstream press and the party leaders when they appear to 
fall short. The blogs are part media watchdog, part party enforcer. Some worry that 
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the network of interlinked liberal blogs may help fuel the modern media echo cham-
ber by allowing rumors and po liti cal attacks to quickly circulate without any fact 
checking. But the bulk of what  these sites do is offer a commentary on politics and 
media that speak to  people with similar interests and leanings.

See also: Conservative Blogosphere; Daily Kos; Huffington Post, Social Media and 
Politics; Talking Points Memo; Wonkette
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LIBERAL THINK TANKS
Think tanks grew out of a response to the growing complexity of government and a 
need within the halls of power to have area experts help in the crafting of policies and 
programs. Many of  these early think tanks had deep connections to existing aca-
demic higher institutions and  were bolstered by the generally liberal bent of most 
academics. But  these groups only indirectly affected policy, offering advice and 
testimony that could be used or discarded by policymakers. In recent years, some 
liberals found this limited impact frustrating and launched a new wave of organ-
izations that  were more interested in message development and public campaigning 
than in research and policy development.

Think tanks generally grew out of the Progressive era ideals of government play-
ing a more active role in overseeing the economy and offering a social safety net. 
They also have their basis in a view of philanthropy that aimed to “help government 
think” by convening scholars and conducting research. Many of  these organ izations 
had progressive or liberal policy bents but they generally conducted nonpartisan 
research. One example is the Brookings Institution, begun in 1916 to inform gov-
ernment bureaucrats about the pos si ble government solutions to issues like the 
economy and foreign relations. Organ izations like Brookings  shaped policy by serv-
ing as a sort of hot house of ideas. Scholars would study prob lems and their poten-
tial solutions and then offer advice and draft ideas to the executive or legislative 
branches.

Groups often undertook research at the behest of the government. For exam-
ple, in the wake of World War II Brookings was tasked with developing a set of 
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recommendations to Congress to help form a post- war development plan. The 
work became known as the Marshall Plan and was widely credited for rebuilding 
Eu rope into a modern economy  after the devastation of war. The work of such left- 
leaning institutions was mirrored by other organ izations that leaned to the right 
side of the po liti cal spectrum, like the American Enterprise Institute, and for de-
cades  these groups worked primarily within the system to promote policy goals. 
Scholars from Brookings, The  Century Foundation, Paul H. Nitze School of Ad-
vanced International Studies, and other left- leaning groups would appear in the 
media as topical experts, but rarely did they expressly advocate a specific policy 
outcome. They informed the pro cess among Demo crats but rarely participated as 
an active voice in the debate.

For many partisans within the Demo cratic ranks, this position of quiet consul-
tation and serious policy work was useful to governing but did  little to assist the 
party or its candidates. Groups like the Progressive Policy Institute grew out of a 
new way of thinking about think tanks among po liti cally liberal politicians. PPI 
was more interested in developing centrist policies that  were largely out of  favor 
with national Demo crats. The or ga ni za tion helped develop scholars who would 
go on to work on campaigns as policy specialists with the idea of helping beef up 
more moderate Demo crats. The institute worked with more expressly campaign- 
oriented groups like the Demo cratic Leadership Council to help raise the profile of 
southern and western Demo crats who did not always adhere to the party positions 
put forward by northeastern liberals. Politicians like Bill Clinton benefited from 
PPI scholars in developing an array of economic policies, including welfare reform 
and deficit reduction plans. This new style of think tanks sought to affect politics 
within the party, not simply shape policies in a way generally aligned with the po-
liti cal philosophy of liberalism. They  were shifting from purely policy- oriented 
groups to po liti cal policy organ izations. Still, like their forerunners,  these think 
tanks usually worked  behind the scenes, although scholars would appear in news-
paper interviews and occasionally on highbrow po liti cal discussion shows on 
tele vi sion.

The newest wave of liberal think tanks arose from the Demo cratic Party’s con-
tinued inability to effectively develop communications strategies around pro-
gressive positions.  These groups, like the Center for American Politics and Media 
 Matters for Amer i ca, would take the think tank more aggressively into the cam-
paign realm, developing and deploying messaging strategies aimed at influencing 
media coverage and directly communicating with supporters.  These new groups 
are as much information sources aimed at Demo cratic activists as they are policy 
research organ izations. Media  Matters, for example, aims to combat the influence 
of conservatives in the media, serving as a massive right- wing media fact checker. 
Media  Matters rarely publishes research, instead blogging out the most factually 
problematic or po liti cally inflammatory quotes generated in the broadcast media. 
its goal is not to influence policy makers but to  battle Fox News in a war of claims 
and  counter- claims.
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The Center for American Pro gress, born out of the devastating election losses 
of 2000, aimed to merge the think tanks of yore with the messaging needs of the 
Internet age. The or ga ni za tion employs as many bloggers sending out messages to 
Demo cratic activists as PPI had scholars. As one report on the changing think 
tanks on both sides of the po liti cal divide noted, “For  these institutions, the bal-
ance between original research and public relations is clearly tipped in the direc-
tion of the latter. As [City College of New York professor Andrew] Rich puts it, 
 these organ izations often seem more interested in selling their product than in 
coming up with new ideas. CAP in par tic u lar seems to have turned marketing and 
organ izing into an art form” (Troy 2012). The center is keenly aware of news 
cycles and less interested in policy discussions. The or ga ni za tion  will often release 
information and briefing points ahead of known news events, seeking to connect 
their policy objectives to almost- certain news stories. So ahead of, for example, the 
January employment numbers, CAP released a data- rich briefing on the state of 
the American job market, chock full of charts on job growth, but also noting slug-
gish growth in wages and some long- term unemployment. The briefing paper 
ended with a note to policy makers and politicians, declaring, “Unfortunately, the 
Fed has already shown it  will raise interest rates to fight non ex is tent inflation . . .  
Historically, the Fed tends to increase rates gradually, suggesting that December’s 
rate increase is a sign of  things to come. Yet economic fundamentals suggest that 
policymakers should wait to increase rates for some time— just as they suggested 
last month” (Madowitz, Rawal, and Corley 2016). The goal of this CAP brief is 
not simply to inform lawmakers about policies but to advocate against a specific 
government action— the Federal Reserve potentially increasing interest rates. This 
advocacy is aimed at journalists who  will diligently be looking for information to 
contextualize the January employment statement from the government and the 
impending Fed meeting. CAP is  there to influence the public discussion of this 
effort. It has at times even become more active, pushing many of the demands of 
groups like the Occupy Wall Street activists and  those promoting gay, lesbian, 
and transgender rights. Unlike the philanthropic organ izations that marked the 
birth of think tanks, CAP and the modern era of organ izations rely more on direct 
donations and are far more active in promoting their positions to activists and the 
media.

A similar trend has occurred within conservative think tanks, as well, but with 
more internal divisions within the Republican Party in recent years,  those think 
tanks have become more intense battlefields of electoral politics and influence be-
tween dif fer ent wings of the party. On the progressive side of the equation a similar 
shift  toward more overtly partisan and less policy- oriented work has occurred, but 
 these progressive groups have been more aligned against Republicans than focused 
on internal debate within the Demo cratic Party.

See also: Brookings Institution; Center for American Pro gress (CAP); Conservative 
Think Tanks
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LIMBAUGH, RUSH (1951–)
 There’s no  middle ground when it comes to conservative radio host Rush Limbaugh. 
Former president Ronald Reagan called him “the Number One voice for conserva-
tism” in 1992. Liberal activist (and  later U.S. senator) Al Franken said in his less- 
than- subtly titled Rush Limbaugh is a Big Fat Idiot, he is a “bully who can dish it 
out to the poor, the homeless, and ‘stupid, unskilled Mexicans,’ but who  can’t take 
it when he’s the target himself.”

Rush Hudson Limbaugh III was born on January 12, 1951, in Cape Girardeau, 
Missouri, and by the time he was 8 he had committed to a  career on radio. He re-
fused to listen to his parents who urged him to pursue a job in a more stable field 
and while still in high school took to the airwaves on a station co- owned by his 
 father. He briefly attended college at Southeast Missouri State University, but left to 
pursue radio full time. He would often draw fire for his controversial on- air com-
ments. In fact, twice it got the deejay fired from gigs in Pennsylvania and Missouri.

By 1984, he was hosting The Rush Limbaugh Show out of New York and then 
the federal government changed Limbaugh’s fortunes. In 1987, the Federal Com-
munications Commission announced that it would no longer enforce the Fairness 
Doctrine that required broadcasters to offer balanced coverage of controversial pub-
lic policy issues. With the Fairness Doctrine gone, po liti cally oriented shows  were 
allowed to flourish and Limbaugh led the way. Within a year of the rule change, 
the show began national syndication. Limbaugh drew millions of listeners and often 
advocated conservative politics and politicians.

The secret to his success, Limbaugh somewhat immodestly proposed, was him— 
part comedian, part harsh cultural critic, and part po liti cal bomb- thrower. “I never 
thought about why [his show succeeded] and in truth I was afraid of finding out. 
My fear was the discovery would cause me to become a caricature of myself; that 
is, I would try to be myself rather than just be myself” (Limbaugh 1992). He cham-
pioned out spoken conservatives like U.S. representative Newt Gingrich, who or-
chestrated the 1994 Republican Revolution that took the U.S. House back from 
Demo crats for the first time in 50 years. “When pundits searched for a single fig-
ure to credit for the sea change in American politics and governance, they turned 
not to an elected official or party operative but to a man whom many observers 
previously had dismissed as an inconsequential blowhard,” wrote Rodger Streitmat-
ter in the wake of the ’94 vote (2012).
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Over the years, some have worried that Limbaugh listeners, dubbed “dittoheads,” 
only get their news from slanted broadcasts. Research in 2008 indicated that might 
be true. Kathleen Hall Jamieson and Joseph Cappella argued that with the help of 
new media, “Rush listeners . . .  are now better able to confine themselves in an in-
sulating, protective media space filled with reassuring information and opinion” 
( Jamieson and Cappella 2008). Despite the concerns of a po liti cal echo chamber, the 
Limbaugh show was also seen as a model for making money. His “commercial suc-
cess paved the way for imitators such as Sean Hannity and Michael Medved, both of 
whom increased their exposure as guests on Limbaugh’s show. And beyond any one 
program, it is this preference for tried- and- true commercial successes that fueled 
the development of conservative outrage on the right” (Berry and Sobieraj 2014).

Still, with 15 million listeners a day Limbaugh wields enormous sway. The num-
ber represents more than three times the viewership of Fox News’s Bill O’Reilly and 
makes him one of the most influential figures in conservative circles.

See also: Hannity, Sean; Talk Radio
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LIPP MANN, WALTER (1889–1974)
A part- time po liti cal phi los o pher and full- time newspaper columnist, Walter Lipp-
mann sought to connect the ideals of democracy with the modern po liti cal state, 
arguing for a vibrant media and for that media to pay special attention to the views 
of the public in conveying current events to the masses. From coining now- famous 
concepts like “stereotyping” and the “Cold War” to his advocacy of the objective 
journalist, Lipp mann has been widely credited with being the most influential jour-
nalist of the twentieth  century.

Born to a German- Jewish  family in New York City, Lipp mann was able to estab-
lish himself from a very young age as a true thinker on the relationship between 
the press, government, and  people. At 25 he landed a position as a founding editor 
of the progressive magazine New Republic and during  those early years he also would 
consult with then- president Woodrow Wilson. It was in that role that he helped 
write speeches for the Demo cratic president and worked on seminal documents 
like Wilson’s “Fourteen Points” for peace in the wake of World War I. It might have 
been enough for most  people to have one of the most influential liberal magazines 
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in the country and the ear of the president, but Lipp mann also wanted to tackle 
the philosophical real ity of the importance of an informed electorate. In fact, to re- 
read his Liberty and the News some 90 years  after its original publication is to hear 
many of the concerns  people express about the modern media and governance. 
He wrote in that work, “Everywhere to- day men are conscious that somehow they 
must deal with questions more intricate than any that church or school had pre-
pared them to understand. Increasingly they know that they cannot understand 
them if the facts are not quickly and steadily available. Increasingly they are baf-
fled  because the facts are not available; and they are wondering  whether govern-
ment by consent can survive in a time when manufacture of consent is an un regu la ted 
private enterprise. For in an exact sense the pres ent crisis of western democracy is 
a crisis in journalism” (Lipp mann 1920). For Lipp mann, the modern representative 
demo cratic system required an effective press to inform the electorate of the debate 
at hand and to ensure that  those who would select our leaders have the basis to do so.

Lipp mann, who flirted with the Socialist Party during the early twentieth  century, 
saw the press as the main surrogate for the public. But more than just serving as a 
stand-in for the masses, Lipp mann argued that the press needed to practice a specific 
form of reporting, supplying the public with  those facts that he worried are not 
readily available without the professional press. He saw this as an endemic prob lem 
in 1920s reporting. The American Press Institute notes, “Journalism, Lipp mann 
declared, was being practiced by ‘untrained accidental witnesses.’ Good intentions, 
or what some might call ‘honest efforts’ by journalists,  were not enough. Faith in the 
rugged individualism of the tough reporter, what Lipp mann called the ‘cynicism of 
the trade,’ was also not enough” (American Press Institute). Lipp mann’s solution 
was for journalists to approach their reporting as scientists approach their work. 
The individual reporter may hold certain beliefs, but the pro cess of reporting would 
be objective, focusing on testing the report’s thesis and the conventional wisdom 
of the day. Objectivity, Lipp mann argued, should be something that journalists are 
taught and the field itself should be professionalized to a far more significant de-
gree. He wrote in 1931, “It has never yet been a profession. It has been at times a 
dignified calling, at  others a romantic adventure, and then again a servile trade. But 
a profession it could not begin to be  until modern objective journalism was suc-
cessfully created, and with it the need of men who consider themselves devoted, as 
all the professions ideally are, to the ser vice of truth alone” (Cleghorn 1995).

Lipp mann, through many of his works, argued for a professionalization of both 
politics and the media. Po liti cal organ izations, he noted,  were being changed by 
the end of the patronage system and the rise of a “governing class” that could and 
should lead by informing and inspiring the voting public. But Lipp mann did not 
simply take to the voluminous pages of his books to argue  these big pictures, he 
also participated in the public conversation through a syndicated newspaper col-
umn for de cades. His column served as a progressive counterpoint to some of the 
intensely anti- Soviet rhe toric that emerged following World War II. He would coin 
the term the “Cold War” to describe the clash of powers and often argued that the 
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role of Rus sia in Eu rope should be something that the American government should 
somewhat accept. His column remained highly influential throughout his life, gar-
nering him the Pulitzer Prize in 1958 for “the wisdom, perception and high sense 
of responsibility with which he has commented for many years on national and 
international affairs” (Pulitzer Prizes). He was also awarded the Presidential Medal 
of Freedom in 1964 and continued working up  until his death in 1974.

See also: New Republic; Objectivity; Public Opinion
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MADDOW, RACHEL (1973–)
Rachel Maddow is a liberal commentator and author who has made a name for her-
self by traveling a road paved by conservatives, building a decent- sized radio audi-
ence and turning that popularity into a cable news opportunity built around her 
view of politics.

Maddow grew up in California and attended Stanford University. She was by all 
accounts a stellar student of po liti cal science and was named a Rhodes Scholar that 
led her to Oxford. She planned a  career working to help  those suffering from HIV 
and AIDS when she deci ded to attend a tryout to be the sidekick and news host of 
a regional FM radio program. They picked her up and soon her personality and 
quick wit was scoring her more and more attention. She parlayed her commercial 
radio experience and PhD from Oxford into a gig hosting one of the inaugural ra-
dio programs on the nascent Air Amer i ca radio network, which hoped to be a liberal 
balance to the array of conservative talk radio. In that role, she was soon tapped to 
appear on cable talk shows, where her youth made her stand out in the talk panels 
laden with old men.

Some who worked with her trying to build Air Amer i ca into a  viable business 
accused Maddow of using the network and the progressive cause as a ticket to big-
ger job opportunities. Randi Rhodes, a fellow Air Amer i ca host, took a shot at Mad-
dow and fellow alum U.S. senator Al Franken in her final show on the network, 
saying, “When Air Amer i ca came I said, ‘oh my God, and the opportunity is amaz-
ing, to be the advocate of even more  people and to tell  people even more about, 
you know, how you get through this life and what’s impor tant’ . . .  But other  people 
 were not  there for that. Some  people saw, you know, a chance to be in a Cabinet 
and other  people saw it as a chance to go to the Senate and other  people saw it as 
a chance to national tele vi sion” (Lifson 2014).  Whether true or not, Maddow reso-
nated with audiences and soon cable networks  were wooing her to appear more 
and she became somewhat a regular on CNN and MSNBC.

Fi nally, MSNBC signed her up to a single- year contract that said she would only 
appear on their network. The network tried her out as the substitute host of the 
top- ranked “Countdown with Keith Olbermann.” Maddow took aim at the pre-
sumptive 2008 Republican nominee John McCain, who admitted that day that the 
American economy was slowing. “Slowing, senator?” she said. “Try grinding to a 
halt. But  don’t worry, Senator McCain says he can balance the bud get by saving all 
sorts of money when he wins the wars in Iraq and Af ghan i stan” (Steinberg 2008). 
It was the first of many of her issue- laden commentaries that espoused Demo cratic 
policies and despite her typical liberal stance, she was known for also criticizing 
Demo crats, especially in the area of foreign affairs.

M
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In all of this, Maddow has carved out a unique voice in the commentary- laden 
cable world, offering one of the few liberal counter parts in terms of viewership and 
style to the array of conservative talk emanating from talk radio and the Fox News 
Channel. Variety described her approach by writing, “Maddow has made her mark 
by delivering extended commentary laden with dashes of humor and flashes of 
wonkish prose but  free of righ teous rant— smart snark with a smile. Although she 
is graduating into ever more serious interviews . . .  her show is not about the guests, 
but her own musings on the day’s events” ( Johnson 2009). Her ascension to a full- 
time gig as an eve ning news host did mark a milestone in another way, as Maddow 
is the first openly gay news anchor to host such a show, but her sexuality has rarely 
played any role in her reporting or commentary.

She does not refrain from sometimes drifting into the wonky talk that seems 
wholly appropriate for someone holding a doctorate from Oxford. Take, for example, 
the night she tried to explain the latest ad from the McCain/Palin ticket in 2008 
by asking her audience “Ever heard of something called Dada?” She went on to 
explain, “Deliberately being irrational, rejecting standard assumptions about 
beauty or or ga ni za tion or logic. It’s an anti- aesthetic statement about the lameness 
of the status quo . . .  kind of? Why am I trying to explain Dadaism on a cable news 
show thirteen days from this big,  giant, historic, crazy, impor tant election that  we’re 
about to have?  Because that’s what I found myself Googling  today, in search of a 
way to make sense of the latest McCain- Palin campaign ad!” It was the kind of com-
mentary that has other liberal news outlets crowing about her as a host. New York 
magazine would  later describe the scene and then add, “But then again, Rachel Mad-
dow is not like other cable news hosts. A self- described butch lesbian with short 
hair and black- rimmed glasses, off- camera she resembles a young Ira Glass more 
than the helmet- headed anchoresses and Fox fembots who populate tele vi sion news” 
(Pressler 2008). It was a model that brought a huge jump in the ratings of MSNBC, 
for a while. In recent years the program has strug gled to maintain its ratings. Still, 
Maddow is seen as hugely influential, hosting one of the handful of Demo cratic 
candidate forums in 2016 and still attracting a nightly audience of nearly 1 million.

See also: Air Amer i ca; MSNBC
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McCLURE’S MAGAZINE
Born at the end of the nineteenth  century, McClure’s Magazine flourished for a brief 
20- year period, helping some of the era’s most notable writers by publishing their 
fiction in serialized form. The magazine is most memorable for creating the muck-
raking form of po liti cal reporting, publishing some of the most impor tant investi-
gative reporting pieces about major industries and government corruption and 
helping spur the Progressive era of po liti cal reform. But even as the magazine reached 
its most power ful point, it disintegrated over internal conflicts between the writers 
and the publisher and soon folded. Still, its history of muckraking and the form of 
reporting it nurtured gives it a unique role in the history of po liti cal journalism.

By the time he set up the periodical that would carry his name, Samuel McClure 
had already established himself as one of the pioneers of the media. In 1884, at the 
age of 27, McClure launched the McClure Syndicate, a ser vice that distributed se-
rialized fiction and comic strips to newspapers around the country. The syndicate 
was the first such business to provide a centralized source for newspapers and flour-
ished as a business model, spawning dozens of competitors over the years. Mc-
Clure’s syndicate introduced many Americans to the writings of some of the most 
notable authors of the age, including Arthur Conan Doyle, Rudyard Kipling, Jack 
London, and Mark Twain.

But even as the business thrived, McClure had visions of a publication of his 
own. Kipling recalled in his autobiography how McClure showed up at his home 
in Vermont wanting to discuss this new venture, writing, “He had been every thing 
from a peddler to a tintype photographer along the highways, and had held intact 
his genius and simplicity. He entered, alight with the notion for a new Magazine to 
be called ‘McClure’s.’ I think the talk lasted some twelve—or it may have been 
seventeen— hours, before the notion was fully hatched out. He, like Roo se velt, was 
in advance of his age, for he looked rather straightly at practices and impostures 
which  were in the course of being sanctified  because they paid” (Kipling 2004). 
The magazine that emerged from  those and many more talks had four sections: “The 
Edge of  Future,” which would document the latest technology; portraits of famous 
 people at dif fer ent ages; “The Real Conversations,” where one notable person in-
terviewed another; and then selected fiction and poetry from his syndicate. His work 
at the syndicate had allowed him to see what worked in many dif fer ent periodicals 
and he intended to learn their lessons and build a new publication that would com-
bine the strengths of other magazines in the marketplace.

Founded in 1893 by McClure and his college classmate John Phillips, McClure’s 
Magazine was established in the tradition of the American literary and po liti cal 
journals, like the Atlantic. McClure’s made an early name for itself by focusing on 
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lit er a ture, publishing works similar to  those distributed to newspapers via his syn-
dicate, but by 1902 McClure’s reformist ideas became one of the primary goals of 
the magazine. McClure hired Lincoln Steffens, a reporter who had made a name for 
himself in New York covering police and municipal government. Steffens would 
 later describe McClure as a man of unstoppable energy, writing, “He was a flower 
that did not sit and wait for the bees to come and take his honey and leave their 
seeds. He flew forth to find and rob the bees” (Goodwin 2013). Steffens, as a se nior 
editor, helped inspire the new direction of the magazine  toward more investigative 
reporting. By January 1903, the true dawn of McClure’s occurred. In one issue, the 
magazine published three of the most seminal investigations of the era: the first part 
of Ida Tarbell’s investigation into the corporate behemoth Standard Oil; a piece by 
Steffens on graft, corruption, and cronyism entitled “The Shame of Minneapolis”; 
and “The Right to Work,” an examination of miners who do not participate in strikes. 
 These three pieces, this one edition of McClure’s, is seen by most experts as the 
dawn of the muckraking era of journalism.

As the leading muckraking journal of the era, McClure’s became a major engine 
for po liti cal change. Theodore Roo se velt, himself a reformer that was feared and at 
times marginalized, saw  these investigative reporters as uneasy allies and he “culti-
vated cordial relations with the McClure’s writers, who  were at their peak influence 
during his presidency” (Lears 2014). At times he embraced the reporting done by 
reporters like Tarbell and Steffens, but at other times, he sought to distance himself 
from them. In fact, the term muckraking stemmed from a speech in which Roo se velt 
criticized the out spoken reporters. But  whether praising or criticizing the reformers, 
Roo se velt and other po liti cal leaders  were at the same time acknowledging the po-
tent role McClure’s and other muckraking periodicals of the period had become.

 These journals, many of which aimed to be read by the  middle and upper classes, 
sought not just to report the news, but to change society. For reformers like Mc-
Clure, Tarbell, Phillips, and Steffens this was as much a calling as it was a job. And 
it was in this progressive fervor that the seeds of McClure’s demise lay. Even as the 
magazine was reaching its heights of power the desire to be pure reformers caused 
the magazine to split apart. McClure had an affair with a poet and the magazine’s 
writers feared what exposure of this news would mean to its and their reputations. 
“The magazine voiced the sentiments of a readership bent upon making society con-
form to its predominantly Protestant,  middle- class conception of morality. The 
McClure’s reader had  little tolerance for marital infidelity, and S.S. McClure, as editor- 
in- chief, could ruin the magazine’s reputation if he  were deemed morally repre-
hensible” (Gross 1997). Ashamed and angered by the affair, McClure became 
increasingly unpredictable and by 1906, only three years  after the triumph of the 
January 1903 edition, McClure’s Magazine imploded. Phillips, Tarbell, Steffens, and 
most of the writing staff left the magazine and purchased a competitor, forming the 
American magazine. McClure’s itself floundered on, but by 1911 McClure had to 
sell. The magazine shifted its focus to  women readers, but published only occa-
sionally and by 1929 closed for good.

McCLURE’S MAGAZINE
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Still the role of advocacy journalism in shaping and fueling po liti cal reform had 
been demonstrated, so had the power of muckraking investigative journalism to 
churn up issues the public must face. McClure, despite the short life and sudden 
demise of his magazine, is also credited with helping journalism move away from 
the rush of the day- to- day reporting to give reporters the time and space to delve 
into a subject of  great importance. The role of muckraking and  later investigative 
reporting in helping establish and inform the po liti cal pro cess remains one of the 
unique ele ments of the relationship between the press and politics.

See also: Muckraking; Steffens, Lincoln; Tarbell, Ida
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MEDIA  MATTERS FOR AME RICA
Media  Matters for Amer i ca is a nonprofit research and commentary group that aims 
to combat what it sees as a conservative bias in mainstream media, using fast- 
response blog items as well as larger- scale investigations to attack conservative 
commentators and correct factual errors and perceived misinformation put out into 
the po liti cal debate from po liti cal conservatives. The group is one of the newer and 
more digitally savvy of the media watchdog groups that seek to combat prob lems 
in the mainstream media that may misinform the public on critical issues of public 
concern.

The group was or ga nized in 2004 by controversial journalist David Brock. Dur-
ing the 1990s, Brock had written several books and articles that attacked Bill and 
Hillary Clinton as well as Anita Hill, the  woman who had accused aspiring Supreme 
Court justice Clarence Thomas of sexual harassment. Then in 1997, Brock had a 
fundamental change of heart. That year he published a piece in Esquire magazine 
called “Confessions of a Right- Wing Hit Man,” where he admitted he had done 
shoddy reporting and had paid some sources. Almost overnight, he became an ar-
dent critic of the right, launching a series of attacks against conservative colum-
nists and writers that  were once his colleagues and publications he had written for. 
By 2004, several wealthy liberal donors backed a new Brock proj ect called Media 
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 Matters for Amer i ca, an or ga ni za tion that aimed to continue and broaden Brock’s 
attack on the right- wing media. The result was a new nonprofit that “put in place, 
for the first time, the means to systematically monitor a cross section of print, broad-
cast, cable, radio, and Internet media outlets for conservative misinformation— 
news or commentary that is not accurate, reliable, or credible and that forwards 
the conservative agenda— every day, in real time” (Media  Matters for Amer i ca, n.d.). 
The group would work through its own website as well as traditional media and 
social media to respond to what it deemed inaccurate claims made by the right.

The pseudo news or ga ni za tion, based in Washington, D.C., spent countless hours 
monitoring conservative commentators on tele vi sion and reading columns in na-
tional and syndicated press. The or ga ni za tion  houses massive servers that hold hun-
dreds of thousands of hours of tele vi sion broadcasts, allowing its analysts to cull 
through footage that would, in a pre- digital world, be sent out into the ether. If 
 there is one target Media  Matters has more than any other it is Fox News. Widely 
seen as the most conservative cable news network in the nation, Fox has provoked 
anger from many liberal groups and Media  Matters has made that one of its core 
raisons d’être. A 2011 profile of Brock in New York magazine highlighted how much 
of Media  Matters focused on Fox. In the story he said, “What happened  after the 
Obama election, I think, is that Fox morphed into something that  isn’t even recog-
nizable as a form of media . . .  It looks more like a po liti cal committee than what it 
looked like pre- Obama, which was essentially talk radio on tele vi sion. It’s more dan-
gerous now; it’s more lethal. And so as Fox has doubled down,  we’ve doubled 
down” (Zengerie 2011).

This focus on Fox represents something of a return to the partisan presses of 
Amer i ca’s past. Media  Matters aims to combat what it sees as misinformation pro-
duced by a partisan news or ga ni za tion, but then itself becomes part of the po liti cal 
back- and- forth as conservatives accuse it of attempting to silence any criticism of 
the Demo crats. Out spoken conservative talk show host Rush Limbaugh has said 
on his website, “Media  Matters is a left- wing po liti cal operation created to censor 
conservative media through blacklisting and intimidation of advertisers. Their model 
is to create and distribute untrue statements about conservative media, and then 
use threats of boycotts and business interference to demand that advertisers repu-
diate programs they target” (RushLimbaugh . com, n.d.). The danger is that this po-
liti cal he- said, she- said threatens to muddy the  waters for  those who want to 
understand if Media  Matters has a point or not. In many ways, this group’s work, 
along with po liti cally motivated efforts on both sides of the aisle, helps feed the 
polarization of media content by allowing liberals to dismiss anything reported by 
Fox and allowing conservatives to see Media  Matters’s critiques as partisan sniping.

Many of the criticisms from conservative groups focus less on the factual claims 
made by Media  Matters’s staff and more on Brock and the groups funding the or-
ga ni za tion. The nonprofit group garners much of its bud get from foundations. In 
2014, the group received more than $1 million from the Tides Foundation, which 
supports many socially liberal  causes as well as community groups, and the Open 
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Society Foundation of George Soros, the liberal Hungarian- born American busi-
ness magnate. In announcing a 2010 donation of $1 million, Soros said in a state-
ment, “Media  Matters is one of the few groups that attempts to hold Fox News 
accountable for the false and misleading information they so often broadcast. I am 
supporting Media  Matters in an effort to more widely publicize the challenge Fox 
News poses to civil and informed discourse in our democracy.” The group’s work 
has prompted calls for the Internal Revenue Ser vice to revoke its status as a 501(c)3 
or ga ni za tion. Several petitions have been filed on online sites aimed at Congress 
and one former White House counsel sent a pro bono letter to the IRS demanding 
they take action. C. Boyden Gray, who worked for President George H.W. Bush said, 
“I have never seen any tax- exempt or ga ni za tion getting into the kind of partisan 
activity Media  Matters is now engaging in” (MacDonald 2011). The IRS has not 
taken any steps to change the or ga ni za tion’s status, but it shows the degree to which 
the or ga ni za tion’s criticism of conservative media has angered some ele ments of 
both activists within the party and established figures like Gray.

But the group does more than just monitor Fox. In 2006, it released a massive 
survey of newspapers columns that concluded, “In paper  after paper, state  after state, 
and region  after region, conservative syndicated columnists get more space than 
their progressive counter parts” (Media  Matters for Amer i ca 2007). Research like 
that, coupled with the continued efforts to attack misinformation from Fox News, 
has emerged as the hallmark of Media  Matters work and contributed to their per-
ception of being a partisan fact- checker in the po liti cal reporting world.
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MEDIA WATCHDOG GROUPS
In the era before the Internet empowered audiences to talk back to large media cor-
porations and social media and blogging allowed average citizens to participate in 
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the pro cess of talking back to the mass media, an array of activist groups, each usu-
ally inspired by a specific critique of the so- called mainstream media, developed a 
handful of newsletters and research groups aimed at holding the press accountable. 
 These media watchdog groups produced reports and held press conferences hop-
ing to use public pressure and reporting in competing outlets as a threat to keep 
individual news outlets and reporters from failing in their duty to inform the 
public.

Many of  these groups emerged in the 1960s and 1970s, as divisions in the coun-
try over Vietnam and Watergate as well as the power of the press to fuel public 
reaction appeared to be growing. One of the first to emerge was Accuracy in the 
Media, which in 1969 launched as essentially a one- man crusade by economist Reed 
Irvine. Irvine launched his group in response to his belief that most of the report-
ers and editors working at the largest news organ izations  were too soft on Com-
munism and Socialism. His group started work publishing a newsletter that aimed 
to point out the biases within the press. Hi son, who took the helm of AIM  after his 
 father’s death in 2004, told the Washington Post, Irvine “was a die- hard anti- 
communist . . .   There was a bulldoggedness, an incredible determination in my 
 father. Nothing ever stopped him; he wore a shield of armor, and you  couldn’t hurt 
him” ( Sullivan 2004). Reed started his proj ect by sending letters to newspapers who 
ran stories Reed felt  were biased. He would demand a correction and if the paper 
refused, he would then buy an ad in the paper to run his own correction. By 1972 
he started publishing a newsletter documenting media prob lems. Reed’s commen-
taries often infuriated editors who argued he was simplifying questions of bias and 
objectivity. But Reed himself was often vocal in his views about individual report-
ers and ongoing stories he felt  were soft of opponents of the United States. He most 
often voiced  these concerns via his newsletter, but often appeared on talk shows 
and news programs to reach a wider audience. AIM has grown from Reed’s efforts 
into a multimillion- dollar operation based in Washington, D.C.

But as Reed’s effort was growing, other groups who saw other prob lems within 
the press began to form. Fairness and Accuracy in Reporting (FAIR) launched in 
1986 based on concerns that the press had become too much a tool of large corpo-
rate  owners. FAIR wanted to educate viewers about the inherent biases in the 
media that influenced the stories the media did and the voices they represented in 
 those stories. In an early guide to identifying bias, the group told viewers, “Media 
over- rely on ‘official’ (government, corporate and establishment think tank) 
sources . . .  Count the number of corporate and government sources versus the 
number of progressive, public interest, female and minority voices. Demand mass 
media expand their rolodexes; better yet, give them lists of progressive and public 
interest experts in the community” (FAIR, n.d.). FAIR based its criticism on ex-
haustive studies where it would take a program like ABC’s Nightline or PBS’s Mac-
Neil/Lehrer NewsHour and count the guests, clocking their time on screen to 
quantify official or corporate biases in the coverage. FAIR has been accused of be-
ing liberal, in large part due to its primary criticism that mainstream media is too 
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much in the grips of large corporations. One New York Times piece in 1990 linked 
the group to AIM and that provoked an outcry from AIM’s Irvine, who wrote the 
columnist back, saying, “FAIR reflects the views of that numerically insignificant 
group who used to regard Pol Pot as a hero and who wept at the defeat of Daniel 
Ortega. I refuse to appear on programs with Cohen and his colleagues  because I 
 don’t want AIM to be perceived as in any sense equivalent to his or ga ni za tion. Their 
Marxist class interpretation of media be hav ior is simply kooky, and their insistence 
that the media are dominated by conservatives makes sense only to  people who 
think that anyone to the right of Noam Chomsky is conservative” (Goodman 1990).

AIM and FAIR are not alone. A year  after FAIR or ga nized conservatives formed 
a conservative counterpart called the Media Research Center. Smaller than FAIR or 
AIM, the MRC grew out of the work of Leo Bozell III, a conservative activist who 
had worked at the Conservative Po liti cal Action Conference. At CPAC, Bozell hosted 
debates over liberal bias in the media, contending reporters  were primarily liberal 
Demo crats and this po liti cal real ity affected their reporting on politics. The MRC 
formed to expand this work, creating proj ects like NewsBusters and an active web-
site to document instances of liberal bias and to serve as a platform for Bozell to 
comment on media coverage of controversial issues. Like FAIR’s efforts on the pro-
gressive side, the MRC has compiled research to document its case, building a 
50- page report entitled “Media Bias 101” that concludes, “Surveys over the past 
30 years have consistently found that journalists— especially  those at the highest 
ranks of their profession— are much more liberal than rest of Amer i ca. They are 
more likely to vote liberal, more likely to describe themselves as liberal, and more 
likely to agree with the liberal position on policy  matters than members of the gen-
eral public” (MRC).

Groups have continued to form since  these big three— Media  Matters for Amer-
i ca, for example, formed in 2004 to combat perceived conservative biases in the 
press— and all of  these groups have targeted the coverage of politics as the primary 
concern, arguing that inherent flaws in the mainstream media infect their coverage 
and in turn are spread to the American public. They have also taken to the Internet 
to varying levels of success; NewsBusters and Media  Matters being two of the more 
successful efforts to embrace the digital age. And their reports, especially when they 
targeted a given newsroom’s  handling of a story or guest se lection bias, did prompt 
discussions in  those newsrooms. Ironically, the emergence of the Internet may have 
slowed the growth in the number of or ga nized media watchdogs. In the pre- digital 
age, to combat media prob lems individuals could do  little on their own other than, 
like Reed did in the late 1960s, send letters to the editor. It took an or ga ni za tion to 
have real impact. Now, anyone angry about the media can take to the comments, 
or start a blog.  Because of this, the number of new media watchdog groups that go 
through the pro cess of forming a nonprofit are fairly small, even as the amount of 
commentary about the media’s  handling of their job becomes even more common.

See also: Media  Matters for Amer i ca; Po liti cal Bias and the Media
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MEET THE PRESS
For years, one Sunday po liti cal talk show stood head and shoulders above the rest. 
As the program’s late moderator Tim Russert would tell millions of viewers each 
week, “If it is Sunday, then it’s Meet the Press.”

The program reigned over the Sunday po liti cal talk shows, garnering the best 
guests and for years boasting the best ratings. Much of the credit went to the Buffalo- 
born Russert and his thorough, but firm interviews and affable demeanor. “Sun-
day’s interviews do make Monday’s headlines. Sometimes from unexpected sources 
like Yogi Berra explaining his witticisms or Michael Jordan urging young men to 
accept responsibility for their be hav ior. But the mainstay has always been the ex-
changes with our po liti cal leadership,” Russert wrote in the foreword to a book com-
memorating the show’s 50th anniversary (Ball 1998).

That was true almost from the show’s start. Anti- communists, segregationists, 
civil rights leaders, presidents, and foreign diplomats have all sat on the show’s set 
and had their positions challenged by notable journalists. It has played a signifi-
cant role in the coverage of politics by putting the power ful on the airwaves once a 
week,  every week. Politico’s Mike Allen wrote in 2008 that the show has long been 
“the premier forum for Washington insiders to talk to the country and each other” 
(Allen 2008).

However, despite its storied past, the show has faltered in recent years.  After Rus-
sert’s unexpected death in 2008, the program strug gled to find the right replace-
ment and ratings sagged. The 2015 Pew State of the News Media Report said the 
show’s viewership declined 6  percent in 2013 and another 4  percent in 2014. The 
decline has put the show  behind its other network competitors: ABC’s This Week 
and CBS’s Face the Nation (Pew 2015).

Despite that, the program  will always have one  thing on its competitors—it’s also 
the longest- running tele vi sion program in the world, even though it actually owes 
its creation to radio.

In 1945, Lawrence Spivak, then editor and publisher of the American Mercury, 
sponsored a radio show meant to help promote his magazine. His idea was to 
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dramatize articles on air in an effort to sell more subscriptions to the magazine, but 
that changed when he consulted with Martha Rountree. Rountree was already an 
accomplished radio producer, and she and Spivak agreed that a show dramatizing 
magazine articles  wasn’t all that in ter est ing. Instead, they hatched the idea of hav-
ing a “radio press conference” where a group of journalists would pose questions 
to an impor tant guest. The big networks turned Spivak and Rountree down, but 
Mutual Broadcasting System, which already broadcast one Rountree show, took the 
bait. Mutual executives  didn’t love the idea initially, but they gave Spivak and Roun-
tree one shot to convince them the idea was worth sticking with.

In June 1945, they broadcast the first show, featuring Edmund Stevens of the 
Christian Science Monitor as its first guest. The show was good enough for Mutual 
to offer Spivak and Rountree a three- month run the following fall, during which 
they attracted bigger names. One of the big names was secretary of commerce and 
former vice president Henry Wallace, who was  there to push for a national wage 
increase (Ball 1998).

The national response to the program was positive. One magazine proclaimed 
that the radio show had, in its first half- year, forced other news organ izations to 
gather their headline news from the radio. One of its most notable early interviews 
was with Theodore Bilbo, a Mississippi Demo crat and noted racist and segregation-
ist. During the interview, Bilbo admitted to being a member of the Ku Klux Klan, a 
confession that made the front page of the next day’s New York Post. In the 1946 New 
York World- Telegram radio awards, it won “Best program dealing with current events.”

In 1947, Rountree and Spivak cut a deal with NBC to put the show on tele vi-
sion, making that the year Meet the Press officially began its run. On its first tele-
vised show in November of that year, the guest was James A. Farley, the former 
postmaster general and former chairman of the Demo cratic National Committee. 
The program ran on NBC’s New York station and achieved a wider audience in its 
third episode, as it was broadcast by Washington’s NBC station as well. The show 
was canceled briefly by NBC  after only five episodes, but continued on the radio. 
When it returned to NBC September of 1948, Meet the Press was back for good. Its 
early format was dif fer ent from the way it looks now.  Running for a half- hour, the 
show featured a panel of reporters who questioned the guests during an eve ning 
time- slot. Rountree served as moderator  until 1953, and to this day is the only 
 woman to hold that position. Spivak was on the show as a permanent panelist, 
joined each week by a rotating cast of characters. He liked the panels to include a 
mixture of experts and generalists, and tried to choose journalists from “a wide geo-
graph i cal range” (Ball 1998).

While the show was popu lar and often flexed its muscle as a news- driver, it would 
take almost three de cades before it hosted a current U.S. president. John F. Ken-
nedy, Richard Nixon, and Lyndon Johnson had all appeared before being elected, 
but none appeared while in office. Gerald Ford was the first sitting U.S. president 
to be on the show when he came on in 1975 for a one- hour special. The program 
also served as a farewell for Lawrence Spivak, who was making his last appearance 
as host. Between then and 1991, the show went through five other moderators 
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before the Beltway darling Tim Russert took over. Russert was a bit of a  gamble as 
he had never served as an on- air host, but had for years served as NBC’s Washing-
ton bureau chief and had worked for several prominent Demo crats before that.

Russert was the ninth moderator to take the helm.  Under his direction, the show 
expanded to a full hour and eliminated the panel of journalists posing questions. 
His style worked, and Meet the Press frequently sat atop the TV ratings charts for 
Sunday morning talk shows, sometimes by a margin as wide as 40  percent (Farhi 
2014). Among the Washington elite and po liti cal observers across the country, Rus-
sert gained a reputation for hard- hitting questions and a style that challenged 
guests to defend their past positions. His 2008 death sent the Washington crowd 
into a spiral of mourning that dominated newspaper and broadcast coverage for 
several days. He was replaced by Tom Brokaw in the short- term, and  later David 
Gregory, a White House correspondent for the network.

Gregory only lasted six years hosting the show, however, as he strug gled to fill 
Russert’s shoes and, more importantly, his ratings. During his tenure the program’s 
ratings dipped to a 21- year low. He left in 2014, to be replaced by Chuck Todd, 
NBC’s po liti cal director. Todd’s first show took place in the White House, where he 
interviewed President Barack Obama. Todd’s early efforts stabilized the show’s rat-
ings, but by May 2015 it still finished third among the major network Sunday talk 
shows (Pew 2015).

For all the ground it has lost to its competitors, Meet the Press  will always have 
one  thing on them— longevity. It remains the longest- running tele vi sion program 
in the world. And although it has mostly fallen from its revered status and the com-
petition for eyes has grown more challenging, its interviews still make headlines. 
Presidential candidates and power ful figures still clamor to appear on the show, and 
what ever barbs they throw at competitors or the other party remain newsworthy.

Michael Wright

See also: NBC; Russert, Tim
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MICROTARGETING
Campaigns have for decades sought to identify voters who were likely—or could 
be persuaded—to support their candidate. Microtargeting brings that aspiration into 
the Internet age by merging the collecting of information about voters with the pre-
dictive analytics made possible by so-called big data. This means sophisticated 
campaigns now employ data technicians to identify messages, personalities, and 
issues that are likely to influence a given voter or group of voters. This has led to 
more and more direct communications between voters and campaigns through 
direct mail, email, or social media marketing.

Microtargeting represented an evolution of a long tradition dating back to the 
early twentieth century. When populist William Jennings Bryan considered a 1916 
run for the presidency (it would have been his fourth), he turned to his card catalogue. 
Not the one at the library, but an index of voters who had mailed him letters of sup-
port during his previous runs for the White House. Since his first campaign in 1896 
he and his staff had taken special care to record the name, address, and a bit about 
what issue most moved them to support his campaign and kept them on file. Un-
fortunately by 1916 he still fell short of the information and support he needed to 
mount a campaign, but the idea of creating these lists of voters had begun.

Targeting remained fairly out of reach until technology and campaign budgets 
grew. If there is a true father of the modern microtargeting campaign it is the direct 
mail efforts begun in the 1960s and 1970s. These direct mail efforts focused on 
raising money or lobbing attacks against the opposition that spoke to a specific in-
terest of the voter. These efforts were usually focused on rallying or garnering the 
support of the base, so campaigns aimed to identify the party faithful who may do-
nate money or time, or who needed a helpful push to get them to the polls. It was 
in this political industry that the man credited with bringing the modern age of micro-
targeting to the fore developed his campaign chops—Republican strategist Karl 
Rove. Rove started working in the direct mail campaign business in Texas and early 
on saw the power of technology to create more efficiency in voter contact. In de-
scribing the rise of the man George W. Bush would label “the architect” of his 2004 
re-election, Mark Halperin and John Harris talked with Rove about how he used 
technology to build his political consulting business in the 1980s, writing, “By us-
ing computer programs to organize his mailing lists . . .  he might find that a planned 
mailing of 100,000 could be trimmed to 93,000 by identifying people who had 
moved out of a district or state . . .  Additionally, overhauling the lists so that they 
included nine-digit zip codes was a worthwhile expense since it saved money later 
on postal rates. These were seemingly small things, hardly glamorous, but in Rove’s 
line of work they were the difference between a profitable business and a strug-
gling one (and often between winning an election and losing one)” (Halperin and 
Harris 2006).

As technology was expanding its footprint in political operations like Karl Rove’s 
direct mail efforts, a revolution was occurring on the data side of the equation. Tar-
geting had historically drawn from some common data pools that anyone could 
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access, including public records and party data. Public agencies tracked voter ad-
dresses, party registration (in most states), donations to candidates (tracked by the 
Federal Election Commission in federal races and statewide agencies in local cam-
paigns), and voting history. Campaigns could identify those who had donated time 
or money, those who had voted in caucuses or primaries, as well as basic demo-
graphics like where they lived and age. But beyond these basic political snapshots, 
oceans of data were developing thanks to data tracking and collection by advertis-
ing firms like Google and Facebook and pure data operations like BlueKai and Acx-
iom. The effect on targeting was profound. “By the 2000 election, political data 
firms like Aristotle had begun purchasing consumer data in bulk from companies 
like Acxiom. Now campaigns didn’t just know you were a pro-choice teacher who 
once gave $40 to save the endangered Rocky Mountain swamp gnat; they also could 
have a data firm sort you by what type of magazines you subscribed to and where 
you bought your T-shirts. The fifth source, the increasingly powerful email lists, 
track which blasts you respond to, the links you click on, and whether you unsub-
scribe” (Murphy 2012). This mixing of advertising/marketing data and the politi-
cal tracking that had been done for decades created a far more complete and complex 
snapshot of voters that campaigns could analyze to find trends and develop groups 
of voters at which they could aim specific messages.

Targeting and technology were merging, and the quest for the perfect list of vot-
ers became something more realistic. Like direct mail itself, this technology grew 
out of the marketing world for corporate America and took some time to infiltrate 
politics. Large retailers like Target, Amazon, and the U.S. Postal Service have in-
vested in predictive analytics teams to analyze behavior based on data they can col-
lect and purchase. This analysis allows them to create “market segmentations” of 
people who can be communicated to in a way that appeals to their habits—Target, 
for example, seeks to draw parents-to-be to their stores in the hopes of creating a 
new habit of shopping there after the children are born. This segmentation and tar-
geted appeal moved solidly into the modern political campaign in 2004. That year, 
Rove, still tuned into the power of technology to improve their list of voters, had 
President Bush’s campaign hire TargetPoint Consulting for $3 million to identify 
and communicate with voters in 18 states. The results were dramatic. That year 
the campaign specifically contacted 84 percent of the people who voted for the pres-
ident in Florida, up from 33 percent in 2000. In Iowa, the campaign reached 
92 percent of his eventual voters, up from 50 percent in 2000. TargetPoint describes 
its process as a mix of customer relationship management, advanced marketing 
techniques, and traditional political targeting. It gives the example, “A group of 
‘Health Care Concerned Moderates’ might receive literature from local doctors on 
GOP alternatives to nationalized medicine, while ‘Anti-Tax Tea Party Goers’ might 
get an automated call from Grover Norquist and Americans for Tax Reform; while 
the ‘Liberal Leaning Post-Graduate Singles’ would get no contact at all even if they 
lived right next door to each other” (TargetPoint 2015).

Campaigns could now organize their approach to voters, no matter how they 
planned to appeal to them. Candidates could tailor a stump speech or advertising 
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buy, but it was used more deliberately in efforts to connect specifically with a given 
voter. Campaigns could identify what “type” or market segment a voter likely is 
and then tailor the direct mail message or inform the campaign volunteer knock-
ing on that door what message may most appeal to the person answering the door. 
Campaign volunteers would come to the door not looking to talk to anyone who 
answered, but rather a specific person in the household the campaign had identi-
fied. As good as TargetPoint was in 2004 for President Bush, the use of and effec-
tiveness of this form of communication took another leap in 2008 during the 
campaign of Senator Barack Obama. The Obama campaign hired Ken Strasma, 
whose targeting campaign under Kerry had been bested by TargetPoint. But unlike 
2004, Democrats sought to push the limits of microtargeting in 2008. Strasma “de-
scribed the Obama campaign as a two-year research and development project, 
‘with the most aggressive testing of microtargeting models that I have ever seen’ . . .  
The Obama campaign used telephone IDs, asking hundreds of thousands of voters 
who they were supporting and how they felt on particular issues. This informa-
tion, combined with demographic, commercial information and some proprietary 
methods was used to build statistical models predicting how others would vote” 
( Johnson 2011). The Obama campaign had moved beyond just targeting likely 
voters or historically liberal voters and instead became predictive, seeking to con-
nect the past behavior in politics AND the real world into a mathematical model of 
electoral behavior, complete with possible topics and personalities that may 
prompt political action or involvement.

Still, this staggering data campaign existed only at the highest levels of politics—
fueling primarily only presidential campaigns or large-scale advertising and direct 
mail efforts by well-funded independent groups. At the congressional level or state-
wide level, microtargeting was occurring, but at a far less grandiose scale. For 
these campaigns, microtargeting has come to mean more coordinated use of fairly 
easily accessed data. They make better use of data about party registration and vot-
ing history to identify voters they feel are likely to support a candidate, but may 
not get out to vote. This allows them to work on getting the person to cast their 
ballot early or get to the voting booth on Election Day. Using these techniques, ex-
perts say, “For those people [who are likely to support you], they just need the 
extra push, and that’s what this has mostly been about in recent election years. The 
question of how to target a persuadable voter is still something that campaigns know 
almost nothing about . . .  That’s kind of the Holy Grail. And the real question is 
whether there is any data out there from these new sources or old sources which 
can help a campaign figure [it] out” (PBS NewsHour 2014).

And there are other limitations to this data-driven campaign approach. Some-
times the data itself is hard for even the most sophisticated systems to understand. 
Consider gathering data from social media posts about the election. If a regular 
reader sees a young person write something like, “Donald Trump on Mexican im-
migrants. Stay classy, Donald”; or a traditional Republican write on Twitter, “I’m 
sure Hillary Clinton is not hiding anything in her email”; then most likely you would 
assume the user is being sarcastic. Computers struggle to make that assumption 
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and so some data collections can actually inaccurately alter the profile of the voter 
the campaign is building. But scientists are already working on ways to detect and 
correct for such things, as everyone from presidential strategists to direct market-
ers are trying to crack the same codes.

One area where the impact of all this targeting is only partially understood is in 
the media coverage of politics, campaigns, and public issues. Mass media has his-
torically been unaffected by the targeting of consumers or voters by candidates or 
advertisers. These outlets offered broad platforms for candidates to direct messages 
to large swaths of a district or state. Newspapers, magazines, radio, and especially 
television were the platforms campaigns used to advertise, and then direct mail was 
the primary tool of the targeted communications. The evolution of the Internet has 
altered this as media consumption by voters shifts from traditional mass media to 
a media driven by many of the same data-fueled personalization tools that cam-
paigns use to target voters. Digital news outlets and the search engines that direct 
people to them have many of the same data collection and utilization goals that 
prompt them to tailor information to voters. Therefore, if you are a regular Face-
book user, or are exposed to ads produced by Google, the microtargeting that cam-
paigns use to send you a flyer on an issue critical to you is also being used to target 
the ads you see across the Internet. It is not unusual for a voter to see advertising 
online and across news outlets for only one candidate through the course of the 
campaign if the competing campaign does not see them as a likely supporter.

So campaign messaging, whether through direct mail or consumed through on-
line campaign ads, is fundamentally different than what appears in the 30-second 
ad or the newspaper ad. The content may not appear that different, but the reason 
you are seeing it is critically different. Mass media delivers these ads to you based 
on your geographic location and program you are watching. Such a shotgun-ap-
proach to voter targeting aims in a general way at a bloc of voters. The online ad 
appearing in the same channel or newspaper’s Internet site, however, is targeted to 
a very specific voter type that you fall into.

The final thing to note about this marketing is its effect on coverage of the cam-
paign. Reporters covering the campaign often rely on what they see and hear to 
inform the stories they do. An ad will prompt a reporter to dig into the claims or 
counter-claims that result, or do a story about the subject or the group that paid to 
send it out. In the modern world of microtargeted communication, the campaign 
looks very different to each individual and, so reporters struggle to see the entire 
picture of such a microtargeted, fragmented modern campaign. This is not to say 
the campaign may create fundamentally different messages for different groups, 
but rather the reporter struggles to see the strategy and issues that the campaign 
may be conveying to its core supporters as opposed to what it is broadcasting to the 
entire public.

In many ways, modern microtargeting campaigns are the natural evolution of the 
digital direct marketing that has allowed for the increased personalization of many 
aspects of modern media consumption—like the recommendations on Amazon or 
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Netflix—and the political targeting that has existed since the dawn of direct mail 
campaigns. These tendencies have existed within both the digital media and the 
campaign world for some time. As the science behind predictive analytics and big 
data becomes more powerful, this targeting will likely become only more sophisti-
cated. How that will affect the way reporters cover campaigns, and the way that 
coverage is then consumed, is an unfolding story.

See also: Direct Mail Campaigning; Personalization and the Internet; Rove, Karl
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MOTHER JONES
Mother Jones is a magazine and website that focuses on investigative reporting that 
they hope will influence policy and promote a more just society. Both news outlets 
are run by a nonprofit foundation and the resulting mix of advocacy and investiga-
tion has made the magazine a standard for liberal reporting for some 40 years. In 
part because of its reliance on donations and subscribers, the magazine has famously 
taken a “give ’em hell” approach, targeting the influence of big business on Ameri-
can life and politics.

The magazine launched in the mid-1970s as liberal activists and reporters basked 
in the afterglow of the 1960s, and more specifically looked to the power of inves-
tigative reporting that had just forced the most powerful man in the world, Presi-
dent Richard Nixon, to step down from office. The magazine formed in San Francisco 
and launched with a loose array of editors and writers. The group aimed to be anti-
hierarchical, with each editor taking a turn atop the organization. With this unique 
structure, the new group would use its journalism in a way unlike investigative re-
porting that had marked the work of those covering Vietnam and Watergate. 
Mother Jones decided it would aim its investigative reporting at a different target—
large corporations. The magazine, named after a fiery organizer of the United Mine 
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Workers who had famously declared, “Pray for the dead, and fight like hell for the 
living,” soon decided it would take on one of the largest companies in the world, 
Ford. In looking back at its history, one of the original founders would point to the 
magazine’s investigation of the Ford Pinto as the first important test. The magazine’s 
business manager Mark Dowie launched an investigation that concluded not only 
that the car had killed at least 500 people and injured hundreds more, but “even 
before the first Pintos came off the assembly line, company engineers had warned 
management that the gas tank was dangerously close to the rear of the car. Ford 
executives then projected that it would cost them more money to shut down and re-
tool their assembly line than to pay off the damage claims from the anticipated deaths 
and injuries. Dowie obtained the memo where they made these cost-benefit calcu-
lations” (Hochschild 2001). Ford viciously fought back, accusing the magazine of 
politically motivated, trumped-up charges. But soon Ford was forced to recall 1.5 
million Pintos to be repaired and Mother Jones had arrived.

During the 1980s the magazine took on more international stories, spending a 
large part of its coverage on the anti-Communist policies in Central America that 
led the American government to back the work of the controversial rebel group 
the Contras who battled the Nicaraguan government of the Sandinistas. The maga-
zine became itself part of the story when liberal activist Michael Moore, who would 
become famous later for producing documentaries on topics like the auto industry 
and gun violence, was fired as editor of the magazine in 1986. The magazine claimed 
it stemmed from different management styles, but many saw the magazine’s move 
as punishing Moore for trying to kill a story that included some criticism of the 
Sandinista government. Moore sued for $2 million, but ended up settling for 
$58,000. Still the battle damaged the magazine while it was already working to stem 
a slow bleed of subscribers.

Mother Jones magazine is published by the nonprofit Foundation for National 
Progress, which essentially exists solely to publish the magazine (and now run the 
website). This system allowed the journal to appeal to a series of different sources 
of money, including subscribers, donors, foundations, and advertisers—a mix that 
served the magazine fairly well but has also shaped the attitude and audience of 
the publication. It continues to pride itself on its original reporting, pleading with 
website visitors, “Reporting takes resources. We are not a content farm or aggrega-
tors; we are shoe-leather reporters working on often hard-to-reach stories, in a 
skilled operation that takes talent, time, and tools. The in-depth stories, data dives, 
and cool visuals you see in Mother Jones are all built by us, for you, to inform the 
public debate” (Mother Jones n.d.). But it also has built a reputation for a hard line 
against corporations and relies on supporters who hold many of the same views, 
which ensures that the magazine has a fairly predictable approach to stories involv-
ing big business. Still the skepticism has led it to do hard-hitting and effective re-
porting on corporate malfeasance, including corporate salaries and unsafe food.

In the political arena, the magazine and website have traditionally taken a harder 
look at Republicans, but Mother Jones has also been known to take solid punches 
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at Democrats. Still, the magazine’s biggest “get” of the past decade was a series of 
short 60-second-or-less videos clips that would help shape the 2012 election. The 
video was a blurry, secretly shot excerpt of Republican presidential candidate Mitt 
Romney assessing the state of his race for the White House against President Barack 
Obama. Romney tells attendees at a Florida fundraiser, “There are 47 percent of 
the people who will vote for the president no matter what. All right, there are 47 per-
cent who are with him, who are dependent upon government, who believe that 
they are victims, who believe the government has a responsibility to care for them, 
who believe that they are entitled to health care, to food, to housing, to you-name-
it. That that’s an entitlement. And the government should give it to them. And they 
will vote for this president no matter what . . .  These are people who pay no in-
come tax. [M]y job is not to worry about those people. I’ll never convince them 
they should take personal responsibility and care for their lives” (Corn 2013). The 
video and the “47 percent” comment would resonate for the rest of the election 
and shape the political debate for years after, becoming political shorthand for the 
divide between the wealthy and the poor, the liberals and the conservatives. Mother 
Jones was the source of that video. The magazine’s Washington bureau chief David 
Corn would later describe his reaction when he received the video, writing, “I was 
stunned. With conviction and passion, Romney had described the election as a face-
off between the strivers (people like himself and the other 1-percenters in the 
room) and the parasitic hordes who sought to live off the hard work of the accom-
plished. He acknowledged that he was writing off the former” (Corn 2012). The 
magazine got the video because of Corn’s work looking at Romney’s connections to 
big business. His hard stance had convinced the leaker that the magazine was the 
right venue to give the video to and after a series of emails and secretly mailed hard 
drives with the full fundraiser, Mother Jones had the scoop of 2012.

That same no-holds-barred coverage of corporations and liberal voice on politi-
cal issues has helped the magazine build a fairly stable subscription base, reporting 
more than 200,000 subscribers and some 8 million users across it digital and print 
properties. Those readers are both liberal and highly engaged in politics and pub-
lic affairs. Mother Jones reports according to its own research that 94 percent of its 
readers vote and almost half have donated to a political candidate and 86 percent 
have donated to a nonprofit or charity. The news service continues to attract this 
audience with its own strong voice of activism and its focus on in-depth investiga-
tive work.

See also: Advocacy Journalism; Media Matters for America; Muckraking; New Re-
public; Nonprofit Journalism
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MSNBC
MSNBC began as an experimental effort to mix television and the emerging power 
of the Internet. Founded through a soon-to-be-problematic partnership between 
NBC News and tech giant Microsoft, the network billed itself as one of the first 
cross-platform news organizations. But as years wore on and the network strug-
gled to grow its audience, it adopted more of an approach pioneered by competitor 
Fox News, embracing increasingly partisan talk shows as its primary reporting tool. 
Now, MSNBC offers less reporting and more talk than any other network and with 
its fairly overt liberal leaning, the network has carved itself a niche as the progres-
sive alternative to Fox.

That is not what anyone envisioned in 1996 when Microsoft and NBC conceived 
and launched the 24-hour cable news channel. NBC had already taken a serious 
dive into cable news seven years earlier when it launched its business news channel 
CNBC, but MSNBC was seen as something different—a direct effort to compete 
with the only existing all-news cable channel CNN, the Cable News Network. 
MSNBC would launch the same year as a third cable news competitor—Fox 
News—and so it aimed to differentiate itself from the beginning. For the new 
channel, the difference would be the Internet. In the last promo to air before the 
channel went live on July 15, 1996, the network billed itself as something new, 
intoning, “The revolution begins here. From now on, the promise of the Internet 
and the power of television become one, because from now on NBC News and Mi-
crosoft will revolutionize the way you get news. MSNBC—a 24-hour cable and 
Internet news service. The future of news from the people you know” (Garber 
2012). The network offered slightly longer, more in-depth reporting than CNN and 
pre-dated Fox News by four months. It used its website to focus on a single story, 
developing a far more slick design than many of its news competitors of the day. 
Early programming efforts actively sought to include multiple perspectives on the 
news, with conservative commentators like Laura Ingraham and Ann Coulter ap-
pearing on the network’s program The Contributors.

Despite the early embrace of the Internet and some early demonstrations of its 
ability to break news—the network reported the crash of TWA 800 eight minutes 
before CNN on only its third day on the air—the network struggled to find viewers 
and soon had to deal with stormy relations between its owners. In Microsoft and 
NBC’s deal, the network would be run by NBC but would receive healthy support 
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from the half owner Microsoft—some $500 million, plus another $30 million a 
year in license fees. In return Microsoft owned half the station and the website 
over a 99-year partnership. It was a deal the tech firm almost immediately regret-
ted. Within a year of launching, MSNBC would be forced to lay off 20 percent of 
its new staff as the network struggled to make money. Viewership remained lower 
than CNN and the digital connection wasn’t profitable. The partnership would limp 
on for another 8 years, finally ending in 2005. As the New York Times reported at 
the end, “The less-than-celebratory nature of the breakup seemed to be underscored 
by the timing of the announcement. NBC and Microsoft released the news at 8 a.m. 
yesterday, the Friday before Christmas, when the offices of both companies were 
already closed for the holiday weekend. Of the two contacts listed on the release, 
one, from NBC, had a message on her office phone number saying she would be 
gone until Tuesday, and the other, from Microsoft, was at an airport with two tod-
dlers ready to fly home for the holiday” (Carter 2005). The two would continue to 
work together on the website until 2012, but the original plan of a new kind of 
merging between digital and cable news never materialized. Still, the website, with 
an enormous amount of resources compared to many of its rivals, did have some 
early success. Run as a separate company from the television network, MSNBC.
com became the most viewed news site in 1997, 1998, and 1999.

Despite its digital prowess, the on-air programming struggled to find its legs. In 
1997, it hired ESPN sports yakker Keith Olbermann and his program drew some 
new viewers to the channel, but its other programming often drew decidedly mixed 
reviews. For example, Entertainment Weekly offered this withering take on a mid-
day program in 2001: “MSNBC used to fill the afternoon with HomePage, a high-
tech grab bag aimed at females, anchored by the Powerpuff Girls of journalism, 
Ashleigh Banfield, Mika Brzezinski, and Gina Gaston. The show, which had the gals 
gabbin’ ‘n’ gigglin’ one second, then putting on their Serious News Faces to read a 
disaster story off their TelePrompTers, was doomed, and the Florida recount gave 
MSNBC an excuse to break up the Powerpuffs and scatter them throughout the 
network’s news-day schedule” (Tucker 2001). As the network sought to define its 
programming, it did add more of a focus on politics. Olbermann began talking more 
openly about his liberal take on the news and in 1999, MSNBC took over airing 
Hardball with Chris Matthews from CNBC. It added liberal Rachel Maddow as a 2008 
political analyst and later gave her a program that drew sizable viewership. As Fox 
News continued its dominance, MSNBC added more programs that mirrored Fox, 
offering liberal counterprogramming to its conservative rival. For some years it 
worked, carving out a sizable audience behind Maddow, Olbermann, and Matthews. 
By 2013, MSNBC stood apart for its reliance on partisan talk shows. That year the 
Pew Research Center report “The State of the News Media” found that fully 85 per-
cent of the network’s content was commentary and opinion and only 15 percent 
was devoted to reporting.

This devotion to talk appears to be changing as the network once again overhauls 
itself to try and attract viewers and advertisers. By 2014 the president of MSNBC 
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was telling the New York Times that its focus on politics as well as its liberal leanings 
had hurt the network, saying, “You can look at the dysfunction in Washington, the 
wariness about politics, the low approval ratings. That’s had an impact. But we’ve 
got to adjust; we’ve got to evolve” (Carter 2014). That evolution has included a 
renewed focus on daily and breaking news. Many of the mid-day talk shows once 
hosted by Democratic politicians or liberal commentators have been scrapped, al-
though liberal talkers still take up a healthy hunk of the primetime schedule. The 
network has come under more control from NBC News and that has helped fuel 
the shift towards more reporting. Andrew Lack, a veteran news executive, rejoined 
NBC in April and heads both the broadcast and cable news efforts. He told Variety 
in 2015 that he saw MSNBC’s heavy focus on opinionated talk as flawed and has 
infused more hard news into the mix, saying, “It’s just the beginning. We are early 
days. These were important steps, the first few steps, but there is a lot more we are 
thinking about. It’s a long game, as I have said, and we are just at the beginning of 
it” (Steinberg 2015).

So, some 20 years into its history MSNBC remains a network still seeking the 
mix of news and commentary that can find and hold an audience and a regular 
source of income, but is likely to appear more like NBC News than it has in years.

See also: Cable News Networks; CNN; Fox News; Maddow, Rachel; NBC
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MUCKRAKING
Muckraking is a form of investigative journalism that emerged at the dawn of the 
Progressive era in the twentieth century, but has come to stand for any reform jour-
nalism that seeks to identify and offer solutions for social problems. The original 
muckraking, which was fueled by the rise of popular magazines, also helped 
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spur a range of political and civic reforms that sought to rein in the power of cor-
poration on the political process. Muckraking helped spur the growth of the Pro-
gressive movement early in the twentieth century and although less affiliated with 
any specific movement now, it continues to influence the political process by rais-
ing difficult and controversial issues for public discussion.

The term has come to be a badge of honor for reporters who tackle challeng-
ing stories or those that speak to issues of justice or equity. The editors of one re-
cent collection of pioneering journalism that stood up to power or uncovered 
corruption explained that the examples they chose “could not merely represent good 
writing and good reporting. Always, they had to, in a substantial way, contribute 
to change, the kind of change, in the American reform tradition, that we believe 
makes America a better place” (Serrin and Serrin 2002). Although this is what muck-
raking has come to mean in the modern parlance of journalism, that’s not how 
Theodore Roosevelt intended it when he coined the term a century ago.

The term’s official birth was an angry speech by the president aimed at discred-
iting the very reporters he had often sought advice from and attempted to befriend. 
Roosevelt had grown frustrated with the strident demands of the reporters who criti-
cized everything from the monopolies dominating corporate America to unions 
for squelching worker freedom to government corruption at nearly every level. 
As the journalists took on more and more aspects of America, their targets became 
more personal, including friends of TR. It was a series published in Cosmopolitan 
on the state of U.S. Senate that finally pushed Roosevelt to fire back. David Gra-
ham Phillips had just published the first of a series of searing articles that came to 
be known as “The Treason of the Senate.” The article had blasted the corrupt prac-
tices that filled the Senate and how many of the senators had purchased their seats. 
At that time, state legislatures rather than voters selected senators and many of the 
votes had been rigged. One of those, New York senator Chauncey M. Depew, had 
been targeted as a tool of the railroad interests who had taken some $50,000 in 
bribes. The article pushed Roosevelt, Depew’s friend, to lash out at all forms of the 
investigative reporting. At a ceremony commemorating the laying of the corner-
stone of what would later become the Cannon House Office Building, Roosevelt 
shot back at the journalists, declaring, “There is filth on the floor, and it must be 
scraped up with the muck rake; and there are times and places where this service 
is the most needed of all the services that can be performed. But the man who never 
does anything else, who never thinks or speaks or writes, save of his feats with the 
muck rake, speedily becomes, not a help but one of the most potent forces for evil” 
(Roosevelt 1906). Roosevelt’s term, “the muck raker,” borrowed from John Bun-
yan’s Pilgrim’s Progress, and sought to tar the reformers with an epithet that would 
highlight their radicalism. But in so doing Roosevelt created a term of defiance that 
seemed to fit the reporters of the period and would be turned to a compliment by 
investigative journalists for generations.

The original muckrakers flourished for a brief time—essentially 1902–1912—
and are credited with helping fuel many of the Progressive era laws that sought to 
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protect the public from unsafe labor practices, rid government of corruption, and 
end the laissez faire approach of government toward business. Although the con-
cept of journalists crusading for the less fortunate and arguing for reform was not 
new, this approach was. First, there was the timing. As one pair of historians of the 
period noted, muckrakers emerged at the right time in the evolution of the press 
and the public. “Early in the century muckrakers had recognized that a sense of 
uneasiness about the malfunctioning political, economic, and social institutions 
which had begun to become evident several decades earlier was troubling increas-
ing numbers of Americans . . .  An audience was there, and the means for reaching 
them at hand. The muckrakers availed themselves of that fortuitous combination” 
(Stein and Harrison 1973). The muckraking magazines of the era—McClure’s, Cos-
mopolitan, and Collier’s—represented a new form of journalism. Part yellow jour-
nalist newspaper and part New England literary journal, these new periodicals 
aimed to market themselves to the growing middle class and even some working 
class readers because of their relatively cheap cost. Also the increasingly literate 
American public sought the mix of exposé and entertainment that these magazines 
offered, so soon these publications were reaching far beyond the elites of urban 
America.

Although it was magazines that would serve as the primary distribution mecha-
nism for the muckrakers, many of them started out in daily newspapers. Lincoln 
Steffens, a highly influential editor and writer, grew out of this tradition. A reporter 
based in New York who covered police and other municipal issues, Steffens was 
hired away to join the new magazine McClure’s. There he was given the thing he’d 
never had before as a journalist—time. At the magazine, he was granted the time 
necessary to put together well-reported investigations into city and state corruption. 
In 1902, as the city of St. Louis prepared to host the World’s Fair, Steffens pub-
lished his account of a city wrecked by corruption. He wrote, “Go to St. Louis and 
you will find the habit of civic pride in them; they still boast. The visitor is told of 
the wealth of the residents, of the financial strength of the banks, and of the grow-
ing importance of the industries, yet he sees poorly paved, refuse-burdened streets, 
and dusty or mud-covered alleys; he passes a ramshackle fire-trap crowded with 
the sick, and learns that it is the City Hospital . . .  he calls at the new City Hall, 
and finds half the entrance boarded with pine planks to cover up the unfinished 
interior. Finally, he turns a tap in the hotel, to see liquid mud flow into wash-basin 
or bath-tub” (Weinberg and Weinberg 1961). Steffens also served as an editor at 
McClure’s and worked with many of the other muckrakers including Ida Tarbell 
and Ray Stannard Baker, whose 1903 piece, “The Right to Work,” marked a critical 
piece on the state of mining and the life of those who dare cross strike lines.

The muckrakers were a diverse array of reporters and writers. Some, like Ida 
Tarbell, essentially were historians. Tarbell, whose 1903 report on the Standard Oil 
Company helped spur the United States to break the oil monopoly up, used a his-
torical approach to inform her work. It was through the intense use of documents 
and interviews that Tarbell built her case against John D. Rockefeller and his huge 
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corporation. The reporting now reads almost like a textbook about the company 
as Tarbell walks the reader through the early days of the American oil business and 
how Rockefeller’s hard-nosed business practices forced competitors into his com-
pany or out of business altogether. The story was a personal one, as Tarbell’s own 
father had been one of those businessmen to fall before the Standard Oil machine. 
Tarbell seemed to recognize that the issues she and other muckrakers sought to 
expose and change were not new and that for years before their work, “Men strug-
gled to get at causes, to find corrections, to humanize and socialize the country, for 
then as now there were those who dreamed of a good world although at times it 
seemed to them to be going mad” (Fitzpatrick 1994). But her reporting sought to 
achieve what others had failed to do—change.

And that may be the one unifying idea that connects the muckrakers. The tradi-
tional journalist of the day, Steffens was connected to the document-based history 
writer Tarbell, and both were seen in the same light as fiction writer Upton Sin-
clair. Sinclair, an avowed socialist, sought to raise awareness of the plight facing 
workers in one of the most brutal and dangerous fields of the day—meatpacking. 
Sinclair told the story through the fictional story of Jurgis Rudkus, a Lithuanian 
immigrant struggling to support his family. To research the book Sinclair went un-
dercover to work in a meatpacking plant in 1904. When his book was published 
it became a sensation and the American public had a strong reaction to it, but not 
the one Sinclair wanted. The book sold 1 million copies in the first year in publica-
tion, but instead of reacting to how the businesses treat their workers, Americans 
reacted with horror to the filth that their meat was butchered under and demanded 
change. His work helped prompt the government to pass the Pure Food and Drug 
Act in 1906. “I aimed at the public’s heart,” Sinclair would later admit, “and by ac-
cident I hit it in the stomach” (Schlosser 2006). But like Steffens and Tarbell, Sin-
clair’s work aimed at producing change. These reporters wanted to do more than 
just document the failings of society and government. They wanted to fix them. As 
the historian of the muckraking movement wrote, “Muckraking achieved its place 
in history by bringing together an unusual corps of talented and earnest writers 
who persuaded readers that they were discussing not petty or personal matters, but 
events which affected the entire nation. In effect, readers were made aware that so-
cial crises far away affected them directly or indirectly, and were fascinating and 
educational in their own right” (Filler 1976).

To many, producing change meant becoming more overtly political, which dif-
fers from modern current investigative reporting. These early reformers saw their 
reporting as often an act of political protest. Sinclair, Steffens, and fellow muck-
raker Charles Edward Russell were all socialists, and so their reporting was part of 
the effort to build a case against capitalism, by proposing solutions. Steffens was 
particularly forceful in this. “Having examined ‘the shame of our cities’ to the sat-
isfaction of his readers, [he] turned (as did many other muckrakers and progres-
sives) to the problem of constructive thinking. A product of Steffens’s effort was 
his Upbuilders (1909) . . .  He urged reformers to avoid the liquor issue, which, he 
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insisted, confused perspectives and broke up movements” (Filler 1976). He also 
outlined a political philosophy that would mix his intellectual socialism with 
American democracy. In that book’s intro he argued, “The first rule for the political 
reformer is: Go to the voters. And the reason seems to be, not that the people are 
better than their betters, but that they are more disinterested; they are not pos-
sessed by possessions; they have not so many ‘things’ and ‘friends.’ They can af-
ford, they are free to be fair.” This philosophy fueled many of the reforms of the 
Progressive era. Muckrakers helped spur laws that ended child labor, and the Sev-
enteenth Amendment that allowed the voters to choose their senators.

Muckraking remains a major component of political reporting. Many reformers 
who want to change the system enter politics, nonprofits, political advocacy. Some 
enter journalism. These journalists, should they pursue deep investigations, are 
the descendants of the muckrakers, using the tools of the trade to conduct wide-
reaching investigations into injustice and disparities in the system and then connect 
these issues directly to voters. The literary editor Edwin Slosson would come to the 
defense of the original muckrakers in 1906, as Roosevelt and other political figures 
sought to discredit them. In words that still resonate today, he wrote of the work, “It 
has taken the tale of facts from the year books and the official reports from the stat-
utes and the decisions, and from unwilling witnesses before investigating commit-
tees, and has wrought them into narratives that stir the blood. Its writers have seen 
in the dead material that which only the imaginative insight ever sees—their signifi-
cance, their relation to life, their potential striking force” (Filler 1993).

This kind of reporting is still done. The magazine Mother Jones prides itself as a 
modern muckrake and sites like ProPublica sound oddly familiar for those who 
studied the muckrakers: A group of journalists, empowered by technological and 
audience shifts that allow them to publish and distribute more affordably, seize the 
moment and use these tools to bring what was previously hidden or un-reported to 
light. Stories that capture the public attention can trigger or fundamentally change 
political debate. Reports on deficiencies in veterans’ care prompts firings and re-
form. Bloggers uncovering lax reporting by CBS News can lead to a retraction and 
the retirement of a long-time anchor. Journalism’s impact on the political process 
comes from those who investigate—whether they have an overt agenda or simply 
want to tell the story—and that process is the real heir to the muckraker mantle. 
Although it was meant as an insult by a politician angered by the work of journalists, 
muckraking remains a powerful inclination in the media and when done well and 
accurately can be a force to help drive public opinion on an issue.

See also: Advocacy Journalism; Nonprofit Journalism
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MURROW, EDWARD R. (1908–1965)
The man who pioneered many of the reporting techniques that became the stan-
dard for radio and later television news and who stood up to the anticommunist 
hysteria of Senator Joseph McCarthy seemed destined for a very different life when 
he was born into a family that lived without electricity in rural North Carolina in 
1908. But Edward R. Murrow would not stay in that impoverished home in Pole-
cat Creek and would instead build the Columbia Broadcasting System news divi-
sion in the heat of World War II, become the voice of the war to millions of Americans 
back home, and push television news to be more than just entertainment.

In considering the profound legacy of Murrow on broadcast news, public radio 
icon Bob Edwards would write, “The profession looks so bad today, in part, because 
Murrow set the standard so high at its birth. We see a bit of his legacy every time 
there is an important story and broadcast journalism functions as it’s supposed to. 
It’s important to remember that once upon a time we turned to radio and television 
to entertain us and nothing more. If we expect the broadcast media to inform us, 
educate us, and enlighten us, it’s because Edward R. Murrow led us to believe that 
they would” (Edwards 2004).

Egbert Roscoe Murrow got his first taste of the wider world at six, when his 
family packed up and moved across the country to a small town in Washington 
State. Murrow would go to college at what would become Washington State Uni-
versity, while looking beyond to the national stage. In college he became active in 
politics and attended the National Student Federation of America. There his ad-
dress urging college students to be more interested in national and world affairs 
led to his election as president of the federation and helped him garner attention. 
Soon after graduation in 1930 he landed a job at the Institute of International Edu-
cation. The institute found itself at the center of efforts to get German scholars out 
of Nazi-controlled parts of Europe. It was this connection with those scholars and 
other academics, and not his desire to be an on-air celebrity, that landed Murrow 
at CBS.
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The Columbia Broadcasting Service hired Murrow in 1937 to book lectures and 
interviews in Europe with key European leaders and academics. His job was to line 
up these figures to talk with hosts back in America before the two giants of NBC—
the blue and the red network—scooped them up. But just a year later CBS asked 
Murrow and colleague William Shirer to put together a live news roundup about 
the annexation of Austria by the increasingly aggressive Germany. Murrow reported 
from Vienna and discussed the reaction around Europe with others in Berlin, Paris, 
London, and Washington, D.C. The program went nearly flawlessly and served as 
a sort of model for breaking news broadcasts, one that continues essentially to this 
day. Murrow would go on to report on the war and fly aboard dozens of bombing 
missions. He also broadcast rumors of the widespread killing of Jews as early as 
1942 and was one of the first reporters to enter Buchenwald death camp. The New 
York Times would eulogize Murrow in 1965 by writing of how his reporting from 
Europe had been delivered with “compelling precision,” describing his work by 
writing, “Had a London street just been bombed out? The young correspondent 
was soon there in helmet, gray flannel trousers and sport coat, quietly describing 
everything he saw against the urgent sound patterns of rescue operations. Or he 
would be in a plane on a combat mission, broadcasting live on the return leg and 
describing the bombing he had watched as ‘orchestrated hell’ ” (New York Times 
1965). His reporting on incidents as they happened and his almost innate ability 
to conceive of news programming that mixed reporters in multiple locations es-
tablished CBS News as a leader in broadcasting and made Murrow a celebrity at 
home.

Upon his return he, along with his network, turned their attention to the emerg-
ing technology of television. By 1951 Murrow moved his regular program Hear 
It Now to television and changed the name to See It Now. In his first broadcast in 
November of that year he cautioned, “This is an old team, trying to learn a new 
trade.” The team Murrow had helped recruit, which included Shirer and Eric Se-
vareid, Charles Collingwood, and Howard K. Smith, came to be known as “Mur-
row’s Boys” and helped build the CBS News division on radio and this new effort 
on television. Murrow was intrigued by television but also deeply disturbed by its 
growing use to entertain rather than inform. He developed See It Now into a weekly 
news program and began sending reporters around the country to shoot film and 
bring it back to New York to be edited into a program. Despite his early efforts, 
fear of government regulations of broadcasters had somewhat suppressed radio and 
television’s investigative spirit, as crossing the government could conceivably earn 
CBS and local stations large fines or even potentially cost them their license to broad-
cast. So when it was an act of some determination when he went on the air in 
March 1954 and declared:

Tonight See it Now devotes its entire half hour to a report on Senator Joseph R. 
McCarthy told mainly in his own words and pictures . . .  Because a report on Sena-
tor McCarthy is by definition controversial, we want to say exactly what we mean to 
say, and I request your permission to read from the script whatever remarks Murrow 
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and Friendly may make. If the Senator feels that we have done violence to his words 
or pictures and so desires to speak, to answer himself, an opportunity will be afforded 
him on this program. Our working thesis tonight is this question: If this fight against 
Communism is made a fight between America’s two great political parties, the Amer-
ican people know that one of these parties will be destroyed, and the Republic cannot 
endure very long as a one party system. (Media Resource Center)

McCarthy’s anti-Communist investigations had paralyzed many within the me-
dia and government. To be labeled a Communist or even a sympathizer could cost 
people their jobs and blacklist them. Murrow, along with producer Fred Friendly, 
constructed a devastating 30-minute documentary that used McCarthy’s own state-
ments and attacks against him. In the wake of the broadcast, President Dwight 
Eisenhower and others would speak out against McCarthy and he would soon be 
censured by the Senate. The moment clarified the power of television to affect pub-
lic opinion in a way that print had failed to, as well as the power of personality to 
shape television. Murrow was respected and McCarthy appeared petulant and 
mean-spirited.

Still Murrow and Friendly had to fight for airtime on a network making enor-
mous sums from movies and comedies. By 1958, Murrow would challenge those 
making the decisions at television stations to do more with the medium, saying, 
“This instrument can teach, it can illuminate; yes, and even it can inspire. But it can 
do so only to the extent that humans are determined to use it to those ends. Other-
wise, it’s nothing but wires and lights in a box. There is a great and perhaps decisive 
battle to be fought against ignorance, intolerance and indifference. This weapon of 
television could be useful” (Murrow 1958).

Murrow would produce a handful of television broadcasts in the late 1950s for 
CBS and by 1960 he was producing his last piece, a groundbreaking news docu-
mentary about farm workers in America called Harvest of Shame. Murrow left CBS 
to join the new Kennedy administration where he worked at the United States In-
formation Agency, helping broadcast pro-democracy news and information around 
the world. But the real mark he left was in the people he brought to CBS and the 
standards he set. One of those who worked with Murrow was Mike Wallace, who 
would go on to fame at 60 Minutes. Decades later, Wallace would recall advice Mur-
row had given him early in his career, saying, “The thing you have to remember is 
that just because your voice carries halfway around the world, you are no wiser 
than when it carried only to the end of the bar.” That idea helps capture what Wal-
lace said was Murrow’s never-calmed nerves about television. Wallace would later 
recall, “Ed Murrow’s fear when he left television was that television wasn’t living 
up to its possibilities as he saw them. He used to marvel at the electronic wonders 
the scientists had dreamed up, and then despair that we, who program television, 
news and entertainment, were not sufficiently honoring the tool we had been given 
in the caliber of our broadcasts” (CBS News 2015).

See also: CBS News; Documentary Films; Infotainment
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR MONEY IN 
STATE POLITICS
When it comes to tracking the money in national elections, reporters, voters, and 
political operatives can turn to many sources for raw data and analysis. When it 
comes to the money spent at the state level the National Institute for Money in State 
Politics, and their website FollowtheMoney.org, is the only game in town.

Based in Helena, Montana, the institute has tackled the unenviable job of sort-
ing through the databases and often paper records at different state agencies in all 
50 states to find out what information can be known about the funding of state-
wide and state legislative races. According to the nonprofit’s own report, the insti-
tute maintains a “single-site, verifiable campaign-finance database of 26,000,000 
records covering . . .  2000 forward. For each 2-year set of state elections, the Insti-
tute collects over 100,000 reports filed by candidates for state legislatures, high and 
appellate court judicial candidates and other statewide elected officials such as po-
litical party committees and ballot measure committees” (Guidestar Exchange 
2013). The resulting database lives at FollowtheMoney.org, and allows reporters to 
search its extensive library of state-level campaign finance data. The group was or-
ganized to try and answer a simple question: Who funds politics at the state and 
local level? The answer turned out to be almost impossible to answer, as the insti-
tute’s board member Samantha Sanchez explained, “50 different states that collect 
50 different sets of data on 50 different schedules, 50 different forms and 50 differ-
ent computer formats and we have to put all of that together” (MacArthur Founda-
tion 2015). Once the group began cobbling together the reports from the different 
states, it was the only repository for tracking the increasing flow of money into state-
level elections.

The institute is really a product of the MacArthur Foundation. The foundation 
in 1991 established five teams around the country to track down and digitize cam-
paign finance records at the state level. One of those organizations was the Money 
in Western Politics Project and one of the people hired to run it was Ed Bender, a 
reporter who had worked in the Pacific Northwest. Bender would later recall, “No 
one had ever done this kind of stuff before: Profiles of who donated the most to 
legislatures as a body, as well as individuals. We had some pretty big stories, like 
the Nevada gaming industry. Everyone knew the gaming industry owned Nevada, 
but no one knew how much” (O’Connor 2012). By 1999, three of the original five 
groups merged at Bender’s Helena location and the National Institute for Money in 
State Politics was born. The institute, according to its website, “does not receive 
financial support from government, corporations or corporate foundations; and we 

N
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do not accept contributions from political parties or candidate committees” (Na-
tional Institute on Money in State Politics). Although modeled on the Federal Elec-
tion Commission’s website and digital efforts, the institute does not receive any 
government support and lacks any enforcement function to require candidates or 
state agencies to report their numbers.

The service relies almost exclusively on foundation support—with some 95 per-
cent of its 2014 budget coming from the Bauman Foundation, the California En-
dowment, the Energy Foundation, the Ford Foundation, the Hewlett Foundation, 
the MacArthur Foundation, the Mertz Gilmore Foundation, the Open Society Foun-
dations, the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, the Rockefeller Family Fund, and the Sun-
light Foundation. It raises the rest of the money through specific data analysis 
projects for media partners.

The Institute has become a focal point in the unfolding debate over the regula-
tion of campaign spending. While the Supreme Court has struck down a number 
of limits on what entities can donate and spend to support or oppose a candidate, 
judges have often cited groups like the institute in ensuring the underlying fear of 
corruption needs not be a concern. In his 2014 decision in the McCutcheon v. Fed-
eral Election Commission, Chief Justice John Roberts wrote, “Disclosure of contribu-
tions minimizes the potential for abuse of the campaign finance system . . .  [w]ith 
modern technology, disclosure now offers a particularly effective means of arming 
the voting public with information . . .  Reports and databases are available on the 
FEC’s website almost immediately after they are filed, supplemented by private en-
tities such as OpenSecrets.org and FollowTheMoney.org.” With a staff of 26, the 
institute continues to track donations to listed candidates but has struggled to bring 
the same reporting to so-called dark money groups that do not need to file official 
reports with most state agencies and are not required to disclose their donors.

For the most part, the institute’s impact is seen through the reporting of existing 
news outlets. Although any interested individual can search the FollowtheMoney.
org databases, the service primarily helps reporters and academic researchers more 
than the average voter. A 2014 report from the RAND Corporation found this to 
be the most effective part of the institute, arguing, “the Institute seeks to be a cata-
lyst for greater integrity in the democratic process by providing more and better 
information on election funding to journalists, academics, voters, and other stake-
holder groups. By collecting and facilitating access to state campaign finance infor-
mation, the Institute aims to make that information more useful and, ultimately, to 
encourage others in sustained examination of the role and effect of money in poli-
tics” (McGovern and Greenburg 2014). But its database and datasets take some ex-
pertise to gather and analyze. Reporters who have been trained in computer 
assisted reporting are better equipped to search the database for connections, and 
many of the resulting searches need to be checked and the data cleaned up.

The site has clear strengths and a few weaknesses that are almost impossible to 
avoid. First on its strengths—it is the only free service that tracks money at the 
state level. A few states try to offer effective transparency, but no other group gathers 
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the data from all the disparate datasets locked in state agencies across the country. 
Second, it does do in-depth research on the topic of money at the state level, con-
necting organizations and trends that may be difficult to identify in a single state or 
election cycle. Third, it aggressively seeks to train and work with news organiza-
tions and other groups looking to disseminate information on election spending. 
Despite these strengths, the key weakness is speed, or lack thereof. Because the in-
stitute must access, sort, clean and input thousands and thousands of state-based 
reports, data is usually at least one election cycle behind. Therefore, as opposed to 
telling a reporter or group what is happening in this election, it is more a resource 
for seeing what a group or donor or candidate has done in past campaigns.

See also: Campaign Finance Reform; Dark Money Groups; Data Journalism; 
Disclosure
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NATIONAL JOURNAL
For decades, National Journal and its family of D.C.-centric publications covered 
Congress and Washington with an eye toward the policy wonk side of politics, 
producing publications that offered lengthy and serious reporting about agencies 
and internal congressional matters. An effort in 2010 to reimagine the policy- 
focused magazine into a more politics-centered one eventually faltered and in 2015 
the magazine ceased its print production to focus on its specialized set of digital 
products. The digital service claims to serve 3 million monthly readers and has more 
than 1,000 Washington-area organizations signed up as members.

National Journal built its reputation as a serious and exhaustive periodical that 
focused as much on the process as on the personalities and politics. And despite 
the many iterations and questions connected to the end of the magazine, the digital 
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news service still provides the kind of detailed reporting that is aimed at helping 
lobbyists and legislative aides understand what is happening on Capitol Hill. The 
magazine has historically done the kind of reporting captured in one late 2015 
story headlined, “The Senate Finally Passed Chemical Safety Reform. Here’s How 
They Did It: ‘Some good old fashioned legislating’ helped end a years-long effort” 
(Plautz 2015). The mission of the publication was highlighted by editor Tim Grieve in 
a video aimed at advertisers, in which he said, “People hate Washington and every-
thing they hate about Washington can be wrapped up in the way that the media 
covers Washington. It’s the sound bites. It’s the fierce partisanship that pervades 
both Capitol Hill and the media outlets that cover it. National Journal is different. 
We are not afraid to aim up rather than down. Our mission is simple, to equip 
lawmakers and civic-minded people all across America with the information they 
need to make this a better country” (National Journal).

The magazine began in 1969 and never aspired to be the popular journal of poli-
tics. With its muted, text-only covers and no-nonsense headlines, the magazine 
was intended for policy experts working within the capital and the federal bureau-
cracy. The magazine seemed intent on offering balanced, thoughtful coverage even 
as the nation’s capital was still reeling from the violence and turbulence of the 1960s 
and bracing for the chaos of the Watergate scandal to come. Instead, National Jour-
nal would focus on the process of legislating and the facts needed to understand 
what was going on in the many branches of D.C. It was one of a handful of pub-
lications that sought to supply lawmakers with the information they needed to craft 
legislation. By 1996 the organization added The Hotline, the first real news aggre-
gator that clipped daily newspapers and compiled a single report on the day’s cam-
paign and political news. The following year the National Journal Group was 
purchased by David G. Bradley. Bradley would go on to purchase the Atlantic in 
1999 and merge the two organizations in the Atlantic Media Group.

The new organization tried several efforts to reboot the magazine, redesigning it 
and turning its focus to long-form reporting. But as the National Journal tried to 
move further away from its policy roots it moved closer to the turf of the Atlantic. 
Bradley would later acknowledge, “For the last five years, The Atlantic and National 
Journal have been in gentle competition, with two event staffs and two advertising 
staffs competing in this same Washington space. Serving both the membership and 
the general public, our editorial staff has been spread too thin” (Arana 2015). By 
the summer of 2015 Atlantic Media decided to pull the plug on the weekly maga-
zine, with Bradley releasing a memo to his staff that read, “A few years back . . .  dis-
tracted from National Journal’s work, I took both my eyes and hands off the task. In 
the long run, I don’t think a weekly print magazine can thrive. Still, had I not failed 
for a time in my role, I think National Journal might have prospered longer” (Farhi 
2015).

That decision triggered a reorganization within the entire Atlantic Media Group 
as the company considered how to deploy its reporting resources. Within three 
months, the company announced it would move almost 20 of the reporters who had 
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worked a National Journal to the Atlantic to beef up that magazine’s D.C. coverage, 
announcing the launch of a new Washington bureau for the remaining print publi-
cation. National Journal would complete its transformation into a digital, member-
focused operation by focusing on election reporting through the National Journal 
Hotline and other member services, like its congressional monitoring service and 
leadership events aimed at serving lobbying organizations and party leaders.

Ron Brownstein, the former Los Angeles Times political correspondent and edi-
torial director at National Journal, bemoaned the death of the magazine. Interest-
ingly, he did not lay all the blame at the feet of the speed and demands of the 24-hour 
news cycle. Instead, he noted that the magazine had been “the ideal court chronicler 
for this extended era of bipartisan bargaining” but that the audience—Washington 
itself—had changed:

I think the magazine’s position deteriorated because the market for its core product 
eroded as our political system has grown more rigidly partisan. Fewer elected offi-
cials now follow the sequence of gathering objective information and then reaching a 
decision; usually they follow ideological or partisan signals to reach decisions and 
then seek talking points to support them. With that change, Washington reporting 
has evolved further toward sports reporting that partisans consult mainly to see 
whether their side is “winning” each day’s competition. NJ could never entirely com-
pete in that world. (Brownstein 2015)

See also:The Atlantic; “The Hotline”
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THE NATIONAL REVIEW
The year 1955 seems like it would be a conservative’s dream. Ike was president. 
Media like the Saturday Evening Post espoused family-first views. Even Democrats 
were solidly behind national defense and the Cold War policies.

But a young conservative named William F. Buckley, Jr. was worried. He had seen 
staunch anti-Communist crusader Senator Joseph McCarthy taken down by the me-
dia and the political elites. So Buckley, joined by an array of elite thinking conser-
vatives, organized the National Review as a magazine to give voice to political 
conservatism. He would write in the first edition, “Conservatives in this country . . .  
are non-licensed nonconformists; and this is dangerous business in a Liberal world, 
as every editor of this magazine can readily show by pointing to his scars. Radical 
conservatives in this country have an interesting time of it, for when they are not 
being suppressed or mutilated by the Liberals, they are being ignored or humili-
ated by a great many of those of the well-fed Right, whose ignorance and amorality 
have never been exaggerated for the same reason that one cannot exaggerate infin-
ity” (Buckley 1955).

The magazine that took shape drew heavily from the anti-Communist ranks as 
well as from Catholic conservatives and libertarians. The tone was serious and in-
tensely literate, as much about conservative philosophy as the day’s events. It sought, 
even in the first edition, to outline a conservative vision for government, with Buckley 
writing, “It is the job of centralized government (in peacetime) to protect its citizens’ 
lives, liberty and property. All other activities of government tend to diminish free-
dom and hamper progress. The growth of government (the dominant social feature of 
this century) must be fought relentlessly. In this great social conflict of the era, we are, 
without reservations, on the libertarian side” (Buckley 1955). And in this self-anointed 
role, the magazine and Buckley sought both to rally conservatives and to call out 
those aspects connected to conservatism that the editors saw as not true to the cause.

The magazine, with Buckley at the helm, would chart a course for the conserva-
tive movement. A lengthy report from the Heritage Foundation would cite Buckley 
and his magazine as one of the sources of modern political thought, finding that 
“slowly but steadily, Buckley constructed a strategy with the following objectives: 
Keep the Republican Party—the chosen political vehicle of conservatives—tilted 
to the Right; eliminate any and all extremists from the movement; flay and fleece 
the liberals at every opportunity; and push hard for a policy of victory over Com-
munism in the Cold War” (Edwards 2010). This meant the magazine at times took 
on mainstream elements of its own party, criticizing President Eisenhower, reject-
ing the segregation arguments of George Wallace, and famously taking on the 
 ultra-conservative John Birch Society.

Historian George Nash argues in his 1976 book The Conservative Intellectual Move-
ment since 1955 that “the history of reflective conservatism in America after 1955 is 
the history of the individuals who collaborated in—or were discovered by the mag-
azine William F. Buckley Jr. founded” (Nash 1976). Indeed, the magazine helped 
champion many of the figures who would become the mainstays of the modern 
Republican Party. Whether it was supporting conservative Barry Goldwater in 1964 
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or giving future president Ronald Reagan space to explain the glaring Goldwater 
defeat by writing, “All of the landslide majority did not vote against the conserva-
tive ideology; they voted against a false image our Liberal opponents successfully 
mounted” (Reagan 2004), the magazine helped the conservative movement find 
its voice and develop its philosophy.

But the magazine is not just a tome of conservative philosophy, it is also a media 
entity that has been affected by the digital revolution. The magazine has adapted 
to appeal to a new wave of conservatives. It created the National Review Online 
(NRO) in 1995 as a new division of the National Review brand. By 2000, Howard 
Kurtz described the result as an effective use of the new media, writing, “While most 
media outlets essentially try and clone themselves on the Internet, National Review 
Online has created a split personality—with pop culture as the hook for drawing 
readers who may not be addicted to politics” (Kurtz 2000). The site, according to 
its 2015 media kit, attracts 4.5 million unique visitors a month, far more than the 
150,000 subscribers to the magazine (The National Review Media Kit).

Still some have seen the magazine shift in its tone and coverage since its found-
ing. They argue that to keep its position in the conservative ranks it must appeal to 
the more hardline social and cultural conservatives like those in the John Birch So-
ciety that Buckley once scorned. “The ideological descendants of the Birchers have 
since taken their revenge. Today they are the conservative movement’s most pas-
sionate supporters and foot soldiers. But they demand a steady diet of red meat, 
and National Review now exists in part to provide it” (Linker 2014).

Although the magazine must continue to attract conservative subscribers, it has 
also diversified its offerings, aiming to connect with audiences in different ways. It 
spun off an institute to convene discussions and uphold the mission that Buckley 
espoused, seeking to bring together a diverse array of conservative voices, or as in-
stitute president Lindsay Young Craig wrote, “to unite a broad coalition of those 
who believed that a free society best nurtures the individual and the culture at large” 
(National Review Institute 2015). That original mission sits alongside a modern en-
tity that lends its name to cultural offerings like the National Review Cruises and 
the National Review Wine Club.
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NATIVE ADVERTISING
Native advertising aims to break down the rigid separation between advertising and 
content, blending stories, messaging, and advertising together in a way many worry 
erodes the wall between editorial content and the business efforts to attract new 
money. For advertisers, it creates content that often resonates better with their tar-
get audience by being less aggressive in its sales pitch, building a sort of brand 
identity. For the media, it has emerged as one of the most profitable forms of ad-
vertising, helping struggling companies fill the void left by the flight of other ad-
vertising dollars. Both marketers and media firms have so far approached political 
native ads carefully, not wanting to cause a furor with readers or viewers, but 
the campaigns are exploring how to use this form of communication for their 
advantage.

The rise of native advertising has almost everything to do with the meager rate 
of return advertisers and publishers can garner from “traditional” digital ads. These 
ads, usually banners along the top of a webpage or display ads along the right side 
of the page, were the dominant form of Internet advertising for the first decade of 
the commercial web. Publishers can charge per view, a rate called CPMs (cost per 
thousand views), or by the number of times someone clicked on the ad (called a 
click-through). But the problem was they did not work that well. Click-throughs 
could be counted in the tenths of one percent and CPM rates usually hovered 
around 10 cents for a thousand impressions, meaning sites needed huge traffic to 
bring in the equivalent of a print or television revenue rate—more like $10 CPM 
for television and $5.50 for newspapers. Put simply, Internet advertising could 
only raise a small fraction of the traditional advertising revenue publishers counted 
on to turn a profit.

Enter native advertising, bringing in far more revenue and generating new busi-
ness models for emerging digital publishers. The king of this world is BuzzFeed, 
the social media-focused news and information site known for its listicles and ani-
mated gifs. The site employs 40 people in its native advertising operation to work 
with brands to develop sponsored posts on the site like “15 People Share Tales of 
Living with a Computer-Illiterate Family” (sponsored by Best Buy) and “50 ‘Merica 
Things That’ll Make You Say ‘Merica” (sponsored by the U.S. Army). The model is 
the only source of revenue for BuzzFeed, but venture capitalists have poured 
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money into the site as most see the model as set to succeed and grow. Jonah Per-
etti, the head of BuzzFeed, described its approach to advertising by looking at the 
behavior of his readers. Peretti told a conference in 2012, “With younger consum-
ers, it’s, ‘I want advertising that I want to share or click, to engage with instead of 
advertising that forces me to watch it before I get what I want’ ” (Kim 2012). The 
concept has become such a major focus of digital advertising that the Interactive 
Advertising Bureau, the group that established regular ad units for the Internet from 
the very beginning of display ads, formed a task force to establish a uniform set of 
standards and to even come up with common definitions of what is native adver-
tising. In its 20-page booklet on the subject, it explains the source of confusion 
about native advertising, saying it “is a concept encompassing both an aspiration as 
well as a suite of ad products. It is clear that most advertisers and publishers aspire 
to deliver paid ads that are so cohesive with the page content, assimilated into the 
design, and consistent with the platform behavior that the viewer simply feels that 
they belong” (IAB 2013).

Put even more simply, the idea that advertising on the Internet would be locked 
into the right side of a page or the top banner on a site is quickly becoming a thing 
of the past. The native advertising movement enables strong news brands to mar-
ket themselves to advertisers as the kind of news and information source you want 
your product associated with, and the advertiser can try and more directly place 
their marketing messages within the content of major news brands. The IAB re-
port, developed by a task force of 100 advertisers, publishers, and technology com-
panies, outlined six forms of new merged advertising. These new forms, which 
included simply placing an ad in the middle of content or having it pop up at the 
beginning of a story, forced marketers and publishers to consider a handful of criti-
cal questions:

• Form—How does the ad fit with the overall page design? Is it in the viewer’s activity 
stream or not in-stream?

• Function—Does the ad function like the other elements on the page in which it is 
placed? Does it deliver the same type of content experience (e.g., a video on a video 
page or story among stories) or is it different?

• Integration—How well do the ad unit’s behaviors match those of the surrounding 
content? Are they the same, e.g., linking to an on-site story page, or are new ones 
introduced?

• Buying & Targeting—Is the ad placement guaranteed on a specific page, section, or site, 
or will it be delivered across a network of sites? What type of targeting is available?

• Measurement—What metrics are typically used to judge success? Are marketers more 
likely to use top-of-the-funnel brand engagement metrics (e.g., views, likes, shares, 
time spent) or bottom funnel ones (e.g., sale, download, data capture, register, etc.)?

• Disclosure—How is this ad product identified as such? (IAB 2013)

This all sounds fairly clear, but it is in the execution of native advertising that things 
get far more complicated and potentially far more damaging for media companies. 
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Take, for example, the Atlantic and the Church of Scientology. The Atlantic made a 
name for itself as a journal of letters begun in the finest traditions of New England 
intellectualism. As the company has moved aggressively to translate the slightly 
stodgy magazine to the frenetic Internet, the company added an aggressive native 
advertising division that accepted money to produce a piece for the church. The 
issue was that Scientology had come under fire in an exhaustively reported book 
by Lawrence Wright called Going Clear, which accused the church of abuse and 
intimidation of those who seek to leave the organization or who are too public in 
questioning the organization’s leaders.

The Church of Scientology’s response included the Atlantic native ad buy, which 
did not address the Wright allegations but rather hailed the work of the church’s 
leader David Miscavige. The piece carried a small yellow banner that labeled the 
online story “Sponsored Content,” but the controversial nature of the group and 
the heated politics of the moment meant the disclosure was not enough to prevent 
widespread criticism of the Atlantic. The company pulled the ad within 12 hours 
and offered up a profuse apology, saying, “We screwed up. It shouldn’t have taken 
a wave of constructive criticism—but it has—to alert us that we’ve made a mis-
take, possibly several mistakes. We now realize that as we explored new forms of 
digital advertising, we failed to update the policies that must govern the decisions 
we make along the way. It’s safe to say that we are thinking a lot more about these 
policies after running this ad than we did beforehand. In the meantime, we have de-
cided to withdraw the ad until we figure all of this out. We remain committed to and 
enthusiastic about innovation in digital advertising, but acknowledge—sheepishly—
that we got ahead of ourselves.”

The problem of native advertising stems from the influence that the sponsor 
wields over the content decisions of the news organizations and the increasingly 
sophisticated efforts to essentially camouflage advertising content as editorial con-
tent. The Federal Trade Commission, the agency charged with regulating and pun-
ishing misleading commercial claims, has dealt with questions like native advertising 
for years. Long before the current fad of digital creativity, magazines and newspa-
pers published what were called “advertorials,” inserts that appeared like editorial 
content but were paid for by a supporter or advertisers. On television, the form of 
these early native advertising efforts was the infomercial, built to look like a talk 
show but strangely in love with a single product. These advertorials and infomer-
cials triggered a wave of rules from the FTC that aimed to ensure that the readers 
and viewers would not be tricked into believing the material was objectively re-
ported. So the FTC brings many of these same attitudes and beliefs to the question 
of native advertising. FTC commissioner Edith Ramirez summed up the main con-
cern at a meeting with advertisers and publishers, “Critics argue that this practice 
improperly exploits consumers’ trust in a publisher or deceives them outright to 
influence their purchasing decisions. While native advertising may certainly bring 
some benefits to consumers, it has to be done lawfully. The delivery of relevant 
messages and cultivating user engagement are important goals, that’s the point of 
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advertising after all, but it’s equally important that advertising not mislead consum-
ers. By presenting ads that resemble editorial content, an advertiser risks implying 
deceptively that the information comes from a non-biased source” (FTC 2013). It’s 
more than just the FTC who has questioned the decision of traditional publishers 
like the Washington Post and New York Times to launch native advertising efforts. 
The effort has been criticized by journalists and professors, but caught even more 
flack when John Oliver took aim at it in a widely disseminated piece from his HBO 
comedy show Last Week Tonight. Oliver told his audience, “In news, that is seem-
ingly the model now. Ads are baked into content like chocolate chips into a cookie. 
Except, it’s actually more like raisins into a cookie—because nobody f—ing wants 
them there” (HBO 2014).

Despite these concerns, the concept of native advertising has swept digital and 
traditional media organizations. According to one survey of online publishers in 
late 2013, some 73 percent of publications offered some form of native advertising 
and another 17 percent said they planned to introduce those offerings. And some 
of the biggest media and journalism entities are fully embracing the new medium 
of content and marketing. The New York Times launched an internal studio called 
T Brand Studio to produce native advertising for its digital and print publications. 
The digital publications appear in a section called PaidPosts, but the people be-
hind the effort say the section description and their sponsored nature of the con-
tent has done little to detract readers from engaging with it. In fact, a 2015 report 
found that the best performing PaidPost stories did as well as the traditional jour-
nalism on nytimes.com. The New York Times lead executive in charge of the effort, 
Michael Zimbalist, said, “ ‘We’ve noted for quite some time that great stories can 
come from anywhere, and certainly from brands. This is part of the proof point 
that audiences will engage with great content regardless of its provenance, provided 
they have a sense of where it’s coming from” (Wegert 2015).

So it’s not surprising that campaigns, like any other marketing effort, are explor-
ing how and when to use native advertising to try and reach potential voters. As 
early as 2012, BuzzFeed was diving into the political arena, running sponsored con-
tent from the presidential campaigns of Barack Obama and Mitt Romney. “For 
campaigns, it’s relatively easy: They have something they stand for, they have some-
thing they want to say, and they have a specific message they want to get out,” 
BuzzFeed Chief Operating Officer Jon Steinberg said that year, adding, “We’ve only 
had big traction with brands in the last nine months or so. Looking forward, there’s 
a lot we hope to do in Washington” (Ellis 2012). But BuzzFeed is not alone in the 
world of campaign native ads, according to the Washington Post’s Eric Wemple, who 
called Politico must-read email newsletter “The PlayBook” a pioneer in native ad-
vertising. Wemple scoured the archives of the email newsletter composed by in-
sider Mike Allen to find examples of sponsored sections of the electronic missives. 
Wemple reported in 2013, “Politico recently jacked up its ‘Playbook’ sponsorship 
rates and now collects around $35,000 for a weekly sponsorship. For that price, 
companies get a little blurb in ‘Playbook’ surrounded by a disclosure that it’s a paid 
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advertisement. Though not for sale, un-sponsored shoutouts from Allen are worth 
even more—the ultimate in Beltway earned media” (Wemple 2013). The Playbook 
mentions are not new, but Wemple’s reporting points to the difficulty in sometimes 
differentiating the paid content of the email from the sponsored.

This is the question that campaigns and publishers will grapple with: finding a 
way to connect the marketing effects of native advertising (potentially very success-
ful for the campaign and lucrative for the publisher) and the potential minefield of 
political missteps like the Church of Scientology brought to the Atlantic’s door in 
2013. Advertisers increasingly want to connect their brand with the news and in-
formation outlet they are advertising within, but the outlet itself must balance profit 
motives with the desire to maintain editorial independence. Unlike traditional print 
and broadcast media that could only be altered so much—an infomercial is easy to 
identify even if it is a slick one—the digital world allows for much more sophisti-
cated storytelling and seamless integration between editorial content and advertis-
ing content. Another thing to consider is that often marketers approach native 
advertising as a way to build their own brand, rather than an explicit plea to pur-
chase a product or support a candidate. Their desire to use native advertising to 
build an affinity with the audience risks becoming more complicated and murky, 
and less easy to distinguish from unbiased reporting, as both politicians and lob-
byists explore how to deploy these tools to shape public opinion and voter senti-
ment. The efforts of Barack Obama in 2012 were basic and largely transparent. The 
efforts of a potential dark money organization may not be so clear. With few formal 
rules in place and little experience in finding a middle ground, the area of native 
advertising should be one of rapid growth, but also potential abuse, in the years 
to come.

See also: Internet Advertising; Social Media and Politics; Television Advertising
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NBC
The Peacock has seen it all, and it has shown it to the world. From World War II 
to the Kennedy Assassination, from the Watergate Scandal to the Iraq War, the Na-
tional Broadcasting Company has been a leading outlet for Americans to turn to 
for their news. They tuned in first on their radios, later on television, and now on-
line. NBC’s storied past has been a boon for the network, but it hasn’t been all 
sunshine and daisies. While its evening news program has kept its place as the 
biggest draw for nighttime network news audience, NBC is behind its competitors 
in other categories, like morning and news magazine show audience. And despite 
its still sizeable impact on broadcasting and news, the NBC of today is a shadow of 
the once dominant radio network.

The famous “Peacock” logo and iconic tones of the company are unmistakable, 
but NBC’s impact on the world of journalism is even more memorable. It was the 
brainchild of the giant of American broadcasting—David Sarnoff. Sarnoff had 
worked for some of the earliest radio broadcasters, the Marconi Company, com-
municating with ships at sea. But Sarnoff saw a different future where people would 
have personal radios that could receive news, lectures, and music broadcast from 
a central network. Marconi passed, but another firm, the Radio Corporation of 
America (RCA), backed the young man and the National Broadcasting Company 
became the nation’s first permanent radio network in 1926. RCA purchased a New 
York City radio station from AT&T for $1 million to place the cornerstone of what 
would become a national powerhouse. An RCA advertisement for the new network 
boasted of what it would be: “National radio broadcasting with better programs per-
manently assured by this important action of the Radio Corporation of America in 
the interest of the listening public” (nbcuniversal.com, n.d.).

At first, it was split into two separate networks. The Red Network was for music 
and entertainment, the Blue for news. Both focused on the East Coast, but not long 
after they were up and running, NBC expanded to the West. There, what were called 
the Orange and Gold networks ran many of the same programs. Yet, in the early 
days of network radio broadcasting, there were worries about allowing one company 
to hold a monopoly of the potentially potent broadcasting networks. Government 
pressure forced RCA to split from its parent General Electric in the 1930s. Later, and 
more significantly, RCA was forced to sell one of the networks in 1943. It chose the 
less popular Blue Network, which eventually became NBC’s competitor, ABC.
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By the time that happened, though, NBC had already established itself as a ma-
jor player in television in addition to radio. In 1939, it broadcast the New York 
World’s Fair’s opening ceremonies, marking the beginning of its commitment to tele-
vision. In the early 1940s, it showed the first televised newscast. But unlike the 
specialized and graphic-laden television newscasts of today, NBC simply simulcast 
Lowell Thomas’ nightly radio news broadcast. It was a modest beginning, but the 
evening news would become a staple. NBC went through a few news-program itera-
tions, like the NBC Tele-News Reel, which showed movie newsreels. The Camel News 
Caravan, which the R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company sponsored, was a 15-minute 
show that used filmed NBC news stories, one of the first programs to do so. It was 
replaced by Chet Huntley and David Brinkley with the Huntley-Brinkley Report in 
1956 (Shedden 2006). The new nightly news program launched just after two of the 
company’s other signature programs—Meet the Press in 1947 and the Today show in 
1952—expanded the news footprint in the broadcast schedule into the weekend 
and weekday mornings.

In the mid-1950s and into the 1960s the network’s then-president Robert E. 
Kintner, former reporter and columnist himself, “pushed constantly for expanded 
budgets for news operations” (Smith 1980). Kintner wanted “round-the-clock” live 
coverage after John F. Kennedy was assassinated in November of 1963, a decision 
that led to NBC filming Jack Ruby shooting Lee Harvey Oswald to death (Smith 
1980).

The Huntley-Brinkley Report helped cement the network’s credibility in news, win-
ning it back some of the momentum lost to Edward R. Murrow and CBS during 
World War II and the Red Scare. The anchor duo was chosen for the job after im-
pressing network executives with their coverage of the 1956 political conventions. 
For 14 years, the pair garnered impressive ratings. With Huntley reporting from 
New York and Brinkley from Washington, D.C., the show often beat out formida-
ble foes such as Walter Cronkite at CBS. The success helped inspire NBC to double 
the length of the evening newscasts from 15 minutes to 30. The Huntley-Brinkley 
team also fueled a national interest in politics. In a New York Times obituary for Brin-
kley, Richard Severo wrote that former president Bill Clinton had credited the 
show with spurring his own interest in politics (Severo 2003). But perhaps the team’s 
most significant contribution to NBC was establishing one of its foundational 
programs—and the one that would produce some of its biggest stars. The Huntley-
Brinkley Report was followed by NBC Nightly News, which Brinkley anchored until 
the 1980s. Tom Brokaw followed him as anchor, and Brian Williams came next.

The anchors of these evening programs offered the average citizen a window to 
the rest of the world and the inner workings of governments both in the United 
States and abroad. NBC remains the leader in that type of programming and is en-
joying renewed audience growth, even as the digital age intensifies the competition 
for eyes. The Pew Research Center put NBC’s average evening audience at 8.9 mil-
lion in 2015, a 6 percent increase from the previous year and nearly a million more 
than ABC, which took second place (Pew 2015). The prominence of the evening 
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program and its celebrity anchors is at least partially a result of their journalistic 
prowess and poise. Brokaw, for example, was one of the first journalists to report 
that the Berlin Wall was going to come down in 1989. He interviewed Russian presi-
dents, the Dalai Lama, and helped anchor the network’s coverage of the Septem-
ber 11, 2001, terrorist attacks.

But, however famous and trusted they may be, these anchors are not infallible. 
Brian Williams, who took over for Brokaw in 2004, came under fire in 2015 over 
revelations that he had fabricated an oft-repeated story from his coverage of the 
Iraq War in 2003. He was suspended from NBC for six months and later removed 
from the Nightly News anchor chair permanently. Throughout the controversy, the 
opinions on what exactly should be done with Williams ranged wildly. David Carr 
wrote in the New York Times that the unique combination of fame and national trust 
heaped upon nightly news anchors, the demand for them to be exemplary perform-
ers, is a lot to ask. “It’s a job description that no one can match,” Carr wrote (Carr 
2015). Lester Holt became the new anchor in June 2015, and Williams was reas-
signed to MSNBC. Holt has kept the program atop the heap of network evening 
news, as it posted an average of about 8.7 million viewers in the last quarter of 
2015 (Fitzgerald 2016).

Other offerings from NBC have been less successful than Nightly News. The news-
magazine program Dateline NBC is well behind CBS’s 60 Minutes in terms of audi-
ence. Two of the network’s most famous and longest-running programs, Today and 
Meet the Press, have also been consistently behind their network competitors (Pew 
2015). It has interests in two cable channels, the business network CNBC and the 
politics-focused MSNBC. While CNBC has been successful at establishing itself as 
one of the premier sources for financial news, MSNBC has lagged in ratings behind 
cable competitors CNN and Fox News. In its transition to the digital age, NBC-
news.com has been one of the most popular destinations for news consumers to 
turn to, offering both video and written stories online, but hasn’t emerged as a leader 
in that realm.

Still, some 90 years on, NBC remains one of the premier news organizations in 
the country, and is likely to keep that status for years to come.

Michael Wright

See also: Broadcast Television News; Meet the Press; Russert, Tim
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NEGATIVE ADVERTISING
Every election cycle the negative tone of advertising comes under scrutiny from the 
media, voters, and academics. “Attack ads” that question the policies, personality, 
and qualifications of candidates are blamed for depressing voter turnout, increasing 
cynicism among the public, and cheapening the public dialogue. Efforts to regulate 
these ads included forcing the candidate to publicly state that they have “endorsed 
this message” in hopes toning down rhetoric and increase the quality of informa-
tion produced. But as so-called dark money and other outside groups have poured 
money into campaign advertising, much of that spending has gone to negative 
advertising. The result is that for people living in states with competitive presiden-
tial, gubernatorial, or congressional elections, the deluge of negative ads has become 
a fact of life. Still, they remain a deeply divisive element of American politics.

Researchers and media commentators blast the use of negative campaigning, pin-
ning much of the blame on advertising spots that flood television networks and 
are microtargeted to web users. These ads, which make hundreds of millions of 
dollars for local television broadcasters and cable companies, have been connected 
to lower voter turnout. Political scientists argue that the negative messages of the 
ads can depress support for the targeted politician, increase disenchantment with 
both parties, and diminish the civic activity of the viewer by increasing cynicism. 
The problem, two political science scholars noted in their book on the issue, is that 
negative advertising plays well within the media ecosystem of a campaign. They 
note, “The negative tenor of campaigns can be traced to the competitive nature of 
political advertising, to the activities of organized interests, and, last but not least, 
to the ways in which reporters cover the campaign. Politicians, interest groups, and 
journalists all act in ways that serve their own best interests. Few of these players 
really want to produce highly negative campaigns, but the interplay among them 
produces the kind of campaigns that voters have come to loathe” (Ansolabehere 
and Iyengar 1995). These researchers note that when one campaign runs an ad that 
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seems to question the qualifications or positions of one candidate, that candidate 
almost inherently punches back, defending themselves and raising questions about 
their opponent. The news media plays into this as well, running the ad and dis-
secting its content, which often encourages campaigns to run the ad to begin with 
to benefit from the free media they expect to receive. Finally, outside groups, which 
have benefited from a series of Supreme Court decisions, are free to use their un-
limited resources to attack a candidate.

Attack ads are not hard to spot. In the past 30 years they have come to often 
look the same—a grainy black and white photo of the offending politician, a damn-
ing quote or statistic, menacing music in the background, and tiny print at the 
bottom of the screen that sources the damning information. But to call the adver-
tisement an “attack” implies that there is something aggressive, mean-spirited, and 
even untruthful in the information conveyed in the ad. This is one of the first prob-
lems with the tackling the issue of negative advertising: What is negative? The 
former editor-in-chief of Campaigns & Elections magazine, who has a more sanguine 
view of attack ads, notes that “what constitutes negative campaigning is usually a 
matter of perspective; tactics that to one voter may seem misleading, mean-spirited, 
and immoral can impart to another important and relevant information about how 
the candidate would perform under the pressures of public office. Negative cam-
paigning, like beauty, is in the eye of the beholder” (Mark 2006). Negative ads 
often raise questions about the voting record of one candidate, criticize their pub-
lic statements or accuse them of not living up to their public statements. In fact, 
David Mark, in his book Going Dirty, argues that all candidates must, to some de-
gree, go negative to win an election. Challengers hoping to unseat an incumbent in 
a primary or general election must raise questions about how the current seat-holder 
has failed the voters because why toss them out otherwise? Similarly, an incum-
bent facing a serious challenge has to explain why they are better qualified to re-
main in office. Any ads that make these cases can be construed as negative because 
they argue one candidate is clearly better than the other. Marks’s assessment aside, 
usually in public opinion polls it is personal attacks that the public reacts most nega-
tively to; so-called issue ads, even if hard-hitting, are seen as within the bounds of 
a normal campaign.

But despite the hand wringing over negative ads there is one compelling fact that 
makes them a likely permanent part of the campaign—they seem to work.

A meta-analysis of past experiments and research papers connected to negative 
ads and campaigning noted that viewers clearly remembered the messages, and that 
there was no demonstrable effect on the likelihood of a person to vote in the elec-
tion. This research seemed to conclude that negative ads will not keep someone 
from voting and that they can deliver key messages that will stay with a voter long 
after the airing.

But beyond the science, politicians also clearly imbue negative ads with real 
political power. One of the first ads that drew the attention of journalists for its 
hard-hitting tone and negative light it threw on the opponent was the so-called 
Willie Horton ad from the 1988 presidential campaign. The ad, released by a 
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political action committee connected to Vice President George H. W. Bush, docu-
mented how a prison furlough program allowed under Democratic candidate Michael 
Dukakis had released a convicted murder for a weekend. Willie Horton then commit-
ted a brutal assault and rape while out, and the ad connected the attacks to Dukakis’s 
prison policy and his generally being soft on crime. Dukakis dismissed the ad as so 
negative and potentially racist that the public and news media would reject it.

They didn’t. The key message of being wrong on criminal justice issues stuck. It 
is a message that Dukakis said may have cost him the presidency. He later told NPR, 
“I thought people were tired of a lot of the polarization that was taking place . . .  
and basically just said, ‘We’re not going to respond to those attacks.’ It was a ter-
rible mistake . . .  You can’t do what I did . . .  [because] if you do that, you’re going 
to be hurt and you’re going to be hurt badly” (NPR 2012).

But still, people express deep reservations about negative campaigns, telling 
pollsters they wish that candidates would choose to focus on positive messages of 
what he or she would do if elected. But those who have studied political commu-
nication stress that is not an easy case for most candidates to make. The reason 
often has to do with the voters themselves. It is easier for the campaign to make 
the case why the other candidate is bad—too liberal, too wealthy, too out-of-touch—
compared to proposing a series of specific positions that the candidate intends to 
enact. Those who studied campaigning in both the United States and the newly 
democratic Russia noted that both Reagan and Yeltsin had been forced to cast their 
opponents in negative lights despite their very different systems and different cam-
paigns. As they noted, “Because voters hold different views of how government 
should function, campaigners are driven to use negative messages rather than posi-
tive arguments. Positive statements of policy intent must be crafted as not to alienate 
people who might otherwise have voted for the candidate. But any clear policy state-
ment is likely to alienate at least some voters. Therefore, at the first sign that such 
messages are costing support from more voters than are being attracted, the message 
must be abandoned” (Skinner, Kudelia, Bueno de Mesquita, and Rice 2008).

In the place of these messages, campaigns seek to find themes that will increase 
the public’s positive perception of their candidate and raise potential doubts about 
their competitor. Therefore campaign messages are crafted that stress their candi-
date’s personal biography and professional experience. Many ads in favor of a can-
didate offer little insight into their positions other than their support for families 
and the middle class. Instead, business experience is emphasized, their own fami-
lies are noted, and connections to locally popular figures stressed. But as other re-
search has noted, these messages do not stay with a viewer as much as the negative 
messages of why a voter should be concerned about the other candidate.

It is more than just the fractured nature of the electorate that facilitates nega-
tive campaigning. It is the media itself and how its coverage of the campaign can 
inadvertently serve the messaging goals of the campaigns. A negative ad can trig-
ger a wave of reporting about the ad, its content, and its impact, all of which serves 
to amplify the original message. For example, one of the most powerful political 
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ads ever developed was a “negative” ad that only aired once. The “Daisy” ad was 
conceived of by the campaign of President Lyndon Johnson as a way to emphasize 
the dangerous extremism of Republican senator Barry Goldwater. Goldwater, in ac-
cepting the Republican Party’s nomination, had stressed, “Extremism in the de-
fense of liberty is no vice. And let me remind you also that moderation in the 
pursuit of justice is no virtue.” Two years earlier, the Soviet Union and United 
States had been at the brink of nuclear war during the 1962 Cuban missile crisis. 
Johnson and his team were well aware of the public’s concern about the possibility 
of nuclear war and that served as the backdrop for the ad. The ad, which ran a full 
minute, aired during NBC’s Movie of the Week. It opened, without voiceover or text, 
on a young girl plucking petals from a flower and counting from one to nine. When 
she reached nine the screen froze and began a slow zoom in on the girl’s pupil as a 
mission control countdown started at ten. When the voice reached zero and the 
girl’s pupil filled the screen the image changed to a massive hydrogen bomb explo-
sion and then President Johnson’s voice intoned, “These are the stakes: to make a 
world in which all of God’s children can live, or to go into the dark. We must ei-
ther love each other. Or we must die.” Finally an announcer came on to add “Vote 
for President Johnson on Nov. 3. The stakes are too high for you to stay home.” 
Professor of political advertising Drew Babb called the ad the “Mother of All Attack 
Ads” in the Washington Post, writing, “They used every weapon in their arsenal. They 
grabbed for viewers’ hearts with an adorable little girl (commercial actress Monique 
Corzilius). They tapped into viewers’ greatest nightmare with footage of a huge 
mushroom-shaped cloud. (Remember, this was less than two years after the Cuban 
missile crisis.) They reinforced the visuals with intrusive sound effects (provided 
by the genius sound engineer Tony Schwartz). They had Johnson read a snippet of 
spiritual poetry (by W.H. Auden). And they hired a voice-of-God baritone (sports 
announcer Chris Schenkel) to wrap things up” (Babb 2014).

The Johnson campaign expected Republicans would, well, go ballistic. And they 
did. They accused the Democrats of fear mongering and demanded they stop air-
ing the ad. And this is where the media began factoring into the campaign’s use of 
attack ads. The ad itself was suddenly a story and the other campaign was firing 
back. The Johnson campaign pulled the ad, but news segments on CBS, ABC, and 
again on NBC re-aired it. Now all three networks—there were only three—ran the 
ad and dug into the claims and counter-claims. The message of Goldwater’s extrem-
ism was conveyed for free by news organizations covering the controversy. Cam-
paign consultants saw the “Daisy” ad as both a powerful message and an effective 
way to earn “free” or “earned” media—the term often ascribed the journalistic me-
dia coverage. By going negative and prompting a response from the other cam-
paign, these ads often serve as made-for-journalists stories that allow the campaign 
to amplify the message of the original ad without having to pay.

While media have worked to dissect negative ads through ad watches and fact 
checking, election laws and legislation have also profoundly affected the environ-
ment around which ads are developed and aired. When the long, tortured debate 
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over campaign finance reform appeared headed to a historic victory in 2002, it in-
cluded a reform-minded provision aimed at making candidates more responsible 
for the advertising aired by their campaigns. The “Stand by Your Ad” provision 
(SBYA) required:

a statement that identifies the candidate and states that the candidate has approved 
the communication. Such statement—

(I) shall be conveyed by—
(I) an unobscured, full-screen view of the candidate making the statement, or

(II) the candidate in voice-over, accompanied by a clearly identifiable photographic 
or similar image of the candidate; and
(II) shall also appear in writing at the end of the communication in a clearly read-
able manner with a reasonable degree of color contrast between the background 
and the printed statement, for a period of at least 4 seconds.

The result was that ads aired by the campaign ended with some version of the 
candidate saying something like “I approve this message.” This provision only ap-
plied to television ads, but it was still seen as a victory for connecting negative cam-
paign ads directly to the candidate.

However, unintended consequences of the campaign reform act would ensue. 
The act triggered a wave of lawsuits that would also fundamentally change the cam-
paign landscape and fuel a new wave of negative advertising, a wave not directly 
connected to the campaign. Lawsuits such as Citizens United created new Super 
PACs that could raise and spend unlimited funds in support of a candidate so long 
as they disclosed their donors and did not coordinate with the campaign. Cam-
paigns have tried to test the idea of “no coordination” by uploading raw footage of 
their candidates to YouTube and releasing public schedules months in advance; the 
Super PAC then has all the material it needs to create ads and show up to support 
events. This process is easier with attack ads. Super PACs can work with research 
groups funded by other Super PACs to produce ads that attack the desired candi-
date’s opponent. Beyond Super PACs, newer political nonprofits known as “dark 
money” groups can also produce issue attack ads that attack an issue and, by im-
plication, a candidate. These ads cannot expressly call for the candidate’s defeat, 
but can be funded by money anonymously donated to the “social welfare” groups.

Every campaign season sees letters to the editor, blogs, and candidates pleading 
for an end to the negative attack ads. Yet campaigns will always want to draw dif-
ferences between the candidates’ biographies, political beliefs, and professional ex-
periences. A campaign’s job is to convince the voter that candidate X deserves their 
vote and, just as importantly, that candidate Y does not. That process must be in 
part a negative casting of the opponent as not like the constituents they want to 
represent. The degree to which this criticism is merited and the way in which it is 
executed is where the debate over attack ads comes in. Media critics contend the 
current campaign system has intensified the negativity of campaigns. Most money 
for attack ads now flows not to candidates who must “approve” their attack ads on 
screen or in voiceovers, but to Super PACs or dark money groups that can spend 
enormous amounts on ads, lobbing heavy attacks while shielding their preferred 
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candidate from responsibility. Candidates now routinely find themselves publically 
renouncing an advertisement being run by an independent group that has “crossed 
a line.” Even as efforts to combat negative ads by forcing candidates to endorse them 
took hold, new laws around campaign finance have created a form of attack ads 
that the candidate cannot (or cannot appear to) control. What it all means is attack 
ads both online and on-air will continue.

See also: Campaign Finance Reform; Issue-Advocacy Advertising; Television 
Advertising
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NEW REPUBLIC
Almost since its inception the New Republic was the standard-bearer of modern lib-
eralism in politics, emerging early in the twentieth century as a leading journal of 
progressive politics. The magazine had just marked its 100th anniversary in late 
2014 when it went through the most violent internal shakeup in its history. A dis-
pute between the owner, Facebook co-founder Chris Hughes, and the editorial staff 
prompted some two-thirds of the editors and writers to quit. In the wake of the 
changes, the magazine has re-emerged as a journal that, while adhering to its past 
interest in liberal politics, has narrowed its focus to a handful of topics like climate 
change and literature and more specific items like advocating for paid leave.

The magazine, originally founded to “bring sufficient enlightenment to the prob-
lems of the nation,” faced a dire economic situation in 2014. For more than a de-
cade the publication had been losing money and by 2011 the group of wealthy 
patrons who had kept the magazine afloat decided to sell. The new owner, Hughes, 
wanted to reinvigorate the magazine in much the same way that the Atlantic had 
overhauled itself from a stodgy magazine into a vibrant digital news venue. At the 
New Republic, most of the editorial staff viewed that transition with skepticism, wor-
ried that the in-depth reporting and investigative work would be cast aside in an 
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attempt to draw clicks. The tensions had been mounting until the explosive shakeup 
in 2014. Hughes forced Franklin Foer, who had edited the magazine for a decade, 
out. In the same move, Hughes announced the magazine would leave Washing-
ton, D.C., for New York, and that the publishers would cut in half the number of 
print editions of the magazine, aiming to become a “vertically integrated digital-
media company” (Folkenflik 2014).

The staff responded by quitting en masse—over two-thirds of the staff listed on 
the masthead resigned on the spot. The remainder headed into a surreal meeting 
with the CEO and Hughes joining via teleconference. The New Yorker’s Ryan Lizza, 
who had made a name for himself at the magazine he was now reporting on, de-
scribed the chaos that ensued, writing that Hughes “sounded angry and emotional. 
Staffers in New York told me that he welled up as he spoke. He told colleagues 
later that he was unprepared for the scale of the resignations and depth of the pro-
test, especially from people who he had spent the past two years cultivating. In the 
meeting, Hughes described the changes in the magazine’s frequency and editorship, 
but insisted that a radical transformation into a digital-media company with a greater 
emphasis on profits did not mean that the New Republic, which was co-founded by 
Walter Lippmann, would devolve into a click-bait factory” (Lizza 2014).

Many in the media bemoaned the developments, accusing Hughes of casting 
aside what made the New Republic unique, trying to turn a small-circulation, eru-
dite journal of politics and culture into a tech company more like Gawker than the 
Utne Reader. The magazine had to cancel its December edition since it did not 
have enough staffers to put the publication together, and the staff had to be rebuilt. 
Those who remained were given bonuses to help reorganize the publication and 
Hughes would later admit, “I f—ed up.” Another magazine editor who was not 
involved in the turmoil would tell Vanity Fair, “Chris did what people have always 
done who bought magazines. He wants prestige; he wants acceptance. And he also 
wants to do good for the world. . . . He’s not getting what he’s entitled to under 
those rules. He’s become the bad guy. And I’m sure he lies awake at night thinking, 
How did this happen?” (Ellison 2015). It was a stunning rebuke for Hughes, who 
had made enormous sums of money as a founder of Facebook and had helped 
build the wildly successful digital campaign for then-senator Barack Obama in 
2008. It was an equally stunning development for a magazine long considered one 
of the pillars of the liberal establishment.

The New Republic was born of the Progressive movement of the early twentieth 
century. The magazine is said to have been organized in the Theodore Roosevelt’s 
living room and was founded by Herbert Croly, author of the influential 1909 book 
The Promise of American Life, and journalist Walter Lippmann. The magazine’s first 
edition sold less than 900 copies, but its smart writing, progressive politics, and 
skepticism of the Woodrow Wilson administration helped the magazine grow 
quickly, topping 43,000 copies a week during World War I. But it struggled in the 
post-war years and by 1924 filed for bankruptcy. The magazine would often struggle 
to turn a profit over its century of existence, but would often attract some of the most 
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influential progressive voices. Henry Wallace, who had been vice president to 
FDR, served as the magazine’s editor following his leaving public service, and 
Wallace used it to strengthen his credentials before launching an unsuccessful run 
for the White House on the Progressive Party ticket in 1948. Throughout the 1950s 
and 1960s, the magazine served as a major venue for debates about racial issues, 
anti-poverty causes, and the American role in Vietnam.

The magazine, while traditionally liberal on economic and domestic issues, carved 
out a more complicated worldview when it came to diplomacy and the use of the 
military. Although it would fluctuate from editor to editor, the magazine often 
bucked traditional liberal views internationally. Under Foer, the effort continued to 
evolve. The magazine backed Senator Joe Lieberman, who angered many liberals 
over his hawkish support for military action overseas, and even hailed his re- 
election as an Independent in Connecticut in 2006. It often backed decidedly pro-
Israel foreign policy positions and at times appeared as much neo-conservative as 
liberal. Foer said this complexity was part of the magazine’s mission, telling the New 
York Times, “It’s very hard to put your finger on the magazine’s ideological pulse, 
and that drives people up the wall, especially in this day and age,” adding that the 
magazine “invented the modern usage of the term liberal, and it’s one of our histori-
cal legacies and obligations to be involved in the ongoing debate over what exactly 
liberalism means and stands for” (Seelye 2007).

Throughout this period, the magazine was deeply influenced by its editor-in-
chief, Martin Peretz. Peretz, a Harvard lecturer and veteran of political debates in 
the New Left, was among a group to purchase the magazine in 1974. Within a year, 
he replaced the editor of the magazine, annoyed at its continued deficit and sedate 
tone. He jettisoned many of the older writers, including Walter Pincus and Stanley 
Karnow, and replaced them with a who’s who of young writers and editors. He hired 
Michael Kinsley as editor when Kinsley was only 28, and made it a practice to pick 
up writers on the rise. The magazine also hired homosexual conservative Andrew 
Sullivan to edit the magazine when he was 28 in 1991. This tendency to invest in 
its writers helped create the other major test in the magazine’s modern history—
the Stephen Glass plagiarism scandal. Glass was the 25-year-old associate editor at 
the magazine when Forbes Digital identified clear problems with one of his articles 
in 1998. The investigation by the online outlet and Glass’s inability to document 
critical details, interviews, and sources for that piece and a series of others led to 
his firing. The magazine then investigated Glass’s work and documented dozens of 
problems in the course of his reporting. Throughout the Glass controversy and other 
critical moments, Peretz was at the helm, a position he finally gave up in late 2010.

Since the upheavals that marked the reorganization of the magazine in 2014, 
the New Republic has focused on its digital footprint, expanding its reach in social 
networks to more than 100,000 followers on both Twitter and Facebook and over-
hauling the website to more aggressively market its content. It claims more than 
100,000 email newsletter subscribers and in its pitch to advertisers, it almost solely 
relies on the appeal to digital ad buyers, offering an array of sponsored content and 
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video options. Information about the print edition is only found buried on the same 
page that outlines the requirements for the tablet edition of the magazine. The jour-
nal still publishes 10 times a year, but its future seems to rely on its ability to rei-
magine itself as a digital news product.

See also:The Atlantic; Sullivan, Andrew
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NEW YORK TIMES
The New York Times, which has suffered many of the economic challenges that have 
buffeted the newspaper business in the past 20 years, has emerged as the nearly 
undisputed leader of American journalism. Its coverage of politics, like international 
and national affairs, is seen as the gold standard by many inside and outside the 
industry and has earned the paper 117 Pulitzer Prizes, more than any other news 
organization. It is also one of the largest circulation newspapers with a combined 
print and digital circulation of 2,178,674 for Monday-Friday and 2,624,277 for 
Sunday as of 2015.

There are rivals to the paper’s position—a more nationally interested Wall Street 
Journal, an invigorated NPR, and a handful of large and increasingly influential web-
sites like Huffington Post—but for now the Times stands as an unequalled force 
among the American press. It remains the so-called paper of record and its deci-
sions about what and how to cover has demonstrated clear evidence of influencing 
other national and many regional news organizations.

The paper is generally considered left-of-center, although conservatives criticize 
it for being slanted heavily towards the Democratic Party and liberal causes gener-
ally. Even the paper’s public editor once took to the op-ed pages to contend that 
the paper’s coverage of gay marriage had demonstrated a clear bias in favor of per-
mitting same-sex couples to wed. Daniel Okrent, himself a self-professed Demo-
crat, wrote, “These are the social issues: gay rights, gun control, abortion and 
environmental regulation, among others. And if you think The Times plays it down 
the middle on any of them, you’ve been reading the paper with your eyes closed. 
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But if you’re examining the paper’s coverage of these subjects from a perspective 
that is neither urban nor Northeastern nor culturally seen-it-all; if you are among 
the groups the Times treats as strange objects to be examined on a laboratory slide 
(devout Catholics, gun owners, Orthodox Jews, Texans); if your value system 
wouldn’t wear well on a composite New York Times journalist, then a walk through 
this paper can make you feel you’re traveling in a strange and forbidding world” 
(Okrent 2004). Conservative blogs and commentators jumped on Okrent’s descrip-
tion, but it also spoke to the core fact that the Times is based in New York City and 
covers the world from a major northeast, and politically liberal, city.

This is not to dismiss all of its coverage of politics and political issues. The pa-
per has been known to take a hard edge in covering Democrats, as well. A story 
published in 2015 about former secretary of state Hillary Clinton’s use of private 
email servers and a request for the Department of Justice to investigate was turned 
into a front page story in the Times that alleged she was facing a possible criminal 
probe. The story was corrected, but thousands of people commented on the article 
and accused the paper of being unfair to the Democratic candidate. The public edi-
tor once again took to the paper’s own pages to write, “I talked to Times editors 
about their approach to covering Candidate Clinton. One top-ranking editor, Matt 
Purdy, agreed that she gets a great deal of scrutiny, but for good reason: ‘We are 
dealing with a situation unique in American history: A leading candidate for presi-
dent is not just a former senator and secretary of state, but she’s also the wife of a 
former president and the two of them, along with their daughter, have a large global 
philanthropy.’ There’s a lot to explore, he said, and the Times owes it to its readers 
to do so” (Sullivan 2015). The issue of how the newsroom of 1,100 journalists em-
ployed by the paper covers politics is always a source of debate and as Margaret 
Sullivan noted in her 2015 column, the paper had not endorsed a Republican for 
president since Dwight D. Eisenhower.

It was not always that way.
In fact, the New York Times was begun by one of the founders of the Republican 

Party. Henry Jarvis Raymond was an influential leader of the anti-slavery wing of 
the Whig party and founder of the paper. Raymond was a sitting member of the 
New York State legislature and was angling for the lieutenant governor job when 
he decided the time was right to launch a new daily newspaper in the crowded 
New York City market. Raymond, with the help of journalist George Jones, decided 
that the reading population of New York City had grown large enough to support 
another member of the penny press, so in 1851 they put out the first edition of the 
New York Daily Times. The idea of the new paper was to carve out a position differ-
ent than many of the other New York dailies. Those papers were either unabashed 
advocates of social change—like Horace Greeley’s New-York Tribune—or salacious 
yellow journalism outlets like Joseph Pulitzer’s World or William Randolph Hearst’s 
Herald. Raymond and his team wanted the Times to be different, writing on the front 
page of the first edition, “Upon all topics,—Political, Social, Moral and Religious,—
we intend that the paper shall speak only for itself;—and we only ask that it may 
be judged accordingly. We shall be Conservative, in all cases where we think 
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Conservatism essential to the public good;—and we shall be Radical in everything 
which may seem to us to require radical treatment and radical reform. We do not 
believe that everything in Society is either exactly right or exactly wrong;—what is 
good we desire to preserve and improve;—what is evil, to exterminate, or reform” 
(New York Daily Times 1851).

This idea of a more moderate paper with an anti-slavery bent seemed to work, 
and readers who were tiring of the preachiness of the reform journals and the scan-
dal and crime of the yellow papers soon found a home with the Times. Raymond 
would continue his interest in politics and in the early years the paper had a clear anti-
Democrat bent. Raymond would help organize the new Republican Party and would 
serve as its second chairman, and the paper often editorialized for pro-business and 
anti-slavery issues. By 1857 it decided to drop “Daily” from its name and became 
simply the New York Times. It also took great joy in launching investigations into the 
corrupt practices of the Democratic political machine, digging into the practices of 
Tammany Hall and Boss Tweed. The paper eventually became less predictable in its 
political stance and by the 1880s began supporting Democrats for elected office as 
well as Republicans. The editorial stances of the paper, though, unlike many other 
nineteenth century news organs, did not dictate coverage and the paper operate in 
a fairly unbiased way.

Still, by the 1890s the paper was struggling. With readership down and contin-
ued competition from other, more outspoken papers the New York Times was put 
on the sales block at a greatly reduced cost. News of its sale drew the interest of an 
enterprising young newspaper publisher from Tennessee, Adolph Ochs. Ochs, as a 
history of the paper would report, was uniquely positioned to try and save the pa-
per. “He was thirty-eight years old; he had started in the newspaper business at the 
age of eleven as a carrier of papers, had graduated from that position to printer’s 
devil, and had worked up through every position which either the news, the edito-
rial, or the business department of Tennessee journalism had to offer until at the 
age of twenty he had become proprietor and publisher of the Chattanooga Times. 
In eighteen years he had brought this paper to a degree of prosperity remarkable in 
a city of that size, and to a position in public confidence perhaps still more un-
usual” (Davis 1921). Ochs formed the New York Times Co. to finance the purchase 
of the paper and in 1896 became the publisher. Like Raymond, Ochs saw a focus 
on straightforward news as a way to build and retain audience and the paper soon 
was back among the largest in the city.

Ochs’s New York Times always had broad ambitions to be known nationally and 
internationally. The year after taking over Ochs introduced the slogan “All the News 
That’s Fit to Print” in the upper left hand corner of the front page. The paper was 
also quick to embrace technology in its reporting. By 1904 the paper was using 
telegraphs to quickly transmit reporting from war zones, and its 1912 use of tele-
graphed survivor reports from the doomed Titanic helped cement the paper’s repu-
tation as a leading journal of the day. By its very nature, this powerful news 
organization became a sort of established power unto itself. Gay Talese would de-
scribe the world Ochs created at the Times as one where the reporters were made 
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to feel they were protected from the world they reported about, writing in 1966, 
“They were secure at the Times. They were well paid, treated fairly, protected from 
the sham and uncertainties of the outside world. Economic recessions and depres-
sions did not cut off their income, and threats to world survival seemed not to 
disturb the inner peace of the Times building. The Times stood apart, solid and 
unshakable. If it sometimes seemed a bit crusty and out of touch with popular 
trends, this was not so bad. It was, like Ochs, never frivolous” (Talese 2007). And 
this paper, which is still published under the watchful eye of the Ochs family in the 
form of Arthur Ochs Sulzberger, Jr., did earn a reputation of not kowtowing to the 
popular trends. The paper was one of the last to add color photos to the front page 
and was conservative in the creation of sections to divide up the newspaper. The 
organization added a website in 1996, much later than other news organizations 
like CNN and even other newspapers like the regional Virginian Pilot-Ledger Star.

But despite these slow additions, the paper still carved out a critical role for it-
self in its coverage of public policy and government, often by fighting and winning 
critical tests in court that would shape the relationship between the press and the 
state. For example, the 1964 libel case New York Times v. Sullivan created unprec-
edented legal protections for journalists covering public figures, making it almost 
impossible for those in the public eye to win libel suits against news organizations, 
unless the journalists knowingly publish false information with the intent of dam-
aging the person. The paper also won the critical New York Times v. United States 
case in 1971 that found that the state could not stop the paper from running the 
controversial and top secret Pentagon Papers that detailed American involvement 
in Vietnam. This ruling by the Supreme Court severely limited the government’s 
ability to exert prior restraint over news organizations.

In both its style of coverage and its role in the American media landscape, the 
New York Times represents a uniquely establishment enterprise. It is seen as one of 
the most cherished and valued news gatherers in the country and its launch of a 
paywall to access digital content has led more than 1 million subscribers to pay for 
web content, something previously considered nearly impossible. But even in this, 
the New York Times is somewhat unlike its fellow newspapers or broadcast outlets. 
NPR media reporter David Folkenflik outlined the modern reality of why the Times 
continues to hold such a unique place in American journalism, in part because the 
troubled economics of the modern media. He wrote in 2011, “The Times has few 
other national peers that match its aspirations. The audience for the nightly news-
casts of national television networks has withered remarkably and enterprise report-
ing is rare. The Washington Post, the Los Angeles Times and Time, while each capable 
of illuminating work, have been forced by fiscal strains to make tough choices and 
scale back elements of coverage. Tens of millions of Americans continue to rely on 
the New York Times in print and online every month for the writing of grace, wit and 
insight, as well as photography of beauty and haunting pain” (Folkenflik 2011).

See also: Daily Newspapers; First Amendment and Censorship; Newspaper 
 Industry; Wall Street Journal
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NEWS CONFERENCES
Part a realistic way to deal with the demands of the media and part a strategy for 
ensuring that a campaign’s or politician’s message gets out, the news conference has 
become an element of every election and all governing. It holds an almost ritualistic 
power in the media—that blue curtain and columns with the White House logo in 
the middle that marks the James Brady Press Briefing Room—and the expectation is 
that when something newsworthy occurs the politician or their spokesperson will 
make an appearance before the media to deliver a statement or take questions. 
Whether it is the century-old presidential press conference or a mayoral announce-
ment, the idea of facing the press is a central part of the American political process.

The most recognizable and publicized of these events occur at the White House 
and began, inelegantly, with President Woodrow Wilson. Wilson, who as governor 
of New Jersey had had informal conversations with journalists, invited the report-
ers covering the White House to visit him soon after his election. The result was a 
surprise to the new president. “ ‘I did not realize there were so many of you,’ said 
Wilson after an awkward pause. It wasn’t just that he was new to the job. At the 
time, the White House press room was barely bigger than the lavatory across the 
hall. ‘Your numbers force me to make a speech to you en masse instead of chatting 
with each of you, as I had hoped to do, and thus getting greater pleasure and per-
sonal acquaintance out of this meeting’ ” (Dickerson 2013).

The effect on the media could be seen in the stories that came out from that first 
meeting, with the New York Times headline reading, “Wilson Wins Newspapermen” 
and the Washington Post describing the new president taking in the press corps “with 
a sweep of his kindly eyes and with a genial smile.” Wilson would press the jour-
nalists to convey to him what was happening in the country while the newspaper-
men wanted to convey to the country what was happening in the White House. Or 
put another way, from the outset the press and politicians have wanted distinctly 
different things from these meetings. From the press perspective, they have stories 
to file, blogs to write, and quotes to tweet. The news conference is their chance to 
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get on the record officials of the government or the campaign making their case. 
The politician’s goal is more complex. He or she wants to shape the stories that will 
be written about the campaign or about the government, so the press conference 
offers a way to communicate with all the media at one time, delivering the same 
speech and talking points to all the newspapers, websites, and television networks 
in one fell swoop. This allows them to control their side of the story to a large ex-
tent, by carefully crafting the statement and dealing adroitly with any questions.

The press conferences themselves have evolved greatly since Wilson faced far 
more people than he had planned to that day in 1913. Before these events were 
broadcast—first on radio and later on television—the meetings were more informal. 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt was famous for inviting reporters in for a chat rather than 
delivering a formal address, and these sessions could be a mix of public on-the-
record conversations or more informal discussions. In this scenario, the politician 
had much more control of the message that would emerge from the meeting as one 
episode with FDR’s successor exemplifies. Harry Truman had been waxing on with 
the newspaper and wire service reporters about the growing power of Senator Jo-
seph McCarthy and his anti-Communism crusade. Truman then offered up his 
thoughts of the Republican senator from Wisconsin, telling the assembled press in 
March 1950, “ ‘I think the greatest asset that the Kremlin has is Senator McCarthy.’ 
When one of the reporters commented that the president’s observation would ‘hit 
page one tomorrow,’ Truman realized he had better soften the statement. He ‘worked’ 
with reporters and allowed the following as a direct quotation: ‘The greatest asset 
that the Kremlin has is the partisan attempt in the Senate to sabotage the bipartisan 
foreign policy of the United States’ ” (Kumar). The juicier quote never saw the light 
of day because Truman asked the reporters to let him rephrase it and they did.

This earlier system was built on the unspoken arrangement between sources and 
the media: The press would have access to the president or some other key politi-
cian, and the politician would have some freedom to revise his comments before 
the press let them loose on the world. Looking back at this system, political scien-
tists note that FDR and others benefited mightily from the pact, noting, “Because 
reporters did not quote him directly unless otherwise authorized, Roosevelt felt 
comfortable speaking much more candidly than do presidents today whose every 
word is immediately transmitted live to a vast audience. At the same time, report-
ers benefited because they received ‘hard news’ rather than the ‘message du jour’ 
that dominates most presidential responses today” (Dickinson 2009).

Broadcast changed all of that.
With the advent of radio and especially television, the press conference, by pres-

idents and other leaders, became a completely different beast. Gone was the 
chummy, behind-the-scenes feel of the FDR chats and in its place emerged a more 
formal and very much on-the-record world of the televised press conference. John 
Kennedy and his use of the press conference created a new form of political com-
munication. Aided by his comfort with the medium and his quick wit and mastery 
of the facts, Kennedy’s televised press conferences created a vision of his presidency 
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that fed into the mystique that would be called “Camelot.” Looking back more than 
20 years later, the New Republic’s Henry Fairlie noted, “It was impossible not to be 
attracted again by the appearance of the man, to enjoy the nimbleness of the wit, the 
charm of his gaiety, and even to reflect that, for all the lengthy briefings with which 
he was prepared for these appearances, he displayed on his feet an intelligence 
which was wholly individual, and had to invite from all but the most skeptical a 
measure of trust and reassurance” (Fairlie 1983).

This form of communication was more formal and rehearsed. Gone were the off-
the-cuff comments between newsmaker and reporter. In its place grew up a more 
dramatic and increasingly contentious beast where reporters shouted out questions 
and pushed for answers and spokespeople and politicians fired back or sought to 
duck the question. These back-and-forths have at times descended into gamesman-
ship where each side tries to “get” the other. Still, these more structured press 
conferences avoid some of the clubbiness that threatened the reporting of old. On 
camera there was no opportunity to walk a statement back. This more unforgiving 
medium has made the press less and less popular for politicians, who increasingly 
rely on surrogates to get up and deal with the press each day.

This aversion to the press conference becomes even more apparent when the 
politician is running for office. Politicians can still rely on the spokesperson to de-
liver their talking points for the day, but often the candidate can also point the re-
porter to the stump speech delivered that day for content, and any question shouted 
from the press line is more likely to distract from the message of the day rather 
than amplify the campaign’s message. Candidates do rely on the press conference 
as part of a communications strategy on the trail, as two scholars have noted, “Po-
litical campaigns are communication events: communication of images, characters, 
and persona. Most campaign strategies are designed to do more than get votes. They 
are designed to project a certain image, alter a perception, or counter the opposi-
tion“ (Denton and Kuypers 2008). Press conferences can help project that image, 
but on the trail the campaign tends to deploy them far less than senators, gover-
nors, and presidents do once elected. Unlike the campaigns, which have ads, ban-
ners, speeches, and surrogates to spread the word through the media, those 
attempting to govern often have far fewer tools at their disposal to get their mes-
sage out and use press conferences more. Often on the campaign, candidate press 
conferences tend to be an effort at damage control, when a series of questions or 
allegations have reached a point that the campaign must address them. So to look 
back at press conferences from campaigns in the past is to see Gary Hart try to ex-
plain the visit of a young blonde woman to his D.C. home when his wife was out 
of town, or former senator Jim Webb answering questions about his failed quest 
for the Democratic presidential nomination in 2015.

The modern press conference has some clear advantages and disadvantages for 
both the press and the politician. From the politician’s perspective, the clearest advan-
tage is found in the simple fact that they don’t have to repeat themselves. One state-
ment made at one time can answer the questions of dozens or hundreds of reporters 
rather than dealing with each reporter on his or her own. The downside can come 
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if the press asks questions that stump the politician or cause them to make a dam-
aging impromptu comment. Additionally, refusing to answer questions can make 
the politician look unwilling to address the public on some matter of national or re-
gional interest. Politicians can also increase the impact of the news event by ensur-
ing that more reporters cover it and the comments get a wider distribution through 
the media.

For the journalists the benefits of a press conference is to gain access to the news-
maker that has refused to give him or her a sit-down exclusive interview. These 
events often also supply reporters with the necessary comment or sound bite they 
need to file a given story. Press conferences can also supply reporters with addi-
tional fodder for social media tweets and blogs that many news organizations de-
mand from their political reporters. The downsides are pronounced for these 
journalists, though. There are no exclusives in the news conference. Everyone gets 
the same statement at the same time. Also, campaigns and government officials will 
call a press conference for an event that seems newsworthy, but may end up not to 
be and yet the press conference itself lends the story more weight than the reporter 
or editor would give it otherwise.

Still, despite their drawbacks for both campaign operative and reporter, news 
conferences remain a major force in how politics are covered. Although the televised 
press briefings remain the most visible manifestation of the form, increasingly cam-
paigns have taken to using telephone conference calls as a modified form of updat-
ing the press. This has the benefit of being recorded but does not supply the visual 
element, meaning they are more often used by print journalists to document what 
is being said. Also, many organizations have taken to providing press briefings that 
are “on background” or even “off the record” so that their information can be sup-
plied to the press, but none of the direct attribution or potential televised gaffes are 
a problem. As the types and number of news media have expanded in Washington 
and elsewhere, the need for candidates and those who govern to communicate one 
time to multiple outlets has expanded and so the press conference remains a central 
tool in political communication, even if it is one that carries with it inherent flaws.

See also: Access to Candidates; Photo Ops and Optics
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NEWSMAGAZINES
General newsmagazines—Time, Newsweek, and U.S. News and World Report—have 
fallen a long way from their former role as one of the most influential media platforms 
in shaping and informing public opinion. Built in an era of information scarcity, 
when people had access to handful of newspapers and long before people even had 
a dial of thirteen or fewer channels, these general magazines have struggled to find a 
role in a world flooded with information.

In response to the growth of broadcasting and later the explosion of digital pub-
lishing, magazines have become a specialized industry, focusing on narrow hob-
bies or specific political viewpoints and in this world, the general newsmagazine 
has floundered. The Atlantic’s Michael Hirschorn noted, “In the digital age, with its 
overabundance of information, the modern newsweekly is in a particularly poignant 
position. Designed nearly a century ago to be all things to all people, it Chaplin-
esquely tries to straddle thousands of rapidly fragmenting micro-niches, a main-
frame in an iTouch world. The audience it was created to serve—middlebrow; 
curious, but not too curious; engaged, but only to a point—no longer exists” 
(Hirschorn 2009). It is now a very different world. Originally, magazines served as 
an important counterpoint to newspapers, relying on the mail to reach people out-
side urban centers. Even once they became less critical as more people moved 
away from the rural world, they played the role of synthesizer of the mountains of 
print and news out there. A magazine like Newsweek could, in a simple feature like 
its “Conventional Wisdom” series of up and down arrows, introduce the reader to 
dozens of issues and news developments. The style of these periodicals tended to 
be breezier than the more somber and serious newspapers and often mixed news 
with fiction, photography, and commentaries.

Magazines emerged in America during the colonial era. These magazines often 
compiled the news from overseas and the other colonies for consumption in one 
region. In a real way, they were often the equivalent of the modern aggregator, tak-
ing snippets of information, stories, and repeated gossip and compiling them into 
weekly or monthly pamphlets that could be then mailed or sold in the growing 
number of newsstands in urban areas. By the late nineteenth century, magazines 
like the Saturday Evening Post were firmly established as popular outlets, landing in 
thousands of homes and doctors’ offices each weekend. By the 1920s, even as ra-
dio began to sweep the land, a wave of publishers decided that the time was right 
for a new media form—the general newsmagazine. Henry Luce and Briton Had-
den would launch the first of this new beast in 1923, Time. The prospectus of the 
first Time captured the ambitious goal of the new newsmagazine, noting, “People 
in America are, for the most part, poorly informed. This is not the fault of the daily 
newspapers; they print all the news. People are uninformed because no publication 
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has adapted itself to the time which busy men are able to spend on simply keeping 
informed. Time is a weekly news-magazine, aimed to serve the modern necessity 
of keeping people informed, created on a principle of complete organization. Time 
is interested—not in how much it includes between its covers—but in how much 
it gets off its pages into the minds of its readers” (Muller 1988).

Time’s launch would spawn an array of general news imitators—most notably 
Newsweek and United States News, both in 1933. The magazine would seek to ad-
dress the challenge Time noted in that first prospectus, offering readers a simpler 
way to offer people a synopsis of the week that was. It had at its core a mission to 
inform the voting public in a way that sought to ensure that people would have a 
grasp of the major developments nationally and internationally. At Luce’s death in 
1968, the magazine he founded would focus on his vision of the role of the maga-
zine in public life, noting in his obituary, “ ‘As a journalist, I am in command of a 
small sector in the very front trenches of this battle for freedom’ ” (Time 1968).

From their outset, newsmagazines showed an enormous power to broaden the 
knowledge of the reading public by consciously seeking to organize volumes of news 
and information into erudite, yet readable copy and compelling photographs. These 
magazines differed from the more literary and political journals—New Republic or 
the Atlantic of the left and the National Review or later the Weekly Standard of the 
right. Those magazines never achieved wide circulation, instead serving the intel-
lectual elite and the party philosophers more than the casual reader. The general 
newsmagazines were built for the average reader, so when the publication revolu-
tion that swept the newspaper industry in the early 2000s hit the magazine indus-
try, many of the same challenges arose. Synthesizing news on a weekly basis made 
no sense when it was being done every minute by digital outlets or social media. 
The array of content that magazines relied on to attract readers could now be ac-
cessed at the swipe of a finger at any moment of the day, leaving structured publi-
cation and weekly distribution through the mail ridiculously outdated. General 
newsmagazines in particular struggled to find their way in this new news ecosys-
tem, with many moving closer to the entertainment industry, others turning to spe-
cialized publications like college rankings, and others seeking to become like their 
thinker cousins. All the while, circulation and ad sales continued to dry up. These 
magazines had relied not just on the mail subscribers but also on thousands upon 
thousands of their periodicals being bought at the newsstand or the supermarket. 
U.S. News and World Report was the first to falter of the big three. Never the largest 
of the magazines, by June of 2008 it announced it would shift to a bi-weekly pub-
lication. By November even that was not working and so they slipped to monthly. 
By the end of 2010 the printed history of the magazine came to an end. The pub-
lication maintains a website and makes most of its money now through its branded 
rankings of colleges and graduate and professional programs.

By 2012, numbers were still plunging, leading one insider to tell the New York 
Times’ David Carr, “When the airplane suddenly drops 10,000 feet and it doesn’t 
crash, you still end up with your heart in your stomach. Those are very, very bad 
numbers” (Carr 2012). That year marked a major moment in the history of the 
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newsmagazine as Newsweek, having been sold by the Washington Post to the web-
site The Daily Beast, struggled no more and ceased weekly publication at the end 
of that year. Interestingly, the magazine would begin publishing again in 2014 with 
a far smaller staff and publication, and unlike the giant magazine of yore it soon 
claimed to be profitable. Still, many worry about these journals, noting that they 
struggle with one of the key elements necessary to succeed in the highly competi-
tive modern media environment—uniqueness. In noting the newsmagazine’s un-
easy future, media commentator Ken Doctor, author of the book Newsonomics, 
noted, “Time’s fundamental problem is that the topics it talks about can be found in 
many places; whether they are bringing to them a sufficient aggregation of voices to 
differentiate themselves is in significant doubt” (Sasseen, Matsa, and Mitchell 2013).

For decades the political reporting of these three newsmagazines helped shape 
the perception of many voters about the campaigns and debates of Congress. The 
correspondents for these magazines had huge sway over the way the breathless news 
articles of daily newspaper reporters would be interpreted and, not surprisingly, 
these experts who spent their time considering the big picture of politics often ap-
peared on television as experts on cable news and Sunday talk shows. These politi-
cal reporters were the ones who often connected the dots of the campaign stories, 
offered the assessment that would become convention wisdom, and echoed that 
message in widely circulated magazines and on broadcast. Those voices have largely 
been replaced by the bloggers of the left and the right and the handful of remain-
ing partisan columnists. Their role continues to be filled, but rarely by the report-
ers and columnists of Time, Newsweek, and U.S. News and World Report.

See also: Aggregation; Newspaper Industry; Time
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NEWSMAX
Newsmax wasn’t an overnight sensation like many of the meteoric websites and 
blogs that soon lose their steam (and audience), but the conservative news site 
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headed by Christopher Ruddy has built a solid following and now ranks as the most 
visited right-leaning news site on the Internet.

In fact, in April of 2013, independent audience system comScore reported that 
Newsmax had topped its ranking of popular political news sites, beating out Huff-
ington Post Politics, Fox News’s political section, and CNN Politics. Ruddy said the 
news was “a testament to quality of our digital content that consumers online, on 
smartphones and on tablets continue to look to Newsmax for the latest political 
news” (Talkers 2013). The site has grown to include a magazine with a subscriber 
base of more than 200,000 and a satellite cable channel.

Much of the growth of Newsmax is credited to its ability to appeal to a wide range 
of Republicans and Independents. Unlike some of the more shrill partisan press ad-
vocates, Newsmax has offered more reasoned critiques of both Republicans and 
Democrats. But it still knows its core audience is a Republican one and Ruddy is 
quick to highlight his site’s ability to reach critical members of the party. In a 2011 
New York Times profile, Ruddy proudly cited that “Every major Republican committee 
has advertised at one point or another using our e-mails or Web sites. We’re really 
the 800-pound gorilla if you want to reach Republican donors in the country. We’ve 
got the list” (Peters 2011). It’s a list built not just through a political news website, 
but rather a suite of at-times seemingly random ventures, ranging from the magazine 
and website, to separate sites on health, business, and email newsletters on investing 
and specific health issues. The various business models have combined to create a 
media company that has seen revenues grow to more than $100 million a year.

The site’s business strategy has also caused it some trouble. In early 2014, for-
mer U.S. senator Scott Brown cut ties with Newsmax after the company sent an 
email to his list of email supporters that was maintained by Newsmax. The email 
promoting the work of one of Newsmax’s newsletter writers, Dr. Russell Blaylock, 
whose controversial views on some vaccines and the medical effects of MSG are at 
odds with most doctors, prompted Brown to end his relationship with Newsmax.

Despite these newsletter and email businesses, Newsmax’s major role is in serving 
as a news source for those seeking conservative takes on the news. Regular contribu-
tors include Ruddy as well as other noted conservatives like George Will, Arm-
strong Williams, and economist Ben Stein. But the site also calls several liberals 
part of its team of “Insiders,” including columnist Margaret Carlson, former Clinton 
attorney Lanny Davis, and lawyer Alan Dershowitz.

Ruddy launched the service in 1998, with the backing of his former boss, Rich-
ard Mellon Scaife. Ruddy had worked as a journalist at the New York Post before 
becoming a national correspondent at the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. It was there he 
and Scaife developed the idea for Newsmax. Ruddy has often struck a more mod-
erate approach to commenting on politics, taking shots at Republicans he sees as 
failing and at times even praising Democrats. He once told Forbes, “Let’s face it, 
Bush was a horrible global statesman. Bill Clinton filled that void. If you read Clin-
ton’s book, Giving, you’d think it was written by Newt Gingrich. It’s all about the 
value of public/private partnerships, microfinance and entrepreneurship. These are 
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things that any Republican would want” (Smillie 2009). Ruddy has repeatedly told 
interviewers he is in the mold of former president Ronald Reagan, embracing Re-
publicans of all stripes and espousing a conservative ideology he says comes more 
from the heartland rather than the beltway.

The site has drawn fire for at times bolstering the political efforts of some con-
troversial politicians, most notably real estate mogul and television personality Don-
ald Trump. Trump, who made waves for his repeated claims that he did not believe 
President Barack Obama was born in the United States, has often made comments 
that drew national attention to Newsmax. In 2011, as the Republicans jockeyed 
for attention in a crowded presidential field, Trump talked repeatedly with News-
max, inserting himself as a potential contender and shaking up the race. Ruddy, 
who calls Trump a “friend,” was all too happy to help him, saying, “Trump realizes 
the great potential of Newsmax and has been using it very adroitly. We’re well aware 
he’s using it . . .  We are the platform for any Republican candidate that wants to 
articulate a vision to the American people and the Republican Party, and Trump is 
articulating a vision and idea and he’s catching fire” (Bedard 2011). In the end that 
Trump candidacy failed to catch too much fire, but the ability of Newsmax to shape 
the tone and topics of the Republican primary was obvious.

It remains to be seen if the launch of Newsmax television on satellite and stream-
ing will expand the reach and influence of the Florida-based news service. But 
with a mixed business model and Republican candidates lining up to reach Rud-
dy’s list of thousands of potential donors as well as voters in the Republican prima-
ries come election year, it stands a chance.

See also: Conservative Blogosphere; TheBlaze
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NEWSPAPER INDUSTRY
Given that newspapers still house a majority of the reporters working in America 
and generate most of the news reporting that people consume across print and digital 
platforms, the struggle of the newspaper industry to respond to the fundamental 
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changes that have swept the information and advertising worlds has made this an 
era of uncertainty and change for all forms of reporting, including coverage of 
campaigns and politics. The newspaper newsrooms in America have shed nearly 
40 percent of their staffs in the past decade, and this struggle to find a business 
model that can replace the loss of advertising revenue remains a daunting challenge 
for the industry.

The story of what happened to newspapers and, in particular, the business model 
of print journalism has been much discussed, but to understand the causes and 
effects of this change, it’s important to understand the core idea of how newspa-
pers work and make money. Newspaper publishing started more as an add-on 
source of revenue for printers in colonial America. In addition to being hired to 
publish books, currency, and official declarations, printers could make money by 
cobbling together news that had come across the Atlantic from Britain and else-
where. These printers did not report, but really performed an early version of ag-
gregation, gathering news and writing a version of it for the colonies. These papers 
catered to those interested in the happenings in Europe and cost a fair amount of 
money, making them more products for the wealthy. They were still risky affairs 
from a business and legal perspective. Publishers needed to operate within the 
bounds of royal permission and even if they did this, there was no guarantee of 
success. “Newspaper publishing could be a lucrative aspect of a printing business, 
supplementing competitive job printing, but it could also be disastrous—of the sixty 
newspapers begun in the colonies before 1760, ten failed before a year had passed 
and another ten closed after less than four years” (Smith 2012). That’s not to say 
they were always well behaved. Newspapers were often battlegrounds for political 
parties seeking advantage or attacking their opponents and were highly partisan, 
in the tradition of many of the papers in England. But still they appealed primarily 
to the politically active and wealthy in their communities. The business would re-
main a wing of printers for the next 70 years as the American population—and 
literacy—grew.

By the early nineteenth century, the growth of larger urban centers with sizable 
literate populations created the atmosphere for a revolution in the newspaper busi-
ness. In crowded New York City, a man named Benjamin Day had an idea for a 
publication that would not rely on the wealthy to subscribe, but would make money 
in a totally novel way, by selling itself at a low price to appeal to the widest possible 
audience. The paper would then make the bulk of its money by selling advertising 
to businesses wanting to reach people in the city where it was published. The idea 
came to be known as the “penny press,” because Day and an array of publishers to 
follow would charge one cent for their paper, making it affordable to just about 
anyone interested in picking one up and learning about the day’s news. The effect 
on the news business was profound. News became much more of a commodity, 
something that could be measured by the number of readers the paper could at-
tract. It also helped birth a new form of writing, one that sensationalized the news 
to attract the reader. Businessmen entered the field trying to carve out unique niches 
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for their paper, by adding more reporting, covering regular beats, and also hyping 
scandal and gossip. James Gordon Bennett would emerge as one of the early pro-
totypes of the new newspaper publisher. He launched the first paper with a regular 
newsroom with reporters who regularly covered parts of the city. He also used his 
paper to attack opponents, advocate reform, and sensationalize the day’s events. 
“At Bennett’s death in 1872, Horace Greeley, editor of the rival New York Tribune, 
said of him, ‘He developed the capacities of journalism in the most wonderful man-
ner, but he did it by degrading its character. He made the newspaper powerful, but 
he made it odious’ ” (Farrell and Cupito 2010).

For Bennett’s and the others’ faults, the penny press model meant that newspa-
pers would appeal to and communicate with the majority of citizens. One of the 
interesting elements is how this shift to a media that appealed more to the masses 
almost inevitably made it more of a platform for political debate and advocacy. The 
papers born of the penny press model became the newspapers that championed 
“yellow journalism,” reporting that mixed the scandalous with an advocacy for the 
average worker. These papers would push for changes such as a cap on the num-
ber of hours per week, an end to child labor, and safer working conditions. They 
also became important political tools, with their publishers often trying to use the 
paper’s influence to develop their own political career, or at least ruin the careers 
of the publisher’s enemies. William Randolph Hearst was one of these barons of 
the press who used his paper to do more than comment on public matters, but to 
shape public opinion on matters foreign and domestic. These publishers created a 
new sense of what the paper was there to do. As one historian who explored the 
development of investigative reporting described it, “Through exposes and the edi-
torials that commented on them, penny press editors conceived of and protected the 
public good, accepting a responsibility they would hand down to future editors of 
investigative journalism” (Aucoin 2007).

But it wasn’t just a civic philosophy these papers handed down to those who 
would follow. The business philosophy of the penny press is what would shape 
the newspaper industry for the remainder of the nineteenth and all of the twenti-
eth centuries. Newspapers operated with a simple model. In a given community, 
newspapers would offer news, commentary, and whatever would draw a sizable au-
dience. They would provide this at an extraordinarily low price—as close to free as 
they could go, and they would make money by sprinkling throughout the paper 
advertisements for local businesses hoping to reach people. It was a model that, 
unlike the mixed success printers saw, worked again and again. Papers would com-
pete against each other for readers, but once they had the readership, they could 
turn those eyeballs into real revenue by marketing their audience to businesses. 
Ironically, this did two things. It made attracting the most readers possible a core 
part of their business, and it made it the content that attracted the readers a sepa-
rate thing than the businesses who wanted to advertise. The descendant of the penny 
press model helped solidify the separation of editorial and business, and it also en-
sured that most papers would be largely politically neutral—not necessarily  because 
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of any goal of objectivity, but because as a business model it did not make sense to 
alienate supporters of one party or the other.

Most papers became a sort of barometer of the general attitude of the commu-
nity they served because they wanted to appeal to the widest possible cross- 
section of that community. The business worked so well that in most communities 
readers could choose from more than one paper, often being able to choose from 
morning and evening newspapers that could give the reader more up-to-date 
information.

But the newspaper would also reach its crest by the early twentieth century. The 
story of newspapers threatened by technology, so prevalent today, is actually, itself, 
already about a century old. As one historian of the newspaper concluded a decade 
ago (even before much of the current problems), “The story of American news-
papers in the twentieth century is also one of decline, and as a result one of dimin-
ishing influence. In the 1920s, household newspaper penetration in the United 
States was higher than it would ever be again in the century. In the twentieth century 
Americans went from being a nation in which every household received an average 
of at least one newspaper to a nation where only half of all households did” (Wal-
lace 2005).

Today’s newspapers have to fight digital technologies; yesterday’s had to survive 
the rise of broadcast. Radio and later television posed a major challenge to the news-
paper industry and spurred a series of changes to the content and business of 
newspapering. It’s no accident that the 1920s marked the high-water mark for news-
paper subscriptions in the United States. It was also the decade that radio was be-
gan broadcasting. Broadcast media threatened to end the newspaper’s dominance 
of information and advertising services. Radio’s rapid rise from technological odd-
ity to information and advertising juggernaut happened with stunning speed, and 
with it the slow decline in newspaper subscriptions began.

Initially newspapers competed by seeking to emulate the elements that were help-
ing spur radio’s growth. The newspapers sought to add more personality-style re-
porting, adding sections about sports and weather, lifestyle and food. This 
diversification of the paper helped broaden the appeal as many seeking instant news 
or entertainment were drawn to the radio, which provided many of the same up-
dates for free once you purchased the device. Newspapers also responded by mod-
ifying their business models. In some markets, separately owned morning and 
afternoon newspapers merged into a single company. In others, newspapers sought 
to purchase and run radio or television stations. The idea was if you owned mul-
tiple ways to reach people, you could market yourself to advertisers more effec-
tively. However, the purchasing of broadcast stations by newspapers raised questions 
about one company owning all the access to information in a single town, so by 
1975 Congress moved to ban so-called cross-ownership.

Even throughout its slow slide in newspaper readership, twentieth-century news-
papers continued to turn a solid profit. Despite the calls for tighter budgets, the 
newspaper business was big business and the industry was taking steps to make it 
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bigger. First, once cross-ownership was off the table, many newspapers consolidated 
the business in each community. Pressed to compete with evening news, which was 
quickly overtaking newspapers as the primary source of news for the public, news-
papers soon started closing afternoon papers. As newspaper analyst John Morton 
told the American Journalism Review in 1992, “Television has captured time that had 
been devoted to reading afternoon newspapers, [media analyst John] Morton says. 
Meanwhile, changes in the economy have produced more service and less indus-
try, which means more white-collar workers who go to work later, a pattern favor-
ing morning papers” (Mann 1992). The result could be clearly seen in the statistics. 
In 1950, there were 1,450 afternoon papers and 322 morning papers, while at the 
end of 1990 there were 1,084 afternoon papers and 559 morning papers.

But consolidation in communities was only the first form of merger that swept 
the newspaper business. Newspaper chains emerged as the primary business model 
for newspaper ownership during the 1980s and 1990s. This consolidation merged 
the newspapers across communities into a single business. Newspapers in given 
communities succeeded in spite of a drop in readership primarily because by the 
early 1990s only 90 communities had more than one paper. They became monop-
olies in their communities and therefore could charge advertisers a higher rate. 
Nevertheless, newspapers struggled to grow, which built pressure on businesses that 
had to show continued growth to potential investors. The way to grow, therefore, 
became buying other newspapers. “Many groups set high profit goals for their 
papers—as much as 40 percent before taxes—and these goals, in turn, push the 
companies to operate tightly budgeted, often miserly, news operations” (Ghiglione 
1984). Profit margins of 40 percent are incredibly high when compared to other 
businesses. Wal-Mart, for example, operates a 3.1 percent profit margin. This need 
to deliver incredibly high profits forced many papers to slash budgets throughout 
the 1990s.

Then came the Internet. The explosive growth of the Internet and the changes 
it wrought on newspapers shook the business to its core and continues to force 
staff cuts and budget reductions at papers across the country. It is hard to overstate 
the way the web hit newspapers in essentially every major component of its business. 
First there was the impact on the core editorial thing about newspapers—being 
the source for daily news. Newspapers were born in an era of information scarcity, 
where finding out what happened today in your town, your country, or your world 
was a difficult task. They were built to tell you what had happened that day and 
helped you make sense of it. Although broadcast challenged that role, it was the 
World Wide Web that destroyed it. Now people could share news on social media, 
and readers could browse information from all over the world in an instant. A veri-
table endless library of facts and opinions were now a mouse click and later a finger 
tap away. Newspapers could no longer simply rely on being the only game in their 
given town.

Then there was the business tsunami that hit papers in the early 2000s. As Clay 
Shirky said in a film tracking an uneasy year and the venerable New York Times, 
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“The advertising market has turned upside down. So at the same time that revenue 
takes a hit, suddenly publishing has gone from being something done by a spe-
cialty class to being something that literally every connected citizen has access to . . .  
That reduction in revenue coupled with the competition for attention—both at the 
same time—has turned this from a transition to a revolution” (“Page One” 2010). 
The effect digital publishing has had on advertising is striking, especially for the 
economics of newspapers. Now, through web tools like Google or social media like 
Facebook, advertisers can target individuals who have expressed interest in their 
good or service specifically. Newspapers, on the other hand, could only offer a broad 
swath of geographically located individuals who may or may not be a potential cus-
tomer. Advertisers no longer have patience for this lack of specificity. Additionally, 
most businesses have their own websites and social media campaigns to connect 
directly to customers and do not need to rely on mass media. This reality, in par-
ticular, has hammered newspaper businesses, causing once robust revenues to 
largely dry up and profit margins that in the 1980s and 1990s were north of 20 per-
cent a year to dwindle.

As Shirky also notes, digital technologies have created a flood of new services 
that peel away the value of a newspaper to its potential readers. Sports fans now 
don’t need to wait for the morning paper or the weekly Sports Illustrated to find out 
the latest on their team. Coupon clippers have thousands of sites devoted to help-
ing people save 50 cents on yogurt, and political junkies can get the latest tweet or 
headline from Washington instantly on a smart phone from news services devoted 
to political reporting. The general newspaper has felt this change more than any 
other. It has most troublingly manifested itself in the shrinking of the American 
newsroom. Newspapers remain a primary source of information for the communi-
ties they serve. Generally, the paper is the first source for many stories that then 
get picked up and told on evening newscasts or echo into regional and national 
news outlets. The storm of business pressures on newspapers have clearly taken its 
toll on paper staffs. The American Society of Newspaper Editors reported that in 
2001 there were 56,400 journalists working at daily papers in the United States. 
In 2015 the number was 32,900.

The bottom line of the revolution Shirky points out in his film is that American 
newspaper newsrooms are some 42 percent smaller today than 14 years ago. An 
open question remains as to whether the penny press model that built newspapers 
into major forces in their communities can keep functioning when the business ele-
ments have changed so radically, or if newspapers can alter the model to find a 
more stable mix of revenues. It’s worth noting that in 2013 the New York Times, for 
the first time in its history, made as much money from its print and digital sub-
scriptions as it did from traditional advertisers. But that reality, while interesting, 
has not become the norm in an industry still seeking its business model in a new 
world of content and advertising.

See also: Daily Newspapers; Internet Advertising; New York Times
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NONPROFIT JOURNALISM
As the digital publishing and advertising revolution economically pressured news-
papers to cut staff and rein in their editorial ambitions, nonprofit news organiza-
tions, often focused on investigative and long-form reporting, have sprung up 
seeking to fill the void. These outlets, which often rely on personal donations or 
larger foundation grants, have become major sources of original reporting, winning 
Pulitzer Prizes and partnering with legacy media like the New York Times and CBS 
News. While some of these organizations aim to continue the best forms of inves-
tigative reporting, other organizations blur the line between objective journalism 
and advocacy, drawing funding from foundations and individuals more interested 
in ideological ends than the reporting itself. Both types of journalism nonprofits 
now are regular contributors to the news flow, but understanding the agenda of the 
funding agencies and goals of the organization itself become more difficult for the 
reader to know.

The interest in nonprofit journalism was born, at least in part, from a perceived 
failure of the for-profit media to adapt to the new digital realities. Newspapers, which 
had enjoyed wild profitability even after the dawn of the Internet age, seemed slow 
to embrace the web and other opportunities. Broadcasters were even slower to look 
toward the Internet in the early days before technology allowed for high quality 
streaming of media. Then as the economy slowed and advertisers found other out-
lets more effective for targeting and reaching potential customers, news organiza-
tions started to entrench, reducing the expenditures on long-term investigations 
and more civically minded—but perhaps less popular—coverage of policy and 
statehouses. With journalists increasingly concerned about the economics of their, 
business former Washington Post ombudsman and journalism professor Geneva 
Overholser penned a treatise, “On Behalf of Journalism,” which argued that jour-
nalists needed to take the future into their own hands. She stressed, “The story of 
American journalism is undergoing a dramatic re-write. The pace of change makes 
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many anxious, and denunciations are lobbed from all sides—and from within. It’s 
easy to overlook the promise of the many possibilities that lie before us. Our focus 
here is on those possibilities” (Overholser 2006). Front and center in Overholser’s 
document is the idea of nonprofit journalism—both in the form of new organi-
zations to produce content and charitable foundations to support that work. The 
case came as many within journalism were arguing for a new wave of organiza-
tions to address the needs of the day. It was, in part, a return to some older ideas 
in journalism.

Nonprofit journalism groups are not new, despite the frenzy of interest in the 
digital version of these organizations. In 1846, five New York newspapers cut a deal 
to work together to get news from the battlefields of the Mexican-American War 
back to headquarters thousands of miles away. The project worked and a new non-
profit consortium was born, the Associated Press. The group would use whatever 
technology it could, from pigeon to pony express to Teletext, to deliver news to its 
members. The nonprofit model meant that the new organization would work in 
close collaboration with each of the member organizations and did not seek to com-
pete with its own members. It also filled a specific need that each news organiza-
tion faced—how to get reliable information quickly from far-flung locations. It made 
sense to work together to do it and not for each to try and send a reporter to cover 
a distant war.

Nonprofit journalism saw a second wave of interest grow around the concept of 
investigative reporting. In the wake of Watergate and Vietnam, journalists who 
wanted to dig deeply into stories sought ways to do that full time, and soon a new 
era of investigative nonprofits were born. In 1976 the Foundation for National Prog-
ress was organized to publish and run the activist liberal investigation magazine 
Mother Jones. A year later the Center for Investigative Reporting launched. A hand-
ful of other investigative operations followed, notably the Center for Public Integ-
rity in the 1980s, but these nonprofit operations tended to be few and far between. 
It would take the dawn of the Internet to empower more organizations to start up 
in the nonprofit model.

One website, ProPublica, truly helped spawn the nonprofit journalism revival 
of the digital age. Although there were a handful of news nonprofits covering com-
munities around the country, notably the Voice of San Diego and Seattle’s Grist, 
ProPublica was part of a major new wave of nonprofit journalism. Like its prede-
cessors of the 1970s and 1980s, ProPublica aimed to address a specific shortcom-
ing in the mainstream media—a lack of thorough investigative journalism. The site 
stresses, “Investigative journalism is at risk. Many news organizations have increas-
ingly come to see it as a luxury . . .  New models are, therefore, necessary to carry 
forward some of the great work of journalism in the public interest that is such an 
integral part of self-government, and thus an important bulwark of our democracy” 
(ProPublica). The new organization stepped into that void, backed by $10 million 
from Democratic activists Herb and Marion Sandler, who made their fortune run-
ning the savings and loan firm Golden West Financial Corporation.
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Unlike some of the earlier versions of nonprofits, ProPublica benefited from a 
changing attitude among the existing media companies. When the Center for In-
vestigative Reporting or the Center for Public Integrity came onto the scene, few 
big newspapers or broadcast outlets were willing to work with the nonprofits to 
collaboratively produce stories. But media outlets had changed since then. Pro-
Publica, and others that would follow, would be able to partner with existing 
media to produce reports, meaning that readers would encounter their work on 
the pages of the New York Times or see it on 60 Minutes rather than only seeing it on the 
ProPublica site. These efforts helped bolster the amount of investigations news or-
ganizations were able to conduct. By the end of 2000s, journalism professor Jon 
Marshall said, “investigative reporters could see signs of hope: increased collabora-
tion, creative Web-based ventures, new nonprofits, growing university support, and 
more help from foundations” (Marshall 2011).

Many of these organizations developed as the economic recession and advertis-
ing implosion swept across the newspaper industry. As newspapers shed staff, many 
of these journalists looked to create their own startups to cover the type of report-
ing they had done at their newspaper. Foundations, many worried by the economi-
cally shaky state of the newspaper newsroom, backed these new news entities. The 
period of 2008–2012 saw some 120 news organizations spring up. They ranged 
from national and statewide investigative reporting operations to regional and lo-
cal news startups that aimed to cover communities left with weakened newspapers. 
Still, as the initial startup money started to run out, many of these newsrooms real-
ized that they lacked sustainable business plans. Editors’ focus was on content, and 
their business experience may have been minimal. A new organization could be 
kickstarted by a small section of the public concerned enough to donate money to 
back the new group, or foundations that wanted to support local information as a 
critical need to ensure good government and an informed electorate. But keeping 
the doors of the operation open becomes more difficult as the sense of urgency 
wanes.

Nonprofits must make their case to readers or foundations or organizations that 
may consider backing the group. Perhaps not surprisingly, many of these nonprof-
its are formally affiliated with a larger organization, often a foundation or univer-
sity. But the very structures of foundations that support these groups have made it 
difficult to develop a plan for sustainability. According to groups that aim to help 
nonprofits function like the Nonprofits Assistance Fund, often “organizations starve 
themselves . . .  There’s an obsession with being able to say to [funders] that 80 to 
90 cents of every dollar you give us is going to programs” (Mitchell, Jurkowitz, Hol-
comb, Enda, and Anderson 2013). Funders, from individuals to foundations, want 
to support content. They are inspired by the investigative piece that brings to light 
governmental corruption or casts a harsh light on where people are suffering be-
cause of the government actions or inaction. Few want to fund business develop-
ment and planning. This puts many of these organizations in the unenviable position 
of continually seeking grants to continue their work. Some have worried that this 
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may set journalists at the mercy of foundations with clear agendas. Yet this worry, 
to some, seems like a risk worth taking. Journalism professor Phil Meyer studied 
that potential problem in considering one of the oldest journalistic nonprofits, NPR, 
in his book The Vanishing Newspaper. He concluded that “(the) separation between 
funders and journalists works at least as well as the wall between the news and 
advertising departments at the newspapers most Americans read . . .  So let us be 
blunt. Allowing charitable foundations to pay for news might be risky, but it can’t 
be any worse than letting advertisers pay for it” (Meyer 2009).

Despite these challenges, nonprofits have been able to establish themselves 
around the country. By 2013, all but nine states had at least one nonprofit news 
group working in the state and many could boast more than that, often relying on 
various business models and backers to continue to operate. Take, for example, the 
sparsely populated state of Montana. With barely a million people and with Lee 
Newspapers owning most of the state’s daily newspapers, one would not think 
the readership would exist to support a full-time nonprofit. But it actually had three 
running in 2015, each reflecting a version of what nonprofit news orgs look like. 
One, Last Best News, is run by a former Lee journalist who launched his own web 
news operation in Billings to fill the gaps he felt the paper left uncovered in the 
state’s largest city—which only has a population of 100,000. Last Best News has 
only one fulltime staffer and a handful of contributors and relies on advertising and 
personal donations to fund its operations. A second news organization, the Mon-
tana Center for Investigative Reporting, aims to expand the amount of in-depth 
explorations of contentious issues not easily covered in the daily newspaper or 
nightly television news. These longer-term investigations are run by a single reporter/
editor with the help of a couple contributors and the support of small grants that 
help it tackle specific investigations. The site is modeled after the national Center 
for Investigative Reporting and has partnered with the state’s journalism school and 
Last Best News. A third operation, Montana Watchdog, is funded by the Franklin 
Center for Government & Public Integrity. The Montana branch of this operation 
is one of 40 state-based Watchdog.org sites that aim for “a well-informed elector-
ate and a more transparent government.” Watchdog.org, affiliated with the conser-
vative Koch Brothers nonprofit Americans for Prosperity Foundation, has been 
accused by media observers of being a partisan stalking horse. Longtime political 
reporter Gene Gibbons worries, “At the forefront of an effort to blur the distinction 
between statehouse reporting and political advocacy is the Franklin Center for Gov-
ernment & Public Integrity, which finances a network of websites that focus on 
state government” (Gibbons 2010). Montana Watchdog covers the state, attends 
many reporting meetings and claims it is independent, but its funding source has 
raised questions from some. Still, these three organizations in a remote state offer 
a snapshot of the diversity and the varying roles of nonprofit news organizations at 
the state level.

In terms of political coverage, nonprofits have actually had more of an impact 
for a longer period than many other areas touched by these groups. For decades, 
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news nonprofits and foundations have worked to increase the flow of information 
that voters and reporters have access to when considering public policy. (The idea 
of ensuring that voters can access information about their democracy seems to reso-
nate with both charitable foundations and wealthy benefactors.) Sometimes these 
groups help reporters do their jobs in covering campaigns and governing. For ex-
ample, the Sunlight Foundation, which seeks to open government to public scru-
tiny and has been essential to unlocking government documents and data, has 
emerged as both a recipient of foundation support and a backer of data journal-
ism. Similarly the National Institute on Money in State Politics and the Center for 
Responsive Politics have worked at the state and federal level, respectively, to in-
crease access to financial donor and disclosure reports on campaigns and lobbying. 
Other nonprofits have sought to play important roles in producing content for the 
public and interest media outlets. FactCheck.org, for example, emerged as a non-
profit aimed at consistently testing the claims made by politicians in campaign ads 
and on the stump.

Although Phil Meyer argued that the nonprofit model of journalism is no more 
dangerous than the old advertising-based system of for-profit reporting, the agenda 
of the organization and its funders can still be difficult for the public to easily de-
code. Unlike the commercial model where the bottom-line is usually to make the 
largest possible profits for the owners, nonprofits have a different and often less 
obvious agenda. Many nonprofits like National Public Radio or the Center for In-
vestigative Reporting have long histories of negotiating the demands and agendas 
of their sponsors. They have a track record and institutional structures that create 
a wall between the fundraising and editorial arms of the organization. Although 
not always perfect, this system has worked well enough and allowed viewers and 
readers to feel comfortable that the organization is not simply serving as a mouth-
piece for the funder. Other organizations have less experience and are often less 
transparent about their funding and any agreement they have signed onto to re-
ceive funding. These nonprofits may be producing content that aims to advance a 
specific policy agenda or even partisan end. This may not be, in itself, a problem 
as more and more media outlets take on clear partisan bents; the problem comes 
when that agenda is unclear to the reader. Nonprofit news organizations are not 
required to disclose their donors and so, as one adviser to nonprofit news operations 
noted, “As a nonprofit entity, your organization has to decide what your policy is 
with donors and the funds they give. Do you want to disclose funders’ names and 
the amounts of money they give? How will you handle the role of donors who want 
to be involved in the editorial process? How will you handle anonymous donations? 
Will you accept anonymous donations and will you disclose that information to 
the public?” (Weiss 2011).

These decisions are in the hands of the media outlet, so news organizations can 
decide to hide their donor lists or only offer a list and not information about the 
grant or the amount. When nonprofit news stories are picked up by mainstream 
media or simply posted in a social media feed, they are largely treated as if they are 
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a traditional piece of reporting, which may or may not be a fair description. Non-
profits are the source of some of the most important and revealing investigations 
and unbiased sources of data on the web, but they can also be a partisan front for 
organizations that hide behind nonprofit laws. The differences are up to the reader 
to find and know.

See also: Advocacy Journalism; Center for Public Integrity (CPI); FactCheck.org; 
Mother Jones; Newspaper Industry; ProPublica
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force in American journalism. Although it has launched an aggressive website and 
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Public radio in this country began as a grassroots effort. Dozens of radio stations 
in the 1920s and 1930s were started at universities around the country, and these 
stations aired educational programs and were generally noncommercial. The Federal 
Communications Commission agreed in the 1940s to allot bandwidth at the lower 
end of the public airwaves to noncommercial stations, which is why most public 
radio stations are found in the 80s or low 90s on the radio dial. But the commission 
was careful not to be too specific about what kind of station would be considered 
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for these noncommercial educational licenses. The FCC notes, “The Commission 
has intentionally left ‘educational programming’ undefined, describing public 
broadcasting instead in terms of what it is not: Public stations ‘are not operated by 
profit-seeking organizations nor supported by on-the-air advertising,’ with their 
‘positive dimensions’ determined by ‘social, political, and economic forces outside 
the Commission’ ” (FCC, n.d.). This set the stage for a period of expansion by local 
stations during the 1950s and early 1960s. Much of the growth of noncommercial 
radio was credited to growth of television, which put many commercial radio stations 
out of business.

Another government move began to build a national network out of these lo-
cally operated stations. When President Lyndon Johnson signed the Public Broad-
casting Act into law, he created a publically funded nonprofit called the Corporation 
for Public Broadcasting. CPB helped fund early efforts at collaborative programs 
that mirrored the commercial networks on television and the radio. By 1970, 90 of 
these stations joined together and founded National Public Radio. The new net-
work went into action the following year, broadcasting hearings into the Vietnam 
War for all member stations to air. By May 1971 the NPR operation in Washing-
ton, D.C., launched an afternoon news program called All Things Considered. It added 
the morning program a few years later and the network was up and running. From 
its outset, NPR sought to be different than commercial radio, which at that time 
still had sizable staffs and listenership. The new programs aimed to sound more 
informal and less like the historic, booming broadcasters such as Edward R. Mur-
row. Susan Stamberg, an icon of public radio and one of NPR’s first employees, re-
membered NPR’s first program director Bill Siemering castigating her for sounding 
too much like their commercial competitors. “ ‘We want NPR to sound more re-
laxed,’ Bill said. ‘ Conversational. We’re going to talk to our listeners just the way 
we talk to our friends—simply, naturally. We don’t want to be the all-knowing voices 
from the top of the mountain’ ” (Stamberg 2012). That tone would help make NPR 
and the hundreds of local stations unique on the radio. Its two daily newsmaga-
zine programs soon drew millions of listeners.

Unlike commercial broadcasters and even public television, NPR is probably most 
unique for the amount of news not produced by the national network. Local radio 
stations across the country offer locally produced newscasts and discussion pro-
grams. The amount of content produced by these stations is enormous, and although 
some stories may be picked up by the national programs, the vast majority stays in 
the local communities they serve.

These stations rely on a mix of government funding received in grants from the 
Corporation for Public Broadcasting and local members. For many NPR-affiliated 
stations, the membership drives are the critical source of income, allowing the sta-
tion to both license and run NPR’s nationally produced content and pay for local 
reporters to cover the events in their community. This membership model has, it-
self, been undergoing changes as people’s media habits and political realities evolve. 
As a long-time veteran of public radio noted in a 2015 article, “Though membership 
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has always been a core part of public media, over the past several years, public 
radio has been grappling with new questions concerning membership and lis-
tener loyalty. The traditional form of building membership and leveraging organi-
zational loyalty—the pledge drive—has declined in effectiveness, and new 
conversations are beginning about how to recruit and retain members who ac-
cess content off-air” (Kramer 2015).

The network has found itself in the middle of political maelstroms from time to 
time, and some argue that has pushed the network more to the right. In 2010 a 
firestorm of protest erupted after the network abruptly ended its contract with com-
mentator Juan Williams. The former host of Talk of the Nation, Williams had taken 
on more opinion-based assignments and had also begun working for Fox News as 
a paid, on-air commentator. It was during one of those appearances that Williams 
declared to host Bill O’Reilly, “I mean, look, Bill, I’m not a bigot. You know the 
kind of books I’ve written about the civil rights movement in this country. But when 
I get on the plane, I got to tell you, if I see people who are in Muslim garb and 
I think, you know, they are identifying themselves first and foremost as Muslims, 
I get worried. I get nervous” (Padilla 2010). The comments prompted NPR to 
sever all ties with Williams. NPR’s CEO at the time, Vivian Schiller, said in an 
email to stations that Williams could no longer work as a “news analyst” for NPR, 
noting, “News analysts may not take personal public positions on controversial 
issues; doing so undermines their credibility as analysts, and that’s what’s hap-
pened in this situation . . .  As you all well know, we offer views of all kinds on 
your air every day, but those views are expressed by those we interview—not our 
reporters and analysts” (Shepard 2010). The move angered many and prompted 
Republicans in Congress to propose eliminating public funding for public media. 
Williams himself would later call for NPR to no longer receive support from the 
government.

But the Williams controversy is just one of the stories that have caused NPR trou-
ble. In 2011 a conservative filmmaker recorded a series of damning conversations 
with NPR fundraisers. In one, the outgoing head of NPR’s money raising operation 
was recorded disparaging members of the tea party movement, calling them “xe-
nophobic” and “seriously racist, racist people.” The controversy, combined with the 
hangover from the Williams affair, cost the head of NPR her job and thrust the net-
work into a crisis. About a week later the same conservative released a secret re-
cording of the network discussing a grant it received from the liberal Open Society 
Institute, which is funded by billionaire philanthropist and controversial liberal 
George Soros. The recordings noted that OSI had given the network and local sta-
tions nearly $2 million without being mentioned on-air. Some worried that taking 
the funding without publically acknowledging the source could compromise the 
reporting of NPR. Maria Archuleta, a spokeswoman for the Open Society Institute, 
said “We haven’t taken on-air credit for the last 10 years. We just don’t feel the need 
to take credit. For us, it’s about the issues” (Chiu 2011). The story still raised con-
cerns that NPR was a liberal outfit. And the network has struggled to garner the 
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trust of conservatives. According to a survey by the Pew Research Center, NPR is 
one of the most divisive news sources when it comes to trust. People who say they 
are liberal see the network as one of the most trusted sources of news while con-
servatives, especially strong conservatives, see it as particularly non-trustworthy.

Despite the trouble with conservatives and the occasional spat over funding in 
Congress, NPR has seen rapid growth in the post–September 11, 2001, era. NPR’s 
official history of itself called the terrorist attacks “a turning point for NPR; a cata-
lyst to shift our orientation even more fully to high-quality, contextual, timely 
news—both domestic and foreign. 9/11, Election 2004, the Iraq War, the prima-
ries and Election 2008 led to spikes in audience, and most of these new listeners 
stayed with us” (NPR, n.d.). In the days before the attacks, the average listenership 
of NPR was about 16 million people. Soon after, it reached 20 million and by 2011 
it was topping 25 million. This massive expansion of audience was accompanied by 
a massive expansion of the network’s mission. As the American Journalism Review 
noted, “That day lit a spark under NPR to quicken its pace toward becoming a full-
service, primary news source, but the movement had been underway for most of the 
network’s existence. As FCC news requirements loosened and most radio stations 
pretty much abandoned journalism, NPR, aided by listenership growth and member 
stations’ demands, became a formidable news operation” (Robertson 2004). NPR 
also stepped up its digital evolution, devoting more resources to the Internet. The 
audience has largely stuck with NPR, and the network has continued to expand.

Its growth in the digital arena is both a response to its expanded news role and 
an acknowledgement of the changing media environment. Radio, both commer-
cial and noncommercial, was somewhat a product of the daily commute. The net-
work’s two most popular programs aired during what is called in the business “drive 
time”—the typical hours people spend in cars headed to and from work. As tech-
nology has evolved, some carmakers have begun to move away from installing ra-
dios in cars, instead allowing drivers to play their own mobile devices or streaming 
media. This uncertain future of the radio has helped spur NPR to deploy new pro-
gramming and new ways of listening. The network hosts some of the most popular 
downloadable audio podcasts in the world, and it has tried to incorporate more 
experimental techniques of storytelling into its new on-air programs. In early 2015 
the network launched a new program, Invisibilia, which mixes sound with inter-
views while exploring the intangible and its effect on behavior. Still, the network 
remains slow to change the model that has worked since the 1970s. And with an 
audience of more than 25 million listening, the NPR system remains a vibrant ac-
tor in the modern media landscape.

See also: Government-Subsidized Journalism; PBS NewsHour; Trust in Journalism
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OBJECTIVITY
Journalism, and in particular political reporting, is supposed to be the business of 
accuracy and precision. Words are important and what those words mean should 
be clear to the reader and to the reporter using them. So the strange and sordid 
history of the concept of objectivity is an odd object lesson in what happens when 
clarity of meaning becomes obscured.

Objectivity was conceived of as a way to push journalists to be more diligent 
and professional in ferreting out facts and information that could help voters and 
decision-makers make better-informed judgments. Over the years, the concept 
mixed with the growing concern about bias in the media, and objectivity came to 
mean that reporters should be devoid of opinions. An objective journalist did not 
secretly believe one side was right and the other was wrong. Some chose not to 
vote in an effort to prove their objectivity. But as readers became more sophisti-
cated and some journalists came to reject the idea of reporters not expressing opin-
ions, objectivity became a target of many politicians and advocacy journalists who 
called the whole concept of objectively reporting a joke.

The concept of objectivity and its importance for a journalist began emerging in 
the early twentieth century and found one of its strongest advocates and cogent 
philosophers in the commentator and author Walter Lippmann. Lippmann saw the 
country and democratic process in crisis of ill-informed voters and unregulated in-
stitutions and argued that journalists offered the most vital method of address 
both problems. If journalists could provide people with the facts and information 
necessary to make an informed decision in an election or other public matter, 
Lippmann felt the system could work. These same agents could help check against 
abuses of the system by politicians or corporations. It was a classically liberal argu-
ment that found an informed voter would inherently make effective decisions.

But there was a problem with Lippmann’s proposal: many journalists of the day 
were driven more by emotion and bias than by what they discovered in their re-
porting. Throughout the nineteenth century many reporters and those who talked 
about reporting argued that journalists should be driven by a concept they called 
realism. In this construction of realism journalists simply collected the information 
and arranged it and presented it to the reader. The idea was that simply showing 
the reader what they had found would allow the truth to emerge almost naturally. 
The journalists Bill Kovach and Tom Rosenstiel would later explain, “Realism 
emerged at a time when journalism was separating from political parties and be-
coming more accurate. It coincided with the invention of what journalists call the 
inverted pyramid, in which a journalist lines the facts up from most important to 
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least important, thinking it helps audiences understand things naturally” (Kovach 
and Rosenstiel 2001). But this new focus on realism often failed to help explain 
the core issues of the day. Realism could tell you that a fire at a factory had killed 
146 workers in a New York City clothing factory. It could explain what people 
had seen and what the owners of the factory said afterwards. But it often failed 
to explain the bigger picture of how the company had treated these workers and 
ran their factory. It was less likely to question the underlying workplace safety 
regulations.

Lippmann wanted a more aggressive form of reporting that did not simply line 
up the basic surface of a story and show it to people. The solution, he argued, was 
for a new form of objective reporting that focused on reporting fact and data and 
relied less on the salacious or personal. He worried that journalism was likely to be 
overrun by “unenterprising stereotyped minds soaked in the traditions of a jour-
nalism always ten years out of date.” Lippmann’s solution was to train new jour-
nalists and promote their work as the best civic-minded experiment. He proposed 
“to send into reporting a generation of men who will by sheer superiority, drive the 
incompetents out of business. That means two things. It means a public recogni-
tion of the dignity of such a career, so that it will cease to be the refuge of the vaguely 
talented. With this increase of prestige must go a professional training in journal-
ism in which the ideal of objective testimony is cardinal” (Lippmann 1920). 
Lippmann wanted to move beyond the “slick persons who scoop the news” and 
celebrate “the patient and fearless men of science who have labored to see what the 
world really is.” This concept and its underlying value of professionalism and sci-
entific work would create the structural foundation of objective journalism.

There did come a new ethic to journalism in the mid- and later-twentieth cen-
tury that placed enormous value on the concept of objectivity. This led directly to 
certain professional tropes within journalism that would shape the profession for 
decades. First was the tendency of reporters to write with a detached, analytical 
voice. The result was often called “The Voice of God,” where reporters covering hard 
news stories tended to sound like one another in print. To know a journalist and 
to read their work is like seeing two different versions of the same person, the lat-
ter formal and oddly disconnected from the events they are writing about. One jour-
nalist recalled the advice from their aged journalism professor, that their job was to 
“cope with the challenge of getting over ourselves. Didn’t we understand that our 
calling was to reveal wrongdoing and tell other people’s stories without muddying 
the waters with our own opinions or, worse, personal experiences? Writing in the 
third person, standing back from the material, maintaining objectivity, all were key. 
If we couldn’t discipline ourselves to do this, we weren’t news reporters, he said, 
gleefully humiliating us until we ironed any trace of our own voices out of our sto-
ries” (Heath 2012).

This tone of writing that sought to strip the voice of individual reporters from 
the story they were telling became one of the first major elements of objectivity 
to be challenged. Why did all news stories have to sound the same? Shouldn’t 
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experience and observations find their way into a story to add color or interest? As 
reporters became more experienced and their writing more crafted, the idea of fully 
expunging the individuality of a reporter from a story became a point of conten-
tion. Movements like New Journalism rejected the separation of reporter and story. 
Others critiqued it in less obvious, but no less powerful ways. The satirical news 
service The Onion made a name for itself by applying the same reporting voice to 
ridiculous stories such as “Evangelical Scientists Refute Gravity with New ‘Intelli-
gent Falling’ Theory” or “Area Man Passionate Defender of What He Imagines Con-
stitution to Be.” These are funny because they faithfully reflect the formalized tone 
of so many news organizations. New Journalism declares that stories told in deeply 
personal ways can apply the concept of objective reporting, just as detached Voice 
of God stories can still easily lack such reporting. The American Press Institute 
makes the point clear: “Journalists who select sources to express what is really 
their own point of view, and then use the neutral voice to make it seem objective, 
are engaged in a form of deception. This damages the credibility of the craft by 
making it seem unprincipled, dishonest, and biased” (American Press Institute).

Many critics of the idea of objective journalism, especially on the conservative 
side of the spectrum, argue that objective reporting requires a journalist to be de-
void of political beliefs. Andrew Kirell, senior editor of the politics and entertainment 
site Mediaite, argues, “Every journalist has a political point-of-view and they don’t 
magically check that at the door the minute they land a job. Many pretend to pursue 
some noble cause of pure ‘objectivity,’ but it is truly in vain. Every good journalist 
is informed about what subjects they cover and it would be near-impossible to be 
informed and not have an opinion” (Kirell 2012). The question then becomes, if 
the reporter is going to vote for candidate X how can they possibly cover candidate 
Y fairly? The argument then follows that the reader should be allowed to under-
stand the perspective of the person writing the story. If the reporter thinks what a 
candidate is saying is bunk, shouldn’t the reader know that and use that in their 
evaluation of the story?

It seems like a logical and fair request, but it’s muddier than it may appear. Ob-
jectivity does not require nor expect a reporter to be devoid of opinions. In fact, 
the argument for objectivity is based on the inherent opinions the writer will bring 
to a story. Objectivity pushes the reporter to acknowledge their opinions and then 
pursue the information wherever it leads, even if it challenges their perceptions. 
The idea of objectivity is that it should apply to the process of reporting, not to the 
reporter. To clarify this, Lippmann and other defenders have often turned to sci-
ence for inspiration and implementation. A scientist may enter an experiment with 
a presumption of what is going to happen when they conduct the process, but they 
still go through the experiment and document it objectively. This ensures any in-
formation they provide based on that theory is backed up with information they 
obtained. The bias of the scientist, while helpful in organizing the experiment and 
perhaps formulating a hypothesis, has little to do with what they discover. The dif-
ficulty in translating this to journalism is that, unlike the scientific process, there is 
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no established and accepted form of what the objective reporting process looks like. 
It is far easier simply to lump objectivity into the same concern as bias.

More than just media critics and those who see inherent bias in reporting see 
objectivity as a problem. Many journalists have argued that the quest for “fairness” 
in the name of objectivity can neuter the reporting process by enabling the ma-
nipulation of media. In this construction objectivity often merges with balance to 
create anemic “he-said/she-said” stories—each side makes their case without the 
media pushing back and challenging the claims. Reporters can simply quote offi-
cial sources of both sides of a debate in Congress and call that objective, because 
one Democrat and one Republican was interviewed.

Such reporting places more value on an official than on other sources and can 
lead to either deliberately or inadvertently misleading stories. For example, in the 
months leading up to the invasion of Iraq in 2003, news organizations reported on 
the official accusations of the Bush administration that Iraq was working to develop 
weapons of mass destruction. Stories about Iraqi efforts to purchase uranium for 
possible nuclear weapons appeared in the New York Times. Press conferences with 
President Bush occurred where the president made reference to the September 11 
attacks 14 times in a one-hour event. In the wake of the invasion many would re-
visit the press coverage to question where they fell down, and some pointed part 
of the blame at the use of objectivity to justify weak reporting. Brent Cunningham, 
in particular, argued that too tight an adherence to “objectivity” allows reporters to 
get away with shallowly reported and poorly understood stories. He adds that many 
journalists fear that pushing back too hard against a source may make them ap-
pear biased and lacking objectivity. He concludes by arguing that “journalists (and 
journalism) must acknowledge, humbly and publicly, that what we do is far more 
subjective and far less detached than the aura of objectivity implies . . .  [and that] 
we need to free (and encourage) reporters to develop expertise and to use it to sort 
through competing claims, identify and explain the underlying assumptions of those 
claims, and make judgments about what readers and viewers need to know to un-
derstand what is happening” (Cunningham 2003).

The reporter, in this model, might look more like Glenn Greenwald, the contro-
versial journalist who broke the National Security Agency surveillance programs 
story and who has advocated against government secrecy. Greenwald clearly has 
the opinion that the NSA’ s electronic data tapping programs are wrong, but like Cun-
ningham wants, he also has the technical know-how to write about these issues in 
a way that a less experienced reporter would not. That less technically proficient 
reporter would likely be forced to interview an official from the NSA and a critic 
from outside and then present that in an objectively balanced story, but would strug-
gle to combat potentially false claims by either side.

This has downsides too, however. The reporter risks becoming simply another 
voice in the debate, not a fact-checker but an advocate. Will people now believe 
that Glenn Greenwald would accurately portray the government’s argument for the 
surveillance program when he himself has clearly made it his cause to fight? This 
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is the struggle of modern objectivity—without a clear sense of process that allows 
an opinionated reporter to cover a controversial story in a fair way, the idea of ob-
jectivity becomes itself a source of debate. Objectivity cannot be reduced to inter-
viewing both sides of a debate. Political reporting is particularly prone to this, as 
candidate X attacking candidate Y can be covered fairly easily, but that does not get 
at the facts of the case. Add increasingly fragmented audiences for these publica-
tions, and the tendency of readers to see facts themselves as subjective, and the 
objective reporting approach becomes even more difficult to achieve.

It seems notable that a century ago Lippmann in his work Liberty and the News 
made the subjectivity of facts such a point of crisis. He noted, “Everywhere to-day 
men are conscious that somehow they must deal with questions more intricate than 
any that church or school had prepared them to understand. Increasingly they know 
that they cannot understand them if the facts are not quickly and steadily avail-
able. Increasingly they are baffled because the facts are not available; and they are 
wondering whether government by consent can survive in a time when manufac-
ture of consent is an unregulated private enterprise. For in an exact sense the pres-
ent crisis of western democracy is a crisis in journalism” (Lippmann 1920). The 
same words could be used today to describe a chaotic world inundated with (mis)
information on digital platforms. The issue remains, but Lippmann’s solution of ob-
jectivity has become less an answer and now more part of the debate itself.

See also: Balance; Echo Chamber Effect; Lippmann, Walter; Political Bias and the 
Media; Post-Truth Politics
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OLIVER, JOHN (1977–)
As the star of a cable comedy show that lampoons the media, John Oliver is not 
beholden to the Federal Communications Commission. It may be the other way 
around.
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Oliver, the host of HBO’s Last Week Tonight, has quickly become one of the sharp-
est critics of, well, everybody. From the world soccer governing board to federal 
sentencing guidelines, the profanity-laden program has made it its business to ex-
plain complex policy questions with biting commentary and often a call to action.

That’s where the FCC thing comes in. In late 2014 it appeared the commission 
was nearing approval of a plan to allow cable companies to charge certain content 
providers a premium to deliver content more quickly over the Internet. The move 
would end a long-time federal policy of “Net Neutrality.” It was a policy debate thick 
with technical and legal details. That is, until Oliver let loose with a 13-minute rant 
on the subject. Oliver took special aim at the chair of the FCC, former cable lob-
byist Tom Wheeler, telling his audience and more than 10 million online that “the 
guy who used to run the cable industry’s lobbying arm is now running the agency 
tasked with regulating it. That is the equivalent of needing a babysitter and hiring 
a dingo. . . .  ‘Make sure they’re in bed by 8, there’s 20 bucks on the table for kib-
bles, so please don’t eat my baby’ ” (Last Week Tonight 2014).

Oliver then dispatched the “trolls” of the Internet to comment on the proposed 
rule change at the FCC website. Tens of thousands did that night and crashed the 
website. Millions more would follow suit over the coming weeks and soon the FCC 
reversed itself, ruling to maintain the net neutrality policy. Twitter spokesperson 
Nu Wexler said that those groups arguing to maintain the policy had felt Oliver’s 
take had done more to help their cause than almost anything else, telling the New 
York Times, “We all agreed that John Oliver’s brilliant net neutrality segment ex-
plained a very complex policy issue in a simple, compelling way that had a wider 
reach than many expensive advocacy campaigns” (Carr 2014). Even Wheeler made 
note of the tidal wave of comments Oliver triggered, saying, “I think that it repre-
sents the high level of interest that exists in the topic in the country, and that’s good. 
You know . . .  I would like to state for the record that I’m not a dingo.”

It was a triumph for the Birmingham, England-born comedian. Oliver had built 
up a reputation for standup comedy when he interviewed for a spot on Comedy 
Central’s Daily Show with Jon Stewart. It was 2006 and it was also his first trip to 
America. Oliver got the gig and was within days serving as the program’s “Senior 
British Correspondent.” Oliver would go on to win Emmys as part of the writing 
team in 2009, 2011, and 2012. He would also spend two months hosting the Daily 
Show in 2013 as Stewart directed a film. By the end of that run, cable giant HBO 
had announced plans to give Oliver his own late-night program.

Oliver takes his role as outsider seriously, although he has been careful to avoid 
connecting his comedy to journalism. Still, he told public radio’s Terry Gross, there 
are similarities between the two jobs, saying, “There should be a kind of awkward 
tension whenever a journalist walks into a room that politicians are in, because you 
should’ve done things that annoyed them in the past. It’s the same as a comedian. 
You’re no one’s friend” (NPR 2014).

Oliver’s program is somewhat unique in the pantheon of late-night comedy pro-
grams not for its satire but for its approach of explaining complex, often seemingly 
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dull public policies in ways that connect with viewers. He has explored problems 
with the civil forfeiture laws and the cycle of bail and poverty. His segments have 
sparked legislative debates and helped spur cities to ease certain policies. The re-
ports air on the premium cable channel, but have been seen by millions more on 
the program’s YouTube channel, allowing many of the policy-heavy sketches to go 
viral through social media. Vanity Fair labeled Oliver the country’s most “disrup-
tive journalist”—although Oliver rejects the label “journalist”—and Time magazine 
went so far as to label the real-world impact of the program “The John Oliver 
Effect.”

The label makes Oliver groan, but he admitted in a CBS interview, “There are a 
lot of absurd public policies to shine a light on. That is generally what we look for, 
things that have not been covered too much but are inherently ridiculous.” And he 
continues to focus on American politics, but stressed he hopes to look at stories 
and not just run clips of politicians saying stupid things. Still, he reflected, “No 
one can say that the American democratic process is not long, or indeed, way too 
long. And there’s a lot of balloons involved. American democracy looks like a 4-year-
old’s birthday party” (Song 2015).

See also: Comedy, Satire, and Politics; Stewart, Jon
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OPENSECRETS.ORG
It’s hard to imagine that two U.S. senators who retired more than 30 years ago could 
be responsible for one of the most powerful tools for tracking money in American 
politics, but that’s the story of Opensecrets.org.

Opersecrets.org is a public database of financial disclosure data and Federal 
Election Commission reporting that allows visitors to track donors, candidate 
spending, and publicly available information on political parties, campaign or-
ganizations, and PACs. The site is run by the Center for Responsive Politics, a non-
partisan, nonprofit group based in Washington, D.C., that former U.S. senators 
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Frank Church (D-Id.) and Hugh Scott (R-Penn.) started in 1983. The pair of se-
nior legislators had grown increasingly concerned about the role of money and the 
cost of campaigns and organized CRP to help create a better source of information 
for the public.

The center maintains a clear mission, stating on its website it hopes to:

• Inform citizens about how money in politics affects their lives

• Empower voters and activists by providing unbiased information

• Advocate for a transparent and responsive government (Center for Responsible Poli-
tics 2015)

Throughout the early work of the center this included developing and publish-
ing major works on the state of campaign financing, including tracking the grow-
ing importance of so-called soft money contributions to political organizations 
and the role of independent political spending going back to the late 1970s. These 
reports often offered groundbreaking insights into the funding and expenses con-
nected to running political campaigns and often advocated for increased disclosure 
of political funding.

The center’s bipartisan founding has continued to this day with sources from 
across the political spectrum endorsing the information and, usually, the work of 
CRP. The center took a major step forward in 1996, launching Opensecrets.org, 
a searchable database of donors, candidates, parties, and political groups. The site 
has built a reputation among investigative journalists and scholars as the go-to 
source for political finance data, offering more user-friendly data often accompa-
nied by explanatory material lacking from the Federal Election Commission and 
other sources. It even provides workshops on how to do research online and how 
to report data. It also offers a suite of tools that allows data reporters to sift 
through reams of political data quickly and digital tools that can automatically 
sort the latest material published at the site. This training and database system 
that makes up the backbone of Opensecrets.org came into being as both data re-
porting and campaign financing became more significant forces within modern 
political reporting.

Much of the information in the center’s website comes from FEC reports filed 
by candidates, but the center also tracks politically active nonprofit groups—the 
so-called Super PACs and dark money groups. Although far more difficult to mon-
itor, dark money groups have become an increasing focus on Opensecrets.org, with 
the center reporting in 2015, “These organizations can receive unlimited corpo-
rate, individual, or union contributions that they do not have to make public, and 
though their political activity is supposed to be limited, the IRS—which has juris-
diction over these groups—by and large has done little to enforce those limits. Partly 
as a result, spending by organizations that do not disclose their donors has increased 
from less than $5.2 million in 2006 to well over $300 million in the 2012 election” 
(Opensecrets.org 2015). The center also employs analysts who generate original 
reports and analyses that track trends within publically disclosed data and those 
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resources that may be published but are far more difficult to find, decipher, and 
translate for the general public.

Although the center does its own investigations and has partnered with news 
organizations like NPR in the past to conduct campaign finance series, Opense crets 
.org has successfully steered clear of crossing into advocacy or partisanship. New 
York Times reporter Ian Urbina praised the service as “a rare thing in Washington. It 
does the heavy lifting of true research, not just spinning information” (Opense-
crets.org 2015). The center and the site they operate garner most of their fund-
ing from other nonprofits, including major grants from the Ford and MacArthur 
Foundations, but they also accept money from some more controversial founda-
tions, including liberal activist George Soros’s Open Society Foundation and two 
other members of the Soros family. Donors are disclosed on the site in an effort to 
live up to the transparency it seeks in politics.

Opensecrets.org continues to evolve its offerings, trying to expand its coverage 
to take in more of who pays to influence the political process and what firms ben-
efit from the explosion in campaign spending. In early 2015, the site launch a new 
effort aimed at exploring the media and consulting firms that so much of the money 
raised now flows toward. Andrew Mayersohn explained that expenditures have 
“always been the poor stepchild of campaign finance, typically receiving far less 
attention than the other side of the ledger. They’re often ignored simply because of 
the size and complexity of the data set” (Mayersohn 2015). The new focus on ex-
penditures highlights both the complexity of tracking data—for example, many fil-
ings from campaigns simply label things “media” or “postage,” offering little insight 
into what the spending actually covered—as well and the explosion of data in the 
campaign coverage realm.

Opensecrets.org and the Center for Responsive Politics continues to work to de-
code and translate these dense and often deliberately vague campaign filings, of-
fering the public and the media a critical service in informing campaign coverage 
and knowledge about the positions and supporters of given campaigns.

See also: Campaign Finance Reform; Dark Money Groups; Data Journalism; Na-
tional Institute for Money in State Politics
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OPPOSITION RESEARCH
Opposition research, often known simply as “oppo,” is the work done by campaigns 
and outside groups to vet candidate statements, identify political weaknesses that 
may be attacked in ads, and find vulnerabilities in their own side that can be alle-
viated through public statements and the work of surrogates.

This type of work has existed since long before there was a term to describe it, 
and since the formalization of investigative teams, the money that has poured into 
research efforts has exploded. Much of the research is often done by groups associ-
ated with campaigns—be it national party organizations or so-called dark money 
groups and Super PACs. The work can appear in public through a variety of ven-
ues. Much of the more straightforward political research—looking for controver-
sial votes or apparent flip-flops on critical issues—appears in ads funded often by 
technically independent organizations. The juicier stuff—infidelities or stories from 
far in the past—often is leaked to reporters to dig into further. The work of these 
groups has always been controversial, seen as a “dark art” of campaigning and a 
sort-of modern equivalent of the dirty tricks teams of President Richard Nixon that 
led to Watergate. Even in the wake of Watergate, though, the work of outing stories 
that might damage an opponent or digging into every past public document pro-
duced by an individual continued and continued to grow. Just a decade after at-
tempts to cover up the work of a particularly aggressive opposition research team led 
to the resignation of President Nixon, the efforts continued on the Democratic side 
in an incident that highlighted the dangers to both the attacked and the attacker.

The 1988 campaign was setting up to be a crowded field of Democrats seeking 
the nomination for the presidency, hoping to end the Republican control of the 
White House since 1981. Party leaders and veteran members of Congress vied with 
activists and governors for the nod. One of the ones at the forefront of the race was 
Senator Joe Biden, who was in the national spotlight at the time chairing the con-
troversial nomination hearing of Judge Robert Bork to the U.S. Supreme Court. Bork 
was seen as too conservative by many on the left, and Biden’s strong leadership of 
the Senate Judiciary Committee put him in a position to turn the hearing into a 
powerful platform for his campaign for the nomination. As the hearings were set 
to open a video showed up in the hands of several political reporters. In it, Biden’s 
stump speech from the Iowa fair in 1987 was juxtaposed with a campaign speech 
by Neil Kinnock, who had run unsuccessfully for prime minister in Britain against 
conservative Margaret Thatcher. The video highlighted Biden using excerpts of Kin-
nock’s speech without crediting him. The story exploded in the press, but report-
ers at the time noted that the video itself was a product of some nefarious campaign 
also running that year. Richard Ben Cramer’s exhaustive account of the 1988 cam-
paign, What It Takes, captured the moments when the story first appeared and Biden 
press spokesman Larry Rasky went on the attack because of the video. “The story 
showed up in Iowa. David Yepsen, the big-foot-on-a-small-pond for The Des Moines 
Register, had done the piece the same day . . .  but Yepsen made sure to note: a tape 
(the ‘attack video,’ he dubbed it) of Biden and Kinnock had been provided by a 
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rival campaign. So Rasky was pushing that, too: Who would be so dastardly as to 
attack Joe Biden, Defender of the Constitution, on the eve of the most important 
hearings of the century? Was White House skullduggery behind this?” (Cramer 
1992).

But once in the bloodstream, a story like the plagiarism scandal tends to lead to 
more reporters doing more digging. Soon other stories appeared outlining plagia-
rism in law school and lifted passages from past Democratic candidates. The story 
would not die, so the Biden campaign died instead. He withdrew from the race. 
But the story was also cast as a sleazy political attack from within the Democratic 
Party. R.W. Apple wrote of the incident in the heat of the feeding frenzy, that “the 
Biden disclosures are another disturbing development in a campaign season in 
which, other things being equal, they should have a good chance of recapturing 
the White House. The disclosures weaken a potentially strong candidate, and more: 
They suggest, because reporters were tipped off in some cases by aides to other 
contenders, that a season of intraparty guerilla warfare may be about to unfold” 
(Apple 1987). The opponent in this case was eventual nominee Michael Dukakis. 
Dukakis’s chief adviser, John Sasso, had actually put the video together and was 
forced to resign from the campaign days after that fact came out. Dukakis spent 
weeks trying to undo the damage the incident had caused. But in the end, Dukakis 
won the nomination that year and Biden was forced to watch from the sidelines.

The Biden story highlights the techniques of opposition research, but also the 
controversial nature of the work. Campaigns want to find out stories about op-
ponents, and that is far from a new trend. Partisan newspaper editors lobbed 
researched—and some simply rumored—stories about candidates as far back as the 
bitter campaign of 1800 between President John Adams and Vice President Thomas 
Jefferson. Adams papers accused Jefferson of sleeping with slaves and Jeffersonian 
outlets said Adams imported British prostitutes. Things got more specific in the 
campaign to keep Andrew Jackson out of the White House. That year, 1824, po-
litical opponents tracked down the marriage certificate of Jackson and Rachel Ro-
bards and discovered she had not been legally divorced when she married Jackson. 
The opponents circulated stories that year (and four years later when he ran again) 
accusing Jackson of being an adulterer. Every election cycle, this type of work con-
tinued and even after the outing of Sasso in 1987, four years later it was reported 
that “there were more than 50 firms explicitly engaged in various kinds of opposi-
tion research. As the campaign has heated up, more have undoubtedly joined the 
fray. According to published sources, the Democratic National Committee has em-
ployed private investigators and outside researchers to comb through public records 
and interview potential sources. The Republicans have denied using private inves-
tigators, but have employed a variety of outside research and consulting firms, some 
of whose staff members have backgrounds in investigation and law enforcement” 
(Basch 1992).

Opposition research has always been part private investigator and part librar-
ian. It mixes political science work aimed at tracking every vote on every bill and 
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every public statement ever made by a politician, law enforcement-style investiga-
tions of the candidate and anyone associated with the candidate, and a new era of 
digitally capturing everything that happens on the campaign trail. The work em-
ploys journalists, document experts, and law enforcement veterans and has stayed 
largely under the radar. A little-read book about the art, We’re with Nobody, was 
published in 2012 and written by two veterans of the opposition research efforts 
who had spent nearly 20 years in the field. One of them, Alan Huffman, admitted 
that one friend had convinced them to write the book after he told Huffman, “This 
is just fascinating that there are these two, kind of quirky guys just driving around 
in a rented Hyundai looking for trouble on politicians all over the country and that 
this is one of the sort of underpinnings of our political system” (BookTV 2012). 
The craft Huffman and his colleague Michael Rejebian describe in their book is a 
surprisingly thorough system that vets candidates’ obvious record—did they get a 
DUI while serving in the state legislature? How did they vote on abortion?—and 
their far less obvious record—did they plagiarize their Master’s thesis? They dig up 
dirt and test the honesty of the opponent and their candidate, identifying weak-
nesses in both and passing the information back to their employers. This work has 
occurred for more than 100 years in the field of politics, but that is not to say re-
cent technological and legal developments have not fundamentally altered the work 
of oppo teams.

First on the technology front, the volume of information gathered by opposition 
researchers has soared in recent campaign cycles. The Internet has made available 
reams of data formerly locked away in county courthouses or buried in files kept 
at state political enforcement agencies. A click of the mouse can bring up scores of 
publicly available documents from national, state, and local agencies. These docu-
ments may be difficult to locate—just because it is on the Internet does not mean 
a simple Google search will suffice—and so some opposition researchers have be-
come highly skilled in locating specific documents. One opposition researcher’s list 
of places to search on a given candidate runs more than 300 websites long. Data-
bases connected to financial contributions have also made it easier for researchers 
to dive into the potential controversies of candidates accepting donations from or-
ganizations or individuals with a politically dubious history. In many ways, the 
trick of this aspect of opposition research is to find the connection to the contro-
versial figure or statement or find a vote on a broader piece of legislation that in-
cludes a locally unpopular element.

The Internet has also created a subterranean sector of data hacked from third-
party sources that can serve as a potential gold mine (or minefield) for politicians. 
For example, one can now expect political researchers to be culling through the 
files that were hacked from Ashley Madison, an adult site that helps married people 
cheat on their spouses. The Canadian site admitted its security had been breached 
and in August of 2015 the data was posted on a hacker site. The information is 
encrypted and difficult for an average web user to find, let alone decipher, but po-
litical organizations on both sides no doubt dive in to find dirt on their candidates 
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or their opponents. Digital technology has also given rise to so-called trackers who 
monitor and record the daily goings-on of the campaign trail. With the ability to 
easily record from cheap digital devices, campaigns and other groups have deployed 
trackers to follow candidates to every public speech, sometimes pushing their way 
to keep their lens on the candidate at all times. These trackers aim to record flubs, 
mis-statements, and impolitic utterances that the campaigns or organizations op-
posed to the candidate can use in a campaign ad or distribute to the press. Opposi-
tion research wings can now amass thousands of hours of video, gigabytes of 
documents, and thousands of public records in their quest to know everything about 
a candidate that may help or hurt them.

But the story of Joe Biden’s fall in 1988 included bad news for the campaign that 
leaked it and this raises the other important element of opposition research. Often 
campaigns or even political parties do not want their fingerprints on the research 
that topples a candidate, hoping to seem above the fray of nasty politics even while 
benefiting from it. Recent Supreme Court and Federal Election Commission deci-
sions have given birth to a new array of organizations that can more freely raise 
and spend money independent of a campaign. And do its dirty work. Much of that 
money is going into increasingly sophisticated and omnipresent opposition research 
work. Perhaps the best known of this new type of organizations is American Bridge 
21st Century, a Super PAC created by mega-consultant James Carville and other 
Democratic strategists. Unlike Super PACs and dark money groups that fund a vari-
ety of different campaign work—including advertising and direct mail campaigns—
American Bridge is solely focused on opposition research. The group employs 
dozens of trackers, and was the first national outlet to identify Missouri Senate 
candidate Todd Akin’s comments to a local television station as potentially explo-
sive. In 2012, Akin told local station KTVI that, “From what I understand from 
doctors, (pregnancy from rape) is really rare. If it’s a legitimate rape, the female 
body has ways to try to shut that whole thing down. But let’s assume that maybe that 
didn’t work or something. I think there should be some punishment, but the pun-
ishment ought to be on the rapist and not attacking the child” (Marcotte 2014). 
Because of American Bridge’s extensive media gathering operation, they were able 
to flag the “legitimate rape” comment and post it on YouTube. The clip and the 
comment went viral and Akin, who had been leading in the polls, lost 15 points 
and the race.

Despite the success of American Bridge, some worry the growth of independent 
outside groups is leading to an arms race in the opposition field game. A campaign 
must report how much money they raise and what they spend it on. Even the most 
savvy political campaign can only do so much to keep its work hidden. For ex-
ample, one campaign professional cited a post from campaign manager Ty Harber 
that advised fellow campaign officials to be as vague as possible when reporting 
how they spend money, saying, “Instead of reporting that you spent $3,000 on a 
‘Background check and public records search on Congressman X,’ list the expen-
diture as ‘Issue research’ or simply ‘Research’ ” (Barksdale 2009). But outside groups 
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like American Bridge add a whole new level of secrecy. Robert Maguire, a researcher 
at the Center for Responsive Politics, said new independent groups “are raising these 
pools of unlimited money, and none of it is going toward elevating the political de-
bate. The aim of these groups is to embarrass the candidates they don’t like, 
whether it is by publishing books full of opposition research or this creepy tracker 
element” (Halper 2015). These groups can deploy dozens of researchers to scour a 
candidate’s life and then supply the information to other independent groups to 
run in ads or mailings. Interestingly, these groups are required to not coordinate 
with the campaign they want to help and so the work of American Bridge or an-
other oppo Super PAC must be directed either to other independent groups, the 
public, or the media.

Not all opposition research is being done by groups unconnected to campaign. 
One of the biggest coups of oppo research in 2014 had little to do with trackers 
and reams of data gathered by secretive groups. It was the result of one curious 
guy. The rare glimpse into the opposition research world came at a gathering orga-
nized by the political news organization Politico just ahead of the midterm elec-
tion that year. During the lunch, the executive director of the National Republican 
Senatorial Committee recalled how his staff researcher, Mark McLaughlin, had hap-
pened to read the thesis of the Democratic U.S. Senate candidate from Montana, 
John Walsh. The NRSC’s Rob Collins said that as McLaughlin read the thesis Walsh 
had submitted to the U.S. Army War College, “What caught his attention was it 
was a very pro-Bush NeoCon thesis that Senator Walsh had written, so he was in-
vestigating it. He just put it through a translator that checks for plagiarism and the 
entire last five pages turned bright red. So he said: ‘Boy, we got something here’ ” 
(Schultz 2014). What they had would lead to Walsh dropping out of the race and 
the Republicans picking up their easiest win in 2014.

As the Walsh and Akin cases clearly demonstrate, the power of opposition re-
search has become one of the abiding realities of the digital age of politics. Any 
statement, vote, or donation now can be fodder for researchers and campaign ads 
and any off-the-cuff comments can be tomorrow’s attack ad. With more sophisti-
cated oppo gathering tools and teams, the amount of material these groups miss 
appears to get smaller and smaller with each cycle. Candidates must now operate 
under the assumption that if there is something out there in their past that can hurt 
them or they do something stupid on the trail, it will come out.

See also: Damage Control; Feeding Frenzy; Negative Advertising; Super PACs; 
Trackers
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O’REILLY, BILL (1949–)
The host of Fox News’s most popular program is not shy about picking a fight with 
someone. Bill O’Reilly, the sharp-tongued host of the O’Reilly Factor, has made a 
career of asking in-your-face questions and calling out people when he finds the 
answers incomplete or not to his liking. Usually right-leaning in his critiques of 
political issues and candidate, O’Reilly has also angered fellow conservatives with 
his blunt assessments of some of their iconic leaders. It is a somewhat odd place 
for a local television reporter-turned-tabloid news host to end up, but O’Reilly has 
become a highly successful syndicated columnist and a best-selling author of a se-
ries of historical books on assassinations and assassination attempts.

O’Reilly was born in New York City and grew up in modest means in Fort 
Lee, NJ. He attended Marist College and afterward moved to Florida to teach Eng-
lish. After a couple of years he moved back north, earning a Master’s degree in 
broadcasting journalism from Boston University. He actually climbed the traditional 
career ladder of commercial television news, starting at a small market station in 
Scranton, Pennsylvania, before moving to Dallas, Denver, Portland, Hartford, and 
then Boston. He ended up back in New York City in 1980. He joined the national 
CBS network team in 1982 as a correspondent and covered breaking news like the 
war in the Falklands and violence in Central America. In 1986 he went to ABC, 
then three years later joined the syndicated tabloid news program Inside Edition. 
O’Reilly served as the host of the program for nearly six years and then left to pur-
sue another Master’s degree, in public administration, at the John F. Kennedy School 
of Government at Harvard University.
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It was while he was at Harvard that he was recruited to join a new network be-
ing developed by Rupert Murdoch and Republican campaign adviser Roger Ailes. 
The O’Reilly Report went on air with the dawn of the Fox News network in Octo-
ber 1996. The program has been the most popular on the network for years and 
features fiery interviews between O’Reilly and guests of the right and the left. The 
general consensus is that O’Reilly is a conservative who looks for opportunities to 
dismiss or disparage Democrats, a charge O’Reilly rejects. In one interview he said, 
“I don’t look at it ideologically. We try to run a straight show. The far right doesn’t 
like me at all. They attack me routinely. I don’t evaluate it. I let the chips fall as they 
may. It’s not about ideology for us at The O’Reilly Factor. It has worked for 19 years. 
There is an authenticity to what we do. At the same time, the left isn’t going to like 
it. I don’t believe capitalism is bad. I don’t believe in a welfare system” (Steigard 
2015). Despite his claims, O’Reilly has often been the target of liberal critics and 
served as the primary inspiration for Stephen Colbert’s Comedy Central program 
about an egocentric conservative talk show host.

O’Reilly has recently drawn fire from the right for a historical book on the assas-
sination attempt on President Ronald Reagan. In the book, Killing Reagan, O’Reilly 
claims that Reagan was nearly removed from office in the wake of the shooting un-
der the 25th Amendment to the Constitution. Many scholars have dismissed it for 
lacking the necessary depth of research, and conservative columnist George Will 
accused O’Reilly of slandering Reagan. Will and O’Reilly brawled on the O’Reilly 
Factor about the accusation:

George Will: You say that that memo he wrote is the centerpiece of a book. It’s a 
memo that you have never seen. It’s a memo that you didn’t even ask to try to see 
from the Reagan library, until after the book was in print. It’s a memo that the Rea-
gan library doesn’t have, and you should know it doesn’t have, because the author 
was not a member of the White House staff . . .  The memo was presented to How-
ard Baker, Howard Baker took one look at it and said to the man who wrote it, 
“This is not the Ronald Reagan I know,” and that was the end of the influence the 
memo ever had.

O’Reilly: That was not the end of it. You’re not telling the truth. You are actively mis-
leading the American people, you are lying.

Will: You’re something of an expert on actively misleading people.
O’Reilly: You are lying . . .  

O’Reilly caught heat from historians and conservatives who accused him of not 
doing enough research. He has produced a series of Killing . . .  books including Je-
sus and Lincoln, and the pace of the book production has caused some to question 
how well researched the works are. He has also been criticized for exaggerating his 
wartime reporting exploits, but the books have continued to sell and O’Reilly re-
mains the top-ranked host on cable news, drawing some 3 million viewers on some 
nights. Only Fox’s Megyn Kelly has come even close to his numbers.

O’Reilly remains a hard man to pin down or pigeonhole. He is outspoken and, 
at times, belligerent. He angers the left and sometimes the right. He is and entertainer 
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and yet claims the mantle of journalist. One liberal television critic took on the task 
of trying to write his biography and in so doing found himself struggling to cate-
gorize a man who many of his critics dismiss as, at best, a television entertainer 
who seeks to provoke for the sake of attention. Newsday’s Marvin Pittman decided 
that those who label O’Reilly an entertainer miss the point. “He is a TV newsman, 
who is in the rare, envied position of being able to express his opinion while re-
porting and analyzing the news. He is a man who spent twenty-five years learning 
his craft before become a success . . .  He has the background and the credentials 
that make him more than just a shouting head on a cable network” (Pittman 2007).

See also: Fox News; Hannity, Sean
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PACK JOURNALISM
Pack journalism is the idea that groups of reporters covering the same story— 
especially a political campaign—will begin to act as a herd, writing stories that 
sound the same, including the same quotes and offering readers essentially the 
same take on an event. The pack concept pressures reporters to adhere to the same 
approach to the story and for editors to demand their reporters deliver pieces that 
line up with what other news organizations are reporting. It is a common boogey-
man of political reporting, seen as an agent that fuels media feeding frenzies and 
limiting the scope and diversity of campaign coverage.

The idea was a major theme of the gonzo journalists who covered the 1972 presi-
dential campaign—especially Timothy Crouse and Hunter S. Thompson. These 
reporters saw themselves as fundamentally different than the reporters who worked 
for traditional news outlets and they blasted the idea of the pack, but it is Crouse 
who is credited with coining the term “pack journalism.” In his 1973 book, The 
Boys on the Bus, he wrote, “They all fed off the same pool report, the same daily 
handout, the same speech by the candidate; the whole pack was isolated in the same 
mobile village. After a while, they began to believe the same rumors, subscribe to 
the same theories, and write the same stories. Everybody denounces pack journal-
ism, including the men who form the pack” (Crouse 2013). Crouse’s book goes on 
to explain the blame for this campaign coverage goes beyond the reporters who 
simply make up the pack. The pack was shaped by a campaign operation that fed 
them very little information and kept them on a rigid schedule of events that lim-
ited the reporters’ ability to interview sources or expand their story. This shaping 
of the message deeply influenced the pack. There was also pressure from editors to 
have their stories essentially line up with what the editors would read in other out-
lets, and then there was the dynamics of the media group itself. Certain reporters 
would be the ones leading the pack and others would feed off their conversations 
with the reporters who were seen as the smart ones.

The pack was a common enemy that reporters, professors, and scholars all railed 
against. One journalism professor offered this assessment, “We do not lack infor-
mation. What we lack is the assurance that the information that is selected for our 
newspapers and news broadcasts is selected with independent, intelligent judgment; 
that the selection is free, not only from the influence of special economic, social, 
and political interests but also from the poison of pack journalism” (Cunningham 
1987). This “poison” really boils down to a version of groupthink. If a group of 
reporters are tracking a story—especially one where the sources try to control in-
formation as tightly as a campaign does—those reporters become a cohesive group 
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and that fact begins to influence the work they do. The pack can cover more than 
just politics. For example, one takedown of business reporting around Apple in 
2013 concluded, “The punditry—indeed, even the purportedly ‘factual’ reporting 
on Apple—has been little more than myth-making. . . . The prevailing yarn about 
Apple through mid-September 2012 was that it was a juggernaut. Could do no 
wrong. Would eventually grow to consume the entire Earth and everything on it. 
Yet even stories of world domination begin to pale after time, so this one was duly 
succeeded by another: Apple knocked off its perch. Its best days were visible only 
in a rear-view mirror. No longer ‘cool’ ” (Hiltzik 2013). This take on Apple could 
be used to describe almost any campaign of a major candidate. Reporters and com-
mentators tend to follow one another, maybe not in their direct analysis, but in their 
general topic selection. A campaign is up. A campaign is on the rocks. A move to 
bring in a new team means the candidate is changing strategy or realizes things are 
not working.

When digging into what is so very bad about pack journalism, most scholars de-
nounce that it fosters journalistic laziness, offers the public a skewed version of 
events, and does little to challenge the dominant media “narrative” of a campaign. 
It becomes much harder to report about stories that do not adhere to what the ma-
jority of other reporters and commentators are discussing. This leads to a public 
informed by what the pack believes to be the case rather than what may actually 
be happening. Admittedly, while few journalists endorse the idea of the pack, the 
most heated criticism comes from outside the field. These critics see the pack as a 
monolith of lazy reporters feeding off one another rather than reporting a story for 
once. The pack becomes a living, breathing entity that is reduced to the least skilled 
reporters in the group. In fact, the academic industry of commentators about pack 
journalism has even taken to criticizing journalists who criticize pack journalism, 
with one writing, “Whether pejorative depictions of pack journalism should be re-
garded as a genuine move toward greater accountability or mere lip service is de-
batable. Either way, reflexive media criticism constitutes significant evidence that 
an occupational culture with a reputation for ignoring external criticism has begun 
to recognize that its image is in need of repair” (Frank 2003).

Several contributing factors continue to fuel elements of pack reporting when it 
comes to campaigns. First, there are the tight message controls placed on those 
reporters who are traveling with the candidate. Even back to the 1972 campaign 
Crouse followed, the campaign bus was a tightly scheduled affair. Reporters had to 
adhere to the schedule set down by the campaign or risk being left behind, liter-
ally. Also, most campaigns do not make available the candidate or senior members 
of the campaign except at carefully coordinated events—either with voters or back-
ground briefings for the press. Reporters have access to few other sources to con-
firm what is being told to them. Often no other campaign officials will discuss the 
matter other than those who have been authorized, and prospective voters at cam-
paign events tend to be handpicked and made available to the press by the cam-
paign. In this way, pack journalism is often the result of what the campaign wants.
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Another critical component of the modern pack is the public opinion poll. Polls, 
and the interpretation of what those polls mean, are offered to reporters as a sepa-
rate source of information they can incorporate into their reporting. As all report-
ers have access to the same data, these stories also feel like a product of pack 
journalism. When the access to candidates and outside information is deliberately 
limited by the campaign, the similarity of stories coming out of the campaign bus 
or plane can only partially be blamed on lazy reporting or bad editors.

Although the campaign will foster a pack journalism approach by limiting the 
flow of information and carefully coordinating events and access, these same ele-
ments of pack reporting can also explode in their face when the story grows 
beyond their control. Scandals like President Clinton’s possible perjury in an 
investigation into his affair with a former White House intern led to his impeach-
ment, but exploded into the public through an Internet gossip site that then turned 
into a massive case of pack journalism. Newsweek magazine had been investigating 
the ongoing work of a special prosecutor, Kenneth Starr, whose investigation into 
Clinton’s behavior had shifted from financial questions to those of sexual infidelity 
and lying under oath. Newsweek reporters had spent more than a year on the story 
and the magazine was getting ready to publish when it received a copy of a taped 
conversation featuring the intern, Monica Lewinsky. The magazine could not con-
firm the veracity of the tape and due to the explosive nature of the story, it waited.

Then it leaked via the gossip site “The Drudge Report.”
The ensuing flurry of stories about everything from a possible semen-stained 

dress to whether oral sex should be considered adultery flew across the media—
from the most tabloid gossip sites to the national network news. Add to it the few 
public pronouncements from the prosecutor and a White House in full damage con-
trol mode and the result was a furious flurry of stories. The day the news broke, 
President Clinton hedged in an interview with Jim Lehrer:

Jim Lehrer: The news of this day is that Kenneth Starr, independent counsel, is investi-
gating allegations that you suborn perjury by encouraging a 24-year-old woman, 
former White House intern, to lie under oath in a civil deposition about her having 
had an affair with you. Mr. President, is that true?

President Clinton: That is not true. That is not true. I did not ask anyone to tell anything 
other than the truth. There is no improper relationship and I intend to cooperate 
with this inquiry, but that is not true.

Jim Lehrer: No improper relationship, define what you mean by that.
President Clinton: Well I think you know what it means. It means that there is not a 

sexual relationship, an improper sexual relationship or any other kind of improper 
relationship.

Jim Lehrer: You had no sexual relationship with this young woman?
President Clinton: There is not a sexual relationship. That is accurate. We are doing our 

best to cooperate here, but we don’t know much yet, and that’s all I can say now. 
What I’m trying to do is to contain my natural impulses and get back to work. It’s 
important that we cooperate. I will cooperate, but I want to focus on the work at 
hand.
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And then there is the part of the story impossible to ignore. Throughout his cam-
paign for the presidency and in many times since then, reporters had been deeply 
frustrated by the carefully opaque responses to direct questions. Reporters found 
themselves having to grapple with a question of tense—the president saying there 
is no relationship and not directly answering whether there had been one. From 
Clinton down, the White House personnel helped fuel the media frenzy by refus-
ing to clearly address the questions, but the pack was already loose upon the land 
and the reporters found themselves breathlessly reporting unsubstantiated rumors 
based on less-than-reputable sources. Also, digital technology had progressed so 
that Internet blogs and 24-hour news channels could pick up a rumor and repeat 
it without verification or additional reporting and add to the pack. Author and jour-
nalist Jules Witcover would bemoan, “Such mixing of journalistic pretenders side 
by side with established, proven professional practitioners gives the audience a de-
plorably disturbing picture of a news business that already struggles under public 
skepticism, cynicism, and disaffection based on valid criticism of mistakes, lapses, 
poor judgment, and bad taste” (Witcover 1999). Witcover’s argument hammered 
home one of the new dangers of the old pack: when pack journalism was made up 
of journalists all working on the same story or taking similar approaches to what 
the story meant, that was bad. When the pack had come to include those who 
operated on the fringes of modern journalism—the blogger, the gossip columnist—
then the pack would be reduced to its lowest common denominator. Matt Drudge 
would be on the level of the Wall Street Journal in the eyes of the reader.

Although the development of digital journalism appeared only to amplify and 
speed up the behavior of pack journalism, as the media matured and consumers 
began to turn to search and aggregators for their information, the most effective 
weapon in the war against groupthink may have been born—Google News and 
other aggregators. In pleading with journalists to get beyond the spin that followed 
a 2012 debate, the Columbia Journalism Review noted, “Legitimacy questions aside . . .  
it’s worth noting that the economic incentives that supported pack journalism are 
disappearing. Media outlets need to differentiate themselves in an increasingly 
crowded marketplace” (Nyhan 2012). That is, in the era when readers can scan 
hundreds of sources quickly before selecting the piece of reporting they want to 
actually read, news sources face increasing pressure to stand out and offer a differ-
ent take on the day’s news. This is attractive to aggregators as it gives them another 
voice to add to their mix of coverage and helps the original source by providing 
something different to their readers.

Pack journalism is the result of many factors, including the group dynamic of 
journalists on the campaign trail, efforts by campaigns to control the message and 
access to the candidate, polling data that creates a common set of data to gauge the 
narrative of a campaign, and a growing bastion of online commentators and blog-
gers who can contribute to the pack. But even as the idea of pack journalism re-
mains a fear among journalists and academics, the economics of the Internet are 
building a counter-pressure that encourages and rewards journalists and others who 
buck the pack and craft stories that add new perspectives on the campaign. This 
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does not signal the coming demise of pack journalism, but it does make counter-
ing the pack story easier. That, coupled with the fact that fewer reporters are actu-
ally traveling with campaigns—this job has now been handed off to production 
assistants and interns—means that the pack mentality is not as potent as it once 
was in day-to-day campaign coverage. Still, scandals and simple gaffes will likely 
always spark a journalistic feeding frenzy. And with the need to sate hungry blogs 
and news sites, reporters will stay pressured to quickly turn around sparsely sourced 
stories that continue to feed the perception of “a bunch of boys on the bus.”

See also: Damage Control; Feeding Frenzy; News Conferences; Spin
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PALIN, SARAH (1964–)
Not many people knew who Sarah Palin was in 2008. Then, in August, John Mc-
Cain changed all that. The self-identified maverick Republican presidential nomi-
nee tapped the first-term governor of Alaska to be his running mate, seeking to 
change the dynamic of the election. The result was electric. “When Palin took the 
stage with McCain, jaws dropped and eyes popped across the country and around 
the world,” wrote John Heilemann and Mark Halperin in Game Change, their gos-
sipy tell-all on the 2008 election (Heilemann and Halperin 2010).

The choice got the Republican nominee’s campaign a lot of media attention, with 
Palin even outshining the man at the top of the ticket at times. Dubbed the “Palin 
Phenomenon,” the Pew Research Center tracked this spectacle in 2008. In Octo-
ber of that year, a Pew researcher wrote that she had become a “lightning rod for 
coverage of everything from her family life to her public record to her potential 
impact on the presidential race” (Pew 2008).

But the coverage was mostly unflattering and at times downright mean. Her 
sometimes-shaky answers to substantive questions in media interviews on for-
eign or domestic policy or what newspapers and magazines she read frequently 
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overshadowed the campaign. Stories about her unwed pregnant daughter and 
fashion budget made headlines over policy discussions. In the end, Barack Obama 
and Joe Biden beat them soundly. A question that lingered both during and after 
the 2008 campaign was just how this one-time Wasilla, Alaska, city councilwoman 
became the first woman to appear on a Republican presidential ticket—and a 
national media sensation. And she would turn a failed national campaign into lucra-
tive television contracts and a one-woman conservative movement.

She was born Sarah Heath in Sandpoint, Idaho, on February 11, 1964. Within a 
few months, the family moved to Alaska, eventually settling in Wasilla, a town with 
fewer than 10,000 residents where Sarah would first make her mark. Her father 
was a high school science teacher, and her mother was a school secretary. Palin’s 
childhood was filled with the exploration of the great outdoors. “When I was a kid, 
my family’s idea of a great vacation was to hike the Chilkoot Trail, the rugged thirty-
three mile path between Alaska and British Columbia that the pioneers used to 
travel to seek their fortune back when we were just a territory,” Palin wrote in her 
2010 memoir America by Heart (Palin 2010).

After helping her high school basketball team win the 1982 Alaska State cham-
pionship, Palin went to Hawaii for college. But, after just a short time there, she 
transferred to a junior college in Idaho. She eventually landed at the University of 
Idaho, just a few hours south of her birthplace. In 1987, she graduated with a jour-
nalism degree and returned to Alaska as a sports reporter for an Anchorage televi-
sion station. She married Todd Palin in 1988 and began her foray into politics shortly 
after that.

She was elected to the Wasilla city council in 1992. In 1996, she unseated an 
incumbent mayor. And, in 2006, she ran for governor and won. Just 20 months into 
her term in that position, Palin had another, much higher profile, gig. After throw-
ing out other possibilities, including a cross-ticket pairing with Senator Joseph 
Lieberman, McCain settled on Palin for the vice presidency, something that earned 
him criticism from both sides of the aisle. “The reaction to her selection in much of 
the GOP Establishment ranged from stupefaction to scorn,” Heilemann and Halperin 
wrote (Heilemann and Halperin 2010).

At first, the McCain campaign was sold on Palin. But it wouldn’t be long before 
the campaign started to worry. She feuded with some of the campaign staff and of-
ten tried to do things her own way. Staffers probing her background found that 
some claims she had made about her past were rosier than the truth. Media inter-
views didn’t go well—one with CBS’s Katie Couric was famously bad—and her 
gaffes and non-answers dominated news cycles throughout the final months of the 
race. Saturday Night Live skewered Palin as well, with actress Tina Fey’s uncanny 
Palin impersonation. With that as a backdrop, Barack Obama and Joe Biden won a 
decisive victory.

After the election, Palin continued to bask in her newfound fame. She wrote 
memoirs, appeared frequently on Fox News, and seemed to toy with the idea of 
making a presidential run in 2012. But some wished the Palin phenomenon would 
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end. After a speech Palin gave in Iowa in January 2015, Charles C.W. Cooke wrote 
for the National Review that she shouldn’t have a role in GOP politics in the future, 
and that her appearances give the impression that she is working more to “ensure 
her name remains in the news” rather than help the Republican Party (Cooke 2015).

Still, Palin, with her own PAC and popularity among some Republicans, contin-
ues to be a figure that helps inspire tea party groups and pressure more moderate 
wings of the party not to compromise with Democrats. Her 2016 endorsement of 
Republican nominee Donald Trump was widely seen as a boost to the real estate 
mogul’s campaign to attract tea party and conservative Republicans over to his side. 
She still grabs the spotlight when on the campaign trail, even if the light is dimmer 
than it was in 2008.

Michael Wright

See also: Comedy, Satire, and Politics; Tea Party Movement
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PAYWALLS AND THE FREE FLOW OF INFORMATION
The American political system has always placed great value on the role of journal-
ism in informing voters about matters of public concern. This value manifested it-
self in legal protections and financial incentives for publishers, but the ability of 
reporters to keep their local communities informed was also based on an economic 
model that allowed publishers to profit from the number of readers they could at-
tract by selling advertising. Subscriptions were hugely subsidized to attract more 
readers, and news outlets were able to produce news for free or nearly free to con-
sumers. But it wasn’t free and as the digital revolution exploded the old model of 
media, especially newspapers, new business models began to develop that forced 
readers to incur more of the costs of producing the publication. It is now the era of 
the paywall on many sites, a fact that could change the amount of information avail-
able to the general public unless they are willing to spend more money for that 
journalism.

The growth of either nearly free or free information has never been a given in 
the United States. The Founding Fathers invested enormous power in the concept 
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of an informed electorate and while that electorate was far from everyone—it re-
ally amounted to the white, land-owning men—the men who drafted the Consti-
tution and organized the government stressed the value of information in the new 
governing system they proposed. Thomas Jefferson, writing to a colleague during 
the Constitutional Convention argued famously:

The people are the only censors of their governors: and even their errors will tend to 
keep these to the true principles of their institution. To punish these errors too se-
verely would be to suppress the only safeguard of the public liberty. The way to prevent 
these irregular interpositions of the people is to give them full information of their 
affairs thro’ the channel of the public papers, & to contrive that those papers should 
penetrate the whole mass of the people. The basis of our governments being the 
opinion of the people, the very first object should be to keep that right; and were it 
left to me to decide whether we should have a government without newspapers or 
newspapers without a government, I should not hesitate a moment to prefer the lat-
ter. But I should mean that every man should receive those papers & be capable of 
reading them. (Cogan 2015)

The idea that newspapers, or more generally, information, was more important 
than government is central to the American conception of governing. The system 
is built around the idea that voters, if informed, will far more often than not make 
rational and effective decisions about who should represent them and how they 
should be governed. But embedded in that bold declaration of Jefferson is a con-
cern about those same voters being able to access the information. Those concerns 
helped fuel the idea of public education as well as an interest in the flow of infor-
mation. During the early years of the new country, news was seen as something 
that the government was keenly interested in circulating to the fledgling nation. As 
early as 1792, Congress passed and George Washington signed the law establish-
ing the U.S. postal service. Included in that law was a cash subsidy that made it 
cheaper for newspapers to send copies of their editions to subscribers. The sub-
sidy continues to this day, but is far smaller than its eighteenth century predeces-
sor. Newspapers were still expensive and generally aimed at the wealthier class, but 
these were the same men enfranchised by the new system and so ensuring that the 
new postal service could deliver news to all of the new states represented a revolu-
tion. While traveling the still-new country in 1831 Frenchman Alexis de Tocqueville 
would note the importance of this new, government-backed system, writing to a 
friend, “There is an astonishing circulation of letters and newspapers among these 
savage woods . . .  I do not think that in the most enlightened rural districts of France 
there is intellectual movement either so rapid or on such a scale as in this wilder-
ness” ( John 2009).

As the country evolved and urbanized and the electorate expanded to include 
free men, the issue that Jefferson highlighted once again emerged. In the growing 
middle and working classes the price of newspapers often seemed too high and so 
readership remained among the more educated and wealthier classes. A business 
revolution, not a government policy, changed this. In the 1820s and 1830s the 
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average paper cost 6 cents. Publisher Benjamin Day modified the printing for his 
paper, the New York Sun, and began selling it on street corners for just a penny, mak-
ing it far more affordable. To make up the lost revenue, Day would sell space in his 
publication to businesses that sought to reach workers in New York. The idea of 
the penny press was born and with it, the idea of advertising being the primary 
source of newspaper revenue. Competitors soon followed suit. And while many of 
these early papers had clear political leanings, they curbed them in order to appeal 
to the most people possible, as more readers equaled more money from advertisers.

This was the model of the modern newspaper. Attract readers by making the 
end product as inexpensive as possible and make revenue through the advertising. 
For the next 180 years it worked and worked well. Newspapers, especially those 
who survived the coming of television, operated often as monopolies in their com-
munities and could charge healthy fees for both display ads and classified ads. With 
profits of 20 percent or higher, business was good. When the Internet came along 
in the mid-1990s many newspaper publishers applied a basic cost analysis to the 
new platform. If they could publish the same content online and not pay to print 
and distribute it, they could attract more readers, even from beyond their home 
community, and raise the fees on advertisers. Many newspapers began publishing 
their content that they had already created for free to attract readers. Some execu-
tives and journalists, however, equated this to The Fall of Man. As one journalist 
bemoaned, “The Original Sin among most (but not all) publishers was permitting 
their content be consumed for free on the web . . .  Life today would have been eas-
ier if newspapers, magazines and other print-to-web media had recognized in the 
first place that their content was too valuable—and too expensive to create—to sim-
ply give it away on the Internet” (Mutter 2009). Essentially the Internet changed 
the way people accessed information; it made readers and news consumers less 
faithful to one source and therefore devalued each reader when it came to mone-
tizing them through advertising. Advertising online only cost a fraction of print ads, 
and many advertisers could turn to websites that supplied better advertising re-
turns than the traditional mass media did. Newspapers were no longer the only 
game in town, and often found they weren’t even the best player in a now-crowded 
field. To cap it off, readers who had always received news at a deeply discounted 
rate soon found themselves getting it for free, and came to expect that.

Revenues crashed, and next came an inevitable wave of layoffs and newspaper 
closings. According to the American Society of News Editors, the number of jour-
nalists working around the country plummeted from 42 percent between 2001 
and 2015. That meant far fewer people covering government as well. The Pew Re-
search Center found the number of newspaper journalists credentialed to cover 
Congress fell by 30 percent between 1997 and 2009. Major papers like the Rocky 
Mountain News and Seattle Post-Intelligencer closed and others like the Ann Arbor 
News went completely online. Others scaled back to print only a few times a week. 
Former Wall Street Journal assistant publisher and ProPublica president argued in 
a 30-page ebook, entitled Why American Newspapers Gave Away the Future, “The 
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business model that had fueled the golden age of American newspapers broke 
somewhere around 2005. Total advertising revenues began dropping, and, at least 
at this writing, it seems unlikely they will rise appreciably again, at least until print 
newspapers have literally disappeared and been replaced by some digital future 
that is still emerging” (Toefel 2012). The overwhelming sense was that publishers 
and journalists had allowed news to be devalued and a new business model had to 
be built in its place, but many were uncertain how that could happen when con-
sumers had quickly come to expect news and information to be readily available 
and free.

While newspapers, and to a lesser extent television and radio, struggled to find 
a business model that would support the journalism and turn a healthy profit, a 
quieter revolution was happening in the field of policy reporting. While newspa-
pers slashed D.C. bureaus and new startups like Politico focused on the campaigns 
and back-and-forth of political debate, a section of journalism was thriving—trade 
publications and specialized digital news services. These news organizations charged 
high fees to access their content, all of which was put behind paywalls for subscrib-
ers only. Their reporting was solid, if specialized, and often filled a gap left by the 
scaling back of general reporting in Washington. As specialized political reporting 
focused less on the function of government and more on the dramas of political 
intrigue and leadership fights, these publications not only survived but grew. The 
political news that lobbyists, lawyers, politicians, and policy makers need is often 
not the type of reporting that appears in the Washington Post or Politico.

The dual trend of paywall journalism thriving while general audience reporting 
dwindles does have some worried. A veteran of the paywall press wrote in Wash-
ington Monthly in 2015, “This sector of the Fourth Estate is booming, and its cover-
age of government has never been more robust.” But he worried, “The rise of the 
paywall press and the decline of mainstream media coverage of government aren’t 
causally connected. But the two trends coincide with a palpable populist outrage, 
in which average Americans are suspicious of how their tax dollars are being spent 
and observe Washington insiders operate at ever-greater levels of power and se-
crecy. The irony is that policy journalism in Washington is thriving. It’s just not 
being written for you, and you’re probably never going to read it” (Heltman 2015). 
Several of the established mass media, like Politico and the Atlantic, have main-
tained or launched “Pro” versions that offer insiders more up-to-date and thorough 
analysis on what is happening in Congress and throughout the federal government, 
hoping to catch on to the same profitable business that has fueled other trade 
publications.

Perhaps inevitably, centuries-old penny press newspapers and others have be-
gun moving toward a paywall model themselves. The New York Times moved first, 
launching a metered paywall that allowed the public to view a certain number of 
stories—it started with 20 and soon dropped to 10—and then to view more they 
would have to purchase a subscription. The move was quickly emulated by many 
smaller and regional papers, to mixed effect. By 2015, the Times could report that 
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it had 1 million people subscribing to its digital content across the web and mo-
bile, and by 2013 the paper was making as much money from subscribers as it was 
from advertisers. But a lengthy report from Columbia University cautioned other 
publishers and the public against mixing the fate of the Times with that of journal-
ism. The authors noted, “In the last generation, the Times has gone from being a 
great daily paper, in competition with several other such papers, to being a cul-
tural institution of unique and global importance, even as those papers—the Wash-
ington Post, Chicago Tribune, Los Angeles Times, Miami Herald, among others—have 
shrunk their coverage and their ambitions. This puts the Times in a category of one. 
Any sentence that begins ‘Let’s take the New York Times as an example . . .’ is thus 
liable to explain or describe little about the rest of the landscape” (Anderson, Bell 
and Shirky 2014). Despite these cautions, several companies have dived into the 
paywall business after the venerable Times. Lee Enterprises, which owns papers 
throughout the Midwest and Rocky Mountains, launched paywalls, meaning mem-
bers in their smaller communities will only be able to read a handful of stories a 
month without subscribing. The papers’ revenues were still off some 4 percent in 
2015, but that was far better than recent years.

While paywalls have slowed the bleeding of revenue from some papers, they have 
not stopped it. Advertising revenue continues to fall, subscription rates continue 
to inch up, and digital subscriptions have done more to remove content from the 
Internet than to add to the newspapers’ subscriber base. Many worry that the ef-
forts of news organizations to prop up still flawed business models with additional 
subscriber revenue will slowly turn local news into a model of what has happened 
in D.C. Newspapers will continue to report on their communities, documenting 
key debates, covering local events, and offering important information for voters, 
but the pool of people receiving that information may become smaller and smaller. 
Like the trade publications in the nation’s capital, reporting will be done and sto-
ries written, but the assumption is that those stories will only be for the wealthier 
residents, the people willing to fork over hundreds of dollars for a print subscrip-
tion or a digital door in the paywall. Heltman, that paywall journalist, for one is 
worried about the resulting gap in coverage, writing, “That vacuum provides an 
opening for outlets that peddle in the kind of bias, treachery, and quackery that we 
have always been afraid of . . .  [M]isleading or conspiratorial ideas about govern-
ment activities can spread more easily when the public lacks credible information 
to counter it. And instead of solving that problem, the market is directing more and 
more journalistic resources and talent toward figuring out how to keep insiders 
better informed and at a greater convenience” (Heltman 2015). It has driven some 
who focus on online news to consider other alternative business models that might 
not place content out of the reach of people looking for it, but unwilling to pay the 
cost of seeing it. These journalists and academics have cooked up ideas to expand 
nonprofit outfits like ProPublica or the semi-public programs like PBS and NPR.

But for many it comes down to a core question: Is journalism a business or a 
public service?
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The answer historically was it was both. The business model of journalism al-
most inadvertently turned it into a social good by pushing its publishers to con-
vince the most people possible to read it. Now, the business model appears to be 
pushing it toward a specialized service that may become tailored more and more 
to the wealthy. One analysis of the potential impacts of paywalls said that the pay-
wall itself is only the manifestation of the existential question about news and in-
formation. This author noted, “Democracy still requires journalism . . .  If news is 
treated as only a commodity, then it is rational to maximize profits by any means 
possible, like asking the government to allow for greater media concentration and 
policing online content. But if journalism is seen as primarily a public service, then 
democratic society should try to minimize market pressures, return media produc-
tion to local communities, and sustain public service media into perpetuity, just as 
we preserve permanent spaces in society for museums, libraries, and schools” (Pick-
ard 2014). This model of journalism as equivalent to public education seems a 
radically different vision of media and journalism than is at work in America today, 
and would represent a significant shift in the way Americans view and value work. 
Still, the depth of division over how to solve the economic crisis of journalism speaks 
to the level of concern with which many who observe the intersection of civic need 
and media view the current state of affairs.

See also: Corporate Media Ownership; Daily Newspapers; New York Times; News-
paper Industry
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PBS NEWSHOUR
Often heralded as the most substantive nightly news program on American televi-
sion, the PBS NewsHour has served as a counterpoint to the shrill arguments that 
mark cable television programs. The program has for 40 years offered viewers 
lengthy discussions and reporting, often proudly claiming that they “dare to be 
boring.”

The program that would become the NewsHour grew out of the Watergate scan-
dal and the commitment of the still-young Public Broadcasting Service to offer live 
coverage of the hearings. To do this, PBS tapped NBC veteran Robert MacNeil to 
anchor the coverage and paired him with a print journalist who had been anchoring 
the news at KERA in Dallas, Jim Lehrer. The 1973 coverage was unprecedented in 
its gavel-to-gavel reporting, earning the pair an Emmy and sparking increased inter-
est in news programs across public television. By 1975 MacNeil launched a nightly 
30-minute program from the New York City PBS station. Within two months the 
program was recast as the MacNeil/Lehrer Report and began airing nationally.

The format of the program was unique. Following a brief summation of the day’s 
news, the anchors would spend the remaining time exploring one issue in depth, 
inviting experts, political leaders, and activists to offer different takes on the one 
story. With MacNeil in New York and Lehrer based in D.C., the program offered 
extensive coverage of political issues, hosting debates between congressional lead-
ers, lengthy interviews with presidents and other national figures, and serving as a 
counter-point to the shortened stories reported on broadcast news program. At the 
time, the program advertised itself as a complement, telling viewers “Watch Walter 
Cronkite and then watch us.” In 1983, the program expanded to an hour and be-
gan covering multiple stories in depth every night. MacNeil would later write, “As 
we expanded to an hour, cable news was emerging. More cable news followed, and 
then every imaginable kind of program was selling news from everywhere: Wall 
Street, Hollywood, supermarket-scandal magazines. So the audience began to frac-
ture. Competition intensified, and more and more tabloid values were introduced 
to hold on to viewers” (MacNeil 2010). The program sought to differentiate itself, 
but remained far behind the broadcast nightly news in terms of viewership. Still 
the program dwarfed cable news viewership and as broadcast numbers shrank the 
NewsHour was able to keep much of its audience.

The program made political reporting a staple of its daily fare, hiring some of 
the best-known political reporters, like Judy Woodruff and Cokie Roberts, to cover 
Congress. The program also featured regular weekly political roundtables that 
brought together liberal and conservative commentators. The Friday evening dis-
cussion was initially made up of liberal columnist Mark Shields and Republican 
adviser David Gergen. The cast would change from time to time, but Shields re-
mains a cornerstone of the segment, now joined by New York Times columnist Da-
vid Brooks. Although this long-standing regular political talk segment sets partisans 
against one another, those who have studied its commentary note that the PBS 
NewsHour offers an appreciably different approach than most programs on cable 
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television. One scholar says, “Opinion on the NewsHour is more like print opinion 
than cable television opinion” ( Jacobs and Townsley 2011). This is an insightful 
finding about the way the program approaches the idea of political analysis. Instead 
of seeking provocation and confrontation, the program takes a more passive role, 
allowing intelligent partisans to offer their views in depth and then allowing viewers 
to juxtapose those ideas with the other guests’ and their own. It’s a style of program 
and interviewing that has made the program a source for many of the moderators 
who would be tasked with running presidential and vice presidential debates orga-
nized by the Commission on Presidential Debates. Lehrer has been called the “dean 
of moderators,” having been asked to moderate 12 of the presidential debates in-
cluding the first debate of 2012. Lehrer’s low-key, “this is not about me” style made 
him a favorite of candidates who did not want moderators seizing the spotlight, and 
of the commission that sought informed and effective questioners. But Lehrer is 
not the only member of the team to be asked to participate, with current anchors 
Gwen Ifill having moderated two vice presidential debates and both Judy Woodruff 
and Margaret Warner having served as panelists in past meetings.

The program entered its latest iteration in 2013 when it, now called the PBS News-
Hour, became the first nightly news program to have two lead female anchors in 
Ifill and Woodruff. The program’s last two executive producers have also been 
women, a fact that still stands out in contrast from many news operations. In in-
troducing the latest iteration of the program, Lehrer said one thing would remain 
despite the new set and different anchors, outlining what he called “MacNeil/Leh-
rer journalism.” He told the audience that brand of reporting should live by cer-
tain standards, saying:

Do nothing I cannot defend. Cover, write and present every story with the care I 
would want if the story were about me. Assume there is at least one other side or 
version to every story. Assume the viewer is as smart and as caring and as good a 
person as I am. Assume the same about all people on whom I report.

Assume personal lives are a private matter, until a legitimate turn in the story ab-
solutely mandates otherwise. Carefully separate opinion and analysis from straight 
news stories, and clearly label everything. Do not use anonymous sources or blind 
quotes, except on rare and monumental occasions. No one should ever be allowed to 
attack another anonymously.

And, finally, I am not in the entertainment business. (Lehrer 2009)

The program has been cited as one of the most balanced on television, often go-
ing to great pains to offer opposing sides opportunities to engage. But this has also 
led to criticism of the show from those who question its choice of experts and the 
tendency to offer too much balance on some topics. For example, the program con-
tinued to debate global warming into the late 1990s, offering deniers of the science 
significant airtime. That said, the program has also done extensive coverage of the 
crisis, using scientific experts to cover its multiple angles. From the sources side, 
liberal media watchdog group Fairness and Accuracy in Reporting (FAIR) targeted 
the program in 2006 as giving too much airtime to governmental and military 
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experts and marginalizing critics. Still, the program was hailed for its efforts to of-
fer viewers a more diverse array of guests; a 2015 study of nightly news programs 
found the program was by far the most progressive in offering a range of guests in 
terms of gender and ethnicity. Woodruff said it’s no accident, telling Huffington 
Post, “It’s a matter of being deliberate about it and saying, ‘This matters, this is a 
priority,’ If you don’t do that, it’s so easy to slip back into the trap and just say, 
‘Well, we used so-and-so last time we did this topic, so let’s use them again.’ 
Frankly, there’s no excuse for that” (Taibi 2015).

See also: Frontline; Government-Subsidized Journalism; Lehrer, Jim
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PERSONALIZATION AND THE INTERNET
Most major digital news sites and search services offer a level of automatic person-
alization that seeks to create a more relevant and useful experience for the website 
visitor. This personalization is often invisible to the user, leaving some to worry 
that such an algorithmic news-curating system could further insulate citizens from 
information and points of view that challenge their worldviews. The personaliza-
tion itself is a product of the enormous volume of information on the Internet and 
engineers’ increasingly sophisticated tools for understanding what people are look-
ing for from a given web search.

Personalization has become a critical selling point for Internet services as the vol-
ume of material these services could pull from erupted. The Internet is big and 
getting bigger at a mind-boggling rate. For example, YouTube, a single site, adds 
300 hours of video every minute of every day (McConnell 2015) and another study 
found that some 571 new websites launch in that same 60 seconds (Wollaston 
2013). With this level of growth, offering people some level of guidance through 
an ocean of content has become an increasingly important element of services like 
Google, Netflix, and Apple. But the result is a surprising reality. To put it simply, 
no one Google search generates the same results from person to person and region 
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to region. If you are a hockey fan and you hop on Google and type “Sharks,” chances 
are you mean the San Jose Sharks hockey team and so, if that is what you have 
clicked on before or if you are in northern California, Google will make an edu-
cated guess as to what you meant to search for and feed back those results. The 
idea is this makes the search more useful because you receive the information you 
wanted even if you were not very specific in your original query.

This usefulness has made companies enormous amounts of money as they rec-
ommended products and shared reviews of things people were considering pur-
chasing. From economic and usability points of view, the development of increasingly 
personalized searches and recommendations makes enormous sense in a universe 
of content that is continually expanding. But some worry what effects this helpful-
ness may have on the democratic process. In 2011, liberal activist and digital de-
mocracy advocate Eli Pariser raised some eyebrows when he published The Filter 
Bubble, which documented how different individuals searching for items in the 
news—from the BP oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico to the Arab Spring uprisings in 
the Middle East—could receive very different results in their Google searches based 
largely on what they had clicked on before and what websites they search. Pariser, 
who helped form the web activist site Moveon.org, said his concern was that much 
of this personalization was invisible to the reader and manifested itself on many of 
the most important sites from which people access information, including Google 
and Facebook. He said, “Being a politically-minded person, my biggest fear is 
probably that important but un-sexy problems—from homelessness to the war in 
Afghanistan—fall out of view entirely. [Digital thinker] Clay Shirky points out that 
while most newspaper readers read the internal sections (Sports, Home and Garden, 
whatever), at least they had to flip by the front page which let them know if some-
thing important was going on that they should know about. Now it’s possible to 
live in a bubble where that stuff doesn’t ever show up—you’d never know it’s hap-
pening” (Catone 2011). Pariser’s debate has trigged revisions to both the Facebook 
news feed and a globe icon on most Google results that allow you to de-personalize 
your results—somewhat.

Although its impact on society is still debated, personalization is a core economic 
reality of the Internet. It’s nearly as old as the commercial World Wide Web and 
was an early part of what made Amazon such a success as a digital store. Amazon 
invested millions of dollars and thousands of engineering hours in building a tech-
nological infrastructure that could create an effective recommendation engine. They 
began with a system called “BookMatch,” which required users to answer some 20 
questions about genres and types of books. It worked fairly well, but was limited 
by the amount of work it required the visitor to do to make it functional. So the 
company began working on an invisible recommendation tool. It began mapping 
what you bought, what you clicked on, read a free chapter from, as well as what 
other people who purchased the same books did. It dove deeper, recognizing that 
what you bought and shipped to other people probably did not reflect your taste 
as much, but could reflect the recipient’s. This data ocean created a much more 
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predictive system that allowed Amazon to create a recommendation list without 
the user even knowing they might like the books the engine would generate. The 
results were clear when sales soared, and people accepted and came to rely on the 
invisibly generated list as a tool for finding new albums or volumes.

It wasn’t just Amazon on this quest for finding relevant connections on the In-
ternet. At Google, the idea of creating a better search engine drove two Stanford 
students—Sergei Bryn and Larry Page—to come up with a new way of ranking 
pages that included how popular they were and how often people link to them as 
a source. The search engine blew the others out of the water. But as the company 
grew, they realized that search also opened up new avenues for the startup. As one 
former employee explained it, “Every search is in some sense an expression of in-
tention. It’s an expression of what you want to do, where you want to go, what 
you’re looking for. And that maps very nicely with the desire of advertisers to tar-
get their messages towards people at the moment when they are intending to go 
buy something” (Frontline 2014).

Although the shift toward a more personalized version of the Internet has been 
underway since the 1990s, it also marked a fundamental shift in the electronic me-
dia. As far back as the 1920s electronic media—first radio and later television—
had created what Canadian media theorist Marshall McLuhan famously referred to 
as a “global village” in which time and distance were eliminated by the power of 
broadcast technology. He described the change this would have on culture as a new 
form of tribalism, saying, “The world is now like a continually sounding tribal drum 
where everybody gets the message all the time. A princess gets married in England 
and boom, boom, boom go the drums. We all hear about it. An earthquake in North 
Africa, a Hollywood star gets drunk, away go the drums again . . .  we’re retribal-
izing. Involuntarily we are getting rid of individualism. Just as books and their pri-
vate point of view are being replaced by the new media (of television and radio) so 
the concepts that underlie our life and our social actions are changing” (CBC 1960). 
This emergence of a broadcast world meant that international events, as McLuhan 
described, would be seen and heard and responded to in almost every corner of 
the globe. The potential power of a global concept, that superseded the individual, 
to generate soapboxes for political figures and demagogues has always been a con-
cern of policy makers. When the government considered regulations of the possible 
political elements of broadcasting they took a strong stand to ensure information of 
public interest would be broadcast, would be balanced, and would convey multiple 
viewpoints, in rules like the Fairness Doctrine of the 1940s.

The Internet, on the other hand, was seen initially as a democratizing force in 
the electronic media. First via websites and later through social media, the ability 
of voters, politicians, experts, and others to offer their views on the political issues 
of the day represented the most revolutionary development in media since, most 
people contend, the printing press. No longer would the media be the sole gate-
keeper of information; the Internet would be a counterweight to the global village-
driven consensus and hierarchy of broadcast. Joe Trippi, an early evangelist of this 
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new way of doing politics, followed the development in the late 1990s, writing, 
“For me, the most promising thing about the Internet in those days was the way it 
transformed communication, the way it actually reversed some of the more insidi-
ous aspects of television. It was making people talk to each other again” (Trippi 2004). 
This vision of an equal, open community would hopefully push back against po-
litical parties that stifled their members, and a media that censored and gated the 
conversation.

However, Pariser and others argue that the push for personalization and individ-
uality actually re-imposed a new hierarchy on communications. Trippi’s idea of the 
Internet as a great library and crossroads was lost in a quest for personalization and 
relevance. Pariser, in a controversial TED Talk about the filtering of the Internet, 
challenged, “This is how the founding mythology goes— in a broadcast society, there 
were these gatekeepers, the editors, and they controlled the flows of information. 
And along came the Internet and it swept them out of the way, and it allowed all of 
us to connect together, and it was awesome. But that’s not actually what’s happen-
ing right now. What we’re seeing is more of a passing of the torch from human gate-
keepers to algorithmic ones. And the thing is that the algorithms don’t yet have the 
kind of embedded ethics that the editors did” (Pariser 2011). Much has now been 
written about the idea of algorithmic filters. Facebook conducted a survey of some 
10 million politically active users, finding that on average 23 percent of these us-
ers’ friends represented the other political view and about 29 percent of the infor-
mation these users saw represented something that would conflict with their 
viewpoint. This both demonstrated that Pariser’s fears were true, but also were true 
to a much smaller extent than the worst-case scenarios. (Some researchers ques-
tioned whether the results represented the average user who would not declare 
themselves liberal or conservative.)

The Internet was also expected to make the public dialogue more democratic, 
by making it so easily to publish. This effort still has many supporters who argue 
that “net roots” movements have the power to reach beyond geographic and other 
barriers. The concept of a democratized political voice spoken by a “global village” 
has clear appeal, but even this powerful concept is affected, experts have found, by 
the emergence of filters and algorithmic search criteria. One professor of media and 
public affairs has concluded, “From the perspective of mass politics, we care most 
not about who posts but about who gets read—and there are plenty of formal and 
informal barriers that hinder ordinary citizens’ ability to reach an audience . . .  
[T]his study finds powerful hierarchies shaping a medium that continues to be 
celebrated for its openness. This hierarchy is structural, woven into the hyperlinks 
that make up the Web; it is economic, in the dominance of companies like Google, 
Yahoo and Microsoft; and it is social, in the small group of white, highly educated, 
male professionals who are vastly overrepresented in online opinion” (Hindman 
2008).

That is, in the modern world, it is not enough to be able to speak on politics. 
The question is who gets heard and who are the gatekeepers who can elevate 
or ignore certain voices? Are they algorithms that may benefit the more extreme 
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voices because they draw more shares on social media or are linked to more often 
by other bloggers?

Embedded in all of these debates about personalization and democratization is 
a bigger, difficult question: What role and responsibility does the individual have 
to challenge the personalization pressures? People like to be surrounded by those 
things they normally seek out—be it a type of movie on Netflix, a regular enter-
tainer like John Oliver or Rush Limbaugh, a group of “real” friends on Facebook. 
Is it the Internet’s job to force people to confront information that challenges this 
habit? There is a surprisingly paternalistic element of this conversation that con-
tends people are too simple to do this on their own and they will never get beyond 
the first few links of a Google search or the regular feed of friends on Facebook. 
Since Pariser’s book was published, many of the Internet personalization tools have 
become a bit more transparent, allowing people some controls over the basic ways 
the Internet is filtered for them. But most investigations into these tools find they 
are almost like a “Terms of Use” for an Internet site—people may know it exists 
and may even recognize the importance of it, but rarely choose to engage it or truly 
consider it. That reality, while empowered by the technologies of personalization, 
actually represents a far more difficult question and one no digital tool can funda-
mentally alter. If people have the choice to avoid difficult questions or things that 
challenge their beliefs are they, not the digital tools, willing to face that challenge?

See also: Aggregation; Social Media and Politics; Yahoo News
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PEW RESEARCH CENTER
The Pew Research Center is an independent polling and analysis firm based in 
Washington, D.C. Widely seen as the most nonpartisan and scientifically solid poll-
ing firm in the country, the group researches a wide array of subjects, from 
horserace-style polls on the state of the presidential campaign to in-depth analyses 
about Americans’ views of race, religion, and work.

The center started in 1990 as the public opinion research arm of one of the larg-
est newspapers in the United States—the Los Angeles Times—and its parent com-
pany, Times Mirror. The company ran an array of newspapers, magazines, and 
television stations and that year they formed the Times Mirror Center for the Peo-
ple and the Press to supply its publications with a variety of public opinion prod-
ucts. The firm did a lot of polling for the 1992 election, covering Americans’ views 
of their own country, polling the Russian public about their views of the collapsing 
Soviet Union, and assessing the thoughts of the press about politics. The Times Mir-
ror Center hired Andrew Kohut as its first director of surveys. Kohut had already 
built a widespread reputation for his solid methodology and entrepreneurialism in 
finding new projects. He had spent a decade at the Gallup Organization as its presi-
dent before leaving to start Princeton Survey Research Associates, an attitude 
and opinion research firm specializing in media, politics, and public policy stud-
ies. By 1993, Kohut was running the Times Mirror project, but the question was 
how long it would be around. The parent company had suffered sluggish advertis-
ing revenues and falling readership at several of its larger papers. Following a se-
ries of internal reorganizations, the Times Mirror Center was on the block to be 
shuttered by 1994.

This is when the heirs of an oil fortune stepped in and began to build the Pew 
Research Center. The Pew Charitable Trusts was formed by the children of Joseph 
Newton Pew and his wife, Mary Anderson Pew. Pew founded Sun Oil, the crude 
giant that would become Sunoco, in 1886. The trust formed in 1948 and was the 
sole beneficiary of seven charitable trusts of the Pew’s children. According to the 
trust’s own history, “Honoring their parents’ religious conviction that good works 
should be done quietly, the original Pew Memorial Foundation was a grantmaking 
organization that made donations anonymously” (Pew Charitable Trusts). This re-
ligious element and a strong belief in unbiased reporting to the country fueled much 
of the trusts’ work, including its support for the Red Cross and historically black 
colleges. Despite its philanthropic work, the trusts have not been free from inter-
nal conflict or external pressure. When it first formed, the chief architect of the 
trusts was one of Joseph’s sons, J. Howard Pew. J. Howard was a strong conserva-
tive and made it clear that organizations that were considered too liberal would 
never receive funding from the trusts. According to the Philadelphia Inquirer, “For 
his J. Howard Pew Freedom Trust, the second largest of the seven, J. Howard left 
guidelines for grants that included a diatribe against ‘Socialism, welfare-state-ism, 
Marxism, Fascism and any other like forms of government intervention’ ” (Fleeson 
1992). But as the trusts expanded and the Pew family members grew more distant 
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from the conservative past and developed a more diversified set of interests, the 
group expanded its work to include support for the arts, environmental causes, 
health rights, and consumer policies. Bolstered by those seven trust funds, the to-
tal assets of the trust have topped $5 billion.

It was this organization that decided in 1994 to take over the research operation 
from Times Mirror and the Pew Center for the People and the Press was formed. 
Over the years, the organization added specialized research projects that included 
a center that focused on the state of the American news media, an examination of 
the changes wrought by the Internet, as well as projects that focused on religion, 
the role of Hispanics in America, and a survey of global attitudes. By 2004, Pew 
decided to centralize all of these research projects under one umbrella, the Pew 
Research Center. The center operates almost exclusively on a nearly $40 million 
annual grant from the Pew Charitable Trusts. According to its tax returns, the cen-
ter does raise funds through independent work, but these sums usually are less 
than $1 million a year and never include money from campaigns or any political 
organization.

Throughout these changes, the center remained under the leadership of Andrew 
Kohut. Under Kohut’s guidance, the Pew Center continued to conduct an array of 
survey projects, fulfilling its specific philanthropic goals, as outlined in its mission: 
“Our public opinion surveys allow the voice of the people to be heard, and our 
demographic, economic, and political analyses provide context to understand how 
the world is changing. We are nonprofit, nonpartisan and nonadvocacy. Our mis-
sion is to inform, not to prescribe. We believe that better information can build a 
better world” (Pew Research Center, n.d.). That effort to inform means much of its 
research is distributed through the news media, where the Pew Center allows the 
press to access its survey work and often partners with media companies to con-
duct specific research. The center does not charge for any of the research it pro-
duces, but it also does not work under the influence of any media outlet. The group 
has partnered with news organizations in the past, like a project with Judy Wood-
ruff that sought to understand the interests and pressures facing the millennial gen-
eration, but these projects are not the core of its efforts.

Its long-standing work and financial independence have created a real brand 
of trust among journalists who use the poll. Stories or blog posts raising ques-
tions about Pew’s integrity are few and far between in the media coverage. In-
stead, the poll results are seen as the best and most accurate gauge of public 
sentiment on an issue. The only caution raised by the press in recent years was 
focused on the evolution of polling itself. A 2012 report on Slate noted that re-
sponse rates to Pew’s surveys have dropped precipitously, down to about 10 per-
cent of the public—from 35 percent some 15 years ago. Questions linger on how 
representative that 10 percent actually is (Oremus 2012). Nevertheless, Pew re-
mains the gold standard in public survey research reporting and the center’s data 
will remain a core go-to for journalists covering politics and a wide array of other 
subjects.
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PHOTO OPS AND OPTICS
For more than a century, politicians have used the image—either still or video—to 
convey themselves in certain ways, playing off deeply held American symbols to 
create the image of a leader who connects with his or her constituents or evokes 
certain desired characteristics. Campaign strategists have become so adept at stag-
ing the perfect moment that news reporters have often made the coverage of how 
and why the campaigns manufacture such images a core part of their campaign cov-
erage. The photo op has come to symbolize how efforts to control the message of 
a campaign have sparked a sort of intellectual arms race between journalists and 
consultants to have the final say in what gets reported and how it looks.

The setting of a speech or a presidential or candidate appearance is almost never 
left to chance. Careful planning goes into organizing the event, the content of a 
speech or set comments, and all of what will appear in the camera frame. The re-
sults can be intoxicating. It can turn a president to a Top Gun as it did with George W. 
Bush in 2003. President Bush was looking for a way to announce what the United 
States believed to be the end of “major combat operations” in the invasion of Iraq. 
The president and his advisers decided to make the speech a memorable affair, given 
the relative ease with which American forces had ousted the former dictator of Iraq 
Saddam Hussein. A former ABC producer was hired to work with White House 
communications director Dan Bartlett to put together what would become known 
as “the mother of all photo ops.” In their plan, President Bush would fly out to the 
USS Abraham Lincoln, a massive aircraft carrier that was approaching San Diego 
after concluding its tour of duty near Iraq. Bush, who had served in the Texas Air 
National Guard during Vietnam, would pilot the plane some of the way, land on 
board, and then would deliver his speech to the ship’s thousands of sailors. The 
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idea stemmed from the wildly popular film Top Gun, starring Tom Cruise, and aimed 
to demonstrate the president’s tenacity and fierceness.

When the first draft of the president’s speech was completed it included the line 
“mission accomplished,” so when the producer read it he chose to have a huge ban-
ner created that could hang behind the president. The visual team left nothing to 
chance. The White House team ordered the ship to delay its return so it was fur-
ther out to sea when the president flew to meet it, and then the producer ordered 
the ship to turn so that no land would be visible in the background. The president 
would look like he was aboard an aircraft carrier in full battle mode and not one 
idling outside its naval parking garage. When Secretary of Defense Donald Rums-
feld, who was in Iraq, read the draft speech, he said the phrase “mission accom-
plished” should come out to ensure that it did not sound as if all fighting was over 
in the country. But the people coordinating the event never got that edit and the 
massive banner was printed and hung from the ship’s superstructure. All the cov-
erage of the speech went off without a hitch. The president was filmed flipping the 
thumbs up from the cockpit, sailors wildly cheered the president’s address, and 
the images were dramatic as the sun set on the ship. The images dominated even the 
print reporting of the event, with, for example, the Washington Post’s Dana Milbank 
describing the moment in a way anyone in the White House would have been 
pleased to read, writing, “Bush emerged from the cockpit in full olive flight suit 
and combat boots, his helmet tucked jauntily under his left arm. As he exchanged 
salutes with the sailors, his ejection harness, hugging him tightly between the legs, 
gave him the bowlegged swagger of a top gun” (Milbank 2003).

Of course that speech, the backdrop, and especially the banner would haunt the 
Bush White House in later years. Bush’s “swagger” would appear less genuine as 
insurgent attacks would claim thousands of American lives and American forces 
would still be in Iraq in force more than a decade later, but the images really never 
lost their power. They just as powerfully captured the degree to which the White 
House failed to understand what was happening in Iraq years later as they did evoke 
the patriotism and military power they had in 2003.

For more than 100 years politicians have used the power of the image to bolster 
their position and try, without saying a word, to convey core principles about their 
character and their connection to important American ideals. Theodore Roosevelt 
often had photographs taken of his hunting trips and campaign stops. In his ar-
chive is a photo he had in the White House on one of his trips out West capturing 
a band of thieves. As a PBS documentary about the president would later note, 
“The incident was real but the photograph was staged: Friends posed as the bad 
guys. And while Theodore built the White House’s first press room and loved to 
have cameras around, [Documentary writer Geoffrey] Ward said, no photos were 
unearthed of him playing his daily tennis match. He thought the game would make 
him look effete” ( Jensen 2014). These images, whether staged or not, helped influ-
ence the men who would come and sit with him during his frequent meetings with 
the press. Roosevelt recognized that to implement many of his policies and even to 
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maintain his political position he needed the support of voters more than the po-
litical establishment that had historically opposed him within the Republican Party. 
To maintain this popularity, Roosevelt relied on the press and the popular image of 
him as maverick and man’s man.

It would take several more years for the photo op to become a standard fare for 
presidents, as news images became a regular part of news coverage. Ironically it 
would be a president known for his somber moods and sour expression to first 
fully embrace the photo opportunity. Calvin “Silent Cal” Coolidge would build a 
reputation for himself of being a photo-friendly president. The Wall Street Journal 
would later recall, “ ‘It was a joke among the photographers that Mr. Coolidge would 
don any attire or assume any pose that would produce an interesting picture,’ one 
Washington reporter noted. One summer vacation in the Black Hills, Coolidge 
donned an Indian headdress to address 10,000 members of the Sioux tribe. An-
other time, he dressed up in garish cowboy regalia—from chaps and silver spurs 
to a flaming red shirt and blue bandanna—while being feted by local South Dako-
tans” (Greenberg 2016).

As presidents became more comfortable in front of the camera and campaigns 
became more sophisticated about how and when to use photos, communications 
experts began to develop more of a strategic approach toward stage-craft. Rather 
than relying on chance or, frankly, the journalists to convey the image the cam-
paign wanted, communications experts deployed many of the same tools used in 
advertising. Images were constructed not only to convey the individual in his or 
her best possible light, but often the scene or the surroundings were composed to 
play off of contemporary stories and myths of the day. President Bush, in part, 
wanted to play off of the movie Top Gun, but he also could be seen as the leader at 
a time of war, the commander-in-chief and a modern-day action hero. Not every-
one would see every message, but the messages were there for those who were re-
ceptive to them.

Photographer Charles Hagen would write about these images in the New York 
Times, explaining, “The underlying strategy of photo ops is the same as that of most 
ads: pose the candidate (or the product) with symbols of appealing values, in the 
hope that viewers will equate the two . . .  For a Presidential candidate, the values 
include patriotism—where there’s a candidate, there’s sure to be a flag—as well as 
physical vigor, compassion and honesty. Photo ops can also be used to send subtle 
messages about the candidate’s class allegiances” (Hagen 1992). And so, candidates 
often appear at events or while touring factories out of their suit coats and in rolled 
up sleeves. Such a candidate will get things done and is more like me than those 
buttoned-up politicians. Campaigns often call these visual impressions the “optics” 
of the campaign. Research has found that voters need only one-tenth of a second 
to develop some impressions of a candidate based only on a photo. More attractive 
and friendly looking candidates are ranked as more competent, trustworthy, and 
qualified and so those public events and the images that are distributed by the cam-
paign are carefully considered to ensure the right sense is conveyed.
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Journalists are keenly aware of how carefully campaigns control their visual as-
pects. Photographers, either still or television, are rarely allowed to capture un-
planned images of the candidate. More and more, press are herded up like cattle 
and positioned where campaigns want them to be positioned to capture the same 
image from the same angle at the same time. Many journalists chafe at being handed 
such a tightly scripted story. Those that pride themselves on their ability to research 
topics, interview people, and analyze data often become frustrated in the highly 
controlled campaign world. For these reporters often the story shifts from what the 
campaign is saying to why they are saying it—seeking to contextualize the story in 
a larger narrative about the campaign or strategy for winning. Harvard scholar Kiku 
Adatto would explore these tensions, finding, “Politicians became so adept at ma-
nipulating television images that the reporters who covered them had to find a way 
to strike back, to bring the attention of their viewers and readers all the contriv-
ances and manipulations behind the images they were seeing. This desire to re-
mind the viewers and readers of the behind-the-scenes attempts to control the 
pictures fundamentally changed the way politics and especially political campaigns 
have been covered over the last three decades” (Adatto 2008). Presidents as far back 
as Ronald Reagan adeptly focused on the visual presentation of their news, often 
worrying less if the television reporter’s narrative was critical of the president’s claims 
so long as the right video accompanied the report. This hostility between press and 
campaign escalated throughout the age of television news, where often reporters 
would balk at reproducing a story that had been stage-crafted for them. The term 
“pseudo-events” soon entered the modern campaign dictionary, and reporters re-
jected completely staged campaign moments. Some journalists even refused to at-
tend national party nominating conventions, citing the highly controlled, infomercial 
quality of the four-day events. Instead reporters focused on the political thinking 
behind the messages, staged photos, and speakers. Rather than relaying what was 
said, they exerted their independence by focusing on the “Why” and not the other 
core reporting questions.

From the campaigns’ perspectives, this journalistic rebellion often led to still-
more increased efforts to control the campaign, reducing the times in which re-
porters could ask questions and even more tightly minding the available visuals 
for photojournalists to capture. Campaigns invested in their own photographers 
to shoot events and then made those images available to the media and the public. 
Many journalists refused to use them, but campaign communications staff mem-
bers continued to produce set images. The press continued to dissect the crass po-
litical calculations behind those images, and the game went on. As British professor 
Mick Temple tried to explain to the BBC about the British wave of photo ops with 
prime minister candidates feeding sheep or cuddling with their newborn child, 
“People aren’t stupid. They can see through the pictures.” He continued, “They’ll 
base their decision on other areas. The idea they’re going to vote for someone who 
looks best feeding a lamb is risible. But, on the other hand, the more pictures you’ve 
got out there not presenting negative images of you, the better. Plus the media has 
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an insatiable appetite for this stuff and almost infinite space to put it” (Smith 2015). 
The basic equation is thus reduced to this: We all know candidates standing in front 
of flags is a base attempt to convince us that the candidate in question loves Amer-
ica and is a good person. But even though we all know why they put the photo 
out, they will still do it because that photo is better than a photo of the candidate 
asleep at a congressional hearing.

This is where the uneasy relationship between campaigns and the media stood 
until the Internet came along and mucked things up, shifting the balance of power 
in two ways. First, the economic impact of the digital revolution has decimated 
many newsrooms, leading to a reduction in reporting and photography staffs. These 
reporters must often generate multiple stories on different topics during a typical 
day on the job. This is especially true at the state and local level, but even for na-
tional reporters there is an expectation of a daylong feed of tweets and other social 
media in addition to the major piece for the paper or nightly news. Add to this the 
need for more content—in particular, photo content—to feed website slideshows 
and Facebook posts. News organizations need visuals to run their websites, and 
yet usually have fewer people to produce those visuals. So the photos and videos 
produced by the campaign have become something many news organizations feel 
compelled to use. In exploring how this tension plays itself out in their elections, 
Canadian professor Alex Marland found that “digital handouts reinforce central-
ized messaging and respond to the economic realities of the information business. 
When authentic photos are received effortlessly, they address a newsroom’s grow-
ing need for new visual content. Second, technology continues to shift the rules of 
the game. Visual handouts and their Web platforms seem poised to displace other 
forms of institutional accommodation of the political press and to disrupt the busi-
ness model of wire services. Journalists are now fighting for the right to document the 
pseudo-events that were scoffed at in the television age” (Marland 2012). American 
journalists too face the same pressures, and have come to use the campaign-provided 
images and videos with more frequency. And why not? For years, photographers 
found themselves assigned to the same location to shoot the same photograph with 
the same people in it from the same angle. Is that, really, all that different than the 
same photo from the same angle taken by a campaign photographer?

Campaigns at all levels have come to realize that photo opportunities are an es-
sential element of campaign communication strategies. These tools allow campaigns 
to connect their candidates to core myths and beliefs held by the constituents they 
hope to woo. A candidate walking into church holding hands with his or her spouse 
can convey, regardless of what the reporter is saying or writing about the campaign, 
that the candidate is a good, God-fearing person. And that can be far more power-
ful than any speech about their faith. Campaigns are keenly aware of this, so they 
carefully organize those events that may be photographed by journalists and often 
document it themselves and offer those images to the press. And the press, hungry 
for new information to feed out across digital news platforms, are often susceptible 
to the temptation of a good photo op.
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POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEES (PACs)
The influence of political action committees, usually simply referred to as “PACs,” 
is essentially proof of the law of unintended consequences.

The first PAC formed in 1944 when the Congress of Industrial Organizations 
formed a political account to support the reelection of President Franklin Roos-
evelt. The fund was allowed to operate because it did not receive money from the 
CIO and relied on donations volunteered by union members. Several other early 
political funds formed in similar ways, but efforts to reform campaign funding 
spurred their rapid growth in the 1970s and 1980s. Fueled in part by an effort to 
rein in the rising costs of campaigns and further accelerated by the financial she-
nanigans uncovered inside President Richard Nixon’s reelection campaign, Congress 
passed the Federal Election Campaign Act (FECA) of 1971 and amended the law 
in 1974, 1976, and 1979 in an effort to “clean up campaigns.”

The laws put in place disclosure requirements and donation limits, and also cod-
ified PACs as the way in which corporations, unions, and other organizations could 
give money directly to candidates running for federal office. From the start they 
were controversial. PACs could donate up to $5,000 to a candidate per election—
meaning a candidate could get $5,000 in a primary campaign and another $5,000 
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for the general election. This total was substantially larger than the cap of $1,000 
for an individual during each election cycle.

Soon most organizations and many corporations had established PACs as a way 
to fund candidates that supported their industry or backed their ideology. Hun-
dreds of PACs were organized, from MINEPAC of the National Mining Association 
to the Target Citizens Political Forum to the National Pro-Life Alliance PAC and 
Planned Parenthood Action Fund.

Most PACs registered with the Federal Election Commission fall into one of two 
categories—so-called connected PACs and nonconnected PACs. Connected PACs 
in the parlance of the FEC are called “separate segregated funds.” These funds are 
administered by a union or corporation and can only solicit and receive donations 
from a restricted list. In the case of unions this would be the membership and in 
the case of corporations it is the shareholders, executives, and their families. The 
unions and corporations themselves are not allowed to donate to the PAC, but can 
help cover the cost of administering the funds. These funds must include the name 
of the sponsoring organization in the name of the “connected” PAC.

Nonconnected funds are those linked to associations, nonprofits, or issue advo-
cacy groups (as well as members of Congress). These groups are free to solicit funds 
from the general public as well as organizations, but these groups must pay their 
own expenses from funds that are donated and disclosed (FEC 2015). According 
to the Center for Responsive Politics, eight of the top 20 PACs in 2012 were con-
nected to unions, four were affiliated with corporations, and the remaining eight 
were “nonconnected.” These 20 groups funneled some $50 million to candidates 
for federal office during the 2012 primary and general elections (Opensecrets.org 
2015).

Both the connected and nonconnected organizations quickly emerged as tools 
to channel significant funds to House and Senate candidates and as a way of affix-
ing a sort of seal of approval for campaigns. But as a result of this explosion of new 
funding, “political action committees superseded the ‘fat cats’ of old as the public 
focus and symbol of the role of money in politics, and PACs inherited the suspi-
cions that go with the territory” (Sabato 1984, p. 186). In fact to read the political 
science or reporting of the time, PACs took on an almost super-power ability to 
influence democracy. Candidates could come under real scrutiny for accepting sup-
port from PACs from one side of an issue, and there was a growing sense that ei-
ther through supporting key officials at specific committees or by backing certain 
candidates, corporations or advocacy groups could essentially purchase political ac-
cess. One political scientist summed it up in 2002 as essentially, “a PAC can ma-
nipulate government policies either by buying policies directly from legislators or 
by buying elections. In the latter case, interest groups attempt to sway the elections 
in favor of the candidates whose views are most in line with their own” (Magee 
2002, p. 373). Some, including former Federal Election Commission chair Lee Ann 
Elliott, rejected this characterization of PACs, arguing that “saying ‘PAC money buys 
votes’ is the equivalent of looking at the obituary page and concluding that people 
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die in alphabetical order. There is not a quid pro quo . . .  The presumption is that 
congressmen are dishonest and on the take, that the PAC givers are all sleazeballs, 
in the business of bribery—and neither is the case” (Sabato 1984, p. 122).

Attention paid to PACs has waned in recent years following the rise of indepen-
dent expenditure groups and so-called Super PACs. It should be noted, Super PACs, 
although they share a name with their older campaign finance cousins the “con-
nected” and “nonconnected” PACs, are fundamentally different organizations. PACs 
have much more stringent disclosure requirements both in the donations they ac-
cept and the contributions they make to candidates, political parties, and other 
PACs.

Although it is early to tell what the rise of the Super PAC may mean to tradi-
tional political action committees, some experts predict PACs may become a less 
useful tool. The Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 2002 doubled the donations 
individuals could make to candidates but kept the 1970s cap of $5,000 in place 
for PACs. Now with unlimited spending possible through Super PACs and dark 
money issue advocacy groups, the role of the traditional PAC may be coming to an 
end.

See also: Campaign Finance Reform; Dark Money Groups; 527 Organizations; 
Super PACs
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POLITICAL BIAS AND THE MEDIA
The American public has come to see media in general as politically biased in its 
coverage of campaigns, elections, and government. That belief in reporting bias per-
meates the discussion of the media by candidates as well as watchdogs and come-
dians. And the view continues to grow. A 2013 survey from Pew Research Center 
found that 76 percent of people believe “the media” tends to favor one side in their 
reporting, up from 53 percent in 1985. That same survey found that nearly half of 
the people saw the media as generally biased toward liberals while only a quarter 
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of respondents said there was a conservative bent. In short, the public assumes the 
media has a political agenda and is using its reporting to advance those beliefs.

But the question of bias is more complex than simply a liberal reporter deciding 
they like one candidate over another and then writing pro-one sided articles. The 
media is a complex set of news organizations—some that represent the views of 
one blogger and others that are huge corporations often owned by even larger 
corporations.

Still, the vast majority of Republicans and a sizable majority of independents see 
a liberal bias in the media, a reality that fuels not just growing distrust of what is 
reported but also an increasing number of attacks on the press by candidates on 
the trail. During one particularly disastrous Republican primary debate in 2015, 
candidates sparred repeatedly with the CNBC moderators, attacking the questions 
as “nasty” and “propaganda.” Candidate Marco Rubio won huge applause when he 
declared, “The Democrats have the ultimate Super PAC. It’s called the mainstream 
media.” Senator Ted Cruz also drew attention by attacking the moderators, saying, 
“The questions that have been asked so far in this debate illustrate why the Ameri-
can people don’t trust the media.” The line drew applause in the room, but for a 
group of potential Republican voters watching the debate in Colorado, the argu-
ment also resonated. GOP pollster Frank Luntz tweeted out during the debate, “Ted 
Cruz’s focus group dials [hit] 98 with his attack on media bias. That’s the highest 
score we’ve ever measured. EVER” (Luntz 2015). Academics have come back with 
similar claims. One analysis of how the press frames political issues, not necessar-
ily campaigns, found that the media, in a general way, creates a set of parameters 
of positions that are seen as moderate and representative of the way most people 
think. Jim Kuypers, a professor in communications studies, used an examination 
of 700 newspaper articles about five controversial speeches to declare, in sweeping 
tones, that the press accepts only a “narrow band of correct political thought,” add-
ing that, “Essentially put, the politics represents liberal, upper middle class, white 
baby boomer activist politics. This narrow band of press acceptable politics is clearly 
to the left of the political center and substantially to the left of the majority of Ameri-
cans. The practical implications of this are clear. Those to the right of this band of 
liberal politics will be ostracized, ignored, or demonized. However, just as perni-
ciously, those to the left of this narrow band will suffer the same fate” (Kuypers 
2002).

But there’s real bias, and there is perception of bias. In his exhaustive analysis of 
bias research on media coverage of campaigns from 1948–2008, professor Dave 
D’Alessio concluded that people perceive bias through their own political prism. 
For example, a Pew report from 2013 noted that 66 percent of people thought the 
entire media tended to get the story wrong; but in the same report, when asked 
about the news organizations the individual read or watched the number dropped 
to 30 percent. So the entire media may be off base most of the time, but my media 
usually gets it right. D’Alessio also pushes back against individual stories or news 
coverage of a single event as proof of bias, because true bias must be systematic 
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and sustained. Finally, he highlights that there should be a distinction made be-
tween news content and commentary. His analysis of more than 100 research re-
ports on bias found that essentially the press tends to end up in the political middle. 
Why? Not because of some glorified sense of objectivity but “because that’s where 
the people are, and that’s where the [advertising] money is. . . .  There’s nuance there, 
but when you add it all and subtract it down, you end up with nothing” (D’Alessio 
2013).

But this general finding that the press does not overtly side with one presiden-
tial candidate or another does not eliminate the underlying concern that media cov-
erage tends to skew the public perception of an issue. On the core question of 
whether certain policy or political biases affect coverage of controversial issues, the 
answer is more complex. Many of those within and outside of the media find that 
there is a power within the press to contextualize issues and cover them in certain 
ways that alter the public’s understanding of that issue. In what became a lightning 
rod of a story, the New York Times public editor, Daniel Okrent, examined the ques-
tion of bias in his paper. After having examined the way it covered a series of hot-
button social issues like gay rights and gun control, Okrent told readers, “If you 
think the Times plays it down the middle on any of them, you’ve been reading the 
paper with your eyes closed.” Okrent’s column actually raises one of the critical 
issues many press critics often ignore when making general claims about the con-
tent of “the media,” which is that each news organization tends to reflect the audi-
ence it serves as much as seeks to change their opinions. For a paper like the New 
York Times that audience is an urban, east coast one. Okrent closed his column by 
pushing the Times to consider whether it is a national news organization or a New 
York one, writing:

On a topic (gay marriage) that has produced one of the defining debates of our 
time, Times editors have failed to provide the three-dimensional perspective bal-
anced journalism requires. This has not occurred because of management fiat, but 
because getting outside one’s own value system takes a great deal of self-question-
ing. Six years ago, the ownership of this sophisticated New York institution decided 
to make it a truly national paper. Today, only 50 percent of the Times’s readership 
resides in metropolitan New York, but the paper’s heart, mind and habits remain 
embedded here. You can take the paper out of the city, but without an effort to take 
the city and all its attendant provocations, experiments and attitudes out of the 
paper, readers with a different worldview will find the Times an alien beast. (Okrent 
2004)

To understand if the news is reflecting the biases held by its readers or viewers, 
or seeking to impose the reporters’ and editors’ views on that same audience, it is 
important to consider ways in which bias may appear in reporting. Media watch-
dogs on both the left and the right have sought to catalogue the manner in which 
the press may overtly or inadvertently skew their reporting. These biases may ap-
pear through what assumptions the reporter brings to a story. For example, if the 
reporter starts with the premise that homelessness is a problem a community ought 
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to be doing more to address and then finds stories of those suffering on the streets 
to illustrate their position, that would reflect a bias. And yet the same story arrived 
at by the reporter observing the problem and then documenting the manner in 
which the community has neglected the individual in question may simply be good 
reporting. The difference? Intent. Bias may also crop up in who the reporter inter-
views for a given story. Are the most articulate sources quoted or are the views bal-
anced? Additionally, bias can appear in how different stories are featured in the 
publication. The New York Times again came under fire in 2012 for handling Mitt 
Romney and Barack Obama differently, as Politico noted, “On the front page of its 
Sunday edition, the New York Times gave a big spread to Ann Romney spending 
lots of time and tons of money on an exotic genre of horse-riding. The clear impli-
cation: The Romneys are silly rich, move in rarefied and exotic circles, and are per-
haps a tad shady. Only days earlier, news surfaced that author David Maraniss had 
unearthed new details about Barack Obama’s prolific, college-age dope-smoking for 
his new book, Barack Obama: The Story—and the Times made it a brief on A15” 
(VandeHei and Allen 2012).

Although the intensity of media bias claims may have grown, the idea of politi-
cians attacking the press as a campaign tactic is anything but new. In 1948, Presi-
dent Harry Truman, who was not seen very favorably, made the idea of inherent 
media bias one of his main campaign themes. The embattled Democratic president 
accused the Republican-led legislature of being a “Do-nothing Congress” and ac-
cused the media of being lined up against him, calling them the “one-party press.” 
It might be odd to consider that one party being the Republican Party given the 
current right-wing skepticism of the mainstream media, but Truman claimed that 
the newspapers of the United States were overwhelmingly backing Republican 
Thomas Dewey. Often the claims of bias are a tactic for campaigns that appear to 
be struggling. Richard Nixon famously castigated the press for their coverage of his 
failed 1962 California gubernatorial campaign, but made no such claims during 
his successful 1968 presidential run. Howard Dean accused the press of repeatedly 
running his concession speech in 2004 where he yelled and whooped at support-
ers to damage his campaign, especially once he lost.

But bias is more than just a claim of those campaigns that have received nega-
tive coverage. There are inherent biases within the media that can alter coverage of 
stories, but often they may appear political when they are actually more structural. 
For example, the media are drawn to stories—narratives—that are compelling and 
interesting. The 2008 campaign may be one of the most pronounced examples of 
this bias. Senator Barack Obama had first exploded onto the national stage in 2004, 
delivering a powerful post-partisan speech at the Democratic National Convention. 
A state senator when he delivered that address, the speech was about being raised 
as a young black man by his white grandmother and his powerful message that 
“the pundits like to slice and dice our country into red states and blue states: red 
states for Republicans, blue states for Democrats. But I’ve got news for them, too. We 
worship an awesome God in the blue states, and we don’t like federal agents pok-
ing around our libraries in the red states” (Washington Post 2004). The press took 
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notice of this up-and-coming politician. That interest in a compelling personal nar-
rative and a possible historic election of the nation’s first black president drove 
many of the stories about the Obama campaign. If one asked political reporters 
whether they wanted Obama to win over Hillary Clinton or later John McCain, most 
would express a degree of objectivity or at least would be slow to publicly declare 
their allegiance. But ask a reporter which story is more compelling to write about 
or cover and the answer was clear—the junior senator for Illinois.

The result was clearly positive coverage of the Obama campaign, and when he 
rolled to victory that fall it set up an unforeseen problem of impossibly high expec-
tations. As Rodger Streitmatter noted in his book about the power of the press, 
“Journalists had played a role in getting candidate Obama elected but their favor-
able coverage might ultimately work against President Obama succeeding” (Streit-
matter 2015). For Streitmatter the obsession with the story of Obama led to volumes 
of stories focused on his compelling personal narrative and the historic nature of 
his campaign. This focus turned Obama from a politician to something more—a 
trailblazer and an instant historical figure. The coverage helped propel his nomi-
nation within the Democratic Party and election in the general campaign, but that 
same coverage established him as someone with the power to change Washington 
and politics. It set him up to fail or at least to fall far short of the hopes he carried 
into the White House.

The Obama story raises two issues about the bias within the press. How much 
does the media focus on a candidate or a story because of a deep-seated political 
objective and how much does it focus on certain stories because of the accepted 
styles of reporting and the drudgery of covering the same issues year after year? 
For some who study the press and the way reporters cover politics, the question of 
bias is too often focused on questions of partisan interest and not enough on the 
real tendencies of the media. Lance Bennett, who has written about fundamental 
biases within the media, tries to dismiss conventional political bias debates, writ-
ing, “There are at least two ironies in this ongoing and inherently unresolvable de-
bate about ideological bias. First, even if neutrality or objectivity could be achieved, 
citizens with strong views on particular issues would not recognize it. Second, even 
if the news contained strong ideological or issue biases, people with a point of view 
(who are most likely to detect bias in the first place) would be well equipped to 
defend themselves against such biases” (Bennett 2003). For Bennett, the biases 
within the media that harm the public discussion come from a place far more trou-
bling than the political leanings of a given reporter or publication. Instead, he sees 
the press as too interested in stories about individuals rather than issues, drama 
over information, and the sometimes-artificial authority invested in public figures 
and sources. These biases can affect the way journalists think about and report sto-
ries, turning hard policy decisions into heart-rending stories of individuals and 
changing political debates into life-and-death struggles for power.

Biases exist in any system or organization, especially one made up of flawed hu-
mans. So the media certainly contains them. But to approach the media itself as a 
single organism is itself a bias of those who are prone to see any news organization 
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as an agent of some political agenda other than one’s own. The media, in many 
people’s minds, combines incendiary talk shows with straight news reporting, The 
Daily Show with PBS NewsHour, and Rush Limbaugh with the local government 
reporter for the local daily newspaper. Each of these organizations suffers from bi-
ases that affect their reporting, but to assume they are the same or all inherently 
political in their goals is to misunderstand the fragmented nature and business of 
modern media.

See also: Balance; Objectivity; Post-Truth Politics; Trust in Journalism
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POLITICAL CARTOONS
Distilling complex issues into often simple drawings accompanied by a few spare 
words, political cartoons have skewered the powerful and given voice to the less 
powerful. They’ve ruffled figures from Boss Tweed to Barack Obama and created 
lasting political symbols, like the Democratic donkey and the Republican elephant. 
But with their power has come controversy, like decisions made by European news-
papers to publish cartoons depicting the prophet Muhammad, an action consid-
ered blasphemous by some Muslims.

Whether laugh-inducing or incendiary, the form has captured the attention of 
the public for nearly two centuries, calling attention to corruption and hypocrisy, 
and despite the huge changes to the media landscape, political cartoons continue 
to have an impact today.
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The exact origins of the political cartoon are hard to know, but they are sure to 
go a long way back. “Wherever there had been a cave wall and a sharp-edged rock 
or a city wall and a piece of coal, political wits can be presumed to have declared a 
conviction masked as drollery,” Donald Dewey wrote in his book The Art of Ill Will 
(Dewey 2007). Cave drawings aside, the first cartoon to appear in an American 
newspaper came in 1754. That’s when Benjamin Franklin, already an established 
figure in the colonies, went to the Albany Congress as the representative for Penn-
sylvania. He proposed a “Plan of Union” for the colonies to unite and defend them-
selves from French and Indian forces. He drew a serpent divided into eight parts, 
each representing a different colony, and wrote underneath it “Join, or Die.” The 
Pennsylvania Gazette printed the image, and the other papers on the continent soon 
followed suit. It would be recycled a few times in the following years, including as 
the colonies prepared to revolt against the British in 1774 (Hess and Northrop 
1996). But that was just the very tip of the iceberg.

Franklin wouldn’t be considered the father of the modern American political car-
toon. That title has been bestowed upon Thomas Nast. Nast drew cartoons for 
Harper’s Weekly in the mid- to late 1800s. His work helped to make both the mag-
azine and himself famous during the Civil War, as its readership reached both ends 
of the still-growing nation. Victor Navasky wrote in his 2013 book The Art of Con-
troversy that Nast “had an infallible ability to get swiftly to the heart of an issue” 
(Navasky 2013). Nast is most famous for putting fear into New York’s most power-
ful and corrupt politician, Boss Tweed, with his drawings. In the fall of 1871, as 
the corruption of the Tammany ring became more public, Nast drew a series of 
cartoons skewering the political machine’s bosses. One, called “Who stole the people’s 
money?” showed the top Tammany officials pointing the finger at other people. 
Another showed New York being crushed under a giant thumb meant to repre-
sent the political machine. Quite famously, Tweed urged the paper to “Stop them 
damn pictures!” The articles didn’t really matter, he said, because his constituents 
couldn’t read—but they could see pictures, and most certainly ones featured on 
the front page of a major weekly publication. Nast also deserves credit for at least 
one of the two symbols for America’s major political parties: the Republican ele-
phant. He drew the first party elephant in a November 7, 1874, cartoon called “Third 
Term Panic,” which he drew as President Ulysses S. Grant considered running 
for a third term. The symbol remains iconic to this day. (The Democratic donkey 
predated Nast and had been used since the time of Andrew Jackson [Hess and 
Northrop 1996].)

Nast was just the first of a number of cartoonists who contributed to the na-
tional conversation in important ways. The Pulitzers started awarding a prize for 
the form in 1922, offering a higher level of legitimacy for great cartoonists. The 
first one was won by Rollin Kirby, who went on to win two more. Kirby became 
known for his attacks on prohibition, largely focusing on the hypocrisy of prohibition 
forcing drinking to occur behind closed doors. One soldier-turned-cartoonist, Bill 
Mauldin, became a prominent anti-war voice. With his World War II series “Willie 
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and Joe,” for Stars and Stripes, he showed everyday frustrations of “two bedraggled 
soldiers serving on the front lines, who each day belied any thought that war is 
noble” (Hess and Northrop 1996). He became the youngest cartoonist ever to win 
a Pulitzer and grew famous as he cartooned from a war zone.

Mauldin, like many cartoonists who tackled controversial topics, drew some 
sharp criticism from those who found his opinions unpatriotic. And his post-war 
work about the hardships faced by returning soldiers or racism or the Cold War 
found a less receptive audience. Meanwhile, Herbert Block was gaining prominence. 
Herblock, as he was known, drew for the Washington Post for most of his career, 
which spanned seven decades. He coined the term McCarthyism, won three Pulit-
zers and shared in a fourth, and was also known for his garish drawings of Presi-
dent Richard Nixon. Aside from Thomas Nast, Herblock could be the most famous 
master of the single panel.

But the single panel isn’t the only place where political cartooning exists. Many 
magazines feature editorial cartoons, with New Yorker covers being among the most 
prominent and enduring examples. In the 1970s, Ralph Steadman, with his dis-
tinctive drawing style, drew a famous caricature of Richard Nixon for a book 
Hunter S. Thompson was writing. And, political cartooning has existed in the same 
realm as such favorites as “Peanuts” or “Garfield”—as a strip. Garry Trudeau cre-
ated “Doonesbury” while still an undergraduate at Yale, and it was syndicated soon 
after he started it. In 1975, it became the first comic strip to win a Pulitzer for edi-
torial cartooning, and it has been a finalist three other times since. Its expansive 
cast of characters caused Chip Kidd, writing in Rolling Stone in 2010, to compare 
the entire body of Doonesbury cartoons to Leo Tolstoy’s War and Peace, crediting 
Trudeau with building “a large cast of complex and intriguing characters whom the 
reader comes to care about, then letting the great tsunami of current events en-
velop them all” (Kidd 2010).

Cartoonists typically have no worse repercussion for their work than an angry 
reader or two, but that’s not always the case. Cartoonists have faced legal battles, 
kidnappings, and death threats for doing their jobs. In 2005, a Danish newspaper 
printed 12 cartoon images of Muhammad in one issue. That decision caused wide-
spread protests by Muslims because Islam prohibits drawings of the prophet. More 
than 100 people died because of the protests, and the cartoonists responsible went 
into hiding. American cartoonist Molly Norris received threats after promoting an 
“Everybody Draw Muhammad Day” with a poster and a website. Navasky noted 
that she is now in a witness protection program.

In 2015, armed gunmen attacked the Paris offices of the French satirical news-
paper Charlie Hebdo, killing 12 people. The paper had a history of showing images 
of Muhammad, often in aggressively provocative scenes. Past acts had already 
prompted protesters to burn down their offices four years earlier. In the aftermath of 
the 2015 attack, some journalists and free speech advocates rallied around the paper, 
with the phrase “Je Suis Charlie”—French for “I Am Charlie.” Some, like New York 
Times columnist David Brooks, criticized the rallying cry, equating the magazine’s 
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actions to hate speech. He argued the rallying cry was disingenuous because 
most journalists “don’t actually engage in the sort of deliberately offensive humor 
that that newspaper specializes in” (Brooks 2015). Many rejected criticisms like 
Brooks’s, instead applauding the organization for its bravery in publishing the 
images.

In the digital age, the form hasn’t lost its significance. But it does have more com-
petition from other satirical pictorial forms like memes and GIFs. Some of the 
most recent Pulitzer Prize winners produce animated web cartoons rather than the 
traditional form. In 2012, Farhad Manjoo argued in Slate that cartoons had totally 
become irrelevant, noting that aside from controversy over the use of Muhammad, 
“it’s hard to remember the last time a single-panel cartoon entered the political zeit-
geist” (Manjoo 2012).

In response, Matt Wuerker, the Politico cartoonist who won the 2012 Pulitzer 
Prize, wrote in the Columbia Journalism Review that the shift to a more digital media 
landscape doesn’t mean the traditional political cartoon should disappear, and es-
pecially not the cartoonists, who are poised to thrive in the new reality. “Cartoon-
ists were creating memes before anyone had a clue what a meme was. They were 
the original tweeters, long accustomed to boiling a thought down to 140 charac-
ters. We’ve been around a long time and like the rest of journalism, we are adapt-
ing to all the current changes” (Wuerker 2012).

Michael Wright

See also: Block, Herbert; Comedy, Satire, and Politics
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POLITICAL CONSULTANTS
Political consultants are professionals who aid candidates in developing and de-
ploying aspects of a campaign. Although their work focuses heavily on messaging, 
the development of advertising, and voter engagement, political consultants can 
play a variety of roles, from in-house pollster to social media strategist. Many also 
work with the media, serving as commentators and editorial advisers. Critics of con-
sultants argue the professionalization of politics has led to more cynical strategies 
that deepen citizen frustration with politics.

The growth of consulting as a full-time job reflects the increasingly complicated 
and expensive task of running a modern political campaign. Campaigns were his-
torically staffed and run by local and statewide parties. The party would select the 
candidate and then help them stump for votes, organize speeches, and motivate 
voters to get out to the polls. But the reforms in the early twentieth century that 
weakened the political parties and created more popular participation in contests 
for the U.S. Senate and the presidential nomination left the parties poorly positioned 
to run campaigns. Add to this reality the increasingly sophisticated elements of run-
ning a campaign and American politics had entered a time when, in the words of 
political journalist Theodore White, “The old bosses are long gone and with them 
the old parties. In their place has grown a new breed of young professionals whose 
working skills in the new politics would make the old boys look like stumblebums” 
(Trent and Friedenberg 1983). These new campaigns were a mix of salesmanship 
and social science, using political polling and television advertising to package the 
candidate and sell him or her to the voters.

By the 1960s, presidential campaigns, and increasingly statewide campaigns for 
governor and Congress, began to hire specialists. The growth in polling and televi-
sion advertising in particular fueled the need for campaigns to bring in people with 
specific skill sets who could field the survey to find out what messages might reso-
nate with voters and could turn those messages into powerful and memorable cam-
paign ads. Add to this the increasingly complicated task of raising and reporting 
money, building field operations to mobilize voters, and targeting voters with di-
rect mail appeals, and the campaign was quickly becoming highly specialized. With 
this specialization, smaller sub-industries formed to tackle these challenges and the 
number of consultants grew.

They also began to appear more and more in congressional contests, and politi-
cally active young people saw the opportunity to move into a professional field of 
campaign work. By 1969 the number of professional campaign workers had grown 
to such a point that they formed a nonpartisan organization to promote their work 
and put forward a common set of principles. Their organization, the American As-
sociation of Political Consultants, published a mission statement that reads, “We 
set the standard for American political campaigns because we are driven to be the 
best and make a difference for our clients and America. We craft effective strategies 
and employ best practices so our clients win at the ballot box and in the halls of 
government. We fight to defend political free speech as an essential foundation of 
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democracy, while promoting excellence by recruiting and recognizing the best in 
our profession. We share the skills, resources and network our members need to 
thrive and win” (AAPC). The association also tried to enforce a loose set of stan-
dards around what kind of causes they would work for—none that were based on 
racism or sexism—and a handful of controversial campaign techniques, such as a 
cautious rejection of so-called push-polls that masquerade as surveys but are in-
tended to attack a candidate.

But as working on campaigns has become a full time job for more and more, 
concerns for how this affects American politics has also grown. First, the fact that 
campaigning is now a job means for consultants the actual beliefs or leadership of 
a candidate come in second in what they seek in a candidate. A campaigner and 
political scientist surveyed his consultant colleagues and found most valued will-
ingness to work hard and ability to stay on message higher than the traits voters 
sought—like leadership or integrity. But for the consultants, he argued, that makes 
sense, writing, “If my professional livelihood rests on the back of a candidate who 
is either a great person or willing to knock on a few extra doors to get out the vote 
on election day, I am going with the candidate with more mud on their shoes” ( John-
son 2012). This focus on the skills of the candidate over the beliefs they seek to 
convey may be the most significant element of the consultant relationship with a 
candidate compared to the supporters or volunteers. Consultants are in the cam-
paign to win, or at the very least, to get paid, and there is always an element of 
self-motivation in their participation in a campaign. The message they are spread-
ing is just one element of their thinking and, according to their own survey results, 
it’s not the most important element.

Some have accused the growing profession of creating a cookie-cutter approach 
to politics, where the same negative campaigns play out time and time again. They 
argue that this reduces politics to a basic math equation where money and nega-
tive ad buys equal victory. Consultants reject this argument, but will admit that they 
do bring their experience to each campaign and that this history has an influence 
on their thinking. Because of this, as one consultant explained, “Candidates have 
to realize that when they put their team together, that team, just by their past ex-
periences, will shape the final strategy even before that strategy is written. As the 
candidate considers his race, he ought to ask himself what it is he wants to do, 
what kind of race he wants to run, and whether the background of his consultants 
is appropriate for that purpose” (Luntz 1988).

Consultants have been blamed for many of the ills of the current political sys-
tem. Their sometimes-exorbitant fees and strong use of television advertising con-
tributes to the skyrocketing cost of politics. Their tendency to demonize the 
opponent to rally their base contributes to the polarized state of American party 
politics. Their work for dark money groups and Super PACs means these destruc-
tive tactics are now as likely to show up when Congress is debating a law as they 
are in the heat of the campaign year. Experts like Stephen Medvic argue you can’t 
really blame the consultants for all of these realities. They did not weaken the party 
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system, they filled the void left after the parties faltered. They did not create the 
political divisiveness in the country, but Medvic will admit, “Consultants have ac-
tively sought to capitalize on the disorders that exist (e.g., the weakening party sys-
tem, the pervasiveness of television, a corrupt campaign finance system, etc.). The 
arrival of political consultants on the political scene did not improve the system 
and may have even solidified its deficiencies” (Medvic 2001). And so the consul-
tant has become a major source of attention within the press. Political reporters 
study their histories and past strategies to inform their current story about the cur-
rent campaign, turning many into household names even where politics are not 
the main source of dinner table conversation.

Consultants, until recently covered by a handful of industry-style publications, 
have now become their own brand thanks to coverage by large national news or-
ganizations. Take Politico’s coverage of the 2015 British election, which pitted two 
former advisers to President Barack Obama against each other: “The surprisingly 
decisive victory for Prime Minister David Cameron and his Tories also delivered a 
big win to Jim Messina, President Barack Obama’s 2012 campaign manager, who 
advised the Conservative Party and triumphed over his fellow Obama aide, Axel-
rod, who advised the Labour Party” (Gass and Robillard 2015). This coverage high-
lights two realities of the modern top-tier consultant world: first, the media’s 
interest in their efforts in the British election merited such a story and second, that 
two consultants from the same presidential campaign could be hired on compet-
ing sides of a foreign election. This is the modern world of the political consultant.

In this modern world of the celebrity consultant, the press covers the moves and 
actions of consultants like Axelrod and Messina as though they themselves are on 
the ballot. It is somewhat a product of the fact that some of these top-level consul-
tants turn to punditry, cutting lucrative deals with cable networks to offer on-air 
commentary on other campaigns. It is also a fact that some of these consultants 
have emerged as powerful forces behind new politically active nonprofits that pour 
millions of ad dollars into critical campaigns.

In this world, conservative consultant Karl Rove is royalty. Rove started his career 
in direct mail, helping Republican candidates in Texas and the South raise serious 
money and using targeted mailing to attack opponents in primaries and general 
elections. He soon began working with up-and-coming GOP star and son of a Re-
publican statesman, George W. Bush. With Rove’s help, Bush won election to gov-
ernor and then went on to take the presidency twice. He did it by crafting a campaign 
that appealed to conservatives in key states while attacking their opponents through 
various means. In the days that followed the fairly easy re-election of Bush to a sec-
ond term in 2004, Democrats expressed a deep frustration and respect for Rove’s 
strategy. But at least one told the Washington Post Rove was the meanest man in poli-
tics. Rove responded by saying, “This is a town that runs on myths. That’s one of 
the myths. The evil Rasputin Rove. There’s nothing I can do about it. If you want 
to rage against the system, blame Rove” (Balz and Allen 2004). But Rove was also 
one who, like a consultant will do, took advantage of the system to help his side. 
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Following the key Supreme Court decisions around campaign financing that opened 
up the possibility for new organizations to take and spend enormous sums, Rove 
launched his own groups, American Crossroads and Crossroads GPS, to spend huge 
amounts of money on key races. In 2014 alone, the group spent some $100 mil-
lion in critical contests. Rove, who remains an adviser to the group he founded, 
has carved out a new role for the consultant, one where he can work across mul-
tiple campaigns at the same time to shape messages and launch major ad blitzes 
without being limited by campaign finance regulations. Rove is far from alone. Many 
dark money and Super PAC groups have connections to consultants on both sides 
of the political spectrum.

Rove and other consultants who run or are affiliated with these big-spending 
groups are just the latest step on the road of the professional consultant. The mod-
ern consultant often fits a pattern, as Dennis Johnson explained in his seminal work 
on the profession, No Place for Amateurs. Johnson noted, “Many campaign consul-
tants have politics in their blood: They volunteer for candidates and causes while 
they are in college, work for their political parties in their state capital or in Wash-
ington, work for a member of Congress, or toil away at a variety of statewide and 
local campaigns before striking out on their own. Over 95 percent of political 
consultants are white and 81 percent of the principals in campaign firms are 
men” ( Johnson 2007). This professional political class consists overwhelmingly of 
privileged white men. Most hold degrees from elite grad programs in campaign 
management and few have worked up from anything lower than middle class. This 
class of campaigners has become as important as the candidates they represent, 
often carrying with them from campaign to campaign important endorsements, 
lucrative donors, and affiliated connections to independent groups.

During the so-called invisible primary where candidates for the major parties’ 
presidential nominations jockey for media attention and financial support, the role 
of the powerful consultants has only increased. Where once consultants sought to 
be hired by rising political stars, now an agreement by a certain consultant to sign 
onto a certain candidate is seen as a major endorsement of a campaign’s gravitas. 
Especially in years where multiple candidates compete for one party’s nomination 
for president (or governor or U.S. senator), this vetting by consultants weighing 
what campaign is worth their time is part of the political conversation. Although 
the competition between candidates is what makes a consultant’s stock truly rise, 
the press also plays a role in bolstering a consultant’s political capital, turning to 
him (almost always a him) to serve as an expert on campaigns, seeking interviews 
on the record, and willingly offering these sources anonymity for a glimpse of what 
is truly going on. In states with large capital press corps and certainly in Washing-
ton, D.C., these two groups—the consultants and the political press—often social-
ize together and trade shoptalk on the state of campaigns. In this way, the consultant 
class of political workers helps shape the political reporting, not by going on the 
record to out a campaign’s troubles, but by sharing them over a beer, supplying a 
tip to a reporter, texting an update to an editor. Especially at the highest levels of 
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politics, it has become a game that frustrates some, is invisible to most, and has a 
clear impact on how many of the largest newspapers, websites, and cable news net-
works cover the politics of governing and the major campaigns.

See also: Negative Advertising; Public Opinion; Rove, Karl
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POLITICAL PARTIES
Perhaps more than any single electoral institution, political parties, their growth, 
period of dominance, and modern weakening, have done the most to shape the role 
and importance of media coverage of politics. When political parties were the pri-
mary way in which electoral politics were fought and won or lost, the media’s role 
in shaping popular public opinion was only marginally important, but as Progres-
sive Era reforms shifted power away from party officials and to individual voters, 
journalism saw its role and importance expand. Political parties remain vital instru-
ments of partisan identification, fundraising, and voter mobilization, but the mod-
ern political party only exerts a limited amount of control over the politicians who 
represent that party and the voters who cast their ballot in key elections.

Unlike many western democracies that support several major parties, the United 
States has since its founding viewed political parties as, at best, a necessary evil and 
at worst a potential agent for the dissolution of the American experiment. In the 
United States, political parties have been organized to be the broadest possible co-
alition of like-minded voters and organizations, rejecting regional and single-issue 
parties through the ballot and the very structure of the American political system. 
From the outset, parties, or factions as they were interchangeably called during the 
early days of the Republic, were viewed as destabilizing, but inevitable tendencies 
in a democratic system. James Madison, one of the critical builders of the Ameri-
can system, saw the development of political factions as inherent in a population 
given the freedom to express opinion or exert political influence. He also saw it as 
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“a dangerous vice.” But Madison also saw the U.S. Constitution and the new re-
publican form of government it proposed as a solution to the danger by creating a 
system that forced factions into a system of dispersed authority and repeated elec-
tions. As he wrote in the Federalist Paper Number 10:

If a faction consists of less than a majority, relief is supplied by the republican 
principle, which enables the majority to defeat its sinister views by regular vote. It 
may clog the administration, it may convulse the society; but it will be unable to 
execute and mask its violence under the forms of the Constitution . . .  A religious 
sect may degenerate into a political faction in a part of the Confederacy; but the va-
riety of sects dispersed over the entire face of it must secure the national councils 
against any danger from that source. A rage for paper money, for an abolition of 
debts, for an equal division of property, or for any other improper or wicked project, 
will be less apt to pervade the whole body of the Union than a particular member of 
it; in the same proportion as such a malady is more likely to taint a particular county 
or district, than an entire State. (Madison 1787)

For Madison and the other authors of the U.S. Constitution, the solution to the 
evils of parties was to create a system that would punish those organizations that 
only represented a minority of voters. With its separation of powers and winner-
takes-all electoral results in presidential and congressional elections, the American 
system was built on an antiparty philosophy and that reality has forever shaped 
what parties existed and how they operated.

Although the founders viewed factions as a potential agent of chaos in the emerg-
ing American system, those who have studied the early growth of parties in the 
United States would later say the first wave of American parties played a critical 
role in establishing the American system. In his exhaustive, four-volume work on 
the history of political parties in the United States, historian Arthur Schlesinger 
noted that parties helped unify the nation beyond the provincial interests of the 
former colonies, offered representation to general groups of voters across a spec-
trum of issues, and helped recruit and train the leaders who would implement the 
new system. The parties also helped unify the government between the divided 
branches and became agencies of compromise when it came to making critical 
decisions in the early Congresses. In short, Schlesinger notes, “What political sci-
entists have agreed to call the first American party system was thus both the cre-
ation and the creator of a national political order. As the first thing of its sort in the 
world, it was a remarkable invention” (Schlesinger 1973).

These parties helped establish the nation and guided it through its turbulent early 
decades. But they were far from static things. As the country evolved and the is-
sues that would divide the country crystallized, the party system was tested. Early 
parties were the products of the landed interests of the wealthy men of the United 
States. These parties struggled to change as a growing middle class and then an 
enfranchised working class pushed different issues. This struggle was most sharply 
seen in the sudden implosion of the Whig Party and the birth of the Republican 
Party in the mid-nineteenth century. The Whig Party had grown out of opposition 
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to President Andrew Jackson and had advocated for a strong Congress to stand up 
to the president. The party flourished briefly in the 1830s and 1840s, but the co-
alition struggled over the issue of slavery. Efforts by Congress to negotiate compro-
mises over the issue had failed and the party was unable to unify around a central 
concept. As the nation lurched toward a civil war, the Whig Party fell apart and 
within 10 years disappeared.

What is striking about the political system, though, is it seems to require two 
parties, for as soon as the Whigs faltered and then collapsed, the modern Republican 
Party came swiftly into being and became the second political party in the country. 
These two parties—Democrat and Republican—would become the two parties of 
the United States for the next 150 years. They would continue to evolve as America 
urbanized, but through their internal organization and the use of political jobs and 
government money, the two parties established themselves as the dominant forces of 
American politics, selecting candidates, guiding policies, and running elections.

Throughout these years the relationship between the media and political parties 
was one of mutual cooperation. Most of the newspapers and many magazines had 
direct connections with established parties, often supporting that party’s candidates 
and policies on the editorial pages (and sometimes on their front pages). Media bias 
was an accepted concept. But the maturing of the press and critical institutional 
changes to the political system would combine to fundamentally alter this relation-
ship, turning the media into a more powerful institution in the political system at 
the direct expense of parties. The media began to develop its own business strategy 
that no longer relied on a select few subscribers who were willing to pay the substan-
tive subscription costs. The rise of the so-called penny press in the mid-nineteenth 
century meant that the modern newspaper now sought the widest possible audi-
ence, aiming to appeal to people from different political factions and economic 
backgrounds. Newspapers, and media generally, moved toward mass media, and 
away from serving a party.

At the same time, an even more important political change was developing within 
the parties themselves. Around the dawn of the twentieth century, reformers within 
the Republican Party pushed to take power away from the party leaders—who for 
decades had decided who would win elections and who would receive the benefits 
of ruling, including countless political appointments and lucrative government con-
tracts. This manifested itself first in Wisconsin where a progressive Republican 
Robert LaFollette sought to change the policies of his party. He ran into countless 
roadblocks from party bosses who could undermine his efforts through their en-
trenched party machine. LaFollette knew that to change the party he had to change 
the way the party ran. “The only hope for true democracy, he argued, was to take 
the nominating power away from the bosses and restore it to the people by means 
of the direct primary; for democracy dies when any self-selected organization is al-
lowed to intrude itself between the sovereign people and their free choice of public 
officials” (Ranney 1975). As Madison had argued earlier, systems needed to be put 
in place to limit the influence of the party in the governing process, and the growth 
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of the party machines and bosses of the nineteenth century led to the reforms spear-
headed by LaFollette.

These reforms did not occur overnight. In fact, the role of the voter in the pri-
mary system would not truly catch fire until some 60 years later following the di-
sastrous Democratic campaign of 1968, where the chasm between the mainstream 
party leadership and the party activists reached its widest. A reform commission 
spread the use of direct primary elections to select party nominees. Now, party of-
ficials could only hope to influence the process, through supporting a given candi-
date or working through the media to create the sense that the party favorite is the 
clearly better candidate. These progressive reforms were the latest effort to weaken 
the leadership of the major parties at both the national and state level.

Putting the question of which candidate the party preferred into the hands of 
the party voters also spawned a new national media effort that turned the primary 
campaign into the first round of the national elections. The media, through its re-
porting ahead of the direct primaries, began to exert more influence on the cam-
paign by serving as a public vetting of candidates. A 1976 study of the primary 
system noted that in the campaigns between 1936 and 1972 thirteen of the four-
teen frontrunners when the primaries began were the nominees at the end of the 
process. Parties wanted their perceived frontrunner to be their nominee, so the pro-
cess tended to favor those candidates. Still, that same 1976 report noted, “Prima-
ries provide the best available arena in which to challenge front-runners. The chances 
of destroying the initial leader are forlorn. But there is some chance, the costs of 
trying to do so are not prohibitive, and the potential pay-offs of an unexpectedly 
strong showing are very large” (Keech and Matthews 1976).

With party nominations decided by party voters—and in many states, any reg-
istered voter can cast a ballot in a party nomination fight—the desires of the party 
are now only one factor in shaping the contest. In the wake of that 1976 report, 
more insurgent candidates have been able to knock off the perceived frontrunner. 
In 2008, Senator Barack Obama overcame former First Lady Hillary Clinton. In 
1976, 1988, and 1992, little-known Democratic governors mounted successful 
campaigns against party leaders who had higher name recognition. The new sys-
tem allows outsider candidates to make direct appeals to voters through organized 
campaigns and pre-primary media coverage.

But the parties still wield influence, because they are more than just tools of select-
ing candidates and mobilizing voters. Because of their broad base, the Democratic 
and Republican Parties serve as a shorthand way of thinking about the  political phi-
losophy of the nation. Although the parties themselves are not static—Republicans 
taking a more conservative bent and Democrats drifting left in recent decades, the 
performance of these parties in elections serves as a sort of philosophical barome-
ter of American political preference. The health of the party’s performance in elec-
tions is often directly connected to the political views of the country. It is almost 
funny to read old accounts of party performance and see the unfortunate generaliza-
tions authors and journalists derived from the effectiveness of the party coalition. 
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For example, in 1978, just two years before the election of Ronald Reagan and rise 
of a newfound conservatives within the Republican ranks, one political scientist 
noted, “The United States lacks a competitive two-party system at present time 
because of the exceptional weakness of the Republican Party. The now-common 
observation that the two-party system in the U.S. has been replaced by a ‘one-and-
a-half-party system’ does not contain much exaggeration” (Ladd and Hadley 1978). 
The Republican Party was, at the time of that book, actually building a potent 
combination of anti-tax groups, social and cultural conservatives, and pro-business 
activists to electoral victories.

As machine politics weakened throughout the twentieth century, party leaders 
sought other ways to maintain their importance and role in the political process. 
In this media age, parties began to focus less on the individual candidate primaries 
and instead sought to bring together a new coalition of voters who were not driven 
by the old self-interest of political patronage and were instead inspired to partici-
pate in politics due to their strong belief in a single issue—like protecting gun rights 
or supporting a woman’s reproductive freedom. This new party organization aimed 
to harness the political activism of these voters, but for parties it was a careful bal-
ancing act, seeking to tap into the fervor and activism of the group without, when 
possible, alienating other voters who did not feel as strongly about the single issue. 
So Democrats sought, for years, to protect economically liberal Catholic voters who 
opposed the party’s pro-choice positions. Republicans aimed to keep cultural con-
servatives who were focused on issues like prayer in school in the same coalition 
as the chamber of commerce-style groups that sought limited government and pro-
business policies.

In a strange way the modern political party tried to carve a role for itself where 
each would claim the general mantle of partisanship—Democrats were the moder-
ately liberal party and Republicans, the moderately conservative. Why this is strange 
is that at the same time partisanship was decried as one of the core problems with 
the American political system. Despite this, some argued that the parties were the 
only thing keeping a lid on the increasingly shrill voices of the conservative and lib-
eral groups. By 2016, this was particularly true on the Republican side of the aisle 
where fights over the party’s presidential nomination and leadership ranks in Con-
gress spilled over into the media. Maverick members of the Republican majority in 
the House of Representatives forced Speaker John Boehner to resign, and then the 
leadership fight to replace him tested the ability of these single-issue groups, espe-
cially cultural conservatives and tea party activists, to work with the party leaders. 
During one of the contentious fights about whether to shut down the government in 
2013, some columnists opined that the factions within the Republican Party spoke 
to the need for stronger political parties. Political scientist Mark Schmitt took to the 
pages of the liberal New Republic to argue for partisanship, writing, “[Parties’] long-
term goal is in winning elections, at many levels, now and in the future. So long as 
they are organized around a reasonably coherent philosophy . . .  parties are a stabiliz-
ing force in American politics, pulling it towards the median voter and offsetting the 
many other forces and interests that pull in other directions. The current Democratic 
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Party, which trims and disciplines the aspirations of its core progressive activists, is a 
good example of a fairly strong party, which is why it’s consistently frustrating to the 
left” (Schmitt 2013). This potential weakness of the Republican Party leadership to 
control its own rank-and-file became a major theme of the 2016 nominating con-
test. As real estate mogul and reality television star Donald Trump stayed atop the 
public opinion polls while making inflammatory comments about immigrants and 
Muslims, some within the Republican Party worried publicly that the nomination 
of a divisive figure like Trump could damage the party and affect its ability to main-
tain control of the House and Senate. For months senior members of the party re-
mained largely quiet about the campaign, hoping that Trump’s inflammatory 
language and negative press coverage would derail his campaign. But by the end of 
2015, with Trump still leading in most polls, state party officials began to make 
their own anxiety public through the media. One story in the New York Times 
summed up the fear that the Trump campaign provoked, noting, “With his knack 
for offending the very constituencies Republicans have struggled with in recent 
elections, women and minorities, Mr. Trump could be a millstone on his party if he 
won the nomination . . .  ‘If he carries this message into the general election in Ohio, 
we’ll hand this election to Hillary Clinton—and then try to salvage the rest of the 
ticket,’ said Matt Borges, chairman of the [Ohio] Republican Party” (Martin 2015).

The Trump candidacy and the public hand wringing it prompted from party of-
ficials actually offer keen insight into the modern phase of political parties. Politi-
cal parties of years gone by would never have let a figure that could harm the party’s 
vulnerable candidates for Congress or governor become a leading contender for the 
party nomination, let alone the nominee. But the Republican Party lacks any mech-
anism for disqualifying Trump and its job of being a coalition builder pushes it to 
tread carefully with the candidate. Overtly attack or punish Trump and his sizable 
voter base could turn away from the party or refuse to back another GOP candi-
date; do too little to rein him in and the party may struggle for years to attract vot-
ers whom Trump angered with his comments.

Political parties remain a central organizing structure of American politics, help-
ing voters orient themselves in elections, offering core political perspectives, and 
running political campaigns at the local, state, and federal levels. But as candidates 
have become the center of most national and federal campaigns and parties have 
sought to stitch together fragile and often deeply divided coalitions of interest 
groups, instilling discipline and offering a unified front has become more difficult.

See also: Invisible Primary; Political Polarization and the Media; Primary Cover-
age; Single-Issue Politics; Third Party Marginalization
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POLITICAL POLARIZATION AND THE MEDIA
The intensified partisanship of the American political system has become one of 
the dominant themes of the twenty-first century. Debilitating debates over critical 
issues like health care policy and arguments over government funding for family 
planning have led to stalemates that either threatened to or actually did shutter the 
federal government. Deep and profound differences over the size and cost of the 
government have complicated what were once routine votes over the federal debt 
and have jeopardized the country’s credit rating. This rise in partisan behavior comes 
at the same time that the media have moved from a relatively limited number of 
mass outlets that aimed to appeal to as many people as possible to more niche pub-
lications and broadcasts that aim to reach elements of a fragmented audience. The 
question that has come with these developments is, to what degree is the media 
fragmentation feeding this political trend versus reflecting the modern reality of the 
American public and its political systems.

The electoral causes of this increasing polarization are numerous—political ger-
rymandering has carved up states into more politically homogenous regions, party 
structures have become more beholden to harder-edged, single-issue voters, and 
most members of Congress face greater campaign threats from people within their 
own party as opposed to the competing party—but the result is clear. Political sci-
entists have developed a complex statistical analysis of congressional voting that 
examines the voting patterns of senators and representatives along a liberal/con-
servative continuum and overlays regional differences over certain political issues. 
This research has generated a telling image of Republicans and Democrats moving 
further away from one another politically. As one of the researchers noted, “since 
the mid-1970s, Democrats and Republicans in Congress have continued to move 
away from the ideological center and toward their respective liberal and conserva-
tive poles . . .  The result is that the parties are now ideologically homogenous and 
distant from one another. With almost no true moderates left in the House of Rep-
resentatives, and just a handful remaining in the Senate, bipartisan agreements to 
fix budgetary problems of the country are now almost impossible to reach” (Poole 
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2012). But this analysis, while compellingly explaining the crippling partisanship 
that has made even electing a new Speaker of the House among Republicans a pro-
cess fraught with ideological bickering, does little to explain why the American 
voters elect these increasingly ideological figures. Is it because the country itself is 
deeply polarized over politics, or could it be the parties represent fewer and fewer 
voters in their district? This is where most political science falters, according to some 
researchers who point the finger of blame either partially or mainly at the modern 
media.

The power of media to shape culture has been a debate among parents and aca-
demics for decades. This conversation often landed on the idea that the media could 
move behavior and content from the extremes to something more socially accept-
able. The arguments in the 1980s about sex and violence on television or in video 
games often gravitated around the idea of “mainstreaming.” If television showed 
two men kissing or was awash in blood and mayhem, people became used to the 
idea and it became less taboo. Mass media, in this interpretation, created a com-
mon culture and this, some political scientists argue, had a huge effect on politics 
in the United States. In fact, if you go back along the history of that same partisan-
ship index that highlights the gulf between the parties now, there is a period where 
the two parties moved toward the middle, essentially the 50 years between 1920s 
and the 1970s.

Some researchers argue that is no accident.
The 1920s represented the introduction of the radio to the American home and 

that pressure to create a common political culture only increased after World War II 
with the growth of television. Television, for all its problems, researchers say, 
brought people together and brought the parties with them. Radio and later televi-
sion expanded the basic level of political information people had, expanding the 
pool of politically informed Americans. But television also operated as a true mass 
media, making its money by appealing to as many people as possible and so the 
information conveyed in those political news reports tended to be cast in a moder-
ate light, not advocating one side or the other and actually championing the politi-
cal middle. This moderate news source, researchers argue, informed the political 
system in a way that tamped down polarization and forced politicians to appeal to 
the masses as well. One group found that they could show statistically that “places 
where TV was introduced earlier displayed a decrease in different measures of the 
extremism of their representatives, relative to latecoming places . . .  The results we 
find suggest that TV operated as an important moderating force, bringing mem-
bers of Congress toward the political center” (Campante and Hojman 2013).

Although most researchers see the growth of broadcasting as the great unifier, it 
is important to note that the introduction of these new outlets, in particular televi-
sion, affected the media in most communities in ways that likely reinforced this mass 
media reality. When television swept America in the post-war period many com-
munities supported multiple newspapers, usually a morning and afternoon paper at 
a minimum. These papers, in addition to relying on the time of day to differentiate 
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themselves from one another, often aligned themselves with one party or the other. 
As the evening news on television took off, many newspapers struggled to stay open 
and most communities over the next 30 years moved from multiple-newspaper 
towns to one paper. The result was most media in communities followed the same 
model of seeing their audience as essentially everyone in a geographic area. This 
either overtly or subtly kept the news media as less partisan, not wanting to alienate 
a large swath of their potential audience.

Until the growth of cable in the 1980s and the birth of the commercial Internet 
in the 1990s, the business of journalism was built on appealing to as many people 
as possible. But when news sources multiplied in the cable and Internet ages, au-
diences started fragmenting, attracted to different styles of reporting. News outlets 
either deliberately or over time came to see the partisan audience as a consistent 
one. They did not need to appeal to everyone, but instead could succeed as a busi-
ness by focusing on a smaller section of the public, one likely to turn to them on a 
regular basis. Also, as cable and digital outlets evolved and the cost of production 
plummeted, political information could become more specialized and focused on 
still smaller segments, and the political media has done that. Those who are inter-
ested in the inside baseball of campaigns and strategy now have outlets like Polit-
ico. Talk radio filled a need of conservatives who were disenfranchised by the 
mainstream media and a caustic approach to politics mixed with humor. The same 
could be said of liberals and programs like The Daily Show.

The effects of this new form of reporting and content have, according to those 
who have studied it, undone the moderating force that broadcasting helped usher in 
nearly a century ago. It is not that all people now turn to more partisan media, but 
rather a subsector of the population. Political scientist Matthew Levendusky is among 
those who argue that partisan media is fueling polarization, seeing this new media 
as appealing to those who seek a so-called confirmation bias—they want informa-
tion that agrees with their already-held beliefs. By repeating the views and offering 
commentary that embraces those partisan beliefs, viewers and readers are less chal-
lenged in their worldviews. As Levendusky said in an interview about his research,

Partisan media—particularly reinforcing media—tend to make people a little more 
extreme, a little less positive toward the other side, more unwilling to compromise . . .  
But there’s an important caveat: a lot of these findings are centered on those who are 
more likely to encounter that type of media. It’s not that [these media] take people 
who are uninterested and uninformed and polarize them; people who are somewhat 
polarized go to these sources, and it pushes them further out. (Kim 2014)

Still, political observers worry that this pushing outward of those already on the 
far edges has an out-sized impact on the political process because of the politically 
active nature of these voters. These are the people most likely to vote on Election 
Day as well as to show up at the high school gym to participate in the caucus pro-
cess. They are the volunteers for campaigns and the small donors who help fledg-
ling candidates.

When television and radio first offered their political reporting, a tool that observ-
ers argue expanded the universe of politically educated Americans, those viewers 
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that were engaged in the new, primarily entertainment, mediums of radio and tele-
vision were Americans who were generally disinterested in politics. Those who have 
seen their partisan biases intensified and affirmed by the modern fragmentation of 
media were never unengaged, argues Princeton professor Markus Prior. He wrote in 
his book on media and polarization that “broadcast television helped the less edu-
cated learn more about politics, whether or not they were particularly motivated to 
follow the news. The current high-choice environment concentrates political knowl-
edge among those who like the news—largely independent of their levels of edu-
cation or cognitive skill” (Prior 2007). Interested and informed individuals—whether 
that information is accurate or not—are the ones who have responded to the ex-
plosion of political information unleashed by the rise of cable and the web. These 
people seek out information that may confirm their bias but still is additional in-
formation. In many ways the rise of fragmented media has affected the information 
flowing to the voting public in at least two critical ways. Some members of the 
public who want to seek out partisan, confirmation-biased information are edged 
further to the extreme, more disconnected from the information that flows to those 
in the middle and the other partisan extreme. Additionally, the explosion of politi-
cal news and commentary has diminished the value and quality of political report-
ing on the major outlets, meaning that those who do not seek out political reporting 
often find themselves less informed than before the change in the media.

Today’s media environment is a complicated soup of audience fragmentation and 
partisan bias. But there may be hope—social media. Social networks like Facebook 
and Twitter offer people a different door through which to access political news, 
one affected not just by their behavior, but by the network of people they have cho-
sen to follow or friend. The idea that Facebook may actually help spur polarization 
caught the public’s attention in a significant way following the publication of the 
book The Filter Bubble, by Eli Pariser. Pariser, one of the organizers of MoveOn.org, 
was troubled by the way the social network chose to organize his newsfeed. He 
explained, “I’m progressive, politically—big surprise—but I’ve always gone out of 
my way to meet conservatives. I like hearing what they’re thinking about; I like 
seeing what they link to; I like learning a thing or two. And so I was surprised when 
I noticed one day that the conservatives had disappeared from my Facebook feed. 
And what it turned out was going on was that Facebook was looking at which links 
I clicked on, and it was noticing that, actually, I was clicking more on my liberal 
friends’ links than on my conservative friends’ links. And without consulting me 
about it, it had edited them out. They disappeared” (Pariser 2011).

Pariser’s critique prompted an outpouring of questions about how Facebook ma-
nipulated its feed and helped spur a series of changes. Facebook added more fea-
tures that encouraged people to see information from different connections—not 
just your close friends, but those people you knew in high school or that uncle who 
is so different than the rest of the family politically. Facebook explored what their 
feed did to the information flow people saw on a typical day and came back with a 
conclusion that countered Pariser’s concerns, writing, “The information we consume 
and share on Facebook is actually much more diverse in nature than conventional 
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wisdom might suggest. We are exposed to and spread more information from our 
distant contacts than our close friends. Since these distant contacts tend to be dif-
ferent from us, the bulk of information we consume and share comes from people 
with different perspectives” (Bakshy 2012). Given the breadth of most people’s so-
cial networks on a site like Facebook, the argument goes, you are likely to run into 
information from people who are unlike you more often than in real life or in your 
own web usage. This fact, while subtle, offers a ray of hope in the continued con-
cerns that technology is marching the public further and further apart.

Still, most trends point to a continued pressure away from the moderate middle. 
A massive study of polarization by the Pew Research Center in 2014 delivered 
worrying information about the gulf between conservatives and liberals when it 
comes to news and political participation. Conservatives turn overwhelmingly to a 
single source for their news, investing trust in only a handful of news outlets, pri-
marily conservative-oriented websites and Fox News. Liberals turn to a variety of 
news sources and invest public broadcasting with enormous trust. Few news sources 
are held in trust by both groups. Just as worrying is the depth to which each side 
distrusts the information from news sources used by the other side. Liberals reject 
most of the content on Fox News, even if it is straightforward reporting, and con-
servatives see liberal bias in most news sources used by Democrats. This gulf in 
trust has helped perpetuate the idea of post-truth politics, where facts reported ac-
curately by either side may be rejected or opened for debate by the other side.

The same report found that those who are consistently conservative and consis-
tently liberal are more politically active and post and discuss politics on social media 
more than those who are more moderate, adding to the argument that these polar-
ized groups are driving much of the discussion of politics on their social networks. 
As the report’s authors note, “Those whose political views are solidly on the left or 
right—and especially those on the right—have a much greater tendency than others 
to have politically like-minded friends. Two-thirds (66%) of consistent conservatives 
say most of their friends share their political views, more than twice the number 
who say only some of their friends do (29%) . . .  Consistent liberals are somewhat 
less likely than consistent conservatives to have politically like-minded friends. 
About half (52%) say most of their friends share their views—though that is still 
twice that of those in the middle” (Mitchell, Gottfried, Kiley, and Matsa 2014).

This means political polarization affects people’s information lives regardless of 
whether they intend it to or not. Those who are strongly partisan one way or the 
other read different news, have different friends on social networks, and view in-
formation differently than those individuals who are more moderate or have mixed 
political views. Media and technology tools allow people to seek out information 
and reject facts that they find uncomfortable, in part based on their pre-conceived 
bias. The media helps them deepen their distrust of the other side of the political 
aisle, but much of the research notes that these biases exist outside the media. There-
fore, polarization may be the core idea that is aided and abetted by the modern 
fragmented media, rather than the other way around.
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See also: Audience Fragmentation; Echo Chamber Effect; Personalization and the 
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POLITICO
It takes a certain chutzpah to look at the crowded field of political reporting and 
blogging—especially as the already sluggish economy started to nosedive into the 
housing crisis—and say, “Let’s start a political newspaper.” But that is what former 
Washington Post reporters Jim VandeHei and John F. Harris did in 2007.

Since then, Politico has become one of the must-reads for the Washington set 
and those wanting to understand D.C. politics. It has become big business as well. 
In fact, even as many traditional newspapers continue to struggle with dwindling 
readership and sagging profits, Politico’s business has boomed. The online-first pub-
lication has added a monthly magazine and now has announced plans to move the 
Politico model to Europe.

Why it’s worked is a combination of journalistic style, niche publishing, and 
luck.

Describing their journalistic approach, the founders stressed the idea that this 
news service would be unique, not adopting the formal style taken by most Washing-
ton reporters or the legislative blow-by-blow of the congressional journals. As they 
put it in their mission statement, “Reading a story should be just as interesting as 
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talking with the reporter over a sandwich or a beer. It’s a curiosity of journalism 
that this often isn’t true. The traditional newspaper story is written with austere, 
voice-of-God detachment. These newspaper conventions tend to muffle personal-
ity, humor, accumulated insight—all the things readers hunger for as they try to 
make sense of the news and understand what politicians are really like” (Politico 
2007). What emerged was a news source as interested in process and personalities 
as in legislation and policy. Politico has become a barometer of the politically rel-
evant and important, a cherished status for many in the nation’s capital.

But that is not to say the coverage is without its critics. Mike Allen, the White 
House correspondent, composes a daily email blast ad blog, dubbed “The Play-
book,” that has drawn the ire of Mark Leibovich in his work This Town for its part-
vapid, part-sycophantic reporting about top-tier journalists and politicians. Michael 
Wolff’s story in Vanity Fair went even further, calling the entire news service “ob-
sessive-compulsive.” He wrote two years after its launch that Politico “exalts, and 
fetishizes, in breathless, even orgiastic news flashes, the most boring subject in the 
world: the granular workings of government bureaucracy. It is, arguably, in its hy-
perbolic attentions and exertions, in its fixations on interests that could not possi-
bly interest anyone but the person doing it and the writer writing about it, something 
like a constant parody of itself” (Wolff 2009).

It was built to be more “inside baseball” than any publication before it and with 
features like “The Playbook,” a job board called “PowerJobs,” and a professional 
subscription area for real-time coverage of D.C., the multi-faceted news service has 
flourished.

By Politico’s own count the site draws some 83 percent of its viewers from outside 
the capital and yet 60 percent of its profits still come from the weekly paper printed 
only in D.C. (Politico 2014). It has succeeded, in part, because it understands the 
niche it wants to reach, cultivates that audience, and then aggressively pursues ad-
vertisers wanting to reach senior media- and government-types. As VandeHei said 
in a promotional video aimed at advertisers, “We don’t focus on the masses. We are 
focusing almost exclusively on an elite audience and the smart set is not that big.”

The paper launched with backing from Allbritton Communications, a media 
company that operated the Washington Evening Star before that newspaper went un-
der in 1978. Robert Allbritton financed the beginning of Politico, but required that 
VandeHei and Harris include an actual printed publication in addition to their 
planned website. By 2009, the newspaper profits were outpacing online, bringing 
in 60 percent of the news service’s profit (Politico 2014). The news service is now 
the envy of other media properties, with the former CEO of Huffington Post say-
ing, “They’ve been doing quite well, not only in terms of numbers but in terms of 
being able to establish an almost purely digital brand . . .  A brand that had no 
prior legacy has established itself as a real player in the media business in [Wash-
ington, D.C.], which is really quite a feat” (Shaw 2011). Within four months of its 
founding, the paper was hosting primary debates in the presidential campaign and 
was being cited as one of the leading voices in political reporting.
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By 2011, the service expanded, launching a subscription service “Politico Pro” 
with “the goal of providing readers real-time intelligence on the politics, process 
and personalities involved in policy.” It has developed a steady audience of more than 
1,000 subscribers shelling out a minimum of $3,295 a year—but normally more 
like $8,000—to access early and exclusive reporting (Lafrance 2012). The effort, 
similar to projects from the National Journal and Congressional Quarterly, takes the 
Politico approach to reporting on Capitol Hill and the White House and turns it into 
a 24-hour live stream of political and journalistic research, reporting, and gossip.

The mixed business strategy has been so successful that the company announced 
in the fall of 2014 that it would launch a European equivalent in partnership with 
one of the continent’s largest publishers, Germany’s Axel Springer SE. Media ob-
servers welcomed the news, with the Columbia Journalism Review saying, “Though 
media precedent in the region suggests that it’s hard to grow an audience for Euro-
pean, as opposed to country-specific coverage, the qualities that constitute Politi-
co’s appeal—an ability to turn dry policies into narratives that are passionately 
followed by core readers—just might be a formula for success” (Sillesen 2014).

The move to Europe is a major risk for the still-young Politico. They are seeking 
to recreate a magical combination of political power reporting, niche audience de-
velopment, and aggressive advertiser recruitment in a far more diverse and politi-
cally divided region. Whether it will be able to recreate the D.C. success in Brussels, 
Belgium, will be a tall order, but the success of its American project was far from 
what experts predicted when VandeHei and Harris launched their effort. Despite 
their relative success in the chaotic media marketplace, internal divisions over the 
future direction of the company eventually led to a major shakeup at the organiza-
tion in 2016, with VandeHei and key leaders announcing they would depart the 
eight-year-old news organization to pursue new projects.
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POST-TRUTH POLITICS
The idea of post-truth politics stems from the concept that in the current political 
and media climate no statement can be rejected as inaccurate because the facts them-
selves have become subject to political debate. A commentator or politician can 
clearly misstate the facts. They can lie. And the fragmented media and polarized 
audiences they serve are unable to dispute the facts, turning to opposing commen-
tators to offer a form of balanced coverage that offers little factual critique of the 
original statement. It is the era where Barack Obama’s birth, although legally docu-
mented by the state of Hawaii, can be covered in a story where one side repeats a 
claim, regardless of its factual accuracy. The idea of post-truth politics has challenged 
political reporters, who tend to find balance in their stories by seeking comment 
from one side of the debate and then the other to push back and increasingly chal-
lenge the core honesty and accuracy of the public officials they are covering.

The he-said, she-said approach to political reporting is far from new and repre-
sents a deeply entrenched way of covering political debates. Programs like CNN’s 
Crossfire built themselves up as venues where the different political parties came 
together to discuss—or sometimes shout at one another—about the issues being 
debated in Congress or the upcoming election. Other programs like the PBS News-
Hour also followed this model of inviting different sides of a debate, but focused 
on choosing substantive policy experts who could tackle the nuance of a debate 
versus the heat and verbal bombast that fueled many of the cable news talk shows.

But then something changed in the debate, and the competing arguments model 
of reporting became more difficult to execute. As James Fallows noted in a 2012 
article in the Atlantic, “when significant political players are willing to say things 
that flat-out are not true—and when they’re not slowed down by demonstrations 
of their claims’ falseness—then reporters who stick to he-said, she-said become ac-
cessories to deception” (Fallows 2012). In this model, the basic truths that under-
lie political issues are open for debate and if a fact is misstated or simply fabricated 
by a candidate and repeated by the media it is covered as Republicans (or Demo-
crats) say X and Democrats (or Republicans) reject that notion.

Part of this new reality is a result of the deeply fractured media environment 
where increasingly partisan news outlets will pick up messages from their politi-
cally aligned party’s candidates and repeat them with little fact checking. In par-
ticular, liberal activists have accused conservative media outlets and Republican 
candidates of fostering this form of reporting. This accusation emerged in 2012 
when both Nobel Prize–winning economist and columnist Paul Krugman took to 
the pages of the New York Times to accuse Republican candidate Mitt Romney of 
simply inventing the positions of President Barack Obama. Krugman, who tradition-
ally supports liberal and Democratic policies, wrote about how Romney had accused 
the president of endorsing widespread economic redistribution, going so far as to 
claim that President Obama wanted the government to ensure “equal outcomes” in 
the economy. Krugman countered by saying that President Obama’s positions are 
essentially that of moderate Republicans from the past four decades. He went on to 
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opine, “Won’t Mr. Romney pay a price for running a campaign based entirely on 
falsehoods? He obviously thinks not, and I’m afraid he may be right. Oh, Mr. Rom-
ney will probably be called on some falsehoods. But, if past experience is any guide, 
most of the news media will feel as though their reporting must be ‘balanced,’ 
which means that every time they point out that a Republican lied they have to 
match it with a comparable accusation against a Democrat—even if what the Dem-
ocrat said was actually true or, at worst, a minor misstatement” (Krugman 2011).

Krugman’s argument captures the two facets of the post-truth critique. First, pol-
iticians feel that they can outright lie about the positions of their opponents. In 
this case, Republicans can lie about the positions of a Democrat and the media won’t 
call out the fabrication, instead couching their reporting as assertions made by one 
side about the other. By 2016 the rhetoric of the left had become increasingly shrill 
as columnists and writers took an increasingly hard line on the claims of the right. 
One Salon columnist summed up the state of post-truth politics in late 2015 by 
writing, “The passion for political incorrectness on the right has had some rather 
unfortunate consequences for the GOP candidates. To begin with, it’s put constant 
pressure on people like Donald Trump, Ben Carson, and Carly Fiorina to stretch the 
truth, to say very stupid things that very stupid people want to hear, regardless of 
the facts” (Illing 2015).

The concept of lying politicians is also a trope that has existed for decades. Books 
have been written about how Franklin Roosevelt misled Congress and his advisers 
about deals he struck with Joseph Stalin to get Russian help to win the war with 
Japan. Or how President Johnson sold the American public on the idea of the Gulf 
of Tonkin incident to garner support in Congress for an expansion of America’s role 
in Vietnam. Or how President Clinton lied to the public about the nature of his 
relationship with a former intern. In each of these incidents the press reported the 
lies, and in the case of Johnson would repeat the lies for decades. As John Dean, 
who famously worked for President Nixon and expressed concern that Nixon’s ly-
ing about Watergate amounted to a “cancer on the presidency,” wrote of the Tonkin 
situation, Johnson and his senior advisers spoon-fed the story of the clash between 
North Vietnamese gunboats and an American warship, writing, “Time magazine dra-
matized this incident (that, in fact, never occurred) down to the smallest details: 
‘Russian-designed ‘Swatow’ gun boats armed with 37-mm and 28-mm guns . . .  
opened fire on the [American] destroyers with automatic weapons, this time from 
as close as 2,000 yards.’ Similarly, Newsweek’s creative writers described a non-ex-
istent North Vietnamese ‘PT boat burst[ing] into flames’ and other boats that were 
never there sinking or scurrying into the shadows nursing their wounds. The New 
York Times likewise provided a minute-by-minute account” (Dean 2004).

Why did the press not call out the politicians for misleading them and the pub-
lic, in the past as well as now? Is there something about the American press corps 
that makes it unable to respond to a specific untruth? It may be respect for the office 
these public figures hold, or that they empathize with the policy objectives that 
may prompt the falsehood.
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Still, in an era before the media fragmentation of cable news and the Internet, if 
caught in the lie, campaigns and politicians would still face a media and public 
backlash. Investigations might be launched, fact checking done, and the campaign 
would be forced to correct the statement, stick by it, or hope the entire incident 
would blow over. Today, as the media became increasingly fragmented and trust in 
reporters and the work they do plummets, some politicians have pushed mislead-
ing statements further, seeing how far they could stretch the boundaries without 
political cost. By 2010, some liberal media observers began to identify a specific 
trend within the Republican Party to use politically loaded terms and accusations 
against any policy or politician they opposed. A columnist for the environmental 
news and commentary site Grist took to the web in 2010 and said the debate over 
a federal climate change legislation had very little to do with the facts of the bill or 
the problem; instead, whatever Democrats proposed was accused of being thinly 
veiled socialism. David Roberts wrote that the environment in Washington, D.C., 
had reached the point where, “We live in post-truth politics: a political culture in 
which politics (public opinion and media narratives) have become almost entirely 
disconnected from policy (the substance of legislation). This obviously dims any 
hope of reasoned legislative compromise. But in another way, it can be seen as 
liberating. If the political damage of maximal Republican opposition is a fixed 
quantity—if policy is orthogonal to politics—then there is little point to policy 
compromises. They do not appreciably change the politics” (Roberts 2010). This 
version of politics, where the factual accuracy of a claim bears little connection to 
reality, has quickly become the norm. Krugman would adopt the term “post-truth 
politics” to describe the campaign developing in 2012, and by 2016 the concept had 
become a rallying cry of liberals who accuse the Republican Party of being essentially 
dishonest.

While liberals and conservatives hash out which party was more blatantly dis-
honest, journalists have struggled to adapt to the more aggressive claims of politi-
cians on both sides of the aisle. Journalists have been trained to make sure to seek 
multiple sides of a story, to interview a proposal’s author and its detractors and to 
cobble together a story that explains the different sides. Inherent in this model of 
balanced reporting is the idea that an argument has two rational sides; the journal-
ist does not draw a conclusion but instead allows the reader or viewer to draw their 
own conclusion. This idea of balance, to most people, sounds like an admirable 
trait. Fox News made “Fair and balanced” its marketing motto and even critics of 
Fox News bash it for being neither.

But as politicians pressed the limits of what they claimed, a growing chorus of 
journalists have raised real reservations about the concept of “balance.” New York 
Times public editor Margaret Sullivan has argued the newspaper should be a “vigi-
lante” for truth, not fearing to call a lie a lie. She also came out against was she 
called a “ false balance,” writing, “Simply put, false balance is the journalistic prac-
tice of giving equal weight to both sides of a story, regardless of an established truth 
on one side. And many people are fed up with it. They don’t want to hear lies or 
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half-truths given credence on one side, and shot down on the other. They want 
some real answers” (Sullivan 2012).

But executing an accurate balancing of the legitimacy of different sides of an ar-
gument is far easier said than done. Take Krugman’s column helped spur the use 
of “post-truth politics” as a term. His column focused on a speech where Mitt 
Romney’s claimed that “President Obama believes that government should create 
equal outcomes. In an entitlement society, everyone receives the same or similar 
rewards, regardless of education, effort, and willingness to take risk. That which is 
earned by some is redistributed to the others.” To Krugman, this was patently ab-
surd. The president had made no policy proposal that amount to such a radical 
redistribution of wealth. That, for Krugman and many others, would amount to 
proof that President Obama does not believe the things that Romney claims. But 
how, exactly, do we know that President Obama does NOT believe this? Do we 
know that President Obama, if given full control of all of the nation’s lawmaking, 
would not advocate a system that leveled the playing field? To truly disprove what 
Romney said a journalist would need to be able to say categorically what the presi-
dent actually believes, not what he has proposed. This may sound too much like a 
philosophy paper, but this push back against post-truth politics is leading to an 
increasing debate between reporters and those who distrust the mainstream media.

In 2015 an incident that would seem ripe for the post-truth politics police erupted 
in the Republican primary race. It developed when then-frontrunner Donald Trump 
claimed that on September 11, 2001, thousands of Muslims in New Jersey had 
celebrated the attacks that destroyed the World Trade Center. This factual claim 
seemed easy enough to check. Trump cited the work of a then-Washington Post re-
porter who reported that several communities in New Jersey had investigated sev-
eral people holding parties on rooftops to celebrate the attack. Trump reiterated 
that he had seen thousands and thousands celebrating in Jersey City, N.J. Report-
ing has piled up against his claims and the reporter of the Post story said the Re-
publican’s characterization is inaccurate. Even Fox News’s Bill O’Reilly fact checked 
the claim and found no evidence of the celebrations. But another reporter, Sharyl 
Attkisson, pushed back against the media, demanding, “Reporters may believe it’s 
untrue or unlikely that thousands in New Jersey cheered-on the World Trade Cen-
ter attacks. They may not know anybody who participated in such a thing and they 
may not be able to locate videotape of it. But that’s quite different than knowing, 
unequivocally, that it didn’t happen. Knowing that it didn’t happen would require 
a magical mix of omniscience and clairvoyance. Reporters who claim to know that 
it didn’t happen are committing a journalistic error more serious than the offense 
of which they accuse Trump” (Attkisson 2015).

Attkisson’s demand, that a reporter rejecting a claim of a presidential candidate 
should have clear and convincing proof to justify the rejection, is the difficult posi-
tion that reporters pushing back against the idea of post-truth politics face. A re-
porter documenting the claims and counter-claims of politicians does not have any 
real intellectual skin in the game. They may be criticized for choosing a poor source 
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or not interviewing the correct sources, but that is an error of reporting. To stand 
up and declare a politician is wrong or, even more provocatively, lying puts the re-
porter squarely in the political debate rather than on the side documenting it. It’s a 
role few reporters relish, but as the post-truth political world moves from the realm 
of the presidential stonewalling to a full-blown continuous campaign of factually 
tenuous claims, it is one that more political reporters are having to face.

And even as American reporters find how they will balance debatable political 
claims from flat lies, post-truth politics appears to be spreading beyond the Ameri-
cas to other democratic systems. In each society where fractured media collides with 
aggressive partisan claims, writers have taken to the pages of papers, magazines, and 
blogs to decry the dangers of the relative truth of politicians. A columnist for one 
of the largest Australian papers felt compelled to question the state of political dia-
logue in their own country in a fit of concern that sounds very much like those in 
America, writing, “The minority of Australians who are interested in politics for the 
most part seem to be talking among their own kind, so often consumed with rage, 
yelling ‘liar, liar’ before basic details are known, unable to see merit in any other 
point of view . . .  Trust is essential in a democracy. Politicians will spin, put the best 
gloss on things, and even deceive at times. But it’s gone beyond that in the past few 
years—the very basis of our system seems to depend on deliberately misleading 
the public” (Alcorn 2012).

Reporters and editors are pushing back with increasing force, outlining that can-
didate claims are without factual basis and fact checking more stump speeches and 
campaign ads. But in an era of eroding trust in the media and fewer outlets that 
serve a broad audience, the concern about post-truth politicians on the right is rele-
gated to liberal blogs, columns, and magazines and those claims of politicians that 
infuriate Democratic media commentators are often repeated widely by conservative-
facing talk radio, websites, and talk show hosts. The truth, often, is left to the 
individual and whom he or she chooses to watch or read.

See also: Balance; Fact Checking; Objectivity; Political Polarization and the Media; 
Trust in Journalism
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PRESIDENTIAL DEBATES
The 1992 debates were destined to be remembered.

First, there was a serious third party alternative, Texas businessman Ross Perot, 
whose quirky and quixotic campaign had already made the presidential contest one 
filled with one-liners. In fact, Perot had been declared the winner for the first de-
bate in a CNN/USA Today poll conducted that first night (CNN 1996). Then there 
was the format of the second debate. For the first time ordinary Americans sat on 
stage and asked questions of President George H. W. Bush, Perot, and Democratic 
candidate Bill Clinton. This town hall-style debate allowed pre-selected audience 
members to ask the candidates a question in an effort to help undecided voters 
choose a candidate.

“Tonight’s program is unlike any other Presidential debate in history . . .  An in-
dependent polling firm has selected an audience of 209 uncommitted voters from 
[Richmond, Va.],” moderator Carole Simpson said, adding those undecided voters 
would be allowed to ask questions “on a topic of their choosing—anything they 
want to ask about.”

But that’s not what President Bush remembers. For him, that debate is all about 
a watch.

About half way through the contest, as a woman asked the candidates about how 
the debt had affected their lives, the camera cut away from the questioner to show 
the full stage and there, on the far left of the screen, was President Bush, glancing 
at his watch.

“Oh God, do I remember,” he said later. “I took a huge hit. That’s another thing 
I don’t like about debates, you look at your watch and they say that he hasn’t any 
business running for president. He’s bored and he’s out of this thing, and he’s not 
with it and we need change,” he added, raising a fist of protest (Lehrer 2000).

Coverage from after that debate does confirm the former president’s assertions. 
One piece, under the headline “Bush’s demeanor raises GOP concern,” quoted one 
Republican official as saying it seems the “president now believes he is going to 
lose” (Devroy and Marcus 1992). Looking back the reaction, Bush is still irked by 
what he calls a focus on “show business” over substance, saying, “I mean, they took 
a little incident like that to show that I was, you know, out of it . . .  Now, was I 
glad when the damn thing was over? Yeah, and maybe that’s why I was looking at 
it, only 10 more minutes of this crap.”
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President Bush may feel like they are “crap,” but presidential debates have 
emerged as one of the major milestones and critical tests during the general elec-
tion campaign. Part-televised drama, part-collective job interview, these are high 
stakes moments, according to Jim Lehrer, the journalist who has moderated or par-
ticipated in more debates—12—than anyone else. He has written, “The conse-
quences can be enormous from those final critical events in the process that ends 
with the selection of the president of the United States. Everybody involved, from 
the candidates to the ticket takers, knows it and that is why anxiety rules all minds—
and stomachs” (Banville 2013).

Presidential debates are fairly new spectacles in campaigns to win the White 
House. It’s true that the 1860 presidential campaign between Republican Abraham 
Lincoln and Democratic senator Stephen A. Douglas referenced a lot of claims and 
statements the two men had said while debating one another, but the debates them-
selves had occurred two years earlier when they met seven times in an effort to 
sway Illinois state legislators to send one of them to the U.S. Senate. It would be 
another 80 years before candidates even got around to challenging one another to 
publicly debate. Republican Wendell Wilkie, hoping to highlight incumbent Presi-
dent Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s stranglehold on the presidency, challenged Roo-
sevelt to debate. FDR passed and, according to polls at the time, the public was 
evenly split on whether that mattered or not (Trent, Friedenberg, and Denton 2011, 
p. 262).

Eight years later Republicans Thomas Dewey and Harold Stassen did meet, de-
bating live on the radio ahead of the Oregon primary. The clash, broadcast nation-
ally, was hailed as an “historic occasion” (New York Times 1948) and helped solidify 
the campaign of New York governor Thomas Dewey. Democrats had their own pri-
mary debate eight years later and by 1960 interest in a presidential debate had 
reached a new level.

That was the year Vice President Richard Nixon accepted a challenge from Dem-
ocratic senator John F. Kennedy to debate on live television. The mythology of this 
debate continues to affect the way candidates and media consider these meetings. The 
myth goes something like this: the junior senator from Massachusetts entered the 
debate largely unknown by the public. He performed well, answering the ques-
tions with substance, but even more importantly appearing calm and cool under 
the hot television lights. Vice President Nixon was ill and had injured his knee that 
afternoon and so appeared pale and sweaty as the debate dragged on. The result 
was Kennedy appeared more “presidential.”

But it goes even further. Read most accounts of the debate and someone will tell 
the anecdote about how radio listeners had thought Nixon had done better and 
television viewers believed Kennedy had bested the vice president. In his book 
on televised debates, Alan Schroeder dug into the facts behind the myth and found it 
all started with a stunt organized by the publisher of the Atlanta Constitution, Ralph 
McGill. “He arranged for ‘a number of persons’ to listen to the first Kennedy-Nixon 
debate on radio, to see if they would react differently than television viewers did. 
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‘It is interesting to report they unanimously thought Mr. Nixon had the better of 
it,’ McGill concluded. Despite later, more-scientific data to the contrary, this early 
finding took root as a shibboleth. McGill’s poll, specifying neither sample size nor 
methodology, reflects the casual approach the news media of 1960 took towards 
the audience reaction story” (Schroeder 2000, p. 246).

This importance of appearance—Kennedy’s dark suit looking better, Nixon’s lack 
of makeup making him appear unshaven—over substance has pervaded views of 
the debates since. As debatable as the importance of the visual component of the 
debate is, the 1960 meetings did include one more documented fact that should 
not be overlooked. They helped Kennedy win. Research done at the time by CBS 
found that six percent of voters said the debates had been a major factor in their 
decision that year and of those voters Kennedy won 2-to-1. “I think the evidence 
is convincing that the debates were the determining factor,” historian Richard Nor-
ton Smith said. “What the debates allowed JFK to do was, if nothing else, establish 
himself on the same footing, an equal footing in terms of experience, command” 
(Banville 2013).

Debates appeared so potentially powerful that after this, most incumbents saw 
little reason to open themselves up to the challenge, so for the next several elec-
tions there weren’t any. It was not until the post-Watergate campaign of 1976 that 
debates returned, and they have been a staple of the presidential campaign ever 
since.

But why do they loom so large on the presidential stage?
First, they are one of the few moments that are not carefully scripted. That’s not 

to say there aren’t preparations, but when the lights turn on and the questions start 
flying, things are no longer under the control of message makers or handlers. “The 
presidential debates are the one time that the leading candidates for this office come 
together in the same place, answering the same questions without the involvement 
of any advisers or pre-produced segments. It is unlike anything else that happens 
during the election period in that regard,” said Janet Brown, head of the Presiden-
tial Debate Commission, adding that they are also one of the few events not paid 
for by any partisan interest (Banville 2013). That may be why candidates, advisers, 
and consultants will spend weeks preparing for these brief affairs. Candidates of-
ten hole up in a resort with a raft of advisers and other pols there to act as the com-
petition to go over answers, possible questions, and videos of past performances to 
try and create the right mix of detailed information, likability, and gravitas. Schro-
eder said it is a delicate mix of skills that can help bolster a candidate’s chances, 
writing, “A winning debate strategy hinges in large measure on how well a candi-
date apprehends the experience as televised drama. Smart debaters understand that 
their mission, at least in part, is to stage a performance for an audience—an audi-
ence that expects to be simultaneously enlightened and entertained” (Schroeder 
2000, p. 77).

The second reason debates are so important is that they fuel a flurry of media 
coverage, both before and after the debate itself. The process begins before a single 
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question is asked, as campaigns use the media to lower expectations for how their 
candidate will perform and raise them for the opponent.

Debates may set the agenda for the media narrative around the campaign, but 
we have also seen incidents where media coverage of the debate can shift percep-
tions of what happened on that stage for 90 minutes. It is a role that academics 
who have studied the events agree is critical to the public digesting the clash of 
ideas and making sense of the underlying importance of what is said. As Schroeder 
wrote in his work, “The power of the press reaches its apogee in the aftermath of 
a debate, when two things happen: First, the pundits have their say in the period 
immediately following the broadcast, and second, the ninety-minute event is re-
duced to a collection of sound bite highlights that will be played over and over as 
a kind of shorthand for the complete program” (Schroeder 2000, p. 243).

This power came to the fore during the 1984 confrontations between incum-
bent Ronald Reagan and former vice president Walter Mondale. Headed into the 
first meeting, Reagan had been enjoying a double-digit lead in most polls. Still, an 
unnamed adviser warned the New York Times that they still had some concerns go-
ing into the debate. The strategist cautioned they knew their man could sometimes 
go off on tangents or get mired in facts and so the advisers boasted that they were 
prepared for a stumble in the re-election effort, but were confident, “If we make a 
mistake, it won’t take 10 days to deal with it. It will be over in 12 hours” (Raines 
1984).

Then they debated. Reagan repeatedly got lost in details of specific answers, ap-
pearing confused and distracted throughout. Still, he was affable Ronald Reagan 
and the instant reactions, while not effusive, called the event more of a draw. But 
over the next few days a drumbeat of negative press coverage would shift the pub-
lic’s perception of what had happened on the stage in Louisville, KY. As the press 
asked increasingly hard questions about President Reagan’s performance the pub-
lic’s perception of the debate began to shift, from one of a draw to one of a clear 
win by former vice president Walter Mondale. In fact, Reagan’s weak performance 
only became a larger issue about his age—he was already the oldest president in 
history—until two mornings after the debate when the Wall Street Journal ran a story 
with the headline “New Question in Race: Is the Oldest U.S. President Now Show-
ing His Age?”

But the heated and largely negative press reaction to the president’s perfor-
mance in some ways aided his comeback by lowering expectations of President 
Reagan and raising new expectations that Mondale would struggle to meet. So 
many questions were raised about Reagan’s ability to perform that ABC’s Sam Don-
aldson predicted ahead of the second meeting, “People will be watching tonight 
because of Louisville, to see whether the president stands up, makes sentences 
that make sense from the standpoint of not stammering and stuttering, and doesn’t 
drool.”

Just about halfway through the second debate the Baltimore Sun’s Henry Trewhitt 
went directly at the president about his debate performance two weeks earlier.
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The experienced newsman told the president he wanted to address an issue that 
had been “lurking out there” and went right after the issue, asking Reagan, “You al-
ready are the oldest President in history… I recall, yet, that President Kennedy had to 
go for days on end with very little sleep during the Cuba missile crisis. Is there any 
doubt in your mind that you would be able to function in such circumstances?”

Reagan, who said that his team had not prepared a canned answer for such a 
question, nevertheless ripped off a one-liner that would echo throughout the his-
tory of presidential debate—and dash any hopes the Democrats had of unseating 
the popular Reagan.

With a hint of a smile and without missing a beat, the former actor responded, 
“Not at all, Mr. Trewhitt and I want you to know that also I will not make age an 
issue of this campaign. I am not going to exploit for political purposes my oppo-
nent’s youth and inexperience.”

The line, the audience’s roar of approval, and even Mondale’s laugh ended the 
larger discussion of the president’s age, even if years later some would wonder if 
the first debate had been an early warning sign of the Alzheimer’s that would dev-
astate the president’s health later.

Debates also play a larger role in the democratic process according to some ex-
perts. One that may surprise the reader is that these contests help the public be 
more comfortable with the candidate they did not intend to vote for. In 1976, a 
panel of communications professors looked at the impact on the voters’ attitudes 
toward both candidates. These researchers found that “the debates stimulated ex-
posure to various kinds of communication about the campaign without, at the 
same time, causing voters to balance their increasing support for their own candi-
date by becoming more negative toward the opposing candidate” (Becker, Pepper, 
Wenner, and Kim 1979, p. 396). Put more simply, debates create a moment when 
voters learn about the candidate they didn’t plan to vote for and see them not as 
the enemy, but as a largely legitimate option. The debates, unlike negative ads or a 
stump speech, help voters see the other candidate as a viable president.

Still, in the 40 years since Presidents Carter and Ford restarted the presidential 
debate, this role may be increasingly important, according to presidential historian 
Michael Beschloss. Beschloss said that with the increasing cost of campaigns, “$1 
billion is basically spent to show the candidate they’re backing in a completely air-
less environment that shows him at his best . . .  and to the extent they deal with 
the opponent, it shows the opponent as Satan or someone who’s not worthy of be-
ing elected. The debate is one of the very rare opportunities where the two candi-
dates are forced to get into a situation where they have to confront their accuser, 
their opponent, and they also have to be asked questions that are not scripted” (Ban-
ville 2013).

Given their role in the process it is not surprising that debates have also been at 
the center of criticism for decades. The organization behind them—the Commission 
on Presidential Debates—has been criticized for being too secretive, and for mak-
ing it too difficult for third-party candidates to participate. The formats of debates 
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have been attacked for not allowing actual discussion, but instead allowing candi-
dates to stick to set talking points. And moderators have often faced questions 
about their questions and the fairness of their approaches.

It’s a recipe for televised drama as much as it is a civic function.
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PRESIDENTIAL NOMINATING CONVENTIONS
Presidential nominating conventions are held every four years to select the major 
party nominees for president and vice president. Once the scene where delegates 
debated among several candidates and sometimes took dozens of votes to select a 
nominee, reforms in the 1970s shifted the fight for the nomination away from 
multi-day conventions to the primaries and caucuses held in the states. The con-
ventions remain a major event in the presidential campaign, serving as a platform 
for parties to present their issues, introduce rising stars, and, at times, air their po-
litical dirty laundry in front of the American public, which still tunes in by the mil-
lions to watch. Coverage of these multi-day spectacles has always been intense, but 
as they became more choreographed for the television cameras, some journalists 
balked at investing so much time and money covering a political infomercial.

Conventions developed in the early nineteenth century as a way to combat the 
increasingly insular ways in which the nation’s two major parties—the Democratic-
Republicans (soon to become the Democratic Party) and the Federalists (soon to 
collapse)—selected their nominees for president. Beginning in 1796 after George 
Washington announced his retirement, the two parties would hold caucuses 
among the party’s elected members of Congress and they would select the party’s 
nominee. But this system began to falter fairly quickly. By 1820 the Federalists 
did not even nominate a candidate for president. Four years later when the 
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Democratic-Republicans met, only a quarter of the party’s members of Congress 
showed up. The group selected the Secretary of the Treasury William Crawford, 
passing over far more popular candidates like Andrew Jackson, John Quincy Ad-
ams, and Henry Clay. All four candidates ended up running—and Adams was 
elected in a contested Electoral College vote in Congress—but the idea of the “King 
Caucus” was on the ropes.

Two campaigns later a new party, the Anti-Mason Party—which was opposed 
to, not surprisingly, the power of the secret society the Freemasons—met in Sep-
tember 1831 to select a candidate. Rather than caucusing with its elected party or 
specific leaders, the Anti-Masons invited members of the party to come and dis-
cuss the positions of the party and select a nominee. The other major parties fol-
lowed suit and by 1832 conventions had been born. The idea was to select a 
candidate that better represented the interests of the party from across its geographic 
ranks. With this new structure, state parties were empowered to select delegates to 
the nominating convention, decentralizing power in the political party and some-
what inadvertently turning the conventions into arenas where the party hashed out 
differences and debated major internal issues.

A major case in point was the Democratic convention 12 years later in 1844. When 
the convention delegates gathered in Baltimore there were three primary  candidates—
former president Martin Van Buren, Senator James Buchanan, and retired general 
and ambassador Lewis Cass. Van Buren had been the frontrunner until he cautioned 
against a quick annexation of Texas—a political issue that threatened to raise real 
debate over slavery. Van Buren’s position cost him the support of southerners, who 
saw Texas as a critical new pro-slavery state, and threw the contest in the conven-
tion into chaos. Cass wanted to annex Texas and so won those votes and Van Buren 
and Buchanan split the remainder. The party was deeply divided and the southern-
ers controlled enough delegates to ensure Van Buren would not get the nod. Party 
leaders had to look for another candidate that could unite the party and they found 
one in the famous “dark horse” (meaning “little known” in racing parlance) James 
Polk. Polk, who had supported the Texas move but had not blocked Van Buren, 
emerged as a compromise candidate.

The Polk nomination and other party fights—like the notorious 1924 Demo-
cratic convention that took 103 ballots to select their candidate—created a mythol-
ogy of the contested convention. This idea of the party going into the convention 
without a nominee and the ensuing jockeying for position is a narrative that crops 
up every election cycle, especially if there are multiple candidates vying for the 
mantle of frontrunner. The closest to a brokered convention that has occurred  recently 
was in 2008 when Senator Barack Obama surpassed the needed number of dele-
gates in the final primary contests. But even in this closely fought battle with Sena-
tor Hillary Clinton, Clinton appeared at the convention and ended the delegate 
counting, handing all her delegates to Obama and making the nomination vote a 
unanimous affair. But long before the 2008 contest, observers had seen a clear shift 
in the nomination process. As the media covered the fight for the party’s nod more 
and more, and polling that assessed public opinion about candidates became a 
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regular part of that coverage, the idea of party delegates gathering in a fabled 
smoke-filled room to select a candidate of their choosing became more difficult to 
fathom.

Even as primaries took on more importance in the selection process, party lead-
ers sought to maintain the importance and relevance of the convention—and them-
selves. Still, an unmistakable shift was happening in the selection of the nominee 
that had nothing to do with party structure or leaders versus rank-and-file. By 1960 
observers would argue, “Presidential nominating campaigns have been subject to 
real and significant changes, for which the combined impacts of the primaries, the 
public opinion polls, and the mass media of communication seem to be mainly re-
sponsible. The effect can be seen in many elements of the campaigns—in the aug-
mented efforts of candidates (and their managers) to prove they have popular 
support; in the marked rise of voter participation; and in the number of candidates 
already billed as popular national favorites that the conventions increasingly find 
at their doors on opening day” (David, Goldman, and Bain 1960).

The process itself was also being overhauled along the way to de-emphasize the 
convention and shift more power to the primary contests. In particular, the ugly 
Democratic convention of 1968 precipitated a wave of reforms that completed the 
shift away from conventions as the epicenter of the nomination fight. That year, 
Eugene McCarthy, an anti-Vietnam War senator from Minnesota, and former at-
torney general Robert Kennedy opposed Vice President Hubert Humphrey for the 
nomination of the Democratic Party. The party itself was in deep turmoil, funda-
mentally split over President Lyndon Johnson’s handling of the Vietnam War. That 
split exploded at the convention. The party, already on edge due to the assassina-
tion of civil rights leader Martin Luther King in April and Kennedy that June, ar-
rived in Chicago under the watchful gaze of mayor Richard Daley. Daley had planned 
to use the convention to highlight the achievements of his administration but when 
anti-war protesters descended on Chicago, he sent police to force them away from 
the convention. The result was chaos in the convention hall and bloodshed on the 
streets. Television cameras caught it all, showing protesters chanting, “The whole 
world is watching” as Chicago police used heavy-handed techniques to clear the 
streets. Television also captured the troubles inside the hall when Dan Rather of 
CBS News tried to interview a delegate being thrown out of the hall. Security guards 
scuffled with Rather whose microphone was on. After the altercation Rather said 
to anchor Walter Cronkite, “Walter . . .  we tried to talk to the man and we got vio-
lently pushed out of the way. This is the kind of thing that has been going on out-
side the hall, this is the first time we’ve had it happen inside the hall. We . . .  I’m 
sorry to be out of breath, but somebody belted me in the stomach during that.” 
Cronkite then replied, “I think we’ve got a bunch of thugs here, Dan” ( Johnson 
2009).

Other media moments from the convention included cameras showing Daley 
cursing at podium speaker Connecticut senator Abraham Ribicoff who, while 
nominating another anti-war candidate George McGovern, angrily denounced the 
violence saying, “And, with George McGovern as President of the United States, we 
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wouldn’t have to have Gestapo tactics in the streets of Chicago.” The media coverage 
of the 1968 convention helped highlight the divisions of the party, which began a 
series of reforms aimed at ensuring the will of the party members was better re-
flected in the convention. The reforms guaranteed that the vast majority of the 
delegates to the convention would be selected by party members in primaries or 
caucuses and not picked by the party elites.

Ever since the reforms were fully enacted the focus of the nomination fight has 
been the primaries; the conventions have become more ceremonial in function. 
Scholars say this has had several effects on the process. First, it empowered the vot-
ers to become more involved in the selection of the nominees by allowing them to 
vote or caucus for candidates at the local level. Second, it created a less heated and 
momentum-driven process by spreading it across many contests. In addition to the 
ability of candidates to appeal to the rank-and-file party members, “Delegates cho-
sen over the 105-day period from the New Hampshire to the California primary 
are much less susceptible to the bandwagon psychology that in the past sometimes 
enabled a ‘favorite son’ or ‘dark horse’ candidate to stampede the convention” (Davis 
1980). The creation of the modern primary system also completed the decentral-
ization of party power in the selection of the nominee, moving first from the “King 
Caucus” to the convention and then from the convention to a series of votes by 
party members in most states.

All of this meant that the actual nominating power of the conventions has weak-
ened considerably since the 1960s. Even the hotly contested Democratic and Re-
publican contests of 2016 did little to test the highly structured and closed nominating 
process at the conventions. Instead the conventions have become carefully stage-
managed pageants about the party, its positions, and its standard-bearers. From 
their creation, conventions have always been partly outward facing, explaining to 
the public and to its potential supporters what a party stood for. This has become 
particularly true as mass media allowed the events inside the hall to be broadcast 
to listeners and viewers nationwide. And this also helps explain why the conven-
tion has been the epicenter of bruising fights, most often, although not always, 
among Democrats. These clashes have generally been about the divisive issues of 
the day—slavery in the Polk nomination, anti-Catholicism and the power of the 
Ku Klux Klan in 1924’s epic fight, or the Vietnam War in 1968. One of those divi-
sive, as well as decisive, moments played out at the Democratic Party convention 
to nominate Harry Truman for a full term in 1948. It occurred as Hubert Hum-
phrey stood before thousands in Philadelphia, PA. It would be a speech of spec-
tacular impact, fracturing the party for years, but also fundamentally shifting its 
direction.

Humphrey was only the mayor of Minneapolis at this point and was tasked with 
issuing a report to the party faithful on the divisive issue of civil rights. The Demo-
cratic Party had been the party of the South since the Civil War and had created an 
electoral bloc—“the Solid South”—that had emerged as one of the true powers of 
the modern political era. But Humphrey stood to deliver the minority argument 
about why the party platform on civil rights was still off. He boldly declared, “To 
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those who say that this civil-rights program is an infringement on states’ rights, 
I say this: The time has arrived in America for the Democratic Party to get out of the 
shadow of states’ rights and to walk forthrightly into the bright sunshine of human 
rights. People—human beings—this is the issue of the twentieth century.” The Ala-
bama delegation marched out of the convention during the speech and most of 
Mississippi followed. Humphrey would become one of the party’s national leaders 
and would be elected that fall to the U.S. Senate. And the Dixiecrat Party would 
splinter off of the Democrats to compete against them. But the Democratic Party 
was shifting from the states’ rights party of the post–Civil War to the civil rights 
party it would become in the 1960s and 1970s. Humphrey’s convention speech 
did not precipitate all of those changes, but it marked a public moment when the 
Democratic Party began its march to the left.

This is not to say that Republicans never had high drama or critical speeches at 
their convention. In fact, the 1976 convention had historic doses of both. The Repub-
licans gathered in Kansas City and it was the last time that, as the convention opened, 
no candidate had enough delegate support to claim the nomination. President Ger-
ald Ford had won more delegates and earned more votes, but a tough challenge 
from the more conservative former governor of California Ronald Reagan had left 
Ford short of the nomination. Coverage at the time cast it as either man’s to win. 
Both Ford and Reagan jockeyed for support, with Reagan promising to nominate a 
member of the party’s liberal wing as vice president if he got the nod. Analysts said 
the move may have backfired as many conservatives expressed anger with the an-
nouncement and few moderates changed their mind on Reagan. Still, when the 
first ballot was cast, either man could still win, making for the most dramatic roll 
call of states ever televised. Ford ended up narrowly defeating Reagan, but Reagan 
may have gotten the real last word.

With many in the country watching, Reagan took the podium to endorse Ford 
and in so doing overshadowed the party’s nominee. Speaking largely off the cuff, 
Reagan talked of writing something for a time capsule set to be closed until the 
country’s tercentennial in 2076. He told a rapt audience, “Those who would read 
this letter a hundred years from now, will . . .  they look back with appreciation and 
say, ‘Thank God for those people in 1976 who headed off that loss of freedom, who 
kept us now 100 years later free, who kept our world from nuclear destruction’? 
And if we failed, they probably won’t get to read the letter at all because it spoke of 
individual freedom, and they won’t be allowed to talk of that or read of it.” Rea-
gan’s speech rallied the convention delegates and became a central argument in his 
successful campaign four years later.

Reagan had mastered what conventions had really become, media moments that 
could be choreographed and made compelling for the home viewer. Increasingly, 
media coverage of the conventions became high-priced affairs with networks spend-
ing millions to cover the four-day extravaganza. Coverage each night went on for 
hours as the party’s carefully selected speakers appeared at critical moments when 
coverage started or came back from a commercial break. And with the fact that these 
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events became media-oriented moments, critics began to question the manner in 
which the media—television in particular—covered them. Many of the journalis-
tic crimes political reporters are accused of are only intensified and amplified in 
coverage of an event like the presidential nominating convention. Many argue the 
media, still interested in attracting advertising even as it spends millions to cover 
the conventions, will focus on any scrap of controversy to create excitement at the 
event. Two political scientists were already grumbling 30 years ago, “Only the most 
dramatic speeches from the podium are given more than cursory attention; the 
speaker who delivers a careful, cerebral discourse offering complex solutions to the 
nation’s ills is not likely to be heard at home. Those who create and perpetuate con-
flict and uncertainty are given constant coverage” (Crotty and Jackson 1985).

The media itself seems split over the modern convention. Throughout their his-
tory, conventions have drawn throngs of press to cover them. As broadcast tech-
nology allowed, convention coverage dominated radio and later television news for 
the two weeks they occurred every four years. But as conventions moved away from 
scenes of confrontation and party debate to much more orchestrated affairs, some 
journalists began to balk at the idea of spending millions of dollars and hour after 
hour of airtime to present what some called a political infomercial. By 1996, ABC 
had had enough and in a dramatic turn, ABC’s Nightline host Ted Koppel told his 
viewers they were leaving because there was no news at the 1996 Republican Na-
tional Convention to cover. Other ABC officials, like ABC vice president Joanna 
Bistany, backed Koppel up, telling reporters, “We were all sitting around saying, 
‘My God, there’s no news here. What will it be like at the Democratic convention?’ ” 
Although she added that ABC’s World News Tonight would be there to report any-
thing newsworthy (O’Neill 1996).

Koppel’s decision, although no other network followed his lead that year, still 
resonates with many reporters who see the event as too choreographed and too built 
for television to offer the public anything more than an ad for each party. Many 
other journalists disagree, arguing the conventions allow reporters a chance to delve 
into what each party and candidate stand for and debate the matters before the 
country. It also offers reporters a chance to talk to party activists from all corners of 
the country and a wide variety of backgrounds. And even as broadcast coverage 
has dwindled to usually about an hour a night except for the final night, cable net-
works and the Internet have moved to fill the void and the media spots. The num-
ber of media dwarf the number of delegates, with about 3,000–5,000 party members 
and alternate delegates seeming modest compared to the 15,000 credentialed re-
porters, bloggers, producers, and crew that swarm the host city.

Coverage of these events continues to offer candidates a rare opportunity to 
reach potential voters in ways that can help a candidate. The media coverage of 
conventions, while different than the excitement and chaos of the brokered con-
ventions of old, still is one of the few times millions of Americans will see the can-
didate outside of a 30-second ad and remains a major element of modern campaign 
coverage.
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See also: Political Parties; Primary Coverage
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PRIMARY COVERAGE
As presidential campaigns have come to skip over the mass media, connecting cam-
paigns directly to specific voters through microtargeting and messaging, the power 
of the press to influence the political process has shifted to the primaries. Here cam-
paigns generally lack the financial power and name recognition that comes with 
the nomination. It is during this period that reporters have the most influence to 
shape the perceptions of candidates, helping craft the idea of how viable a candi-
date is and offer insights about their personality and presidential abilities.

Although only a portion of the electorate will live in the states or be registered 
as members of the right party to actually influence the nomination contests, the 
press follows the primary campaigns with almost the same intensity they invest in 
the general election campaign, covering the debates, stump speeches, and pancake 
breakfasts with surprising intensity. Reporting from the presidential campaign 
announcement through the capturing of enough delegates to secure the party’s 
nomination focuses on both big picture issues that may drive a candidate’s quest 
for the presidency and the tactical ability of campaigns to raise funds and organize 
supporters in key states, and the candidate’s ability to connect with voters in early 
primaries. Especially in recent years this coverage has also come to include perfor-
mance in often packed and somewhat chaotic debates that come up during the 
pre-primary campaign. As the media coverage of the primary process has grown, so 
has the tendency of the media to cover it in much the same way as the general 
election campaign—an odd fact given that in most states only party members will 
cast a primary ballot or attend a caucus. National media heap attention on the pri-
mary contestants, judging campaigns by the quarterly fundraising reports, elec-
toral strategy, and perhaps most notably the explosion in the number and coverage 
of debates.
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Unlike the general election debates that are governed and run by the Commis-
sion on Presidential Debates, the primary debates have no set rules or independent 
entity to monitor them. Broadcast and cable networks, websites, and campaigns 
have instead stepped into the void to host and run these events. This lack of con-
trol over the debate process helps highlight the ongoing weakening of political par-
ties to shape events. In one of the few formal examinations of the primary debate 
process, political adviser Mark McKinnon interviewed Republican National Com-
mittee chairman Reince Priebus, who assumed his role in January 2011. He de-
scribed a process driven by campaigns seeking exposure and media seeking viewers 
where the goals of the party played little role, saying, “When we came in the door, 
I put together a debate commission committee made up of six members of the RNC 
and six others. We would agree that the candidates would only do one debate a 
month starting in July or August, that we would spread out debate partners and 
there would be a fundraising component for the RNC. We wanted to have the Party 
play a meaningful role that would inform our voters who share the goal of defeat-
ing Obama. The media wants to create news, I want to defeat this president” (Mc-
Kinnon 2012). His plans didn’t play out.

Although this commission aimed to organize the Republican debate schedule so 
to optimize the chances of selecting a viable candidate (and minimize the chances 
of their candidate saying something that could come back to haunt them), the cam-
paigns simply refused to listen, agreeing to more debates. The minor candidates 
agreed so they would receive exposure. The major candidates agreed because they 
felt they had to or face public backlash. In the end 2011–2012 saw a total of 30 
debates, with wildly different rules around who would be allowed to participate, 
the number of candidates, and the length of response. By 2015 parties had begun 
to re-exert more control, and both parties set a far more rigid schedule. In fact, for-
mer Maryland governor and long-shot Democratic candidate Martin O’Malley 
blasted the limited number of Democratic debates, saying, “This is totally unprec-
edented in our party’s history. This sort of rigged process has never been attempted 
before. Whose decree is it exactly? Where did it come from? To what end? For what 
purpose? What national or party interest does this decree serve? How does this help 
us tell the story of the last eight years of Democratic progress?” (Healy and Haber-
man 2015).

Beginning in 2012 and then continuing into the 2016 campaign, primary debates 
took a larger and larger role in shaping not just the media coverage but also voter 
perceptions of the candidates, particularly on the Republican side. From 2012 many 
would cite the 54-second brain freeze by Texas governor Rick Perry as one of the 
reasons his once-hyped campaign faltered and 2016 saw an equally pivotal exchange 
between Republicans battling for votes in New Hampshire.

While businessman Donald Trump was well ahead in most polls and Texas sen-
ator Ted Cruz was basking in the glow of a win in Iowa, Florida senator Marco 
Rubio was hoping to turn a surprisingly strong third place finish in Iowa into ma-
jor momentum headed into New Hampshire.
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Then he ran into New Jersey governor Chris Christie.
Christie, who had bet his campaign on a strong showing in New Hampshire, 

took the stage of their pre-primary debate and took dead aim at Rubio. Christie 
said Rubio lacked the experience necessary to be president. He accused Rubio of 
being little more than a robot. He told the crowd to listen for his “memorized 
25- second speech” that was “exactly what his advisers gave him.” A New York Times 
article described what happened next, writing, “Mr. Rubio—inexplicably—seemed 
to fulfill Mr. Christie’s prediction, repeating the main idea of that same memorized- 
sounding speech about Mr. Obama. Almost word for word . . .  Mr. Christie 
pounced. ‘There it is,’ he said icily, turning to Mr. Rubio and jabbing his finger at 
him. ‘There it is, everybody’ (Barbaro 2016). Many in the crowd started to boo 
Rubio and the Florida senator, clearly flustered, struggled to right his ship.

Rubio would go on to finish a disappointing fifth in New Hampshire, and look-
ing back at his failed candidacy he cited that debate as a critical moment. He would 
tell the Guardian newspaper that “I don’t think it impacted voters, but I do think it 
impacted media coverage in the days leading up to the New Hampshire vote, which 
I think ultimately hurt us, . . .  I think we would have finished very strongly in New 
Hampshire had it not been for that, and it might have led to a different outcome in 
South Carolina and maybe changed the trajectory of the race” (Siddiqui 2016). The 
reason a primary debate can have outsized impact on the ability of a candidate to 
make a serious run at the presidency is only partially understood. It’s odd primary 
debates have become such a major component of the campaign in recent cycles, 
namely because they have been around so long. The first debate was broadcast on 
radio between Republican candidates Thomas Dewey and Harold Stassen in 1948. 
The first televised primary debate came 20 years later when Eugene McCarthy and 
Senator Robert Kennedy met in 1968, just four days before Kennedy’s assassina-
tion. And despite more than five decades of debates, political scientists have done 
far fewer studies of presidential primary debates than of general election clashes. 
Still, these limited examinations offer some important insights into why these de-
bates matter.

In 1988, two researchers watched as viewers gauged their opinion of the Demo-
cratic candidates for president. Viewers were given the ability to rate each candi-
date using a “thermometer” to gauge their level of interest and support of a given 
candidate. The results were striking. One candidate, then-Tennessee senator Al 
Gore, saw support among the audience increase 26 points out of 100 over the 
90-minute debate. The two concluded that primary debates were more volatile than 
other clashes because partisanship doesn’t come into play as a limiter to how much 
opinion can change (being all in the same party, any candidate could be “viable” to 
the voter); many voters are getting their first chance to hear little-known candi-
dates in their own words; and the face-to-face contest allows voters to make com-
parisons (Lanoue and Schrott 1989).

So why do primary debates elicit such strong reaction among viewers? Research 
indicates that it is a mix of factors, including the fact that party identification—THE 
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key lens through which people watch the general election debates—is not an issue 
in the primary debate since the clash here revolves around who is the “true” con-
servative or represents the “real” Democratic Party. Essentially the partisan bias is 
eliminated from the equation. Secondly, most of the candidates are not widely 
known by the audience. So for many, this is the first time they are sizing up a 
candidate.

Although these debates have taken on real significance, they are far from the only 
element of the modern primary coverage.

Which brings us to the actual voting in the primaries and power and mystique 
of two states with outsized influence on the nomination fight—Iowa and New 
Hampshire. Both states have unique political and demographic realities that make 
them odd bellwethers. First off, Iowa is not even a primary, but rather a caucus—a 
very different creature. Unlike a primary where a voter can cast a ballot in secret at 
any time during the day the polls are open, caucuses require the voter to attend a 
specific meeting at one location at one time. Once there, backers offer speeches and 
literature in support of different candidates. Then the caucus-goers vote with their 
feet, physically joining the other supporters of a given candidate. The voter has to 
publicly align themselves with one candidate in front of his or her neighbors. The 
caucus then tallies the votes and if one or more candidate does not have enough 
support, they are eliminated and the remaining campaigns try and persuade them 
to back one of the remaining candidates. It is a unique affair and has historically 
benefitted campaigns with the most ardent supporters. The caucuses have often 
been the place where candidates thought to have little chance of winning can sneak 
up on a frontrunner and either beat them or at least show momentum. Pat Robert-
son used his 1988 second-place finish, where he beat Vice President George H. W. 
Bush, as a huge victory for his Christian conservative campaign. Senator Barack 
Obama scored a huge upset in Iowa in 2008 over his better known, and once 
thought inevitable, nominee Senator Hillary Clinton.

As unpredictable as Iowa is, the campaign calendar then shifts to a state that 
could not be more different—New Hampshire. New Hampshire is the first primary 
contest the candidates face and is usually seen as a better test of the actual viability 
of candidates because its secret ballot process better mirrors the general election. 
And reporters, campaign consultants, and many of the candidates see New Hamp-
shire as an important test for another reason—New Hampshire voters expect to 
see and meet most of the candidates running. The fairly small and low-population 
state has held the first-in-the-nation primary for so long many of its residents have 
come to approach their role in the process with great seriousness; they expect a lot 
out of the candidates who trek to the state. As one Democratic organizer and New 
Hampshire gubernatorial candidate explained the role of the Granite State is particu-
larly important because it is “a state that demands one-on-one campaigning of its 
candidates. A state that a candidate of modest resources can actually go into and state 
his case, whether it be door to door, whether it be coffee klatches throughout the 
state” (Foley, Britton, and Everett 1980). This is one of the defining characteristics 
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of New Hampshire and the media focuses on these elements when covering the state. 
Coverage of the New Hampshire primary follows candidates to these often very 
small rallies and assesses the candidate’s ability to connect with voters one on one.

These two contests often winnow the field considerably as candidates who un-
derperform or fail to catch fire (and the needed windfall of money to continue) bow 
out of the contests and often endorse one of the remaining candidates. Generally 
after the first two states, the contest moves to larger states, typically South Caro-
lina. The campaign, which has often taken years to reach these first two contests, 
suddenly speeds up enormously. Media coverage moves away from the tight pic-
ture of candidates interacting with individual voters, to much more general cover-
age of how campaigns are performing, debate performances, or outside news 
influencing candidate positions. Many people argue this is a hugely problematic 
way to cover the primary campaign since fewer than a million people will have cast 
a ballot by the end of the South Carolina primary, but it reflects a couple of realities 
of the media’s ability to cover the campaign. First, financial, as political writer John 
Ellis said, “The media (broadly speaking) blow through their pre-primary budgets 
quickly, overspend on early caucus and primary coverage, and then cut back sharply 
to conserve funds for convention and general election coverage. The net result is 
that the early state caucuses and primaries are disproportionately important to de-
termining the eventual nominee and that anyone who does not finish first or sec-
ond in the Iowa caucuses and/or the New Hampshire primary is probably not going 
to command media coverage thereafter“ (Ellis 2011). Although just one writer’s take 
on what happens, the budget process is certainly built on what has happened in 
the past. Rarely do newsrooms budget for the kind of war of attrition that was the 
Democratic primary fight in 2008.

The traditional primary campaign cycle focuses on the early contests as a test of 
electoral viability and, as was mentioned, winnows the field headed into larger pri-
mary contests. States and parties have sought to increase their role in the selection 
of candidates, often trying to move their primary contest earlier in the calendar. 
Sometimes states have banded together to increase a regional voice in party poli-
tics. This notably happened in the Democratic Party and the development of a heav-
ily southern “Super Tuesday” in 1988. That year, moderate Democrats wanted to 
exert more influence in the nomination fight and organized nine states all in the 
South to hold a primary on that date, often a Tuesday early in March. These con-
tests cannot be waged in the way New Hampshire voters demand. Few voters will 
ever see a candidate in person and much more of the campaign is waged via mass 
media—from advertising to online communication and news reporting.

Experts who have studied this period report there can be massive swings in party 
member preferences between the Iowa Caucuses and these more regional, multi-
state contests. One examination of those 1988 Democratic contests found that “only 
29 percent of those interviewed before Iowa held their same preference by the time 
Super Tuesday arrives” (Norrander 2015). The political scientists found that 
much of the change that occurred among voters happened because of perceived 
momentum the candidate developed by winning early contests, like Iowa or New 
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Hampshire. This momentum, especially in contests where there are limited re-
sources and primaries occurring in quick succession, can be the critical element of 
the campaign and is often the focus of media coverage from one contest to another. 
Some factors can alter this, with 2008 being the outlier. When two candidates pos-
sess enough resources to mount fights in state after state, the momentum question 
can be less decisive. So, for example, when Barack Obama went on a streak win-
ning 10 contests in a row over nearly a month, it came down to a major stand by 
Senator Hillary Clinton to win the critical states of Texas and Ohio to end the in-
creasing drumbeat of Obama momentum. Even though she managed to win 
those contests and later large states like Pennsylvania and Indiana, the sense of the 
campaign had already shifted to whether she would concede he had won or not. 
Even in this case of two very competitive candidates with enough money to run a 
campaign in all 56 contests—including votes in territories and D.C.—the idea of 
momentum was a critical one in helping propel Obama to the nomination.

In all of these areas—from scrutinizing debates for gaffes to monitoring candi-
dates’ effectiveness in wintry New Hampshire to the quest for momentum from the 
early contests—the media, fueled by polls and perception, help shape many voters’ 
impressions of the candidates, their electoral viability, and the sense of inevitability.

See also: Invisible Primary; Presidential Nominating Conventions
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PROPUBLICA
If one concept drives digital-first publications, it is finding a niche to serve. Although 
that is often topical, for ProPublica it is about a niche type of reporting: Investiga-
tive journalism.

Launched in 2008, the nonprofit news organization based in New York City has 
made developing in-depth investigations its sole purpose. What makes the project 
unique was the service from its outset sought to partner with traditional news out-
lets such as the New York Times or 60 Minutes to ensure the work reached a wide 
audience. The service has also broken new ground in terms of honors for online 
reporting, garnering the first Pulitzer Prize for an online publication in history.

The effort was conceived by Herb and Marion Sandler, who made their for-
tune running the savings and loan firm Golden West Financial Corporation. The 
Sandlers had helped fund other efforts, such as the Center for Responsible Lending, 
when in 2007 they announced they would support ProPublica to the tune of $10 
million.

At the time, many worried that this form of journalism—funded by wealthy 
patrons—may be inherently flawed because of the power of the funders. Jack 
Shafer at Slate demanded of any partner of the new news organization, “If I were 
a newspaper editor considering ProPublica copy for a future issue, the first thing 
I’d want is proof of a firewall preventing the Sandlers and other funders from 
picking—or nixing—the targets of its probes” (Shafer 2007). Shafer and others 
worried that the Sandlers, who had donated hundreds of thousands of dollars to 
Democrats and liberal groups like the Center for American Progress, were building 
a news organization to attack conservatives and not just investigate newsworthy 
topics.

The Shafers responded by hiring Paul Steiger, the former managing editor of the 
Wall Street Journal, to run the new project. Steiger admitted he had questions about 
the independence of the new group and said he pressed the funders to be clear 
that there would be no political influence over their work. He later told the PBS 
NewsHour that together they built an organization where “the board of directors, 
on which I sit and which Herb is the chairman, does not know in advance what 
we’re going to report on. I think that’s a very important consideration, and it gives 
me essentially the same freedom I had when I was running the Wall Street Journal” 
(PBS NewsHour 2008). The new structure did have clear benefits. Without print-
ing and distribution to pay for, ProPublica is able to devote more of its budget to 
actual reporting. “About two-thirds of ProPublica’s funds are devoted to news, 
according to the organization. To put that into context: Many major newspapers 
spend a mere 15 to 20 percent of their budgets on news” (Kaye and Quinn 2010, 
p. 54).

With the organization structure apparently in place, ProPublica launched with 
an urgent call to reinvigorate the investigative side of journalism. On its site it warns, 
“Investigative journalism is at risk. Many news organizations have increasingly come 
to see it as a luxury . . .  New models are, therefore, necessary to carry forward some 
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of the great work of journalism in the public interest that is such an integral part 
of self-government, and thus an important bulwark of our democracy” (ProPublica 
2015). The site was soon publishing investigations on a variety of topics—from hy-
draulic fracking to dark money to Wall Street corruption. The organization pur-
sued its reporting as an independent group, but also often partnered with 
traditional media to publish the resulting stories. In 2009 one such partnership 
led to the New York Times publishing a ProPublica investigation centered around 
one hospital flooded during Hurricane Katrina. The reporting garnered the 2010 
Pulitzer Prize for investigative reporting. The next year the organization scored an-
other Pulitzer, this time for a series that ran only on ProPublica on Wall Street 
bankers who made themselves rich often at their clients’ expense, the first time the 
Pulitzer went to stories not published in traditional print.

The news organization has spent countless hours reporting on dark money 
organizations that have cropped up in the wake of the Citizens United v. Federal 
Election Commission decision. Its coverage has included obtaining the pending 
applications for federal nonprofit status by groups like Karl Rove’s Crossroads GPS. 
The organization has published more than 120 stories on dark money and cam-
paigns, making it one of the most covered topics ProPublica highlights in its ongoing 
investigations site.

Although the site continues to rack up journalism awards and has had little prob-
lem finding partners to publish and co-produce their reporting, some conservative 
critics have continued to argue there is a liberal bias in the site’s reporting. Cheryl 
Chumley, a reporter for the Washington Times, wrote a critical examination of the 
site: “ProPublica reporters should receive high praise for their stories on Obama’s 
stimulus package and banking bailouts, on recent business and financial scandals, 
and on other issues related to open records and open government. But on embar-
rassments closer to the liberal policy agenda the group tends to link its website to 
outside media reports rather than conduct independent investigations” (Chumley 
2009).

Nevertheless, the site has seen success and receives far more praise than criti-
cism. It has drawn support from readers who can donate to the reporting and has 
successfully navigated the retirement of Steiger and transition to a new manage-
ment team under Stephen Engleberg, former managing editor of the Oregonian and 
investigative reporter and editor at the New York Times. Perhaps the most fulsome 
praise for the organization comes from the fact that the site has lasted and, in fact, 
grown from 25 to 34 reporters and editors. One glowing tribute to the success of 
the service hailed that “ProPublica has shown conclusively that it is possible to build 
a major news gatherer that the public will reward with donations, recognizing that 
the return on that support will only be in the amazing array of stories that pro-
foundly affect how our institutions of government and private enterprise function” 
(Osnos 2012).

See also: Center for Public Integrity (CPI); Nonprofit Journalism
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PUBLIC INTEREST OBLIGATION
Unlike its print brethren, radio and television broadcasters have a government re-
quirement that they operate in the “public interest, convenience and necessity” to 
qualify for a broadcast license from the Federal Communication Commission. This 
responsibility—often known by its acronym PICON—requires that broadcasters 
fulfill certain civic duties or risk losing the government-sanctioned monopoly the 
broadcaster enjoys over a specific frequency. It’s a concept that helped build news 
divisions within large broadcast networks, especially in the early days of television. 
News coverage helped make the case that stations were fulfilling their duty by keep-
ing the public informed, so the early development of news on radio and television 
can often be traced to this government mandate more than it was a quest for ad-
vertising revenue.

Almost from the inception of radio, government regulators felt uneasy giving the 
new media the same hands-off approach that the Constitution had ensured for the 
printed press. As early as 1924—only four years after the first radio station went 
on the air, U.S. Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover argued the technology “is 
not to be considered as merely a business carried on for private gain. . . .  It is a pub-
lic concern impressed with the public trust and is to be considered primarily from 
the standpoint of public interest to the same extent and upon the basis of the same 
general principles as our public utilities” (Bensman 2000). Hoover sought to have 
his government agency reallocate the airwaves to address this concern but found 
his way blocked by court decisions that found he lacked the authority.

By the early Roosevelt administration almost a decade later, the government 
crafted a new law to give the government the power Hoover had sought. The gov-
erning laws that built federal government agencies and rules connected to broad-
casting carry this odd phrase that outlines why the government will give a company 
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monopolistic control over a finite public asset—or put in broadcast parlance, an 
FCC license to broadcast on a specific channel of the public airwaves. The ratio-
nale appears in the Communications Act of 1934 and says those broadcasters li-
censed by the government must operate in the “public interest, convenience and 
necessity” to merit continued access to the spectrum. The phrase itself was not new 
to government regulations. It was first used in the 1920 Transportation Act to ex-
plain why the government needed to have a role in deciding where railroads and 
other infrastructure projects would be located. Historians have said much of the 
same thinking went into its use in regulating broadcasting. “[T]he public interest 
was understood in strictly practical, technical terms; transferred to communications 
regulation, this conception of the public interest would be interpreted to mean that 
overlapping radio signals did not serve the public interest. Therefore, the govern-
ment needed to license individual broadcasters so that such technical problems 
could be eliminated” (Hendershot 2011). But unlike the more clear-cut rules gov-
erning transportation infrastructure, the new broadcast regulations were quickly 
interpreted to mean more than just technical issues. The commission was not go-
ing to use its authority simply to ensure that stations operated on the same frequency 
and at the same power day after day. Implied in the statute was what Hoover dis-
cussed years earlier—an obligation to serve the public with this new technology.

By the mid-1940s the FCC had more formalized its vision of what the “public 
interest, necessity and convenience” really meant and published a guide, commonly 
referred to as the Blue Book, to help stations. The new Public Service Responsibility 
of Broadcast Licensees urged stations to offer a variety of services to the public, but 
put special emphasis on news, stating, “American broadcasters have always recog-
nized that broadcasting is not merely a means of entertainment, but also an un-
equaled medium for the dissemination of news, information, and opinion, and for 
the discussion of public issues. . . .  Especially in recent years, such information pro-
grams and news and news commentaries have achieved a popularity exceeding the 
popularity of any other single type of program. The war, of course, tremendously 
increased listener interest in such programs; but if broadcasters face the crucial prob-
lems of the post-war era with skill, fairness, and courage, there is no reason why 
broadcasting cannot play as important a role in our democracy hereafter as it has 
achieved during the war years” (Waldman 2011).

This focus on news as one of the most concrete—and expected—ways that a 
broadcaster would demonstrate the public interest obligation of holding an FCC 
license translated into a specific vision for network news: their job was to justify 
the license application and demonstrate the civic responsibility of the station. As 
ABC’s Ted Koppel recalled fondly, “In the old days, the FCC still had teeth and still 
used them every once in a while. And there was that little paragraph, Section 315 
of the FCC code, that said, ‘You shall operate in the public interest, convenience 
and necessity.’ What that meant was, you had to have a news division that told people 
what was important out there. And I just don’t necessarily believe that showing me 
what my pets are doing when I’m not at home to see them falls under that category” 
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(Frontline 2004). News organizations were seen not as profit centers, but more as 
the broadcasters’ investment for being granted government sanction to make 
money off of a public asset like the broadcast spectrum.

The reality was always a bit murkier than what Koppel and even the Blue Book 
sought to outline. First, the Public Service Responsibility of Broadcast Licensees was 
never formally adopted as a policy. Not doing what the FCC outlined did not 
threaten a station’s license and so it was seen more as aspirational rather than a spe-
cific rule. And second, the definition of what fulfilled the public interest remained 
politically connected to the public’s perception of television. Following a series of 
scandals in the 1950s connected to rigged quiz shows, the FCC decided it should 
try to better define a public mission for broadcasters in part to counter the damage 
done in the eyes of the public. So in 1960 the commission held 19 days of hear-
ings, taking testimony from 90 witnesses about what the public interest obligation 
ought to look like. In the end, the commission generated a list of 14 criteria that it 
saw as fulfilling the PICON requirements. The FCC did not mandate a certain 
number of these programs, but instead used them as evidence stations could sub-
mit as proof they were operating in good faith. These included the following:

 1. Opportunity for local self-expression.

 2. The development and use of local talent.

 3. Programs for children.

 4. Religious programs.

 5. Educational programs.

 6. Public affairs programs.

 7. Editorialization by licensees.

 8. Political broadcasts.

 9. Agricultural programs.

 10. News programs.

 11. Weather and market services.

 12. Sports programs.

 13. Service to minority groups.

 14. Entertainment programming.

Even with these general criteria in place the larger question of how much the 
government could regulate broadcasters’ content, or punish them, remained largely 
open and confusing. PICON has sometimes put the FCC in the difficult position of 
weighing the First Amendment rights of the broadcaster against the First Amend-
ment rights of those seeking access to the public through those broadcasters. (One 
of the tools that sought to balance those two rights was the Fairness Doctrine, which 
gets its own heading in this text.) How much the government should work to 
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provide access to the media remained a major question from the 1920s through 
the 1980s.

In perhaps its most striking argument that the government should guarantee ac-
cess to the airwaves, the FCC ruled in 1967 that stations that ran cigarette ads 
must also run commercials about the dangers of smoking. It was a ruling unlike 
any other in FCC history and the commission struggled to explain why cigarettes 
were different than alcohol, politicians, or any other position or product that may 
have a counter-argument. The FCC argued this case was different. “It pointed to 
what it thought was a unique combination of the official health hazard status of 
cigarettes considering the Surgeon General’s Report of 1964, the popularity of smok-
ing, and the dangers of normal use” (Schmidt 1976, p. 167). But the commission 
had opened a Pandora’s box of questions with that ruling. Did the station need to 
run the same number of anti-cigarette ads as it did pro? The FCC said no. But how 
many then? The commission struggled to find a rationale for the line it chose to 
draw, but advised stations that five-to-one during primetime viewing in the eve-
ning and a three-to-one ratio at other times seemed “reasonable.” Two years later, 
the commission was let off the hook when Congress banned all tobacco ads on 
television and radio.

The cigarette debate perhaps marked the highpoint in government interference 
in the broadcaster’s schedule. By the early 1980s the FCC began to shift its approach. 
Cable had begun to bring new stations to the television and the idea of scarcity—
that public airwaves because of their limited bandwidth could only accommodate 
so many channels and so the public needed to ensure each channel lived up to its 
public interest obligation—began to fade. The FCC shifted its regulatory mindset 
away from a more government-centered approach to relying on the marketplace of 
stations and channels to fulfill the public’s need for information and multiple view-
points. A report from the Benton Foundation on the public interest obligations of 
broadcasters concluded, “In essence, the FCC held that competition would ade-
quately serve public needs and that federally mandated obligations were both too 
vague to be enforced properly and too much of a threat to broadcasters’ First Amend-
ment rights. Many citizen groups argued that the new policy was tantamount to 
abandoning the public interest mandate entirely” (Benton Foundation 1999).

This FCC deregulatory move involved several critical changes that altered the 
commission’s role in ensuring broadcasters abided by the public interest obliga-
tions. First, and perhaps most importantly, it changed the FCC license renewal pro-
cess, ending the more in-depth examination of the station’s performance and 
adherence to PICON requirements and creating an almost automatic renewal. Sta-
tions now simply send in a postcard to the FCC requesting a renewal and, unless 
the public raises significant issues that prompt a review, the station receives its new 
license. A copy of the station’s full report is supposed to be kept on hand at the sta-
tion for people to review, but the FCC itself only takes action to look into it if the 
station has prompted public outcry. Second, as mentioned the FCC reforms of the 
1980s shifted the position of the government from one of active participation in 
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the guidance of broadcasters to one of defaulting to station competition correcting 
any problems. Finally, the commission took several concrete steps to ease the bur-
den of proof on broadcasters that they were operating responsibly by eliminating 
the rules that required stations to maintain program logs, air minimum amounts of 
public affairs programming, and formally ascertain community needs.

This is not to say that the government walked away from all regulations of broad-
cast material. The FCC continued to monitor and punish broadcasters for violat-
ing decency standards, such as broadcasting obscenities or nudity. There were also 
efforts by Congress to restore some of the government’s old doctrines of enforcing 
the public interest. For example, the Children’s Television Act of 1990 sought to 
make a deal with broadcasters—if stations guaranteed a certain minimum hours of 
children’s programming each week, the government would continue its largely 
hands-off approach to licensing. It was a move conservatives, like Adam Thierer of 
the Heritage Foundation, derided as “regulatory extortion,” adding, “The FCC still 
uses the public interest standard to restrict beneficial industry advances that, in turn, 
deny new services to the public. It also inhibits the free flow of information and 
free speech in general. How, then, can ‘the public interest’ be truly served? By en-
couraging vigorous market competition—and by rejecting misguided social com-
pacts and vague regulatory standards flowing from Washington” (Thierer 1996).

And this vision has largely won out in regulatory questions outside of decency 
rulings by the commission.

That is, until net neutrality blew up in the 2010s.
The commission had taken what sounds like a hands-off approach to the Inter-

net and the World Wide Web as it developed, but actually in the minds of those 
who provide access to the Internet, government moves in the early days of the web 
seemed to mirror radio and television. The commission ruled early on that all con-
tent moving across the Internet should be treated the same by service providers. 
Content from Netflix would travel the same as video provided for free from PBS. 
But cable companies and some phone companies wanted this changed so there 
could be deals between content providers and service providers to ensure certain 
content traveled faster. Verizon sued the FCC, seeking to have the courts throw out 
the government-mandated net neutrality.

The FCC took up the issue and proposed ending net neutrality, a move that 
prompted millions to flood the commission with comments about how this would 
ruin the Internet as a more equal playing field. In the end, the commission relented, 
citing, among other things, the public interest. The final vote by the commission 
to continue the policy of net neutrality was hailed as “the biggest victory for the 
public interest in the agency’s history” by some, and also prompted lawsuits from 
telecom and cable companies deriding it as massive government interference in the 
private sector.

The net neutrality debate and the earlier clashes over PICON and radio and tele-
vision broadcasting highlight the continued struggle by the government with how 
to regulate electronic media. Regulators have seen these tools as powerful media to 
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impact public opinion as well as inform potential voters. However, they have cre-
ated a system where electronic media has not enjoyed the same freedoms as news-
papers and magazines. FCC involvement in both broadcast and Internet industries 
remains a politically divisive issue, one that has prompted major legal challenges 
as well as major support. The battles over defining and enforcing “public interest” 
will likely drag on for years.

See also: Broadcast Television Networks; Fairness Doctrine
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PUBLIC OPINION
The very nature of American politics sets up an uneasy relationship between the 
governed and those they claim to represent. The American system of representa-
tive democracy creates an arrangement that should have its congressmen and 
women working to represent the needs and reflecting the opinions of the people 
back in their district. The question, almost from the very inception of the repub-
lic, was how to do that and how to give the voice of the people some sort of shape 
and coherence. Initially this was through voting, but with the advent of public opin-
ion surveys the media could, in 24 hours or less, obtain the “opinion” of the public 
on any given political issue. Still questions remain as to how to use this power and 
what, if any, role it ought to play in the running of the government.

The most obvious testament to the role of public opinion in the political system 
is an election. If a representative does not do his or her job in giving voice to the 
people who sent them to a city council, a state capital, or Washington, D.C., the 
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assumption is that people will vote him or her out of office. This is the public’s 
voice. But reality has never really measured up to these aspirations. First, not all 
the people can or do vote. In fact, as far back as 1925 political thinkers were be-
moaning the paucity of voters who actually cast ballots in the election. Their con-
cern essentially was in a day when only half of the people eligible to vote do so, 
there is no true public opinion. Despite this fact, politicians would still claim the 
mantle of a “mandate” from the people to execute a given policy, regardless of 
whether this policy had helped him or her win election. Could a popular vote of the 
people actually grant such a mandate or did it simply reflect the preferences of a 
small subset of the public who chose to cast a ballot in a given race?

These questions led to a growing movement in the early twentieth century to 
try to capture a more scientifically legitimate snapshot of the public’s view of a given 
campaign or issue. Born somewhat of the Progressive Movement in the first de-
cades of the 1900s, this new political science focused on using polling to better 
understand the will of the people. Polling pioneer George Gallup, along with Ca-
nadian Saul Rae, published their thoughts in a book entitled The Pulse of Democ-
racy, and argued that the will of the public could now be accurately measured within 
48 hours. The goal of studying public opinion was nothing less than a revitaliza-
tion of democracy itself, with the two writing, “Shall the common people be free to 
express their basic needs and purposes, or shall they be dominated by a small rul-
ing clique?” and adding that democracy itself should be “a process of constant 
thought and action on the part of the citizen” (Gallup and Rae 1940).

The goals of this work were being echoed by many at this time as scholars sought 
to use social science to understand the public’s will and to inform public policy 
debates. To truly incorporate these polling results into the political process, social 
scientists undertook a series of studies and debates, looking to clearly define what 
exactly public opinion is and what role it should play in the functioning of democ-
racy. This spawned an array of opinions. Should polling try to capture the views of 
all the voters in a geographic location? All of the people? Should it simply reflect 
these views, or should the work be used to inform policy and policy makers? One 
lengthy work on how government and the public should be connected concluded 
it was important to understand that public opinion “is not the sum total of the in-
dividual opinions of isolated men. It is made up of the opinions of men living an 
associated life and affected by the contacts with one another. Common interests, 
common elements of environment and inheritance, similar sources of information, 
and discussion among individuals give it unity of force. Public opinion is reflected 
not only in political matters, but also in matters of morals and art and in all the 
other common interests of human beings” (Smith 1939). Fueled by this progres-
sive view of the public and the influence it should have over the political system, a 
battery of social scientists and journalists began advocating for a way to measure 
the views of the public and to convey those views to the voters and the elected. 
Their work spawned a new array of public opinion pollsters.

Polls were seen as more than just a snapshot of popular views, but as a form of 
public vote. Now, one did not have to decipher the message the electorate was 
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trying to send by electing Congressman A or President B, one could ask the public 
directly. This was seen as a way to empower the general public as Gallup and Shae 
outlined in their battle against governing elites. A poll could, with impressive ac-
curacy, select a representative sample of a state or the country and within two days—
with 1940s technology—spit back an answer within a few percentage points about 
the public’s feelings on the matter. And this is where the always-controversial rela-
tionship between polling and the press comes in, because simply knowing how the 
public felt only mattered if the public itself as well as the elected officials knew the 
results. If the elites knew the views of the public and could ignore them without 
fear of repercussion, then the empowering nature of the polling would be lost and 
so, from some of the earliest writings, journalists and pollsters knew public opin-
ion needed to be used to apply pressure on the political process. As Walter Lippmann, 
the reporter and political commentator of the mid-twentieth century, reflected, “A 
public opinion is expressed by a vote, a demonstration of praise or blame, a fol-
lowing or a boycotting. But these manifestations are in themselves nothing. They 
count only if they influence the course of affairs. They influence it, however, only 
if they influence an actor in the affair. And it is, I believe, precisely in this second-
ary, indirect relationship between public opinion and public affairs that we have 
the clue to the limits and the possibilities of public opinion” (Lippmann 1925). Put 
more simply by political scientist V.O. Key, “Unless mass views have some place in 
the shaping of policy, all the talk about democracy is nonsense” (Key 1961). As ex-
pression of the voice of the public who were supposed to be the ultimate arbiters 
of politics in a democratic system, the use of polls quickly grew and their serious 
treatment by reporters expanded. Public opinion surveys also offered a new tool to 
evaluate how the public was changing over time. Representative samples over years 
and later decades were asked about issues like the role of government, the direc-
tion of the country, and their confidence in the political system. Their views be-
came a sort-of touchstone for political reporters seeking to contextualize the current 
opinion polls or trends within the electorate.

But the public reporting of polls was only one way the emerging social science 
of survey research was affecting politics. For campaigns, the ability to assess public 
perceptions of candidates, issues, and messaging quickly took root. By the 1960s, 
campaigns were hiring private polling firms to conduct their own surveys of vot-
ers, to gauge what policies resonated with the public and how they may respond 
to a new initiative. A growing narrative soon emerged that politicians used these 
polls to drive their decision-making, basing their own proposals on the public’s 
views, and banking on that public support to translate into support from other 
elected officials or popular support even if the proposal failed. Those who have stud-
ied the use of polls by campaigns and political operations noted the focus on the 
work quickly expanded beyond the basic “temperature taking” to something more 
aggressive. Political scientist Lawrence Jacobs contends, “Although polls are (mis-
takenly) equated with tailoring policy to majority opinion, private surveys are 
primarily geared today to manipulating public opinion—not responding to it . . .  
The particular words that prominent politicians use in high-profile and momentous 
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settings are often researched and crafted to produce particular reactions” ( Jacobs 
2011). Polls, while not always used so nefariously, were certainly no longer simple 
bellwethers; they had become tools in crafting the messages of the campaign, and 
in tailoring them to different audiences. Modern polling firms can use public opin-
ion techniques to gauge reactions to social issues that may come up, explore the 
responses to a breaking scandal, or shape micro-targeted messages to particular parts 
of the population.

An interesting aspect of the use of surveys is the degree to which they are treated 
as fact. Consider the Pew Research Center, widely respected as perhaps the most 
scientifically valid and thoroughly vetted surveys of opinions. Pew wanted to gauge 
the public’s view of the Supreme Court, so they surveyed 2,002 Americans across 
a week in July 2015. That represents only 0.00063 percent of the nation’s 319 mil-
lion residents and yet the survey could conclude and was reported with assertive-
ness by Pew and others, “Currently, 48% of Americans have a favorable impression 
of the Supreme Court, while 43% view the court unfavorably. Unfavorable opin-
ions of the court, while up only modestly since March (39%), are the highest re-
corded since 1985” (Pew 2015). Pew can make this claim, and it is repeated by the 
media, because it uses highly sophisticated algorithms to identify and reach out to 
representative samples.

Although there seems to be consensus on the science of sampling and polling, 
there remain many critiques of the use of public opinion and surveys in politics. 
The science of sampling and then extrapolating from the raw numbers a conclu-
sion is often seen as a dark art. There runs through politics a skepticism about ef-
forts to capture public opinion, and the actual value of poll numbers. Winston 
Churchill is said to have coined the later much-copied phrase, “There is no such 
thing as public opinion. There is only published opinion.”

There is an important difference between public opinion and public opinion 
polls. Although increasingly sophisticated means are used to find a representative 
sample, to pose balanced questions, and to accurately project a general sense of 
the public, at the core a poll tends to ask: does a person favor or oppose a general 
proposition, like abortion rights or universal background checks for gun purchases? 
Many outside influences can affect the answer. If you ask the gun control question 
in the days following a school shooting, some people will respond in a way that 
seems to give the expected response, namely we should do something about gun 
control, rather than to seem unmoved by tragedy. Another issue is that often re-
porters will dismiss those who respond they don’t know or have no opinion. One 
analysis of the use of polls by the media seemed to echo Churchill’s concerns, con-
cluding, “The news media stories about the polls usually report only the results, 
and by leaving out the questions and the don’t knows, transform answers into opin-
ions. When these opinions are shared by a majority, the news stories turn poll re-
spondents into the public, thus giving birth to public opinion” (Gans 2013). There 
is real concern about what this reporting does to the underlying public opinion it 
seeks to understand. As reporters use survey results as a stand-in for the public, do 
the results actually affect, rather than just reflect, that opinion?
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Researchers have found that as people read about public opinion polls, their 
opinions often change, usually drifting toward agreeing with the majority. One 
study by a pair of social scientists found specific evidence, writing, “In the political 
domain people learn about prevailing public opinion via ubiquitous polls, which 
may produce a bandwagon effect. Newer types of information—published proba-
bilities derived from prediction market contract prices and aggregated polling 
summaries— may have similar effects. Consequently, polls can become self-fulfilling 
prophecies whereby majorities, whether in support of candidates or policies, grow 
in a cascading manner” (Rothschild and Malhotra 2014).

These two concerns about using polls to try and understand the underlying opin-
ions of the public touch on critical issues reporters and pollsters must grapple 
with. Does their effort to assess how the public feels about an issue inherently af-
fect their views of the issue itself? Can you break complicated questions into agree/
disagree dichotomies? And then once you have this information, does reporting it 
as “the public’s opinion” push people toward the views held by the majority or 
ostracize those who do not agree with most people?

The goals of understanding public opinion carry more weight in a democracy—
or even a representative democracy—than in other forms of government. The Amer-
ican system is built on the idea that the governing are in their positions and make 
their decisions only with the consent of the governed, not from some divine or other 
authority. To understand what the public wants and how they feel about an issue 
is to try and add their voice to the political process without relying simply on the 
vote of half the eligible voters who cast ballots in the election every two, four, or 
six years. And so the quest to understand public sentiment means more in this type 
of system than in many others. To try and understand these views, journalists and 
social scientists have relied on pollsters to capture this information and synthesize 
it. This is a major responsibility, and so is the job of then reporting that informa-
tion accurately and as completely as possible. To take short cuts in the reporting or 
in the polling is to create possible misperceptions of the public’s view or, at a mini-
mum, an overly simplistic take on what “the people” think. To capture and convey 
it accurately can offer real insights into how representative our government actu-
ally is.

See also: Pew Research Center; Public Policy Polling; Rasmussen Reports; Real Clear 
Politics; Zogby Analytics
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PUBLIC POLICY POLLING
Public Policy Polling is a public opinion and political survey company based in 
North Carolina. The three-man firm works with Democratic candidates, often serv-
ing as the in-house polling firm of unions and liberal candidates, but its results are 
also widely distributed through polling aggregation services and media coverage.

The firm’s approach to polling makes it controversial at times and has drawn fire 
for its techniques. This criticism mainly focuses on its use of interactive voice re-
sponse (IRV) surveys, or what critics have dubbed “robo-polls.” In these surveys, 
voters receive automated calls from computerized systems that allow them to sim-
ply press numbers to respond to the survey. This approach to polling has one huge 
upside—it’s cheaper than hiring people to call individuals and therefore the polls 
can have larger sample sizes. But it also has some potential downsides. First, there 
is no indication of exactly who is answering the questions. Therefore, sample gen-
der division, age ranges, and even income distribution cannot be guaranteed. Some 
pollsters argue it makes these polls difficult to extrapolate to larger populations. 
Secondly, Public Policy Polling is unable to call cell phones with most of its lists 
and therefore people without landlines will be completely left out of the sample.

The concerns have prompted some to err on the side of not using these IRV polls. 
The New York Times in its “Polling Standards” report in 2006 simply stated, “Any-
one who can answer the phone and hit the buttons can be counted in the survey—
regardless of age. Results of this type of poll are not reliable” (New York Times 2006). 
That said, throughout the time Nate Silver was working for the Times, PPP num-
bers would often appear in his posts, but always with the caveat that the firm was 
“Democratic-leaning.”

Public Policy Polling is quick to counter these claims of problems with IVRs, 
arguing that automated polling allows for more accurate polling by eliminating po-
tential interviewer bias. The firm proudly proclaims, “Every poll respondent hears 
the exact same questions read the exact same way. We also utilize the voter regis-
tration database for most of our surveys. Calling only registered or likely voters gives 
us a much more accurate sample of the target populations for most political and 
campaign based polling” (Public Policy Polling 2015). They also argue that auto-
mated polling may more accurately record people’s opinions on sensitive or more 
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controversial issues like sexual behavior or drug use because of the anonymity of 
the automated system. The firm is quick to point to its track record in campaigns, 
most notably in 2012 when its pro-Obama picks in nearly every battleground state 
played out on Election Day. One assessment of PPP’s performance in 2012 stressed, 
“While more than a few firms picked the right winners, PPP also nailed the exact 
result—at the moment, at least—in Florida, 50-49. And in most cases it was never 
more than a point or two off each candidate’s performance” (Mahtesian 2012).

Notably, the polling firm has done most of its work in non-federal campaigns. 
By 2015, some 14 years after the firm launched, it boasted about its work on only 
five U.S. House races and three for U.S. Senate. On the other hand it has worked 
on more than 40 state races and done work for dozens more organizations. Also all 
of this work has been for Democratic or progressive groups, which has drawn fire 
from conservatives who sometimes argue it is a partisan firm simply finding ways 
to promote good news for Democratic candidates and causes.

The polling firm has not just had critics on the right. Nate Silver, the data-
modeling guru behind FiveThirtyEight.com, criticized the company in 2013 for its 
decision not to release data in a recall election in Colorado. At the time, PPP direc-
tor Tom Jensen wrote, “We did a poll last weekend in Colorado Senate District 3 
and found that voters intended to recall Angela Giron by a 12 point margin, 54/42. 
In a district that Barack Obama won by almost 20 points I figured there was no way 
that could be right and made a rare decision not to release the poll. It turns out we 
should have had more faith in our numbers because she was indeed recalled by 12 
points” ( Jensen 2013). The post angered some pollsters, like Silver, who said that 
PPP suppressed the data because they did not “like” the results. Silver went so far as 
to call the practice “totally indefensible” on Twitter. PPP responded that they were 
a private firm and it was up to them to decide what data should be released.

The result is that PPP has become one of the most controversial polling firms in 
the American political system. It continues to deliver results that aggregators and 
reporters use, but some polling experts worry the firm has become too focused on 
being “right,” that is accurately predicting the outcome of a vote and not actually 
scientifically valid in the way they get there. A lengthy piece in the New Republic 
raised serious questions about the firm’s approach, concluding, “No other pollster 
employs a truly ad hoc approach, with the flexibility to weight to whatever elector-
ate it chooses, while allowing the composition of the electorate to fluctuate based 
on the inconsistent and subjective application of controversial or undisclosed met-
rics” (Cohn 2013). Still the firm continues to attract dozens of clients each cycle 
and its numbers are promoted on sites like Real Clear Politics and Politico.
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RAPID RESPONSE TEAMS
Rapid response teams are loosely organized campaign organizations that use research, 
communications, and social media teams to ensure that claims or attacks lobbed 
against their candidate are responded to as soon as—or sometimes even before—
they are made. These groups supply journalists, social media, and the interested 
public with information defending their candidate and have become central parts 
of damage control strategies.

The term rapid response team was initially used to describe medical emergency 
response squads and those disaster management organizations sent to natural di-
sasters and large-scale catastrophes. Like the political version that would emerge 
later, these groups were developed to gather in a time of crisis to perform a diverse 
array of tasks. The modern campaign version of the team now monitor media buys 
made by their opponent and the social media feeds of countless reporters, com-
mentators and politicos seeking stories they should craft responses to. These teams 
often seek to use social media, in particular Twitter, to fire back immediate responses, 
usually while the speech or story they are responding to is still unfolding. The goal of 
this communication is two-fold: to minimize the political damage to the candidate 
or politician and to ensure that reporters covering the story have access to information 
and comments from their side of the political fight.

The art of response media is one that campaign professionals have become in-
creasingly polished at executing. Now, a counter-ad that seeks to combat the nega-
tive message of a new ad can be up within hours. But simply responding to the 
attack is often not enough, as two campaign advisers wrote in a lengthy advice col-
umn in Campaigns & Elections magazine, “As in Judo, use the momentum of the 
attack itself to throw the opponent. One of our first rules in creating a response ad 
is to begin the response ad with the first opening seconds of the opponent’s attack 
ad. The reason is simple but often overlooked: you don’t want the audience to for-
get the ad you’re responding to. You want to destroy their ad by actually making it 
work against the opponent and for your candidate” (Nuckels and White 2012). The 
two strategists and others also stress that campaigns should not get mired in details 
of the attack ad but rather should find a weak spot in the claims and attack that, 
meaning that rapid response media can be just as problematic when it comes to 
accuracy and context as the original attack and forces journalists and the public to 
dissect both the original claim and the response.

The role of these groups has become more critical as Super PACs and dark money 
groups have poured money into attack ads aimed at muddying candidates. These 
groups can, with unlimited donations and spending available to them, saturate mar-
kets with a negative ad or mailing, putting the candidate on the defensive. But rapid 

R
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response teams increasingly do more than respond to attack ads. They often seek 
to create a more positive angle in the media about an evolving news story. Take, for 
example, the early efforts of the campaign of former secretary of state Hillary Clin-
ton. Less than two weeks after she had unveiled her campaign for the 2016 Demo-
cratic presidential nomination, Clinton faced a public relations storm over 
accusations made in a book by Peter Schweizer that some of her decisions while at 
the State Department may have been influenced by people making large donations 
to the Clinton Foundation, headed by her husband and the former president. Clin-
ton’s press secretary went through one particularly damning story from the New 
York Times and wrote a point-by-point response to it, posting the entire thing on 
the free web publishing platform Medium. Political commentator Mark Halperin 
said that day, “Most valuable player for the Clinton campaign today is this guy Brian 
Fallon who put out a document in the middle of the day with some really strong 
rebuttal points. It doesn’t defuse the thing completely, but if they can reply sub-
stantively, they can put this story away to a much greater degree than it was at 6 a.m.” 
(Knowles 2015). Within hours of the story coming out, the Clinton campaign had 
outlined a detailed response that every cable talk show host and reporter covering 
the story could use to offer the other side of the story.

The other aspect of the rapid response that has changed, as social media has be-
come such a major component of political communication, is that these teams of-
ten no longer disband after the election. Instead response teams are constantly 
working within political offices or in partisan think tanks to shape the debate over 
public policy and to influence the media’s coverage of the president and Congress. 
One small case was captured by the New York Times in 2011 when they tailed the 
staff of then-U.S. Representative Eric Cantor, a conservative Republican leader. The 
reporters observed as Cantor’s communication team watched President Barack 
Obama tell a crowd that he would consider “any serious idea” from Republicans 
when it came to jobs and the economy. What happened next?

Within seconds, Brad Dayspring, Mr. Cantor’s Rasputin of retort, was on the case, 
his fingers ripping across the keyboard as if individually caffeinated. “Obama says 
he’s open to any ‘serious #GOP idea,’ typed Mr. Dayspring, the aggressive spokesman 
for Mr. Cantor, the Republican from Virginia who serves as House majority leader, in 
a message on Twitter. ‘Here are 15 jobs bills stalled in the Senate to get him started.’ ” 
(Steinhauer 2011)

Dayspring’s tweet helped spark conversation among conservatives and also was 
read by many political reporters covering the speech. This captures an important 
part of the rapid response aim. It is not simply to counter the argument put for-
ward in the speech or attack ad, but to influence the coverage of the entire topic by 
the media. A quick response helps ensure news organizations looking for comment 
or rebuttal from the campaign have a clear and composed message to counter the 
other side. This actually allows rapid response teams to ride the media’s interest in 
the attack and counter-attack to try and make a larger point about the campaign. 
Many rapid response messages mix an attack or clear repudiation of the other side 
and a positive message about what is good about their candidate.
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As the political debate has moved from newspapers to the 24-hour news cycle 
of cable news and now to the instant conversations of Twitter, rapid response tech-
niques have become increasingly sophisticated. Campaigns now are careful to have 
on-hand research and facts they need to counter potential attacks, often using de-
tailed dossiers developed by their own opposition research teams to identify ahead 
of time possible weak points their candidate may be hit about and crafting ready-
made response to send out at a moment’s notice. This allows communications pro-
fessionals within the campaign to already have on hand a crafted series of tweets, 
a press release, or a post to Medium within hours or even minutes of a story break-
ing. The key is to get the response of the campaign in the same news coverage as 
the initial reporting of the accusation, thus ensuring no attack is allowed to stand 
without some formal counter-attack from the campaign. In this modern era of poli-
tics and the political echo chamber, time is the enemy and the rapid response team 
is the candidate’s best friend.

See also: Damage Control; Fact Checking; Opposition  Research; Social Media and 
Politics; Spin
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RASMUSSEN REPORTS
Rasmussen Reports is a political polling firm that has built a name for itself by pro-
viding extensive tracking of public opinion about the president’s performance as 
well as public positions on hot button issues being debated in Congress.

The Asbury Park, New Jersey–based firm is not hired by candidates to conduct 
polling, instead it makes money through subscriptions to a stream of polling data 
and articles not available to the general public. The newsletter and articles also carry 
advertising, which is another revenue source for the firm. The firm also offers a 
“Platinum Service,” which offers access to detailed demographics around its sur-
veys, including its presidential performance tracking poll. The company was 
founded in 2003 by Scott Rasmussen, a former sports play-by-play announcer and 
co-founder of cable giant ESPN. Rasmussen left the business in 2013 and the firm 
is owned by the investment firm Noson Lawen Partners.
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Rasmussen Reports has made its name by offering instant-polls and ongoing polls 
about an array of political news and other current events. The tagline on its site 
sums it up well claiming, “If it’s in the news, it’s in our polls.” The reports sit aside 
a separate polling service, Pulse Opinion Research, that can be hired by clients and 
businesses and promises that it “licenses methodology developed by veteran poll-
ster Scott Rasmussen, providing a survey platform for a host of clients, from indi-
viduals to special-interest groups. In fact, we provide the field work for all Rasmussen 
Reports surveys” (Pulse Opinion Research 2015).

Rasmussen’s methodology has always used automated polling technology to 
conduct its polls. This technique uses computerized calling programs to contact 
voters and the person answering the phone indicates their preferences by selecting 
numbers. The firm claims this approach is “identical” to traditional pollster calls 
by people in its validity and even may be better because, “automated technology 
insures [sic] that every respondent hears exactly the same question, from the exact 
same voice, asked with the exact same inflection every single time” (Rasmussen 
Reports 2015). But others are skeptical of those claims. They point out that there 
is no way to know who is responding to the survey and therefore ensure their 
demographics are accurate and that federal law bans “robo-polls” from calling cell 
phones, meaning Rasmussen and others must account for those who do not own 
landlines. To account for these problems, firms like Rasmussen and Public Policy 
Polling create a system methodology that takes the automated survey responses 
and weighs them against their projected likely voter turnout and demographics to 
create their final numbers. Some have questioned this approach, warning that the 
automated systems “combine deficient sampling with baffling weighting prac-
tices” to generate more a guess than an accurate snapshot of the electorate (Cohn 
2014).

Despite these concerns about their methodology and modeling, the firm and its 
numbers continue to be a major player in the coverage of campaigns and many of 
the reasons are financial more than political. As early as 2010, the Washington Post 
was reporting, “As cash-strapped newspapers and television networks struggle to 
meet the growing demand for polls, Rasmussen . . .  is supplying reams of cheap, 
automated surveys that will measure—and maybe move—opinion” (Horowitz 
2010). While that fact is undeniable—their polls are mainstays of political report-
ing and aggregators like Real Clear Politics—one of the nagging questions about 
Rasmussen Reports has centered on the question of possible partisan bias. With so 
much riding on its model of likely voters and weighting of its automated responses, 
some worry that it would be easy for those seeking specific slants to insert them 
into the weighting. Rasmussen is often a guest on Fox News and had been called 
the in-house pollster for the network. A 2010 analysis by polling whiz kid Nate 
Silver found that Rasmussen had overstated support for Republicans by an average 
of 4 points during that midterm. Silver dinged the firm not for political bias, but 
warned that “the methodological shortcuts that the firm takes may now be causing 
it to pay a price in terms of the reliability of its polling” (Silver 2010).
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By 2013, Rasmussen had reached an impasse with his investors and left the com-
pany “in part because of disagreements over its business strategies” (Diamond 
2013). He started a new media firm, Styrk, that aims to serve as a social media and 
news service. Rasmussen’s new service doesn’t have a specific polling component 
to it, but as he left the research firm and news service he founded a decade earlier, 
Rasmussen warned those in the survey business to brace themselves for a digital 
revolution, writing in his syndicated column, “New technology will fundamentally 
alter the ways that polls are conducted. Other online techniques will replace poll-
ing entirely in some situations. These shifts will be good for everyone except those 
who defend the status quo” (Rasmussen 2013). That revolution may still be com-
ing for political polling, but for now the site that still bears his name continues to 
crank out a view of public opinion that is helping drive media coverage and, per-
haps, public opinion as well.

See also: FiveThirtyEight (538); Gallup; Public Opinion; Public Policy Polling; 
Zogby Analytics
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REAL CLEAR POLITICS
If polling is the drug of modern political reporting, Real Clear Politics is a Colom-
bian kingpin. The site, launched in 2000 by two Princeton graduates and at first 
all done by hand, focuses on aggregating local news content with the latest polls 
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from a given state. The result is a site that allows readers to gather the most recent 
news from on the ground and the polling numbers to assess the state of the race.

A 2004 Chicago Tribune story let the public see behind the numbers to where 
founders Tom Bevan and John McIntyre were hidden away in a one-room office, 
culling through dozens of newspaper sites and other resources to pull together the 
latest round of polling and commentary from around the country. “Between them, 
they read the editorial and op-ed sites of more than 50 publications, Bevan said, 
looking for a mix of well-articulated views on the vital issues of the day and news 
of the latest opinion polls” (Zorn 2004). Published first at 6 a.m. and then updated 
throughout the day, the site culls scores of online publications, looking for com-
mentary and analysis from both national and local news organizations.

The site was never intended to be for everyone. But for those in 2004 watching 
the race unfold between President George W. Bush and Senator John Kerry, the site 
offered a simple answer to the question political junkies always want to be able to 
answer—Who’s winning? The site would answer it by averaging the latest polls 
to create the RCP Average. This Real Clear Politics average would then inform 
who was leading in a given state, and from there the editors could project election 
results and the Electoral College tally. All this without ever conducting a poll 
themselves.

The site has grown to attract nearly 6 million unique visitors a month and has 
spawned Real Clear divisions that replicate the model of aggregating links from a 
variety of sources and adding data whenever possible. Real Clear has sections cov-
ering sports, business, international, religion, history, and defense issues and the 
company has grown to more than two dozen staff. By 2007, the site had attracted 
a major media supporter when Forbes Media purchased a majority stake in the en-
tire company. Former Republican presidential candidate and Forbes president and 
CEO Steve Forbes described what he saw as a key addition to the company’s grow-
ing digital assets, saying, “Republicans, Democrats, Independents—anyone with an 
interest in politics and its impact on the economy—all find this site indispensable 
for staying on top of critical news and analysis. It will be even more critical as the 
election season heats up” (Business Wire 2007).

Supporters credit the resulting service with improving the knowledge of report-
ers and commentators discussing campaigns for federal office. Reason Magazine edi-
tor David Weigel said, “the site has already done a huge service by boosting the IQ 
of all political junkies. Between the polls and the local stories . . .  the site is doing 
a lot to democratize punditry” (Gustafson 2008). But not everyone hails the site, 
and many liberal blogs have pointed to a conservative bent to the columns it chooses 
to highlight and the way it frames developments. During the 2012 campaign, writ-
ers at the Daily Kos and DemocraticUnderground argued Real Clear Politics was 
deliberately highlighting positive news on Republican candidate Mitt Romney in 
an effort to make the race appear closer. “Although RCP was founded by conser-
vatives to combat the ‘liberal’ media, RCP became one of the web’s go-to political 
websites with a reputation for nonpartisanship—aggregating articles and polls 
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favorable to both right and left. No more. RCP lost its cool after Romney won the 
first debate, salivating over the prospect of booting Obama from office” (Defiant-
One 2012). A look at the About Us page does carry a string of endorsements, in-
cluding conservatives David Brooks, Brit Hume, Paul Gigot, and Michael Barone.

But perhaps the most damning indictment came from another political prog-
nosticator, Nate Silver of FiveThirtyEight.com. Silver, in a 2008 column, blasted 
RCP for “cherry-picking” numbers to suit its interests. “I am a Democrat, and I see 
the world through a Democratic lens. But what I can promise you is that we’ll keep 
the spin separate from our metrics . . .  Unfortunately, that is not a choice you have 
at RCP. Their partisan leaning is infused into their numbers. If RCP disclosed their 
methodology—articulated their rationale for excluding or including certain polls—
I would give them the benefit of the doubt. But they do not, so I do not” (Silver 
2008). Silver later backed off some of this criticism, but maintained RCP should do 
more to be transparent about the way it generates numbers and selects polls to track.

This debate over the selection of polls and the transparency of methodology 
speaks to the degree to which the site has become a sort of barometer of the cam-
paign. RCP itself highlights a quote from Ben Smith of Buzzfeed that calls the site 
“a huge force. Their polling average is the Dow Jones of campaign coverage” (Real-
ClearPolitics 2015).
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RED STATE-BLUE STATE
Inspired by the Electoral College map used by television broadcasts on Election 
Night to report the winners of different states, red states and blue states have become 
a shorthand way to refer to political divisions between Republicans and Democrats, 
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often serving as an editorial short-cut to explaining divisive issues and complex 
political beliefs in different parts of the country. Even as it is used to describe this 
separation, some argue it also exacerbates the perception of deep political and cul-
tural divisions in the American political electorate. In fact, then aspiring national 
politician Barack Obama used the trope in his famous keynote address at the 2004 
Democratic National Convention, arguing communities did not need to be sepa-
rated into red America and blue America.

The terms red state and blue state originate from the display of returns on elec-
tion night. As early as 1976, television networks used illuminated maps to indicate 
how each state had voted in the presidential election. Given the winner-take-all na-
ture of presidential elections, no matter how close the vote was, the entire state 
would be declared for the party’s camp that garnered the most votes. The result was 
when journalists projected the winner in a given state, that state would turn blue 
or red. Today we instinctively think of red as Republican and blue as Democratic. 
But this iconic, and sometimes overly simple, way of describing the politics of a 
state actually started out the exact opposite way.

In 1976 NBC used the colors to mark each victory by incumbent president Ger-
ald Ford and challenger Democrat Jimmy Carter. At the time, red stood for Demo-
crats and blue for Republicans! For the election team at NBC the colors were an 
easy decision. Roy Wetzel, who ran the team, said the decision was made “without 
giving it a second thought, we said blue for conservatives, because that’s what the 
parliamentary system in London is, red for the more liberal party. And that settled 
it. We just did it” (Edna 2012). Wetzel had looked across the ocean to Europe, where 
the difference was connected to the historical colors connected with conservative 
and socialist parties. Since the French Revolution the color red had been associ-
ated with labor groups and socialist organizations—and later liberal political orga-
nizations in general. Blue, meanwhile, was the color of conservative groups and 
parties. By the late nineteenth century, the same color palette was in use in the United 
States where Republicans like Grover Cleveland and Benjamin Harrison used the 
color blue to signify the Republican Party.

Even as late as 1980, blue had been the color of Republicans for many in the 
media. As the results poured into NBC and the map behind John Chancellor, Tom 
Brokaw and David Brinkley filled in with Republican blue victories, Brinkley com-
menting that, ‘‘It’s beginning to look like a suburban swimming pool.” Over time 
different networks and news magazines tinkered with the colors. By 1984 the re-
sults were thoroughly mixed, with ABC using red for Republicans and NBC stick-
ing with its blue for the same party. Why blue shifted from Republican to Democrat 
and red vice versa remains unclear. At the New York Times, which did not publish 
a color election map until 2000, Republicans became red because, according to their 
graphics editor, “Both Republican and red start with the letter R” (Zeller 2004).

By 2000, it had become the norm that Democrats were blue and Republicans 
red, and the tumultuous election cemented that dichotomy. That year, with Flori-
da’s recount halted by the Supreme Court thus ensuring the election of George 
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W. Bush, news outlets kept the election map in the minds of voters for weeks. In 
particular, the Washington Post credited NBC’s Tim Russert for using the terms “red 
state” and “blue state” to explain the divide in the electorate and the Electoral Col-
lege deadlock that night. Experts agree this was the year that blue became the 
color of Democrats and red that of Republicans. After that, the colors became a sort 
of shorthand for describing the politics of states and communities. Analysts and 
pundits would talk about just how blue a Democratic community truly was or 
whether a traditionally Republican state may see an increase in support for Demo-
crats, thus turning a red state purple.

The dichotomy created by labeling entire states or regions blue or red also fed 
into a political narrative that took shape during the 2000s, that of political polar-
ization. Democrats were seen as drawing support from the highly populated regions 
along the coasts and in a handful of urbanized states in the middle section of the 
country, while Republicans had a lock on Midwestern, southern, and Rocky Moun-
tain states.

The concept has sparked countless columns, dozens of books, and hours of com-
mentary. One example from the American Prospect captures how the red-blue di-
vide is often used as a platform for understanding the political polarization in the 
United States. In a long, conceptual piece, author Paul Starr outlines how America 
has always been a place of fundamental political differences, starting with the con-
ception and acceptance of slavery and the war that was waged to end it. Starr goes 
on to find the divide is now the red-blue divide and that “when politics become 
polarized between two alternatives, voters have clearer choices. They have more 
reason to pay attention and turn out. Each side may then mobilize, take power, 
and get its way in different jurisdictions or private institutions. That is what is hap-
pening now in state and local governments and civil society. Two ideologically based 
societies have developed within the United States, and the differences between them 
are growing. The question will ultimately be which America, red or blue, domi-
nates the nation’s future” (Starr 2014).

The concept has also influenced political science work, as researchers have used 
the Electoral College results to assess and analyze the competitiveness and voter 
demographics of different states. One 2008 academic work dived into religious be-
havior and red-blue states and found, “Compared with blue state voters, red state 
voters were much more likely to be Protestants, to consider themselves born-again 
or evangelical Christians, and to attend religious services at least once per week. 
They were also much more likely to have a gun owner in their household and much 
less likely to have a union member in their household. Red state voters were much 
more likely to take a pro-life position on abortion, to oppose marriage or civil unions 
for gay couples, to support the war in Iraq . . .” (Abramowitz and Saunders 2008).

But for every analysis that finds a useful context for understanding the state of 
politics there as many who find the red-blue dialectic misleading and damaging. 
Many contend that blocking huge swaths of the nation through the simplest color 
choice is too general to help someone understand the political situation in the 
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country. Dante Chinni, a political reporter from the Christian Science Monitor, par-
ticularly found the dichotomy useless in its new role. He wrote in an introduction to 
his work Our Patchwork Nation, that “it’s not that the red and blue map is itself mis-
leading. It’s useful as a political scorecard, especially on that one all-important eve-
ning every four years. The problem is what it has become. We have invested it with 
a power it doesn’t deserve, as a quick identifier for places and people and what they 
think and do” (Chinni 2010). The problem, Chinni and others argue, is that a red 
state does not exist. Even in a safe “Republican” state like Texas there is a “blue” area 
like Austin. And when you compare two “blue” cities like Detroit and Ann Arbor, 
their similar Democratic voting pattern may be the only thing the communities 
truly have in common.

It even became part of the campaign rhetoric, with then-state Senator Barack 
Obama connecting with this frustration with a divided nation in his keynote speech 
at the 2004 Democratic Nation Convention. He mesmerized the crowd and was 
thrust instantly into the national spotlight as he rejected the concept of red-blue, 
telling thousands of delegates and millions of viewers, “There’s not a liberal Amer-
ica and a conservative America; there’s the United States of America . . .  The pun-
dits like to slice and dice our country into red states and blue states: red states for 
Republicans, blue states for Democrats. But I’ve got news for them, too. We wor-
ship an awesome God in the blue states, and we don’t like federal agents poking 
around our libraries in the red states. We coach little league in the blue states and, 
yes, we’ve got some gay friends in the red states” (Obama 2004). Political scientists 
have also sought to fight the perception that certain states are destined to fall into 
one political column or the other. They argue that politics is more complicated than 
a population choosing one party or the other, or as one in-depth study of the so-
called purple state of Virginia found, “Demography is not political destiny; it only 
helps to establish the field on which the major contenders must play. The econ-
omy, current events, and the candidates themselves have at least an equal role” 
(Cable and Claiborn 2012).

And that note may be the most important thing to consider when journalists, 
politicians, or analysts use the red/blue divide. There is nothing particularly pre-
dictive about how a county or state voted from one election to another, even if 
it does help decipher the political winners or losers on Election Day. Relying too 
much on a simple political binary—are you from red America or blue America—
overlooks the more complicated picture of the American voter. And the broader 
the generalization—is your city red or blue? Your state? Your country?—the less 
insight it offers.

One more thing to throw into the effect of creating “red states” and “blue states” 
comes from research done to see whether such labels do more than simply reflect 
a political divide in our nation, but perhaps help create it. Researchers from Cal 
State, Michigan, and Syracuse tested people’s perceptions of political division in the 
United States by showing them the Electoral College map, where states are a bright 
red or bright blue, and then showing them other maps with the actual voting 
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results at a more local level, creating subtler color variations and much more purple. 
The results were clear. “Participants viewing the Electoral map saw the nation as 
more divided both in general and with respect to specific political issues. Exposure 
to Electoral maps thus polarized perceptions of political attitudes: residents of con-
servative states were seen as more conservative, and residents of liberal states were 
seen as more liberal, than when participants were exposed to Proportional maps” 
(Rutchick, Smyth, and Konrath 2009). Although just one study, it does raise an 
important question about whether portraying Electoral College maps is, in fact, in-
creasing the perception of how deep the partisan divide is in the United States.

But as a political code that helps to inform the debate about the degree to which 
the United States has become politically polarized, the idea of “red” and “blue” has 
clearly captured some element of our understanding of politics. It will surely con-
tinue to be used by those seeking to explain politics and political behavior in the 
years to come.

See also: Political Polarization and the Media
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REDSTATE
When Rick Perry decided to launch his late-in-the-game presidential campaign in 
2011 he turned up not in Washington or Austin, but at a gathering of bloggers, a 
conference organized by the conservative blog RedState. RedState, and its editor 
Erick Erickson, spent much of 2011 in the GOP spotlight. In fact, that year one 
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Republican consultant said of the commentary site, “RedState has emerged as the 
most influential blog in the conservative movement” (Embry 2011).

Like other political blogs such as the liberal Daily Kos, RedState often focuses 
on the internal politics of the party it supports. For example, in late 2012 contribu-
tor Ned Ryun posted a provocative piece urging conservatives to depose Speaker 
of the House John Boehner for lacking the ideological purity and determination to 
lead the Republican caucus, writing, “If Speaker Boehner wants to purge indepen-
dent, bold conservatives—I think it’s time he gets fired as Speaker. Not only for the 
purge. He has failed to effectively win negotiations with President Obama and ap-
pointed moderate committee chairs. To the public, Boehner may appear radical but 
in reality he proposes milquetoast policies, like the tax-hikes he proposed this week” 
(Ryun 2012).

The site is owned by Salem Communications, a Christian radio broadcaster that 
in 2014 purchased Eagle Publishing, a company that ran a series of conservative 
blogs and publications. However, it is still most closely associated with the work 
and views of its editor-in-chief Erick Erickson.

Erickson has built a position of political importance through his site and his work 
as a political commentator on cable news. The London Telegraph ranked Erickson 
as the 65th most influential conservative in the United States, ahead of former U.S. 
House Majority Leader Dick Armey and former Florida governor Jeb Bush. The 
paper said Erickson’s RedState “draws much of its strength from its image as a voice 
of the heartland, far outside the Washington Beltway” (Harnden 2010). Erickson 
has at times drawn public attention and scorn for his comments—especially on 
Twitter. One major episode developed in 2010 after he tweeted, “The nation loses 
the only goat f*$#*&^ child molester to ever serve on the Supreme Court in David 
Souter’s retirement.” He quickly expressed regret to media reporter Howard Kurtz, 
“Erickson made very clear in that interview that he plans to ‘grow up,’ as he put it, 
and refrain from the kind of inflammatory personal attacks he was known for. He 
described the Souter slam (involving a goat) as the dumbest thing he ever did” 
(Kurtz 2010).

Another potential scandal briefly erupted in 2011 when a sales account man-
ager from RedState’s publisher Eagle Communications circulated an email to con-
servatives that offered, “Erick Erickson’s reputation along with his rising profile, 
combine to make RedState the most influential conservative blog on Capitol Hill 
and across America. Why not put Erick’s influence to work for your organization?” 
This program offered Erickson’s “endorsement” as part of a sponsorship package 
for the site. Erickson was quick to respond, writing, “Just to start it off, no, my en-
dorsements are not for sale. I don’t know who the guy is who sent the email, but 
he certainly did RedState no favors” (Erickson 2011). The controversy quickly blew 
over when Erickson clarified his role in the process and added that he would not 
endorse candidates who had appeared at RedState events.

Despite these and a few other controversial social media attacks on Presi-
dent Obama and feminists, Erickson was able to move from the blogosphere to 
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television. In 2010, CNN hired the Georgian to serve as a political commentator on 
John King’s program and in 2013 Erickson moved to Fox News. But RedState is 
more than just Erickson’s personal platform. The site features multiple tiers of 
writers. Diarists can post stories that appear on the less trafficked parts of the site, 
but still are given a platform to comment on the day’s news. Front page editors 
have more sway, posting more regularly and garnering more control of the overall 
site. The site also sponsors yearly RedState Gatherings where conservative activists 
gather to hear from rising GOP leaders and potential national candidates. One 
former front page editor described the power the blog gives to regular grassroots 
activists, writing, “Through RedState, I’ve met and interacted with some of the fin-
est, most influential conservative minds in the country. I was an eyewitness to 
the political ‘coming out parties’ of Nikki Haley, Marco Rubio and Ted Cruz, 
among others” (Maley 2014).

In all of these comments and gatherings, RedState stresses that it represents a 
Republican and conservative vision that is not of the nation’s capital, but rather small 
towns, and especially the South. It is a philosophy that Erickson and many other 
bloggers at the site adhere to and espouse on the site and in political appearances 
on television. It can be somewhat summed up by Erickson when, while discussing 
his book RedState Uprising at the conservative Heritage Foundation, he said, “The 
problem we have is when Republicans get to Washington, Republicans are more 
likely to compromise with the Democrats in favor of a government program than 
the Democrats are likely to compromise with the Republicans on a free market 
program . . .  Republicans are always very bad at showing the impact of government 
on its citizens. We have to do a better job of that” (Erickson 2011).

See also: Conservative blogospere; Red State-Blue State
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ROLL CALL
The common perception of Capitol Hill is a place of heated rhetoric and political 
grandstanding. But Capitol Hill is also a unique community of some 25,000 staff-
ers, Capitol Hill Police, and workers who keep the 535 members of Congress in 
touch with their constituents, safe, and fed.

This is the small town within Washington that Roll Call was developed to serve.
Launched in 1955 by a Hill staffer named Sid Yudain, the paper was part church 

newsletter, part yearbook, and part gossip sheet. Then-senator Lyndon B. Johnson 
wrote a first person account of his recovery from a heart attack in an early edition, 
and Yudain recalled later how some were offended by the paper’s decision to run a 
weekly “pinup” girl photo of a Hill staffer. Fifty years later Yudain described the 
early days of Roll Call as a time when he and a handful of staff “had a little Reming-
ton portable typewriter—I guess it was one of the first ones that came out, and we 
all learned how to use it, even when we were really small—and we published these 
newspapers, writing editorials against each other instead of staging fists or rocks or 
something” (Weber 2013). Yudain remained the owner of what he described as his 
community newspaper until 1986 when he sold it to Arthur Levitt, who then ran 
the American Stock Exchange. When Levitt was nominated to the Securities and 
Exchange Commission he sold his majority shares to the Economist Group, the 
British publishers that already owned 40 percent of the paper.

The Economist later acquired another long-time Capitol Hill entity, Congressio-
nal Quarterly, in 2009 and created the CQ-Roll Call Group. With the shift in own-
ers the newspaper also changed, growing to cover legislative news more while still 
offering that community paper function, where “Roll Call tracks staff members, who 
come and go with great regularity from Senate and House member and committee 
offices. In times of budget turmoil, it keeps staff and members informed about im-
pending cuts and changes. For the administrative and other support staffs, includ-
ing the Capitol Police, it is a source of often otherwise unavailable news” (Dennis 
and Snyder 1997, p. 63). The paper publishes twice a week and has a circulation 
of just over 20,000, almost all of it going to offices on Capitol Hill and to a handful 
of locations near the White House and lobbyist offices. But the paper has also added 
a significant web presence—keeping much of the tone and inside baseball-style in-
terest of its print edition even as it attracts more than 900,000 unique visitors a 
month as of early 2015.

But just because it is the small town newspaper for Congress doesn’t mean Roll 
Call doesn’t sometimes break national political news. The fact that it is read by 
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congressional staff and members so closely and that their reporters essentially live 
on the Hill means at times the paper receives tips and hears things before the big 
news organizations do. It happened notably in late 1998. The drama in the Capitol 
was intense as members considered the impeachment of President Bill Clinton for 
lying about an extramarital affair with a former White House intern. But that 
wasn’t the scoop. Porn publisher Larry Flynt had published a full-page ad in the 
Washington Post offering big bucks for information on any affair involving other 
political leaders in Washington. And the reporters at Roll Call had learned he’d got-
ten a bite. “Bob Livingston, a Republican congressman from Louisiana and Speaker-
designate of the House of Representatives, was confiding in his fellow congressional 
leaders that he had cheated on his wife” (Sabato, Lichter, and Stencel 2000, p. 33). 
The paper decided to break the news online, still something novel in 1998. Liv-
ingston admitted to the scandal and resigned.

With the purchase by the Economist, the paper has expanded its political cov-
erage immensely, adding elements that make it more like Politico and other D.C.-
based political news organizations, but there is something of the old Yudain 
philosophy here. The founder always argued, “It just seemed that this was the 
most important community in the world [and] the only news coming out of Con-
gress was about legislation, which bored me, and I think bored most people, in-
cluding some of the Congressmen” (Yachnin 2005).

That attitude, mellowed with time, still echoes in the words of the current edi-
tor as well, who seems to view the place she covers with a bit more empathy than 
many outside the beltway. Christina Bellantoni said, “In general, people in govern-
ment have good intentions . . .  That’s something I always tell my reporters to re-
member, ‘You have access to people and places and things that most of America 
will never see. Most of America will not tour that Capitol. Most of America will not 
have a conversation with John Boehner. That’s an important responsibility: We can’t 
forget it or take it for granted” (Sullivan 2014).
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ROVE, KARL (1950–)
Karl Rove in many ways represents the modern political campaign. He has built a 
reputation of exploiting social issues for political gain, fueled controversy over his 
use of independent organizations to raise and spend huge sums of money with lit-
tle oversight, and as a political commentator annoyed and challenged partisans on 
both sides of the political aisle. Rove served as the “architect” to President George W. 
Bush’s political victories in Texas and helped him win the White House twice. He 
has been compared to a modern Machiavelli and dubbed “Bush’s brain.”

Karl Christian Rove was born in 1950 in Denver, Colorado, and experienced a 
turbulent upbringing, finding out later that the man his mother was married to was 
not his father and struggling academically in college. He attended four universities 
but never ended up earning the political science degree he sought. But what he 
didn’t do in school he did for real, taking senior positions in the College Republi-
cans and developing key skills that would inform his career. He would befriend 
fellow master strategist and hardball politico Lee Atwater in the College Republi-
cans and later introduce Atwater to President George H. W. Bush. But more than 
simply make connections, Rove also understood the power of hitting certain vot-
ers with certain messages—the idea of microtargeting campaigns.

It began with direct mail, the art of sending out political letters and pamphlets 
to the right people to get the donations and votes needed. Rove was a natural at 
both the approach and the technology. He would later explain to Mark Halperin 
and John Harris how he used technology to build his political consulting business 
in the 1980s. They would write, “By using computer programs to organize his mail-
ing lists . . .  he might find that a planned mailing of 100,000 could be trimmed 
to 93,000 by identifying people who had moved out of a district or state . . .  
 Additionally, overhauling the lists so that they included nine-digit zip codes was a 
worthwhile expense since it saved money later on postal rates. These were seem-
ingly small things, hardly glamorous, but in Rove’s line of work they were the differ-
ence between a profitable business and a struggling one (and often between winning 
an election and losing one)” (Halperin and Harris 2006). That interest in data and 
finding issues that will motivate voters or weaken opponents became his core skill. 
He worked for the Republican National Committee at the age of 23 for the elder 
Bush and did campaign work in Virginia. After moving to Texas he worked for 
Republican Governor Bill Clements, before opening his own political consulting 
business in Austin: Karl Rove & Co.

He ran that business from 1981–1991, helping Republican candidates win state-
wide and local elections, but decided to end the firm to work full-time for 
George W. Bush, becoming his political adviser and chief strategist for Bush’s gu-
bernatorial campaign. Those who sought to explain his innate ability often focused 
on his work in identifying voting blocs and finding ways to use them or combat 
them. A lengthy, and largely negative, Vanity Fair profile described it as, “For Rove, 
all politics is partitive, and there is almost nothing he can’t explain by slicing up the 
electorate and slotting it into place. Divide and organize. Divide and categorize. 
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Divide and conquer” (Purdum 2006). This work of finding the right messages and 
the right voters helped Bush win the Texas governor’s mansion and later fueled 
Bush’s successful White House run.

Those for whom he worked often marveled at how he could find ways to attract 
voters that were not historically Republican, while also using red-meat social is-
sues to fire up voters who would vote for the GOP when motivated. Ed Gillespie, 
who would chair the RNC during President Bush’s tenure, recalled, “Karl conceived 
of an election that was designed to bring more people into our party, designed to 
increase our percentages in nontraditional Republican voting demographics, like 
Hispanic voters and women and African Americans, where we had a sizable gain, 
and at the same time enfranchise more naturally Republican voters and ‘lazy Re-
publicans,’ as we call them in the parlance, into the process and get them out to 
vote, and do that with a bottom-up structure, a grassroots structure” (Frontline 
2005).

But to those who saw the Bush presidency as a disturbing mix of political op-
portunism and troubling policy making, Rove became a lightning rod of criticism 
and speculation. Columnists, critics, and authors turned Rove from a consultant 
into a second president. He was compared to the Italian brutal political adviser Ma-
chiavelli and the crazed Russian mystic and royal adviser Rasputin. People labeled 
him “Bush’s Brain” and a book of that name described his perceived effect on pol-
icy, writing: “The president may arrive at his own conclusions about politics and 
policy. But virtually all of the data, and its interpretation, are coming from Rove. 
And the material, undoubtedly, points the president where his expert wants him to 
go on matters of both politics and policy” (Moore and Slater 2003). Rove would 
serve in different roles through much of the Bush presidency and would leave still 
carrying the credentials of a skilled, if controversial, political operative.

In the wake of the Bush presidency, Rove has worked primarily with the Ameri-
can Crossroads Super PAC and its affiliate social welfare nonprofit Crossroads GPS. 
These organizations have used the post–Citizens United campaign finance rules to 
raise and spend hundreds of millions on behalf of Republican candidates. The or-
ganization has had a mixed track record delivering actual victories for Republicans 
but it has allowed Rove to deploy huge resources using his political strategies. That 
work has continued to make him a boogey man of the left, but he has also caught 
flak from the tea party-style Republicans who see him as lacking any true ideologi-
cal conviction. Rove, who is said to prize strategy over partisanship, has criticized 
the tea party Republicans for damaging the electoral possibilities of moderate and 
more mainstream candidates, even helping launch a project called the Conserva-
tive Victory Project that raises money to protect so-called establishment Republi-
cans. The moves have made him a controversial figure among Republicans but have 
also kept Rove a major player in the Republican Party as the GOP debates its po-
litical future.

See also: Microtargeting; Political Consultants
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RUSSERT, TIM (1950–2008)
No one who sat down with Tim Russert on the set of Meet the Press got an easy 
ride. Helped by a frightening memory and prodigious use of archival tape, politi-
cians and commentators alike knew they would have to contend with Russert’s pros-
ecutorial style. “Because of Russert’s preparation, appearing on Meet the Press was 
like a visit to the dentist,” columnist Robert Novak wrote in the Washington Post 
(Novak 2008).

Over 18 years of going toe-to-toe with the political elite on the Sunday morning 
talk show, Tim Russert became a giant in American political journalism. Presidents, 
members of Congress, and even athletes sat down to talk with him, conversations 
that often produced information that drove the next week’s news coverage. The man 
was so revered in D.C. circles that his unexpected death in 2008 dominated head-
lines and news broadcasts. But those who heaped praise upon the late Russert had 
a reason. David Carr of the New York Times wrote that for those who treated poli-
tics as something of a religion, who scheduled their Sundays around the airing of 
Meet the Press, Tim Russert was the “high priest” (Carr 2008).

Timothy Russert, Jr. was born May 7, 1950, in Buffalo, N.Y., where his father 
was a sanitation worker. Russert went to John Carroll University in Ohio and later 
earned a law degree from Cleveland State University. He began his career in poli-
tics as special counsel for Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan, and later working for 
with New York governor Mario Cuomo. However, he wouldn’t be a political flack 
for long. He joined NBC in 1984, making the transition from political aide to jour-
nalist at a time when such a shift was rare. He worked on special news projects, 
including getting Pope John Paul II to appear on one of the network’s programs. 
He was eventually named Washington bureau chief for NBC News and, in 1991, 
was invited to take over the show that vaulted him to Beltway stardom.

Meet the Press had long been a D.C. institution before Russert took the helm, 
boasting decades of appearances by powerful figures and tough interviews. Despite 
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having no previous on-camera experience, Russert took the job as the show’s mod-
erator. When he asked the show’s founder, Lawrence Spivak, for advice, Spivak told 
Russert to study the positions of his guests and take the opposite side—a tactic Rus-
sert took to heart. He also used his connections and work ethic to be ultra-pre-
pared for each show.

“He had a face that seemed to be carved out of potatoes, but he worked on tele-
vision by working harder than your average talking head, making the calls and pull-
ing the levers of power with an alacrity few possessed,” Carr wrote (2008).

One famous interview took place with the former Ku Klux Klan grand wizard and 
Nazi sympathizer David Duke. Duke was running for governor of Louisiana against 
Democrat Edwin Edwards, who had been tried on federal racketeering charges. 
During the interview, Russert asked Duke what he found “so offensive and so objec-
tionable about the United States of America that you found Nazi Germany to be 
preferable?” Later in the program, he pressed the candidate to name Louisiana’s 
largest employers—something Duke was unable to do (Ball and NBC News, 1998).

With Meet the Press, a separate program he hosted on MSNBC, and moderating 
presidential debates, Russert became a major figure in the insular Beltway culture. 
But many who marveled at his work did so because Russert grounded so much of 
his approach in his Buffalo upbringing. “With his plain spoken explanations and 
hard-hitting questions, Mr. Russert played an outsize role in the coverage of poli-
tics,” wrote Jacques Steinberg of the New York Times in a 2008 obituary for Rus-
sert (2008). His position inside that culture set up the media environment that 
mourned him so heavily when he died. His broadcast and cable competitors me-
morialized him, and politicians issued statements remarking on his influence in 
Washington.

The spectacle was lamented by some, like Slate’s Jack Shafer, who wondered 
whether viewers and readers cared as much about Russert as the networks and news-
papers thought. But it may have been because Russert had become such an enor-
mous figure for those people. New York Times Magazine writer Mark Leibovich would 
use the funeral as the opening scene in his scathing rebuke of Washington, This 
Town, writing, “The showing today testifies to the man who died, Russert, the bold-
faced impresario of the longest-running show on television and the most powerful 
unelected figure in the country’s most powerful, prosperous, and disappointing city. 
A buoyant part of This Town was being put to rest today . . .” (2013).

Carr wrote that Russert’s death came at a time when the landscape of political 
coverage was changing. Blogs and online-only news organizations were changing 
the way national politics were covered, political campaigns were changing. He pos-
ited that the loss of Russert inspired such widespread grief in D.C. because it fur-
ther signaled to the elites that their idea of politics was on its way out. “Perhaps, in 
their bones, they are worried that if the king is gone, the kingdom will soon fol-
low,” he wrote (2008).

Michael Wright
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SALON
Salon is a digital magazine of politics and culture that has carved out a niche as a 
liberal journal that covers everything from trade agreements to the latest sex scan-
dal. The site sometimes feels like a bizarre combination of high and low. One typi-
cal array of stories had “Donald Trump’s xenophobic genius: The GOP frontrunner 
will never give up racist pandering—because it’s working” sitting beside “13 of ‘Girls’ 
most cringe-worthy sex scenes.”

The site was one of the earliest attempts at creating a unique online publication, 
launching in 1995. It was created by David Talbot and a handful of other reporters 
from the San Francisco Examiner who bolted the paper to embrace the Internet (and 
after a bitter newspaper strike in 1994). They sought to create an eclectic publica-
tion that was part alternative newsweekly and part journal of the culture of tech-
nology. The site at launch was unique to the Internet, with a visual layout reminiscent 
of a print magazine like the New Yorker and with lengthy interviews and feature 
stories. Throughout its early run, the site was often compared with Microsoft-backed 
Slate, which was run by more D.C.-centered Michael Kinsley. Talbot seemed to de-
light in the comparison, even while disparaging his competition. One article about 
the tiff reported, “Mr. Talbot enjoyed characterizing his publication as a kind of 
smokin’-in-the-boys-room renegade to Slate’s trust-funded nerd, calling Salon ‘sex-
ier’ and ‘more fun’ and deriding Mr. Kinsley’s publication as an ‘inside-the-Beltway 
read for an elite audience.’ Mr. Kinsley often returned the volley, charging Salon 
with inflating its readership numbers, and challenging its decision to go public in 
1999 (Salon’s stock proved to be a flop)” (Pappu 2002).

In an ominously entitled American Journalism Review piece called “Can Salon Sur-
vive,” from 2001, Talbot still expressed his underlying belief in the experiment. 
“ ‘Where are the independent news voices on the Internet?’ he asks. ‘Where’s the 
great, flourishing media democracy?’ He clicks on his list of bookmarked sites, turn-
ing up, among others, CNN.com, Matt Drudge, Slate, NPR.org. ‘Most of these are 
extensions of bigger media organizations,’ he says somewhat dismissively, adding, 
‘There’s got to be room for a few independent voices’ ” (Farhi 2001). From its in-
ception, the site sought to defy the expectations of a digital publication. When most 
content was being shortened to work for readers with minute attention spans, Sa-
lon would craft long-form pieces on political issues. The site broke news on engag-
ing stories like a secret deal between television producers and the White House to 
include anti-drug messages in their shows, and the site reaped attention for its in-
vestigations connected to the impeachment scandal of President Bill Clinton, in-
cluding a story that outted a past affair by the Illinois congressman running Clinton’s 
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impeachment prosecution in the Senate. Throughout its history the publication has 
been home to provocative commentary about not just politics, but political cover-
age. It has blasted traditional political coverage, publishing a column from Jay Rosen 
that simply declared that campaign reporting “sucks.” On social media, it has taken 
its political tilt to the left even more starkly, running, at least according to a group 
of researchers from Duke University, the third most liberal Twitter feed on the so-
cial media platform.

Although the site has carved out a somewhat unique space in the digital maga-
zine world, it’s a business that has struggled. The Salon Media Group public offer-
ing was, as Kinsey gleefully pointed out, a disaster. Financially, Salon has struggled 
since the day it launched. The company has tried several different pay models, in-
cluding a premium service. Early on it came up with an innovative option, telling 
readers they could look at an advertisement before being allowed to read the story 
OR sign up for an ad-free premium service. At its peak, the site could boast 100,000 
paying subscribers, but the number now hovers around 10,000. The company stock 
has not been north of $1 a share since 2008 and has sometimes plunged to 5 cents. 
Throughout its history, the site has experimented with business models. It purchased 
the online community “The WELL” in 1999 only to sell it to a group of long-time 
community members in 2012. It tried launching a blog platform called Open Sa-
lon in 2008, hoping to emulate the success of Huffington Post that launched as 
an aggregation of political blogs in 2005, only to watch the community slowly at-
rophy. It shuttered the entire thing in 2015.

The site continued to lose more than a million dollars a year and relies on oc-
casional cash injections from wealthy patrons. Despite the hand wringing and con-
tinued economic struggles, the site continues to be a source for news, some 14 years 
after AJR warned the whole enterprise could collapse tomorrow. It has been an im-
portant platform for reporters and advocacy journalists like Glenn Greenwald. The 
reporter who would break the National Security Agency’s widespread surveillance 
of Americans built a name for himself at Salon first. Other reporters like Andrew 
Leonard and Thomas Frank have carved out names for themselves, Leonard win-
ning a 2012 Online Journalism Award for best explanatory journalism.

Although the site has offices in Washington, D.C., and New York City, the head-
quarters remain in San Francisco, where the site started 20 years ago. This left 
coast base has kept much of its political commentary even sharper than the east 
coast-based reporters. For example, the site maintains an entire section on Obam-
acare, the controversial health care legislation championed by President Barack 
Obama. One article mixes its criticism of Republican threats to revoke the legisla-
tion with the media’s inability to accurately cover the story, writing, “The Afford-
able Care Act suffers from a condition that afflicts all controversial legislative 
achievements: its failures are closely scrutinized and widely covered, while its suc-
cesses go largely unnoticed. This imbalance is understandable in some ways—‘Law 
Functions as Planned’ isn’t as exciting a story as ‘Law Flops in Embarrassing Face-
plant Hah Hah Let’s All Point and Laugh’ ” (Maloy 2015). With its unique west coast 
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take on politics, ability to develop new voices of the left, and ability to defy the fi-
nancial predictions of imminent collapse (at least for now), Salon remains a unique, 
left-leaning member of the digital media and an active contributor to the liberal 
wing of social media.

See also: Daily Kos; Huffington Post; Liberal Blogosphere; Slate
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SINGLE-ISSUE POLITICS
As political parties have receded in power, struggling to hold together electoral co-
alitions and to rein in their own members, a fragmented and controversial political 
system has grown to fill the power vacuum. This system is built less on broad co-
alitions of fairly like-minded voters and politically active groups and more on an 
uneasy agreement between narrowly interested, but often well-funded or highly mo-
tivated, groups that make a single issue their primary purpose. This system of poli-
tics imbues more power to highly organized and active groups like those that oppose 
or support abortion rights or gun control. Often these single-issue groups raise 
money and lobby on their one topic, casting aside other issues that may have more 
impact but attract less attention. These groups and the individuals who support 
them usually are taking their stand on the issue based on strong moral beliefs, mak-
ing political compromise more difficult as such compromise is often viewed as 
political betrayal.

In American politics, single-issue movements began, for the most part, as startup 
political parties carved out an electoral foothold in a system dominated by two par-
ties. These single-issue groups initially developed outside of the other parties, or-
ganizing start-up parties of their own. The Anti-Masonic Party and the Free Soil 
Party are two such groups that formed in the mid-nineteenth century. The anti-
Masons made the influence of the secretive Freemasons’ societies their core raison 
d’être. For the Free Soilers, it was an effort to develop a political party that neither 
endorsed the continued spread of slavery nor embraced the divisive politics of the 
abolitionist movement who wanted the slave system ended. In both cases, these 
parties were short lived, their political issues absorbed into the major parties, but 
they also indicate that even in the era of far stronger parties there was a tendency 
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for political organizations to grow up around a specific issue. In the American sys-
tem these groups rarely existed as standalone or permanent new parties, but rather 
a movement that caught fire and attracted one of the existing major parties to em-
brace their issue in hopes of attracting their supporters’ electoral backing.

In recent years, fueled in part by the media and new technologies that allowed 
groups to organize without forming a formal political party, the stage was set to 
allow longer-lasting single-issue interest groups to form and thrive. Now able to 
attract supporters and financial backing, such groups are able to lobby candidates 
and elected officials to address the single issue that unifies them. These groups of-
ten rely on media attention and the emotional impact of their message to garner 
support and influence the political establishment. A straightforward example of this 
type of organization is MADD, Mothers Against Drunk Driving. The group grew 
out of one woman’s tragedy and her determination that her daughter’s death would 
not be in vain. On May 3, 1980, Clarence Busch struck and killed 13-year-old Carime 
Anne Lightner, or “Cari.” Her mother Candy, enraged that Busch would serve a very 
light sentence and then be free again, joined by other mothers who had lost their 
children to drunk drivers, formed Mothers Against Drunk Driving. The group be-
gan as a way to shame public officials and the drivers themselves into addressing 
the issue. With attention and donations spurred by a made-for-television movie 
about the Lightners, MADD used its new strength to lobby for a 21-year-old drink-
ing limit and a lower threshold for legally being considered intoxicated, advocat-
ing for strict federal and state policies and using the media to draw attention to the 
issue and the victims. Candy reflected later that Cari “was a remarkable child, and, 
thanks to the work of thousands of volunteers when MADD was grass roots, we 
saved thousands and now hundreds of thousands of lives. I know she would be 
proud” (We Save Lives).

MADD reflects many of the aspects that have marked the growth of single-issue 
advocacy groups: deeply held beliefs, deeply personal work, and a reliance on mass 
media to draw attention to the issue and pressure the political process to address 
it. What makes MADD unlike most other single-issue groups is the lack of an op-
posing point of view. There is no pro-drunk driving organization. Most single- 
issue groups have competing organizations seeking the exact opposite policies—a 
traditional example being the abortion debate.

The power of a single-issue group often comes down to whether the organiza-
tion has the ability to rally enough support to help a candidate or whether the is-
sue is so deeply felt that a sizable number of voters will cast their ballot based on 
the candidate’s position. For these single-issue voters it does not matter what other 
issues the candidate may hold that the voter agrees with; it all comes down to that 
one topic and what the candidate says about it. In 2012, Gallup surveyed voters 
and found about 17 percent of voters would support candidates for major office 
who share their own views on abortion. “Gallup finds slightly more pro-life voters 
than pro-choice voters saying they will vote only for a candidate who shares their 
views, 21% vs. 15%. That represents 9% and 7%, respectively, of all voters—a slight 
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pro-life tilt, albeit one that could potentially benefit pro-life Republican candidate 
Mitt Romney. Additionally, by 49% to 43%, pro-life voters are a bit more likely than 
pro-choice voters to say they will consider a candidate’s position on abortion as one 
of many important factors in arriving at their vote choice. That means pro-choice 
voters are more likely than pro-life voters to say abortion is not a major issue to 
them” (Saad 2012). Although pro-life voters are more likely to rigidly demand their 
candidate agree with their position on abortion, the survey indicated that voters 
on both sides make the political litmus test an important consideration in whether 
to back a candidate—regardless of party or other issue positions. The fear is that 
these deeply held beliefs and the political ramifications of being seen as soft in your 
support for the single-issue group’s positions could reach the point that political 
debates grind to a halt, crippled by the inability of interest-group-driven politicians 
to compromise on the issue.

Although many would argue this is more a hypothetical concern than a real one, 
others said the near-government shut down at the end of September 2015 was the 
result of single-issue politics run amok. That year, the continued function of the 
federal government was thrown into question after conservatives, headed by Texas 
senator and Republican presidential candidate Ted Cruz, threatened to block any 
continued funding of the federal government that included any support for Planned 
Parenthood. Planned Parenthood had become a hotspot in the abortion debate af-
ter anti-abortion activists recorded officials discussing the potential sale of aborted 
fetus tissue for research. The video fueled outrage at the organization and prompted 
pro-life politicians to argue that they would oppose any budget that included money 
for the group. Planned Parenthood, which has reported that about 3 percent of its 
services are actually abortions, receives some $350 million a year from government 
contracts and grants. None of that money is used for abortions—that is banned by 
federal law—but it does go to support women’s health care and most of that money 
comes from Medicaid to help lower income women. Following the release of the 
video, conservatives rallied against the group, with Congress holding hearings and 
Cruz pledging to fight any budget that included funding.

The question of whether this debate should lead to a closure of the federal gov-
ernment highlighted how one subsector of a party—the pro-life Republicans who 
believe that a government shutdown was better than any money going to Planned 
Parenthood—could dictate what Congress does. David Harsanyi of the conserva-
tive website the Federalist said, “Conservatives will start to question whether this 
iteration of the Republican Party is worth even having it if they can’t fight on an 
issue like this even with the threat of a shutdown . . .  That’s basically the only le-
verage they have and so I think they would blame the party. If it is worth it in the 
long run, I don’t know” (To the Point 2015). But the idea was that for voters who 
believe strongly in limiting or banning abortions taking a stand for this issue, even 
if it threatened the government itself, would be worth it to prove the seriousness of 
their beliefs. This form of politics, while troubling to many, also reflects what some 
would say is a success of the grassroots activists who make up the party over the 
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professional politicians who hold positions of authority in the government or the 
partisan apparatus.

In the end, the Republicans backed away from the threatened government shut-
down. But the incident and the ensuing political turmoil within the Republican 
Party about whether and how far it was willing to fight on principles has caused 
many to worry that single-issue politics could threaten the political stability of the 
American system. They worry that if compromise is made impossible by interest 
groups whose legitimacy and fundraising support is based on standing up unswerv-
ingly for a single issue, then the political system may be held hostage repeatedly by 
politicians beholden to those groups for financial and electoral support. Even back 
in 1978 members had worried that this special interest funding and lobbying was 
skewing the political process. That year Massachusetts senator Edward Kennedy 
said during a campaign finance debate, “Representative government on Capitol Hill 
is in the worst shape I have seen it,” adding, “The heart of the problem is that the 
Senate and the House are awash in a sea of special interest campaign contributions 
and special interest lobbying.”

And this is the other element of single-issue politics that worries observers in-
side and outside the Beltway. If politics becomes a battle of who feels more strongly 
about one divisive issue, then a vocal and organized minority may outweigh the be-
liefs of large swaths of the population. According to President Barack Obama, this 
is what has plagued the issue of gun control in the United States for decades. Obama 
sought to pass new gun control legislation following the murder of 20 young chil-
dren and six adults at a Connecticut elementary school in 2012. Despite the na-
tional horror that followed the shooting, no bill was passed by Congress. As 
additional mass shootings unfolded around the country, Obama would appear, call 
for people to help one another, and express increasing frustration at the political 
process that stymied any response. Following another shooting at an Oregon com-
munity college the president explained what the public needed to do if anything 
was going to change, telling people:

You have to make sure that anybody who you are voting for is on the right side of 
this issue. And if they’re not, even if they’re great on other stuff, for a couple of elec-
tion cycles you’ve got to vote against them, and let them know precisely why you’re 
voting against them. And you just have to, for a while, be a single-issue voter because 
that’s what is happening on the other side. And that’s going to take some time. I 
mean, the NRA has had a good start. They’ve been at this a long time, they’ve per-
fected what they do. You’ve got to give them credit—they’re very effective, because 
they don’t represent the majority of the American people but they know how to stir 
up fear; they know how to stir up their base; they know how to raise money; they 
know how to scare politicians; they know how to organize campaigns. And the 
American people are going to have to match them in their sense of urgency if we’re 
actually going to stop this. (Theen 2015)

Obama repeatedly cited surveys that noted that upwards of 93 percent of the 
American public supported the idea of background checks on all people attempting 
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to purchase guns, but that did not seem to be enough to convince Congress. That 
reality is one of the difficult aspects of single-issue politics. As blogger Kevin Drum 
noted at Mother Jones, the political debate about guns hinges often on not what 
people believe but how important they think it is, noting, “Most polls don’t tell us 
how deeply people feel. Sure, lots of Americans think that universal background 
checks are a good idea, but they don’t really care that much. In a recent Gallup poll 
of most important problems, gun control ranked 22nd, with only 2 percent rating 
it their most important issue. Needless to say, though, gun owners are opposed to 
background checks, and they care a lot” (Drum 2015). Not only do these voters 
care a lot, but as Obama noted, they are supported by one of the most influential 
and controversial single-issue groups in the United States: the National Rifle As-
sociation. The NRA, which boasts 5 million members, has itself evolved to meet 
the needs of its members. For many years the organization focused on gun safety 
and marksmanship training at a time when the vast majority of its members owned 
guns for hunting. As gun ownership shifted away from hunters and to those who 
own guns for protection, the organization also shifted to focusing on questions of 
gun control and limiting legislation on private gun ownership. The organization 
spent, according to the Center for Responsive Politics, some $6.8 million in lobby-
ing during 2013–2014 and another $28 million in outside spending on political 
contests. Gun control advocates have only been able to deploy a fraction of those 
totals and have never really approached the NRA in terms of active members.

This is the conundrum of single-issue groups: at what point does the interest of 
a minority of voters who believe strongly in one issue override the feelings of the 
majority of Americans who disagree, but do feel less passionately? The gun control 
debate, for most observers, is an example where a single-issue group has come to 
so dominate one policy question that even though the Pew Research Center reports 
73 percent of the NRA’ s own members would support background checks for gun 
purchases, the organization’s effective lobbying has thus far made it impossible for 
Congress to act. President Obama, frustrated by the what he saw as the inability of 
Congress to stand up to the pressure of this one single-issue group, finally proposed 
an executive order from the White House that required universal background checks 
for all gun purchases.

It is perhaps not surprising then that this fear, that politics would no longer rep-
resent the amorphous “people” but the more tangible and organized special inter-
ests, has been a refrain in political reform fights going back as far as the founding 
of the republic. Still there are those political scientists who argue the single-issue 
politics critique is off point and misses what these groups bring to the process. For 
example, MADD helped redefine the acceptance of drinking and driving, turning 
it from something generally tolerated and rarely punished severely to a major crime 
that can lead to lengthy prison sentences. Experts argue that groups like MADD 
and even the more controversial National Rifle Association play an important part 
to the political process, giving active individuals an avenue to effect policy and shape 
public debate. As one researcher put it, “While it would be foolish to understate 
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the dilemmas policymakers face when the nation, as represented by issue groups, 
is divided on questions such as the place of women, the control of violence, or the 
proliferation of nuclear armaments, it is a mistake to malign citizen organizations. 
Their goal is to make the nation more democratic, to entice more people into re-
sponsible citizenship, to foster public discussion about the principles that guide 
us, and to ensure that the compromises that necessarily occur are based on broad 
understandings of the common good” (Tesh 1984).

This reality of single-issue groups should not be overlooked. In a political system 
often focused on maintaining the status quo and protecting the electoral interests of 
those already in office, single-issue groups are sometimes agents of political change 
that come from the ground up. They are less beholden to political parties and indi-
viduals and can advocate for change using mass media as well as political lobbying. 
In an era where political parties lack the ideological strength to maintain political 
discipline, these groups, for good or ill, sometimes wield it from the outside.

See also: Grassroots Campaigns; Political Parties
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60 MINUTES
60 Minutes is CBS’s premier newsmagazine show. With its scheduled broadcast fol-
lowing football on Sundays, the program for decades was one of the most popular 
shows on television. Its popularity spawned dozens of imitators on CBS and other 
networks, and its hard-hitting style and wild profitability helped shift the expecta-
tion of how news programs should look like on TV. Also, with a viewership unlike 
any other news venue, the program has been the go-to outlet for politicians look-
ing to deal with scandal or raise their profile.
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The program premiered on September 24, 1968, with what would become a fa-
miliar sound, the ticking of a stopwatch. On its debut program, co-host Harry Rea-
soner, who had held many positions within CBS, declared it a “kind of a magazine 
for television.” The program mixed taped segments, commentaries, and erudite 
discussions, hosted by Reasoner and fiery correspondent Mike Wallace. Initially 60 
Minutes drew a modest audience as it bounced around time slots. Finally in 1971 
it found its home at 6 p.m. on Sundays and moved to an hour later in 1975, where 
it still sits. That Sunday evening slot helped propel the program to the top five by 
the next year and by 1978, 60 Minutes was the most popular program on televi-
sion. Around the same time as the program first moved to Sunday, Reasoner left 
CBS and “the complexion of the broadcast soon changed as it began to reflect Wal-
lace’s more muscular style. It became harder in tone, more investigative in subject 
matter” (Gates 1978).

The program, created by longtime CBS News producer Don Hewitt, would be-
come part current events variety show and part hard-hitting investigative series. It 
created a new style of television news journalism where the correspondent and their 
search for the truth became the storytelling technique. Fronted by original co-host 
Mike Wallace, these pieces often featured 60 Minutes reporters chasing reluctant in-
terviewees from their workplace, camera blazing and Wallace demanding answers. 
The audience loved the technique, but some of those who helped found CBS News 
were worried about what the program was becoming. By 1983, former CBS News 
president and fabled Edward R. Murrow producer Fred Friendly worried publically, 
“You can’t think of audience first and substance second. 60 Minutes has become a 
caricature of itself, the avenging angels who swoop in wherever there is trouble, 
wave their mighty electronic cape, slay the dragon, and leave in time for the next 
commercial. They’re trapped in that form” (Schwartz 1983). Others worried the 
new form of journalism that the program encouraged focused on making the re-
porter, rather than the story, the star. The correspondents for the show would be-
come some of the best paid and most praised reporters in the business and the 
celebrity correspondent became more a fixture of television news.

Despite the concerns that Friendly and others have expressed over the style of 
the newsmagazine, Hewitt and others always had a good response. But it works on 
TV. More than that, it works for advertisers on TV. The economic force of 60 Min-
utes was hard to overstate. In 2001, Hewitt said the program made CBS a profit of 
$1 million an episode. And that fact was critical to the program that showed up on 
the air each week, he said, telling C-SPAN, “It was the most profitable broadcast in 
the history of television . . .  And so the luxury—what you get from that is they leave 
you alone, and nobody messes with you. And you become a 900-pound gorilla be-
cause you make a lot of money. And I must say, they do leave us alone” (Lamb 2001).

But the profitability also provoked another understandable reaction. CBS exec-
utives sought to recreate the magic of the program and network competitors ABC 
and NBC tried to copy the program’s success, giving birth to a series of newsmaga-
zines, from Dateline on NBC, to 20/20 and Primetime Live on ABC, to 48 Hours and 
60 Minutes II on CBS. Many of these programs returned a sizable profit but none 
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could ever eclipse the original in terms of audience and profitability. Hewitt him-
self answered his critics like Friendly and others by telling them they needed to 
face the reality of television—“It was never entirely about journalism even in the 
good old days. William S. Paley of CBS, David Sarnoff of NBC, and Leonard Gold-
enson of ABC were businessmen, and the companies they headed were then and 
are today profit-making enterprises. The difference between then and now is that 
they were obliged to give something back in exchange for their use of the public 
airwaves. That was what the Federal Communications Commission demanded. So 
if news was a loss leader, that was the price of doing business. 60 Minutes ended 
that” (Hewitt 2002). Hewitt’s ability to embrace the entertainment and business sides 
of the business in a much more aggressive way than Murrow and Friendly had in 
the 1950s helped cement the program’s success within the network.

This economic strength was built on the size of the 60 Minutes audience, which 
was unparalleled in television news. The program topped the ratings chart for years, 
drawing 20 million or more viewers in its treasured Sunday night slot. This audi-
ence made the program a powerful force in campaign news coverage. The outlet 
became a primary venue for politicians seeking to reach the largest possible audi-
ence. Even though the show was known for its combative investigations, the pro-
gram also would do lengthy, although edited, interviews where the correspondent 
sat down only with the politician. This created a safer environment since the pro-
gram would not then interview other sources for the piece. One example of this 
role came in 1992 when Bill Clinton, battling a potentially fatal flurry of stories 
about a possible affair with former Arkansas model and actress Gennifer Flowers, 
appeared one Sunday with his wife to answer questions, offering this famous ex-
change with 60 Minutes correspondent Steve Kroft:

Kroft: You’ve been saying all week that you’ve got to put this issue behind you. Are you 
prepared tonight to say that you’ve never had an extramarital affair?

Bill Clinton: I’m not prepared tonight to say that any married couple should ever dis-
cuss that with anyone but themselves. I’m not prepared to say that about anybody. 
I think that the . . . .  

Kroft: . . .  That’s what you’ve been saying essentially for the last couple of months.
Bill Clinton: . . .  You go back and listen to what I’ve said. You know, I have acknowledged 

wrongdoing. I have acknowledged causing pain in my marriage. I have said things to 
you tonight and to the American people from the beginning that no American politi-
cian ever has.

Clinton is but one of the many politicians who have appeared on the program, 
and the correspondents’ reports have fueled political debate on issues both foreign 
and domestic. Although the program no longer draws the numbers it did as view-
ership of news continues to fragment across cable channels and the Internet, the 
program remains the top-rated news show on television, bringing in an average 12.2 
million viewers a week, more than double the next newsmagazine and 3 million 
more than the nightly network news.

See also: Broadcast Television News; CBS News; Face the Nation; Murrow, Edward
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SLATE
Michael Kinsley was a journalist at the top of his game. As editor of the New Repub-
lic starting in 1979, he had guided the magazine to be one of the most respected 
left-leaning periodicals in the country. His column, TRB, had also established him 
as one of the most reputable liberal thinkers on politics. By 1989 he had joined the 
popular CNN political talk show Crossfire.

Then he did something in 1995 no one would have expected. He quit all of it to 
start a new online publication funded by Microsoft called “Slate.”

The new magazine, based in Seattle, would offer online readers an original pub-
lication that would mirror some of the liberal-leanings and contrarian attitude that 
Kinsley brought to the New Republic. It was a unorthodox approach to bring to the 
web, at this point so focused on snark and brevity, a more linear and traditional 
voice. But as Ken Auletta described in 1996, “Kinsley is an unabashed elitist, dis-
missive of the tell-me-what-you-think Zeitgeist of the Web. He does not apologize: 
‘I’m too old to go whoring after twenty-somethings.’ Later, he adds, ‘I’m operating 
on the assumption that you can give people a meal’ ” (Auletta 1996).

To hear journalists and even Kinsley discuss the online magazine, the focus was 
as much on the finances of online-only publication as creating a new voice or plat-
form for political and other forms of reporting. But this experiment was important 
in testing whether independent journalism could sustain itself in this new medium. 
Looking back a decade later it was this conceptual test that Kinsley said drove much 
of his work. Despite having the backing of technology giant Microsoft, Kinsley 
stressed that “for a publication, like an individual, financial independence brings 
intellectual independence. The technical term for this, I believe, is “f***youability” 
(FUA) . . .  The theory that Slate set out to prove was that the Internet made FUA 
more widely available. From the beginning, the economics of publishing on the 
Internet—no paper, no printing, no postage—were more important to us than the 
hyperlinks and the multimedia. In a way, though, we got this point wrong. Slate is 
sleek compared with equivalent paper magazines, but we are a galumphing con-
traption compared with blogs and wikis and instant messaging and other Internet 
innovations” (Kinsley 2006).

But many of those innovations have created a new wave of political reporting 
and commentary that has been a hallmark of Slate. Perhaps none were more im-
portant than the “Gabfest” podcasts. The initial podcast, launched in 2003, was 
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focused on politics. To hear one of the producers describe its development, it was 
really about creating a political talkshow that felt more genuine. NPR veteran and 
new podcast producer Andy Bowers remembers, “I would listen to our Slate edito-
rial conference calls, where people just love to throw out ideas and debate them 
and argue about them, and they were really funny and fun and insightful . . .  I 
thought, you know, if I could just capture this in a podcast, I think people would 
[find it] really interesting. It would be like the discussion the political reporters have 
at the bar” (Phelps 2012). That podcast, coupled with others on books, culture, and 
sports, attracts some 2 million downloads a month, creating another major way in 
which the magazine both attracts revenue and affects the dialogue.

The Slate model has been successful enough for its producers, the Slate Media 
Group, to launch a companion service in France in 2009. The producers argued, 
“If it works in France, it will absolutely be a very powerful argument to try in other 
international territories . . .  if it becomes financially self-supporting and sustainable 
and supports high-quality web journalism” (Andrews 2009). It is currently a model 
that has gone through several iterations, and weathered the departure of Kinsley 
and many of the other founding editors, and still survives.

Underlying its political reporting and business model is a focus on analytics, that 
is the measuring of what people read or download. The corporate hierarchy of Slate 
has, at times, relied on Microsoft’s support to get it through difficult years and so 
Kinsley’s FUA remains an elusive beast, but its publishers feel its latest focus on 
what it calls “evidence”-based editorial decisions will help ensure its economic in-
dependence. To do that, “Slate’s latest incarnation is as a data-driven social-media 
beast. The site thinks it can use viral wizardry to spray smart writing around the 
internet and, at the same time, finally earn a profit from being perspicuous. The 
money question has become pressing because Slate, despite its years as a high-brow 
conversation starter, has yet to show it can survive without the largesse of a corpo-
rate mothership” (Roberts 2013). This focus on data-driven decisions has worried 
some that see it as a ticket to creating low-news features that aim to garner social 
media traffic, but Slate argues it doesn’t have to be that.

The site aims to attract an educated, usually liberal elite—the kind Kinsley him-
self sought to draw some 20 years ago—and that has led to the creation of features 
that draw repeated visitors. With special features on science and a still-heavy focus 
on political debates playing out in Washington and in state capitals around the coun-
try, the site works to attract continued sponsorship even as it delivers far more 
readers than most other high-brow media outlets online.
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SOCIAL MEDIA AND POLITICS
Social media, with its easy content creation and distribution and ability to catch 
viral fire, has had a profound impact on almost every aspect of modern politics. As 
a source of information (and misinformation), a tool to rally support, and a dan-
gerously decentralized medium, social media and especially social networks like 
Facebook and Twitter have become major platforms for those seeking political sup-
port and governmental change. The tools themselves, while largely apolitical, are 
used both by activists outside the political mainstream and by the institutions that 
make up the mainstream and empower those with political authority. The tools have 
also made it easier for individuals to express their opinions on political issues, but 
have created a public space where some feel inhibited from posting their views for 
fear of online or real world backlash.

It is important to understand what social media is, to fully comprehend the 
breadth of the changes this form of media has had on politics and journalism. So-
cial media should be understood as any media built to be shared across the Inter-
net. This includes blogging as well as the social networking tools like Facebook, 
LinkedIn, and Twitter. Often social media is used as shorthand for the social net-
works, but is actually a broader form of communication and also a bit older. Blogs 
date back to the late 1990s and served as the first major disruptor of the Internet 
age. Up until the time that publishing platforms became easier to use, producing 
content for the World Wide Web, while cheaper than any other form of produc-
tion, still required a level of technical understanding and competency to achieve. 
Blogging simplified the production of web content and allowed anyone able to or-
der a book from Amazon to become a publisher. This reality represented the most 
significant shift in the power to publish information since the creation of the print-
ing press. Although blogging required Internet connectivity, a fact that limited the 
number of people who could participate, it allowed hundreds of thousands of people 
to begin publishing information that others could consume, comment on, and 
later share with the social networks.

With the advent of social networks like MySpace and later Facebook and Twit-
ter in the mid-2000s, the publishing power of blogging became more connected 
with people’s networks of friends, colleagues, and families, allowing people to eas-
ily share snippets of thoughts, photos, links to web content, and other material. 
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The result was a new networked media that people not only consumed, but pro-
duced content for. Experts and social scientists struggle to find analogies to convey 
how profound a shift from the mass media world this truly represented, but one 
analysis described the new social media platform as “not only instant and trans-
spatial but multilateral, including many participants and connecting many differ-
ent activist groups. Not since the institutionalization of the U.S. Postal Service have 
we seen a communication development in society that can give power to individu-
als like this” (McCaughey and Ayers 2003).

This decentralization of both content production and information distribution 
has affected both campaigns and the news media from the earliest incarnations of 
social content. Many early blogs focused on political issues, often giving voice to 
partisan views not fully embraced by the editorial gatekeepers of traditional media 
outlets. As social networks evolved, people often shared political content across their 
networks, posting articles, commenting on political figures, and liking candidate 
pages on Facebook or following campaigns on Twitter. The effect social media had 
on all of this communication can be broken down into essentially three core changes: 
It allowed campaigns and political figures to push communications directly to the 
public and supporters without the media. It also allowed the candidates, policy 
makers and the media to gather input and garner nearly instant reactions from the 
connected public. Finally, it empowered interested members of the public to share 
their own views with one another directly.

Blogs began affecting politics from a very early age. By 2001 Josh Marshall had 
launched Talking Points Memo. The next year, when former senate Majority Leader 
Trent Lott spoke at the 100th birthday party of South Carolina senator Strom Thur-
mond and appeared to endorse his segregationist policies of the 1940s, Marshall 
had a platform to speak out on an issue he felt the mainstream press was missing. 
He later told PBS’s Frontline, “When you unpacked what Trent Lott said, it was re-
ally egregious. It was terrible . . .  In the way that the news media works, a story 
really has a 24-hour audition, that it makes its case whether it’s going to catch fire 
and whether it’s going to become a real story. And that story failed its 24-hour 
 audition . . .  I think in a pre-blog world that would have been the end of it. But my 
blog and others picked up the story and basically started making the case for it, 
that it was a lot more important than the rest of the news media had thought” (Front-
line 2007). Liberal blogs lit up, citing Marshall’s posts and keeping the story alive. 
The mainstream press soon picked up the story and Lott was forced to resign over 
the comments. The incident highlighted the new role that individual writers could 
play in driving the political narrative and in questioning the decisions by the main-
stream media.

But social media also became a tool for more than just political commentators. The 
ability to easily gather and publish information without having to go through the 
traditional media created a new avenue for political organizations and campaigns to 
target their opponents. By 2004 and 2006, campaigns began sending out volunteers 
and hiring young people to serve as trackers. These campaign workers would 
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document everything an opponent said or did, snapping photos, capturing videos, 
and sending the material back to campaign HQs. This may seem inconsequential, 
but in 2006 the power of full time tracking blew up in the hotly contested U.S. 
Senate race in Virginia. That year Republican senator George Allen pointed to a 
volunteer for Democrat Jim Webb, telling a crowd, “This fellow here, over here with 
the yellow shirt, Macaca, or whatever his name is. He’s with my opponent. He’s fol-
lowing us around everywhere. And it’s just great,” later adding, “Let’s give a wel-
come to Macaca, here. Welcome to America and the real world of Virginia” (Craig 
and Shear 2006). Macaca is a derisive term for African immigrants and the volun-
teer was an Indian American. He was also armed with a camera, capturing Allen’s 
comments and propelling the story onto social media. The video, uploaded to You-
Tube, soon was airing on cable channels and fueled a public outcry over the can-
didate’s comments. Allen later apologized, but the incident forced the campaign 
off message and onto the defensive for weeks. Webb would end up beating Allen 
in a close contest, and trackers became a permanent fixture of major campaigns. 
Every public moment of a candidate’s life is now likely captured and can be turned 
into social media or traditional advertising within hours.

New media like Facebook and Twitter also empower the individual to partici-
pate in politics as never before. Individuals can produce and share political com-
mentary, share links to articles about current public issues, and affiliate with causes 
and candidates publically. Social media has become a new sort of yard sign, a pub-
lic way to express support for an idea or individual. Much like the commercial 
world, this publicity from an individual has become a sort of Holy Grail for politi-
cal marketers who know having a friend or respected colleague express support 
for something has much more power than a commercial. The concept is sometimes 
called “citizen advertising” and, according to marketing experts who have studied it:

[Citizen advertising] can appear on video-sharing sites like YouTube, and links to 
them may be embedded in blogs or on social-networking sites. Their distribution 
grows virally . . .  Consumers of organic citizen ads are influenced by the credibility 
and authenticity that accompanies communication that is not sponsored by a com-
mercial entity but is offered for consideration from one consumer to another. (Tuten 
2008)

This concept has bled into modern campaigns, who now aim to craft messages that 
don’t just resonate with individuals, but spur them to share those ideas with their 
network of friends. Even beyond campaigns, elected officials have embraced the 
idea to build and maintain the public’s opinion of the political figure. Minnesota’s 
governor, for example, has taken to creating entries on Buzzfeed, the popular web-
site known for its listicles (articles that are essentially just one person’s opinion) 
and their social media share-ability. Governor Mark Dayton has made these lists a 
part-humorous, part-Minnesota pride, part-political communication platform, pro-
ducing a list of “26 More Reasons to Love Minnesota” that included the governor 
signing the bill to legalize same-sex marriage in 2013, and “9 Thoughts That Go 
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through Your Mind at the Minnesota State Fair” that ended with a call for volun-
teers for the governor’s re-election campaign. The Dayton campaign used these posts 
to reach not only supporters but those who would not traditionally follow the Dem-
ocratic governor of Minnesota.

For all the power of social media to help politicians shape their connection with 
the public and make direct appeals for support and donations, social media has 
also been a perilous platform that has helped ruin several high profile politicians 
who were caught because of their use of social media. Candidates like Donald 
Trump, who made a media career by being abrasive and outlandish, could face in-
tense questioning over what they had tweeted out or posted to Facebook. And 
other times politicians have been caught using social media for sexually inappro-
priate behavior, like former congressman Anthony Weiner who was forced to re-
sign his leadership position and seat because of sexually graphic tweets that became 
public.

Underlying all of these stories and trends is a fundamental shift in politics from 
a more controlled top-down domination of public discussion by campaigns, to a 
more decentralized reality where individuals in the public can operate, organize, 
and communicate independently. Many early advocates for the Internet hoped to 
see social media become a sort of electronic town hall where issues could be publi-
cally debated and consensus found between those who govern and the governed. 
The hope was that this digital meeting house could help shape policy at the local, 
state, and national level. Many candidates have espoused belief in this idea of a more 
participatory system, but as the technology has changed and more and more peo-
ple have come to use the system to try and shape public opinion, the potential of 
social media to be a place of political discussion and consensus-finding has remained 
unfulfilled. One examination of the proclamations of then-candidate Barack Obama 
and the actions of President Obama found that the actions of leaders rarely live up 
to the empowered individuals candidates claim to want. They wrote, “[W]e con-
tinue to see social media as a mirage insofar as they can be used to have the wishes 
and ideas of the general public play into the macro-level decisions and choices of 
policy-makers. The mirage has an appealing, refreshing, even energizing image; hov-
ering as it does on the horizon, it seems real and reachable. But even as we press 
our way toward it . . .  it eludes us, and remains as far away as when we started” 
(Katz, Barris, and Jain 2013).

This illusion of the power social media could possess has been undercut, often-
times, by its very decentralized nature. Social media does little to bring those of 
differing views together, but rather allows them often talk only with one another. 
By reducing the role of gatekeepers and allowing individuals to filter their own 
sources of information through choosing whom to follow or friend, political parti-
sanship has actually been partially fueled by this technology. Now groups can self-
segregate around ideas, developing blogs and Twitter feeds that support certain 
views on controversial issues. This makes the establishing of basic facts even more 
difficult. For example, for years a group of conspiracy theorists have contended that 
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President Barack Obama was not born in the United States and should, therefore, 
be disqualified to serve as commander-in-chief. Any factual examination of the 
record has found that Obama was born in Hawaii, as he claims, but still a solid 
social media-driven campaign rejects these facts and continues to fuel the myth. In 
a traditional mass media world, very few news outlets would report such a claim 
and the solid drumbeat of reporting would make it a rumor that only existed on 
the very fringes of society. In a social media age, this fringe can organize around the 
idea, build supporters, and communicate with them directly. As one liberal activist 
concluded, “[S]ocial media, like all media before them, can be used by institutions 
as well as individuals, and either for good or for ill, to transmit lies or truth and to 
promote or constrain liberty” (O’Connor 2012). These tools are powerful, but are 
also open to the manipulation and misinformation that any media can create and 
those potentials for misuse increase as the ease of using them improves.

And the other fact is that they are now firmly engrained in the political process 
for many people. A survey in 2012 found that some 66 percent of those people 
who used social networking sites participated in civic activities through those ac-
counts. The survey from the Pew Research Center found that “younger users are 
more likely to post their own thoughts about issues, post links to political mate-
rial, encourage others to take political action, belong to a political group on a so-
cial networking site, follow elected officials on social media, and like or promote 
political material others have posted” (Raine 2012). This means that younger 
Americans are more likely to be the citizen advertisers mentioned early and 
means as this group becomes older, their perception of political involvement and 
their willingness to express their political views online could continue to shape 
campaigns.

This reality worries some who say that it is important to remember that the tools 
that drive social media are themselves not devoid of politics. These thinkers worry 
that as the push to decentralize politics picks up more steam, the potential for abuse 
increases as well. Social media received much of the credit for helping fuel a series 
of uprisings against authoritarian regimes in the Middle East in 2010 and 2011, 
but others argue that it is as much a tool of repression as it is a weapon of freedom. 
Those uprisings led in some cases to political reforms, but in others to now-endemic 
violence in much of the region, fueled by the rise of groups like ISIS that use social 
media to communicate and coordinate. Evgeny Morozov is a Belarusian who won-
ders if people who see these tools as great emancipators are putting too much faith 
in a flawed instrument, writing, “Internet-centrists like to answer every question 
about democratic change by first reframing it in terms of the Internet rather than the 
context in which that change is to occur. They are often completely oblivious to 
the highly political nature of technology, especially the Internet, and like to come 
up with strategies that assume that the logic of the Internet . . .  will shape every 
environment that it penetrates rather than vice versa” (Morozov 2011).

But as much as Morozov and others worry about the agenda of the tools them-
selves and others worry about the polarization the tools may enable, the tenor and 
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volume of the debate itself is perhaps the best indicator of the degree to which these 
tools are now shaping the discussion and much of people’s understanding of mod-
ern politics in the United States.

See also: Internet Advertising; Political Polarization and the Media; Post-Truth 
Politics
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SOUND-BITE POLITICS
As television, particularly commercial television, came to dominate how people 
were exposed to politics, political thinkers and some within the media grew con-
cerned that television’s tendency to simplify complex debates into two-sided argu-
ments could be damaging to the American system. Experts worried that television’s 
need to focus on the personal story and its increasingly brief storytelling format 
would make it harder for the public to find a middle ground on multifaceted is-
sues. This concern came to be symbolized by the debate over the dreaded sound 
bite.

Sound bites, as a term, emerged in the 1980s as a way to describe that perfect 
quote that was short, pithy, or provocative and summed up one side of an argu-
ment. The single line that would capture the point of a speech or the key elements 
of the argument became the focus of politicians and speechwriters. These profes-
sionals knew that television networks would often grab the same quote because it 
was, in many ways, served up with them in mind, accompanied with the appropri-
ate backdrop during a speech or delivered by a surrogate or adviser in a series of 
interviews. The phrase would be repeated over and over again in different inter-
views to ensure the consistency of the message. The result was stories that often 
echoed the core argument that the campaign aimed to make. But experts argue that 
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the television media’s inability to embrace complex discussion allows politicians to 
oversimplify political debates into yes/no questions. Is abortion murder? Should 
we militarize the border? Is the war on terrorism being fought correctly? Writing 
about her frustration of the tone and tenor of the 2012 election, the first in which 
she would be able to vote, Danielle Fong vented in the Columbia Review of Politics, 
“Politics always has had mudslinging and distracting sound bites, but in this elec-
tion we are faced with two competing visions for the American government to bring 
the country out of its economic recession. We know the choices boil down to al-
location of taxes and spending, but how either side wants to tackle these and actu-
ally achieve the bipartisan goal of deficit reduction is a mystery and certainly not 
one solved by ‘gotcha’ sound bites” (Fong 2012). Fong’s critique is the common 
refrain of frustration that candidates have overly simplified the issues at stake in 
the election and that this simplification is a product of the focus on making a po-
litical argument that will resonate on television.

Television swept past other media as the primary way in which people receive 
their news in the post–World War II period, quickly consolidating its importance 
as the premier medium for politics. By the 1960s, it was assumed that campaigns 
would begin factoring into their operations television advertising. This pushed cam-
paigns to adopt television friendly slogans and jingles, replacing the campaign 
buttons that for decades had captured the slogan of the campaign. TV advertising 
quickly became the largest line-item in most candidate budgets. And even in the 
Internet age television still retains much of its power. A summer 2015 assessment 
from the Pew Research Center found that 60 percent of baby boomers still rely on 
local television for their election news. The number slips to about 50 percent for 
Generation X and down to 37 percent for so-called Millennials. Still, with the baby 
boomers making the largest voting group, the role of television remains fairly en-
trenched in the political process.

It is important to note that when people discuss television and its power in the 
political process, they usually mean local broadcast television. Cable news networks 
make a mark, true, but the structure of local television news contributes enormously 
to the power of the sound bite. Another Pew report noted that as of 2012 the aver-
age length of a local television news report sat at 41 seconds. At that length, there 
is little room for lengthy discussion, so the importance of the quote increased. It 
became a quest for a single bit of audio that captured not just the policy but the 
drama of the story. It is that quest for a source to supply both that also fuels prob-
lems with local news coverage. As one political scientist noted, “Often, the sound 
bite which makes it to the air is not the comment that best summarizes the speaker’s 
position, but the one which captures the most emotional, dramatic, or controversial 
remarks . . .  as a result of such tendencies, colorful and charismatic politicians often 
come to be covered more extensively—and taken more seriously by the public—
than their election chances warrant” (Kaniss 1991).

Nearly all academics who have studied the media and politics will at some point 
take a shot at television as one of the things wrong with the American system. In their 
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analyses, television does not operate by appealing to the intellect, but by banking on 
emotion. One lengthy examination of what the sound bite-obsession had done to 
the American political mind noted, “Television, in nearly all its forms and func-
tions, and for both economic and structural reasons, acts as a simplifying lens, fil-
tering out complex ideas in favor of blunt emotional messages that appeal to the 
self and to narrower moral-political impulses” (Scheuer 1999). Jeffrey Scheuer goes 
on to argue that this narrowing of the political world to more basic dichotomies is, 
itself, biased towards political conservativism, which he says is a politically less com-
plex philosophy. While not tackling the validity of the simplicity of conservative 
ideas compared to liberalism, the underlying reality that television simplifies the 
political debate is one scholars across the spectrum generally adhere to.

As negative as those assessments are of the sound bite trend, the news gets only 
worse when one considers how the quote itself has changed. According to re-
search—basically political scientists clocking with a stop watch how long televi-
sion news programs allow a politician to talk—news organizations have contracted 
from lengthy, uninterrupted quotes to dizzyingly quick bursts of sound bites. One 
piece of research found in 1968 CBS News produced a segment on Vice President 
Hubert Humphrey and Republican Richard Nixon that used five quotations from 
the candidates with an average length of 60 seconds each. The same researcher 
found that in 1992 a segment on the presidential campaign included 10 sound bites 
of the candidates that averaged 8.5 seconds.

But it is also something that television producers have experimented with ways 
to combat. Criticism of the shallowness of political reporting has caused reporters 
to periodically reconsider the way they do their jobs. For example, in 1992 CBS 
News, the home of Edward R. Murrow and Walter Cronkite, took a stand. That 
year CBS said it would not use any sound bite that was less than 30 seconds. It 
failed and nine years later a columnist would write in the Boston Globe, “Whether 
running for president of the United States or for city council, politicians can count 
on seeing their words broken into ever smaller and more fragmentary bits. You 
might debate whom to blame—asked about nine-second sound bites, one TV ex-
ecutive replied, ‘the politicians started it’—but you can’t dispute the trend. In re-
cent presidential elections, the average TV sound bite has dropped to a tick under 
eight seconds. A shorter, dumber, and shriller political discourse, it seems, has be-
come another hazard of modern life” (Fehrman 2011).

But more than just a hazard of political life, the reducing of political issues to 
nine-second chunks is partly a result of careful planning by campaigns to take ad-
vantage of television journalists’ need to find the sound bite that captures the story. 
Candidates and consultants quickly came to understand that developing the per-
fect sound bite and placing it in the right setting could almost guarantee media cov-
erage. Any assessment of the sound bite cannot solely blame the press, as the 
development of sound bites and the strategy of who will deliver them to the media 
is a significant part of the daily political communications strategy. Campaigns will 
develop provocative, funny, and very much canned one-liners they feel will earn 
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them media coverage. Some candidates who lack significant resources may rely on 
extremely provocative quotes in the hope of winning “free media”—the campaign 
term for news coverage or television appearances they do not have to pay for.

But it is not just broke candidates who can use the sound bite focus to win a lot 
of media attention. The king of this in recent elections may be real estate mogul 
and reality television star Donald Trump who every couple days during the 2016 
campaign would end up in the nightly news with quotes like his description of 
former GOP nominee and Vietnam War hero John McCain—“He’s not a war hero. 
He was a war hero because he was captured. I like people who weren’t captured.” 
Or his description of the immigration crisis—“When Mexico sends its people, 
they’re not sending the best. They’re sending people that have lots of problems 
and they’re bringing those problems. They’re bringing drugs, they’re bringing crime. 
They’re rapists and some, I assume, are good people, but I speak to border guards and 
they’re telling us what we’re getting.” Those outspoken comments garnered enormous 
media attention and were played again and again by local, national, and cable tele-
vision. Despite the anger they provoked from many, the attention and the publicity 
helped keep Trump atop polls and aided in his capturing the Republican nomination.

But even a candidate’s ability to get their sound bite picked up by the press is 
only a partial success. Candidates and political consultants have often groused about 
the story the journalists construct around the campaign’s canned sound bite, with 
one campaign handbook complaining, “In addition to shortening the time for a can-
didate to speak, the news media also focus little of their coverage on real or sub-
stantive public issues, preferring instead to fill news time with discussions of 
campaign strategy, analyzing the campaign as a ‘horserace.’ Breaking through the 
wall of journalistic narcissism that focuses more on what journalists think than on 
what the candidates say and casting campaign news in a continuously negative light 
presents modern campaigns with difficult challenges” ( Johnson 2010). Of course, 
it probably goes without saying that should the media cover substantive issues of 
the campaign in a way that does not align with the campaign’s interest, they would 
probably express frustration with that as well.

The power of the sound bite is directly related to the power of television as the 
dominant political medium and as was noted earlier, a change appears in the works. 
Millennials—those born in the 1980s and 1990s—increasingly turn to Facebook 
and Twitter for their political news and with that shift to a new medium there could 
be a shift in the depth and complexity of news. The Internet is now the home of 
sites like the New York Times’ Upshot and Vox that market themselves as explaining 
the context of the “bigger story.” This medium can allow voters to explore lengthy 
white papers, watch full-length issue documentaries, and seek independent sources. 
All of this is true, just like television is home to hour-long documentaries about 
presidential candidates and lengthy policy discussions on the PBS NewsHour. But 
like the sound bite of television, the current currency of political communica-
tion is the tweet. Twitter, with its 140-character burst of communication, takes 
almost all of the concepts and problems of the sound bite and updates them for 
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the twenty-first century by moving them from the TV to the iPhone or Android. 
Consider this online piece of advice about how to think about a tweet:

Let’s dissect a tweet.
It’s a very short statement.
It takes less than five seconds to read.
It’s authenticated, so it’s likely to come directly from the source.

Sounds a little like a sound bite, doesn’t it? Sure, that last one could be faked or 
given by an intern or PR person, but that’s the same as a lot of public statements. 
They’re written by publicists and access is carefully planned. (Moneta 2010)

Like the much-maligned sound bite, tweets from candidates are often heavily 
strategized and coordinated by the campaign communications team. These profes-
sionals will consider everything from how best to phrase a tweet to what hashtags 
to use. In fact, politicians who do not embrace the heavily structured and vetted 
use of Twitter become news unto themselves. For example, Republican senator 
Chuck Grassley became a sort of cult figure for his clearly uncoordinated tweets 
that ranged from: “Fred and I hit a deer on hiway 136 south of Dyersville. After I 
pulled fender rubbing on tire we continued to farm. Assume deer dead” to “Just 
turned to history channel. No history. I used to get history. Why do we h v such a 
channel when it doesnt do history.” Grassley said he took to the social media as a 
way to bypass the media which he accuses of being liberal. But those who follow-
ing his wandering Twitter feed found his use something to marvel at. Yahoo News’s 
Virginia Heffernan described it as, “Grassley has been zealously tweeting for a full 
four and a half years, employing a reckless but not uncongenial style, like a com-
petent fiddler who late in life takes up the hurdy-gurdy . . .  Twitter just speaks to 
some people. They get religion and learn it as they go” (Heffernan 2012). What 
makes Grassley’s feed so unique is it does not read like a series of carefully planned 
sound bites, which is how the vast majority of politicians and campaigns approach 
social media; instead it sounds like the senator talking off the cuff.

Twitter and other social media have added a new tension to the old sound bite 
argument. In particular, Twitter still limits the depth of content that can be con-
veyed in any single tweet, but the social media outlet also presents political actors 
with the ability to break out of the highly scripted world of television-driven sound 
bite campaigning. But for all that freedom, few candidates choose to embrace it as 
such. To move beyond the carefully vetted and considered quip or one-liner is to 
risk making a damaging and continuously retweeted mistake.

But when candidates or politicos express frustration with the need to speak in 
sound bites, their usual target is obvious—the media. Howard Dean, the former 
presidential candidate and head of the Democratic Party, said politicians are now 
too trained to supply anything more than the series of 10-second sound bites given 
their fear of how the press will use anything other than the most basic unit of po-
litical speech. Dean told a conference of the Mortgage Bankers Association that the 
only way to get the candidates to open up is to bar the press, saying, “Politicians 
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are incredibly careful not to say anything if they can possibly help it, except if it is 
exactly scripted. And if you want to hear anybody’s true views, you cannot do it in 
the same room as the press. If you want to hear the truth from them, you have to 
exclude the press” (Farrington 2007).

Dean’s admonition seems especially prescient in the wake of the secretly recorded 
comments of GOP nominee Mitt Romney talking about the 47 percent of the Amer-
ican public he will never get to vote for him and don’t pay taxes, or then-senator 
Obama’s comments about some voters clinging to God and guns. In a world where 
anything can and often is recorded and posted, the sound bite politics that have 
frustrated decades of political observers have become even more entrenched given 
the always-on nature of the modern campaign. The result is, regardless of the rise 
of the Internet as a source for political news, campaigns are carefully scripting com-
munication via Twitter and other media to ensure pick-up and retweets. Sound 
bites are still heard, but often now are never spoken and typically carry hashtags.

See also: Broadcast Television News; Social Media and Politics; Spin; Television 
Advertising
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SPIN
Modern political campaigns try to shape, regulate, and manage the news about their 
candidate. But sometimes things are outside of their control. A new piece of data 
causes trouble, an unscripted comment by a candidate or surrogate sparks outcry, 
or the campaign must respond to a news event while it is happening. During these 
scenarios, the idea of spin and the role of the so-called spin doctor has become a 
regular, if controversial, feature of political reporting.
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Spin, at its core, was born in a desire by campaigns to manage the news that 
was generated about their candidate and the election. These management efforts 
emerged as campaigns moved from the sphere of political parties and into a pro-
fession where men and women prided themselves on running coherent and efficient 
campaigns. This included feeding the press, literally and metaphorically. Timothy 
Crouse in his Gonzo-style take on the 1972 campaign, The Boys on the Bus, wrote of 
this process, “While reporters still snored like Hessians in a hundred beds through-
out the hotel, the McGovern munchkins were at work, plying the halls, slipping the 
long legal-sized handouts through the cracks under the door of each room. Ac-
cording to one of these handouts, the Baptist Ministers’ Union of Oakland has de-
cided after ‘prayerful and careful deliberations’ to endorse Senator McGovern. And 
there was a detailed profile of Alameda County (‘. . . agricultural products in-
clude sweet corn, cucumbers, and lettuce’), across which the press would be dragged 
today—or was it tomorrow? Finally, there was the mimeographed schedule, the or-
ders of the day” (Crouse 1973). Crouse’s McGovern munchkins were some of the 
first, most passive, manifestations of news management, supplying helpful informa-
tion and detailed schedules that the campaign expected would make their way into 
news articles, radio reports, and television segments. As campaigns became more 
aggressive about supplying specific arguments to the press, the role of spin became 
more central. With the advent of cable news and the emergence of the 24-hour 
news cycle, these communication experts moved more and more to the fore, be-
coming the official source for the quotes to contextualize the candidate’s speech or 
campaign stop, offering a response to the accusation from the other campaign. 
These sources became more personalities unto themselves and consultants and 
spokespeople became political celebrities.

The idea of spin comes from sports like pool, tennis, and curling where putting 
a spin on the ball can allow the player to hit the desired target even if blocked. In 
political parlance it has become the term used to try and reframe a political devel-
opment in a way that favors the campaign. By “framing” or describing an issue, can-
didate, or policy a certain way it creates an impression in the mind of a voter. 
Sometimes framing is far from subtle. For example, opponents of abortion do not 
use the medical term for a specific late-term abortion procedure known as “dila-
tion and extraction.” They framed it in the public debate by naming it “partial-birth 
abortion,” an act that sounds inherently violent and by including the word birth in 
the name, very close to killing a child after it has been born. All of those words 
used to describe the same act but portray it in very different ways. Spin in the po-
litical context is slightly different, seeking to alter the reality of a story to serve the 
narrative or issues of a given candidate. The wordsmith William Safire once used 
another sport—baseball—to capture the essence of spin, saying that the English 
the pitcher put on the “ball causes it to appear to be going in a slightly different 
direction than it actually is.” A column a few weeks later carried a lengthy clarifica-
tion from the chief spinner of the recently reelected President Bill Clinton Mike Mc-
Curry. In the column, McCurry clarified that, “The spinner’s ‘English’ on a story is 
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designed to move the story in a more favorable direction. That said, the pitch had 
better cross the plate. Too many wild spins, and someone sooner or later sends you 
to the showers” (Safire 1996). McCurry and the Clinton team should know, as their 
work in 1992 and 1996 are often seen as prime examples of spin. McCurry had 
been working for Clinton opponent Bob Kerrey in 1992 as the well-oiled Clinton 
machine began its work. Battered by a possible sex scandal, Clinton had dropped 
in the polls. Following a critical debate ahead of the New Hampshire primary, Clin-
ton’s operatives sought to convince reporters how a second place finish would be a 
political resurrection. The New York Times described the scene, writing, “For the 
voters of New Hampshire, the Democratic debate on Sunday offered a final chance 
to watch five solemn men engage in an intellectual Olympiad, a dense burst of 
meaning in the waning moments of the primary contest here. But for the principal 
architects of campaigns—the political henchmen, the minders and puppeteers who 
make their living by calling the Titanic the Love Boat—the evening offered some-
thing better: an opportunity to hype, twist, contort, convulse and, if talent failed, 
bludgeon a punch-drunk press corps into understanding how only their candidate 
could possibly have been the winner” (Specter 1992). The room in which the op-
eratives launched their campaigns, just off the stage from the actual debate, would 
become known as the “spin room” and the idea of spin as a regular part of the cam-
paign was firmly set. The Clinton team would win the nomination and only up its 
game. At the first debate between Clinton, President George H. W. Bush, and inde-
pendent businessman H. Ross Perot, the Clinton team had more than 200 files of 
articles, datasets, and white papers that could be used to send out blast communi-
cations (and fuel the spinners in the room) that could document and combat any 
attack lines launched against their candidate.

Even as the Clinton campaign and presidency proved adept at the art of spin, the 
act itself was getting wider and more negative attention. Spin was nothing new in 
a political campaign but by the early 1990s, the political process was becoming a 
more transparent one, with the entirety of the campaign drawing more attention. 
Cable news operations started setting up cameras in the spin room and the contin-
ued focus on campaign strategy coverage would fuel behind-the-scenes articles like 
the one from the 1992 primary mentioned earlier. These stories, though, only made 
up a portion of the coverage. Many of the articles and television interviews still in-
corporated the spin, rather than singling it out for its own scrutiny. If a Clinton 
campaign staffer was able to factually combat a claim made by President Bush, that 
would merit inclusion in the story about the debate.

But the coverage of the spinners themselves was somewhat rare. The spinner, in 
these days, was still just a source for the story the journalist was going to write or 
produce. This relationship of spin-doctor as source, according to the social scien-
tists who have studied the idea of news management, was always difficult for the 
journalist. One survey noted, “Political actors can influence the news by supplying 
particular types of information and denying access to others. Journalists might have 
information about a particular event but in the absence of sources are limited in 
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how they can use this information. Secondly, the rules of the game prohibit lying 
but accept that it is legitimate for politicians and their spin doctors to present in-
formation in a partial and misleading way” (Brown 2011).

This uneven relationship between the press and spinner has helped fuel the an-
tagonism that is even present in the term spin. Spin has become something of a 
dirty word, taking on the connotation of lying or at least deliberately misleading 
the press and therefore the public. Although the idea of spin can be connected to 
sports, it derivation is actually connected to spinning a yarn, the idea that some-
one is telling you a story that may or may not be true. By the mid-1980s the term 
began to be used by the highly trained and well spoken sources who could supply 
broadcast journalists with the perfect sound bite, the one or two sentence synopsis 
of an issue that both conveyed the information and offered a pithy take on it that 
aligned with the interests of the official or campaign position. As campaigns’ spokes-
people became increasingly smooth at turning a bad story into something less 
bad—if not outright good—they became known as “spin doctors” who could re-
spond to any question in a way that seemed polished, earnest, and still got their 
take on the news out.

This skill becomes more important when things go wrong. Spin, or at least efforts 
at spin, are a central tactic in times of crisis and scandal, with spokespeople using 
selective information and attempts to refocus the story on other matters, but spin 
is actually a basic function of all public relations and can be loosely grouped into 
several different types. First is to cherry pick facts that support the candidate’s po-
sition. This form of spin has become so prevalent that often the factual basis of a story 
can become almost indecipherable. Take the debate over the Affordable Care Act, or 
as some spin doctors have called it “Obamacare.” The Department of Health and Hu-
man Services released a report that found that for those people who shopped for their 
insurance in states with marketplaces, they could save hundreds of dollars. The 
very same week saw reports that the cost of health insurance plans had skyrock-
eted. Which was true? Both, depending on what facts and which people were exam-
ined. Cherry picking facts does little to help people understand what is probably a 
complex story and instead seeks to influence the discussion to support one side of 
the political debate.

Another form of spin relies on the speaker neither confirming nor denying a spe-
cific fact. President Clinton declared in 1998, “I want to say one thing to the Ameri-
can people. I want you to listen to me. I’m going to say this again: I did not have 
sexual relations with that woman, Miss Lewinsky. I never told anybody to lie, not 
a single time; never. These allegations are false.” Later that claim would come down 
to whether oral sex constituted “sexual relations.” This form of spin is often called the 
non-denial denial where the speaker through verbal loophole or careful statement 
creates a misleading impression of denying a fact when, once the words are parsed, 
they may not have denied anything.

Often there is no way to avoid the bad news and so some forms of spin have to 
do with how to place the news or release it. A basic technique is to release bad 
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news late in the day on Friday. That way many people may not be paying attention 
since they are off for the weekend, and Saturday in particular is a bad day for news. 
This approach relies on the speed of the news cycle to make it so fewer people see 
the bad news. Another approach that has grown in popularity in recent years has 
been to turn hostile toward the media for disclosing the information. When the 
press raised questions about the background of Dr. Ben Carson, a Republican run-
ning for the 2016 presidential nomination, the stories ran into this form of spin. 
There were a series of pieces, some focusing on claims that he, as a troubled young-
ster, had tried to stab a friend, and that he had received a full scholarship to West 
Point, that came from Carson’s memoir. Another used a 1998 video of Carson pos-
iting that the biblical figure Joseph built the pyramids of Egypt to store grain. The 
stories erupted into social media-fueled scuffles, but central to the Carson response 
was an accusation that the media is liberal and unfair to conservatives. In explor-
ing the reaction to the stories, which did little to dampen enthusiasm for Carson at 
the time, the Atlantic’s David Graham noted, “These stories seem to have run into 
three problems. First, the outlets that pursued them seem not to have understood 
how they might be received. Second, the abiding distrust of the media on the right 
ensured they would be met with a degree of skepticism by Republican voters. And 
third—and relatedly—the sloppy presentation of some scoops served to undermine 
the better-documented allegations of other stories” (Graham 2015).

The era of spin has also intersected with another trend of modern politics, com-
plicating the situation for those voters who simply want to know what the “truth” 
is in a given situation. As audiences have fragmented and the mass media’s ability 
to dictate the truth eroded, the era of post-truth politics has emerged in recent years. 
In this political environment, facts are malleable and can be bent to the political 
will and interests of both the communicator and the recipient of that communica-
tion. In this world, spin is no longer simply a sound bite that makes the case of 
one side or the other of a political debate. It has the power to become the reality 
for that side of the argument. It is no longer a question whether Carson fabricated 
claims in his autobiography. For many of his supporters, the source of the infor-
mation makes the information tainted and therefore it can be dismissed. In this era, 
noted Grist’s David Roberts, “There are no referees any more, no members of the 
elite who transcend the partisan war and are respected by both sides. Or at least 
very few. There are only the sides and their respective worlds. Conservative credi-
bility can only come from the conservative side, and if conservatives refuse to grant 
it, it doesn’t exist, any more than a rainbow exists when no one’s looking at it” (Rob-
erts 2012). Spin in this environment takes on more weight when it can be tweeted 
out and shared on Facebook and the core story that the initial spin was aimed at 
addressing no longer enters the equation. The role of spin doctor is shifting as po-
litical reporting becomes only one of the audiences they seek to influence. Now, 
these communications specialists may be communicating with supporters on so-
cial media, emailing the same talking points to potential financial backers, and also 
using the political press to combat a story that they seek to knock down.
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Some, like former Democratic operative Joe Trippi, disagree, arguing that these 
tools of the Internet actually could spell an end to spin. Trippi argues that the evo-
lution of the media to a constantly on 24/7 media environment where every public 
statement (and many private comments) is being recorded will make spin fall away, 
telling the British Guardian newspaper, “Before TV, what mattered was how your 
voice sounded. Then with TV it matters what your candidate looks like . . .  Any-
body can fake it on TV: all the Joe Trippis and Alastair Campbells get really good 
at making sure our guy looks great for the eight seconds that are actually going on 
the news . . .  We are now moving to a medium where authenticity is king, from 
what things look like to what’s real . . .  You have to be ‘on’ 24 hours a day, seven 
days a week” (Branigan 2007). Whether the Internet will turn political spin into 
the partisan truths of a fragmented media world or a relic of campaigns past like 
the campaign song or button remains to be seen.

See also: Access to Candidates; Damage Control; News Conferences; Post-Truth 
Politics; Sound-Bite Politics
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STAGING
The idea of candidates and politicians being performers is a modern trope of political 
communication. Campaign consultants carefully choreograph speeches, do dozens of 
run-throughs of key stump speeches, and dissect candidate performances for style as 
much as substance. The use of artfully organized public events has created both a 
need for candidates to have media advisers to help craft the moment and a cynicism 
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by some in the media about simply being trucked around the country to record a 
one-person show rather than a campaign about real issues and featuring real people.

The idea of carefully considering the location and look of a given moment has 
been a concern of candidates and campaign staff since the growth of television as 
the primary media for political news in the 1960s and 1970s. By the 1980s, the 
campaign team of former California governor and actor Ronald Reagan moved stag-
ing from a goal to a profession. Michael Deaver, who worked for the campaign and 
then became a White House deputy chief of staff, was widely praised for his ability 
to carefully craft a moment for television. One incident that highlighted this 
awareness of the visual above all else was Reagan’s visit to Germany to mark the 
40th anniversary of the end of World War II. Reagan’s advance team had visited a 
cemetery near the town of Bitburg. The advisers had set up a planned visit with the 
West German chancellor and had even planned the media position to show Reagan 
moving through the graveyard on the evening news. The problem was the initial 
research that noted both German and American soldiers were buried there was 
wrong. American remains had been removed years before and some 49 of the graves 
were those of the dreaded German SS, a division of the Germany military that had 
carried out the bulk of the Holocaust against Jews.

What should have been a made-for-TV moment was suddenly thrown into chaos 
and the well-oiled Reagan public relations machine kicked into gear. Deaver soon 
added a visit to the Nazi death camp at Bergen-Belsen to the itinerary and the media 
were positioned in the cemetery in such a way to ensure that the television cameras 
shooting the president would film the back of the gravestones so as to not see the 
swastika on the front. The visit received mixed coverage in the nation’s newspapers, 
but on television, the footage of Reagan at the cemetery in the snow was striking 
and the speech he delivered at the camp widely aired.

Liberal writer Mark Hertsgaard used the incident in Germany in his book On 
Bended Knee, which accused the press of being willing pawns in the Reagan campaign 
and White House. He argued that the press used the footage that Deaver and his team 
set them up to use and rarely challenged the messaging from the White House. At 
Reagan’s death, Hertsgaard would say the former president had benefited from a 
keenly run PR team, writing, “The apparatus understood the value of repetition—in 
an information-saturated society, only messages that get repeated can pierce the 
static and register on the public consciousness—and they pursued it with discipline 
and skill. Reagan’s PR was planned months in advance and fine-tuned every morn-
ing in meetings that set the line of the day that the administration’s spokesman 
would duly repeat to reporters. The settings of the president’s public appearances 
were carefully controlled so he stood before flattering backdrops and too far away 
for reporters to ask questions” (Hertsgaard 2004).

Election scholars claim that now almost every campaign appearance by a candi-
date running for president is staged to convey specific elements of the campaign’s 
message. Professor William Adams has noted that campaigns have always used 
carefully staged events to connect with voters in a way a policy white paper or 
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stump speech cannot. He has said, “The old cliché of politicians kissing babies is 
there for a reason. It symbolizes a politician that’s human, that cares, that’s loving, 
that’s nurturing. And having a family seems emblematic of that nurturing kind of 
politician” (Siegelbaum 2011). Candidates can do this a variety of ways, attending 
the Iowa State Fair or hitting a small diner in New Hampshire. But as Adams and 
others note, the backdrop is only part of the staging. Campaigns consider what the 
message is they hope to convey—that the candidate is one of you or he or she is 
the person to help get America working again—and then build the made-for-TV 
moment from there. Specific people who are meant to represent a target audience 
may be contacted to appear at the event. A specific location may serve as a back-
drop. Even the candidate’s clothing and the time of day will be selected with the 
hopes of getting the right mix of visual and content.

Of course, all this planning can go horribly awry. Take long-shot Republican can-
didate Gary Bauer. Bauer had run the Family Research Council and so his creden-
tials as a social conservative were airtight, but he was also a Washington insider in 
a campaign where conservatives wanted someone from outside D.C. To help bol-
ster his every-man street cred, Bauer agreed to participate in a completely staged 
event—“The Bisquick Pancake Presidential Primary Flip-Off.” When Bauer went 
to flip his pancake he backed up to catch it and fell off the stage. The video of him 
falling quickly became the footage of the day, running again and again on cable tele-
vision and late night comedy shows. Bauer’s campaign quickly went from long 
shot to punch line and he would soon drop out.

Other staging moments have also come back to haunt the stager, notably the 
famous footage of Democratic presidential candidate Michael Dukakis riding in a 
tank, but more often than not the staging is accepted by the press as the price of 
covering the candidate, allowing them to gather footage they need for the night’s 
news, and offering them a readily made story with visuals, context, and the candi-
date. This thinking permeates all of the campaign but reaches its apex during the 
nominating conventions every four years. All aspects of the event are carefully co-
ordinated, with some crafted message behind every sign and each speech. A 2012 
story by NPR ahead of the nominating convention for Mitt Romney noted that “stag-
ing matters. That’s why campaigns seek picture-perfect backdrops for speeches—
natural vistas when the subject is the environment, shuttered factories when talking 
unemployment . . .  To counter perceptions that Romney is aloof and distant, for 
instance, Republican strategists are designing their stage in Tampa to have the 
warmth of a living room, with stairs running from the podium into the audience to 
convey the candidate’s approachability” (Mondello 2012). This attention to detail 
is deliberately subtle, but still the product of a carefully molded strategy. Even as 
television has begun to lose some of its power as the primary medium through which 
people receive the political news, the idea of carefully crafting public appearances 
remains a central idea of campaign strategists.

See also: Advance Teams; Photo Ops and Optics
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STEFFENS, LINCOLN (1866–1936)
Lincoln Steffens found corruption in nearly every city he went in the early 1900s. 
Political machines and powerful bosses ran the show in St. Louis, in Minneapolis, 
in Philadelphia, and he decided the American people were to blame. “We cheat our 
government and we let our leaders loot it, and we let them wheedle and bribe our 
sovereignty from us,” he wrote in the introduction of The Shame of the Cities, a col-
lection of articles he originally wrote for McClure’s in the early 1900s. “We break 
our own laws and rob our own government . . .  The spirit of graft and of lawless-
ness is the American spirit” (Steffens 1904). Steffens was one of the original muck-
rakers, early investigative journalists who refused to turn a blind eye to corruption 
and instead wrote articles to expose the dark underbelly of power, helping to fuel 
the Progressive Movement of the early 1900s. Steffens used his work in newspapers 
and later magazines to crusade for reforms of government, demanding the public take 
a stand against the widespread malfeasance he found.

Lincoln Joseph Steffens was born in 1866 in San Francisco to a fairly wealthy fam-
ily. His father, Joseph, was a banker and a prominent figure in California. He moved 
the family to Sacramento when Lincoln was young and served as vice president of 
the California National Bank and president of the Board of Trade. The family was 
so well off, in fact, that their home would later become the California governor’s 
mansion.

Lincoln’s curiosity about the world was evident from childhood, Doris Kearns 
Goodwin writes in The Bully Pulpit. His parents gave him a pony when he was young. 
He took long rides after school and on days off from school, trying to see as much 
of the world as he could and talking to people from all corners of the world. He 
befriended a jockey at a racetrack, bridge tenders at the railroad, and convinced a 
page at the capitol to sneak him into committee rooms and hotel apartments where 
lawmakers and lobbyists crafted legislation (Goodwin 2013).

Despite his natural curiosity, he was a less-than-stellar student. He got into the 
University of California–Berkeley only after a year of intense work with a tutor. His 
time there made him a more focused student, and after graduation he continued his 
studies in Europe. He spent time in Germany, France, and England. Philosophy was 
a passion of his, though he also dabbled in art history and psychology. His time 
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traipsing about Europe ended when his father wrote him a letter imploring him to 
return to the states to learn the “practical side” of life. Lincoln moved to New York 
and landed a job reporting for the New York Evening Post.

Starting in 1892, he covered Wall Street and the police beat at the Post before 
departing in 1897 for the Commercial Advertiser, where he became the city editor. But 
after a few years there, McClure’s came calling. The magazine’s founder, S.S. McClure, 
was impressed by his work as a police reporter and his ability to run a news desk, 
and he tapped Steffens to join the venerable Ida Tarbell and Ray Stannard Baker. 
Steffens flourished, producing the work that would cement his legacy as a muck-
raker; some even refer to him as the first muckraker.

One day while in the McClure’s office, he told a colleague he was going to do a 
series for the magazine about city government. The colleague asked him what he 
knew about city government, and he replied, “Nothing. That’s why I’m going to 
write about it” (Hartshorn 2011). A contact in Chicago pointed Steffens toward 
St. Louis, the city that would be the subject of the first in his extensive series. There 
he found a city lousy with corruption, led by the town’s boss Colonel Edward But-
ler. On the other side was a young district attorney named Joe Folk, who eventually 
did convict Butler of corruption. The tale would become “Tweed Days in St. Louis,” 
one of the groundbreaking municipal corruption pieces in a seminal issue of Mc-
Clure’s. He would move on to Minneapolis, where his exposé vaulted him to a new 
level of fame. “Citizens across the country invited him to their localities, promising 
scandals more sordid than those described in Minneapolis and St. Louis,” Goodwin 
wrote (2013).

Steffens’s reporting established several critical elements of modern political re-
porting. First, it was built on a deep skepticism of power, seeking to find examples 
of government that has ceased to function or is corrupted by money. Second, the 
public’s culpability in the dysfunction of politics was a central part of his argu-
ment. Finally, it created a desire for change. His pieces fueled the Progressives, 
who wanted to stomp out corruption in government, and Steffens—along with the 
other muckrakers—was a voice encouraging their outrage.

Michael Wright

See also: McClure’s Magazine; Muckraking; Tarbell, Ida
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STEWART, JON (1962–)
Over a 16-year run as the anchor of the nightly news-parodying the Daily Show, 
Jon Stewart became one of the most prolific commentators about the state of the 
nation’s politics and media. The program, through a mix of taped reports and Stewart-
led interviews, became a ratings hit and an influential voice for a generation of Ameri-
cans not drawn to the serious, he-said/she-said approach of the nightly news and 
cable programs.

Much of that program’s success can be connected not just to the smart writing 
that helped earn the show 22 primetime Emmy awards, but the unique style of the 
Daily Show’s host. As one scholar who has studied the program and its approach, 
Stewart carved out a unique persona, writing, “Through Stewart’s body language—
the intonations, gestures, and facial expressions that mark him as a clown—and 
his self-deprecating humor that deflates any sense of self-importance, he disavows 
his own seriousness and suggests that he, too, might be thought silly . . .” (Mor-
reale 2009). Part aww-shucks joker and part angry intellectual, Stewart created a 
persona that was both likable and scathing.

It’s perhaps testament to his unlikely rise to celebrity. Born Jonathan Stuart Lei-
bowitz in New York City to a teacher and professor, he stopped using his last name 
after his parents divorced when he was 11. He and his brother grew up with his 
mother in New Jersey. He headed south to attend college, graduating in 1984 from 
the College of William and Mary. After he graduated he headed back to the New 
York area, holding an array of jobs from high school soccer coach to bartender. He 
finally performed his first stand-up act in 1987 in the city. He started writing and 
performing on cable programs on Comedy Central and MTV and was considered 
as a replacement for David Letterman when Letterman left NBC in 1993.

In 1999 he was selected to replace the original host of the Daily Show and soon 
began to alter the style of the program. Under his leadership, the show shifted from 
a mix of entertainment and some politics to a comedy show that focused heavily 
on politics and the media. The program grew in popularity and audience.

Then came Crossfire.
To promote his 2004 book America (The Book): A Citizen’s Guide to Democracy In-

action, Stewart appeared on the CNN political debate show and he came loaded to 
bear. In a segment in front of a live audience at George Washington University, Stew-
art confronted hosts Tucker Carlson and Paul Begala over the fiery debate show. He told 
the two, “I’m here to confront you, because we need help from the media and they’re 
hurting us.” Later he and Carlson clashed:

Jon Stewart: You have a responsibility to the public discourse, and you fail 
miserably.

Tucker Carlson: You need to get a job at a journalism school, I think.
Stewart: You need to go to one. The thing that I want to say is, when you have people 

on for just knee-jerk, reactionary talk . . .  
Carlson: Wait. I thought you were going to be funny. Come on. Be funny.
Stewart: No. No. I’m not going to be your monkey.
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The debate electrified the audience and, as researchers of the intersection of 
pop culture and politics noted, it was a seminal moment for Stewart and his show. 
One wrote, “The importance of The Daily Show and its host became undeniable in 
early January 2005. It was then that new CNN president Jonathan Klein announced 
that the ‘head-butting debate show’ Crossfire would be canceled. In his reasons for 
the cancellation of the show, Klein cited the criticisms articulated by Jon Stewart 
in his infamous appearance as a guest on Crossfire in October 2004” (Young 2008). 
Stewart and his program would help spur a series of other comedy programs that 
furthered the media and politics commentary, including the Colbert Report, which 
was a parody of Fox News’s the O’Reilly Factor, and John Oliver’s Last Week Tonight 
on HBO.

Although he always stressed he was not a journalist, Stewart would often emerge 
in discussions about the future of journalism, a fact that would visibly irritate him. 
Still, when NBC decided its venerable program Meet the Press needed a new host 
in 2014, the network approached Stewart. Rumors swirled that he was offered a 
huge contract to consider the position, but he later told Rolling Stone, “I felt like 
that was one of those situations where someone says, ‘We really like what you 
do. Why don’t you come over here and do something different, maybe something 
you don’t do as well, for us?’ I can understand notionally where it comes from. 
News and entertainment have melded in a way. But they would be overcompensat-
ing on the entertainment side. That’s certainly not an outlandish decision, al-
though I don’t necessarily think that’s the best direction for it” (Greene 2014). 
Stewart passed on NBC and the next year announced his retirement from the Daily 
Show.

In describing Stewart and his odd mix of characteristics, his biographer Lisa Rogak 
admitted, “Jon Stewart is a bundle of walking contradictions. On the one hand, he 
makes no bones about exactly how he feels about things at any given moment, de-
livering his opinions and thoughts to his audience seriously—usually with an eye 
toward making them laugh—while also hopefully making them question the way 
the world works. On the other hand, he is a man who hides in plain sight. Stewart 
is an enigma who shuns the spotlight, and his contempt for certain people and phi-
losophies sometimes make him so enraged on the show that he starts to shake and 
spit” (Rogak 2014).

In the wake of his departure as host of the Daily Show, he has largely dropped 
out of the public eye, except for a very public battle with Senator Mitch McCon-
nell in 2015 to keep funding for a program that ensures health coverage for those 
firefighters and workers who worked at Ground Zero in the wake of the Septem-
ber 11 terror attacks. Stewart used his celebrity to pressure members of Congress 
to back the bill and then went back on the Daily Show to pressure McConnell to 
pass the bill, which he agreed to do.

See also: Comedy, Satire, and Politics; Oliver, John
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STONE, I.F. (1907–1989)
If you wanted to boil down some 70 years of investigative work by Isidor Feinstein 
Stone you could probably use the words he himself coined: “All governments lie.”

Stone was a pioneering journalist and gadfly, who worked as an outspoken re-
porter and Washington chief for the liberal magazine the Nation and the leftist New 
York newspaper PM. His work and his political beliefs led to his blacklisting in the 
1950s, but rather than be silent, Stone developed his own newsletter he would 
write, edit, and send to subscribers. Glenn Greenwald, the muckraking journalist 
who broke the story of National Security Agency monitoring of Americans’ phone 
calls and emails, credits Stone for serving as a trailblazer for others who would follow, 
saying in a film about the journalist, “I often think of I.F. Stone as the nation’s first 
blogger. He really embodied this cantankerous, disruptive, insurgent energy that I 
think has come to be the defining attribute of political blogging at its best” (White 
Pine Films 2015).

Growing up in New Jersey, Stone demonstrated his journalistic drive even as he 
failed to apply himself to school. He would graduate 49th in his class of 52, but 
had already launched his first newspaper, the Progress, before he got to his junior 
year. Early on, he was an activist on political issues, volunteering for the Popular 
Front, a Communist organization, and later joined the Socialist Party of America. 
He landed a job at the New York Post, but he soon found it hard to pursue his career 
and his strongly held political beliefs. The owner of the Post fired Stone because of 
his pro-Soviet views. He landed at the more liberal-friendly Nation magazine, pub-
lishing a damning account of J. Edgar Hoover’s FBI. He later moved to the leftist 
newspaper PM where he worked until it failed in 1948. It was then that his out-
spoken political beliefs came back to haunt him. By 1950, Stone, who had admit-
ted his interest and support for leftist causes, found himself blacklisted from 
working at mainstream media organizations. In the McCarthy era of red-baiting and 
anti-Communist rallies, Stone found himself cast to the outer edges of the media. 
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To respond, he launched his own outlet, I.F. Stone’s Weekly. The newsletter cost 15 
cents an issue to subscribe to and allowed Stone to continue his investigative work. 
That newsletter attracted a small, but influential readership. Albert Einstein shelled 
out a subscription and Marilyn Monroe actually paid for subscriptions for every 
member of Congress. It would reach some 70,000 subscribers by the time he retired 
in 1971.

The newsletter took on difficult and controversial issues, including race relations 
and the deepening crisis in Vietnam. His newsletter famously questioned in 1964 
the Gulf of Tonkin incident, where North Vietnamese forces reportedly fired upon 
an American warship. The attack was used as justification to ramp up the Ameri-
can involvement in Vietnam, and President Lyndon Johnson stressed the clash as 
his rationale. Stone went to New York to sit in on the United Nations discussions, 
and wrote in his newsletter that the official reports led him to believe the incident 
was in response to American provocation, writing to his readers, “Our warships, 
according to the official account, just happened to be hanging around. The only 
rational explanation for their presence at the time was that the Navy was looking 
for trouble, daring the North Vietnamese to do something about it” (Stone 1964). 
Stone would maintain his outspoken opposition to the Vietnam War and would 
press the mainstream media to do a better job in documenting what was really 
happening.

Stone, for all his skepticism, remained confident in the liberal idea that so long 
as the public could find out the information it needed to choose who should govern, 
the American experiment would be fine. Still he worried, “If something goes wrong 
in the United States, a free press can uncover it and the problem can be solved. 
But if something goes wrong with the free press, the country will go straight to hell” 
(MacDonell 2015). In marking his death in 1989, his old magazine the Nation 
would memorialize Stone and his style of reporting, noting, “One reason the estab-
lishment had so much trouble classifying Izzy was his attitude toward it: ‘All idols 
must be overthrown; all sacred dogmas exposed to criticism; the windows thrown 
open; the cobwebs swept away!’ As editor and publisher of the world’s most famous 
newsletter, I.F. Stone’s Weekly, as a reporter and columnist for PM and its successor 
papers, as Washington editor of The Nation, as a frequent contributor to The New 
York Review of Books, Izzy was a quadruple threat. He combined the meat-and-po-
tatoes moxie of a police reporter, the instinct for precision of a scholar, the question-
phrasing skill of a Socrates . . .  and the political philosophy of an anarchist” (Nation 
1989).

That approach to reporting has spawned countless bomb-throwing journalists 
who seek to ferret out the truth from institutions that inherently obscure the truth 
to protect their own interests. The investigative work of Seymour Hersh and the 
crusading work of Glenn Greenwald and his team at the Intercept can both trace 
their lineage to the thick glasses and battered typewriter of I.F. Stone.

See also: Advocacy Journalism; Muckraking
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SULLIVAN, ANDREW (1963–)
Often it is the intellectual liberals and conservatives who most aggravate those who 
claim the same political moniker. William F. Buckley riled Republicans by attack-
ing the hard-line John Birch Society. Liberal Noam Chomsky has for years criticized 
Democrats, as well as Republicans, for their foreign policy. In a similar, but far more 
new media way, Andrew Sullivan has established himself as a leading political 
thinker and blogger, irritating other media figures while also inventing the power 
of popular blogging.

Sullivan, who served as an editor of the liberal New Republic, launched his own 
blog, the Daily Dish, in 2000 as a sort of archive of his magazine articles and col-
umns. The blog, like Sullivan himself, is hard to nail down. Part musings on his 
own life and beliefs, part aggregation on news and opinion from around the Inter-
net, and part exploration of political matters from a PhD, the blog was soon a must-
read in Washington circles. Part of this interest was a reflection of the topics 
Sullivan and his team were writing about, and part was a fascination with a writer 
who does not fall into easy categorization. As writer and feminist Naomi Wolf de-
scribed Sullivan, “He’s Catholic and gay and an exile. That’s all very helpful—his 
background forces him not to be confined in any single identity” (Kornbluth 2011).

Andrew Sullivan was born into a Roman Catholic family in Surrey, England. A 
gifted student, Sullivan had a difficult time in his teenage years after realizing he 
was homosexual and struggling with the ramifications of this on his life and be-
liefs. Despite feeling isolated due to his sexuality, Sullivan was widely respected as 
a student and was elected president of the Oxford Union by his university class-
mates. Sullivan came to the United States to pursue his graduate degree at Harvard 
and began writing for several top-tier magazines. He joined the New Republic in 1986 
and became an editor in 1991. During his tenure there, he pushed the magazine to 
take risks, including his decision to publish an extended excerpt of the controver-
sial book The Bell Curve, which explored the different abilities and capacities of eth-
nicities and gender. Sullivan would later write of the controversy that, “One of my 
proudest moments in journalism was publishing an expanded extract of a chapter 
from The Bell Curve in the New Republic before anyone else dared touch it. I pub-
lished it along with multiple critiques (hey, I believed magazines were supposed to 
open rather than close debates)—but the book held up, and still holds up as one 
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of the most insightful and careful of the last decade. The fact of human inequality 
and the subtle and complex differences between various manifestations of being 
human—gay, straight, male, female, black, Asian—is a subject worth exploring, 
 period” (Metcalf 2005). It was the kind of decisiveness and intellectual provocation 
that would become his hallmark in years to come.

When he started the Daily Dish he launched himself into the world of self-pub-
lishing. Unconstrained by editors and production schedules, Sullivan produced 
content at a frenetic rate. He would write about everything from the war on terror 
to the latest South Park episode. His style was at once breezy and philosophical, 
and it tended to echo his political beliefs in limited government and libertarian views 
on social issues. He was soon attracting readers and mainstream media interest. He 
moved his blog to Time magazine for a while before taking it to the Atlantic and 
later the Daily Beast. In 2013, he decided to go independent, launching the Daily 
Dish as a standalone media company and charging a subscription of $20 a year. 
Sullivan noted that his site was often more popular than the legacy magazines he 
was writing for and so he wanted to have a go alone.

Throughout his run at the Daily Dish, Sullivan made himself a regular on televi-
sion, appearing on the Colbert Report and Real Time with Bill Maher on television. His 
quick wit and willingness to provoke played well on those programs, and his unique 
mix of views offered viewers an unusual conservative voice. He still claims the man-
tle of a conservative, but as he told the Harvard Graduate School of Government in 
2011, “I do not recognize the current Republican Party as in any way a conserva-
tive force in this society . . .  For me conservatism is fundamentally and deeply 
about the limits of human beings. It’s about the tragedy of the human condition. It 
is about the paradox of progress. It is about questioning the liberal assumption 
that we have a solution to the problems of mankind” (Sullivan 2011).

Throughout his life he has faced numerous health issues, having had asthma since 
a young age and after a 1991 diagnosis of HIV, and by 2015 Sullivan knew he had 
to step back from the site. The site, with nearly a dozen staff, was publishing some 
40 posts a day, seven days a week. He would later say in a speech the pace “was 
killing me” and so he decided to suspend his blog in January of that year. In saying 
goodbye, Sullivan struck the same irreverent tone and personal connection with 
his readers. He told the Colorado governor, “f—you, Hickenlooper” and praised 
those who had been with him when all he had was a blog and a tip jar. He ended 
his post, “When I write again, it will be for you, I hope—just in a different form. 
I need to decompress and get healthy for a while; but I won’t disappear as a writer. 
But this much I know: nothing will ever be like this again, which is why it has been 
so precious; and why it will always be a part of me, wherever I go; and why it is so 
hard to finish this sentence and publish this post” (Sullivan 2015).

He still occasionally writes on the Daily Dish and has remained vocal on Twitter. 
He has also begun writing for the Sunday Times of London, but the site that made 
him a cerebral celebrity and moved political blogging forward as a profession has 
largely gone dark.
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SUPER PACs
If nonprofit, “dark money” groups are one end of the campaign funding spectrum 
and direct donations to candidates are the other, Super PACs have carved a major 
space out between the two. These groups can raised unlimited donations from indi-
viduals, corporations, or unions and can spend unlimited amounts of that money ad-
vocating for or against candidates, although there are two caveats. First, Super PACs 
are expressly prohibited from coordinating their spending or messaging with the 
campaign they seek to aid. Second, Super PACs must report their donations to the 
Federal Election Commission.

Those who have studied the role Super PACs have come to hold in the process 
note that these groups often target the candidates opponent for attack. “For super 
PACs, which are still operating in uncharted and untested legal waters, it’s safer to 
bash a candidate than it is to back one, lest the independent groups come in for charges 
of coordination with candidates, which is illegal” (Graham 2012). And so Super PACs 
have focused on areas where they can more clearly argue they are not directly work-
ing with the campaign they seek to help. These include, most visibly, running ads 
often attacking the opponent of their candidate as well as other vital roles like can-
vassing door-to-door for support and conducting opposition research and tracking 
of opponents.

But the question of coordination has dogged these organizations since they rad-
ically expanded their work at the federal and state levels. The federal government 
declares independent expenditures as, “An expenditure by a person for a commu-
nication expressly advocating the election or defeat of a clearly identified candi-
date that is not made in cooperation, consultation, or concert with, or at the request 
or suggestion of, a candidate, a candidate’s authorized committee, or their agents, 
or a political party committee or its agents” (Federal Register 100.16, 2 U.S.C. 431 
(17)). But beyond this limitation, Super PACs are allowed to raise and spend as 
much money as they like seeking to influence elections.
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The results have been dramatic.
Consider the difference in spending by the largest traditional PACs compared to 

Super PACs in 2014. The largest Super PAC in 2014 was the pro-Democrat Senate 
Majority PAC that aimed to help Democrats in close-fought elections to help the 
party maintain its majority. That one Super PAC raised nearly $67 million and spent 
some $46.7 million in their unsuccessful attempt to defend the Senate. That total 
equaled the donations made by the top 19 traditional PACs combined, according 
to the Center for Responsive Politics. In fact, there were 19 Super PACs that spent 
more money on the 2014 elections than the largest traditional PAC, pouring more 
than a quarter billion dollars into the off-year election.

But it is not just traditional PACs that these new organs have diminished, 
according to one of the most authoritative assessments to date. Melissa Smith and 
Larry Powell studied the role of these groups in 2012, the first real election 
cycle in which they could operate at full steam, and concluded, “Super PACs 
have taken over some of the areas that were traditionally covered by political par-
ties, including voter identification drives and get-out-the-vote campaigns, thereby 
leaving both political parties with less power” (Smith and Powell 2013, p. 109).

This reality, coupled with the enormous amount of money flowing through reg-
istered Super PACs and the even more murky “dark money” groups registered as 
social welfare organizations, has created a largely negative impression of these or-
ganizations in the public’s and journalists’ views. Even those who support the right 
to spend, like Robert Samuelson, admit, “The perception that political operatives 
and wealthy donors are skirting contribution limits—as they are—creates the aura 
of corruption and even criminality. Super PACs also seem to make candidates’ cam-
paigns less accountable” (Samuelson 2012).

These organizations and their large bankrolls are doing more than just alter the 
pattern of giving in campaigns; they are also beginning to alter the dynamics of 
presidential campaigns and the politics of governance according to experts. On the 
presidential front, 2012 ushered in a new era of Super PAC politics when a single 
donor was able to direct $10 million into the sagging campaign of Republican Newt 
Gingrich. Las Vegas businessman Sheldon Adelson and his wife each cut major 
checks to the Gingrich-connected Super PAC Winning Our Future, allowing the 
former House Speaker’s supporters to air a barrage of negative attacks on frontrun-
ner Mitt Romney. The infusion of cash, while it did not propel Gingrich to the nomi-
nation, still breathed new life into his campaign and kept the primary fight going 
longer than it would have otherwise. At the time, some expressed real concern about 
the idea of individuals having so much sway in a campaign, with the head of the 
Sunlight Foundation telling the New York Times, “To me, the amounts of money 
and the directness with which wealthy individuals give it is even more excessive 
than it was in the days of Watergate . . .  What we are seeing now is a systematic 
breaking of the floodgates, effectively eliminating any firewalls between candidates 
and unlimited political giving” (Confessore 2012). But despite those concerns, some 
pointed out that the amount and source of the money was known at the time it 
occurred, unlike the nonprofit “dark money” groups.
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The other impact of these large, often hardline partisan, groups has been a grow-
ing concern by some in Congress that they will be targeted for defeat in the pri-
mary if they do not support the Super PAC’s ideological position. In fact, the 2012 
analysis of the groups and their impact found, “The potential damage from these 
organizations has created a fear among moderates of both parties that could lead to 
further governance issues and to reluctance on the part of House and Senate mem-
bers to take controversial stands on issues” (Smith and Powell 2013, p. 110).

See also: Campaign Finance Reform; Dark Money Organizations; Political Action 
Committees (PACs)
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SURROGATES
Campaign surrogates are well-known politicians and celebrities who speak on behalf 
or at the behest of candidates. These big names are used to draw crowds to events 
and garner media attention at the national and local levels. Surrogates have become 
increasingly important as more and more parts of the campaign become funded 
and run by independent groups associated with the same interest groups as the 
candidate, but not run by the candidate. Some analysts have noted these inde-
pendent groups and fellow politicians are often only partial surrogates, de-empha-
sizing, but not eliminating their own self-interest when speaking on behalf of a 
campaign.

Surrogates can play several critical roles on the campaign trail and in media in-
terviews. First, they may be well-respected thought leaders in a given field. Having 
a Nobel Prize–winning economist endorse a candidate’s economic policy on the face 
of it carries more weight than having the candidate themselves discuss the benefits. 
These speakers may also have more credibility with a given audience and so having 
a popular governor speak on behalf of a candidate that is seen with more skepticism 
in that governor’s state may have more influence than the candidate. For decades, 
campaigns have tapped the expertise of former senior officials and well-established 
congressional leaders to help presidential candidates bolster areas of their resume 
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that may be lacking and to help craft thorough policy positions on key issues of 
the day they may not have had to deal with in the past.

This process often remained behind the scenes with experts contributing to white 
papers or perhaps briefing the candidate on key issues. But as campaigns ratcheted 
up to respond to the increasing demands of the 24-hour news cycle and the con-
stant media requests, campaigns began using these same experts to help craft the 
public message. These former government officials took on increasing numbers of 
interviews and stump speeches, often standing in for the candidate in an effort to 
address any questions with the weight of experience and legitimacy. For example, 
the campaign of President Bill Clinton was famous for deploying former Cabinet 
members, veteran elected officials, and big-city mayors in its efforts to shape the 
interpretation of speeches and debates during the 1996 campaign. A New York Times 
article at one of the debates between President Clinton and former Senate Majority 
Leader Bob Dole described the use of experts and senior elected officials as a use of 
overwhelming force against the Republicans, writing, “At times there seemed to be 
more Clinton spinners than spinnees. Some less-prominent governors and mayors 
were left standing alone, but for aides bobbing their signs in hopes of luring any 
reporter—like the hapless squires who ran behind horseless knights in the movie 
Monty Python and the Holy Grail, banging coconuts together to simulate the clop-
ping of hooves” (Bennet 1996). But campaigns hardly limit themselves to using 
stand-ins at debates and Clinton is not the last to deploy them. By 2012, both Re-
publicans and Democrats deployed scores of officially dubbed surrogates into the 
field to make their cases. The day before the election, the campaign of Barack Obama 
sent out 181 designated surrogates, some policy experts and many celebrities, to 
headline rallies calling for the president’s reelection. Mitt Romney’s side sent out 
100 of their own, including former officials from President George W. Bush’s ad-
ministration and Romney’s five adult sons. Many of these same surrogates were in-
cluded in appeals to supporters to volunteer to the campaign or to donate money 
to the effort.

But surrogates are not always employed solely because of their policy prowess 
and local political success. Some of these speakers also have the benefit of being 
seen as non-political, and so increasingly candidates have used family members and 
celebrities that may attract an audience and appear less self-motivated in their ad-
dress. As Robert Thompson, a Syracuse professor and expert in the use of television, 
described it, these types of surrogates can possess “that gotta-have but hard-to-get 
element of candor and sincerity. At least the illusion that they’re actually telling the 
truth and that they’re speaking from their heart” (Moore 2012). Ann Romney, wife 
of former Massachusetts governor Mitt Romney, was tapped throughout the Repub-
lican’s 2008 and 2012 campaigns for president to play this personal and candid 
surrogate. Throughout the 2012 Republican primary that featured some 10 candi-
dates and dragged on for months of debates and public appearances, Romney was 
the only candidate’s wife to take to the trail alone, drawing large crowds and stress-
ing her personal health story of struggling against cancer and multiple sclerosis in 
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discussing her husband’s political credentials. She reprised this role at the Republi-
can National Convention, rallying supporters with a personal and impassioned 
speech, saying, “I read somewhere that Mitt and I have a ‘storybook marriage.’ Well, 
in the storybooks I read, there were never long, long, rainy winter afternoons in a 
house with five boys screaming at once. And those storybooks never seemed to have 
chapters called MS or Breast Cancer. A storybook marriage? No, not at all. What 
Mitt Romney and I have is a real marriage . . .  He has tried to live his life with a set 
of values centered on family, faith, and love of one’s fellow man” (Romney 2015). 
Romney played one of the most classic roles of a surrogate, that of an apolitical voice 
who could talk about the intangible character traits that many people seek to under-
stand about the candidate.

But as personal and warm and fuzzy as some surrogates can be, others are brought 
into the campaign media strategy to go on the attack. This role has two benefits for 
the candidate, allowing them to take a punch at the opponent, but also keeping 
the candidate out of the fight. There are a couple of reasons campaigns typical de-
ploy an outsider to combat an accuser. In some cases the campaign itself may not 
want to give the claim added legitimacy by having the candidate directly address 
it. This may show the campaign is deeply concerned about the accusation and could 
be seen as forcing the candidate “off message.” Deploying a surrogate to counterat-
tack allows the campaign to respond without turning it into a debate with the can-
didate him- or herself. The use of surrogates also insulates the candidate from the 
muddying up of opponents. For example, former secretary of state Hillary Clinton 
has stressed that she wanted to focus her criticism on Republicans versus engaging 
in attacks on the Democrats that were running against her for the 2016 Democratic 
presidential nomination. But that is not to say the campaign did not have plenty to 
say about her opponents. The campaign carefully briefed its supporters—elected 
officials, strategists, and donors—each week by phone to ensure certain messages 
were hammered home when talking with the media. So, when Senator Claire Mc-
Caskill in June of 2015 raised the question of whether Vermont senator Bernie 
Sanders was too liberal to win, she said, “I very rarely read in any coverage of Bernie 
that he’s a socialist.” And months later she continued to raise the questions of elect-
ability, telling CNN, “I think the question that some of us have is can someone who 
has said, ‘I’m not a Democrat,’ has chosen the title of socialist, is that person really 
electable?” (Karni 2015). McCaskill’s comments are part of the Clinton campaign 
strategy of raising the question of whether one of her chief competitors stands a 
chance of winning in the general election. All the while, Clinton can stress she is 
not attacking her opponents and can focus her comments on Republican oppo-
nents without ostracizing Democrats who may like Sanders.

Another, less controversial role for surrogates is to help feed the media’s interest 
in the internal strategy and planning of the competing campaigns. These surrogates 
tend not to be the elected officials or family members but rather the campaign consul-
tants, pollsters, and senior managers. These veteran political operatives, like Dem-
ocrat James Carville or Republican Karl Rove, become expert sources for journalists 
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looking to explain the strategy of one campaign or to critique the decisions of an-
other campaign. The media use these types of surrogates to try and dissect policy 
arguments and public performances by the candidate. The campaign can use them 
to frame media coverage by putting out a series of talking points or attack argu-
ments ahead of the speech or debate, and then following up after the event to put 
out the campaign’s case for why they won the confrontation or raised real ques-
tions about the candidates. This type of surrogate often is familiar to the television 
audience as many of them are professional commentators when not directly involved 
in a campaign. So their use has the added benefit of being connected in the minds 
of viewers with regular political commentary and not specific campaign spin.

While using surrogates has clear advantages and may be able to help a candidate 
in ways other forms of communication cannot, the technique is not without risks. 
Many surrogates are themselves professional politicians with their own electoral 
interests. For example, Republican Mitt Romney deployed many Republicans like 
Senators Marco Rubio and Lindsey Graham and Governor Bobby Jindal, who would 
themselves run for president four years later. Many of those advocates would also 
be the first to question the decisions and tactics of Romney in the aftermath of his 
defeat, seeking to define how they could have done it differently. It got so bad that 
one Romney adviser went on television and criticized his former supporters, telling 
MSNBC, “some of them were already talking to our transition to position themselves 
for a Romney cabinet,” adding that after the former governor lost, “It was unbeliev-
able. It was five, six days later, (they were) absolutely eviscerating him” (Killough 
2012).

This is an important thing to understand about how surrogates think of their own 
role. For many who are fellow politicians, being a surrogate can be about supporting 
a fellow Republican or Democrat you honestly believe in, but it can also be a way of 
building up your own national presence or earning a credit you may seek to turn into 
a position in a new administration. Most politicians see this as a mutually beneficial 
relationship and so if a candidate loses or even stumbles badly, some surrogates may 
be less inclined to stay on the message the campaign wants them to promote. Others, 
like family members and paid campaign staff, are more easily kept in line due to the 
relationship with the candidate, but independent politicians and outside organiza-
tions and advocates are often less likely to stick to the rhetoric of the campaign. In 
fact, some research has shown that these outside politicians and organizations often 
compete to shape the campaign narrative rather than bolster the one put forward 
by the campaign. A study of the 2012 campaign found that often the surrogates 
who worked with the losing campaign quickly blamed the campaign for the loss, 
seeking to distance themselves from a failed candidate. The authors found that 
“the postelection narratives proffered by independent sources on the conservative 
side appear to have been designed to serve the agenda of the media organizations 
and interest groups in question, rather than the electoral interests of the Republi-
can Party. In sum, conservative groups appear to have used social media to act as 
competitors more often than their liberal counterparts” (Azari and Stewart 2015).
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The other danger of surrogates is that they can sometimes become a lightning 
rod for criticism when they anger a specific constituency or through their comments 
create new problems for the campaign they are supposed to aid. Back in 1989, for-
mer prosecutor Rudolph Giuliani was running for mayor of New York City against 
African American incumbent David Dinkins. Giuliani had tapped famed Jewish co-
median Jackie Mason to be his point person with other Jewish voters, but when 
Mason said that Jews vote for blacks only because they “are sick with complexes” 
the ensuing debate about racism and anti-Semitism threw the Giuliani campaign 
off the tracks for weeks as they sought to repair the damage done by the comedian.

Often celebrities are used in very controlled ways to ensure they don’t say such 
ill-considered things that could cause trouble for the campaign. But it is not always 
celebrities or newbies to the political world who can cause heartburn for the cam-
paign. In 2008, one of the most successful politicians of the modern Democratic 
Party triggered weeks of stories when former President Bill Clinton’s efforts to de-
fend his wife and attack then-opponent Barack Obama created an array of prob-
lems for Senator Clinton’s presidential campaign. The former president declared 
Obama’s claim that he had always been opposed to the Iraq War—a regular topic 
he used to criticize Hillary Clinton—a “fairy tale” and later said “the idea that one 
of these campaigns is positive and the other is negative when I know the reverse is 
true and I have seen it and I have been blistered by it for months is a little tough to 
take. Just because of the sanitizing coverage that’s in the media doesn’t mean the 
facts aren’t out there.” Clinton’s outburst triggered a wave of stories about the for-
mer president’s frustration at both the claims made by Obama and what he saw as 
the dereliction of the political press to test those claims.

Looking back at the 2008 campaign, the New York Times would write that much 
of the problem was tied to the former president’s tendency to lecture about the poli-
tics of a campaign in the moment. “That tendency to analyze out loud turned into 
a liability when he saw his wife’s shot at the presidency in 2008 begin to slip away. 
After it became apparent Mr. Obama won the South Carolina primary that year, 
Mr. Clinton memorably compared the victory to Rev. Jesse L. Jackson’s two victo-
ries in the state, seeming to marginalize the achievement. He also called Mr. Obama’s 
antiwar position ‘the biggest fairy tale I’ve ever seen,’ a comment that enraged some 
African-Americans who interpreted the comment to mean that Mr. Obama’s candi-
dacy was a fantasy” (Healy and Chozick 2015). Clinton’s comments turned the pres-
ident from one of the most effective surrogates to more of a political liability, and 
soon his wife’s campaign was using Clinton in a much more low profile sort of way.

Despite their clear liabilities, the use of surrogates has become an accepted prac-
tice of the modern campaign, allowing candidates to use others to attack oppo-
nents and raise questions that may make the candidate appear negative and also 
drawing in large crowds to campaign events and fundraisers. Some veteran politi-
cians have expressed concerns that the use of surrogates allows campaigns to take 
cheap shots at one another—former president George W. Bush has said, “I think 
the discourse generally is lowered by surrogates” (Zeeble 2015). Still, campaigns 
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stand by the strategy of using surrogates. Their communication staffers have even 
made the use of and selection of surrogates a sort of pseudo-science. The Obama 
campaign famously used big data analysts to help decide which celebrities might 
help spark the most interest from certain types of voters, and most Senate and guber-
natorial candidates will use fellow politicians to help draw audience and donations. 
The use of these non-candidates to influence voters has changed the way campaigns 
go on the attack and seek to appeal to voters, and that change is here to stay.

See also: Damage Control; Political Consultants; Spin
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gauging the effectiveness and popularity of programs and anchors for news direc-
tors planning their coverage. Additionally, the firm, which is run by a privately 
held company, conducts research for greeting card companies, food producers, and 
publishers of everything from books to software. In the political world, the com-
pany is known for its prolific polling of national and statewide contests, creating a 
regular feed of results that gets aggregated into sites like Real Clear Politics and 
used by media companies.

One poll highlights the controversial role SurveyUSA now plays in reporting on 
the horse race of politics. Just after Labor Day 2015, the firm dropped a bombshell 
on the still emerging campaign for the Republican and Democratic nominations in 
the 2016 contest. The company reported real estate mogul and reality television 
star Donald Trump would defeat any likely Democratic nominee—including for-
mer secretary of state Hillary Clinton, Vice President Joe Biden, and Vermont sena-
tor Bernie Sanders. What’s more, Trump was attracting support from 25 percent of 
black voters and 31 percent of Hispanic voters. Both those numbers are more than 
double any Republican nominee’s success with those two large voting blocs in re-
cent history. The poll made headlines all over the Internet and prompted analysis 
from many about why Trump was surging in the polls.

But for many political experts the survey results were “absurd” on the face of them, 
and a closer look at the survey raised major questions about the findings. People 
pointed out the survey only polled 38 percent of its respondents on cell; 62 per-
cent were people contacted on a traditional landline phone. SurveyUSA admitted 
that among the people surveyed on cell phones Trump lost by double digits, but 
cell phone users tend to be Democratic voters and so they sought to limit the influ-
ence of this bias in the final survey results by capping the number of respondents 
accessed that way. This sent one analyst over the edge. He wrote on his blog, “Corpo-
rate media is running with this survey to show that Donald Trump is the real deal, 
America’s next President. The Republican Party is dancing in the streets. The problem 
is the results of the survey are absurd, and yet no one in corporate media is ques-
tioning it. What is the problem with the survey? The most obvious is that it doesn’t 
pass the smell test when you look at the results” (Ring of Fire 2015). While this critic 
worked for a liberal talk radio program, the underlying question of how this survey 
is conducted and how accurately it reflects the feelings of voters is an open question 
that sparks heated debates within the polling world and among some political 
commentators.

SurveyUSA uses a controversial technique when conducting its polls, relying on 
automated systems to pose the questions to callers and then allowing the person 
answering to choose their responses by pressing a button on their phone. By not 
hiring human pollsters the company keeps the price of its surveys down, but some 
question whether this approach can skew the results in dangerous ways. The surveys 
are sometimes called interactive voice response (IVR) polls and are built in such a 
way that the polling firm can create different surveys based on what people say or 
what they select on their phone. SurveyUSA also begins with a huge database of 
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questions it has asked in the past, which allows the firm to field surveys quickly 
and cheaply. But many worried that this quest to cut costs would lead to problems 
in the results. For example, IVR surveys cannot confirm the person answering is 
the person initially targeted in the survey since it will survey (or at least try to sur-
vey) whomever answers the phone. Secondly, people worry that IVR surveys allow 
people to simply press buttons in hopes of ending the call sooner without consid-
ering the responses.

These concerns first came to a head in 2004 when many Democrats expressed 
real doubt over the accuracy of polls showing President Bush headed toward re-
election. The two major IVR firms—SurveyUSA and Rasmussen Reports—
showed a fairly solid lead compared to some of the traditional polling firms. In 
the end, the two IVR firms did either the same or slightly better than their hu-
man-interview counterparts, prompting Slate to conclude, “We won’t settle the 
relative merits of the two approaches in this article or this election. But . . .  it’s 
time to broaden the experiment in automated polling and compare results to see 
what’s working and why. Clearly, the automated pollsters are onto something, 
and the human pollsters who have fallen behind will have to figure out how to 
beat it—or join it” (Kenner and Saletan 2004). In the wake of the 2004 successes, 
the political press accepted these polls as equal to, or sometimes more accurate 
than, traditional human polling and so a survey like the Trump poll of Septem-
ber 2015 is picked up by media and reported as an accurate snapshot of the 
electorate.

SurveyUSA defends its techniques, its editor Jay Leve saying, “Professionally-
voiced polls are not inherently superior to headset-operator polls, and I do not 
make that claim. I just rebut the assertion that professionally-voiced polls are in-
herently inferior. Used properly, SurveyUSA methodology can have advantages” 
(Blumenthal 2005). Leve and others with the firm contend that having profession-
als create one recording of the survey has clear advantages. First, it ensures the que-
ries made of each person are identical, with the same intonation, pronunciation, 
and delivery. IVR advocates also point out that people are less likely to give a re-
sponse that they think is what the interviewer wants to hear, which can lead to un-
intended biases in the results. Finally, the IVR proponents point out that their 
track record is not substantially different than traditional pollsters in key election 
contests. But the use of these polls continues to draw fire, especially from the side 
doing poorly in the results. And the use of complicated methodologies and weight-
ing strategies—like the use of 62 percent landlines and 38 mobile phones in the 
Trump survey—makes it more important for political reporters as well as consum-
ers of news to pay attention to methodologies and margins of error as they read the 
latest breathless survey results in the heat of a campaign.

See also: Gallup; Horse-Race Journalism; Public Opinion; Public Policy Polling; 
Rasmussen Reports; Real Clear Politics
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TALK RADIO
Perhaps more than any other media, radio has provided political conservatives with 
a potent platform for mobilizing its supporters and pressing Republican leaders to 
adhere to a conservative dogma or face real opposition from within their own party. 
Although the audience numbers have fluctuated over the years, conservatives like 
Rush Limbaugh and Sean Hannity boast more than 12 million listeners each and oth-
ers like Glenn Beck, Laura Ingraham, and Mark Levin can claim millions of their own.

It would actually take an act of deregulation, championed by a Republican ad-
ministration, to allow this explosion of political talk on the radio to take place. Up 
until the mid-1980s, the Federal Communications Commission had maintained a 
policy called the Fairness Doctrine that required the radio stations to cover politi-
cal issues of the day, but it also stated that those same stations had to offer differing 
viewpoints on those matters. So, if a station offered four hours of conservative po-
litical talk, the FCC could force it to offer four hours of liberal talk. But the Reagan 
administration included broadcasters in a wave of deregulations during the 1980s 
and in 1987 the FCC voted to end enforcement of the policy. Commission chair-
man Dennis Patrick said after the 4-1 vote, “We seek to extend to the electronic 
press the same First Amendment guarantees that the print media have enjoyed since 
our country’s inception.” Now free from possible government sanction for airing 
politically biased talk, radio networks began experimenting with format, airing con-
servatives and liberals on different channels.

Then came Rush Limbaugh.
Limbaugh, a college drop-out but radio junkie, had bounced from deejay job to 

deejay job and had landed a job in Sacramento. As the Fairness Doctrine ended, 
Limbaugh pushed the limits of what was now allowed, finding a mix of political 
commentary and humor that soon drew listeners and advertisers, and a syndication 
deal followed. Limbaugh was but the first of many who would follow, almost all of 
them conservative. A handful of liberal talkers exist, but draw far smaller audiences 
than their colleagues on the right. Limbaugh and his growing number of colleagues 
took aim at Democrats in Congress and, later, President Bill Clinton, attracting mil-
lions of listeners by launching broadsides against Democrats. What The Daily Show 
did for liberals, mixing humor with biting political commentary, had already been 
tried successfully on talk radio for Republicans. By the early 1990s, Limbaugh was 
advocating on behalf of House Republicans who hoped to take their hardline criti-
cism of Democrats to the voters in 1994. That year, with frustration mounting 
with Clinton and congressional Democrats, Limbaugh encouraged listeners to rally 
around Republican leader Newt Gingrich, hoping to spur a stunning GOP landslide 
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in the off-year election that handed the Republicans control of the U.S. House for 
the first time in 40 years. It was a heady time in the relationship between the party 
and talk radio, notes the Wall Street Journal’s Patrick O’Connor, who wrote, “Repub-
licans touted conservative talk radio as a foolproof medium to communicate directly 
with their most ardent supporters. Democrats and liberal groups tried to replicate 
that success by building their own left-leaning television and radio stations, with far 
less success” (O’Connor 2015). These talk show hosts, especially Hannity and Glenn 
Beck, were able to translate their radio popularity into cable news success, hosting 
programs on Fox News and CNN. The audience often followed them and many of 
them found that the sharper their criticism became, the bigger audiences and more 
ardent fans they gained.

As talk radio became more competitive with itself and the audience more self-
selected, talk show hosts found themselves pushing the envelope of what is accept-
able commentary on the day’s news. Glenn Beck said there were members of the 
Obama administration who are “Marxist revolutionaries who have dedicated them-
selves to principles that will destroy our nation as we know it.” Michael Savage has 
said, “Every stinking, rotten left winger in this country poses a far greater threat to 
your freedom than does al-Qaida.” Many who analyze political speech began to 
question whether the talk had gone too far. Kathleen Hall Jamieson told the PBS 
NewsHour in 2009, “The downside occurs when this type of insulating discourse 
is used to tag the other side, the opposition, as more different than it actually is 
from the listener. It polarizes. So, the audience becomes locked up in its own little 
ideological world. The rhetoric becomes more shrill, more strident. It becomes hys-
terical and hyperbolic. And then one’s sense of that as appropriate discourse is some-
thing that one begins to feel. One thinks that it’s appropriate to ridicule the other 
side, to demonize the other side. One stops calling it ridicule and demonization. 
One starts to think that that’s how we talk politics” (Brown 2009).

But it was more than just a coarsening of the rhetoric. The economics of talk 
radio have also evolved as money has poured in from conservative think tanks, ad-
vocacy groups, and tea party-aligned organizations to work with these radio hosts. 
A 2014 investigation from Politico found that “conservative groups spent nearly 
$22 million to broker and pay for involved advertising relationships known as spon-
sorships with a handful of influential talkers including Beck, Sean Hannity, Laura 
Ingraham, Mark Levin, and Rush Limbaugh between the first talk radio deals in 
2008 and the end of 2012. Since then, the sponsorship deals have grown more lu-
crative and tea party-oriented, with legacy groups like The Heritage Foundation 
ending their sponsorships and groups like the Tea Party Patriots placing big ad buys” 
(Vogel and Weinger 2014). The Politico investigation, which included examining 
FCC reports and filings with Federal Election Commission, found that as talk ra-
dio hosts ramped up their criticism of President Obama and any Republican work-
ing with the Obama administration, tea party groups and other hardline conservative 
organizations were sponsoring more and more radio programs and hiring those talk 
show hosts to speak on behalf of their organizations.
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The connection is not just economic; these vocal radio critics of both Democrats 
and Republicans found deeper partnerships with organizations aimed at rejecting 
political compromises. This has helped lead to talk radio hosts becoming increas-
ingly active within the Republican Party, offering support and an audience for out-
sider candidates who may challenge more moderate members of their own party. 
Although part of this influence can be found simply through their harsh critiques 
of party leadership, this effort took on a more concrete reality in 2014. Tension be-
tween conservative activists aligned with the Tea Party and the more mainstream 
Republican Party had been brewing for years as leaders in Congress, at times, sought 
to strike agreements with Democrats in the White House and Congress to move 
compromise agreements forward. Some within the party base saw these moves as 
selling conservative principles out for political benefit. One of their first targets was 
House whip Eric Cantor. Cantor, a conservative from Virginia, seemed a shoe-in 
for the GOP nomination for his seat he had held since 2001. But then talk radio 
hosts Ingraham and Levin got involved. Ingraham endorsed Cantor’s conservative 
rival Dave Brat. She appeared at Brat’s rallies and electrified crowds in the central 
Virginia district. Soon, money and volunteers swelled Brat’s ranks and he was able 
to eke out a victory over his vastly better funded opponent. Ingraham would later 
say, “I helped shine a light on a race where the establishment was vulnerable. I 
helped give Brat a platform that he was not getting through any other media out-
let. The national media wasn’t giving him his due and national tea party groups 
weren’t lifting a finger to help him. . . .  I knew that if he had a little bit of a boost, 
he would make a really good run at this” (Byers 2014).

This connection between conservative activism and talk radio continues to evolve, 
but it also comes as talk radio listenership has begun to sink. The format still at-
tracts 50 million listeners a week, putting it behind only country music for popu-
larity on commercial radio, but advertisers have grown wary of the backlash their 
sponsorship may provoke. Advertising on talk radio stations now on average costs 
half as much as advertising on music channels. How this economic crunch and po-
litical activism may affect its future business remains uncertain, but talk radio re-
mains a potent and combustible force among conservatives.

See also: Beck, Glenn; Conservative Blogosphere; Fairness Doctrine; Hannity, Sean; 
Limbaugh, Rush
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Vogel, Kenneth, and Mackenzie Weinger. 2014. “The Tea Party Radio Network.” Politico. 
April 17. Accessed December 15, 2015. http: / /www.politico.com /story /2014 /04 /tea-
party-radio-network-105774#ixzz2zLJnotjJ.

TALKING POINTS MEMO
Talking Points Memo is a left-leaning political reporting website that mixes its blog-
ging roots with an increasingly journalistic approach to covering news of the day. 
The site boasts 3 million unique visitors a month and claims to reach well-educated 
and wealthy viewers with more than half reporting an income of more than $100,000 
a year (TPM 2015).

Launched in 2000 as the more politically opinionated (and a bit hot-headed) 
version of Washington Monthly reporter and Hill columnist Joshua Micah Marshall, 
TPM was a platform that allowed Marshall to start writing a more informal blog that 
aimed to articulate the critical political debates of the day. At the time of its creation 
there was plenty of political fodder for Marshall to dig in to. He launched TPM dur-
ing the Florida recount controversy that ended the 2000 presidential election and 
with sharp and intelligent criticism of the right, TPM quickly developed a size-
able D.C.-area following.

By 2001 Marshall was writing full time at TPM (while contributing to other sites 
and news organizations). So the next year when former Senate Majority Leader Trent 
Lott spoke at the 100th birthday party of South Carolina senator Strom Thurmond 
and appeared to endorse his segregationist policies of the 1940s, Marshall had a 
platform to speak out on an issue he felt the mainstream press was missing. He 
later told PBS’s Frontline, “When you unpacked what Trent Lott said, it was really 
egregious. It was terrible . . .  In the way that the news media works, a story really 
has a 24-hour audition, that it makes its case whether it’s going to catch fire and 
whether it’s going to become a real story. And that story failed its 24-hour audition . . .  
I think in a pre-blog world that would have been the end of it. But my blog and 
others picked up the story and basically started making the case for it, that it was a 
lot more important than the rest of the news media had thought” (Frontline 2007). 
TPM and other blogs helped keep the story alive, and when the mainstream did 
pick it up, Lott was forced to resign over the comments.

With the role TPM had played in the Lott story, Marshall had established him-
self as one of the growing legion of political bloggers that demanded attention. By 
2004 Marshall was described by the New York Times Magazine as “an irate spitter of 
well-crafted vitriol aimed at the president, whom he compared, one day, to Tony 
Soprano torching his friend’s sporting-goods store for the sake of a little extra cash” 
(Klam 2004). With a mix of clear opinion and strong reporting, TPM was begin-
ning to transform into something more than just a blog.

Soon the site was applying the same approach it has taken with politics to other 
areas, creating spinoffs that focus on culture and society (TPM Café), investigative 
reporting (TPM Muckraker), and election-year politics (TPM Election Central). But 
running through all of these efforts is an approach that TPM veterans say is ingrained 
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in the news organization—a two-way relationship with its readers. As a profile in 
the Columbia Journalism Review put it, “From the very early days of Talking Points 
Memo, [Marshall] has (by accident or design) cultivated an intense relationship with 
a well-connected set of readers—lawyers, activists, policy wonks, and veterans of 
intelligence agencies. Those readers have offered an endless stream of tips, and they 
have occasionally been deployed en masse to plow through document dumps from 
the Department of Justice or to ask members of Congress to publicly clarify their 
positions on Social Security” (Glenn 2007).

It was because of the strong network he had built and the reporting abilities the 
TPM staff had grown that they were able to respond to the biggest story they had 
ever had in early 2007. TPM Muckraker had caught whiff of a series of firings and 
reappointments within the ranks of federal prosecutors. Some readers of TPM saw 
a political motivation for the moves, accusing the Justice Department of a political 
purge of its ranks. The team at TPM ran with the story and became the first to re-
port that the Bush administration was cleaning house of anyone deemed not po-
litically supportive of White House policies. The reaction by the mainstream press 
was skeptical. At Time magazine, Washington bureau chief Jay Carney dismissed 
the report as partisan paranoia.

TPM reporter Paul Kiel later explained, “TPM’s reporters were surveying media 
around the country and following up links to local papers sent in by readers, ‘so it 
was kind of a mix of what you might call blog reporting and traditional reporting,’ 
or what might be termed a kind of ‘wisdom of crowds’ method of reporting, com-
bined with some good old-fashioned banging of the phones” (McLeary 2007). 
What emerged was a widespread perception that the Bush White House was seek-
ing to politicize the U.S. attorney system and anyone who did not support their 
efforts was subject to dismissal. Carney would take to his blog at Time again in 
March of 2007. This time, though, instead of dismissing Marshall, he praised him, 
writing, “The blogosphere was the engine on this story, pulling the Hill and the 
MSM along. As the document dump proves, what happened was much worse than 
I’d first thought. I was wrong. Very nice work, and thanks for holding my feet to 
the fire” (Carney 2007).

The story would earn TPM a George Polk award and lead to the resignation of the 
U.S. attorney general and eight other high-ranking Department of Justice personnel. 
It also help spark a major overhaul of TPM, completing its shift from politically en-
gaged blog to news organization with an intense and effective relationship with its 
readers.

See also: Daily Kos; Huffington Post; Liberal Blogosphere
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TARBELL, IDA (1857–1944)
Special deals with railroaders, shrewd business tactics, and a desire to stamp out 
his competition helped John D. Rockefeller shape Standard Oil into the biggest com-
pany in the business. One crusading female journalist helped bring it to its knees.

Ida Tarbell had watched the toll Standard Oil took on its competitors firsthand. 
The daughter of a small-time oil man, she was 14 when the so-called Cleveland Mas-
sacre happened. Rockefeller worked out a deal through something called the South 
Improvement Company where a railroad would charge small producers more to ship 
their oil while giving Standard a price break. The scheme kept Standard and rail-
road companies in the green while driving many competitors out of business (King 
2012). Tarbell would recall the incident 30 years later as part of her devastating pro-
file of Rockefeller and his empire. “Under the combined threat and persuasion of the 
Standard, armed with the South Improvement Company scheme, almost the entire 
independent oil interest of Cleveland collapsed in three months’ time,” Tarbell wrote 
in The History of Standard Oil, a book that grew out of a series of investigatory articles 
that appeared in McClure’s in 1902 and 1903 (Tarbell 1904). Her work—which tar-
geted the company’s wrongdoing, not its size or stingy business practices—led to the 
breakup of the company’s monopoly and helped usher in the era of the muckraker, 
a time when investigative journalism thrived.

Ida Minerva Tarbell was born November 5, 1857, in Pennsylvania where her father 
built and sold oil tanks. In 1876, she went to Allegheny College in Meadville, Penn-
sylvania, as the only woman in her class. She decided to be a writer, after concluding 
“that no woman could be both a wife and pursue a career outside the home” (Stark-
man 2014).

Her first journalism job came at a paper in Meadville, the Chautauquan, where 
she spent eight years and became managing editor. But the newspaper life wouldn’t 
be hers forever. She moved to Paris in 1891 to study and write freelance. That’s 
where Sam McClure found her and convinced her to come work for him.

At McClure’s Magazine, Tarbell, alongside the likes of Lincoln Steffens and Ray 
Stannard Baker, would become a top-tier investigative journalist of the time. Her 
style was to dive into the documents of history, and her early works included lengthy 
pieces on Napoleon Bonaparte and President Abraham Lincoln.
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By the turn of the century, Tarbell used the same extensive investigation tech-
nique to go after John D. Rockefeller, Sr., and the Standard Oil Company. Tarbell 
crafted the 19-part series using internal company memos, public records from gov-
ernment investigations into the company, and detailed interviews. What resulted 
became one of the seminal works of investigative journalism. In his book The Watch-
dog That Didn’t Bark, Dean Starkman called it “the greatest business story ever writ-
ten.” It provoked public uproar and helped inspire reform movements that would 
demand the government take action to protect consumers and competition. In 1911, 
the U.S. Supreme Court found that Standard had violated the Sherman Antitrust 
Act. Standard was broken up into several smaller companies. As it turns out, Rock-
efeller would only get richer. Stock shares of the companies that came from the 
breakup soared, and he went “from a mere millionaire into nearly a billionaire” 
(Starkman 2014).

Despite that, Tarbell’s legacy was secure. She was an early example of a journal-
ist that challenged the powerful and exposed malpractice, and an inspiration for 
investigative reporters to come.

Michael Wright

See also: McClure’s Magazine; Muckraking
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TEA PARTY MOVEMENT
Unlike a centrally organized political party or campaign, movements are a compli-
cated concept for journalists to cover and accurately contextualize. The coverage 
of the tea parties by the political media highlight the struggle of journalists to frame 
and explain an odd mix of organizations and individuals that includes established 
libertarian organizations, grassroots activists, cultural conservatives, and constitu-
tionalists. The media has portrayed these groups as the dawn of a third party, an 
ideological civil war within the Republican Party, a manufactured front for wealthy 
political donors, and a genuine outpouring of public frustration with the current 
state of public affairs and the role of government in their lives. All of these descrip-
tions are to some extent correct and dead wrong. Exploring the roots of the tea par-
ties also help cast a light on how the media seeks to label and group organizations 
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in way that serves as a sort of journalistic short-hand when covering the multidi-
mensional realities of politics and political movements.

Even finding an origin to the tea parties movement highlights how difficult it is 
to cover a fairly new and decentralized movement. The name “tea party” had been 
in use by a variety of conservative and libertarian groups that were protesting gov-
ernment policies throughout the 1980s, 1990s, and early 2000s. These groups were 
often unaffiliated and were only connected by the name “tea party,” a reference to 
the 1773 protests in Boston where the Sons of Liberty anti-British group boarded 
three ships in Boston Harbor and dumped some 342 chests of tea overboard to pro-
test British tax policies. The name took on more national attention as activists in-
spired by the candidacy of former libertarian presidential candidate Ron Paul 
launched an online fundraising plan, dubbed “the moneybomb,” to raise money 
for the 2008 GOP candidate. The group rallied around the anniversary of the Bos-
ton Tea Party and used that date, December 16, to focus its fundraising effort. The 
campaign netted $6 million in one day—the largest single-day donation total up 
until that point—and for those backers the idea of the “tea party” was born. A few 
weeks later, Paul supporters would still be basking in the glow of the concerted, 
but decentralized effort, telling the Online NewsHour, “What’s really special about 
the Ron Paul campaign is so many of these different initiatives, whether you’re talk-
ing about the Ron Paul blimp or you’re talking about the Tea Party that just oc-
curred—the Moneybomb—all of that is not affiliated with the campaign. The 
campaign is made up of many different organizations” (Bowman 2008).

Some see this campaign as the real roots of the tea party movement that would 
take off in 2009. Commentator Juan Williams would write on Fox News, the move-
ment rose out of the “ashes” of the Paul campaign, claiming, “Since then, the Tea 
Party has bullied the Republican leadership in the House to force budget cuts at 
the risk of shutting down the government and collectively become the most per-
sistent critic of the Obama presidency on financial regulatory reform and health 
care. The roots of all of this are in the libertarian mind of Congressman Paul” (Wil-
liams 2011). But like so many of the media narratives about the tea party move-
ment, the idea that there is one set of roots and one organization is often misguided. 
While true that many activists embraced the power of collective action that the 
“moneybomb” represented and saw this power as a way to stand up to the party 
elites, there were other organizations critical to the tea parties’ growth that existed 
long before the 2008 campaign.

At least one branch of tea party efforts can be traced back to one critical organi-
zation, FreedomWorks. This group is the latest incarnation of a political organiza-
tion organized and funded by the Charles and David Koch’s foundations. The 
organization was incorporated in 1984 as Citizens for a Sound Economy, a think 
tank dedicated to smaller government, lower taxes, and limited regulations. The 
organization developed policy papers on everything from global warming to health 
policy and accepted donations from the Koch brothers as well as corporations like 
Exxon, Philip Morris, and Microsoft. When flat tax-advocate and House Majority 
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Leader Dick Armey retired from Congress in 2003, he took the helm of CSE. It 
was also at this time that CSE was going through a fundamental transformation. 
In 2002 it had designed and launched its first “tea party” organization website, 
usteaparty.com, to foster anti-tax efforts, claiming, “our U.S. Tea Party is a national 
event, hosted continuously online and open to all Americans who feel our taxes are 
too high and the tax code is too complicated” ( Jarvis 2013).

By 2004, CSE divided itself into FreedomWorks, headed by Armey, and Americans 
for Prosperity, under David Koch. Americans for Prosperity became the primary po-
litical advocacy group for the Koch brothers and FreedomWorks served as a critical 
group to organizing the early protests against President Obama’s policies. But how 
much of FreedomWorks remains under the influence of the Koch brothers is de-
batable. The organization claims it is fueled primarily by small-dollar donors and 
activists—in short, tea party members—while many liberal activists see the orga-
nization as a faux grassroots group run by the Koch brothers. Former House 
Speaker Nancy Pelosi and other Democrats have accused the tea parties of being 
“Astroturf”—fake grassroots that work for big money donors. But the organization 
has brought in tens of thousands of members and donations that total millions of 
dollars. One expert concluded, “The complexity of the brothers’ relationship to the 
Tea Party derives from many of the same ambiguities that define American politics 
in the 21st century. Paths of influence are obscured behind organizations with am-
biguous names and few obligations to explain who funds operations” (Brown 2015).

Like the remnants of the Paul campaign in 2008 and the Koch-funded efforts of 
FreedomWorks, other organizations with diverse interests and agendas also grew 
up under the tea party umbrella, and it would take a spark to turn these disparate 
actions into an actual movement. That moment came in 2009 and was the creation 
of mass media.

The year 2009 saw a series of protests erupt around the country in response to the 
government moves to stave off an economic crisis. President Barack Obama proposed 
a major economic stimulus bill that planned to pour money into projects to bring 
down unemployment and ease the credit crisis. Many saw it as simply a government 
hand-out, including a blogger and math teacher in Seattle named Keli Carender, 
who organized a protest of some 150 people opposed to the stimulus bill and would 
go on to work with the Tea Party Patriots group. But at least one tea party advocate 
and conservative figure, Glenn Beck, attributes much of the national tea party effort 
to CNBC commentator Rick Santelli. On February 19 he took to the floor of the Chi-
cago Mercantile Exchange to blast the government moves to help homeowners who 
were defaulting on their home payments—a reality that threatened to snowball 
into a major economic collapse. Santelli, clearly agitated, turned to the traders and 
declared, “This is America. How many of you people want to pay for your neigh-
bor’s mortgage and has an extra bathroom and can’t pay their bills? Raise your 
hands. (Boos) President Obama are you listening? . . .  We’re thinking of having a 
Chicago Tea Party in July. All you capitalists that want to show up to Lake Michigan, 
I’m going to start organizing” (Meckler and Martin 2012). The moment, captured 
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and broadcast on cable news, helped give voice to a growing frustration among a 
whole different set of people who had not been engaged in the Koch brothers’ CSE 
or the Ron Paul campaign. As Beck later told Business Insider, “A lot of people have 
been credited with starting the modern-day tea party but make no mistake, it was 
Rick Santelli. His off the cuff monologue spoke the words that millions of Americans 
felt but could not nor dare not speak” (Perlberg 2014).

A national rally was quickly held on February 27 and a larger one was planned 
for April 15. FreedomWorks quickly became a major backer and organizer of the 
events and conservative commentators like Michelle Malkin, Beck, and Sean Hannity 
soon began promoting the April event. Even at this point, it was unclear how much 
of the tea party effort was to protest government action and how much was to pro-
mote Republican politics. As the New York Times noted in its story, “The events were 
meant to protest government spending, particularly the Obama administration’s 
$787 billion stimulus package and its $3.5 trillion budget. Although organizers in-
sisted they had created a nonpartisan grass-roots movement, others argued that 
these parties were more of the Astroturf variety: an occasion largely created by the 
clamor of cable news and fueled by the financial and political support of current 
and former Republican leaders” (Robbins 2009). The article went on to play the 
role of FreedomWorks and Armey heavily in its story about the protest, but it also 
laid out some of the key elements that would mark media coverage of the tea party 
for months to come. Outlets like the Times and the Washington Post often reported 
on the protests as Republican rallying efforts, seeking to draw political authority 
and later electoral success from people’s frustrations.

The protests only grew in intensity as President Obama’s health care reform law 
caught political fire. Tea party groups are credited with organizing widespread pro-
tests that greeted lawmakers who returned home for the August recess in 2009, 
and a September rally in Washington also drew hundreds of thousands. The pro-
tests were covered in the media, but the force of the tea party within conservative 
ranks was still under-reported in these early efforts. Despite these disparate groups, 
different sources of funding, and varied agendas, the tea party movement, loosely 
described as a conservative, populist effort to rein in the size of government, had 
energized a new wave of political activists. One historian of the groups argued that 
the most important element of the movement happened in the sudden sense of col-
lective action, writing, “For many activists immersion in the Tea Party has repre-
sented a political awakening as well as a sense of fulfillment. Their voices were being 
heard; their actions, they now believed, were making a difference. Participation sub-
merged their feelings of powerlessness and gave them what political scientists call 
a ‘sense of efficacy,’ a healthy mentality in a democratic republic” (Formisano 2012). 
But this newfound “healthy mentality” also came with a set of expectations that these 
rallies would lead to immediate change.

In an odd way, the tea parties’ growth and message of change echoed the prom-
ise of the 2008 Obama campaign, a connection neither side would agree with nor 
welcome. But the fact remains, the “Change we can believe in” crowds that sought 
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a post-partisan Washington created by Obama and the small-government activists 
rallying in Washington in September 2009 both wanted a different political system, 
and they wanted it now. And both found themselves stymied by the current politi-
cal system. For the tea party those roadblocks came from within the Republican 
Party and from the government.

The government reaction could be most damningly found in the Cincinnati of-
fices of the Internal Revenue Service. The organization was tracking a surge in ap-
plications for nonprofit status by tea party-aligned organizations and began flagging 
those groups for further scrutiny. When news came out at the IRS was targeting tea 
party groups for investigation, the conservative media exploded in criticism. Within 
a week of the news, the head of the IRS was out, and the conservative narrative 
that the Obama administration was after them had taken hold. Just as telling was 
the uneasy response of Republican leaders to the tea parties. These activists repre-
sented a double-edged sword for the GOP. On the one hand, they represented a 
new jolt of energy and voters for a party flagging in the wake of devastating elec-
toral losses in 2006 and 2008. But with this newly energized bloc of voters came a 
profoundly difficult set of demands to fulfill. The head of one group, the American 
Majority, that helped foment the tea party grassroots groups and inspire new can-
didates to run, put the goals of their group in these terms, “The Tea Party needs to 
realize is that its objective is not about shifting paradigms or having a short-term 
impact. It’s about crushing paradigms and creating a new set of rules that dictate 
how the game is played decades from now . . .  The Tea Party, if it is to be remem-
bered a hundred years from now, must shrink the bureaucratic state, returning gov-
ernment to its proper role. It must also fundamentally change the process of electoral 
politics, whether it’s a return to a caucus and convention nomination process or 
even repealing the 17th Amendment and the direct election of Senators” (Ryun 
2012). But not all Republicans agreed with this position, and many of the elected 
officials who hoped to leverage these voters to secure re-election soon faced opposi-
tion in their own primaries from candidates who saw their role as to blow the whole 
system up rather than discuss evolutionary tweaks to Washington.

This internal discontent, intraparty electoral fights, and ongoing clash with the 
president’s governing efforts all created rich fodder for political reporting and cam-
paign coverage in particular. But how the media chose to portray the tea party groups 
varied widely from story to story and news outlet to news outlet. Often news orga-
nizations sought comments from tea party figures to serve as a balance to estab-
lishment figures on the right and left. But the question remained: who do you quote 
in a system as decentralized as the tea party? Sometimes, the media simply botched 
it. One organization, which almost no tea party activist endorses, is teaparty.org, and 
yet several news organizations, including the Washington Post, quoted the head of the 
site as a reputable spokesperson for the movement. This partly speaks to the lack 
of awareness by the reporter but also the difficulty of news reporters seeking “a” 
comment from a series of amorphous groups that specifically reject the idea of a 
single organizer.

http://teaparty.org
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Still, the media, whether through the partisan hyping of the tax day protests in 
2009 or their portrayal of the movement in other reporting, usually organize their 
coverage in a way that is sympathetic to the movement. One analysis of the way 
the media frame their coverage of the tea party movement, or what they call the 
TPM, found that, “Overall, the U.S. media depicted the TPM with supportive frames 
(Everyday American, Grassroots, Fiscal Federal Frustrations, and Election Impact) 
more than twice as often as the deprecatory characterizations the activists opposed 
(Non-Mainstream, Establishment-Affiliated, Amalgam of Grievances, and Flash-in-
the-Pan). Usually, media portrayed the TPM as an electorally influential grassroots 
movement—albeit sometimes depicted with a non-mainstream fringe—primarily 
concerned with an overreaching, fiscally irresponsible federal government” (Boykoff 
and Laschever 2011).

This coverage often faltered when the campaign season kicked in as the tea party 
then moved from a coalition of activists seeking policy change to a part of cam-
paign strategy and efforts to get out the vote. This often showed up by labeling one 
candidate the “tea party-favorite” or “tea party-backed,” although this was more a 
simple way to categorize the candidate rather than an effective explanation of the 
candidate or his or her policies. Meanwhile, in the increasingly heated blogosphere 
and among left-leaning and right-leaning news outlets, the tea party became a far 
more controversial movement. Some liberals and supporters of President Obama 
soon began dismissing critics as “tea baggers” and radicals bent on derailing the 
orderly function of government. Conservative outlets split; some aligned with the 
movement while others argued that its supporters were unrealistic and misguided. 
One conservative thinker who argues the tea party defies any of these simple de-
scriptions, declared, “A more apt characterization of the Tea Party would be that of 
an antiparty, a close conglomeration of individuals coalescing around certain prin-
ciples, challenging the existing political parties to embrace them. The movement 
has no formal, centralized decision-making authority that dictates talking points 
or policy positions to its members” (Foley 2012).

And perhaps that is why the tea party movement remains less a cohesive entity, 
and more a label that conveys a set of pre-existing ideas to the reader—often views 
the reader or viewer themselves possess. Some see the tea party as a source of col-
lective power for those frustrated by government’s role in the modern American 
life; others see a source of disorder and political chaos.

See also: Grassroots Campaigns; Koch Brothers: Koch, Charles and Koch, David; 
Political Polarization and the Media; Political Parties; Single-Issue Politics
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TELEVISION ADVERTISING
Although much has been made of the revolution the Internet has brought to media 
and campaigning, the largest portion of any campaign’s budget is still devoted to a 
tried-and-true form of political electioneering: the 30- or 60-second campaign ad. 
Since their use first in the 1950s, television ads have become a primary way in which 
campaigns shape and deliver their message. This message can include paid media, 
where the campaign purchases airtime, and free media where provocative ads get 
picked up and repeated by the news media. As the financial power of elections has 
shifted from individuals running for office and established political parties to those 
groups seeking to influence the race, television ads purchased by outside groups 
have also exploded. The result is that in 2012 the total bill for political ads pur-
chased topped $1.92 billion.

The 2012 campaign saw an unprecedented amount of money flood the political 
process. The campaign of President Barack Obama raised some $1.1 billion for its 
re-election effort and outside groups poured another $550 million into the cam-
paign. Much of this spending in the presidential race, along with congressional and 
statewide contests, ended up on television. Nearly 3 million television ads were pur-
chased during the 2012 election campaign, but few played nationally. Instead, 
television advertising was a highly targeted affair according to the Wesleyan Media 
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Project, which tracked broadcast and cable ads. The project’s co-director Erika 
Franklin Fowler said later, “Not only did we see record, pulverizing amounts of 
advertising on the air, but we saw it concentrated, so heavily concentrated, into 
just a small number of markets . . .  [The ads] were crammed into just a few key 
battleground markets. If you were in one of those markets, you were getting inun-
dated from May right up through election day, whereas if you were outside of those 
markets, you didn’t really see very many presidential ads, if [any] at all” (Overby 
2013). The cycle highlighted that even in the era of social media and micro- 
targeted mailings, television advertising remains a powerful tool and the most ex-
pensive line item in most campaign budgets.

The purpose of ads is fairly straightforward and boils down to two simple goals: 
outline who your candidate is and why they are ideal for the office they seek and 
secondly, define your opponent in a way to emphasize the personal or political po-
sitions that make him or her not a good fit. Early advertising focused heavily on 
the idea of self-identification and explanation. These ads sought to introduce the 
electorate to the candidate and offer a political biography or outline of issues they 
may support if elected. As television became a more dominant form of media and 
advertising specialists honed their craft, advertising came to involve more attacks 
on opponents and less biography of the candidate. Within 20 years of the first tele-
vision campaign ad, there were as many attack ads, or so-called negative ads, as 
there were more positive messages.

The form has clear advantages to other modes of political communication. Un-
like a stump speech or press release that must get through the filter of a reporter or 
editor before it is broadcast to a mass media audience, television ads allow the cam-
paign to control the message and the visual accompaniment. Ads also allow a 
campaign to target specific communities through the selection of different broad-
cast markets and channels. As the television audience began to fragment over mul-
tiple channels, campaigns began to target not just geography, but certain types of 
voters—for example, those who watching daytime cooking shows on cable could 
be counted on to be more likely female, and therefore a campaign could tailor its 
ad to be seen on that cable channel in a critical battleground community. Finally, 
their effect can be monitored to see whether they are working. A top scholar of presi-
dent debates and campaign commercials in America wrote, “Ads are increasingly 
used in conjunction with tracking polling, so that the effectiveness or ineffective-
ness of an ad can be measured and monitored. In the old days an ad played at the 
intuitive instinct of the ad maker. Now pollsters and focus groups test ads, and now 
the ads are often pulled or played more heavily as a result of tracking polls or focus 
group performance” (Devlin 1995).

These ads, while heavily vetted and tested for their effectiveness, can be broken 
into playing four distinct roles in campaigns and often can be plotted out over the 
timeline of the race. Early in the race, as mentioned earlier, ads focus on increasing 
the name recognition of the candidate. Social science literature shows that one of 
the most critical elements that can predict the success or failure of an ad campaign 
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involves the degree to which a voter recognizes the name of the candidate on the 
ballot. So early ads focus on this issue and creating a general knowledge about the 
candidate’s qualifications and personal history. Once that is established, often ads 
shift emphasis onto the critical issues the candidate is focusing their campaign on. 
These issues tend to connect clearly to the candidate’s ideology and to the core is-
sues that will motivate his or her party’s voters to get out on Election Day and cast 
their ballot. With their name and core issues out, media strategists tend to turn 
negative later in the campaign, using ads to highlight issues or personal facts that 
may cause voters to view an opposing candidate more negatively, seeking to soften 
their support among voters who are not as committed to the opponent. Finally, in 
the closing days of the campaign, ads often turn more positive as candidates look 
to “close the deal” with voters, stressing their vision for the future and seeking to 
cast themselves more as leader and less as a politician. The rise of early voting, where 
many people cast their ballots weeks ahead of the election, has altered this strategy 
somewhat, forcing candidates to air whatever their core argument is sometimes up 
to a month before the actual Election Day to ensure that voters see their messages 
before marking their ballots.

Advertising as a force in political campaigns began in the presidential race and 
emerged in the post-war period as television itself became a major force in mass me-
dia. Unlike other mass media, television seemed to have a special power in politics 
and by 1952 Republican strategists working with Madison Avenue ad men were craft-
ing the first political advertisements. President Harry Truman had decided not to run 
as his popularity plummeted and after he lost the New Hampshire primary. He then 
threw his weight behind Illinois governor Adlai Stevenson. Although not on the 
ticket, Truman continued to make the argument to keep the Democrats in power after 
20 years in the White House. He famously declared, “You never had it so good!”

The exclamation became a sort-of unofficial slogan of the Democrats’ campaign 
and the supporters of Republican candidate and former U.S. General Dwight Eisen-
hower wanted to counter the argument. Instead of developing a slogan of their 
own, the Republicans decided to launch a targeted ad buy, the first of any political 
campaign. Despite the assumption of experts now that ad men created ads on their 
instincts, the response was carefully planned and executed. The team first shot 
Eisenhower offering his responses to a series of questions. The ad team then went 
out and found different voters who represented key demographic targets of the cam-
paign and filmed them asking each question. The result ran something like this: a 
young black man says to camera: “General, the Democrats are telling me I never 
had it so good.” Eisenhower, dressed in a suit and looking stern answers, appeared 
to face the young man: “Can that be true when America is billions in debt? When 
prices have doubled? When taxes break our backs and we are still fighting in Korea? 
It’s tragic.” Eisenhower then turns to face the camera, ending with, “and it is time for 
a change.” The spots, dubbed “Eisenhower Answers America,” were then planned 
to air for maximum impact on the Electoral College, targeting 62 counties in 12 
states.
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According to one study of the campaign, none of the decisions about the campaign 
were accidental. “In order to gain 249 electoral votes only 844,320 voters needed to 
be influenced by the campaign. So, the . . .  plan isolated 844,320 voters in sixty-two 
counties in twelve states. The plan evolved over time as political constraints caused a 
realignment in strategy. Massachusetts, for example, was not in the original twelve 
states but was added to the priority list because of unspecified ‘political develop-
ments in the past four weeks’ ” (Wood 1990). The success of the campaign firmly 
established the campaign ad spot as a part of the modern political campaign.

As the value of advertising became apparent to political strategists and candi-
dates, the form quickly developed an aesthetic and common elements. The visual 
aspects of ads soon took on real importance. Warmly lit video of smiling candi-
dates with their families became a staple of campaign ads. Also, candidates often 
sought to surround themselves with people who would resonate with important 
voting demographics including union members, teachers, mothers, and owners of small 
businesses. The use of the American flag and video of the candidate with sleeves 
rolled up all became elements of many ads that sought to introduce the candidate 
and their key issues. Similarly, ads that aimed to raise questions or fears about the 
competing candidate became stylized in their own way. For these ads, the use of 
black and white photographs and low, menacing music were regular attributes.

These tropes developed less because of clear evidence of their effectiveness than 
from a perceived impact. Social science evidence into whether these ads convince 
people to change their mind about a candidate seems slim, but it is clear that ads 
can increase people’s negative feelings toward a candidate. Still, one exhaustive 
study of the role of campaign ads declared the techniques of campaign ad makers 
can only be so effective in an age where the media consumers are such grizzled 
veterans of television ads, writing, “The typical thirty-five-year-old American has 
been watching television for three decades and has been through more than a dozen 
political campaigns as a television consumer. The majority of the audience belongs 
to the party of skeptics, and not just about political promises . . .” (Diamond and 
Bates 1984). Despite this now-inherent skepticism and the high price of ads, no 
campaign is willing to forego the ad buys. Whether it is based on a direct effect ads 
played on the campaign or simply the mounting list of memorable ads, they quickly 
came to be a source for discussion by the political reporting corps, which created 
a new way for the ad itself to affect the campaign.

This relationship between the press and ads has been around since at least 1964, 
the year an ad that ran only once. “Daisy,” became one of the most memorable in 
American politics. In the ad a two-year-old girl is shown sitting in a field pulling 
petals from a daisy—actually a black-eyed susan—as she counts, or at least tries to 
count, from one to nine. When she reaches nine the screen freezes and slowly zooms 
in on the girl’s eye as an official-sounding man counts down from 10 to zero. At 
zero, as the screen fills with the girl’s pupil and a series of devastating nuclear ex-
plosions fill the screen. President Lyndon Johnson is then heard saying, “These are 
the stakes. To make a world in which all of God’s children can live, or to go into 
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the dark. We must either love each other, or we must die.” Another voiceover then 
adds, “Vote for President Johnson on November 3rd. The stakes are too high for 
you to stay home.” The ad sought to raise concerns about conservative Senator Barry 
Goldwater and whether the Republican would be more likely to lead America into 
a nuclear Armageddon.

The ad ran on NBC once, and the campaign never played it again after some 
raised questions about how appropriate it was to scare voters with such an emo-
tional spot. Still, the ad ran again and again in news reports and conversations about 
the controversy. The coverage, more than the one time it ran, helped spread the 
underlying message of Goldwater’s radicalism. This free media repeating of the orig-
inal ad also connects to a larger reality that ads help shape the coverage of cam-
paigns and not just the voters’ information about the candidates. Although the 
media’s fact checking or conversation about ads are usually aimed at testing the ads’ 
accuracy or exploring the political strategy behind the message, it often serves the 
purpose of repeating the message to a new group of potential voters.

This coverage of ads and the controversial strategies behind them remains a major 
element of how ads are covered in modern political campaigns. Experts analyze the 
visual and auditory elements for insight into what the campaign is trying to get at, 
and this focus on advertising as a strategy fuels expanded coverage of ads in other 
media. According to some experts, this leads to a blurring in the minds of many vot-
ers what the difference is between the original ad and the reporting about it.

Willie Horton speaks to this blended reality. Willie Horton was a convicted mur-
derer who received a weekend furlough from a Massachusetts prison. While out, 
Horton took off and later raped a Maryland woman and assaulted her boyfriend. 
The case became a major milestone in the 1988 presidential campaign when two 
ads and a lot of media discussion of those ads made the front-page news for weeks. 
Then-vice president George H. W. Bush had made reference to the case while on 
the campaign trail, seeking to connect the horrible incident to a theme that his ri-
val, Massachusetts governor Michael Dukakis, was soft on crime. The story had 
not drawn much attention, but then a Republican-connected political action com-
mittee launched an ad that told the story again. The reaction was intense as many 
questioned whether the ad aimed to talk about crime or to raise racial fears of a 
Horton, a black felon, raping a white woman because of Dukakis’s policies. The ad 
was soon pulled, but then the Bush campaign launched a second ad that showed 
the front gate of a prison having a revolving door and felons—both black and 
white—walking into prison and then leaving again. The Bush ad noted that 268 
prisoners had escaped during the furlough program, although most were not se-
ries criminals like Horton. Bush and his campaign officials insisted they had not 
made their point about race, but those who have studied the incident noted that 
voters connected the original ad, the Bush campaign ad, and the ongoing media 
discussions and so the Horton incident became one of the major themes of the en-
tire campaign. Later, Bush strategist Lee Atwater would admit that the campaign 
wanted voters to connect the candidate and the issue, saying, “By the time we’re 
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finished, they’re going to wonder whether Willie Horton is Dukakis’ running mate” 
(Simon 1990).

But even those in the media admit that ads and their coverage tend to blur to-
gether in the minds of most voters. One former NBC president told political com-
munications expert Kathleen Hall Jamieson, “Some of the ads start to look like news 
stories, they’re the same length, 30 seconds . . .  Television is not just separated in 
the minds of the viewers between this is news, this is commercial, and this is en-
tertainment. Sometimes it all gets fuzzed up because it all comes into the house 
through the same little piece of glass” ( Jamieson 1992).

Although political ads hold an especially controversial role in the political pro-
cess, they have become a major staple of the business of local television. In an era 
where polarization has swept cable news outlets—few swing voters are watching 
Fox or MSNBC—and digital ads have focused on connecting campaigns to their 
base of support, local television channels remain one of the few media outlets that 
can attract a broad spectrum of viewers. The result has meant that local broadcast 
stations have become the main organizations to profit from campaign spending by 
candidates and outside organizations. One Pew Research Center report from 2014 
found, “Local TV has been receiving the largest portion of political media spending 
for at least a decade, but the share it consumes and the total dollars reaped con-
tinue to grow. Through mid-October, local TV stations have captured 95% of the 
television political ad spending, which includes spot, national cable, and national 
network broadcast (local cable political ad spending is not part of this analysis). In 
2012, during the last presidential elections, local TV stations captured 92% of to-
tal political TV ad spending, based on the same analysis” (Matsa 2014). Although 
stations are required to charge only the normal rate for political ads, the reality is 
that campaign fundraising and spending on advertising has emerged as a critical 
part of the economics of local broadcast television, a fact that many media compa-
nies seem oddly mum about when reporting on the spiraling costs of politics in 
the United States.

See also: Campaign Strategy Coverage; Fact Checking; Issue-Advocacy Advertis-
ing; Microtargeting; Negative Advertising
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THEBLAZE
TheBlaze is a news and entertainment website launched in 2010 to counter what 
its founder, conservative radio host and former Fox News contributor Glenn Beck, 
sees as a pervasive liberal bent found in almost all mainstream media.

Beck was riding high when he launched the site in 2010, just as his “Restoring 
Honor” rally attracted a reported 100,000 to Washington, D.C. He would write as 
one of the first stories on the site a sort of manifesto of what Beck saw as missing 
from the array of websites out there, saying, “Too many important stories are over-
looked. And too many times, we see mainstream media outlets distorting facts to 
fit rigid agendas . . .  TheBlaze will be about current news—and more. It’s not just 
politics and policy. It’s looking for insight wherever we find it. We’ll examine our 
culture, deal with matters of faith and family, and we won’t be afraid of a history 
lesson” (Beck 2010). Assembled and developed within seven weeks, the site serves 
as a sort of platform for Beck and affiliated talk show hosts and writers. The site 
has hired away several editors from other conservative sites, including editor Scott 
Baker, who worked for Breitbart TV, and folks from Townhall and American Specta-
tor. The site became more important in 2011 when Beck left his spot on Fox News, 
focusing on building TheBlaze and its video companion, TheBlaze TV.

With an array of content, including a kids program called Liberty’s Treehouse, the 
network-in-training has worked to build an audience, focusing especially on build-
ing the subscription streaming service into a full-fledged cable channel. The 
growth on that side has reportedly been slow. CNN media reporter Brian Stelter 
explored the issue in 2014 and wrote, “I told Beck about an exchange I had with 
an executive at one big distributor—almost as big as Comcast. There’s a simple rea-
son why the distributor hasn’t picked up TheBlaze yet, the executive said: ‘What 
happens if Beck gets hit by a bus tomorrow?’ In other words, what makes the chan-
nel worth carrying, besides Beck’s own daily talk show?” (Stelter 2014). Beck has 
invested heavily in answering that question, adding programs that mix political talk 
with current events and history and science programming. The 24/7 stream of con-
tent, that promises 170 new hours each month, can be purchased and reports have 
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circulated that it has as many as 400,000 paying viewers right now, but the The-
Blaze has refused to confirm any number.

Still, in October 2015, TheBlaze finally broke through, signing a multi-year deal 
with Dish Network to be regularly available on the satellite network. Regular cable 
has been a tougher hill to climb, since many see TheBlaze as direct competition to 
Fox News. TheBlaze’s digital radio channel, which launched in 2012, has faced an 
easier go, being picked up by Sirius/XM and made available to millions of subscribers 
each day. Baker, talking about the growth of the overall service, stressed that “broad-
casting was in TheBlaze DNA from the start. Much more so than many other media 
companies. Glenn could see the multi-media horizon in ways most others could not. 
He knew that radio was the core part of his relationship with his audience. But the 
spokes went out from there. TV. Books. Web. Live events. TheBlaze grew up with that 
oxygen in the atmosphere” (Holliday 2015).

As the network seeks to build its carriage on television, it has focused on develop-
ing a complete website that appears to be based on the model first developed by lib-
eral blogging queen Arianna Huffington, who uses a mix of aggregated news with 
original reporting and hosted blogs to attract millions to the site. TheBlaze website 
relies heavily of aggregation of other reporting to fill its daily quota of stories. The 
homepage makes special notice of TheBlaze original stories, but, much like Huffington 
Post, these stories make up a small fraction of the stories featured on the home page. 
The site also hosts “sponsored content” from advertisers in a model that emulates 
Buzzfeed’s highly lucrative style of allowing so-called native advertising. The site 
reports it has some 25–30 million monthly visitors and boasts 1.6 million follow-
ers on Facebook.

The site has carved out a somewhat softer tone than the one Glenn Beck became 
famous for. Beck, whose work on CNN and later Fox mixed incendiary commen-
tary against Democrats and President Barack Obama, in particular, with a folksy, 
sometimes tear-filled earnestness, has created a platform that offers a broader array 
of voices. Following a deadly mass shooting in South Carolina, one writer praised 
a liberal activist for offering words of praise about the black and white communi-
ties both coming together to work together. A video promoting TheBlaze TV has 
Beck perched on a desk telling the television audience, “Tonight’s show is not to 
finger-point and mock and show how wrong people are. The point I want to stress 
tonight is people are actually coming together. We agree more than we disagree” 
(TheBlaze 2015). Despite the less confrontational approach, the site still has a clear 
conservative bent, featuring exclusive interviews with Republican presidential can-
didates and targeting issues that fire up conservative voters like immigration and 
federal money going to family planning organization Planned Parenthood. Perhaps 
not surprisingly, a Pew Research Center profile of the typical TheBlaze viewer or 
reader found, “Just 5% of respondents get news from TheBlaze in a typical week, 
and fully 85% of its audience is right-of-center (by comparison, 26% of all panel-
ists are right-of-center). About half of its audience (51%) is consistently conservative 
in their political views (compared with just 9% of all respondents)” (Pew Re-
search Center 2014).
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As the site continues to expand and the accompanying television service expands 
to more cable and satellite offerings, the ability of TheBlaze to attract a conserva-
tive audience will play out as it battles its own ideological kin online and on-air for 
viewers. The site has stressed that its coverage of politics and presidential elections 
in particular will be a major part of its own campaign to attract more viewers, but 
with Beck’s continued presence on the commentary stage, TheBlaze starts the bat-
tle from a place of impressive strength for such a young network.

See also: Beck, Glenn; Conservative Blogosphere; Fox News; Huffington Post; 
Townhall.com
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THIRD-PARTY MARGINALIZATION
Since the dawn of the American system, American politics has been built around a 
two-party divide. There were the Federalists and the Anti-Federalists, the Demo-
cratic-Republicans and the Whigs, and the Democrats and Republicans. The his-
tory of American politics is littered with grassroots, often well-funded political 
startups that failed to gain enough traction to become a significant political force. 
Teddy Roosevelt formed the Bull Moose Party, political reformers built the Progres-
sive Party, environmentalists have championed the Green Party, and billionaire Ross 
Perot launched his Reform Party in the mid-1990s. None of them have lasted. 
Only the anti-slavery Republican Party in the mid-nineteenth century was able to 
break through, and that only happened because of the collapse of the Whig Party 
over the very same issue. The media has faced repeated accusations of promoting the 
two-party system and suppressing the potential development of third-party move-
ments. While it is true that media almost exclusively focus on the two leading party 
candidates, the reasons for doing so and the impact of those decisions are far less 
planned than many may assume.

The first third party was the Anti-Masonic Party that organized in 1832. The 
party actually garnered 100,000 votes that year and won Vermont’s seven Electoral 
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College votes, but like the history of many independent party movements, the anti-
Freemasons were soon swallowed up in the larger Whig Party, which tweaked its 
position to appeal to those who backed the new party. Since then more than 100 third 
parties have formed and fielded some 300 nominees for president. However, only 
about a dozen of those parties are truly significant in U.S. political history. The ques-
tion of why is complex and has as more to do with the structural nature of the Ameri-
can political system, but has been aided by a media that seeks to focus on the 
candidates that “matter” and will likely affect the outcome of the race. Perhaps the 
greatest challenge to third parties came with something as simple as the advent of 
the ballot. One political historian noted, “Ballot access was a problem after 1888 when 
official ballots replaced a freewheeling system where parties printed and distributed their 
own ‘tickets.’ In the new system, each state made its own rules about who would be 
listed on the new, so-called, Australian ballots. As if the influence of two main par-
ties hadn’t made the rules difficult enough, now there would be 50 rule books to 
decipher and master” (Green 2010). This question of simply navigating the state 
laws to ensure that the party even appears on the ballot became a major challenge 
to these emerging parties, which suddenly needed enough money and organization 
to either gather the signatures or navigate the different state regulations to qualify.

From the outset and throughout history, many have argued the two-party sys-
tem in the United States was too limiting to the political aspirations of the public. 
Even Chief Justice Earl Warren argued in a 1957 Supreme Court ruling that “all 
political ideas cannot and should not be channeled into the programs of our two 
major parties. History has amply proved the virtue of political activity by minority, 
dissident groups, who innumerable times have been in the vanguard of democratic 
thought and whose programs were ultimately accepted.” Also, the Founding Fathers, 
while expressing concern over the development of too much factionalism, built no 
part of the American system to specifically require a duality of American political 
parties. The Constitution does have two key elements that ended up being tools that 
helped marginalize new parties—the single-member district and the Electoral Col-
lege. The single-member district ensured that each congressional district would 
select one representative to send to Congress. This meant the winner needed to 
garner the most votes and would control the single seat, meaning candidates or 
factions getting even a sizeable minority would still have no power in the resulting 
Congress.

On top of that, the Electoral College system applied this thinking to the entire 
state, awarding all the delegates to the presidential candidate who won the most 
votes. This winner-take-all approach meant that even though independent Ross Pe-
rot won 19 percent of the popular vote, he garnered no Electoral College votes be-
cause he did not receive the most votes in any state. These two decisions in the 
Constitution did not force third parties from the stage (for example regional par-
ties like the Dixiecrats did win electors in their presidential campaigns), but made 
it difficult for general political movements to win the presidency or even many seats 
in Congress.
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Rather by chance than design, the American system has the oldest and strongest 
two-party system in the world. Despite countless books, polls, and analyses of 
the two-party system, there is no clear reason why. One argument, put forward by 
many, has to do with the beliefs of the American public. Even in a society with 
enormous ethnic, religious, and economic diversity, there is a general lack of group 
identity that cannot be incorporated into one of the general, largely centrist par-
ties. The country lacks voting blocs that think of themselves as unique—there are 
no regional parties that represent “the West.” No religious groups feel separate or 
punished enough to form a political faction. And outside political movements like 
socialism or environmentalism have not developed a strong enough following to 
sustain themselves as more than a wing within one of the major parties.

In fact, twentieth-century third parties that garnered the most votes and most 
media attention revolved around individuals rather than movements. Roosevelt’s 
Bull Moose Party was a tool used for him to run against the Republican he had 
tapped to replace him. George Wallace’s American Independence Party was a plat-
form for his segregationist beliefs. The Reform Party was a creature of Ross Perot 
that descended into irrelevance after its originator stepped aside. Perot won 19 per-
cent of the vote in 1992 and 8 percent in 1996. In both cases the party qualified to 
receive millions from the Federal Election Commission, but the $12 million in cam-
paign funds it got from the FEC triggered a wave of fights within the nascent party 
and in 2000 Patrick Buchanan, the party’s nominee that year, garnered only 1 
percent.

Structural challenges have made third-party efforts even more difficult. Congress, 
which itself is controlled by members of the Democratic and Republican Parties, 
has implemented a series of laws that, perhaps not surprisingly, have made it more 
difficult for those activists not affiliated with either of those parties. The reforms of 
the 1970s that created the Federal Election Commission and helped increase the 
flow of federal funds to parties did nothing to help third parties. First, the new FEC 
would be governed by six people, divided equally between the GOP and Demo-
crats, which ensured little love for third parties. Second, the Federal Election Cam-
paign Act created a pool of money that would go to the parties’ presidential nominees, 
but was based on how they performed in the most recent election. For new parties 
seeking to build excitement around an outsider candidate this can be particularly 
problematic, as money is released only after the election, making the funds more 
useful for building the future party than for financing the current campaign.

Key court decisions have also stifled efforts to grow new parties. In 1997 the 
Supreme Court ruled that states could ban candidates from being listed under the 
banner of more than one party. For example, in New York, which still allows this 
practice, a candidate could and often is listed under the banner of the Republican 
Party and the Conservative Party. This allows voters to become more familiar with 
the other party and often garner the necessary support to qualify to run their own 
candidates in other elections. In the 1997 decision Chief Justice William Rehnquist 
ruled, “States may, and inevitably must, enact reasonable regulations of parties, 
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elections and ballots to reduce election and campaign-related disorder” even when 
they “favor the traditional two-party system.”

But these structural challenges to the electoral legitimacy of third parties does 
not exonerate the media for eliminating them from their political coverage, say many 
critics who see the media as more than just reflecting the political reality, but rather 
playing gatekeeper to the political information the public has to consider. The press 
often bases its decision to limit or simply not cover third-party candidates on a cen-
tral argument—the third-party candidates, due to the structural difficulties of 
gaining access to ballots and running significant campaigns, will not win. At best, 
third-party candidates can play the role of spoiler, peeling off enough voters who 
might otherwise vote for the Republican or Democrat to swing the decision from 
one candidate to the other. Some political observers see this rationale as fundamen-
tally flawed. Political scientist Ernest Evans succinctly criticized the media’s posi-
tion in a column in the Christian Science Monitor, arguing that the role of elections 
is a place to discuss the important issues confronting the nation; the rationale that 
third-party candidates can’t win and don’t deserve coverage is dangerously self-
fulfilling; and it is antidemocratic to allow the media to decide who is going to 
win—or at least who isn’t (Evans 1988).

The first of Evans’s arguments is perhaps the most important to consider, as 
media coverage of the election is supposed to be more than the story of whom is 
going to win. The coverage of campaigns, most feel, should also be a discussion of 
critical issues facing the country and the potential solutions. In this area, third par-
ties have often been a source of policies that would later become mainstream and 
incorporated into the platforms of the major parties. Perot, for example, champi-
oned deficit reduction in his 1992 run and Democrat Bill Clinton embraced that 
issue, making it one of his signatures of his presidency. Other issues like an end to 
child labor, the forty-hour workweek, and minimum wage started as the campaign 
promises of third parties, but eventually became absorbed into one or both of the 
major parties. Sean Wilentz, director of the American Studies program at Prince-
ton University, says this is one of the core realities of third parties in the political 
process, arguing, “Third parties act as a gadfly. There’ll be an issue that’s being ne-
glected or that is being purposely excluded from national debate because neither 
party wants to face the political criticism that it would bring . . .  It’s a kind of bitter 
sweetness. [Third parties] are the ones that raise the issues that no one wants to 
raise and in the process they change the political debate and even policy, but they 
themselves as a political force, they disappear” (Nwazota 2004).

Much of the influence comes from how the much the media embraces and ampli-
fies the topic and how much the public responds to it. This reality has fueled per-
haps the most heated and regular debate in how the media handles third party 
candidates—debates. Whether it is the presidential debates or a local congressio-
nal race, the question of what candidates should or should not appear has sparked 
lawsuits and countless op-eds. Debates are built to inform the public as to the posi-
tions and differences between candidates, so participation in them can be a critical 
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step for both established candidates but especially third party candidates that 
usually lack the financial resources and party infrastructure that Democrats and 
Republicans enjoy. The Commission on Presidential Debates, which has run all 
debates since 1988, has only allowed one third party candidate—Ross Perot in 
1992—to participate. By 1996, the commission decided he didn’t qualify to par-
ticipate again. He filed suit but lost and the debates went on. The argument that 
the commission and other debate sponsors make is that they need some baseline 
rationale to say no to marginal candidates. For example, in 2012 there were 417 
presidential candidates registered running for president in the United States, ac-
cording the FEC (FEC 2013). The argument is that the debates should only include 
those who have some chance of winning so that the precious little time debates 
have to explore the issues actually gives the public the most information possible 
about the possible winners that fall. Any standard about whom to include will leave 
many people out, but organizers argue they need such rules. This debate has been 
echoed at state and local levels, even though third-party candidates often appear 
in these debates.

Much about the political and media business has changed since these critics of 
the mass media first charged them with mistreating third parties. The technologi-
cal revolution that swept through both since the advent of the commercial Internet 
and World Wide Web have disrupted both the political world and the media envi-
ronment. Social media and direct communication have allowed politically interested 
groups to self-organize online, and the number of media outlets that cover politics 
has exploded even as the once powerful local newspapers and television outlets 
have lost readers and influence. One analysis of this period noted that third parties 
have historically taken advantage of new technologies and that “in the current hy-
perpartisan atmosphere, voters may be poised for new choices and may find out-
lets in minor party candidates. Information technology has afforded minor parties 
a greater opportunity than ever before to communicate with a large pool of voters 
at minimal cost” (White and Kerbel 2012).

Still, third parties have yet to reap the real benefits of this shift, which may raise 
the question of whether the traditional mass media was as much of a barrier to the 
potential power of third parties. Only a couple of governors and senators have been 
independent or third-party members and even at the state legislature level, fewer than 
30 state representatives and senators are not Democrats or Republicans—most of 
them are from New England states. For example, in 2012, third-party candidates 
took to social media and built their websites to solicit supports for financial donations 
and help organizing their efforts. One analysis of the 2012 third-party candidates’ 
use of Twitter to engage potential supporters and participate in the discussion of 
issues found, “As smaller political parties in the U.S. struggle to garner even minimal 
mainstream media coverage, the well-documented flood of tweets surrounding the 
third presidential election debate . . .  provided an excellent opportunity for minor-
ity party candidates to jump on top of that tweet wave, and to weave their respec-
tive political messages into the broader political discourse” (Christiansen 2013).
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But unlike the millions of followers the major candidates could boast, these third-
party candidates could only count support in the thousands. The audience frag-
mentation the Internet has wrought across media and politics has not equaled more 
opportunities for third-party candidates as of yet. Perhaps this is connected to the 
increasing cost of campaigns and the interest of outside groups pouring money into 
campaigns to affect the outcome for one party or the other. The new media envi-
ronment has not leveled the playing field for politics. And third parties, although 
they have new opportunities to organize and to try and affect the public dialogue, 
remain as marginalized in this era of politics as they did when the major parties 
and the dominant mass media created barriers in the past.

See also: Political Parties; Political Polarization and the Media; Presidential Debates
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THIS WEEK
ABC’s Sunday morning news program was born in a period of rapid expansion of 
the news division of the famously third network but has survived to become a solid 
member of the network club. The program soared in viewership due to its format 
and the popularity of its acerbic host for many years, former NBC News anchor 
David Brinkley. Although the program has waned in influence due in part to the 
growing competition and audience fragmentation of the cable news and Internet 
age, it remains an important venue for politicians seeking to shape their public image 
and the political debate. It’s also worth noting that even though the program often 
comes in third in terms of viewership with about 2.75 million viewers, the pro-
gram ranks tops in terms of viewers 25 to 54, an influential advertising sector.

The program grew out of ABC’s well-financed bet on news in the 1980s. The 
brainchild of television executive Roone Arledge, ABC News’s rebirth that decade 
included the launch of a nightly new magazine Nightline, a huge investment in their 
nightly news program with then-anchor Peter Jennings, and then the creation of a 
new Sunday morning talk show like CBS’s Face the Nation and NBC’s Meet the Press. 
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Arledge, who had made a name for himself by creating some of the most popular 
shows on broadcast television like Wide World of Sports and Monday Night Football, 
was brought in to run the news side of ABC. While viewed skeptically by the journal-
ists within ABC, Arledge threw his energy behind the creation of an array of top-tier 
television journalists and top-rated news programs. The launch of This Week was a 
central part of that work. Arledge hired David Brinkley to be the first host of This 
Week, which was seen as a major coup for the network. Brinkley had suddenly quit 
after 38 years at NBC News, 14 of them as co-anchor of the nightly news, and his hir-
ing by ABC gave the network a veteran anchor to build the new program around.

The program replaced a less-weighty show Animals, Animals, Animals, in which 
children answered questions about, well, animals, and an ancient, largely unwatched 
news program Issues and Answers. But the new program took time to catch on and 
find its footing. Brinkley, with his distinct voice and at-times sharp wit, initially 
struggled to create a show that had the energy of the other morning shows. After 
the first couple of shows, the New York Times’ television critic warned, “The idea 
behind ‘This Week’ is basically sound, even promising . . .  Despite a serviceable for-
mat, despite the injection of enough ‘visuals’ to satisfy even the voracious appetite 
of Roone Arledge, president of both ABC News and ABC Sports, despite the re-
cruitment of some established news-business names, ‘This Week’ remains distress-
ingly dull” (O’Connor 1981). The idea that John O’Connor found promising was a 
structure that made the program unique, a group interview of a newsmaker, an-
chored by Brinkley but featuring other correspondents who could pose questions. 
The show also featured a roundtable of columnists who would reflect on the inter-
view and other matters of the week. It made household names of some of ABC 
News’s talent like Sam Donaldson and Cokie Roberts as well as commentators like 
conservative George Will. As the show settled into this format, it became more free-
wheeling, with conversations and debates sometimes heated and often humorous. 
Donaldson would say at Brinkley’s death in 2003, “I think he had the combination 
of substance and style. I know a lot of my colleagues who are very deep and sub-
stantive but they’re dull and David was never dull. You wanted to watch him. You 
liked him and when you did watch him you got a lot of substance from a story” 
(Grace 2003).

Brinkley’s style drew solid ratings, making it a competitor for Sunday morning 
guests and viewers. By 1996, Brinkley hung up the reins, and the program entered 
a period of struggle, burning through anchors and becoming mired in a distant third 
in terms of ratings. By 2002, ABC needed to make a new move and went outside 
the normal arena to find a new host, selecting longtime Democratic campaign aide 
George Stephanopoulos to take the chair. His clearly partisan history—having been 
a major player in the White House of Bill Clinton—angered many conservatives 
who saw the move as an overt expression of the program’s liberal bias. But George 
Will and other noted conservatives stayed in place and the program seemed little 
different than under Brinkley. Still, Stephanopoulos was keenly aware of the criti-
cism and he said it affected his early style, saying in 2007, “I think I was generally 
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too tightly wound, a little too determined to show I had done my homework and 
knew what I was talking about, as opposed to finding the best way to ask a ques-
tion and get the most information” (Steinberg 2007). Stephanopoulos began to cre-
ate a more conversational air and his ratings began to climb. As his program 
improved, he also became a more important feature of ABC News and in 2009 took 
on anchoring the network’s morning program Good Morning America. He left his 
spot on This Week a month later and the program again slid in the ratings.

ABC brought Stephanopoulos back in 2012 after the program foundered in the 
ratings while anchored by foreign correspondent Christiane Amanpour. Under 
Stephanopoulos, the program added some features that became regular elements, 
especially the “Sunday Funnies,” a compilation of late night, politically oriented 
jokes, and the ratings began to improve. Stephanopoulos, now firmly established as 
one of ABC News’s key political reporters, moderated a GOP debate in 2012 and 
appeared to have put his partisan past behind him in terms of being seen as an 
objective reporter until a controversy erupted in 2015 over donations the anchor 
had made to the Clinton Foundation. He admitted to donating $75,000 over three 
years to the foundation to help support the Clinton Foundation’s work combating 
AIDS, but did not disclose this fact when he interviewed Peter Schweizer about his 
investigation into the possibility of donors to the foundation influencing Hillary 
Clinton’s work as secretary of state. Stephanopoulos said Schweizer offered no evi-
dence of misbehavior, but was blasted by conservatives and some media critics for 
not disclosing his relationship with the foundation.

Amid the furor, Stephanopoulos dropped out of moderating a GOP primary 
debate and apologized on air for not bring forthright with his involvement with 
the foundation. Republicans complained about the decision, but many of the can-
didates for the GOP nomination appeared on Stephanopoulos’s show in the weeks 
that followed the disclosure. Some conservative writers said this speaks to the 
fragmented nature of the audience that tunes in Sunday morning to hear political 
talk. Matthew Continetti, editor in chief of the Washington Free Beacon, who first 
raised the questions about the donations, said, “Most of the people who would be 
upset about this don’t watch ‘Good Morning America’ or ABC in the first place. 
They’ve given up on most establishment media anchors” (Farhi 2015). ABC has 
also forgiven the former Clinton adviser, continuing to promote him and his show 
as it battles each week for a share of the 10 million viewers who tune into Sunday 
talk shows.

See also: ABC News; Face the Nation; Fox News Sunday; Meet the Press
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TIME
Time magazine was launched in 1923 by two visionary publishers—Britton Had-
den and Henry Luce—and became the first modern general newsweekly magazine 
published in the United States. For decades it was one of the most powerful voices 
in American media, delivering news to all corners of the country at a time when 
most news was more localized through newspapers or local broadcasts. As the news 
cycle sped up with the advent of broadcast television and later cable and the Inter-
net, newsmagazines like Time struggled to find a new identity. Still, with its potent 
covers and seminal issues like person of the year, the magazine has survived as its 
general news brethren like Newsweek and U.S. News and World Report have plum-
meted in circulation. The magazine has also added new digital content, including 
blogs and video, much of it focused on political news and campaigns.

From its beginning Time began with a concept: to tell the news of the world 
through people and compelling storytelling. This focus on individuals versus eso-
teric policy helped pioneer a more personality- and character-driven form of jour-
nalism that would become commonplace in decades to follow, but was revolutionary 
when the first edition hit the newsstands on March 3, 1923. That first edition also 
declared its interest in politics and the institutions of government in no uncertain 
way by putting the 86-year-old retiring Speaker of the House, Joe Cannon, on the first 
cover. The story pulled no punches, declaring, “Never did a man employ the office 
of Speaker with less regard for its theoretical impartiality. To Uncle Joe the Speak-
ership was a gift from heaven, immaculately born into the constitution by the will 
of the fathers for the divine purpose of perpetuating the dictatorship of the stand-
patters in the Republican Party. And he followed the divine call with a resolute 
evangelism that was no mere voice crying in the wilderness, but a voice that for-
bade anybody else to cry out—out of turn” (GPO 2004). The magazine also intro-
duced one of its other hallmarks in that first edition, breaking the news down into 
clear sections, with separate areas to cover international news, the nation, business, 
education, law, and entertainment. This idea of sections of a magazine was another 
of the innovations created by Luce, the magazine’s founder and the man who would 
come to stand as a goliath in magazine publishing.

Luce fueled the magazine with almost a missionary zeal to change the state of 
the country. The prospectus for the original Time declared simply, “People in Amer-
ica are, for the most part, poorly informed” and Luce’s magazine set out to change 
that. Luce himself was often accused of being imperious and too rigid. He was an 
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avowed anti-communist and saw organized labor as real threat to the nation. He 
was also a divisive figure, unafraid of alienating many. The New York Times obituary 
of Luce would report, “Virtually no one viewed him temperately, yet admirer and 
critic respected his business accomplishments, his ingenious brain, his insatiable 
curiosity, his editorial prescience. For example, he anticipated an American appetite 
for tersely packaged news, for the photojournalism of Life magazine and for the 
easy-to-grasp pictorial essay on such topics as ‘The World We Live In,’ ‘The World’s 
Great Religions’ and ‘The Human Body’ ” (Whitman 1967). And this may have been 
his most significant accomplishment, understanding the changing information diet 
of the American public. When the stock market crashed in 1929 Luce launched a new 
magazine boldly named Fortune. When the technology to capture and print photo-
graphs improved, he launched Life magazine that featured scant words and relied 
on glossy photographs to tell the story. In the post–World War II years, he would 
launch a magazine devoted just to sports, Sports Illustrated. All of them succeeded 
for a time and all were based on the creativity Luce first brought to Time.

Luce and Hadden were also behind one of the continued symbols of the maga-
zine’s success—its “Person of the Year” honor. Although the cover and lengthy story 
initially went to an individual man (in fact it was called the “Man of the Year” until 
1999), the magazine has also selected groups, ideas, and even objects that its edi-
tors decide, “for better or for worse . . .  has done the most to influence the events 
of the year.” This selection was seen as an honor, but also was a way for the maga-
zine to make up for a perceived editorial gaffe when it was first unveiled in 1927. 
That year, the magazine had failed to put Charles Lindbergh on its cover in May when 
he completed his nonstop transatlantic flight. So, in December that year Lindbergh 
graced the cover as the magazine’s inaugural Man of the Year. But the magazine has 
also drawn criticism for choosing declared enemies of the United States including 
Adolf Hitler in 1938, Nikita Khrushchev in 1957, and the Ayatollah Khomeini in 
1979. The magazine has also made many political figures their person of the year, 
naming almost every sitting president and many influential leaders to its coveted 
position.

From its first editions, the magazine has always taken a keen interest in politics, 
covering domestic and international affairs with an array of well-known reporters 
and columnists. Margaret Carlson and Joe Klein have covered politics for years and 
are regular commentators on cable news and political talk shows. The magazine 
has also tried to innovate on its political coverage, partnering with CNN to create 
a single political site AllPolitics in 1996 to cover the presidential campaign, creating 
a vibrant election site that drew more readers than any other site that year. The site 
would earn a Webby Award in 1998 as the best political site on the Internet, but 
like other endeavors, it faced growing challenges in the 2000s.

Despite the success of the magazine’s covers and its influential political coverage, 
Time struggled with the digital transition as the Internet challenged the basic struc-
ture of a general news publication that only came out once a week. The idea of a di-
gest of the week seems inherently dated in an era of 24-hour news and instant social 
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media commentary. If the dated nature of the news wasn’t enough of a challenge, 
Time also suffered from a wave of audience fragmentation as people who were in-
terested in politics moved to more specialized journals like Politico, and interna-
tional magazines like the Economist picked up those who wanted foreign news. 
Mass media magazines that aimed to appeal to the widest possible audience struggled 
in this new environment and Time was somewhat the poster child of this fight. For 
example, Time saw a nearly 35 percent drop in circulation in the second half of 
2009 and continued to hemorrhage readers in 2010. By 2014 circulation hovered 
around 3.3 million. Although diminished from its heights of years earlier, Time 
remains the second widest circulated weekly magazine in the country, trailing only 
People. Today the magazine remains relevant in political coverage, but it lacks the 
staff size and audience reach that made the magazine such a force from its launch 
through the 1990s.

See also: Newsmagazines
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TOWNHALL.COM
If there is a father of the conservative political blogosphere it is probably Townhall.
com. Launched in 1995 as a site that hosted opinion columns—blogs were still 
four years in the future—the site continues to be a voice in the established conser-
vative wings of the Internet while it has shifted more toward political activism and 
not just commentary in recent years. Although it remains a vibrant source of com-
mentary and columns from some of the bigger names of the conservative move-
ment, it competes with more and more sites that aim to emulate its role and often 
have harsh criticism of the left and a more action-oriented approach.

The idea of a central source for conservative commentary actually pre-dates the 
official website. Townhall began as a bulletin board site from the pre–World Wide 
Web days. Begun by Heritage Foundation’s Ed Feulner, the board was a place where 
staffers and others from Heritage and the National Review magazine could post ar-
ticles and comments. By 1995, Heritage established Townhall.com as a standalone 
website that would play the same kind of role but would be open to the public. 
For much of the next decade the site served as a sort of reading room of the politi-
cal right, hosting columns from Dinesh D’Souza and Patrick Buchanan as well as 
newcomers like Michelle Malkin and Jonah Goldberg. But throughout this period, 
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the site did not call its readers to action, in part because it could not as a nonprofit 
wing of the Heritage Foundation.

Finally, by 2005, the site had appeared to outgrow its original home. Drawing 
some 1.5 million monthly visitors and boasting an email list of some 300,000 con-
servative activists, the foundation’s nonprofit tax status had become a barrier to what 
the editors hoped would be a more activist platform. The site spun off of Heritage 
and formed a new company headed by a former chief of staff of Heritage named 
Drew Bond. At the time, Bond said, “For years our readers have asked us what they 
can do, and we haven’t been able to tell them . . .  In fact, we received a lot of frus-
tration among the groups because they wanted more direction from us. Now we 
can let them know what they can do to make a difference” (Bluey 2005). The site 
remained an independent business for only a short time before being purchased in 
2006 by Salem Media Group. Salem had started as a syndicate of Christian talk 
radio stations in California and North Carolina, but soon amassed more stations 
featuring more formats. The company added Townhall.com and later purchased 
Eagle Communications, which publishes another leading conservative site, Red-
State. Since the purchase by Salem, the site has become more integrated with other 
media properties controlled by the corporate owner, adding many of the conserva-
tive and Christian talk channels to the site and cross-promoting with RedState and 
other conservative blogs owned by the parent company.

Since leaving Heritage, though, the site has moved more decidedly to the right 
and added a strong activist edge to its message, describing its goal as bringing the 
conservative talk radio world together with the digital netroots idea. The site claims, 
“By uniting the nation’s top conservative radio hosts with their millions of listen-
ers, Townhall.com breaks down the barriers between news and opinion, journal-
ism and political participation—and enables conservatives to participate in the 
political process with unprecedented ease” (Townhall.com 2015). This idea of ac-
tivism can, in many ways, be traced back to the unsuccessful campaign of former 
Vermont governor (and Democrat) Howard Dean. Jonathan Garthwaite, then still 
at the Heritage Foundation but already director of Townhall.com, watched the cam-
paign with real interest. He saw how the campaign rallied people online to both 
give money and meet in person. He later reflected that it was then he saw that the 
web could be much more than a place for commentary, but could change the rela-
tionship between politicians and activists, saying, “If you give your supporters a 
sense of ownership and the ability to give feedback, they will be your best sales-
men” (Wallace 2004). That’s what the mission of Townhall.com appears to be for 
the conservative movement.

The site continues to be a platform for established voices, especially those con-
nected to the radio networks also owned by Salem, but it also serves as a spring-
board for some younger conservatives looking to build a reputation and audience. 
One of those is Katie Pavlich, who graduated from the University of Arizona in 2010 
and quickly became the news editor at Townhall.com at age 22. Pavlich turned 
her gig at Townhall.com into a regular spot on Fox News Channel’s The Five, soon 
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becoming a substitute anchor of the show. She has continued to work at Townhall.
com, even as she appeared on CNN, MSNBC, CNBC, and Fox Business, and has 
turned some of her reporting for the site into books on scandals within the Obama 
administration and combatting the narrative of the so-called Republican “War on 
Women.” Pavlich has also lashed out at leading media personalities, accusing the 
press of a double standard in dealing with scandals within their own ranks. She 
expressed her frustration with ABC’s decision not to remove former Bill Clinton 
staffer George Stephanopoulos from his position hosting their weekly political talk 
show This Week, despite his not disclosing donations he had made to the Clinton 
Foundation. She took to the pages of The Hill to take aim at many in the D.C. me-
dia, writing, “Any other anchor, even on the same network, would have certainly 
been punished if not fired immediately for this severe breach of journalistic ethics. 
This problem isn’t about the donations being made in the first place, it’s the fact that 
he hid them from viewers while covering, and defending, the Clinton Foundation . . .  
Special treatment isn’t just reserved for Washington’s politicians, it’s for the most 
liberal, elite anchors as well. As for the rest of us, there are consequences for break-
ing the law and for conflict of interest nondisclosure” (Pavlich 2015). Pavlich and 
Garthwaite are two products of the modern conservative blogosphere that Town-
hall.com has come to represent. Articulate, activist-oriented, and as interested in 
the internal politics of their own party as they are in the governing decisions made 
in Washington, these political commentators and journalists blend their opinion 
into the reporting. They have, in many ways, made a career out of it, moving from 
editing a conservative website to appearing regularly on cable talk shows and on 
speaking circuits.

In 2010, the site added Michelle Malkin’s outspoken commentary site HotAir.
com to the fold, creating one of the largest conservative commentary sites online. 
At the time of the announcement, Garthwaite said the combination of the two sites 
would create one brand that had some 3 million readers a month. A Salem executive 
hailed the move, saying, “The addition of Hot Air doubles the size of Salem’s expand-
ing footprint in online conservative commentary. It’s a perfect fit for us, since we can 
leverage talk radio, print, and other online assets to aggressively grow the site, while 
offering political organizations and advertisers an even more effective way to reach 
and engage the conservative audience” (Garthwaite 2010). The site continues to 
produce regular commentary and calls to action to conservative voters, but also 
seems to have lost some of its steam. In 2011, the site aimed to host an online 
national Republican primary ahead of the Iowa Caucuses, saying it hoped to influ-
ence the direction of the primaries that year, but the event drew little attention and 
there has been little effort to replicate the project. Still, as it continues to build 
audience and create conservative pundits for television and other media, Town-
hall.com marked its 20th year as a website service with continued outspoken posts 
about the media, Democrats, and the internal debates within the Republican Party.

See also: Conservative Blogosphere; Fox News; Heritage Foundation; RedState
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TRACKERS
Trackers, sometimes called the strangest campaign job there is, are individuals who 
make it their work to capture every public moment of a candidate on the campaign 
trail. They are hired by campaigns or opposition groups to document every state-
ment, every hand shaken, and every baby kissed with the hopes of capturing a mis-
step, an inaccurate statement, or a public faux pas that can then be used against 
the candidate in an ad or statement.

As the technology of filming and storing vast amounts of footage has become 
easier, trackers have become a staple of presidential campaigns as well as competi-
tive Senate and statewide races. Often young and new to politics, these political 
operatives can find themselves in intense positions where those attending a rally or 
the candidate they are following can turn on them. One organization that employs 
trackers is the Democratic Super PAC American Bridge 21st Century. The Super 
PAC, which can take in large donations, but must report how they are spent and 
who gave them, employed 43 full-time trackers during the off-year election in 2014. 
Those staffers recorded 9,000 events and traveled some 693,000 miles collectively. 
According to American Bridge, the goal of this tracking is straightforward: “We mon-
itor public appearances to prevent the cynical pandering that results in a candidate 
taking different positions depending on the audience they are in front of. And we 
work to get this information to you through mainstream and social media, grass-
roots activism, and our website” (American Bridge 2015). This puts them at every 
event filming the candidate’s every move and statement.

Although trackers have been used by campaigns and parties for years, it remained 
a largely unheralded and quiet facet of campaigns until the “Macaca” incident in 
2006 Virginia U.S. Senate race. That year an Indian American tracker named S.R. 
Sidarth was working for the campaign of Democrat Jim Webb and was deployed to 
film several events of then-senator George Allen. During one of these events Allen 
was filmed pointing out Sidarth and saying, “This fellow here, over here with the 
yellow shirt, Macaca, or whatever his name is. He’s with my opponent. He’s following 
us around everywhere. And it’s just great,” and then adding, “Let’s give a welcome 
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to Macaca, here. Welcome to America and the real world of Virginia.” The com-
ments were filmed by Sidarth and uploaded to YouTube. Soon news organizations 
were reporting that “Macaca” “could mean either a monkey that inhabits the East-
ern Hemisphere or a town in South Africa. In some European cultures, macaca is 
also considered a racial slur against African immigrants, according to several Web 
sites that track ethnic slurs” (Craig and Shear 2006). The video was soon being used 
by local television and running on cable news channels. Allen later apologized, but 
the incident threw the campaign off message and forced them to deal with accusa-
tions of racism. Allen would go on to lose to Webb.

Since the “Macaca” moment, trackers have become far more visible and far more 
controversial. Trackers have been thrown out of many campaign events and some 
have been accused of using technology to surreptitiously record moments. In 2014 
a Republican Super PAC—America Rising—caught Iowa Senate candidate Bruce 
Braley deriding the experience of his opponent, U.S. senator Chuck Grassley. In 
the video posted on the America Rising YouTube account, Braley can be seen at a 
private event in someone’s home discussing his qualifications and comparing him-
self to “a farmer from Iowa who never went to law school, never practiced law” 
who if the Republicans took control of the Senate would be “serving as the next 
chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee.” The Braley campaign, which had sought 
to portray the Democrat as a Washington outsider and man of the people, strug-
gled to respond to the video.

Often the supporters at rallies now turn against these gadflies when they’re spot-
ted, booing them and sometimes physically accosting the workers. And the job 
itself is pretty tedious, following candidates to every campaign event of the day, 
listening to the same speech, and making sure the camera is on in case something 
unusual happens. One Washington Post reporter tracked down a tracker who was 
assigned to follow Republican gubernatorial candidate Ed Gillespie in Virginia.

I ask one of the trackers how often he has heard this speech.
“Probably about 150 times,” he says, keeping his Flip cam focused on Gillespie 

and clutching a banh mi sandwich in his other hand. “I could recite it to you if you’d 
like.”

I ask if he likes his job.
“Not especially,” he says, his face quickly going red. “This is off the record.” (I 

didn’t agree to this, but I said I wouldn’t use his name.) (Terris 2014)

Still, trackers often know more about the candidate they are following than the 
press does and their videos can serve an important journalistic function. If the tracker 
simply wrote down what a candidate said and repeated it, the campaign using the 
material could be accused of taking the comment out of context. The tracker’s record 
is literally captured on video and is usually indisputable. The other thing about 
tracker footage is the degree to which it helps fuel television coverage of the inci-
dent. George Allen’s “Macaca” moment or Braley’s slight against Chuck Grassley 
has exponentially more impact because the media can run the video over and over 
again every time that the issue is discussed. And this ability to feed not only a 
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YouTube attack or a web ad from the campaign, but the free media campaigns can 
get from airing the gaffe, has turned tracking into a full-time job. One tracker who 
spent 2008 following Republican vice presidential candidate Sarah Palin, and re-
counted being chased out of a corn field by angry Palin supporters, said, “A lot of 
people think it’s just an intern sent out with their iPhone. These kids have to know 
everything about that race. They follow these people three years at a time and be-
come experts of everything they’ve ever said” (Roller 2014).

Although their importance in the modern campaign operation has been dem-
onstrated by the impact they have had on races, the technique and the ethics re-
main hotly debated. Some campaigns have sought to stop people from recording 
at events for fear that the video will leak out into the public. Others have sought to 
ban trackers from events held in private homes—trackers following Bruce Braley 
were thrown out of at least two dozen campaign events—and more than a few have 
been accused of invading the privacy of candidates or badgering them. The camera 
in the face has become a new reality for candidates for any major office and the 
trend is likely only to continue and expand as more money and technology pours 
into political campaigns.

See also: Advance Teams; Social Media and Politics; Super PACs
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TRUST IN JOURNALISM
Journalism relies on trust. Its currency, relevance, and importance in the conversa-
tion relies on some portion of the public investing their belief in what the publication 
has put forward. Some readers value the information put out by the New York Times. 
Listeners believe Rush Limbaugh. Viewers welcome the investigations of Frontline. 
Without the support of those who seek out information from these sources, none 
of them would be able to attract advertisers or supporters and their audience and 
importance would be diminished. While some outlets can attract viewers or readers 
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through the sheer weight of personality or the entertaining way they tell a story, 
most journalism banks primarily on being seen as a trusted outlet for information 
and opinion.

That said, trust in journalism has been eroding for decades as some outlets pursue 
audience and content strategies that emphasize partisan programming and others 
have weathered plagiarism and reporting scandals. Trust has also waned as many 
individuals, increasingly polarized in their personal beliefs, come to see media out-
lets that do not adhere to their view as inaccurate or biased. In fact, a 2014 Pew Re-
search Center survey of public trust in different news organizations found that across 
the political spectrum CNN ranked as the most trusted, but it was trusted by only 
54 percent of people. Among those who labeled themselves “consistently liberal,” 
the most trusted outlet was NPR at 72 percent, and 88 percent of conservatives 
believed Fox News. In studies Pew has conducted it has found that faith in a given 
network or source is often affected by one’s political beliefs. This connection be-
tween trust and partisanship has raised concerns that believing a given reported 
fact may be increasingly contingent on whether the news organization reporting 
it aligns with the individual’s political beliefs.

Those who have studied these trends worry that if public trust falls too low, jour-
nalism itself may no longer be able to play the role of public skeptic. One report 
on the state of the media concluded that journalism “contributes to the develop-
ment of trust in several societal parts, for example through journalism’s capacity to 
distrust other social systems. But journalism is not only a trust provider; the media 
system itself relies on public trust. Changes in the environment of journalism chal-
lenge its ability to remain a trustworthy institution in contemporary society” (Blö-
baum 2014). This erosion of trust has two significant implications. First, it weakens 
the trust in journalism itself, undercutting the ability of reporters and news outlets 
to position themselves as a surrogate for the public. If at best, as the Pew report 
notes, only half the public will put its trust in any one outlet, how can the news 
organization press for more access to public records or demand answers from a poli-
tician or public figure? These legal concepts as well as the popular pressure are 
built upon the idea that reporters often are asking on behalf of the public for infor-
mation; without trust, that relationship falters. Add to this that reporters and news 
organizations play a second role in public trust, either building up or undermining 
the public trust in other institutions. Reporting will highlight whether a given can-
didate seems trustworthy and, if elected, whether he or she is fulfilling promises 
made on the campaign trail. Views of Congress or of the effectiveness of the presi-
dent are deeply influenced by press coverage of those institutions. Without public 
trust, reporting will struggle to build support for these institutions or pose hard 
questions about how these organizations work.

To understand the current state of trust in the journalism, though, it is impor-
tant to understand that the increasingly polarized use of media is only one of many 
factors that have changed. One must consider the change in the amount of infor-
mation available to the public and the increased ability for the audience to make a 
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counter argument to what the press has reported. Both of these are connected to 
the rise of digital publishing, and the shift of mass media from being in the hands 
of a few specialized publishers to something anyone with a phone can do from any-
where at any time. As technology expert Clay Shirky has observed, “There’s no way 
to get Cronkite-like consensus without someone like Cronkite, and there’s no way to 
get someone like Cronkite in a world with an Internet; there will be no more men 
like him, because there will be no more jobs like his. To assume that this situation 
can be reversed, and everyone else will voluntarily sign on to the beliefs of some 
culturally dominant group, is a fantasy” (Shirky 2012).

Shirky’s point is based upon a fundamental shift in the media environment. Much 
of the early trust in journalism was, at least in part, based on the scarcity of infor-
mation available to the public and their limited ability to question those few sources. 
When newspapers or television controlled the majority of an individual’s informa-
tion diet, they carried with them a sort of de facto consensus about news and in-
formation. Newspapers may make a mistake, but the assumption was that they were 
pursuing a consensus vision of the truth. But that may have always been an illu-
sion since there was no way for those who disagreed with the journalist to be able 
to communicate with the same audience. A person may vehemently reject a news-
paper’s reporting, but he or she was left to simply write an angry letter to the edi-
tor, which may be published in the paper, or potentially sue a paper for libel, but 
only in certain situations. Add to this that if a person merely questioned the accu-
racy of a report they would have to go about verifying those doubts through an 
arduous research process. In the pre-Internet days there would be no Google, no 
instant archive of papers, or access to foreign or even other national news sources. 
Information was hard to come by, and therefore those who had information in the 
pre-Web days earned a level of near-automatic trust.

As the Internet exploded the old analog world of information scarcity, people 
began to question the level of trust news organizations had been granted in the past. 
New critics emerged who could, with the click of a mouse or tap of a finger on a 
smartphone, publish their own take or their own facts about a story. Journalists in 
this new model became a source of information, but not the only source and now 
a far more fallible one. Critics of reporting techniques and specific stories now had 
their own outlets, taking to the comment sections of the story, publishing their own 
blogs, and demanding accountability from reporters. One digital news editor at the 
site Fusion offered the kind of criticism that helps explain the slow eroding of pub-
lic trust by comparing journalists to scientists. The commentary, provocatively en-
titled “Why You Can’t Trust Journalism,” argues that few journalists offer the 
empirical approach of a scientist, instead relying on narrative and story to capture 
the interest of the reader. This, he argues, is a fundamental fault in reporting that 
will inevitably lead to incorrect reporting and the continued loss of trust. As he put 
it, “Big journalistic stories always have many layers of editors and lawyers involved. 
And while at some level, in principle, those people are interested in telling the truth 
about the world, in practice, they are much more interested in making sure that 
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any given statement is factually and legally watertight. Beyond that, they want some-
thing big, something punchy, something powerful. They want a narrative, with 
good guys and bad guys. And, of course, they want their story to be shared, and to 
elicit government investigations, and to win awards” (Salmon 2015).

And this may be the core of the argument, that journalists want to be trusted 
and most aim to do a good job, but they are also not academic researchers studying 
a historical moment, they are reporting in the here and now and doing as good a job 
as they can to be right and to be interesting. The result is almost destined to cap-
ture some of the truth and misinterpret other elements of the story, and unlike the 
days of yore where that story existed for a couple of days before being relegated to 
the microfiche archives of a local library it is now available for years online. Jour-
nalism has struggled with that transition. And during that transition the field has 
also been rocked by scandals like Jayson Blair’s fabrication of dozens of stories for 
the New York Times, or CBS’s Dan Rather being duped by fabricated documents 
about President George W. Bush’s service in the National Guard, or NBC’s Dateline 
program staging explosions in a report about the safety of General Motors’s trucks. 
All of these stories damaged the reputation of the individuals involved in the story, 
but also raised questions about how the media does its job and empowered those 
inclined not to trust the press to have solid reasons for their skepticism.

One of the other components of the modern media ecosystem that contributes 
to the erosion of public trust in journalism is the speed with which news is spread, 
often with little or no confirmation. It may seem unfair to place this level of re-
sponsibility on something as simple as a retweet or loaded headline, but as experts 
in different fields witness the way information, or more often interpretation of in-
formation, can catch fire in the aggregation world, leading from a tweet to a brief 
story to an aggregated news piece to a cable discussion segment that then begins 
this news cycle again, it can be a point of frustration. This tendency to repeat news 
reported elsewhere as fact with little independent confirmation or reporting plagues 
most fields of reporting, including technology, celebrity, business, and politics. One 
example that erupted in 2014 highlights this trend. A piece of research from tech 
firms Google and Vodaphone concluded that some teens see little difference be-
tween their virtual lives and their real ones. The story was soon being reported that 
young people could not tell the difference between the digital and real worlds. This 
story, although not particularly connected to the study, spread across the Internet, 
appearing in shallowly sourced (or completely unsourced) stories. Danah Boyd, a 
researcher from Microsoft who had just published a book about the subject of young 
people’s social media lives, found herself inundated with requests to comment on 
the story. She pressed the journalists who called her to send her the research, and 
she found no one had actually read the research. Frustrated, she took to her blog 
and the site Medium to declare, “Even though I had told the production team that 
this headline made no sense and there was no evidence to even support it, they 
continued to run with the story because the producer had decided that it was an 
important study. And yet, the best they could tell me is that they had reached out 
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to the original journalist who said that he had interviewed the people who ran the 
study . . .  [S]ince when did the practice of journalism allow for uncritically mak-
ing s**t up?::shaking head:: Where’s the fine line between poor journalism and fab-
rication?” (Boyd 2014).

Boyd’s frustration has been echoed across thousands of experts, sources, and 
readers. One incident like the teenage digital survey deepens those experts’ cynicism 
about the work of journalists, increasing the assumption that journalists are lazy or 
prone to sensationalism. Their tendency to seek out and amplify the voice of the most 
outspoken of sources on political stories further increases this frustration by missing, 
at times, the views of the vast majority of voters or members of a political party.

Some of these technologists and futurists have begun to advocate for a new form 
of journalism to combat what they see as a troubling lack of credibility in the me-
dia of the digital age. In the era of traditional mass media, the publication or broad-
cast of news and information was an expensive and involved process. It took 
capital to own a printing press, a government permit to broadcast on radio or 
television. These impediments to new outlets made journalism a profession that 
not everyone could do, and distribution of that journalism was no small task. This 
process meant that not only did the news organization that you read in the morn-
ing paper or listened to during your commute represent a far larger publication 
business, but it also came with a certain amount of credibility since their business 
required the most number of readers. Now, with a simple blog platform and a free 
web template almost anyone can create a website that appears as legitimate as most 
newspapers or television outlets. The look or even the name of a news outlet now 
does not convey legitimacy.

This reality has prompted the head of Google News and an independent jour-
nalist to pen a manifesto for a new form of journalism that would focus on build-
ing and maintaining trust. The two authors argue that journalism outlets ought to 
publish a statement on their ethics, cite sources for their information, and provide 
more information about the individual reporters writing the story to give a sense 
of expertise. They argue a more transparent news outlet will actually equate to more 
digital credibility and that credibility could then be turned into financial advan-
tage, writing, “We believe that a new framework of journalistic trust would harvest 
great value. First, it would grow the respect and loyalty of the audience — the people 
that journalists strive to inform, that help spread the word via social networks, 
that support the news business through subscriptions and ad revenue. Second, it 
would create valuable signals for algorithmically driven search engines and recom-
mendation systems — the ever more important tools to push news out to audiences. 
And third, it would increase ad revenue by luring commercial advertisers and spon-
sors that also value trustworthiness” (Gingras and Lehrman 2014). The proposal 
was an initial offering from the Trust Project, an ethics project from Santa Clara 
University. They have begun working with Vox Media, the ill-fated Al Jazeera Amer-
ica, and a handful of other news outlets to work on citations and ways in which to 
correct and document those corrections for news videos. Still, these efforts remain 
a tiny fraction of the media generated on a given day.
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It would seem that trust in journalism is a problem for journalists and has little 
to do with the business of governing or the work of political operatives. They may 
publicly bemoan journalists who lack credibility or, as has become more and more 
common, attack the media as biased and unfair for how it chooses to do its work, 
but many see that the problems that plague the media in terms of trust have also 
swept through the worlds of politics and business. Trust in the media is not an end 
to itself, but rather allows those journalists with trust to hold powerful individuals 
and institutions to account. These same journalists have the power to build public 
trust in a politician or a policy working together to allow representative democratic 
systems to function. The former director of BBC News and Current Affairs has 
warned that there cannot be real separation of journalism and politics in this sys-
tem, writing in 2005, “It is this erosion of trust that has spread rot through politics 
and business. Deterioration in standards of professional behavior by journalists, 
public relations people, and politicians have all contributed to this state of affairs . . .  
But without trust between them, politicians, business people, journalists, and pub-
lic relations practitioners will not be trusted by the public, which means that none 
of them can do their jobs effectively. These people all depend upon trust in public 
communications. They are in the same boat and they would row to better effect if 
they acknowledged the fact, before then doing battle” (Hargreaves 2005).

This mutual dependence on being able to communicate with the public and 
the public’s willingness to imbue those messages with a certain level of trust and 
belief are critical to the functioning of the American system of governance. A col-
lapse in trust has helped spur the growth of so-called post-truth politics where 
politicians can deny basic facts and still find a sizable portion of the public willing 
to support their version of reality. The media’s ability to hold politicians account-
able for falsehoods or misleading claims is dependent on the public seeing those 
journalists as somehow separate from the political back-and-forth, he-said, she- 
said style of politics. Without public trust, journalism becomes simply an exten-
sion of the political debate and not an outside arbiter of the debate that helps the 
public weigh the two arguments, aided by the facts supplied by uninterested re-
porters. Without it, all political reporting is reduced to being equivalent to another 
version of the party email soliciting funds or the stump speech repeating disproved 
claims.

See also: Advocacy Journalism; Political Bias and the Media; Political Polarization 
and the Media; Post-Truth Politics
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24-HOUR NEWS CYCLE
News has always been a 24-hour entity, with foreign coups and political debates 
occurring at any time all over the globe. Although the information being generated 
by the world was constant, media for much of its history was more like a photo-
graph of the world than a constant video feed. Newspapers captured an individual 
day and told you what had happened yesterday. Evening news grappled with the 
technological feat of telling the viewer what had happened in their world that very 
day, but rarely did it have the capacity to capture the world live, as it happened. 
The advent of cable news networks and later the explosion of web and social media 
news shifted the news from being something prepared for delivery at a specific mo-
ment to something consumed by the public while it was happening. This change 
to a 24-hour model of news and reporting has shaped political news by leading to 
more reliance on commentary and punditry while also fueling an increasingly par-
tisan media as these news feeds try to maintain and build audience.

The truly 24-hour news cycle is barely three decades old. Its origins can be traced 
back to the launch of the Cable News Network (CNN) in 1980. Ted Turner, the 
eccentric media mogul who had used broadcast towers to transmit his WTBS chan-
nel around the country, launched CNN to feed the growing cable audience. Turner 
pledged at the launch of the channel, “We won’t be signing off until the world ends. 
We’ll be on, and we will cover the end of the world, live, and that will be our last 
event” (CNN Observations 2007). His channel slowly grew for the next decade, 
until the 1991 Persian Gulf War served as a major catalyst for the cable news chan-
nel’s influence in reporting. Breathless scenes of U.S. missiles landing in Saddam 
Hussein’s Baghdad were broadcast live to a waiting world as CNN anchors hud-
dled in a hotel room in the besieged city. The new model put forward by CNN was 
to cover breaking news as it was happening, allowing the audience to see the drama 
unfolding without a sense of what might happen next. These live news events drove 
huge ratings for the channel as people tuned in to track hurricanes approaching 
the coast or presidential election returns throughout the night.

Reflecting on the role that CNN and its later cable news brethren MSNBC and 
Fox News played in covering the world, NPR’s media critic would say they amounted 
to a wire service, saying, “They give you brief bursts of updates. In fact, MSNBC 
now every 15 minutes gives you an update of the news. And in between they’re 
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trying to figure out ways to keep you watching. So they’ll do reported pieces. They’ll 
do a lot of interviews. There are a lot of talk shows. And to be honest, there’s a lot 
of things that we would classify as kind of pulpy, quasi-tabloid, quasi-celebrity news; 
anything that’s sort of waiting for the next great crisis. And when crisis hits, people 
turn to cable, they particularly turn to CNN. And when crisis abates, they kind of 
tune it out” (NPR 2005). Despite this rollercoaster audience cycle, the news chan-
nel was able to stitch together breaking news events to feed the daily beast of 24 
hours. It tracked regional trials that drew large audiences. It paid serious attention 
to politics, hiring leading political reporters like Judy Woodruff and Candy Crow-
ley. It worked as a business and eventually drew competition.

In the evolution of 24-hour news, 1996 played a seminal year. That year NBC 
joined forces with technology giant Microsoft to launch MSNBC and Rupert Mur-
doch announced the creation of Fox News. Also in the late 1990s, the World Wide 
Web created a multimedia outlet that could transmit information all of the time. 
By the end of the twentieth century all media were expected to be supplying news 
and information throughout the day and not simply when the evening news came 
on or the morning paper hit the doorstep.

This reality of news as a constant flow of information has been a source of major 
concern for years among journalists who said the model gave them neither the time 
nor the incentive to investigate, to build a story slowly and through careful report-
ing. Or as one critic wrote in a scathing take on the new speed of news, “Why should 
anyone bloody well care? For one thing, ‘it is absolutely true, and anybody who 
says otherwise is slinging bulls—, that every mistake that’s made in the news busi-
ness is made because of speed,’ says Keith McAllister, former executive vice presi-
dent and managing editor for CNN’s national newsgathering” (Rosenberg and 
Feldman 2008). The need to report for a live news station or tweet events as they 
occur creates a situation where the media has no time to always get it right and 
forces new reporters to file stories as they’re finding out what those stories even 
are. There is no room for error, but errors are unavoidable. Many journalists have 
come to fear that the need 24-hour news creates to instantly report may actually 
lessen people’s faith in that reporting. After all, if they get it wrong once, twice, what 
is to say they don’t get it wrong most of the time.

The need to feed political stories with minute-by-minute updates creates chal-
lenges for campaigns seeking to unveil information on their schedule, rather than 
losing the news to a careless tweet or a sudden change of plans by a politician that 
can be breathlessly reported on a cable news outlet. Take, for example, the chal-
lenge of keeping vice presidential nominees a secret. The announcement of a nom-
inee is one of the defining moments of a presidential campaign, usually coming 
just before or actually at the party’s nominating convention. The man or woman 
selected for the job becomes both a source of interest unto themselves, and a sort 
of litmus test of the kind of presidency the candidate sees themselves running. Be-
cause so much can be read into these selections, the announcement of the vice 
presidential pick is usually a carefully orchestrated affair. The 2008 selection of Sarah 
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Palin hit the political world like a bombshell, catching reporters who had been 
hovering outside the houses of expected nominees completely flatfooted and re-
energizing the sagging campaign of Republican senator John McCain.

Four years later, Republican nominee Mitt Romney wanted the same sort of 
moment, but he was set to tap one of the people reporters and pundits had been dis-
cussing for weeks, Wisconsin congressman Paul Ryan. Driven by a need to report 
things as they happen, members of the press were camped out at airports and even 
outside likely candidates’ houses, looking for signals that one was getting the nod. 
According to the New York Times, Ryan had to slip out of his house through the 
back door and walk through the woods to reach an unwatched car that would 
drive him to the airport (Barbaro 2012).

But the 24-hour news cycle has had far more profound impacts on the world of 
politics than simply making it harder to make a surprise announcement. It has cre-
ated more pressure to generate content and attract audience in an ever-increasingly 
competitive world of news providers. This competition for viewers has manifested 
itself in several ways within the political news media. First, there has been an 
increasingly partisan tone to certain outlets. When Fox News launched in 1996 to 
provide a counterpoint to the cable news dominance of CNN, one of the elements 
the channel banked on was its appeal to conservatives. The channel, over time, hired 
many influential talk radio stars, hoping to absorb the popularity of these estab-
lished political talkers. MSNBC had been created to compete with CNN head-on 
in the coverage of more so-called hard news, putting more reporters in the field 
and seeking to combat CNN’s website through its partnership with Microsoft. But 
soon the advantages of Fox’s model began to become apparent. Viewers tuned to 
Fox in much the same way they tuned to Rush Limbaugh or Glenn Beck in their 
cars, for political entertainment.

This had a couple of major advantages over MSNBC’s and CNN’s model of more 
field reporting. First, it was cheaper. Reporters did not have to travel as much and 
more air time was devoted to punditry—that is, talking about the news—than to 
uncovering original reporting. Another clear benefit was in audience. People would 
tune to provocative political talk regardless of whether there was major news in 
the world that required 24-hour vigilance by reporters on the scene. This meant 
Fox’s model established a more regular viewership that did not fluctuate based on 
the news of the day. CNN had always feasted or starved for viewers depending on 
the newsiness of the moment. This created other pressures on that network, but 
MSNBC soon saw that perhaps the Fox model could better serve the corporate bot-
tom-line. Just a few years into the network’s existence, it hired Keith Olbermann 
away from ESPN. Although a sports anchor, Olbermann had been known for say-
ing provocative political things and his new program, “The Big Show with Keith 
Olbermann,” was a short-lived success. He left in 1998 to return to sports, but came 
back to 2003, starting an eight-year run at the network. Olbermann quickly be-
came a liberal talker in the model of conservatives Bill O’Reilly or Sean Hannity at 
Fox News. Olbermann saw his viewership grow and the program helped spawn a 
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series of increasingly liberal hosts like Rachel Maddow, Lawrence O’Donnell, and 
Chris Hayes. With Fox News locked in with conservative viewers and liberals lean-
ing toward MSNBC, that left CNN to try and find its way in between, a position 
that has left the network trailing in viewers and revenues.

Across all three cable networks and later across the web and Twittersphere, the 
shift from reporting to commentary cemented a new class of journalist and politico 
who existed somewhat in both worlds at the same time—the pundit. Pundits are usu-
ally experienced journalists or campaign consultants who are brought on cable pro-
grams or Sunday talk shows to discuss political strategy, fallout, and tactics. They are 
seen as experts in all things political and are tapped to serve as expert sources who 
can contextualize the day’s news and provide insight and analysis to viewers and 
readers. They help decipher the political headlines and explain the political implica-
tions of news and developments in almost every branch of news—from the potential 
secretiveness of former secretary of state Hillary Clinton about her email as part of 
the Obama administration to the internal dynamics of a given campaign manager’s 
decision to quit. These pundits provide several services to the 24-hour news cycle, 
offering a stream of analysis and opinion that cannot really be fact-checked or dis-
proven, but still offer the viewer and reader more commentary on a given news item. 
And this can all be done with someone who either serves as regular guest on a pro-
gram or can even be under contract to only provide their punditry to a given outlet.

The other thing this professional class of political commentator can deliver is 
viewers. Especially in the competitive world of cable news, pundits can deliver the 
sort of fireworks that enthrall viewers, but rarely do the actual newsmakers pro-
vide. As one political scientist who has studied the relationship between partisan-
ship and the media observed, “Cable punditry, and the shouting that occurs when 
ideological opposites are pitted against one another, is theater. As noted by Fox News 
host Bill O’Reilly himself, ‘If a producer can find someone who eggs on conserva-
tive listeners to spout off and prods liberals into shouting back, he’s got a hit show. 
The best host is the guy or gal who can get the most listeners extremely annoyed 
over and over again’ ” (Dagnes 2010). This quest to find guests that can offer in-
stant analysis on almost any given political story, coupled with the ability of pun-
dits to play to the drama by provoking the other side, have been two enduring 
elements of the 24-hour news cycle.

Pundits have become a critical component of all three cable networks and have 
come to mark the coverage of breaking political news. As the digital revolution swept 
the media world, this idea of responding to news and commenting on it, rather 
than reporting it, has only expanded. The vast majority of politically oriented news 
outlets online, whether conservative or liberal, rely more on the idea of comment-
ing and analyzing the news to develop and audience. Bloggers on both the right 
and left have taken to offering their own version of punditry, often even more heated 
and more partisan than the cable programs, daily fodder for political junkies.

The effects of this news ecosystem with partisan cable news and even more 
sharply political blogs is to create an environment where people may seek 
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information from only those partisan outlets that either entertain or affirm the views 
already held by the potential voter. This has been a concern that has permeated poli-
ticians’ views of the media since the earliest days, informing the decision by Congress 
to enforce the Fairness Doctrine on broadcasters to ensure coverage of multiple sides 
of political issues and fueling endless commentary about the dangers of personalized 
news filters on news websites like Yahoo. The reasoning goes that if people do not 
have their views challenged by facts and counter-arguments, then the partisan nature 
of the media may only sharpen the divide. Experts have sought to draw parallels 
between the increasingly partisan makeup of Congress and the polarization of media 
consumption in the United States. Others have worried that the excessively partisan 
nature of cable commentary and online blogging could further split an already frac-
tured electorate. One study of how partisan media consumption affected voters 
found that choosing partisan news outlets did not really affect a person’s tendency 
to vote, but did find evidence for “the proposition that exposure to partisan news 
affects political participation, particularly behavior during the campaign. Expo-
sure to likeminded partisan news significantly increased campaign activity over 
time and encouraged an earlier decision time, while exposure to conflicting news 
had exactly the opposite effects” (Dilliplane 2011). That is, partisan media coverage 
inspired like-minded voters to make their decision about who to vote for earlier and 
often got those same voters to become more active in the campaign. The research 
demonstrates that these partisan outlets serve as a sort of giant soapbox for parti-
sans to fire up their supporters and get them involved in the campaign.

The 24-hour news cycle does not dictate the growth of partisan press, but the busi-
ness of it has certainly fueled the growth in the use of punditry and focus on politics as 
a multi-month drama. The need to offer new takes on the handfuls of reported infor-
mation developed each day by reporters all over the globe put those reporters and 
editors seeking to fill Tweets, articles, and airtime under enormous pressure to gen-
erate copy all of the time. This has led to the development of regular sources who 
can comment and reflect on the news and an explosion in the discussion of news 
online and on air. The business of 24-hour news also forces the use of more and more 
commentary, as the idea of having reporters contributing enough content to fill 
three cable channels and a bottomless Internet with news outpaces the sources of 
that news. Therefore the 24-hour news cycle, while both affecting the way politi-
cians think about and execute their own attempts to message a campaign or issue 
and the manner in which the media will portray and discuss that news, has made 
the work of political reporting more difficult. It demands more content and more 
live reporting without giving much time for the reporter’s own process of gathering 
the news. News is instead gathered in front of the audience. Reporters live-tweet 
news conferences, cable news dips into each reporter’s interview with a possible 
expert, and all of that content flows onto platforms that are increasingly partisan.

See also: CNN; Fox News; MSNBC; Political Polarization and the Media; Social 
Media and Politics
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USA TODAY
Initially viewed with derision by many within the traditional newspaper industry, 
USA Today pioneered many of the trends of news reporting that would become a 
staple of the digital world, including concise storytelling and heavy use of photos 
and infographics. Although the paper and its digital ancillary led the way in many 
important ways, its structure and distribution system suffered as more news con-
sumers sought the same kinds of information on-demand on the web.

The newspaper was seen as a gigantic gamble when it launched in 1982 in the 
Washington, D.C., area. The new paper, in full color and designed to be read quickly, 
was modeled after a similar effort the Gannett Company had run in Florida. There, 
under the guidance of newspaperman Al Neuharth, the company had created a 
morning paper called Florida Today. With a slick and innovative design and built 
with the journalism of several Gannett newsrooms in the Florida region, the paper 
soon was a circulation and business success. Neuharth then proposed a massive 
bet on a national version of Today. USA Today lost an enormous amount of money 
in the early years. With a cost of 25 cents and expensive color printing and design, 
the paper lost as much as $10 million a month. But Neuharth and his board at Gan-
nett seemed unworried. Looking back, he would say, “See, we knew when we hit 
the magic number of 1,000,000 in circulation, which happened in seven months, 
we knew that was the end of the ball game, that then it was just a matter of time 
until those geniuses on Madison Avenue, the advertising geniuses who claim that 
they are the most creative people in the world but who are really the most conserva-
tive on earth and who do not want to invest their clients’ money in a new publication 
or a new idea because they are afraid if it goes belly-up that they will be blamed for 
it. We knew that the 1,000,000 would get to them and that it would just be a matter 
of time” (Neuharth 1999).

The paper’s approach to news reporting broke new ground in its storytelling tech-
nique, design, and organization. The paper was organized into color-coded sec-
tions, making it easier for people to find its reporting on business, sports, and 
entertainment, in addition to a splashy, full-color front page. The paper’s editorial 
approach was to synthesize the news of the day into an easily digested single story, 
allowing a reader to catch up on a story quickly and rarely having to follow a story 
off of one page and onto another. The paper was built for a faster world where 
people read on the train or subway and less for the leisurely reader over breakfast. 
It was clearly aimed at the business professional, publishing Monday through Fri-
day and relying heavily on distribution deals with hotels across the country. This 
also led to innovations in format that USA Today helped to make the norm for the 
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news industry. For example, its Snapshot feature in the bottom left-hand corner of 
each section front page was soon changing the way journalists thought about data 
and graphics. But it was more than just some eye-catcher in the corner of the paper, 
according to those who have studied the way the paper thought about the use of 
graphics. “Editors at the newspaper considered the use of infographics a primary 
form of information presentation and required discussions of graphic potential for 
nearly every story assigned. Infographics were often used daily as the lead visual 
elements, with no story text beyond what was found within the infographic itself” 
(Williams 2013). These graphics were a hallmark of the paper and helped fuel a look 
that, while criticized by many when it was first introduced, would soon be emulated 
by regional and later national newspapers.

Even as the paper was soaring to one of the largest circulation newspapers in the 
country, USA Today was also leveraging its unique business model to cover politics in 
new ways. USA Today was the national newspaper that sat atop a massive chain, 
Gannett, that owned some 90 daily and 1,000 weekly papers in 41 states and six 
countries. With all of these newsrooms, the national reporters based at the suburban 
Virginia headquarters of USA Today represented a tiny fraction of the reporters em-
ployed by Gannett. The company was soon using its reporters from regional papers 
to cover the campaign and candidates, adding local, on-the-ground knowledge to 
the paper’s national reporting.

Despite this unique local-national reporting structure, reporters who covered poli-
tics for the paper often found themselves making the same objections other political 
reporters make about modern campaign coverage. Former reporter Richard Bene-
detto, for example, complained that “reporters and editors need to remember that 
they’re in the information business. Their job is to give readers and viewers infor-
mation about the candidates so that they can figure out what it means and what 
matters to them. ‘Instead, we overemphasize the conflicts and we overemphasize the 
strategy, and we don’t tell them enough about where the candidates stand and why’ ” 
(Skewes 2007). And despite these concerns, as the paper beefed up its digital wing, 
usatoday.com, the coverage of politics seemed to emphasize these trends more and 
more. Its blog, onPolitics, blends horse race coverage of polls with occasional tidbits 
of policy. But the paper’s political reporters are still seen as some of the best in the 
country and often appear on Sunday talk shows and other analysis programs to 
offer their take on what is happening on the campaign trail.

Perhaps more than most other newspapers, USA Today has keenly felt the eco-
nomic pressures that have so damaged other newspapers in the last decade. As Neu-
harth noted, the paper aimed at circulation first in the tradition newspaper model 
and then planned on making its money from advertisers, but as the economics of 
print advertising began to grow shakier with the emergence of the Internet, USA 
Today struggled to find a viable business model. It aggressively pushed its content 
online, but it was unable or unwilling to implement a paywall around its content. 
Even as it was feeling this pressure on the advertising side, the circulation that the 
paper had banked on began to dry up. As late as 2011, the paper could boast a paid 
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circulation of some 1.8 million copies, but as the economic slowdown made itself 
felt throughout the hotel industry, many chains stopped subscribing to USA Today 
and by 2014 the paper could only claim a print circulation of 1.08 million. The 
paper still claims an additional 1.6 million circulating editions of its so-called 
branded editions, mainly inserts that the paper includes in local Gannett papers 
to beef up the local papers and add circulation to the national edition. The paper 
remains one of the largest circulation print papers in the United States, trailing the 
Wall Street Journal and in a heated competition for second with the New York Times. 
Despite its economic troubles and reduced authority and readership, the paper re-
mains a major force in political coverage.

See also: Daily Newspapers; Data Journalism; New York Times, Newspaper  Industry; 
Wall Street Journal
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VOX
It should surprise no one that on the inaugural day of the new news and commentary 
site Vox, its editor, wonky policy blogger Ezra Klein, posted a 3,700-word opus about 
the lack of actual facts in the modern political debate.

The provocatively named “How Politics Makes Us Stupid” warned that American 
politics had come to be controlled by political viewpoints that were not informed 
by information, but rather operate in an effort to mislead or obscure facts. Klein wrote 
that the underlying thesis of American politics was that with more information the 
American political system would find a consensus from which to govern. He also 
wrote that that thesis is wrong. Instead he argued, “Washington is a bitter war be-
tween two well-funded, sharply-defined tribes that have their own machines for 
generating evidence and their own enforcers of orthodoxy. It’s a perfect storm for 
making smart people very stupid” (Klein 2014).

Vox was founded to try and fix that.
Vox.com is operated by Vox Media, a company that initially built a sophisticated 

publishing system and then turned to launching niche sites aimed at specific topics. 
The company runs the popular sports site SBNation and the tech and gaming news 
sites The Verge and Polygon. Vox.com, initially known as “Project X,” raised more 
than $24 million in startup capital, has attracted corporate sponsorship from General 
Motors and boasts more than 22 million unique visitors a month.

The site is driven editorially by a vision developed by Klein. Klein had made a 
name for himself while working at the Washington Post. There he launched the 
Wonkblog, a site that sought to explain the policy context of Washington, D.C., stories 
and grew to be a must-read for many inside the Beltway. Despite its popularity, Klein 
felt the paper was technologically and philosophically trapped. As the New York 
Times explained when Klein left the paper for Vox, “While the Post is an excellent 
publication, he said, he felt that the conventions of newspaper print journalism in 
general, with its commitment to incremental daily coverage, were reflected in pub-
lishing systems, which need first and foremost to meet the needs of printing a 
daily paper” (Kaufman 2014). Vox would be more than that. It would seek to add 
context and the larger story to news, especially around politics.

Its approach and claim to be rolling out a truly new form of political reporting 
created a couple of issues for the new organization. First, some journalists argued, 
it created an audience problem. As Bill Keller, the former New York Times executive 
editor, said four months into the site’s existence, “I know why I pay attention to 
NYTimes.com (for news and opinion) or SB Nation (sports) or Politico (politics). 
Vox and 538 and the Upshot are not about subjects, they’re about ways of looking 
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at subjects. The nature of their appeal is not so obvious. So they have to figure out 
the right combination of social-media lures and brand appeal to grow an audience” 
(Byers 2014). Still, the site boasted a solid performance and markets itself to ad-
vertisers as a way to reach wealthy, younger news consumers.

The other problem the hype connected to Vox created was a frustration from 
journalists who saw the site as holier-than-thou in its approach while still creating 
a mix of intellectual news and so-called click bait. Forbes’s Jeff Bercovici said the 
site’s claim to focus on journalism that “explains” the news means some of what 
Vox does “sincerely attempts to put complicated matters of politics or policy or sci-
ence into terms that readers who aren’t that smart or haven’t been paying much 
attention can understand. Some explanatory journalism is just an excuse to put 
words and names that get people’s attention into headlines people will click on” 
(Bercovici 2014). It’s a criticism that even one look at the site’s homepage can con-
firm. One day in January 2015 found the site offering thoroughly nerdy entries like 
“9 things only neoclassical economists will understand” to the unexpectedly scien-
tific “How America became addicted to road salt—and why it’s a problem” to the 
traditional political analysis of “The new Democratic attack ad against Chris Chris-
tie is misleading” to the pop culture silly of “50 years of David Bowie’s hair and 
makeup, in one gif” (Vox 2015).

Despite the criticism, the site’s vision of breaking out of the daily grind of political 
coverage, the focus on the sound bite and the latest snippet from the campaign trail, 
coupled with the effort to create a compelling mix of policy and political coverage 
continues to hold a powerful interest for many within the field of political coverage. 
In late 2014, the site wooed one of Politico’s top editors away to run its politics 
coverage who said that the site’s presidential campaign coverage would seek “to ex-
plain to the reader what is significant about these candidates’ policy perspectives 
[and] why they should be paying attention to specific candidates” (Calderone 2014).

It’s the kind of aspirations that gel with the initial goals that Klein wrote on that 
first day, when he opined that coverage of politics is also coverage of policy and 
that no matter how much political communication seeks to obscure it, people un-
derstand a policy, a tax bill, a pollution threat. Although it is early in the site’s run—
too early to see if it can convince others of its view that “ultimately, there’s no spin 
effective enough to persuade Americans to ignore a cratering economy, or skyrock-
eting health-care costs, or a failing war”—Vox is working hard to hammer home 
the idea that “a political movement that fools itself into crafting national policy based 
on bad evidence is a political movement that will, sooner or later, face a reckoning 
at the polls” (Klein 2014).
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WALL STREET JOURNAL
The fact that the Wall Street Journal is now one of the nation’s few national newspapers 
and that it has become a major news source for developments domestically and in-
ternationally would probably come as a great shock to its founders, who sought to 
create a suite of information products, including the paper, that helped those work-
ing on the stock market have better information to make their business decisions.

Most papers that began in the mid- to late-nineteenth century aimed to reach 
the widest possible audience. Their business model was built around increasing the 
circulation of the paper and then turning that circulation into money through ad-
vertising. The Wall Street Journal had different roots and a different business model, 
and that shaped much of what would happen more than a century later when the 
digital revolution swept the industry. The Journal grew out of the work of three 
men—Charles Dow, Edward Jones, and Charles Bergstresser—who sought to build 
a business to serve the stock traders and financial professionals who worked in New 
York City. Dow, Jones & Company began in 1882 by printing and distributing news-
letters that aggregated the business and political news of the day. The publication, 
called “Customer’s Afternoon Letter,” was hand-delivered to the floor of the stock 
exchanges and served as a sort of afternoon briefing for traders. By 1889 they for-
malized it into an afternoon paper—the Wall Street Journal—and began selling it 
for 2 cents a copy. This may not sound like much money, but it was double the 
price of most newspapers at the time and represented the fact that they did not 
seek a huge audience, just the right one. It was all part of Dow, Jones & Company’s 
plan to create products that helped bankers and financial workers. The company 
went on in 1896 to create the Dow Jones Industrial Average to serve as a sort of 
benchmark for key stocks and the overall health of the stock market, and a year 
later developed the Ticker, the real-time newswire, to relay stock prices and news.

When Charles Dow, who had started writing the “Review & Outlook” column 
that still runs in the paper today, died in 1902, the company was sold to one of the 
nation’s leading financial journalists of the day, Clarence Barron. Barron would guide 
much of the paper’s growth over the next 30 years, ending the afternoon paper and 
shifting it to the morning and building up an array of talented writers and report-
ers. The paper offered concise columns that quickly told the businessmen of the 
day what the news of the world was and what it meant to them. This approach 
foreshadowed much of the digital news aggregation of the twenty-first century and 
served the Journal readers well. The paper focused heavily on the market and the 
news likely to affect business. This included a keen interest in politics, but the politics 
of the Wall Street Journal always leaned decidedly to the right. Although the reporting, 
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especially in the modern era, was well respected for its craft and sourcing, the edi-
torial page of the paper remained staunchly conservative. The paper’s editorials 
traditionally endorsed free market solutions and argued against most government 
policies that involved regulations. One writer in the liberal New Republic would 
sum up the editorial page, writing in 2008 that editorials could be counted on for 
“the undying faith in voodoo economics, the staunch defense of executive privi-
lege and disdain for independent counsels during Republican presidencies alter-
nating with disdain for executive privilege and staunch defense of independent 
counsels during Democratic presidencies” (Chait 2008).

Despite this editorial propensity to maintain a healthy tilt to the right, the re-
porting of the Journal remained a major source of news for those seeking to under-
stand the behavior of the market and the key issues facing American business. The 
model worked so well, the paper launched an Asian edition in 1976 and a Euro-
pean edition in 1983. The subscription cost remained far higher than most other 
newspapers and yet the paper was able to maintain readership because of its spe-
cialized focus on business. That model served it well in the early days of the Inter-
net. As many papers embraced free distribution of their papers’ content in hopes 
of increasing audience and making more money with ads, the Wall Street Journal 
quickly put their content behind a paywall, forcing people to subscribe to see the 
bulk of the content. While it kept the paper from becoming a force in the early 
web, it reinforced the idea that its content was worth paying for.

The paper was still starting to lose money in the early to mid-2000s because of 
the drying up of advertising dollars, but subscriptions remained solid and the Jour-
nal seemed to be slowly expanding its digital efforts. All of this changed in 2007. 
Dow Jones, with its array of market-friendly products, became the target of a take-
over bid by Rupert Murdoch and his multinational News Corp. Although the com-
pany had publicly traded stock, some 60 percent was still owned by the Bancroft 
family, a relationship that dated back to the 1902 purchase of Dow Jones by Clar-
ence Barron in 1903. The Bancrofts initially fought the bid, trying to rally other 
stockholders to reject the $60 per share offer—at the time the company stock was 
worth $33 a share. But Murdoch’s team was able to persuade enough of the family 
and other shareholders to back the offer, and the paper and the rest of Dow Jones 
was purchased by December of that year. Sarah Ellison, a business reporter at the 
Journal, would later document the bid in a book entitled War at the Wall Street Jour-
nal: Inside the Struggle to Control an American Business Empire. She later considered 
why Murdoch had gone to such lengths to purchase the company and the paper, 
saying, “He loves newspapers. He covets the influence and power that come with 
owning the Journal. It is the most powerful business paper in the most powerful 
city in the most powerful country in the world. He wants to knock the New York 
Times off its perch as the paper that influences the cultural and political conversa-
tion in this country. The Journal is his weapon for doing that” (Ellison 2011).

Murdoch’s purchase of the Journal in 2007 sent shockwaves through the news 
industry and worried many who thought Murdoch’s News Corp. would soon seek 
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to make the historically conservative, but not particularly ideological, paper more 
like Murdoch’s other major American news outlet, Fox News. In fact, inside the 
Journal, reporters and editors offered varying takes on the impact of the News Corp. 
takeover. While some reporters quietly left or anonymously questioned the edito-
rial policies of their corporate owners, publicly, senior editors said the initial fears 
of the Fox-ization of the Wall Street Journal were misplaced. Deputy managing edi-
tor Alan Murray told NPR in 2011 that instead the new ownership came with an 
expanded ambition to make the paper more a national newspaper that served those 
suffering from the collapse or shrinking of regional daily papers. He said, “when 
News Corp. came in, they made a conscious decision to say, ‘Look—a lot of these 
papers are declining rapidly; they’ve become shadows of what they were in many 
of these urban markets. And yet there are people who still want to get a print news-
paper delivered on their driveway every day and if we expand our general news 
coverage, we can be that paper’ ” (Folkenflik 2011). But the takeover did flare up in 
public at least once in 2008 when managing editor Marcus Brauchli resigned under 
pressure. Brauchli stated that he had come to see the need for a new managing editor 
who better adhered to where News Corp. wanted to take the paper, but denied that 
he was ousted for political reasons.

The Pew Research Center analyzed the Murdoch-owned Journal to compare its 
content to that of the Dow Jones-run paper and the results were clear. “The clear-
est change in the Journal’s editorial direction in the past three and a-half years has 
been a reduction in front-page business coverage . . .  At the same time, front-page 
coverage of the U.S. government has steadily increased, starting in 2009. Govern-
ment accounted for 3% of the space that began on the front page under the old 
ownership in 2007 (and fell slightly to 2% in the 2008 election year). But it has 
more than doubled since, jumping to 7% in 2009 and 2010 and to 8% in 2011 to 
date” (Pew Research Center 2011). The paper was turning away, at least in part, 
from it business-centered reporting world, adding coverage of national policy and 
international affairs—and becoming more a competing national entity to the New 
York Times.

To further its goal of becoming more of a national news organization, the paper 
reorganized its newsroom in 2015, adding more resources to its core topic areas 
and beefing up staff in new areas it aims to improve, including mobile content, in-
teractive graphics, and data-driven journalism. The Journal reported on its own 
changes, noting, “Gerard Baker, editor in chief of Dow Jones and the Wall Street 
Journal, said the purpose of the moves was a ‘full transformation of our newsroom 
with a bold but simple aim: to become the premier digital news organization in the 
world.’ He added, ‘This process will require us to discontinue some of our activi-
ties while investing more in others’ ” (Alpert 2015). Some of this work included 
expanding its digital coverage of politics. The paper added a series of D.C. and poli-
tics blogs and news feeds to its roster, including “The Washington Wire” and a 
partnership with the American Communities Project to inject more data-informed 
reporting about politics into its array of offerings. The paper has also expanded 
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coverage of key issues like immigration, national security, and presidential politics 
in hopes of widening its audience and further competing with the New York Times.

The new Wall Street Journal jettisoned several of its market-oriented blogs and 
moved its economics coverage from New York to D.C. It also shuttered a couple of 
European bureaus as it sought to reduce costs. Still the paper remains a major source 
of news and reporting and as it continues to transition from a paper aimed at business 
people to a paper aimed at a wider swath of opinion leaders, its editorial efforts are 
worth monitoring and its election coverage is apt to look very different in 2020 
than it did in 2008.

See also: American Communities Project; Daily Newspapers; New York Times
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WASHINGTON POST
Widely regarded as one of the leading daily newspapers in the nation, the Washington 
Post rode its dogged coverage of the Watergate scandal to a national reputation for 
political coverage and investigations. The paper suffered with other dailies during 
a troubled period of adjustment to the Internet age and was eventually purchased 
from its longtime owners by Amazon.com founder Jeff Bezos in 2013. In recent 
years the paper has seen a resurgence of strength, driven by its aggressive web op-
eration, and remains a major source for news about national politics and the na-
tion’s capital.

The paper has always had a strong base in its political reporting, devoting much 
of its resources to covering Congress, the federal government, and the White House. 
Locals often complained that the paper was far more interested in national politics 
than what was happening in the city, but that reputation helped make it one of the 
nation’s premier papers. The paper was founded in 1877 by Stilson Hutchins, who 
had launched a successful newspaper in St. Louis before heading to Washing-
ton, D.C. Hutchins had served as a state representative in Missouri and the new 
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Washington Post was intended to be an organ of the Democratic Party. The paper 
found a strong readership, though, and by 1888 Hutchins ended his connection 
with the party, purchased the competing the Republican National, and shuttered it. 
Hutchins sold the paper the next year to a former congressman and postmaster gen-
eral and the paper enjoyed an era as a major player during the yellow journalism 
period. The Post often published the work of illustrator Clifford Berryman, run-
ning one famous piece that declared, “Remember the Maine” to rally support for 
the Spanish-American War. But within a generation the paper was floundering.

It went up for auction in 1933, and was bought by former chairman of the Fed-
eral Reserve Eugene Meyer, who would hand it to his son-in-law Philip Graham in 
1946. Philip struggled with mental illness and often Katharine, Meyer’s daughter, 
stepped in to help run the paper. In many ways, the rise of the Post would be con-
nected to the daughter of Eugene Meyer. As one biographer noted, “Washington is 
in many ways Katharine Graham’s town . . .  When her husband committed suicide 
in 1963, Katharine inherited the Post and by harsh, efficient management built it 
into a news vehicle that is both economically and journalistically dominant in the 
capital of the United States. This means she has close social and political relation-
ships with many of the city’s, that is, the nation’s, most important political actors, 
and that they influence her newspaper, just as her newspaper influences them” (Da-
vis 1979). Under the Grahams, the paper merged with its last morning rival—the 
Washington Times-Herald—in 1954 and throughout the 1950s and 1960s estab-
lished itself as the leading journal about the nation’s capital.

The paper was often seen as a liberal outlet, with executive editor Ben Bradlee 
and Graham both holding close ties to President John F. Kennedy. FBI Director J. 
Edgar Hoover was recorded telling President Lyndon Johnson, “I don’t have much 
influence with the Post because I frankly don’t read it. I view it like the Daily Worker” 
(Beschloss 1998). But still, under Bradlee, the paper expanded its political report-
ing and often kept the pressure on the more nationally recognized New York 
Times. When the Times began publishing the so-called Pentagon Papers that docu-
mented American involvement in Vietnam, the Post was not far behind, picking up 
publishing after a court stopped the Times. It even kept with another 1970s story 
that other news organizations covered, but also viewed skeptically—the break-in 
at the Democratic National Committee’s headquarters at the Watergate building 
in D.C. Five men wearing suits and surgical gloves were arrested trying to place 
listening devices in the DNC’s offices. The Post jumped on the story and soon one 
of its Metro reporters, Bob Woodward, was documenting that the men claimed to 
be patriots, at least one of whom had worked for the Central Intelligence Agency. 
The burglars, it turned out, were part of a wide-ranging effort by President Richard 
Nixon’s re-election campaign to sabotage his opponents and when they were caught, 
Nixon and his key aides worked to block the investigation. The Post stayed with 
the story, devoting more resources and column inches to the investigation than other 
news outlets, connecting the money for the break-in to the re-election effort and 
helping push the White House to cover up the incident.
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The scandal would trigger an impeachment investigation about widespread abuse 
of power and force President Nixon to resign in 1974. The story made Woodward 
and his reporting partner Carl Bernstein household names and the film All the 
President’s Men helped create, according to sociologist Michael Schudson, a mythol-
ogy around journalism and the Post. Schudson wrote, “At its broadest, the myth of 
journalism in Watergate asserts that two young Washington Post reporters brought 
down the president of the United States. This is a myth of David and Goliath, of 
powerless individuals overturning an institution of overwhelming might. It is high 
noon in Washington, with two white-hatted young reporters at one end of the street 
and the black-hatted president at the other, protected by his minions. And the good 
guys win. The press, truth its only weapon, saves the day” (Schudson 1993).

That mythology informed much of the Post’s history in the next 30 years, making 
the paper a force within American journalism. But even as it basked in the glow of 
its accomplishments, it struggled to maintain its position in the media. A 1980 fab-
rication scandal involving reporter Janet Cooke forced the paper to return a national 
Pulitzer Prize for reporting and stained the paper’s reputation. In 1984 Graham or-
ganized the purchase of the educational company Kaplan, the testing and test-prep 
giant. That purchase would become critical as the company struggled in the Internet 
age. In 1996 the newspaper launched a website, making it a separate company based 
in Virginia, miles away from the downtown paper. Kaplan, by 2010, accounted for 60 
percent of the company’s revenue, and the separate web operation had not turned 
into a money-maker as hoped. When federal rules undercut the profitability of the 
Kaplan business, the paper was forced to make cuts, closing foreign and domestic 
bureaus and reducing the size of the staff.

A vaguely dire 2012 report in the New York Times summed up the troubles 
the D.C. paper was facing, writing, “The newsroom, once with more than 1,000 
employees, now stands at less than 640 people, depleted by buyouts and staff de-
fections. The newspaper’s Style section, once one of the most coveted assignments 
in American journalism, has shrunk from nearly 100 people to a quarter of that 
size. Bureaus in New York, Los Angeles and Chicago are gone. There were so many 
Friday afternoon cake-cutting send-offs for departing employees last summer that 
editors had to coordinate them so they didn’t overlap” (Peters 2012). Still, many of 
those “Posties” who remained were committed to the paper surviving. It added new 
political blogs like Chris Cillizza’s “The Fix,” and undertook aggressive fact check-
ing and D.C.-area digital publications aimed at lobbyists and interest groups. Jour-
nalist Dave Kindred summed up the reality of the paper in his 2010 book Morning 
Miracle, writing, “Only a dreamer believes the Washington Post can ever again be 
the Post of the late twentieth century. Because those money machine days will not 
return, the newspaper will never again produce the cash necessary to put together 
a nine-hundred-person newsroom. Yet only a fool says the Post’s days as a major 
player are over” (Kindred 2010).

In 2013, after an 80-year run in the Meyer-Graham family, the paper was sold to 
Amazon founder Jeff Bezos, who shelled out $250 million for the entire company. 
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Bezos said he was committed to expanding, reinvigorating, and turning the Post 
into “the paper of record,” taking a swipe at long-time competitor the New York 
Times. As Bezos put it in November 2015, “Some of the things that have happened 
in the past, we wish we had known more about our political leaders and our other 
powerful institutions in this country, and that’s been the role of the Post for a long 
time. And we’re just gonna keep doing that. We’re doing it now with more resources 
and we have a lot of patience for that job. We’re just gonna keep working at it and 
make sure that that institution stays strong, so that it can shine a light on all of 
these important players especially in Washington” (Owen 2015).

That same month, the Post had surpassed the New York Times in web traffic—
and went on to do the same in December of 2015—using social media, apps, and 
an aggressive website strategy to attract audience. The paper known for breaking 
Watergate appeared headed toward a bright future.

See also: Newspaper Industry; Woodward and Bernstein: Woodward, Bob and 
Bernstein, Carl
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WATCHDOG JOURNALISM
One of the core principles that undergird the media’s relationship with the public 
and the government is that of serving as a watchdog on the actions of the state. 
The concept, born of core classically liberal ideals, is that the press is essentially a 
surrogate for the public, monitoring the behavior of the state and guarding the pub-
lic against abuses large and small. The concept of the press as watchdog has always 
garnered the support of the majority of Americans and even as trust in journalism 
has lagged, events like disclosure of widespread monitoring of the Internet and 
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phone communications of Americans by the National Security Agency has further 
deepened the sense that the government needs to be kept in check and the media 
helps the public do this.

The idea that the media should play a semi-official role in the monitoring of the 
government has been built into the American system since its founding. From the 
very outset the ability of the press to inform and therefore influence public opinion 
was seen as essential to how the American experiment in self-governance would func-
tion. Unlike other systems where governmental authority flowed from a king or even 
a divine provenance, the American system vested authority in the voting public, even 
if it was often indirect. This meant those who helped inform and, to the degree pos-
sible, shape public opinion could affect the direction of government. Those advocates 
who had wanted to spur revolution against British rule, like Samuel Adams, had used 
the press to foment discontent and encourage increasingly brazen opposition to the 
king’s authority. Voices like those who advocated rebellion would, only a decade later, 
use the post-revolutionary press to spread their argument for the new Constitution 
to replace the tottering Articles of Confederation. George Washington, in a letter to 
a confidante, argued these journals would decide the fate of the new governing 
document and those who backed the Constitution would depend heavily “on liter-
ary abilities, & the recommendation of it by good pens” (Washington 1997). Other 
advocates used the press to publish a series of articles, later dubbed the “Federalist 
Papers,” to make their case to the public, but the idea that this persuasion was 
necessary and that a system of government could work that was held in check by 
the public created a system where the press, while not an official part of the gov-
ernment, would play a critical role in the ability for the American system to work.

This concept of the free press as a separate, and almost official, check on the 
governmental system is a profoundly liberal idea in the classical sense. The idea is 
simple: the government rests on its authority it receives from the public through 
their votes and so how well the voting public is informed and so the press is tasked 
with the idea of ensuring that any wrongdoing or abuse of that authority is exposed 
to the public is the cornerstone of watchdog journalism. Scottish social commen-
tator Thomas Carlyle would credit philosopher Edmund Burke with coining a term 
for this semi-official role of the press, writing, “Burke said there were Three Estates 
in Parliament; but, in the Reporters’ Gallery yonder, there sat a Fourth Estate more 
important far than they all. It is not a figure of speech, or a witty saying; it is a lit-
eral fact,—very momentous to us in these times. Literature is our Parliament too . . .  
Whoever can speak, speaking now to the whole nation, becomes a power, a branch 
of government, with inalienable weight in law-making, in all acts of authority” (Car-
lyle 1948). This idea that the press would serve as the people’s platform for dis-
cussing issues and holding accountable those in power would come to be one of 
the core concepts of an independent press, and so the role of the media in report-
ing on those in power has become a central tenet of a professional press corps.

The importance of the independence of the media to play this role has also been 
central to many of the structural developments that would unfold in the American 
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system. The philosophy behind it has had a huge effect in shaping modern libel 
law in America. It is far harder for a public figure (or celebrity, or anyone consid-
ered in the public eye) to win a libel case against the press. This stems from a cru-
cial case in the 1960s where southern defendants sued the New York Times for 
running what they considered a libelous ad. In a decision that seemed to declare 
its intentions to protect the watchdog, Justice William Brennan boldly declared: 
“[W]e consider this case against the background of a profound national commit-
ment to the principle that debate on public issues should be uninhibited, robust, 
and wide-open, and that it may well include vehement, caustic, and sometimes un-
pleasantly sharp attacks on government and public officials.” The result was a libel 
law that factored in the First Amendment freedom of the press, ensuring that the 
press could not face lawsuits in areas where they exposed public officials to public 
scrutiny even if they had enormous authority in that area.

Federal judge Alex Kozinski, when discussing the implications of that 1964 deci-
sion in New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, actually even referred to the concept of the 
watchdog, saying without it “the media in the country would become as effective as 
a toothless guard dog.” Other decisions like the 1971 Pentagon Papers case would em-
power editors and reporters to decide what information should be published, ban-
ishing the idea of prior restraint on the press, even when the information to be 
published is considered top secret. Most judges and legislatures have essentially 
decided that if the public has a legitimate interest in the information to be published 
then the press has wide freedom to proceed almost without fear of prosecution. So, 
for example, when a contractor for the National Security Agency decided to leak 
information about a massive surveillance program to the press, he was indicted and 
fled the country. All of the journalists who have received the information that Edward 
Snowden released are protected from prosecution even though without them 
Snowden’s documents would never have become known to the public. It may 
seem unfair that the person who leaked a document may be prosecuted while a jour-
nalist who takes that document and reports it the world is free from fear, but the 
legal and structural history of watchdog journalism has created such a system.

Fair or not, it is a system that the American public has, for decades, supported. 
In fact, Snowden’s leak of the NSA surveillance, coupled with other stories of the 
Internal Revenue Service targeting certain political nonprofits for investigation and 
stories of secret detention facilities run in the war on terror, has only built support 
for the concept of watchdog journalism. A 2013 report from the Pew Research Cen-
ter found that nearly 70 percent of the American public concluded that press at-
tention and criticism of government programs keeps political leaders from doing 
things that should not be done; only 21 percent said that scrutiny kept the govern-
ment from doing its job. The number reflected a 10-point jump in just the last two 
years. This public support is bipartisan. According to the report, “About equal ma-
jorities of Republicans (69%), independents (69%) and Democrats (67%) view 
news organizations as a check on political leaders and there has been a significant 
rise in this view across nearly all demographic and political groups. Young people 
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especially have become more likely to say news organizations keep political leaders 
from doing things that should not be done, a shift in opinion that has taken place con-
currently with rising concerns about civil liberties” (Pew Research Center 2013).

The widespread support for the role of a watchdog press is impressive given the 
growing frustrations and distrust most Americans feel toward the press. In the same 
survey, only 26 percent said they felt the press gets its facts straight and only 20 per-
cent said it was willing to admit its mistakes. These seemingly conflicting opinions 
reflect the complicated position the watchdog role puts a for-profit business like 
most media in. On the one hand, these journalists are tasked with holding politi-
cians and bureaucrats accountable for what they do and how well it aligns with 
what they said they would do. Most Americans want them to be that fourth estate 
Burke described. Yet the public turns on the press when it falls short or is perceived 
to be biased. The press is left to navigate between what is popular and what the 
public wants to believe, and what it needs to know to make informed decisions. It 
is, at times, an unenviable position and yet most journalists will admit they take 
their role in the system, while unofficial, with seriousness and purpose.

Even in this era of journalism pressured for revenue streams and viable business 
models, watchdog reporting remains a touchstone for the industry. And yet what 
watchdog reporting looks like is far from monolithic. The most obvious branch of 
this accountability journalism is the investigative work done by major newspapers, 
some television, and many digital media outlets. Investigative reporting begins with 
a premise that the story put out by officials is usually not complete or even all that 
honest. Major investigations have dived into everything from the treatment of vets 
to environmental crimes and often explode in the media following a major publi-
cation by an outlet that devoted months or years to getting the story right. These 
investigative pieces are often controversial because they often take a stand that what 
is happening in this investigation is wrong and should be fixed. They do not rely, 
as much political reporting does, on getting multiple perspectives that debate the 
issue, rather the story comes from the angle that was is happening is wrong. As 
former Washington bureau chief of the New York Times Bill Kovach and American 
Press Institute’s Tom Rosenstiel noted in their book on the media, “The news outlet 
is taking an implied stance on the issue that some wrongdoing has occurred. That 
is why investigative journalism has been called advocacy reporting, or as reporter 
Les Whitten called it, ‘reporting with a sense of outrage,’ and why the acronym for 
the professional association called Investigative Reporters and Editors spells out the 
word ire” (Kovach and Rosenstiel 2007). And many watchdog journalists can seem 
to be borderline paranoids, assuming the worst most of the time and seeing wide-
spread conspiracy or neglect in many stories. Still, these investigators also are the 
ones who dig deeper on the story, pushing for the release of public documents and 
demanding that the government abide by the law. They are the descendants of the 
early muckrakers of the twentieth century who pushed the government to crack 
down on abuses by big business and machine politics. These crusading journalists 
often stop short, unlike many of the muckrakers, of proposing a solution to the 
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problems they document, instead pushing the issue into the public sphere to be 
debated by the government and the public.

But some journalists have also sought to find other forms of reporting that abide 
by the spirit of the watchdog but perhaps take a less confrontational approach to 
the subject. For example, the Associated Press couched its effort at watchdog jour-
nalism in a less advocacy framework, declaring it “accountability” journalism. In 
explaining the idea, Washington bureau chief Ron Fournier said, “It’s not opinion-
ated journalism. It’s not taking sides unless you count being on the side of the truth 
and being on the side of doing things right . . .  It’s no longer good enough when 
we hear a press secretary say a piece of what we call ‘spin’ where they are just kind 
of shading the truth and just laugh at it and say, ‘that’s just spin’—which is what 
we do in the newsroom, been doing for years. That’s not good enough any more. 
We need to point it out” (Associated Press 2009). The AP effort highlights the road 
many journalists seek to pursue in their work, not assuming the worst, but also 
moving beyond the back-and-forth of a political debate.

One example of this form of watchdog work is the fact checking most news or-
ganizations do during campaigns. During these segments, journalists take the 
claims made by a campaign or an ad and explore the veracity of what is said, seek-
ing the documents, pursuing the source of the financing, and seeking to educate 
the public as to the accuracy of the ad. Other forms of this less-confrontational, 
but still watchdog-oriented work include efforts to grade a candidate’s performance 
on how well he or she delivered on the promises they made during the campaign. 
Again, the idea here is to hold the politician accountable for what they promised 
the public and what they then did when elected.

The watchdog role has also arrived more forcefully on the campaign trail in re-
cent years as journalists seek to combat misinformation in elections. This stems from 
the dicey reality of post-truth politics where candidates can make a claim again and 
again and despite efforts from the press to clarify the misinformation, the facts them-
selves become debatable, making it difficult for the public to know what is true. 
This struggle to combat misinformation has led some to argue that simply having 
the strength to declare what is true and what is debatable may be becoming an act 
of watchdog reporting. Dan Froomkin worked for the Washington Post and eventu-
ally joined Glenn Greenwald, who broke the NSA story, at his service called The 
Intercept. Froomkin says, “To many people, watchdog reporting is synonymous 
with investigative reporting, specifically, ferreting out secrets. But there’s another, 
maybe even more crucial form of watchdog reporting, especially in this age of re-
lentless public relations and spin. It involves reporting what may well be in plain 
sight, contrasting that with what officials in government and other positions of 
power say, rebuffing and rebutting misinformation, and sometimes even taking a 
position on what the facts suggest is the right solution” (Froomkin 2013).

Throughout these different strands of modern reporting on politics—from in-
vestigative work to fact checking to simply standing up against political spin—there 
remains the central idea of serving the public’s need for understandable information 
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about their government. The service of watchdog journalism helped spur the ini-
tial inclusion of the press among the First Amendment rights Americans had. It 
helped develop the muckraking movement at the dawn of the twentieth century 
and played an important role in the increasingly confrontational reporting about 
the Vietnam War and the drumbeat of investigations into the Watergate break-in.

The goal of these reporters and editors is often summed up in a truism that was 
coined by a fictional Irish bartender conceived of by Chicago Evening Post journalist 
and humorist Finley Peter Dunne at the time of the muckrakers and has been a badge 
of honor for many journalists ever since that journalism at its best “comforts the 
afflicted and afflicts the comfortable.” For the American system to work, voters need 
to be able to rely on sources of information that will warn them when the government 
has overstepped its bounds—federal courts have declared the NSA surveillance 
program unconstitutional and ordered it reined in, but only because it came out 
that it was happening. Similar watchdog reporting has uncovered political corrup-
tion and sex and financial scandals that have forced dozens of politicians out of 
office and changed the course of government. The role of journalism as watchdog is 
vital for the functioning of a free society. The trick for journalists—and the public—
is to keep skepticism from descending into permanent cynicism.

See also: Advocacy Journalism; Muckraking; Post-Truth Politics; Trust in Journalism
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THE WEEKLY STANDARD
One of the most recent additions to the array of intellectual journals on politics, 
the Weekly Standard has carved out a unique place in the journalism of political 
commentary, establishing its brand as closely associated with the conservative 
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economics and assertive foreign policy often called neo-conservative. With a staff 
of 28 editors and writers and an array of conservative contributors, the magazine 
has established itself as an influential journal among Republican leaders and 
politicians.

The magazine, like many other journals of political thought, has never been a 
major financial success. It was founded with a budget of $3 million in 1995 given 
by News Corp. bigwig Rupert Murdoch and was edited by William Kristol. Kristol 
had made a name for himself as a political insider, having served as chief of staff to 
Vice President Dan Quayle. Kristol’s father had also worked in magazines, having 
helped guide influential conservative magazines like Encounter, the Public Interest, 
and the National Interest. Kristol, in outlining the goals of the soon-to-debut jour-
nal, described the Standard as “a magazine of politics and ideas that helps frame 
the debate and is a forum for serious but also lively discussion of this new era. We’ll 
be politically engaged, but not in a partisan way” (Berke 1995). When the maga-
zine appeared less than four months later, it had to compete for attention. That same 
month, John F. Kennedy, Jr., debuted his glossy magazine George, sporting super-
model Cindy Crawford on the cover and promising to make politics sexy. The Weekly 
Standard, by comparison, launched with a cartoon of then-Speaker of the House 
Newt Gingrich swinging on a rope and armed for combat with his opponents. George 
got all the attention, but the Weekly Standard became an important source for the 
political leaders who had come to power with Gingrich. Within six years, George 
had ceased publication and the Weekly Standard was about to reach the heights of 
its influence.

The new magazine was based in Washington, D.C., in the same building as the 
influential American Enterprise Institute and, perhaps not surprisingly, many of the 
scholars at AEI would contribute to the new journal. The magazine took on Republi-
can politics, foreign policy, and the judiciary while also examining art and litera-
ture. Its erudite, yet playful tone attracted readers from the left as well as the clear 
targets on the right and the circulation for the magazine soon grew to nearly 100,000. 
The magazine launched with Kristol and Fred Barnes, who had served a decade as 
a senior editor at the liberal New Republic, at the helm. The editors soon drew tal-
ented conservatives like Christopher Caldwell, P.J. O’Rourke, and Charles Kraut-
hammer as contributors, and its influence seemed to be growing with each issue. 
The magazine’s creation came at a time of resurgence in the Republican ranks, hav-
ing just retaken the U.S. House for the first time in 40 years and having seen more 
and more state legislatures move to the right. But for all this political success, Kris-
tol and the other founders of the magazine worried about the intellectual ground-
ing of this newfound conservative success. He attracted a group writers and editors 
who looked toward Ronald Reagan, as well as tough-minded liberals like former U.S. 
senator Patrick Moynihan, for inspiration.

But for many critics of the new outlet, “this ‘heterodoxy’ is just a smokescreen 
for a sinister orthodoxy—neo-conservatism. The magazine has been Washington’s 
noisiest champion of an assertive foreign policy that tries to link American power 
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with American ideals (Mr. Kristol calls it ‘neo-Reaganism’). And there is no short-
age of material for conspiracy theorists who want to show the Iraq war was a Zion-
ist plot . . .  Mr. Kristol replies that neo-conservatism was more of a predisposition 
that shaped the magazine’s response to events such as the genocide in Bosnia, rather 
than a pre-cooked ideology” (Economist 2005). But this connection to the so-called 
neo-conservative agenda would be one of the hallmarks of the Standard.

In 1997, the magazine published a famous essay, “Saddam Must Go,” that illu-
minated the conservative argument that the Iraqi leader was a threat to democracy 
and stability in the region. The essay spoke to the Weekly Standard’s strong activist 
foreign policy and actually foreshadowed many of the arguments that would be 
used six years later by the administration of George W. Bush to launch military 
action against Iraq. Throughout these years, the magazine was owned by Mur-
doch, who appeared unfazed by its inability to turn a profit. Most argued Mur-
doch was willing to lose a million dollars a year, the reported shortfall, for the 
amount of influence the journal seemed to have. This became especially true after 
the election of George Bush in 2000 and the terrorist attacks of September 11, 
2001. White House speechwriter and conservative journalist David Frum would 
later tell the New York Times, “On foreign policy, The Weekly Standard had a lot of 
influence with the Bush administration. It was among the most consistent defend-
ers of the broad outlines of Bush policy” (Arango 2009). Each week Vice President 
Dick Cheney received 30 copies of the magazine at his office alone, and the strong 
foreign policy arguments of the magazine’s writers seemed to be playing out not 
just on the page, but in the real world as the United States battled al-Qaeda and 
later Iraq overseas.

But the 2003 Iraq invasion may have represented something of a high-water mark 
of influence and interest from its owner Murdoch. In 2007, Murdoch’s News Corp. 
purchased the Wall Street Journal and the Australian’s interest in the Weekly Stan-
dard appeared to ebb. By 2009, he decided to sell the magazine to another billion-
aire conservative, Philip Anschutz. Anschutz’s Clarity Media Group publishes the 
Examiner paper in San Francisco, the Washington Examiner magazine in D.C., and 
the website examiner.com. Clarity Media Group had for years been interested in 
reaching the influential in Washington. Clarity purchased a series of suburban pa-
pers in the D.C. area in 2004 and relaunched them as the Washington Examiner, a 
local paper that served all those communities and the capital. Despite its success in 
covering the communities of D.C., the newspaper lacked political influence and in 
2013 the papers were ended and the magazine, also called the Washington Exam-
iner, was created with the aim of reaching “45,000 government, public affairs, ad-
vocacy, academia and political professionals in Washington, DC, and state capitals” 
(Tapscott 2013). It was this publisher who took over the Weekly Standard in 2009, 
seeking to bolster its D.C. influence. With its new ownership, the Standard still re-
ports a circulation of about 100,000 and claims its website reaches some 3 million. 
Its new owners kept together the same team of Barnes and Kristol at the helm, and 
the politics of the journal remains intellectually conservative.

http://examiner.com
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WHITE HOUSE CORRESPONDENTS’ DINNER
If there is a lightning rod for the criticism about political reporters and their rela-
tionship with the politicians they are paid to cover, it is the annual black tie gala 
where Hollywood celebrities, Cabinet members, and the upper echelon of the Wash-
ington press corps gather to crack jokes and toast one another—the White House 
Correspondents’ Dinner.

For those in Washington, D.C., the event has become known as “Nerd Prom,” a 
night where the ink-stained wretches of the political press cut loose and have some 
fun with the people they cover. At least that was the idea, but what the dinner has 
come to mean for many journalists and political observers is the worst of excess. 
New York Times correspondent Mark Leibovich penned a full book that castigated 
the dinner and the elements of D.C. journalism that bask in the glory of “Nerd 
Prom,” writing, “Three thousand tux-and-gowners rise as one in the ballroom of 
the ‘Hinckley Hilton’ and offer a solemn toast ‘to the President of the United 
States’ . . .  [T]o the outside world, the dinner and its collateral goings-on present 
an image of Washington as one big game and costume party, everyone bathed in 
the same frothy mix of fame and fun and flattery and (most of all) belonging. It all 
looks terrible” (Leibovich 2013). This sense of the elite press and political powers-
that-be sitting, dressed to the nines, and laughing at their own jokes as the politi-
cal process remains hopelessly deadlocked has created real frustration inside and 
outside of Washington. But for many inside D.C., Leibovich’s portrayal of one din-
ner as some shallow, cynical ball is overblown and misunderstands the benefits of 
journalist and politician seeing one another as people and not just problems.

The event, for all its current controversy, has actually been around for nearly a 
century. It started as a celebration at the rebirth of the association that runs it—the 
White House Correspondents’ Association. The WHCA had gone dormant during 
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the Woodrow Wilson years after their efforts to protect regular press briefings by 
the president failed. Fifty men gathered in May 1921 to toast the election of a new 
president—Warren G. Harding—who had already promised to revive the meetings 
with the press. With the press conferences back, the association reorganized the 
dinner to promote the freer flow of information from the White House to the press. 
According to the WHCA history of their dinner, “On a social level, the correspon-
dents saw Harding, a newspaper publisher, as one of their own. One of his first 
acts as president had been throwing a dinner for the correspondents who had cov-
ered his campaign in Marion, Ohio. Now, it was time to reciprocate” (WHCA). 
That night the president was not in attendance—in fact Harding never attended a 
dinner—but his main liaison with the press was there as were many of his staff. By 
1924 the first president made an appearance at the dinner—Calvin Coolidge.

The events tended to be informal affairs until 1941 when FDR used the dinner 
to deliver an important policy speech about the growing unity in opposition to the 
Axis powers of Germany and Japan, telling the reporters, “It differs from the press 
conferences that you and I hold twice a week, for you cannot ask me any questions 
tonight, and everything that I have to say is word for word on the record.” The 
president went on to warn of war and to defend and explain the Lend-Lease Act he 
had just signed, which essentially put America firmly in the British camp and helped 
set the country on the path to war. His speech was a sobering warning of what was 
to come, and the audience of reporters appeared in a patriotic mood. “While to-
day’s journalists are trained never to react to a politician’s substantive remarks, the 
reporters at that dinner interrupted the 35-minute speech 34 times with applause 
that often included whoops and cheers. But when it was done, and Roosevelt turned 
the microphone over to emcee Jay Flippen, a vaudevillian, popular singer, Broad-
way actor, and sometime radio voice of the New York Yankees, the correspondents 
did not rush to their typewriters. They poured more drinks, lit more cigarettes, and 
settled back for the rest of the entertainment” (Condon 2015).

Aside from that historic dinner, the event remained largely unremarkable, ex-
cept for the overt sexism that also ran through its early history. Even though women 
could join the association, they were banned from the dinner. In 1950 Navy un-
dersecretary Dan Kimball hosted a counter-dinner for “the underprivileged ladies” 
of the White House press corps to pressure the association to change. Still, the man-
only rule stayed in place for more than a decade. By 1960, United Press Interna-
tional had assigned Helen Thomas to begin covering the newly elected president 
John F. Kennedy, and she stepped up the pressure to open the dinner to women. 
Steve Thomma, the head of the White House Correspondents’ Association, recalled 
at her death in 2013, “At her urging in 1962, Kennedy said he would not attend 
the annual dinner of the White House Correspondents Association unless it was 
opened to women for the first time. It was. And in 1975–76, she served as the first 
woman president of the association. Women and men who’ve followed in the press 
corps all owe a debt of gratitude for the work Helen did and the doors she opened. 
All of our journalism is the better for it” (Mirkinson 2013).
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For much of the next 30 years, the event remained a big deal in Washington 
and almost nowhere else: a very “inside baseball” dinner with some celebrity en-
tertainment and a few scandalous moments. That began to change in 1993 when 
C-SPAN rolled in a camera and began broadcasting the event live. Suddenly the 
evening became something the entire nation could see, a grand ballroom where the 
national political reporting corps yucked it up with the men and women they were 
supposed to keep honest, all decked out in tuxedos and the finest gowns. The event 
soon morphed into the Washington Oscars, complete with a red carpet arrival area 
outside the Washington Hilton—where James Hinckley attempted to assassinate 
Ronald Reagan in 1981. Still, the association tried to downplay the dinner’s pomp. 
In a 2014 video produced after Leibovich’s book, the WHCA says, “The first and 
foremost mission of the White House Correspondents’ Dinner is to promote journal-
ism education through the scholarship fund.” And the association does hand out 
$100,000 in scholarships—a sizeable amount. But some wonder if that really is 
the point of an event where some of the richest celebrities and most successful 
fundraisers on the planet flock to a hotel ballroom. And the event continues to grow 
in size, production value, and breadth. It’s now merely the centerpiece of nearly a 
week of receptions, parties, and galas.

For all the criticism of its excess, the dinner still provides a unique moment where 
the world of politics and comedy—always intertwined—fully embrace one another. 
Bob Hope emceed in 1944, and entertainment has been a regular component of 
the evening since the 1950s. Both professional comedians and the sitting president 
now routinely turn in performances that can be controversial platforms for biting 
political commentary. In 2015, for example, President Obama joked, “For many 
Americans, this is still a time of deep uncertainty. I have one friend, just weeks ago, 
she was making millions of dollars a year, and she’s now living out of a van in Iowa,” 
referring to the recently launched presidential campaign of his former secretary of 
state Hillary Clinton. In 2006, Stephen Colbert brought his satirical conservative 
talk show persona to the dinner and delivered a stinging series of jokes about Presi-
dent George W. Bush, who appeared decidedly unamused as Colbert riffed, “Now, 
I know there are some polls out there saying this man has a 32 percent approval 
rating. But guys like us, we don’t pay attention to the polls. We know that polls are 
just a collection of statistics that reflect what people are thinking in reality. And 
reality has a well-known liberal bias . . .  Sir, pay no attention to the people who 
say the glass is half empty, because 32 percent means it’s two-thirds empty. There’s 
still some liquid in that glass, is my point. But I wouldn’t drink it. The last third is 
usually backwash.” Response to the controversial performance became, itself, a po-
litical story for days afterwards as people debated whether it was appropriate for 
Colbert to mock the president in front of him.

Many who attended the dinner said Colbert’s jokes largely bombed in the room, 
but videos of the performance took off on the web, drawing hundreds of thousands 
of views. James Poniewozik later wrote of the incident, “This has become the po-
litical-cultural touchstone issue of 2006—like whether you drive a hybrid or use 
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the term ‘freedom fries.’ For those of you who haven’t seen the performance, Col-
bert, in character, launched into a scathing (by the standards of the dinner, not ‘The 
Colbert Report’) ‘tribute’ to President Bush that had the Commander in Chief gri-
macing and the room of reporters and dignitaries in largely uncomfortable silence.” 
The Colbert performance and many of those that followed highlighted how the dinner 
had become a political video event as much as a Washington insider celebration.

By 2015 there were 112 reporters covering the arrival of dinner attendees, just 
one of the many spring galas that now mark the calendar. Most, like the Washing-
ton Correspondents’ Dinner hosted by the congressional reporting organization, are 
far more tame affairs, but for some the entire week of events has become an em-
blem of a major problem in Washington journalism. D.C. reporter Patrick Gavin 
spent a year putting together a documentary about the events, called “Nerd Prom.” 
He lashed out at in the excess in Politico, writing, “What started off decades ago as 
a stately formal celebration of the best of presidential reporting has morphed into 
a four-day orgy of everything people outside the Beltway hate about life inside the 
Beltway . . .  four full days of signature cocktails and inside jokes that just under-
score how out of step the Washington elite is with the rest of the country. It’s not 
us (journalists) versus them (government officials); it’s us (Washington) versus them 
(the rest of America)” (Gavin 2015). Thomma defended the dinner and the larger 
question of sources and journalists rubbing shoulders to public radio’s On the Me-
dia, saying, “Every reporter in this town who covers a beat, we all take people out 
to lunch or dinner. Either cause we’re already talking to them every day or we’re 
hoping they’ll return our calls and talk every day, and I just don’t have a problem 
with it. It’s up to every journalist what they do with their source. We’re just not 
gonna get involved in that relationship” (Garfield 2015).

The White House Correspondents’ Dinner remains one of the most controver-
sial media events for reporters, a litmus test for many journalists who have grown 
to see the dinner as an abominable representation of the corrupt coziness of politi-
cal reporters and politicians. Many worry that a dinner that puts these two groups 
in the same room and laughing at the same jokes makes the entire watchdog idea 
of reporting weaker. How can a reporter hammer a source for dishonesty one min-
ute and pay for them to join them at a dinner the next? But for others there is an 
element of old world charm to the event. It is a way to hearken back to a time when 
reporters knew the men and women they covered, and the professional relation-
ship of source and reporter did not artificially prevent two people from knowing 
each other socially. But these people who like the dinner as a chance to poke fun 
at the overheated politics and talk in Washington, and to actually get together to 
toast the president, tend to remain quiet in the face of the E! Hollywood-ization of 
politics that having Kim Kardashian and Barack Obama and U.S. Senate Majority 
Leader Mitch McConnell in the same room has become.

See also: Comedy, Satire, and Politics; Watchdog Journalism; White House Press 
Corps
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WHITE HOUSE PRESS CORPS
The journalists who cover the president each and every day, often traveling at 
thousands of dollars of expense to their news organization to be with the leader of 
the free world, have evolved from a small, chummy group of political insiders 
who would meet privately with the president to a rhetorical dueling partner with 
the White House press secretary. The relationship between the hundreds of re-
porters credentialed to cover the president and the senior officials within the 
government has often been a source of concern and frustration for those outside of 
Washington, D.C.

There is no official White House press corps, as many of those who cover the 
president may be assigned on a case-by-case basis, but the bulk of the regular me-
dia that covers the president are members of the White House Correspondents As-
sociation. The organization formed in 1914 with an aim of pressuring then-president 
Woodrow Wilson from ending his regular press briefings. Wilson had a notoriously 
rocky relationship with the press and several reporters had heard a rumor, which 
turned out not to be true, that a congressional committee would be tasked with 
selecting whom among the press could cover the president. The association now 
boasts more than 250 members, including radio, television, print, and web news 
outlets, and works with the White House to ensure press access to officials and oc-
casionally the president. The journalists who get the White House beat are often 
the rising stars of their respective news organizations and have made their way to 
the White House by building a name for themselves.

The corps of reporters who cover the president have often found themselves at 
the forefront of the debate over issues of access to political leaders and the behavior 
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of the political press. One of those elements that receives much attention by both 
scholars of politics and the current political blogosphere and punditry is the influence 
a president can hold over the press or that the press can push on the White House. 
Whether in the animosity and mutual disdain that appeared between the Nixon 
White House and the press, or the friendships and off-the-record counsel that marked 
the FDR administration, the questions about what is the right relationship between 
the two is often debated. Roosevelt is credited with wielding enormous influence 
over the press because he brought them into his thinking about Depression-era poli-
cies, asking the advice of leading columnists, and offering unprecedented access to 
the press for interviews and press conferences. So what happened to the more easy, 
casual relationship between the press and President Franklin Roosevelt or even 
President Kennedy?

First, when television began broadcasting press conferences, both the president 
and the men (and increasingly women) who covered the White House became 
household names. This pushed both to step up their work and act more “profes-
sional.” Also, events intervened that changed the relationship. One exhaustive study 
found that it was the press’s increasing focus on objectivity as a critical component 
of its work and “Vietnam and Watergate-related presidential abuses that undermined 
journalistic trust in the president . . .  [S]uch events appear to have led White House 
reporters toward a more fundamental reconsideration of their proper role” (Clayman, 
et al. 2010).

If there had ever truly been a love affair between the press and the White House 
(it was more likely an uneasy mutual necessity than an actual friendship), both the 
press and the politicians had ended it by the late 1960s. Politicians targeted the 
increasingly sharp-penned press as negative and abusive. Nixon vice president Spiro 
Agnew became noted for blasting the press as out of touch with the real concerns 
of Americans. He said the president ought to have the “right to communicate di-
rectly with the people who elected him . . .  without having the President’s words 
and thoughts characterized through the prejudices of hostile critics before they can 
even be digested . . .  The views of a—the majority of this fraternity do not—and I 
repeat, not—represent the views of America” (Taylor 2015).

This combat between the White House and the press is now most evident in the 
daily press briefing by the press secretary. For decades, the press secretary would 
take to the podium in what is now called the James S. Brady Briefing Room in the 
West Wing of the White House to face the 49 seated journalists and the scores of 
cameras set up along the back row. The press secretary would take questions from 
the press about what the White House was doing that day, reacting to a news event 
overseas or getting a political assessment about administration negotiations with 
Congress. But as the Monica Lewinsky scandal exploded in 1998, a technical change 
was made to the press room; it was only later Mike McCurry, then-press secretary, 
came to understand its significance, saying, “The moment I realized I had made 
some kind of mistake was when the networks started using two cameras—one to 
shoot the briefing [i.e., McCurry at the lectern] and a second one, right near my 
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shoulder, to shoot correspondents asking the questions . . .  The dynamic changed. 
Now the briefings were television events rather than an opportunity to answer ques-
tions about the news” (Simon 2014).

But it was not just the relationship between the president and his staff and the 
press dispatched to cover them. The demands of the media also changed over time, 
affecting the types of stories the White House press corps produced and requiring 
the news organizations to develop new tools to address those needs. It is easy to 
see that the president is perhaps the single most covered public figure in the world. 
Leaning over a sneeze guard at a Chipotle in Washington triggered a deluge of sto-
ries about President Obama. President Clinton’s running shorts were often a point 
of public discussion, and the press eagerly covered President Nixon walking on the 
beach in a full suit with dark socks and shoes. But with the advent of television 
coverage and then the shocking assassination of President Kennedy, the “body 
watch” became a central part of the White House press corps’s job. Wherever the 
president went, the press would be there, capturing every moment in film and the 
written word. For some time the pressure on these journalists to generate a daily 
story about what the president did and the political ramifications of those actions 
stretched the journalists’ ability to report. The press adapted to its strange new role 
with an innovation: the pool report.

Now a small team of reporters and photographers are tasked each day with 
supplying a blow-by-blow account of the president’s actions. The account, the 
“pool report,” is transmitted to all White House correspondents so they can in-
clude specific details to their respective readers and viewers. What is often not 
clear is this information is essentially second-hand since the reporter, unless se-
lected that day to be the pool reporter, did not actually witness it. Liberal writer 
Matthew Yglesias called the pool report “basically a mutually agreed upon plagia-
rism pact. It’s not feasible for all news organizations to get first-hand reports about 
the president’s activities. But they want to pretend that they can. So they come up 
with the idea of the ‘pool reporter’ and then a convention that it’s okay to mislead 
the audience about what happens by writing up information drawn from pool re-
ports as if it’s original reporting” (Yglesias 2009). The pool reports almost never 
make it into the final reports of the White House correspondents, but they often 
highlight the mundane reality of covering someone they rarely actually interact 
with. One pointed column that documented the early days of the Bill Clinton 
White House and how the inexperienced staff had mangled the press logistics of 
Clinton’s visit to the 50th anniversary of D-Day in Europe included one section of 
the pool report that gives a sense of what the reporters who cover the president 
receive:

Afterward, Clinton worked the rope line. He met a lot of ribbon-wearing veter-
ans. We then followed Clinton on a small boat while he was on the HMY Britannia; 
couldn’t see him. Our little ever-bobbing “chase” boat, by the way, was too slow to 
keep up with the Britannia, so we took a lot of shortcuts. Best color we saw was this: 
the presidential party watched an impressive flyover, including jets flying in a 
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stunning precision formation reading “50.” I believe Clinton gazed skyward at this 
display, although we were pretty far away. (Lewis 1994)

The pool reports helped expedite the evolution of the press corps feeling more 
and more disengaged from their job of tracking the president every day. With a 
heavy reliance on the pool for the most specific reporting about the president and 
an often-heavy-handed set of restrictions on where press traveling with the president 
can go and with whom they can interact, it is not as surprising that when continued 
budget cuts raised the question of whether to send reporters on trips with the 
president, more and more outlets started saying no. Traveling with the president, 
unless part of the pool, is not cheap. According to the WHCA, the press spent $18 
million on travel in 2009. As more news outlets begged off traveling with the presi-
dent, the higher the costs of paying for the charter flights became for the remaining 
organizations, which in turn prompted more to bail on the coverage. Now when a 
president travels or a presidential candidate hits the road, news outlets often at-
tempt to cover them in the most cost-effective way, sending younger, more inexpe-
rienced staff onto the press busses and relying on the pool reports more and more.

Back in Washington, though, there is still an argument that the White House press 
corps has lost perspective as to what its real job is and what it should be focused on. 
This came into sharp relief after the resignation of Helen Thomas, the longest-serv-
ing White House correspondent, in 2010. Thomas, as tradition held, would ask the 
first question at every press conference with the president, peppering presidents from 
Kennedy to Obama with often tartly phrased jabs that aimed to provoke a response 
to the day’s events. When Thomas was quoted making anti-Israel statements in 2010 
she was forced to resign from her job reporting for Hearst newspapers and she left 
her spot in the White House press room. The news triggered a high school-style turf 
fight among the organizations and reporters covering the White House as to who 
would inherit her seat in the front row of the White House press briefing room. A 
frustrated Nation columnist Eric Alterman lamented the corps’s “childish insularity 
and ego-driven myopia.” He went on to declare, “The entire focus of the White 
House press corps is on what happens inside the White House. While that’s not ir-
relevant, neither is it what’s really important. Reporters climb over one another like 
gerbils in a crowded cage, and for what? It’s rarely to examine the consequences of 
any given policy—‘substance,’ after all, is not their beat” (Alterman 2010).

This kind of criticism—that the press corps is as much interested in its own self-
promotion and proximity to power as in the civic good—also fuels criticism of the 
press corps’s most public moment: the annual White House Correspondents’ Din-
ner. The black tie extravaganza attracts Hollywood celebrities and the elite press to 
hobnob with administration officials. The dinner has drawn fire for the coziness it 
seems to showcase between official Washington and the press.

Moreover, the White House now uses social media to communicate directly 
with the public, through an Instagram feed of official photographs, a YouTube 
channel, and countless tweets, Facebook posts, and web content about issues both 
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international and domestic. This shift has forced the press corps to go public with 
its concerns. In 2015, the WHCA declared its “Practices and Principles of White 
House Coverage,” that aimed to formalize the modern relationship of the press 
with the executive branch and reinforce the role and value of the press corps. The 
statement included demands that:

• The press must be able to see, hear, witness and question the President and his or her 
aides on a routine basis, in addition to the daily White House briefing.

• The press must have the ability to question the President in person on a regular basis, 
including through a full news conference at least once a month and in response to 
significant news developments.

• The President’s events are by default open to the full press corps and, in the instance 
of legitimate space constraints, are at minimum open to the full press pool.

• The press has regular access to the President’s aides, beyond those in the White House 
Press Office.

• Briefings by administration officials are on the record, as a general practice.

• Background briefings where officials are not identified by name are reserved for sub-
jects of special sensitivity. (WHCA)

The statement was a striking admission of how the press has lost the authority 
that FDR sought to use to influence public opinion of his policies. Now as the use 
of the press has become only part of an overall communications strategy, the power of 
the White House press corps has waned to the point where it must itself publicly 
pressure the administration for access. A Politico survey of reporters who cover 
the White House reported that fully 80 percent of the White House press corps 
had not conducted a one-on-one interview with President Obama by late in the 
seventh year of his presidency. And the simple fact is he does not need to sit 
down with specific reporters to get his message out. Instead, between the orches-
trated chaos of the daily White House briefing, the social media feeds of the White 
House, and the background briefing by various members of the administration, 
the message gets out to the public regardless of who is sitting in the West Wing 
briefing room or how often the chartered press plane accompanies the president 
to a foreign trip.

See also: White House Correspondents’ Dinner
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WHITE, THEODORE (1915–1986)
It took a foreign correspondent to see the historical sweep of campaigns for what 
they were: epic human dramas filled with flawed and very human characters. It took 
Teddy White to create the modern form of political reporting.

Theodore White started as a historian, fascinated by China’s complex centuries-
long story. Upon graduating from Harvard University, he landed a fellowship that 
allowed him to travel the world. He would end up in Chungking, the World War II-
era capital of China as the country battled the Japanese. After working briefly for 
the government, he took an assignment as a correspondent for Time magazine, al-
though he bristled at the lack of space and the rewriting his copy went through. He 
would later write of his wartime experience in the country in a book he co-authored 
in 1946 called Thunder Out of China. The book marked the first of many White would 
write and highlighted his uneasy relationship with contemporary journalism. He 
wanted to contextualize the events of war and diplomacy within the larger historical 
reality of the region. Daily journalism and even magazines like Time wanted more of 
the day-to-day action on the ground.

White also produced several works of fiction that caught the interest of Hollywood 
producers and stars. By 1959 he was able to choose the next book he wanted to write 
and was torn between two ideas—tell the story of the true dangers of nuclear weap-
ons or chronicle a presidential campaign. Most advisers told him to go with the weap-
ons book, but White disagreed. He would later write, “The idea was to follow a 
campaign from beginning to end. It would be written as a novel is written, with 
anticipated surprises as, one by one, early candidates vanish in the primaries until 
only two final jousters struggle for the prize in November. Moreover, it should be 
written as a story of a man in trouble, of the leader under the pressure of circum-
stances” (Porch 2015). The result would become one of the most important works 
of modern political journalism—The Making of the Presidency 1960. The book would 
chronicle the primary and general election campaign from the inside, with White 
tagging along with candidates, capturing telling moments, and turning them into 
novel-like scenes that took the readers into the psyches of the men seeking the office. 
He also paired that personal drama with a historian-like approach to the process of 
the election, documenting and explaining the evolution of the primary system, the 
role of conventions, and the historical significance of the first televised debates.
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It was a narrative about American politics that had never been seen before 
and would spawn an entire genre of copycats. Noted conservative author William 
F. Buckley would credit White with singlehandedly “revolutionizing the art of politi-
cal reporting” by focusing on the drama of the campaign and the poignancy of the 
candidate’s personal struggle to convince voters to support him. Buckley noted 
White captured this “because his were the eyes of a journalist who could convey 
the inclinations of a small gathering of Americans who convened to hear a candidate 
by noting how much effort they put into wiping their own hands clean before ac-
cepting the politician’s proffered hand. The voters spoke their intimate thoughts to 
him, his colleagues spoke their minds to him, presidents and presidential candi-
dates sought him out” (Buckley 2008).

And it was this unique position as a historian-turned-journalist-turned-novelist 
that helped him see politics less as a daily slog of press releases and campaign meet-
ings and more a story of the people running the campaign and their strategy for 
capturing the highest office in the land. White would become the benchmark for 
many editors who would demand the kind of intimate portraiture that White cap-
tured in his books, and those that would come after him would turn campaign strat-
egy and internal workings into the stuff of high drama. The New York Times’ Jill 
Abramson, in bemoaning what had become of the narrative form White really pio-
neered, would marvel at the uniqueness of the moment that the journalist had cap-
tured in 1960, writing, “White was writing at a time when television was just 
becoming the medium through which most Americans experienced political cam-
paigns, though in a limited way. Much of the action still took place off camera, which 
enabled a respected journalist like White to gain direct but unpublicized access to 
the candidates as well as to their families and members of their staffs, who spoke 
openly about their hopes and ambitions” (Abramson 2010). Those that would come 
after White would try and emulate his prose, but would never gain the sort of access 
he managed in the era before campaigns became so carefully stage-managed. Works 
like Game Change that documented the 2008 campaign would aim for that insider 
feel, but would lack the direct access, relying on dozens of anonymous sources that 
captured elements of the story White did nearly 50 years earlier—few capturing the 
full breadth.

White would win the 1962 Pulitzer Prize for Nonfiction and would revisit the 
approach in 1964, 1968, and 1972, crafting popular works on the presidential cam-
paign. These books helped drive the idea of campaigns as “narratives,” a form that 
has become a central concept to the reporting about and the running of modern 
political campaigns. He would also document the Watergate scandal and would seek 
to stitch together the Making of the Presidency series while covering the 1980 cam-
paign. But none of these later works could capture the originality and impact of 
that first 1961 book. It would become a must-read for many aspiring political re-
porters and campaign operatives.

White died suddenly from a stroke in 1986, but his body of work remains one 
of the influential in American political reporting.
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WINCHELL, WALTER (1897–1972)
Walter Winchell had style. In the 1920s, wearing a fedora and with a cigarette dan-
gling from his mouth, he invented the gossip column and wrote exhaustively 
about big-time marriages, divorces, new children, and the exploits of celebrities. 
And he did it using vivid and creative language. Couples were “welded” instead of 
married, had “blessed events” instead of babies, and went “phfft!” instead of di-
vorced. People loved it. For some three decades, Winchell had a tremendous fol-
lowing, both in print and on the radio. It was a following that made him powerful 
not just in the celebrity circles of Hollywood, but also in the halls of power in 
Washington.

“By one estimate, fifty million Americans—out of an adult population of roughly 
seventy-five million—either listened to his weekly radio broadcast or read his daily 
column,” wrote Neal Gabler in Winchell: Gossip, Power and the Culture of Celebrity. And 
those readers were loyal—it was once said that 200,000 readers switched New York 
papers when he did (Gabler 1994).

His work transformed journalism, dredging up scandal and gossip and helping 
to create the culture of celebrity that endures today. His fame flickered out long 
before he did, and most of his vast audience would turn away from him in his final 
years. His increasingly shrill embrace of McCarthyism in the 1950s turned off some 
loyal fans, as did unpopular attacks on certain celebrities. But in his prime, from 
the 1920s and into the early part of the 1950s, Winchell entertained—something 
he first learned to do as a kid on stage in New York City.

Born Walter Winchel (he later added the second L after seeing it on a theater 
marquee) in New York City in 1897, he grew up in a poor family. Desperate to make 
his mark, he went to a theater and became a song plugger, someone who sang be-
fore movies started. That led to a childhood career in vaudeville, including some 
time in a well-known duo with his first wife, Rita Greene. Being on stage prepared 
him in many ways for his journalism career. Gabler wrote that vaudeville made 
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Winchell “an entertainer for life and in life,” writing, “For Walter, vaudeville had 
provided, as his Harlem childhood had, a lesson in fear, humiliation and resent-
ment, and he brought those to his journalism too” (Gabler 1994).

Vaudeville led him into the newspaper business, too. His first writing gig was 
with the Vaudeville News, a trade paper where he wrote columns and sold ads. Next 
it was the New York Graphic, then William Randolph Hearst’s New York Daily Mirror. 
He also embraced broadcast as it emerged as a powerful new media. In 1930, he 
began hosting a weekly radio show, and over the years he also appeared in movies 
and later narrated a TV show in the 1960s.

He wrote about—and feuded with—actors, actresses, reporters, and editors. Mob-
sters, athletes, and politicians courted him, too. Nobody wanted to be on Winchell’s 
bad side. He wasn’t shy about his political leanings either. “He adored the New Deal, 
supported civil rights and repeatedly denounced Fascism and Hitler far sooner than 
more Establishment journalists did,” wrote Bernard Weinraub for the New York Times 
in 1998. But it was his political leanings that would lead to his downfall. An anti-
communist, he embraced the ideas of U.S. senator Joseph McCarthy, who claimed 
communists had infiltrated the U.S. government. Even after McCarthy had been 
largely discredited, writes Gabler, “Walter continued to Red-bait, issuing warnings 
on everyone from a Broadway dance instructor . . .  to playwright Arthur Miller to 
The New York Times” (1994). Winchell’s once vast audience began to turn on him, 
the same way the country turned on McCarthy. He wrote for the Daily Mirror until 
it folded in 1963 and narrated The Untouchables, a 1960s TV show. But, by all ac-
counts, he’d lost the fame he’d enjoyed for so many years. “Walter Winchell had 
been a veritable king and he had a good, long reign. Then fame ended. But he did 
not, doomed to years and years of has been-ism,” wrote Dick Cavett for the New 
York Times in 2009.

He died in 1972 and his legacy is debatable. He served as something of an in-
spiration for gossipy Hollywood writers, and Internet sensation Matt Drudge has 
gone to extraordinary lengths to embrace the Winchell legacy, including the dapper 
hat. His lively prose and thirst for gossip changed journalism. Yet, at the end of his 
life, Winchell was a man more known for his flaws. “He had gone from a man who 
demonstrated the inspiring power of the press to one who demonstrated its terri-
fying dangers. No one could argue away that politically, at least, he had done good 
and evil in almost equal measure” (Gabler 1994).

Michael Wright
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WOMEN AND THE NEWS MEDIA
In terms of how political reporting has historically been overrun by men, it may be 
useful to look back to the 1972 presidential campaign. The election was a crushing 
defeat for Democrats and a resounding victory for President Richard Nixon. It also 
sparked a wave of campaign books, including Timothy Crouse’s seminal campaign 
narrative, The Boys on the Bus. But as the name of Crouse’s work implies, there were 
almost no women journalists on that campaign trail and their marginalization in 
reporting circles for decades is something that has colored political reporting and 
general news coverage ever since.

What’s notable about the state of gender equality in the newsroom is that while 
a generation of pioneering women journalists carved a place in the nation’s news 
organizations in the 1960s and 1970s, the effort appears to have stalled out in the 
past two decades. Every year, the American Society of News Editors produces a census 
of the country’s newspaper newsrooms. The focus of the census is to explore how 
ethnically diverse the nation’s newspaper staffs have become, but buried in the 
data sheets is some troubling information about gender. According to the 2015 
census, the percentage of newspaper employees who are women has been stuck, 
essentially unchanged, since 1999. The 1999 report found that 36.9 percent of all 
editorial jobs at newspapers were held by women. Sixteen years later the number 
had inched up to 37.1. The picture is not much better in terms of newsroom super-
visors, where women hold 35.3 of those jobs, up slightly from 33.8 percent in 1999. 
Among reporters, the picture actually worsened a bit. When the lens is broadened 
to global media, the news is even worse. According to the Global Media Monitor-
ing Project, which advocates for more women in the media and has conducted 
audits of gender equality in reporting since 1995, only 25 percent of people heard, 
spoken of, or read about were women. Meaning only a quarter of the stories in 
print or broadcast were reported by women or featured women as expert sources.

The lack of gender equality in the United States or abroad has raised real con-
cerns for women’s rights activists who see the media as a core component of shap-
ing and potentially changing public perceptions of men and women. Noted feminist 
Gloria Steinem has said, “It’s hard to think of anything except air, food and water 
that is more important than the media . . .  Literally, I’ve spent most of my life work-
ing in the media. That has made me hyperaware of how it creates for us the idea of 
normal, whether or not the normal is accurate. Especially for groups that have been 
on the periphery for whatever reason: If we can’t see it, we can’t be it” (Zernike 
2014). Steinem helped organize the Women’s Media Center to document the issue, 
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and a 2015 report from the organization tracked some troubling trends generally 
within the news media and specifically in the area of covering politics. The survey 
found that 32 percent of evening news stories were reported by women and 37 per-
cent of newspaper and magazine stories were authored by female writers. The 
news is even worse in political reporting. Julie Burton, head of the WMC, noted in 
the report that “with the 2016 presidential election already under way, it is partic-
ularly disturbing that Novetta research for WMC shows men reporting 65 percent 
of U.S. political stories. This is not progress from the 2012 presidential election, 
when Novetta research for WMC found that 71 percent of all front-page stories were 
written by men and that on cable and network TV, political news show guests and 
experts were 77 percent men” (State of Women in the U.S. Media 2015).

Women have had a place in the newsroom for more than a century, but their 
role was profoundly limited. With a few exceptions, women found a place in newspa-
pers as those publications aimed to expand their readership. With a business model 
that relied on the widest possible circulation, news organizations began adding “so-
ciety pages” in newspapers and “women’s sections” in magazines to attract female 
readers. These new sections began hiring young women to report for them and soon 
female reporters were covering beats like fashion, cooking, and the home. There were 
exceptions to this limited role for female journalists. Women like Elizabeth Jane Co-
chrane, who would write a fiery letter to the editor denouncing a sexist column in 
a Pittsburgh paper and land herself a reporting job, taking on the pen name of 
Nelly Bly. Bly would talk her way onto the staff of Joseph Pulitzer’s New York World, 
and would soon produce a groundbreaking exposé on the state of mental hospitals 
after she feigned mental illness and went through treatment in a New York asylum. 
The next year, 1888, Pulitzer sent her around the world in a publicity stunt to see 
if she could circumnavigate the globe faster than the fictional Phileas Fogg from 
the H.G. Wells book Around the World in Eighty Days. Other women would also 
carve out names as stellar journalists, including muckraker Ida Tarbell.

But for every Bly or Tarbell there were thousands of women who found them-
selves trapped in news organizations that relegated them to secretarial work or sub-
jected them to sexual harassment. Throughout the 1950s and 1960s the number of 
women working in newsrooms grew, but it would take a series of lawsuits from 
women at the Associated Press, the New York Times, Newsday, and Newsweek to force 
many changes. In 1970, 46 women working at Newsweek sued the magazine ac-
cusing the organization of widespread sexual discrimination. Lynn Povich was one 
of those women, and some 40 years later she would recall the kind of environment 
that prompted the lawsuit, calling it “the ‘Mad Men’ era—married bosses had af-
fairs with women who reported to them; a randy writer passed by the desk of one 
young woman and planted a kiss on her neck; a researcher was stalked by her se-
nior editor, who had a crush on her. He told her if she didn’t marry him, she would 
have to leave Newsweek—which she did” (Povich 2012). Povich and her colleagues 
timed their lawsuit to come out on the day the magazine published a feature on 
the women’s movement called “Women in Revolt,” with a picture of a naked woman 
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in red silhouette, pumping her first in the air. That same day they filed a complaint 
with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission under the charge that they 
had been “systematically discriminated against in both hiring and promotion and 
forced to assume a subsidiary role” due entirely to their gender. The lawsuit at News-
week, the first by women against a media company, received mixed reactions in the 
press—New York Newsday headlined their article “Newshens Sue Newsweek for 
‘Equal Rights’ ”—but the magazine soon negotiated a settlement. Povich, five years 
later, would become the first female senior editor in Newsweek history.

Throughout the 1970s newsrooms began to change their behavior and offer more 
tracks for women to senior positions, but many woman still report a more subtle, 
but persistent form of sexism in the workplace. Slate writer Amanda Hess captured 
the view of many women in the modern newsroom when she revisited the News-
week case, writing, “The Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the sex-discrimination law-
suits that followed successfully challenged such blatantly sexist displays in American 
newsrooms. They also cleared room for quieter, subtler forms of sexism to take their 
place. Today’s sexist employer knows that he can no longer get away with pinching 
butts by the water cooler or explicitly barring women from the ladder’s highest 
rungs. But between clearly actionable sex discrimination and full gender equality 
lies an extensive menu of workplace tactics by which employers can marginalize 
women” (Hess 2012). These lawsuits may have barred the most overt forms of dis-
crimination, but as Hess notes and the statistics help support, a legal structure that 
bans overt gender discrimination has not led to an equal number of women being 
employed in journalism or an equal number of managers in positions of authority 
in most newsrooms.

The lack of female reporters and editors developing stories and selecting the po-
litical topics to focus on can have both clear direct and indirect effects. On the di-
rect side of the equation, the paucity of female political correspondents has affected 
the stories told by journalists and how they choose to tell them. Kay Mills, a long-
time journalist and author of the book A Place in the News: From the Women’s Pages 
to the Front Page, tried to explain the effect in a report on the Harvard University 
Nieman Foundation site, noting, “Many women (not all) see stories in ways many 
men (not all) do not. In what topics they choose to cover, in how they decide to 
tell the story, and in their commentaries, men and women display different ap-
proaches. Gender can also play a role in reporters gaining access to or trust of 
sources” (Mills 2011). Mills notes that the different life experience and worldview 
of a female reporter can sometimes push her to approach a story differently.

Indirectly, the gender inequality in the newsroom can taint the way the news 
media handles even categorizing and describing issues affecting women. For ex-
ample, 1996 marked the rise of the “soccer mom,” a type of female voter who lived 
in the suburbs and often had an upper middle class lifestyle. The idea of the “soc-
cer mom” as some sort of magical unicorn of swing voters in the country started 
with a woman who ran for city council in Denver in 1995. Susan Casey made her 
slogan “A soccer mom for city council” as a way to connect herself to those 
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suburban parents she hoped to represent. She won, but the moniker of soccer 
mom soon became a term all about gender. As Casey told the New York Times, that 
was never the intent. “It has nothing to do with women or men—‘soccer parent’ 
just didn’t sound like a good phrase. If I were a male I probably would have said 
soccer dad, but it wasn’t meant to be an appeal to women. Soccer dads know that 
soccer moms are the same. Actually the dads I know are worse than the moms and 
kids—they are much more involved” (MacFarquhar 1996). The term became a 
touchstone for political reporting, serving as a target market for political messages 
from the Democrats and Republicans as well as a way to describe the persistent 
problem Republicans have had in attracting large numbers of white female voters. By 
the time of the 1996 Republican convention in San Diego, pundits, many of them 
men, were opining about the need for Senator Bob Dole to make in-roads to these 
voters if he hoped to defeat President Bill Clinton.

But behind this discussion lay a real disconnect, one exacerbated by the relative 
lack of women in newsroom leadership roles. Were suburban married women fun-
damentally different than suburban married men? Were they a voting bloc at all or 
simply a loose demographic group? Could they be swayed en masse with a key is-
sue or targeted mailing? To talk about women voters, who make up more than half 
the electorate, as a sort of monolith is clearly misleading, but some critics argue 
the media’s adoption of these descriptions can be more damaging than just being 
misleading. One feminist scholar argued that the term “soccer mom” soon morphed 
from a political force into a consumer market, be it for a candidate or a product. 
The result, Mary Douglas Vavrus argued, is that “her identity as a political force is 
far less important than her identity as a consumer with a solid, disposable income. 
Her political interests are only alluded to, or are cast in the vaguest of terms. When 
her politics are mentioned, they tend to reinforce essentialist, traditional, domestic 
concerns—concerns well suited to product, as opposed to policy, intervention. This 
tendency is one that can push women out of the electoral political power centers—
such as the House of Representatives or the Senate—by suggesting that they are 
perhaps more appropriately situated in their homes, raising their children” (Vavrus 
2002). Vavrus saw the media as the source of this misleading and disempowering 
term and then saw the marketing world embrace it and commercialize it. But for 
her, it was the news media that created this creature, too easily lumping women 
into a simplistic whole that could be then sold policies and beauty products. Crit-
ics argue this lazy categorization of suburban women was made possible, at least 
in part, by the still low number of women in the newsroom.

But that was changing. As more and more women rose through the ranks of news 
organizations, the reporters tasked with covering presidential campaigns began to 
change. Some news organizations have seen through staff changes and increasing 
seniority more women move into positions within the political reporting field. Anne 
Kornblut of the Washington Post has covered campaigns for the paper since 2000. 
When the 2008 campaign rolled around, with Senator Hillary Clinton running for 
the Democratic nomination and later Alaska governor Sarah Palin running as the 
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Republican vice presidential pick, she said she noticed a change. She told NPR in 
2012, “When we had a female candidate on both tickets, there was a lot of talk 
about ‘girls on the bus’ instead of ‘boys on the bus.’ I think we did notice a higher 
percentage of women reporters gravitating toward the Clinton campaign and then 
we all reunited on the Palin campaign several months later. But I think in general 
that’s true. I don’t think it was just because there were two female candidates. We 
look around now and our political staff is almost half women at this point, which 
obviously would have been unheard of in 1972” (Inskeep 2012).

What’s perhaps notable about Kornblut’s point is those female political report-
ers were assigned to cover the female candidate, as if a decision was made in news-
rooms to dispatch females to cover females—an almost unconscious throw-back 
to the era of the society page reporters of the nineteenth and early twentieth cen-
turies. But whatever the cause, 2008, and later 2012, offered more women than ever 
before the chance to get out to report on politics. But as the Women’s Media Center 
report notes, most news organizations are still offering women far fewer opportu-
nities to report and to serve as expert sources for stories. The WMC survey did find 
that the PBS NewsHour nightly television program was heads and shoulders above 
other outlets in its use of women and minority sources and reporters, but accord-
ing to the organization that is only because the program, co-anchored by two 
women, has made it a priority. Longtime political reporters Gwen Ifill and Judy 
Woodruff both said they know how any news organization can fall into the rut of 
having the same guests on to discuss an issue. Woodruff said, “It is a conscious 
decision every single day. We literally cast our reporters and producers to go out 
and actively look for people and make a triple effort to make sure they are finding 
people who are diverse in gender, race and age . . .  If you don’t do that, it’s so easy 
to slip back into the trap and just say, ‘Well, we used so-and-so last time we did 
this topic, so let’s use them again.’ Frankly, there’s no excuse for that” (Taibi 2015).
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WONKETTE
Go into a bar on Capitol Hill while Congress is in session and you will hear a mix 
of policy critique, personality snark, and endless rumors of what might happen or 
who is up or who is down. Add a healthy dose of potty humor and pottier words, 
and this is the voice of the blog Wonkette.

If the Internet taught media anything, it was that you can succeed if you can find 
a niche and own it. In Washington, rumormongering is a full-time sport, so much 
so that in 1992 the venerable Washington Post launched a column called “Reliable 
Source.” The column was part gossip rag and part D.C. celebrity column and was an 
instant hit. Gawker Media, the collection of blogs that focused on clicks and web traf-
fic above all else, launched a competing service in 2004 called Wonkette.

The site was run by self-proclaimed “failed journalist” Ana Marie Cox and em-
braced a foul-mouthed mix of sex and politics as its daily fare. When a story of an 
alleged affair involving then-Democratic presidential nominee John Kerry leaked 
on the notoriously unreliable Drudge Report, Cox posted update after update on 
Wonkette, cataloguing every step of the story. When a former Hill staffer named 
Jessica Cutler started blogging under the pen name Washingtonienne about her sex-
ual adventures in the nation’s capital, including an affair with a staffer from Senator 
Mike DeWine’s staff, Wonkette offered the later-to-be-sued Cutler a platform to ex-
pand her audience.

The Washingtonienne episode landed Cutler a book contract and scored Won-
kette a huge surge in attention. The site “traffic shot up more than threefold, to 
more than 1.5 million visits in the month of May 2004” (Solove 2007, p. 53). The 
attention turned Cox into one of the city’s new celebrities. She hit the town with 
Cutler and the two posed for photos posted later on Wonkette. She was soon asked 
by MTV to help cover the national political conventions that year.

Those who admired or disliked her work said Cox flourished in part because she 
was a product of the new media empire of Gawker and not tied to the more traditional 
outlets like the Post’s “Reliable Source.” Former alternative weekly writer-turned-ABC 
news correspondent Jake Tapper said in 2004, “The difficulty with writing a gossip 
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column from the moss-covered towers of any established media organization is 
that one’s bosses are more often than not likely to be golfing and sipping port with 
your choice subjects. So Ana Marie has an advantage there” (Bosman 2004). And it 
was an advantage that she rode to a form of D.C. celebrity status.

By 2006 Cox had used the publicity of Wonkette to score two separate book deals 
and on the eve of the release of her first work, a novel that satirized life in Washing-
ton, D.C., she stepped down as Wonkette editor. The site then burned through a cou-
ple editors before, in 2008, Gawker Media Group announced it would spin off the 
site into its own business. In 2012 the site took on its latest iteration when former 
alternative weekly editor Rebecca Schoenkopf purchased the site and became its 
editor. Schoenkopf continued the site’s tradition of liberal views mixed with a strong 
feminist stance, bringing on Kaili Joy Gray, a liberal blogger from California, to help 
run the site. The site has served as a model for some state-based services that follow 
the same mix of snark, sex, and liberal commentary on political matters. Schoenkopf 
continues to run the site, even after moving to Montana in 2014.

Wonkette maintains an irreverent voice that mixes humor with left-leaning com-
mentary. It sells t-shirts emblazoned with a sexy version of U.S. senator Elizabeth 
Warren set in a definitely Soviet-era propaganda aesthetic. Its Facebook page lists 
the site as a “Newspaper” and a “Prison & Correctional Facility.” But it has also lost 
much of its traffic it enjoyed during the heyday of Cutler’s drama. It promises ad-
vertisers the ability to reach some 650,000 visitors a month (and a million on elec-
tion months), with the additional promise that “Wonkette readers are born with an 
advanced degree and at least one third of them have jobs” (Wonkette 2015).

Throughout its incarnations Wonkette has stressed its role as living up to the 
stereotype of bloggers. Cox would often do interviews wearing slippers and in re-
porting on her departure from Wonkette, the Washington Post said “the writer who 
made Washington politics irresistibly naughty, is giving up her job as a full-time, 
pajama-clad blogger to become a full-time, pajama-clad author” (Argetsinger and 
Roberts 2006). Cox’s slippers were retired into the Newseum in Washington, D.C., 
but it remains to be seen if Schoenkopf and her band of merry revolutionaries can 
help Wonkette achieve its past political scandal glories.
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WOODWARD AND BERNSTEIN: WOODWARD, BOB 
(1943–) AND BERNSTEIN, CARL (1944–)
They were not a natural team. In fact, they really didn’t like seeing each other across 
the Washington Post newsroom, both chasing a Saturday story about a burglary at 
the Democratic National Committee headquarters at the Watergate complex in June 
1972. Bob Woodward had heard about Carl Bernstein’s penchant for nosing his way 
into a good story, and Bernstein thought Woodward was a prima donna who couldn’t 
write. But there they were, working on the same story—along with a slew of other 
reporters—about a “third-rate burglary.”

They had no clue then, but that burglary was the story that would trigger more 
than two years of investigative reporting that exposed a vast web of political tricks 
and crimes and a cover-up that pushed President Richard Nixon out of the White 
House and led to indictments of 40 White House and administration officials.

The two Metro reporters became famous and wrote two books about what became 
known as Watergate. Their legendary editor, the late Ben Bradlee, wrote in his au-
tobiography that Woodward and Bernstein’s work “put the Post (and me) on the 
map in ways that no one could have predicted” (Bradlee 1995). The investigation 
remains one of the most significant accomplishments in the history of journalism, 
and their names would hardly be uttered separately in the following decades. Despite 
that, the two men couldn’t have been more different.

Carl Bernstein was born on February 14, 1944, in Washington D.C. At 16, he 
was a copy boy at the Washington Star. At 19 he became a full-time reporter. He 
went to the University of Maryland for a little while, but struggled with school and 
dropped out. But the Washington Star had an informal rule that reporters had to 
have college degrees. He had no interest in finishing his, so he left the paper in 
1965. He joined the Washington Post in 1966 (Shepard 2007).

Bob Woodward was his straight-laced opposite. Woodward was born on 
March 26, 1943, in Geneva, Illinois. He went to Yale on a Navy Reserve Officer Training 
Corps scholarship, which required him to serve in the Navy after graduation. When 
he got out, he convinced the Washington Post to give him a quick try-out, which he 
failed. His editor said he didn’t know how to tell a story. But, Woodward loved re-
porting, so he caught on at the Montgomery Sentinel, a weekly paper in Maryland. 
After just a year there, he was back at the Post, this time in a permanent job. He 
had only been on staff for nine months before the break-in.

Neither reporter had done anything terribly remarkable in journalism before five 
men wearing suits and surgical gloves were arrested in the Watergate that June 
night. Woodward had been writing about crime and unsanitary restaurants. Bern-
stein had covered courts and the city, sometimes wrote about music, and liked to 
do “long, discursive pieces about the capital’s people and neighborhoods” (Wood-
ward and Bernstein 1974). The Saturday story on the burglary at the Democratic 
headquarters was published with Alfred E. Lewis’s byline, but the story belonged 
to Woodward and Bernstein for the years that followed. They kept pulling the 
threads and found a complicated web that linked the burglary to the White House 
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and the re-election campaign for President Richard Nixon. They kept up the pres-
sure with story after story, unveiling new details and new evidence of the presi-
dent’s connection on the front page of the Post.

Based on their work, the Post won the1973 Pulitzer Prize for public service jour-
nalism, but the story didn’t end there. Nixon won the 1972 election and looked to 
be heading for another four years, but what Woodward and Bernstein uncovered 
would prevent that from happening. Under a great deal of pressure, Nixon resigned 
in August of 1974—the first sitting president to be forced to do so by work of in-
vestigative journalists.

Woodward and Bernstein wrote about their reporting in All the President’s Men, 
which would become a movie starring Robert Redford and Dustin Hoffman. The film 
helped inspire a generation of new journalists to question authority. They also wrote 
a book called The Final Days about the months leading up to Nixon’s resignation.

Their work was also notable in its use of an anonymous source. A man who be-
came known as Deep Throat met secretly with Woodward and offered guidance 
and tips throughout the investigation. Deep Throat became the subject of wide-
spread speculation on who it was, and nobody who knew said anything for 30 years. 
Then, in a 2005 Vanity Fair article, Deep Throat was revealed to be Mark Felt, a 
Twin Falls, Idaho, native who was the number two official at the FBI when Wood-
ward and Bernstein were tracing the scandal (O’Connor 2005).

Watergate was the pinnacle of both reporters’ careers. Woodward stayed on at 
the Post and has written a laundry list of books, but also has been the subject of 
controversy and criticism. Bernstein, too, has authored books—including a biog-
raphy of Hillary Clinton—and written for a number of publications, but had a tu-
multuous personal life that inspired Nora Ephron, his second ex-wife, to write the 
novel Heartburn.

Despite their flaws, Woodward and Bernstein remain as icons of modern inves-
tigative journalism who showed just how mighty the pen can be. The University of 
Texas bought their notes and recordings from the Watergate scandal, giving others 
the opportunity to trace the corruption.

Michael Wright

See also: Anonymous Sources; Washington Post
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YAHOO NEWS
Begun as a news aggregator, Yahoo News has emerged as one of the top news sites 
on the web, mixing original content with syndicated content it receives from part-
ners. The site, while attracting some 175 million visitors a month, has also come 
under fire for aggressively using personalization filters to feed people the news they 
want to see rather than the most important information of the day.

Like its historic rival Google, Yahoo grew out of Stanford University. There at 
the electrical engineering graduate school, two students, Jerry Yang and David Filo, 
created a website in January 1994 called “Jerry and David’s Guide to the World Wide 
Web.” By March of that year they renamed the site Yahoo! and in January 1995 the 
site was launched at yahoo.com. Yahoo’s idea was to create an index of the World 
Wide Web, so the site allowed new sites to apply to be listed on different topic pages 
that were organized in sections of the site.

As the site grew throughout the 1990s, adding new companies and countless 
subdirectories of web pages, the service launched a news aggregator that listed top 
newspapers and television stations that provided news. Over time, Yahoo decided 
to begin partnering with these sites to highlight individual stories versus general 
links to the front pages of news organizations. And with that, Yahoo News was born. 
The site’s early sources of content included traditional wire services and the biggest 
news providers at the time and included Associated Press, Reuters, Agence France-
Presse, Fox News, ABC News, NPR, USA Today, CNN.com, and BBC News.

From some of its earliest days, Yahoo was interested in highlighting what was pop-
ular and would draw traffic as well as the editorially most significant news of the day. 
In 2001, for example, it added a new feature that allowed people to see what stories 
were being emailed most frequently. The idea was both intriguing and a little ter-
rifying to editors who had historically selected stories to highlight based on their edi-
torial significance. Yahoo’s innovation allowed people to see what interested each other, 
removing the traditional editorial gatekeeper from the equation. The result drew 
the attention of some of those gatekeepers, with the New York Times reporting at the 
time, “ ‘Most-emailed’ proved to be an immediate hit, and it has become something 
of a cult favorite among heavy consumers of news . . .  The company also created 
another statistics-based feature, this one a bit more conventional: ‘Most-viewed 
content,’ a list of the headlines and photos most clicked on in the last hour. ‘Most-
viewed,’ which began in August, is heavy on breaking news and entertainment sto-
ries, while ‘Most-emailed’ tends toward the quirky or bizarre” (O’Connell 2001). The 
Times and other coverage at the time said Yahoo, which produced no content of its 
own, was relying on its own internal statistics to create “cheap content” that could 

Y
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be automatically generated and drive traffic to less traditional articles. Despite its 
cool reception from some outlets, others, like MSNBC, soon followed in releasing 
their own versions of their “best of” lists and promoting the sharing of the news 
stories via email. It’s important to remember this discussion of popular and most 
shared pre-dated social networks like Facebook and Twitter by several years, but 
the idea of computer aggregated and organized news was already loose within 
Yahoo.

Despite this interest in technology, which would continue throughout its his-
tory, Yahoo was increasingly interested in developing its own content in addition 
to featuring partner stories. In 2010, the site started adding its own reporters, scoop-
ing up reporters from Gawker, Politico, Newsweek, and elsewhere to begin report-
ing for the site. One of those reporters, David Chalian, who was hired away from 
the PBS NewsHour to go to Yahoo in 2012, landed in hot water after an ABC micro-
phone picked up the correspondent cracking a joke about Republican nominee Mitt 
Romney and his wife being unconcerned about a possible hurricane striking New 
Orleans during their party’s national convention. His comment, “Feel free to say, 
‘They’re not concerned at all. They’re happy to have a party with black people 
drowning,’ ” got him quickly fired by Yahoo who said his remarks did not reflect 
the professionalism of the site.

Yahoo’s approach to news is to aggressively mix technology and tracking with 
the content itself. The company has made personalization a hallmark of its search 
and other services. Its CEO, former Google official Marissa Mayer, described the 
philosophy in a 2013 interview, saying, “We can think ‘How do we take the Inter-
net and order it for you.’ There are all these newsfeeds all over the web that people 
will check, you know Twitter, Facebook, and the question is what order should 
people read these in the morning . . .  To do that great job in discovery mode as well 
as search you need a terrific sense of personalization” (Bloomberg 2013). By the 
time Mayer said that, personalization had already become the normal approach to 
reporting on Yahoo News. The site sought to find the kind of stories that a person 
was interested in by monitoring what they clicked on and how long they spent on 
the article. One researcher noticed the degree to which the site now relied on per-
sonalization after a spur-of-the-moment decision prompted her to read a story about 
a murdered child. Soon Yahoo News was filled with injured and killed children 
and the researcher reacted in horror, writing, “Yahoo personalizes headlines for its 
audience of over 700 million people through its Content Optimization and Rele-
vance Engine, an algorithmic system based on demographic data and reading be-
havior. As a researcher who studies digital media, I was aware that my news was 
filtered, but I had never noticed the filtering process in action, probably because, 
until now, Yahoo had guessed me right. (Or at least not so gruesomely wrong.)” 
(Kendzior 2012).

All of these tools, combined with Yahoo’s continued efforts to hire top-name jour-
nalists, has turned the site into a formidable news destination. The site has usually 
ranked first or second in terms of audience, and Mayer has sought to beef up the 
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talent pool even more. In 2013, the site added former chief political correspon-
dent for the New York Times Magazine, and in the largest move to date, Mayer or-
chestrated the hiring of former CBS News anchor Katie Couric. The Couric deal, 
which was renewed for $10 million a year in 2015, has been called risky by many 
who see Yahoo’s strength as organizing content. But Mayer feels it a good invest-
ment, saying, “You can do things like measure the ads that you’ve sold against those 
programs and the follow-on views. And they all mean this is a very profitable and 
good investment. But I will say, to me it was really more about raising that journal-
istic standard, getting our name out there as people who really want to participate 
in news and participate in the dialogue in a different way than just republishing 
content” (Primack 2015).

And this is the role that the site has settled in to, producing more and more origi-
nal print and video pieces while also operating a heavily personalized news site 
that draws more than 100 million users a month. The site maintains a correspon-
dent at the White House and has produced major live coverage of political events. 
Although it lacks the traditional media outlet of a broadcast or newspaper, Yahoo 
is not simply an aggregator of other people’s content; it is a major news operation 
covering politics in its own right.

See also: Personalization and the Internet
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ZOGBY ANALYTICS
From the moment John Zogby and his Zogby Poll entered the national political 
discussion, both have been controversial. Zogby, who started Zogby International in 
the 1980s and now works with his son at Zogby Analytics, is an American poll-
ster based in upstate New York.

His polls have been famously accurate at times when others faltered and equally 
famous for their inaccuracies—he wrote in May 2004, “I have made a career of taking 
bungee jumps in my election calls. Sometimes I haven’t had a helmet and I have 
gotten a little scratched. But here is my jump for 2004: John Kerry will win the elec-
tion” (Cooper 2004). Kerry ended up losing by 3 million votes. But whether wrong 
or right, the pollster always attracts ink with his surveys and analyses.

His work first drew major national attention when he predicted the 1996 re- 
election of President Bill Clinton to within one-tenth of one percent, a far closer 
assessment than any of the traditional polling giants like Gallup. Zogby himself is 
quick to trumpet the Washington Post story about his 1996 prediction, which began 
“All hail Zogby, the pollster who conquered the 1996 election.” What Zogby doesn’t 
quote is what the director of polling at the Post wrote next, “And may you burn in 
the fires of polling hell, you lucky dog, hiss his competitors who say John Zogby is the 
newest bad boy of survey research” (Morin 1996, C5). And while many public 
opinion pollsters grumbled about questionable methodologies and an unhealthy 
penchant for publicity, John Zogby had arrived.

Although 1996 was something of a coming out party for Zogby, he had actually 
been running Zogby International since 1984 to conduct research on global attitudes 
and New York-based political issues. The son of Lebanese immigrants, Zogby’s group 
made a name for itself by conducting some of the first focus group and other research 
into specifically Arabic views of the United States. As far back as 1991, Zogby 
was discussing the how Arab Americans needed to combat an increasingly negative 
stereotype in the United States, arguing, “What has been missing from this expanding 
body of scholarship and popular literature has been the weight of official statistics 
on demographics to offset the stereotypes left by images in popular culture” (Will-
ford 1991, p. 69). But Zogby, who was also a professor of political science, was also 
expanding his political work and growing in regional and national attention.

Zogby’s firm started doing marketing work and increasingly offered services to 
political candidates. His firm also began doing more and more political polls and 
predictions of elections. He accurately predicted in 1994 that George Pataki 
would upset three-term governor Mario Cuomo and soon his work was drawing 
national attention. Zogby’s techniques make him one of the most controversial 
pollsters working in American politics. He argued that traditional pollsters were 
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oversampling Democrats and set out to create a more accurate method for conduct-
ing phone polls.

But it was the advent of the Internet and the opportunities and pitfalls that pre-
sented to pollsters that made Zogby even more of a lightning rod. In the late 1990s 
he developed a controversial Internet polling method that allowed him to quickly 
and cheaply develop online surveys for marketing material and political issues. But 
many professional public opinion pollsters have blasted the technique as funda-
mentally flawed. In 2009, for instance, noted statistics modeler Nate Silver took to 
his site FiveThirtyEight to criticize a new Zogby poll that indicated that President 
Obama’s approval rating had dropped ten points and stood at roughly 50-50—a 
result almost 10 points worse for the president than other tracking polls. Under a 
less-than-subtly titled post (“The Worst Pollster in the World Strikes Again”), Silver 
blasted the pollster’s methodology, writing, “These polls are conducted among users 
who volunteer to participate in them, first by signing up at the Zogby website . . .  
and then by responding to an e-mail solicitation. These Internet polls, to the ex-
tent they rely on voluntary participation, violate the most basic precept of survey 
research, which is that of the random sample. And as you might infer, they obtain 
absolutely terrible results” (Silver 2009). This self-selection of survey participants 
is something Zogby’s group says they can counter through the correct weighting 
and structure of the survey and its results, but many remain dubious.

Still, Zogby surveys, even the more scientifically questionable opt-in online polls, 
continue to drive serious coverage of politics. In early 2015, for example, as the Re-
publican race for the nomination was still taking shape, Zogby released the results of 
an online survey with a whopping 6.6 percent margin of error that put the race at a 
dead-heat between many of the frontrunners. The survey was picked up by News-
max, the Miami Herald (with a caveat that the survey was “experimental”), Forbes 
.com, and other outlets and speaks to the power of the survey to drive coverage for 
at least a short time.

Zogby sold most of his initial firm, Zogby International, in 2010 to a Brazilian 
public opinion research firm and fully divested himself in 2012, the year the mul-
tinational shut down Zogby’s office in Utica, New York. The next month, he and 
his son launched Zogby Analytics, a full service marketing and public opinion 
survey company that moved into the same location as the former Zogby Interna-
tional. The new firm is far smaller than the one that closed in 2012, but Zogby 
continues to be a presence in the media and the Zogby Poll continues to influence 
political bloggers, even if other experts continue to worry about the scientific va-
lidity of some of the firm’s work.

See also: FiveThirtyEight (538); Gallup; Public Opinion
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